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Summary
SYNOPSIS

A Phenomenological Analysis of Emergent Design is performed based on the foundations
of General Schemas Theory. The concept of Sign Engineering is explored in terms of
Hermeneutics, Dialectics, and Ontology in order to define Emergent Systems and Metasystems Engineering based on the concept of Meta-dialectics.
ABSTRACT

Phenomenology, Ontology, Hermeneutics, and Dialectics will dominate our inquiry into
the nature of the Emergent Design of the System and its inverse dual, the Meta-system.
This is an speculative dissertation that attempts to produce a philosophical, mathematical,
and theoretical view of the nature of Systems Engineering Design. Emergent System
Design, i.e., the design of yet unheard of and/or hitherto non-existent Systems and Metasystems is the focus. This study is a frontal assault on the hard problem of explaining how
Engineering produces new things, rather than a repetition or reordering of concepts that
already exist. In this work the philosophies of E. Husserl, A. Gurwitsch, M. Heidegger, J.
Derrida, G. Deleuze, A. Badiou, G. Hegel, I. Kant and other Continental Philosophers are
brought to bear on different aspects of how new technological systems come into existence
through the midwifery of Systems Engineering. Sign Engineering is singled out as the
most important aspect of Systems Engineering. We will build on the work of Pieter Wisse
and extend his theory of Sign Engineering to define Meta-dialectics in the form of
Quadralectics1 and then Pentalectics2. Along the way the various ontological levels of
Being are explored in conjunction with the discovery that the Quadralectic is related to the
possibility of design primarily at the Third Meta-level of Being, called Hyper Being.
Design Process is dependent upon the emergent possibilities that appear in Hyper Being.
Hyper Being, termed by Heidegger as Being (Being crossed-out) and termed by Derrida as
Differance, also appears as the widest space within the Design Field at the third meta-level
of Being and therefore provides the most leverage that is needed to produce emergent
effects. Hyper Being is where possibilities appear within our worldview. Possibility is
necessary for emergent events to occur. Hyper Being possibilities are extended by Wild
Being propensities to allow the embodiment of new things. We discuss how this

1
2

A ‘Quadralectic’ is a form of Super-synthesis between Dialectic and Anti-Dialectic.
A ‘Pentalectic’ is a form of Ultra-synthesis between Quadralectic and Anti-Quadralectic.

xi

philosophical background relates to meta-methods such as the Gurevich Abstract State
Machine and the Wisse Metapattern methods, as well as real-time architectural design
methods as described in the Integral Software Engineering Methodology3. One aim of this
research is to find the foundation for extending the ISEM methodology to become a
general purpose Systems Design Methodology. Our purpose is also to bring these
philosophical considerations into the practical realm by examining P. Bourdieu’s ideas on
the relationship between theoretical and practical reason and M. de Certeau’s ideas on
practice. The relationship between design and implementation is seen in terms of the
Set/Mass conceptual opposition. General Schemas Theory is used as a way of critiquing
the dependence of Set based mathematics as a basis for Design. The dissertation delineates
a new foundation for Systems Engineering as Emergent Engineering based on General
Schemas Theory, and provides an advanced theory of Design based on the understanding
of the meta-levels of Being, particularly focusing upon the relationship between Hyper
Being and Wild Being in the context of Pure and Process Being.
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Introduction
An Approach to Answering the Question Concerning Possibility and Actuality in
Emergent Design
This introduction outlines various themes that will subsequently be examined in this dissertation. First,
the question to be explored is presented. Then, we will explore the concept of General Schemas Theory,
which serves as a major tool for developing our approach to Emergent Design. From there we go on to
introduce the concept of sub-schemas, which demonstrates the ways that schemas are articulated.
Multi-lectics is then introduced as the principle way that design can be understood. In addition to this,
the duality between the System and Meta-system, as well as how meaning is interpreted in Design will
be explored. Ultimately, the complexity of the argument is discussed as well as our rationale for the
form that the argument takes within this dissertation.

The Question to be Explored
This dissertation will explore the intellectual environment and the contextual
circumstances that coalesce to make the Design of Emergent Artifacts possible. Beyond
that, we will examine how this realm of possibility paves the way for the Designed
Emergent Artifact to reach actualization. This issue is important because Design is an
activity that is focused on producing emergent effects through artifacts, yet, when artifacts
become actualized, we often experience the profound consequences of their emergent
effects within our culture and upon the material infrastructure where we pursue our
vocations and live our lives. We usually label design activity as being creative, but we do
not understand how possibility fits into the creative process, either explicitly, or
theoretically, even though we are regularly engaged in activities that create the emergent
conditions for the design and production of artifacts.
Our answer to the question: What makes the Design of Emergent Artifacts possible? will
be quite complex4. We will present a summary of our themes in this introduction and we

4
This is a difficult question. What makes it even more difficult is the fact that modality theory in philosophy
itself is in disarray. In other words it is not well understood how we transition from possibility to potentiality
to actuality. These questions are dealt with in chapters written after the dissertation was turned in for
examination. In this dissertation as assume a naive viewpoint that it is possible to transition from possibility
through potentiality to actuality based on common understanding of these terms derived from Aristotle.

will summarize our findings in the conclusion of this dissertation. This answer is complex
because so many different types of elements, both human and material, as well as cultural
and social, are involved in the process of creative Emergent Design. First of all, we need to
establish our approach to this question because generally, when the subject of design is
discussed, it is not simultaneously linked to both creativity and emergence. Therefore,
although there is a vast literature that is implicated in the answer to this question, there are
very few examples of an integrated answer. Within our tradition this is considered to be a
very difficult question to answer. It is tantamount to questioning the unique abilities that
we possess as human beings. In fact, in our history we see that there was a particular time
within our shared Stone Age culture when humans began to develop more rapidly than
Neanderthals5 until our culture diverged completely from theirs. This change is captured
most poignantly in the cave paintings found in France6 where the first known monumental
art artifacts that humans produced are located. Aesthetically we are impressed by these
paintings that today still seem sophisticated, yet primitive, at the same time. Archeologists
have also discovered small portable art objects and a variety of different types of tools that
date back to this period of history, which proves that the creative design of emergent
artifacts is an integral part of our human capacity. Since then, humans have persisted in
exploring ever more complex designs of emergent artifacts that continue to produce the
technological infrastructure with all its emergent qualities that we have come to depend
upon. This divergence was an emergent change from the stable stone culture that humans
and Neanderthals shared previously. Once humans moved beyond the technological status
quo they entered a less constrained and less stable design space that allowed for the
possibility of their continued exploration and creative invention, which produced emergent
effects on a regular basis.
In this particular study, we are asking this question in the context of Systems Engineering.
Systems Engineering is a new discipline that wishes to establish itself in academia
although, as soon as this happens, questions arise concerning its foundations. Our answer
to the question of foundations harkens back to Systems Theory. It seems reasonable that

However, in the working papers which specifically deal with this problem we use the work of Ian Thompson
and his dispositional philosophy of nature, and attempt to produce a dispositional theory of the transition
through the modalities of Being into actuality from possibility via potentialities. This theory uses the idea of
derivatives that Ian Thompson takes from Swedenborg. This highly technical argument about the nature of
the modalities will not be breached in the dissertation proper. See Thompson, Ian Philosophy of Nature and
Quantum Reality, 1993 at http://www.ianthompson.org/philosophy_papers.htm.
5
Shreeve, James. The Neanderthal Enigma: Solving the Mystery of Modern Human Origins. (New York:
Morrow, 1995).
6
Curtis, Gregory B. The Cave Painters : Probing the Mysteries of the World's First Artists (New York :
Knopf, 2006).
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Systems Engineering should be grounded in Systems Theory. But it quickly becomes clear
that as a practical discipline, Systems Engineering overflows Systems Theory because we
not only describe systems scientifically, but we design them and build them and deploy
them. Systems Engineering is focused on creating systems as artifacts that are used and
operated, which, in turn, change the environment for newer systems that will take their
place in the future. These systems are created by a lengthy and involved development
process that includes: Requirements Development, Architectural and Sub-system Design,
Implementation, Verification, Validation, Integration, and Operation7. Our premise is that
of all these lifecycle phases, the most crucial is design because it allows new systems to
come into existence. Here we are focused on the emergence of new systems rather than the
replication of existing systems. We will not discuss the entire development lifecycle, but
only the part that is dedicated to design, and only in as much as it leads to the innovation of
Emergent Design. As we examine Emergent Design, we will focus on what makes Systems
Engineering unique, and what is most relevant to its foundations. This is what is needed to
give Systems Engineering academic respectability. The search for a theoretical foundation
is justified only by the fact that it is expected that a discipline should search for those
things that it can teach, i.e., that can be deemed as knowledge. And knowledge is expected
to increase, although each increment of it is expected to be as stable as possible so that one
may depend on that knowledge for greater leverage once it is implemented.
In general, our approach toward producing these foundations for Systems Engineering is to
push beyond Systems Theory into Schemas Theory and to consider all other schemas that
are like the System, such as Form, Pattern, etc. as a basis for Schemas Engineering8. The
term, ‘System’, appears in the name of this discipline but we actually use a variety of
schemas that are different in scope as they become necessary for our work. Thus, from this
perspective ‘Systems Engineering’ is a misnomer. It is a misnomer from the point of view
of what we actually focus upon in our discipline. The main focus of our discipline is on the
creation of artifacts that exhibit emergent characteristics at whatever schematic level is
necessary. Our discipline would be more properly defined as Emergent Engineering9
based on the Science of Emergence10. At this point a ‘Science of Emergence’ is but a
dream. But Emergent Engineering is already something we are engaged in on a daily basis

7

Kossiakoff, Alexander and Sweet, William N. Systems Engineering Principles and Practice (Hoboken, N.J.
: J. Wiley, 2003).
8
See “General Schemas Theory” CSER 2004 by the author.
9
See Emergent Engineering essays at http://holonomic.net/ by author.
10
See Foundations of Emergent Science and Engineering essays at http://holonomic.net by author.
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even though it is difficult to clearly explain how it is possible or how we do it. In the
process of Emergent Engineering we create all sorts of artifacts of different schematic
levels as understood by General Schemas Theory11 so our problem is actually reduced to
examining the way design processes interact with schemas. We are going to assume that a
creative act involves the production of an artifact with emergent properties that are new,
unheard of, and hitherto unseen. Yet, we also want to emphasize that creativity relies on
human talent, skill, and luck. In other words, design employs more than just method; we
actually produce Emergent Design out of ourselves and this, in itself, is a creative act. It is
not something that merely happens objectively outside of our human nature, but instead it
is something intrinsic to our human nature that allows us to explore the possibilities that
lead to the emergence of uniquely designed artifacts that work within our world. In this
work the psychological factors that affect creativity will be de-emphasized. Our focus here
will be upon Emergence and Design. In other words, we will assume that the design of
emergent properties is a creative activity, but we will not delve deeply into the
psychological nature of creativity in these chapters12. However, we will continue to refer to
Emergent Design as a creative activity in order to distinguish it from rote design activities,
which are not emergent. The emergent13 aspects of design relate to the novelty that is
outwardly due to the inward creative mental processes, which occur coincident with design
activities14.

Schemas
We must first examine the framework of the schemas in order to fully understand the
creative act of producing a design and how this creative act can unleash the emergent
properties of the artifacts that we construct. Schemas are templates of pre-understanding of
spacetime envelopes that we project onto our experience in order to differentiate objects of
different scales in terms of their dimensionality. The hypothesis that we have developed for
testing schemas is called S-prime theory15, which states that there are two dimensions per
schema and two schemas per dimension, and that there is a hierarchy of ten schemas in all
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See also Foundations of General Schemas Theory and Introduction to General Schemas Theory essays at
http://holonomic.net by author.
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The classic in this field is The Act of Creation by Arthur Koestler (Penguin, 1990).
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Johnson, Steven. Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software (Scribner, 2002)
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Bayley, Stephen and Conran, Terence. Design: Intelligence Made Visible (Firefly Books, 2007). See also
Norman, Donald A. The Design of Everyday Things (Basic Books, 2002).
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S-prime theory is the first of three hypotheses developed in the course of exploring General Schemas
Theory. See works by author on General Schemas Theory at http://holonomic.net. Each of these theories
refine the next additional schema and add dimensions that a schema may reach under special circumstances.
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that fall between dimensions -1 and 9. This is the extent of our ability to schematize based
on our inherent finitude. We name the schemas in S-Prime theory as follows:

Dimensions
89
78
67
56
45

Schema
Pluriverse
Kosmos
World
Domain
Meta-system
(OpenScape)
System
Form
Pattern
Monad
Facet

34
23
12
01
-1  0

Table 0.1 S-prime Schemas in relation to dimensions

These schemas are all the Zeroth Meta-dimensions16 that exist within our worldview. And
each one has its own specific organization, which we project on the envelopes of spacetime
that characterize the various dimensions that are mentioned. Some of these dimensions are
higher than the third, or even the fourth dimension, and thus they stretch into invisible
realms, but that makes them no less real. This set of schemas is taken from our study of the
diverse disciplines and these various schemas show up in scientific disciplines that study
specific phenomena. They are generalized across phenomenal domains in the same way
that systems schemas are. These other schemas are like systems, yet different. Part of this
difference is in their scale, but their essential nature embodies how they cover the range of
possible scales without leaving any gaps.
Schemas are different from the normal types of emergent hierarchies, which are ontic17
rather than ontological18. One such hierarchy might be a string, quark, fundamental
particle, atom, molecule, macro-molecule, proto-cell, cell, multi-cell, organism, social

16

See Foundations of General Schemas Theory at http://holonomic.net by the author. Meta-dimensions are
the next level of abstraction beyond dimensions and are used as a basis for understanding the structure of the
Western worldview.
17
Miller, James Grier. Living Systems. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978).
18
Ontic/Ontological is a distinction taken from Heidegger that corresponds to his ontological difference
between beings and Being.
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group, species, multi-species web, or Gaia. All of these types of hierarchies are ontic in the
sense that they are posited as being ‘out there’ in the world as levels of complexity that
exist in nature. Schemas, on the other hand, are ontological because they are what we
project onto nature and culture in terms of their basic spacetime encapsulation. We can
project different schemas onto the same ontic threshold in nature but we will see them
differently due to the inherent differences in the organization of the schemas. Schemas are
ontological because they are projections, and this brings us to confront the underlying
principle that projection is part of the fundamental nature of Being19. As we examine the
schemas, we are looking at an ecstatic20 projection of spacetime organization that is
culturally mediated, which both reveals and covers up the actual organization of the
phenomena. It is the business of science to sort out the difference between how the
noumena21 are organized in themselves and how we project our own organization onto the
noumena to create experienced phenomena that is governed by how we understand facts22,
theories23, paradigms24, epistemes25, ontos26, existence, and absolutes27. The ontic
hierarchies discovered by science are, to some extent, formulated by the interplay between
our projections and what we actually discover to be real. Reality appears as anomalous
cases that flow from observation (or experiment) that go beyond our projections of how
nature ‘ought’ to operate according to our projections.
It is interesting that in the historical development of the Western Worldview, ontic and
ontological organizations have never been fully separated, which has become a source of
endless confusion. The confusion centers on the fact that we take our schematic projections
as being the actual organization of the phenomena in spite of the fact that it is clear that we
can project different schemas onto the same phenomena and obtain different views of it.

19

Heidegger, Martin, John Macquarrie, and Edward Robinson. Being and Time. (Oxford: Blackwell, 2000)
p. 331.
20
Ecstatic in this context depends on Heidegger’s conflation of existence with ecstasy, which are both taken
as meaning exi-stance, i.e., standing outside of. Projection is the production of a standing outside of oneself.
That is why the various kinds of Being (even existence as something found outside of oneself) is what
actually stands outside oneself. Of course, that implies that ware are standing toward what we find or what
we have projected.
21
Noumena means ‘thing-in-itself’, prior to any experience, and is essentially non-experienceable. This
concept comes from Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. See Adorno, Theodor W., and Rolf Tiedemann. Kant's
Critique of Pure Reason (1959). (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 2001).
22
Raffoul, François, and Eric Sean Nelson. Rethinking Facticity. SUNY Series in Contemporary Continental
Philosophy. (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 2008).
23
Dubin, Robert. Theory Building. (New York: Free Press, 1969).
24
See Kuhn, T.S. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (University of Chicago Press, 1996).
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See Foucault, M. The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (London: Routledge,
2001).
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See Heidegger, Martin. The End of Philosophy. (New York: Harper & Row, 1973).
27
These are the scopes within which emergence can occur within the Western tradition.
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When different scientists, or engineers, project different schemas onto the same
phenomena there is endless argument. This is the “parts of the elephant” theme28 with a
different twist. It is not that different people are seeing different parts and taking that to be
the whole. If it were only that simple… Instead, different people are projecting different
schemas, which calls for dividing up the elephant into different parts and into different
organizations of those parts. The parting of the elephant based on the projection of
different schemas is fundamentally unresolveable unless people can transform their way of
looking at things from one schema to another29. Each schema has its own internal
organization, which means that we must switch from the internal organization of one
schema to that of another. And having something like General Schemas Theory should
help us to better understand the nature of these transformations between schemas. Yet, in
our tradition, nothing like General Schemas Theory has been developed before, even in
obvious places such as criticism of the Arts and Crafts, or in Architectural criticism. These
various art disciplines are so embedded in the formalist approach to things that they have
hardly explored other schemas as complementary ways of understanding their craft. Thus,
it is left to Systems Engineering in its search for its foundations to recognize the necessity
of understanding the hierarchy of schemas and how those schemas form the basis of
Emergent Design, because the schemas not only apply to the creative design process of the
Arts, but to Science and Engineering as well. The schemas are universal (at least, in
Western Culture) regardless of the discipline. Whether or not they are universal across
human culture is a question to be answered by later research once we understand what the
schemas are with respect to our own culture.
As spacetime projections of intelligible organizational templates, schemas are fundamental
to our relationships to everything in our environment, including ourselves. When we do
science, we are trying to understand and unlock the design of nature in a way that goes
beyond our schematic projections. But when we implement the design of artifacts, we are
using the schemas as the basic templates for the objects that we will produce through our
design activities. Those objects are artificial30, not natural31. But the outpouring of the
schemas as spacetime projections is part of our own nature/culture matrix that appears
through our practice, and it is not based on reflexive theory. The schemas show up

28
Poem by John Godfrey Saxe 1816-1887 in Hall, Donald. The Oxford Book of Children's Verse in
America. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) pp. 82-83.
29
Schemas are emergent going up the hierarchy and supervenient coming down the hierarchy.
30
Simon, Herbert A. The Sciences of the Artificial. (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1981).
31
Science discovers the Design of Nature and Engineering designs artifacts based on that knowledge.
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spontaneously in our works as the most natural way to produce representations and
presentations, or reproductions and productions. We build up our artificial environment
and fill it with things made in the image of the schemas, which is our internal preunderstanding of the organization of the emergent thresholds of spacetime. What is
interesting is that when we produce things according to the templates of the schemas, we
find that it is the most natural way to organize our expressions; it is naturally what we feel
is right. Yet, when the schemas are applied they lead to an artificial environment. That is
because the natural environment contains the schemas of many different species, and thus
there is a blending of different species with specific schematic organizations of spacetime.
When we create an artificial environment based on and extending our material culture, we
are only using one set of those schematic organizational principles, while excluding the
schematic organization of species that are different from our own32. The richness of nature
comes from the variety of schematic organizations that are being projected by different
species, while the artificial creation of our human centered environments tends to blot them
out and replace them with our own schematizations exclusively, which leads to a lessening
of the variety of schematizations that can be realized in the overall natural environment.
This is a very different way of looking at the environment that goes beyond just simply
acknowledging the physical presence of various species. We need to consider how each
species contributes to environmental variety through their inherent projection of a
particular spacetime schematization onto the environment, as well as the blending of these
various different schematizations within the natural environment as it is mutually
constructed between species. If there is a Dasein33 of humans, then there is an equally
different dasein of the various species, which together creates an ‘interspecies’ Mitsein34.
But because only humans have Being35, and only Indo-European humans at that, then we
need another terminology for this insight that will emphasize how these various

32
Different species have different experiences of time and different sensory sensitivities, but little research
has been done on the various schematizations intrinsic to different schemas. It is quite clear that spiders and
humans would have very different schematizations based on body plan differences. We are assuming a
spectrum of schematic projections by different species.
33
Means “There-being” a term used by Heidegger in Being and Time, which means the individual within a
community who has being-in-the-world. It is a term for a state that is prior to the differentiation of subject
and object.
34
Means “With-Being” A term used by Heidegger in Being and Time, which means the community, that
together had being-in-the-world. In the broadest sense this can be interpreted to be not only the human
community but the broader community of living species within the same ecosystem, or within Gaia in
general.
35
Being is a unique linguistic artifact of the Indo-Europeans. Within the sixty percent (or so) of humanity
that speak Indo-European languages it is understood that Being and Thinking is understood according to
Parmenides’ definition. In other words, Being is the intelligibility of what IS and only human beings have
access to that intelligibility.
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schematizations are existential in nature and not caught up in Being, which is a purely
human, and at that, a particularly Indo-European construct. Perhaps we can use the term
from K. Jaspers’ “Existenz”36. We could say that part of existenz is the projection of
schemas (by each species) upon their environment, and that those schemas blend in their
existenz to produce an interweaving of the schematizations of their mutual environments.
Humans do this just as all species do, but human projections are mediated by language and
culture, and within our range of cultures we must emphasize that Indo-Europeans have
incorporated an additional overlay of Being that takes us beyond existence and transforms
simple ‘projection’ into a projection of illusory continuities. Indo-Europeans have a
concept of Being in which projection is made self-conscious within itself and supported by
language. This is a pivotal and decisive feature of Indo-European culture that we need to
recognize because this sets it apart from other world cultures. Through their language,
Indo-Europeans create more distance between themselves and the things that are projected
upon (within their spacetime envelopes) by reifying the projection process and giving it a
substrate of Being that is preternatural and ultimately delusional37. Thus, General Schemas
Theory should not only concern human or Indo-European culture-specific schematizations,
but should study schematization across all species to highlight how the variety of
schematizations produced by different species interweave to create the rich spacetime of
nature. In this work we will restrict ourselves to the tradition of schematization that has
been fostered by Indo-European culture, while giving particular attention to Western
European and American culture. Through globalization, Euro-American schematization is
becoming the dominant cultural construct of the spacetime envelopment, and so we will
focus on understanding that as a starting point.
We understand schemas through their nesting and through their relationship to
dimensionality, which facilitates a topological and geometrical understanding of space, as
well as a narrative understanding of time. We also see them as an ontological hierarchy38
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as a result of their relationship to the ontic hierarchy39 from which they differ. In addition,
schemas serve to give access40 to the ontic hierarchy, although in some cases, they may
simultaneously hide or cover up41 the very ontic hierarchy that they are providing access
to. The schemas form an arena with a given internal structure that bounds the process of
‘Emergent Design’, which is the focus of this study. We can compare different design
activities based on the framework of the schemas, and this can give us some insight into
the nature of design itself. But, for the most part, there is a central norm to the
schematization process that is fairly stable and established within our culture. Thus, we can
use the hierarchy of schemas as a general framework for the expression of Emergent
Design. If we fail to understand this framework, it will be difficult to understand the
creative activities of design, which assume the existence of the framework and use it as a
tool for the expression of creative works in the Arts, in Engineering, and in Science.
General Schemas Theory does not as yet exist as a discipline beyond Systems Theory
because it is too close to us. We dwell within the Schemas. Schemas are like water for fish
or air for birds, the schemas are the way we see everything, and we think of them as
perfectly transparent and without an organization of their own. We think of schemas as our
perfectly open access route to things, and we consider them to be the clearing where things
will reveal themselves to us as they are without our interference42. But, as we reflect, we
realize the truth of Kant’s insight that we must project space and time and the categories
from ourselves if we are to aVoid43 the nihilism of Hume’s skepticism. Critical Philosophy
supports the view that we must value and take responsibility for the most fundamental
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The ontic hierarchy are the levels of emergent things, such as quarks, particles, atoms, molecules, macromolecules, proto-cells, cells, organisms, communities of organisms, ecologies, Gaia. This set of emergent
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aspects of what we see in the world, such as space, time, and causation if we are to aVoid
the nihilism that occurs when we try to distance ourselves from them or think of them as
objective. This is one of the main reasons for the idealistic bent of Western Philosophy.
We separate ourselves from phenomena in order to analyze it objectively with the
consequence that it can return and haunt us in a nihilistic form. But, if we admit that the
things that are as basic as space, time, and the categories actually come from us, then we
will be able to sustain their meaning and efficacy. Thus, we accept the schemas as an
ecstasy44 of Dasein, although we reject the subject/object dichotomy that Kant employed
when he articulated them as the temporal analogs of the categories. We will focus on what
Umberto Eco refers to in Kant and the Platypus45 as the “Mathematical and Geometrical
Schemas”, rather than other connotations of the term. ‘Schema’ has had a rich history and
pertains to almost any habitual template for the recognition of things known already. Here
we will strictly use the term to mean the projection of orders on spacetime at various
scales that interlock and nest with each other, which, in turn, form a finite set, each with
connections to specific dimensions.

Sub-schemas
Once we have the framework of the schemas hypothesized and in place, then we can
discuss how the schemas give us a basis for the exercise of design activities. This occurs
because the schemas can be separated into Sub-schemas based on representation,
repetition, and dimensional segregation. There are at least two dimensions per schema and
at least two schemas per dimension46. This means that any given schema can be projected
on two phenomena of different dimensionalities. For example, phenomenal form can be
either two or three-dimensional, so we see forms in pictures based on the outlines of
shapes. We see three-dimensional objects as continuous and contiguous and these have
shape as forms as well. Our argument proposes that phenomenal forms appear in only two
dimensions in S-prime theory and that higher dimensional forms, for example, forms in
four-dimensional space, are not phenomenal as such. Other hypotheses beyond S-prime
develop the implications of a higher dimensional extent by schemas, but only in rare
circumstances. This same thing is true of all the schemas. They all apply to phenomena of
at least two different adjacent dimensions. But once we realize that schemas can have
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different dimensional presentations, it becomes clear that it is necessary to separate the
ascent from the descent of this series of dimensions and divide them into two series. One
series consists of representations that lose information going down the hierarchy, and the
other series consists of repetitions that generate information while going up the hierarchy.
We take this theoretical difference from Deleuze’s Difference and Repetition47. We are
applying his theory and using his distinction to differentiate these two movements. Thus,
every schema has four images, which we will refer to as sub-schemas. A schema has a
higher dimensional presentation, a lower dimensional representation, a lower dimensional
generator, and a higher dimensional repetition based on that generator. We call the higher
dimensional presentation the ‘whole schema’ and we consider the other sub-schemas as
derivative schematizations of the ‘whole schema’. The best understood example of this is
to designate higher dimensional presentation as the whole form, the lower dimensional
representation as a picture, the lower dimensional generator as a plan, and the higher
dimensional repetition as a model. This type of disaggregation of the sub-schemas happens
at each schematic level based on dimension and on repetition/representation as defined by
Deleuze. We have given examples of what these sub-schemas might be at each schematic
level in other works48. If we observe architectural design work we will find forms, pictures,
plans, and models of buildings. The building is the whole form, but it is preceded in the
design work with pictures, plans, and models that stand in for the actual building’s form
during the process of design. In our culture we accept the Building Architects’ modus
operendi as a paradigm and we will follow that example here for simplicity’s sake49. In
order to do design we need these semiotic artifacts that stand in for the final construct
during the design process. The artifacts are semiotic in the sense that they point toward the
construction of the final whole form by giving representations with information loss, by
giving generative planning information, or by modeling it prior to its construction. We will
designate the whole schema as the construct. The construct has its loss50 representation, its
generators, and its fulfillments based on the repetition of the generators. At each level of
the schemas there are different constructs, representations, generators, and repetitional
fulfillments. For the most part, we will talk about these in relation to Form with its
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pictures, plans, and models because this is the most well known level where the subschemas are most fully understood. But, what we say about this level will need the suitable
modifications necessary in order to express its applicability to all the various schematic
levels.
The relationships between the representational series and the repetitional series of subschemas is expressed in terms of mimesis. The plan is a mimetic construct of pictures from
orthogonal angles. The model is a mimetic construct of the whole form. The picture’s
representation is a mimesis in fewer dimensions. When the model is generated from the
plan through repetition, the result is mimesis, i.e., an imitation of the Whole Form. When
the various sub-schemas mirror each other, they form a mimetic space where the various
schemas can be articulated in different ways. This mimesis has been studied by M. Taussig
and we will use his work as representing the nature of mimesis51. It is important to note
that there is a field of mimetic artifacts and they have different embodiments that articulate
each schema. The sub-schemas give us a guide to the limits of this mimetic field in terms
of dimensions and in terms of whether we are moving up or down the hierarchy of the
schemas. Within the framework of the nested schemas the mimetic field gives us an
environment for creative Emergent Design to occur. Our creativity is played out on the
mimetic field during the design process and is expressed in terms of Sign Engineering52.
This creative design process that we have termed as Sign Engineering presents the product
in its particular whole schematic context and precedes the actual construction of
engineered products, which are brought into being from out of other sub-schematic
conceptual artifacts.

Beyond Dialectics
Once we understand the structure of the schematic framework of the field within which
Emergent Design occurs, then it is possible to try and understand the actual dynamics of
the process of design. We envisage that process as being trans-dialectical. The design
process consists of more than two dialectical moments (thesis and anti-thesis) synthesized
by Aufhebung53, and should, instead, be viewed as a multi-moment synthesis. The field of
the sub-processes has four limits and our trans-dialectical process actually consists of four
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moments that together make up a creative synthesis that produces an emergent result.
Thus, in its simplest form, the theory that we propose is that the process is a Quadralectic.
The Quadralectic is a super-synthesis of the dialectic and anti-dialectic. It is comprised of
four theses that pose two opposite thesis/anti-thesis pairs in interaction. The Quadralectic
moments enable the sub-schemas to transfer from one sub-schema to another in the order
formally stated, i.e., from construct, to representation, to generator, to model, and then,
back to construct. In effect, the Quadralectic carries us to the limits of the mimetic field of
the sub-schemas. This field is very complex and reflexive but the Quadralectical supersynthesis can provide a simplification of all the possible paths through that field, while the
Quadralectical moments form a limit of the possible paths through the mimetic field at the
specific schematic levels. Furthermore, just as the separation of the sub-schemas from the
schemas is an idealization, the separation of the schemas from each other is also an
idealization. Our solution to the question of how creative Emergent Design is possible
revolves around the nature of the Quadralectic. The Quadralectic gives us a framework for
understanding how we can begin with the whole construct and then proceed to produce a
new construct by using the sub-schemas as mediating artifacts. It turns out that this is not
simple. Deleuze teaches us about the complexities of the attempt to regain wholeness in
Difference and Repetition. Repetition does not necessarily lead to a new whole. An
emergent whole is particularly difficult to produce.
Once we understand the relationship of the Quadralectic moments to the sub-schema limits
of the mimetic field, then, in a purely dialectical way, it is possible to understand the
progression of Monolectics, to Dialectics, to Trialectics, to super-synthetic Quadralectics54
and perhaps, from there, to ultra-synthetic Pentalectics55. In other words, we can
understand the nature of the Quadralectic by examining its relationship to emergent
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thresholds that are above it (Pentalectical) and below it (Dialectical). Each are synthetic
thresholds with their own emergent qualities. Following out the sequence of X-lectics
allows us to see how the synthetic layers are generated in each case. Hegel viewed
dialectics as recursive at different levels of abstraction, such as the nesting of the same
schema. Only J.P. Sartre in Critique of Dialectical Reason56 went beyond the mechanical
conceptions of dialectics to a ‘dialectical dialectics’. Our concept that proposes an
interaction of syntheses with emergent structures beyond the dialectical level is unique.
Our view is based on B. Fuller’s Synergetics57, which we view through the lens of
dialectics, i.e., in terms of dynamics, rather than in terms of static geometrical shape.
However, we are interested in discovering how possibility plays a role in the process of
creative Emergent Design, but in order to begin, we first need to consider the meta-levels
of Being58 and how each meta-level contributes to the Emergent Event. There is a whole
series of meta-levels of Being and we must understand each of them in turn but, the one
that we will particularly concentrate on is the level of Hyper Being, which is beyond Pure
and Process Being. Plato refers to the existence of this meta-level in the Timaeus as the
third kind of Being. It is significant that the Quadralectic initiates its movement at the third
meta-level of Being because that is where the realm of possibilities open up. We will also
undertake an analysis of the sign, as well as its meta-levels and show that De-Sign is at the
third meta-level of the sign59. Thus, we find that at the third meta-level of the sign, the
design is, in fact, a interconnected field and not merely a collection of elements. Design is
possible because possibility opens up at the third meta-level of Being, and at this third
meta-level, signs have the character of designs. So, design is made possible by this
convergence between an ‘opening up’ of the realm of possibility and the creation of a
interconnected field of design within that realm as a meta-level of semiotics. Semiotics is a
major part of Engineering due to the fact that the relationship of the sub-schemas to the
whole schema is one of reference. Engineering creatively produces sign systems, which
can embody designs that point toward the realization of emergent possibilities. So, the
question concerning the possibility of creative Emergent Design is answered through the
unity of the design field in Hyper Being, and this field can emulate the landscape of
possible designs within a design landscape. On the other hand, the question of how these
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designs are actualized is answered through understanding the moments of the Dialectic,
Quadralectic, and Pentalectic. The Monolectic exists in Pure Being, the Dialectic appears
in Process Being, the Quadralectic appears in Hyper Being, and the Pentalectic appears in
Wild Being. Beyond that is Ultra Being, which is a Singularity in Existence60. When we
understand how it is possible to configure dialectics and anti-dialectics to produce a
Quadralectic, then we can consider how to configure Quadralectics and anti-Quadralectics
to produce a Pentalectic. So, each of these higher levels of synthesis not only accounts for
the emergent properties that appear, they also give us the ability to jump over the abyss
that separates repetition from attaining the emergent whole form. The answer to this
question involves overshooting. In other words, the whole set of sub-schemas forms a
synthesis beyond that of the whole form, and the Quadralectic allows this super-synthesis
to be produced; then we can fall back into the new emergent whole form. It is a matter of
moving from synthesis to analysis to super-synthesis back down to new a whole synthesis
that allows the Emergent Design to be realized. Emergence is inherently nihilistic. This
means that without a background of nihilism the Emergent Event cannot be seen. The
meta-levels of Being are the mechanisms in our worldview that not only produce the
background of nihilism but also define the anomalous and rare Emergent Event. Their
collapse down from the super-synthesis is the nihilistic moment within the cycle of the
sub-schemas that makes the emergence of the Whole Form possible. Within the cycle of
representation and repetition there is a division of the schematic level into sub-schemas.
The cycle produces a super-synthesis of all the sub-schemas that is held together by the
Quadralectic. This super-synthesis that is composed of all the sub-schemas eventually falls
apart producing a construct of a new whole schema as one of its sub-schematic elements.
This theory of overshooting to a higher super-synthesis is the key to understanding how the
Emergent Event can be constructed in a process that is both analytical and super-synthetic.
This process is intrinsically nihilistic in itself, but leads to an emergent end-product.

Exploring the Meta-levels of Being of the System and Metasystem
This simultaneous analysis of sub-schemas and projected super-synthetic thresholds is
dependent on an understanding of the meta-levels of Being. This is a subject that needs to
be explored in some length and we seek to understand it first by explaining how the
concept of the System is transformed at the various meta-levels of Being. At each of these
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stages Systems and Meta-systems are compared in order to see how each of them appear at
the various meta-levels from the points of view of a number of Twentieth Century
philosophers such as Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, Derrida, and Deleuze. Suffice it
to say that in our exploration of the Quadralectic we are most interested in the level of
Hyper Being, but in order to grasp a complete picture, we must also explore Wild Being,
which leads us to posit the existence of the Pentalectic as the next threshold beyond the
Quadralectic. It turns out that ultra-efficacy occurs with the addition of just one moment at
the Pentalectical level. Thus, a greater synthesis becomes possible beyond the
Quadralectic. While the Quadralectical level allows for possibilities to be explored
efficiently, it is actually at the level of Wild Being that they are embodied. At the end of
this dissertation we begin to explore this higher level because it facilitates our
understanding of the Quadralectic. We do this because the Quadralectic exists between the
Dialectical and Pentalectical levels and is thus informed by that structural position between
those limits.

Standing Up In Existence
Understanding the nature of the Quadralectic in Hyper Being, and beyond that, the nature
of the Pentalectic in Wild Being, is not the end of the saga. We also need to understand
how these movements in the ‘projection space’ of Being are mapped onto Existence. For
Existence, we have two models: the Foundational Mathematical Categories, which model
the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, and the Emergent Meta-system61, which models the
dynamic of Existence itself. We posit that since Being is a projection, there must be an
alternative state where there is no projection that would serve as a reference. We discover
that there are two states of Existence, one characterized by Emptiness and the other by
Void. In Emptiness we find a picture of the Mathesis62 of the Nomos63 in terms of the
Foundational Mathematical Categories, which has been developed in our series on
Emergent Science and Engineering64. In Void we find a picture of the Emergent Metasystem, which is a model of the dynamics of Being based on an understanding of the
Special Systems and their conjunction with the normal System to produce a model of the
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Emergent Meta-system. These two models of Existence are duals of each other65. And we
find that they also may be synchronized with the Quadralectic, and that this possible
synchronization over-determines the structure of the process of creative Emergent Design
by aligning it with fundamental processes in Existence that are beyond the Quadralectic
structure that we find in Hyper Being. Thus, we find that in terms of representations, the
process of Emergent Design is aligned with the source of all representations, which are the
Foundational Mathematical Categories. And with regard to bringing those representations
into actuality, there is an alignment with the dynamic of the nature of Existence itself.
Thus, these two synchronizations help to explain how it is that creative Emergent Design
actually works to bring new things into Existence through the use of ordered
representations. It is the alignment of processes in Being and Existence that makes creative
Emergent Design possible. The Foundational Mathematical Categories define the Lifecycle
of Emergence in the Nomos. And because that template is fixed in the unchanging Nomos,
it is possible for that emergent event to occur in the lifecycle that is ordered by that
template. But having the template is not enough, there must also be a minimization of the
energy state that occurs in the Emergent Meta-system Cycle that will cause the emergent
object to ‘stand up’ in Existence, not just in Being. If the emergent object only stood up in
Being, it would be merely an illusion. Thus, Being must borrow from Existence in order to
make itself real, true, identical, and present, as well as acquiring the capability to integrate
their opposites: illusion, falsity, difference, and absence. The aspects appear both in
Existence and Being. So, Being can borrow aspects from Existence within its projection
process to make things look real, true, identical, or present. The aspects fuse to produce
Knowledge but actually have the type of persistence that is claimed by Being. Thus, we
posit that creative Emergent Design is based on Knowledge and it manifests in Being, but
has its roots in Existence.

The Context of the Exploration
The final piece of this argument concerns the context within which the interaction between
Being and Existence occurs. This is a general theory based on an insight of Heidegger in
his later works, Contributions66 and Mindfulness67. This aspect of the argument is briefly
taken up toward the end of the dissertation. It is called the theory of Striated and Unstriated
pairs. Emptiness is striated and Void is unstriated. By striated and unstriated we mean
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differentiated and undifferentiated. There are meta-levels of differentiated Emptiness that
define the nondual68 core of the Western Worldview, but Void is undifferentiated.
Similarly, Heidegger mentions the difference between Being (Sein) and Beyng (Seyn) in
his later works. Being has meta-levels, but Beyng, which is called strange, unique, and
onefold does not have internal differentiation. It is what was “always already the same”69
prior to differentiation in Being. Another striated and unstriated pair is the “Clearing” and
“Open”. They are two metaphors often used by Heidegger to discuss the place where
things (that are constrained by the Schemas) appear within our experience. Another
important pair is Finitude (Immanence) and Infinitude (Transcendence). There are certain
finitudes that are defined as dimensions and meta-dimensions of transcendence and they
appear on an infinite background of possible dimensions and meta-dimensions. Human
beings can only handle finitude, which is one of the major points of Heidegger’s
philosophy. Alternatively, we cannot handle infinitudes very well and this point is
explored by G. Cantor70. Interestingly, infinitudes beyond Aleph are indefinite to the extent
that there is no hierarchy of cardinals with definite measure beyond Aleph. Thus, beyond
the pair of Finitude/Infinitude there is only a vast expanse of indefiniteness. It is the
interaction of these striated and unstriated pairs of opposites that form the arena where we
will focus on the relationship between Being/Beyng and Existence/Void in our theory. We
will attempt to define the Open/Clearing and how it is constrained by the
Finitudes/Infinitudes of the schemas as they relate to the dimensions and meta-dimensions.
Understanding this context allows us to focus in on the interaction of these fundamental
pairs of elements that define our lifeworld as well as the emergent events that are
characterized in that lifeworld. The context is wider than traditional ontology, which only
deals with Being. It not only incorporates Heidegger’s idea that Being has a dual called
Beyng, but also incorporates the interaction between these types of Being and Existence in
terms of Emptiness and Void, and it is here, within the context of this interaction that we
find the Emergent Meta-system Cycle and the Emergent Lifecycle that are based on the
Foundational Mathematical Categories. Schematization appears at the level where the
Finitude/Infinitude pair appear beyond the Clearing/Open. This structure is called the
meta-Quadralectic (or the Pleroma). It is the structure of the field from which our
worldview arises, and although it will not be explored in detail, it will serve as the
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backdrop for examining how the System and Meta-system are developed in Being and how
they interact within the cycles of Existence. We mention this to clarify that we are going
beyond Fundamental Ontology as it is generally understood because we are dealing with
Existence as something separate from Being as it relates to how beings within Being are
grounded. We wish to deal with Existence beyond Being in order to ground the illusions of
Being and to provide a basis for the embodiment of the illusory continuities that appear in
Being. Existence gives us the basis from which the Emergent Event can arise within Being.
Without a non-Being that is beyond Being, there is nowhere for anything New to emerge
from. Existence is a fundamental ‘ground’ for the process of emersion71 to manifest from.
It is also an Afoundational72 ground in the Emptiness and Void of Existence, rather than a
ground in Being. It is always been the goal of the Western Tradition to establish a ground,
in Being, although this ‘ground’ in Being has been shown to not actually exist. Rather
Being must take its grounding non-foundation from outside itself from Existence. This
type of indirect and unreachable foundation beyond the groundless ground is called
Afoundational because it is nondual and neither Foundational nor Anti-foundational.

Complexity of the Argument
This is a preview of the central argument of this dissertation titled: Emergent Design,
Explorations in Systems Phenomenology in Relation to Ontology, Hermeneutics, and the
Meta-dialectics of Design. The end of the dissertation treats the advent of the Pentalectic as
the next level of ultra-synthesis within Wild Being. Our argument turns on defining the
Schematic Framework and breaking it down into sub-schemas in order to present the Metadialectics. By Meta-dialectics we mean those beyond the Dialectics that Hegel defined in
the Phenomenology of Spirit73, i.e., beyond the Dialectics of Thesis and Anti-thesis and the
Trialectics of Work, which is the transition to Spirit. The Quadralectic represents the
moments of transformation between the limits of the sub-schemas. Our argument then
overflows into the concept of the Pentalectic, which gives an upper bound that, along with
the lower bound of the Dialectic, allows us to see the limits of the Quadralectic itself. The
transition between the Quadralectic and the Pentalectic allows us to understand the process
of creative Design in the context of the System and the Meta-system.
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The question that we set out to explore is dealt with succinctly although the answer is, in
itself, somewhat complex. The complexity comes from the fact that the processes that
underlie emergence are themselves complex and not simple. General Schemas Theory
provides a framework for comprehending the processes that underlie Emergence by
distinguishing the hierarchal levels of the schemas, which differ from the ontic hierarchies
that exist within the complexity of phenomena. Within the hierarchy of the schemas there
is the differentiation of the sub-schemas based on the dimension and direction of
movement. This movement produces two series and those series cross in mimetic space,
which is bounded by the limits of the sub-schemas. It is between these limits of the subschemas that the Quadralectic performs its transformations. The transformations of the
Quadralectic are defined and clarified in a series of X-lectics that are associated with the
meta-levels of Being. The Quadralectic is poised at the level of Hyper Being and there is a
confluence of the appearance of possibility at that level of Being. The process of design
occurs at that meta-level as the differentiation of the sign. This is what makes design
possible. The Quadralectic actualizes emergence by enacting the Lifecycle of the Emergent
Event and by producing a super-synthesis from which we can collapse back down into the
entire construct of the whole schema, which then becomes a new entity with emergent
characteristics74. The process of ‘standing up’ the emergent artifact that produces an
Emergent Event in Existence is accomplished on the basis of the movement of the
Emergent Meta-system to a lower energy state. The lower ‘material’75 energy state of the
System, with its emergent properties, appears within the context of the de-emergent Metasystem. It is the synchronization of the cycle of the Quadralectic with the cycles in
Existence that allows Being to borrow its aspects from Existence and bring an Emergent
Entity into actualization. The ability to distinguish the grounded veracity and reality of an
artifact to be more than just a projection is significant and necessary for the design process
to proceed efficiently and successfully. As we practice design, we need to embody the
emergent artifact as a materially concocted spacetime envelope so that we may actually use
and benefit from these emergent properties that have been actualized or realized. We must
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note how our practice creates this embodiment by examining the nature of Practice76 as it
appears in Wild Being and by studying the next higher threshold of ultra-synthesis, which
is the Pentalectic.

Rationale for the Form of the Argument
The form and terminology employed in this dissertation may be considered non-standard
within current engineering disciplines. This is because we are explicitly seeking to achieve
transdisciplinarity and interdisicplinarity by introducing other viewpoints that are not
normally shared in the engineering community. Standard engineering approaches have not
solved the problem of establishing foundations for Systems Engineering. As a result, we
must go outside the normal boundaries of the discipline to search for resources to solve this
problem. This means that we will encounter ways of thinking and terminology that we are
not accustomed to hearing as we explore what other disciplines have to tell us about the
nature of foundations, such as Continental Philosophy, Mathematics, and Advanced
Systems Theory.
In Chapter 1 the argument begins with continental philosophers such as Husserl and offers
a tutorial concerning what they can tell us about the nature of the System. In Chapter 2 we
examine Heidegger and in Chapter 4 we explain how Heidegger transforms Husserl's
vision of the role of the World Horizon in Phenomenology. Chapter 3 discusses the
concept of the Philosophical Categories of Peirce and the notion of General Schemas
Theory. We do this in order to give a more concrete form to the ideas derived from
Phenomenology. But, we soon discover as we move on to Chapter 5 that we must consider
not only Systems Theory, but its inverse dual, which is Meta-systems Theory. In this
context, open scapes, or organized environments, are presented as the opposite of Systems.
This sets the stage for our inquiry into the nature of Design.
There is a crucial turning point toward the question of Design in Chapter 6. The concept of
the Axiomatic Platform is introduced and there is an attempt to show that the difference
between Absolute Geometry and the Fifth Geometrical Axiom contains a definition of the
nature of Hyper Being, which is the basis for Design. This is because it is the basis for the
entry of Possibility into the World. At this point we also introduce the theme of meaning in
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Design by explaining the difference between Being and Beyng, which are concepts that
come from Heidegger's later works. Given those tools, in Chapter 7 we are then ready to
explore Sign Engineering as defined by Pieter Wisse and to develop a picture of the
Ennead and its possible expansion into the Quadralectic. In Chapter 8 the context of the
Quadralectic is defined as it relates to Hyper Being as well as an additional meta-level of
Being called Wild Being. This is put into the context of all the Standings toward the
World, which includes Existence and Manifestation as well as the various meta-levels of
Being. Chapter 9 takes the process of Emergence and moves it through the various metalevels of Being as they are aligned with the schemas. In this version the sub-schemas are
identified with the moments of the Quadralectic. Chapter 10 then considers the meta-levels
of the System and how they are affected by the sequence of the Meta-levels of Being that
define the Emergent Event. Chapter 11 goes on to describe the meta-levels of the Metasystem (or open-scapes), which are duals of the meta-levels of the System. Following that,
Chapter 12 brings these arguments back to bear on the methods of System and Metasystem design that can be employed by Systems and Software Engineering.
In Chapter 13 we turn to two major extensions of the theory developed so far. First, we
define the elements of the Design Field from out of which the semiotic object of design
must be constructed and then move on to define the synchronization of the Quadralectic in
Hyper Being with the moments in the Emergent Meta-system Cycle and the phases of the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event within the realm of Existence. This synchronization of
several cycles is seen as a major way that theory can be brought into a form that would
allow it to be refuted. This is an attempt to make a speculative theory as scientific as
possible. Chapter 14 continues this major expansion of the argument and makes it possible
to recap the description of the Quadralectic and offers the possibility of expanding it into a
Pentalectic, which is a major element of the argument of the dissertation. As a result, the
argument begins to border upon doing what the theory itself says, which Alan Blum
advocates in his book, Theorizing,77 as being a critical element to constructing a theory.
Chapter 15 goes on to define the Pentalectic as an expansion of the Quadralectic. Chapter
16 delves into the ramification of that expansion to a new level of ultra-synthesis. Here, the
ultra-efficacy that takes place in the transition from the Quadralectic to the Pentalectic is
explained through P. Bourdieu's and M. de Certeau's concepts of practical reason. In
conclusion, we recap the argument at a high level of abstraction.
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The argument takes this form because we are at the beginning stages of moving into a part
of the Western Philosophical Tradition that is utterly alien to Engineering. It is a part of the
tradition that still focuses more seriously on synthesis. During the Enlightenment the
Western Tradition favored analytic and reductive approaches to phenomena. This was very
successful and gave us modern science, but in the eye of many, this approach contained
and perpetuated social sacrifices that were expressed through the excesses of the French
Revolution. Even Kant warned that reason alone could not be trusted, not only because it
produced antimonies, but also because it led to inhumane and ruthless approaches to
humanity. Romanticism was a movement that was born out of a reaction to the
Enlightenment. Hegel and Nietzsche were part of this movement and were avidly opposed
to the tyranny of reason. This is also a major theme in Blake's Four Zoas. Continental
Philosophy continued to move in this anti-enlightenment direction, but there was a
backlash against it with the Pragmaticism of Peirce on one hand, and the Analytical
Philosophy of Schlick, Wittgenstein, and Russell on the other. Because Analytical
Philosophy still emphasizes analysis and reduction (or at most supervenience) in its role as
the handmaiden of Science and Engineering, it has nothing to tell us about synthesis, and
particularly nothing to offer concerning the nature of Emergence.
This dissertation shows Emergence as seen in terms of the meta-levels of Being in relation
to Existence. It also explains the nature of Design, because all Design occurs at the level of
Hyper Being where possibility appears. Yet, we go further and show how Wild Being
complements Hyper Being, as well as the complementarities that exist between System and
Meta-system, Set and Mass, Being and Beyng, and other significant relationships that are
not generally part of our approach to engineering activities. In essence, we are proposing
that there can be a Social Constructionist critique of Engineering just as there has been a
Social Constructivist critique of Science. Recently, there has been bitter debate in which
scientists have reacted against this kind of critique. They have attempted to show that such
critiques are unscientific and that the proponents of these critiques in the study of Science
and Technology78 do not really understand Science79. But, the argument here attempts to
bridge this abyss by finding ways to show that Hyper Being was not only recognized by
Plato in the Timaeus, but is also implicated in the relationships between the Axiomatic
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Platform and the failure to prove the fifth axiom that generates the complementary nonEuclidian Geometries. Thus, our argument proposes that Science and Engineering must
take some form of this critique concerning synthesis quite seriously because it is part of
mathematics itself 80. We posit Hyper Being as our theoretical basis for Design by
establishing that it exists at the threshold of difference between Absolute Geometry and the
production of Euclidian and Non-Euclidian Geometries. The process of Design occurs at
the third meta-level of the sign and this gives unity to the design process. At this crucial
point we implement Pieter Wisse's concept of Sign Engineering and show that his Ennead
structure is not only derived from Peirce, but is also an image of the Axiomatic Platform.
We complete his structure by adding Perspective as an additional moment, which gives us
the Quadralectic and extends Hegel's concepts of Dialectics and Trialectics. Once we have
the super-synthetic Quadralectic as a basis for Design we can then begin to explain how
the Quadralectic moments relate to the sub-schemas. As we continue on this track, it
becomes apparent that the Quadralectical moments are operators that take us between the
operands of the sub-schemas. In this way Design can fit into the picture of General
Systems Theory and we can explain how Design is integral to the structure of the schemas
by postulating that the same operators can apply to any schematic level. For the purpose of
this dissertation we only consider the sub-schemas of Form, but the argument is considered
to be a hypothesis that covers all the schematic levels.
Much of the rest of the argument confronts the consequences of defining the Quadralectic.
We see how Systems and Meta-systems are transformed as they move through the various
meta-levels of Being. We see how the Quadralectic follows the structure of the Emergent
Event, which explains how the Quadralectic results in Emergent Events that cascade
through the design process. Next, we review Working Design methods and study the
difference between methods and meta-methods such as the Wisse Metapattern and the
Gurevich Abstract State Machine method.
Yet, in the midst of laying out this argument something surprising, even emergent, occurs,
which is our realization that we can derive the elements of the Design Field by crossing the
Philosophical Categories with the Meta-levels of Being. Beyond that there is a
fundamental synchronization of the moments of the Quadralectic with the Emergent Meta-
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system. Both of these theoretical extensions of the Quadralectic inevitably lead to the
conclusion that there is a deeper theory or a higher synthesis behind the Quadralectic,
which is called the Pentalectic. This leads to the realization that by adding only one
moment to the Quadralectic we can reap an even higher level of organization, or an ultrasynthesis. This is pursued in the chapters following Chapter 13 in which we recap the
Quadralectic and then define it in terms of the Pentalectic. We then explore how the
Quadralectic unfolds into the Pentalectic, which will help us to better understand the
essential nature of practice.
As we develop our theory we appeal to aspects of Mathematics and Advanced Systems
Theory that most systems engineers are not aware of. And for this reason ample references
to introductory material are given throughout the dissertation. Our theory goes beyond
exploring esoteric philosophical realms just for the sake of the exotic. Rather, we attempt
to explore what these academically foreign realms can offer us in order to understand the
foundations of our discipline and how that relates to our concrete human capacity to design
emergent things that have never previously existed in nature or culture. This quest is what
drives our economy and our place in the world as a civilization.
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CHAPTER 1

Beginning with Husserl’s Phenomenology
Modifications of Phenomenology Necessary to Support a View of the System
Husserl's Phenomenology will be our starting point for the exploration of the phenomenology of the
System. A 'naive view' of the System will be defined with an introduction to the basic vocabulary of
Husserlian phenomenology. Aspects of Gestalt psychology and the Unconscious will significantly
contribute to our approach to studying the System, although Husserl's phenomenology lacks an
appreciation for both Gestalt psychology and the concept of the Unconscious, so these limitations will
also be discussed. This section is meant to be a tutorial for introducing a Phenomenological approach
to studying the System rather than focusing on the purely Subjective and Objective approaches that
are prevalent in Systems Engineering today.

Introduction
There is a perennial question in the Systems Engineering community as to whether a
system is something that we freely project on things in our experience, whether it is
motivated by social consensus, or whether a system is something in the world with an
independent existence regardless of our projections, individual or social. Here we will
consider this question and how phenomenology81, and other related disciplines such as
ontology82, hermeneutics83, and dialectics84 can help us to understand the nature of
systems. We will also take into account advances that have been made in our
understanding of General Schemas Theory. We will attempt a step by step development of
the subject based on advances in Continental Philosophy over the last century and in the
early part of this century. In general we will begin with Husserl85, and then cover
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Heidegger86, Derrida87 and Merleau-Ponty88. We will also consider some later theorists
such as Badiou89, Deleuze90, Baudrillard91, Bataille92 and others of their ilk. However, we
will also have cause to refer to earlier philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Descartes,
Kant, and other precursors93. Our focus will be upon Systems Phenomenology as it affects
the discipline of Systems Engineering and within this discipline especially Design, but, we
will also delve into these questions in relation to Ontology, Hermeneutics, and Dialectics
to the extent that it is necessary to make a full explication of the subject. We will
concentrate on the subject in the beginning as it is debated within the Systems Engineering
community and as it applies to the Systems Engineering discipline. However, we should
not be surprised if we are led away from the traditional understanding of the practitioners
and even that of the systems theorists into an esoteric philosophical realm where the
concept of the system is transformed. This is inevitable because the issues highlighted by
Systems Phenomenology and Hermeneutics tend to spill out into more areas than we may
normally associate with either traditional Systems Engineering or traditional Systems
Theory. This study comes on the heels of a broad research program into the ontological
foundations of Systems Engineering94 that has been developed into a discipline called
General Schemas Theory95. In the course of that study we redefined Systems Engineering
as Emergence Engineering. This is an evolving discipline based on General Systems
Theory, which is based on Emergent Science96. We will bring this newly forged viewpoint
of the problem back to the fundamental question of the nature of Systems from the
viewpoints of Phenomenology, Ontology, Dialectics, and Hermeneutics. This study will
focus on the nature of Emergent Systems Design and a Meta-dialectical theory of design,
which will come into play as we pursue our subject concerning the nature of the system.
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Heidegger forged the link between Phenomenology and Hermeneutics in Being and
Time97. Phenomenology examines how phenomena appear and Hermeneutics examines
how they are interpreted, which is to say, it is an attempt to glean the intrinsic meaning of
the phenomena. It is necessary to consider both phenomenology and hermeneutics if
phenomena are to make sense to us. And that is precisely what we endeavor to do: to make
the System a concept that will make sense to us and avoid nihilism in the process. If we say
that Systems are merely what we freely project as individuals or as social groups, or if we
say that systems are only external objective phenomena, we would be defining Systems
from viewpoints that are nihilistic extremes. What we want to do here is to attempt to
avoid those nihilistic extremes of subjectivism and objectivism. These alternatives appear
in Plato’s Cratylus98 as the difference between true names and conventional names of
things. We wish to forge a way of looking at the System such that it retains its meaning and
gives us a basis for exploring the nature of phenomena, especially the phenomena that we
create from our designs as part of the Systems Engineering process99. But in order to
understand the system beyond these nihilistic extremes, it is necessary to construct a
picture of how the concept of what a System is – transforms at various ontological metalevels. And in order to understand the essence of the System, it is also necessary to
comprehend the dialectical nature of systems design through which we create emergent
systems as human artifacts. In this way we can better understand the nature of how we
project Systems onto things in the world, which makes them different from ‘free’
projections that are arbitrarily induced by individuals acting freely and independently, and
are also quite different from the other extreme of objective independent things-inthemselves, i.e., noumena. Understanding the nature of the System beyond these nihilistic
alternatives is our challenge. And the case that we will use in our argument is Design,
because it traverses these extremes, especially in the case where the results of design are
emergent, i.e., radically new, and thus changing intrinsically both the subject and the
object that are in the process of coming into Being as the Emergent System.
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Naïve View of the System
Generally we take a rather naïve view of a System when it is reified into a term with a
definition and is presented as a formal concept in a book on Systems Theory100, Systems
Science101, or Systems Engineering102. This naïve view of the system says that it is a set of
things and their relationships with an abstract boundary, which persists within our mutual
experience. Normally, when working from a scientific perspective, the system is assumed
to be some objective fact in the external world, which is passively perceived by an
observer. But this definition does not work well for Systems Engineers who hope to draw
new boundaries for new systems with emergent properties. In this case there are those who
say that a system is whatever we can draw a boundary around in our experience and that
we alone are the source of the distinction between the system and its environment, either as
individuals or as teams. The first thing that we need to do is to see how both of these naïve
definitions are nihilistic so that we can begin our journey into a more subtle, sophisticated,
and philosophically esoteric understanding of the nature of the System. When we view the
system as a freeform boundary that we have drawn, it gives us the freedom to partition the
environment, introduce new systems into the environment, and analyze this environment
however we see fit. Yet, this view has problems, because, if everyone did that
independently, then we would not be able to communicate effectively about the system we
wish to build or call attention to. On the other hand, if the system is only what we (as
subjects) objectively observe in the external world, then it makes the system something
that is imposed upon us and difficult to change. These views are often presented as having
consensual and common sense boundaries that we learn about and agree to, and this
consensus on where the boundaries are to be drawn forms the basis of most systems. But
individuals can, in their imagination, impose different boundaries that are beyond the
general consensus, which enables them to generate new systems. In a way this solves the
objectivity problem because what the group sees and agrees upon is considered the reality
of what lies beyond the grasp of any given individual. Yet, this view, referred to as Social
Constructionism, is considered by some to be controversial because it largely denies
objective external reality. Realists want to say that there is an external reality beyond the
experience of the individual and the group, and that this is the source of the system: a
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noumena beyond phenomena. However, the way we understand such a reality has been
problematic since the time of the philosopher, Immanuel Kant. This nihilistic view of the
objective external reality as the source of systems makes them ultimately unknowable and
difficult to change. A nihilistic view such as this obstructs the creation of a new system
with emergent characteristics. On the other hand, viewing systems as self-drawn
boundaries succumbs to nihilism because it is solipsistic. In other words, how would we
communicate the nature of these systems that we have drawn or even know if they
corresponded to anything in external reality? The social constructionist view is nihilistic
because, while it is better than both the objectivist and subjectivist views, the relationship
of the social group to the individual and to external reality becomes problematic. It also
falls prey to a kind of group solipsism: the group takes the place of the subjective
individual. As a result, it is the group that becomes removed from the reality of the system
rather than the solitary subjective individual.
So, how do we go beyond these various nihilistic positions and arrive at a place that is free
of nihilism in regard to the nature of the system? This nihilism has little to do with the fact
that the system has various definitions that are in conflict with each other, rather, the real
source of nihilism is that we call almost everything a system, to such an extent that the
word has become almost meaningless. Thus, nihilism confronts us on two avenues, one is
due to the fact that we really do not have adequate definitions of systems that everyone can
agree upon, and the other is that we overuse the term and apply it to too many things. As a
result we really do not have proper contrasting terms that can sharpen its meaning for us.
This means that the term systems has become indefinite, and in some cases paradoxical or
even absurd. This often happens to terms in the course of the history of a tradition, they
become indefinite when they are taken up and used in too many ways for too many things.
One of the ways that we can solve this problem is to take a structural approach to the term
system. That is to say, we will attempt to understand all the ways that the term is used and
allow ourselves to map that field of meanings. Now this approach is fine in terms of the
history of ideas, but it really does not move us any closer to the meaning of the essential
concept of the system. Rather, what we need to do is to develop a framework for the
concept of the system that will give it a stable meaning. Using a broad approach we want
this to be considered a phenomenological framework, and to some extent a hermeneutical
framework. In other words, we want to tie the framework to what we actually experience
in terms of phenomena. We want this framework to confer meaning upon the term,
‘system.’ However, we also want to know the ontological status of the things that this term
is applied to so that we can know how much of what we call a system is actually out there
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in the world, or how much of it is just a freeform projection. To begin developing this
framework we will turn first to Husserl’s Phenomenology and then to other figures in the
Continental and Phenomenological tradition. The concepts of Hermeneutics and Ontology
tend to be treated under the rubric of Phenomenology. Therefore, we will call this study a
Systems Phenomenology, which will encompass hermeneutical, ontological, and
dialectical concepts as well. Phenomenology under the Husserlian motto, “Back to the
things themselves”, attempts to glean from appearances the reality of what appears. The
total context of those appearances tends to indicate their ontological status. And what
appears must be more than a mere apparition; what appears must have meaning.
Appearance is a dialectical process of showing and hiding, so we must also delve into the
process by which the appearance occurs in order to understand those appearances entirely.

Phenomenology of the System
We begin with Husserl103 in developing our framework because he was the first to develop
a concise terminology for considering this question in terms of phenomena rather than in
terms of theoretical doctrines. Husserl used the slogan, “Back to the things themselves”,
which meant that he wanted to define things in relation to how they appeared within our
consciousness, rather than in terms of free floating ideas. That was how philosophy was
studied prior to Phenomenology, although this is how Analytical Philosophy104 presently
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deals with ideas. Phenomenology takes consciousness as the context for its understanding
of things and concepts. And to the extent that systems are something that appear as
phenomena in our consciousness, then phenomenology is an appropriate way of
approaching their meaning and their appearance within consciousness. We are actually
practicing a hermeneutical phenomenology because we are concerned with the meaning of
Systems. And, because we are interested in the status of those Systems with respect to their
independence from us, our phenomenology is also concerned with ontological issues. Also,
because we are interested in the dynamics of the process by which we understand the
ontological status of appearances, we end up dealing with dialectical considerations as
well. Thus, our phenomenology can be robust like that of Husserl who did not study
appearances for the sake of appearances themselves, but studied appearances in order to
determine their status in relation to all the aspects of Being which are: truth, reality,
presence, and identity.
Husserl lived in an era when Form was still the schema that was used as the primary basis
for thinking about things, therefore, he did not really describe the system schema as such.
Also, his work did not take psychological gestalts into account, but thought of forms as
being independent of their backgrounds. We need to extend the work of Husserl with the
continued work of his student Aaron Gurwitsch105 in order to get a picture of what
phenomenology based on a gestalt understanding might be like. It would also be apropos to
consider the work of Alfred Schutz106 who expanded the ideas of Husserl into the Social
realm, although it is still worthwhile to start with the Husserl’s terminology because of its
precision in defining what appears in experience as phenomena within consciousness.
Husserl begins by distinguishing the Intentional Morphe107 from the Hyle108. Morphe
means Form. Morphe contains Hyle109, which is content. Intentional refers to the fact that
we are always conscious of something. Consciousness is continually directed at something
as its first and continual impulse. And one thing that consciousness can be directed toward
is the Form, or in our case, a different schema, the System. But Husserl moves from this
posits not just global synthesis as the basis of analysis, but also proposes that experiences themselves
undergo synthetic transformations in dialectics. This is absent from Analytical Philosophy, which tends to
argue that synthesis needs to be analytically reduced and that it is an illusion if it exists at all. Thus, in this
dissertation we will tend to ignore Analytical Philosophy unless it gives us specific tools for particular
purposes that may be useful in our study, which is based mostly on Continental Philosophy.
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initial position by saying that the fundamental thing happening in consciousness is the
'imposition of intention' as 'form on content’, to the realization that content is never seen on
its own, nor is the intentional morphe ever seen on its own, and it is never without
meaning. As a result, these are mere abstractions based upon some transcendental
superstructure or scaffolding inherited from Kant. What we actually see is a mixture of the
form and content with meaning called noesis and noema110. Noesis can be described as
having more conceptual meaning and less content, while noema has more sensory content
and less conceptual meaning in the spectrum of pure form and pure content, which are
never seen in consciousness111. According to Husserl, in consciousness we see different
modalities of content and form as mixtures infused with meaning, that appear within the
spectrum from noesis to noema. And within this relationship of form and content, meaning
is generated as an integral part of their fusion. Thus, phenomenology always incorporates
some aspect of hermeneutics and semiotics, even when we are not only dealing with
human cultural artifacts, but with any kind of percept or concept, because meanings are
produced in the noematic and noetic fusion, and within experience there is signification
occurring, even if we are not explicitly making signs for communication. Experience is
integrally self-referential because all of its aspects point to other aspects in meaningful
ways.
It is now necessary to translate the Form schema way of looking at things that Husserl
introduced, into something that can be thought of in terms of a System schema, although
this means that we need to understand the relationship between the Form and System
schemas. This understanding of the system is crucial because it asks us to compare the
system to other things that are similar, yet also different112. The question is: How many
things are like the System and the Form schemas? In order to answer that question we need
to formulate a General Schemas Theory, which is a higher level of abstraction than
General Systems Theory and General Forms Theory, because it considers the nature of all
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possible and actual schemas. At this point in time there is no General Forms Theory113,
because all of Western Philosophy plays that role. The Form schema was the fundamental
arbiter of experience throughout the development of the Western Tradition. It is only
recently, since the turn of the last century that Systems theory114 and Structural theories115
have become important, and they are still relatively new. However, we should be aware
that even though these other schemas have really only come into their own in the last
century, they actually lived an underground existence in our tradition for a long time prior
to that. For instance, it can be argued that it was really Kant who gave the idea of the
System its philosophical meaning because he considered his philosophy a system and
because he philosophized about systems. Yet, we feel that Forms are something we
understand completely, but that Systems and Structures are new ways of looking at things
that we are still exploring. The Systems way of looking at things has become the
predominant view while the Structural way of looking at things is not as prevalent. We call
everything a System these days, and to some the extent we are losing touch with what that
means, and the only way to recapture that meaning is to contrast the System with other
schemas such as the Pattern schema, which is the basis of structure, and the Form schema,
which is fundamental to our tradition. Systems Theory was developed to consolidate the
Systems approach, and to create an interdisciplinary Systems Science, which could be used
in specific sciences as a general comparative way to describe systems. Structuralism was a
school of thought that was doing something very similar to what System Theory was
doing, although recently it has fragmented into various Post-structuralist schools116.
Systems Theory has morphed into Complex Systems Theory117, so that what was once
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known as traditional Systems Theory is now slowly dying as an interdisciplinary
movement. It is our contention that unless we develop a General Schemas Theory, which
subsumes Structuralism, Systems Theory, and Formalism into sub-disciplines of a single
science that could be called Schemas Science, then we are not going to be able to leverage
what is discovered in one schematic discipline to the others, and we will not really to be
able to appreciate the positive aspects of each as a way of describing the different
phenomena. For instance, since Husserl uses the term form and does not even know Gestalt
Theory, then we have to translate his terminology into a system specific approach in order
to make it useful for our purpose of creating a Systems Phenomenology. However, why
should we make this translation for every schema? Instead, we should generalize the
terminology of phenomenology so it can cover all the possible schemas. That way, from
the point of view of a Schematic Phenomenology, we can understand all the various
schemas and their relationships to each other, and to the phenomenologically uncovered
context of the consciousness that we experience.
So, let us examine this translation and see what it buys us in terms of the comprehensibility
of the phenomenology of systems and other related schemas. First of all we want to
distinguish between awareness and intentionality. Not everything that occurs in
consciousness is intentional, and this idea is one of the limitations of Husserl whose
thought did not fully comprehend the various developments in Psychoanalysis and Gestalt
Therapy. Awareness is a non-directed and non-intentional consciousness, which has a
boundary that has been called the unconscious. The unconscious has been theorized to
have various depths such as the Personal Unconscious of Freud and the Collective
Unconscious of Jung. For our purposes we prefer the Jungian view, which is wider in
scope, although it is phenomenologically ambiguous118. At any rate, even if we thought
about the "Unconscious as Infinite Sets" as I. Matte-Blanco119 does, we would still draw
distinctions between three things: an unconscious of various and unknown depths,
awareness, and intentional consciousness. Gurwitsch deals with some of this shading off of
consciousness into the unconscious when he talks about marginal or fringe phenomena.
Intention, i.e., consciousness of something, is not all there is to consciousness; there is also
a consciousness that, is more ambiguous, amorphous, and vague, which blends into preconsciousness and unconsciousness at various depths. Yet, since the time of Kant, the
concepts that we project onto things, which are: space, time, and categories have become
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very strong within the tradition120, and this counters the skepticism of Hume121. Thus,
intention is just one modality of a more generalized ‘projection mechanism’ that is central
to consciousness. And it is clear is that this ‘projection mechanism’, which seems to be
something we unconsciously perform, has various modalities of which intention (that we
will later relate to the “present-at-hand” of Heidegger) is the highest and most transparent.
This intentionality is split into several modalities, and the projection of a schema onto
spacetime within experience becomes one of those modalities. Furthermore, the projection
of Patterns, Forms, and Systems and other schemas become sub-modalities of that
intentionality. Another modality, or higher layer of that intentionality, is to project what
something is, i.e., a categorization or typification122 of a localized spacetime envelope.
Another layer of the intentionality is the one that uses the intentionality to pick out
individual differences between things of the same kind. And another modality of
intentionality is to confer meanings onto things in terms of relevance, significance, and
sense. It is this highest layer of the intention that is the concern of hermeneutics123. Now,
when we look at intentionality in this way, as having modal layers, then we can
differentiate between the various modal layers of awareness such as peripheral vision,
intuition, gut reactions, danger signals, glances at the environment, awareness of
background sounds, and other more subtle phenomena, which crowd our consciousness
and which, for the most part, we ignore in order to focus on whatever our intentionality
picks out as important.
Now, we have noted that there was a layer of intentionality that projects the spacetime
templates of understanding through which we localize embodied objects in our
experienced environment. We will identify this lowest layer of intentionality with what
Umberto Eco refers to in Kant and the Platypus124 as the “Mathematical or Geometrical
Schema”. This is the focus of the intelligibility of the envelopes of spacetime, which have
their own projected organization that we use as a template of understanding in order to
make intelligible references to individual things in our experience as they appear in
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consciousness. We wish to call this most basic level of intentionality the schema, and we
posit that it is situated on the border of awareness, and is still intentional, although it does
not know what it is looking at, nor does it see individual differences between things of the
same kind, or does it have meaning, sense, significance, nor relevance invested in it as yet.
It is at the noematic base of consciousness on the border of awareness. Yet, as Eco says,
meaning, concept and schema all fuse together as a trinity125 in this noetic-noematic
embodiment of a spacetime envelope that acts as a template for the pre-understanding of
things.
Husserl had a simplistic view of formalism. He surmised that form and content were easily
divorced from each other. In our view of schemas we recognize that the schema confers
organization onto whatever is being schematized and acts as an active media for
inscription, and that the content is not merely something passive, but it is also conceived
and perceived as a schema, which means that it (the content) has its own organization and
acts as an active media for inscription at its own nested level. Schemas are nested within
each other and each one has different and emergent general organization, which is made
concrete in a different way in every case. By recognizing that there are multiple schemas of
different scope and that they all have a different inherent organizational principles, we can
then see how the inherent organization of the schema distorts, yet organizes whatever
appears at that schematic level. At the same time they reveal and cover over the noumena
beyond the phenomena. This means that, in general, schematization as a morphe, needs to
be distinguished from hyle as if it is content taken from the noumena or content taken from
the lower level schema. In other words, everything is filtered, and no matter how far down
you go, there is schematization. And so we need to distinguish between schematization of
a more refined scope, such as ‘pattern in form,’ and the hyle that comes from the noumena,
which is different from the projection. For the most part this means that we are seeing
different levels of the projection at different levels of granularity, and that the contribution
from the things that are the true hyle is a small but very significant part of what is being
perceived and conceived. Let us call this “introjected hyle”. In other words, there is the
projected hyle, which is just another schema, the schema of pattern, which is the content of
form, and the schema of monads, which is the content of pattern. In addition to that, there
is the introjected hyle, which is actually a contribution of the noumena that lays beyond the
projection proper, which was originally something in the external world we may be aware
of beyond our consciousness of the schematized object. That introjected hyle has its own
125
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organization, and its own qualities and quanta, which may or may not match up with the
projected schematic hyle. In fact, many times there is a mismatch that is only revealed in
experiment, i.e., comes out only scientific intervention that separates our projections from
what lies beyond our projections. Unfortunately our vocabulary for this contribution of the
noumena is very sparse and our understanding of it very limited because we are continually
taking our finer grained projections as the external content.
Another key point that Husserl assumes is that of full formalism. Husserl thought of form
in terms of shape, such as the shape, or form (morphe), imposed upon a completely
malleable material (hyle) such as clay. Instead, we should think of these levels of formality
as a spectrum from unhewn, to rough hewn, to smooth hewn, to finely formed
homogeneous contents. In other words, sometimes the higher level schema is only roughly
imposed upon the lower level schema and the introjected hyle. In the case where the
schema is only roughly imposed on the lower level, there is more leeway toward
understanding how the introjected hyle affects the schematization, rather than merely
seeing how the schematization completely envelops the introjected noumenal hyle.
Once we have corrected these assumptions on the part of Husserl, then we can proceed to
build a picture of how we might apply his phenomenological vocabulary more generally.
Husserl talks about the spectrum of noesis and nomema, although we have learned that
what he calls noema is of a lower level and more refined schematization, and thus, more of
the projection, or, an introjected hyle, which is representative of the noumena with its
inscriptive impact on this lower level schematization. Be that as it may, Husserl defines
what he calls the noematic nucleus, as the nexus of the object in consciousness as it
presents itself phenomenally. And the key discovery that Husserl makes is that when an
object is real, then it has an almost infinite horizon of explorability connected with its
phenomenal appearance in consciousness. We can walk around it, see it from different
angles, and impinge on it with different parts of our bodies, and allow it to impinge on us.
Things that are not real have limited horizons of explorability. Just because a horizon of
explorability exists for something does not mean it has actually been explored. It can
remain explorable in principle. Things that are not real have only limited explorable
horizons. The noumena is the limit at infinity of those explorable horizons.
Now we must note that the various schemas are different thresholds of the explorability of
something in our experience that appears phenomenally in a coherent way. The
phenomenal identity appears in terms of the unity and totality of that thing as seen from
various perspectives in terms of ‘gatherings of differences.’ The truth of a thing comes
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from the accuracy of the descriptions and categorizations that we make, and how these are
named in our speech. The presence of the thing relates to the showing and hiding of its
features as we come up to it from different angles and explore it. There is a play of
presence and absence as we see the thing from different sides and at different angles.
Reality has to do with the depth of the horizon of explorability and real things tend toward
infinite horizons of explorability. In a sense, reality is not a problem for phenomenology
because we have a test for the reality of things based on the depth of their horizons of
explorability. Thus, advocates of Analytic Philosophy may criticize Phenomenology for
not being realist, but their criticism is unfounded. Analytic Philosophy concentrates on
identity, truth, and reality but forgets about presence. Phenomenology starts from presence
and moves to encompass truth, reality, and identity. So Analytic Philosophy and
Phenomenology are duals except that Analytic Philosophy discounts presence and is less
complete and ungrounded because it does not give Phenomenological descriptions of how
its concepts appear in consciousness, and this is seen as a defect from the viewpoint of
phenomenology. From the viewpoint of Analytic Philosophy, Phenomenology is caught up
in appearances and does not give its full allegiance to reality.
The aspects of Being, i.e., reality, identity, presence, and truth are all intimately related to
each other when we test something within our phenomenal field. The relationships
between these aspects give us the fundamental properties by which we understand our
standing toward things, which is completeness, consistency, clarity, validity, verifiability,
and coherence. Tests for these properties also can be made for the noematic nucleus. The
noematic nucleus tends to become a focus where there are nested schemas in our
experience. These schemas are mediating our experience of the noumena, which is the
limit of the horizon of exploration. In that exploration the relationship of one schema to the
next lower schema may be rough, or finely finished in terms of the rough hewn nature of
the fit between the schemas. And when the fit is rough hewn, more of the introjected hyle
are available within the presentation of the noematic nucleus. However, that also means
that things appear more obscure, vague, ambiguous, and amorphous. Thus, the picture that
presents itself is that one could live in a world that is almost completely schematized with
little input from the introjected hyle, or one could live in a more open world with more
input from the introjected hyle and a less regimented schematization, i.e., a looser fit
between the schemas. It is almost as if we can imagine that the pores in our projections can
be more open, or less open, within the various granularities of the different scales.
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So, let us discuss the Introjected Hyle, since most of what we see at the level of the
schematization is an encapsulation that is difficult to grasp a clear picture of. That picture
first becomes clearer by its categorization into a kind of thing, because, after
categorization, we can more easily see individual differences once they are embodied by a
particular kind of thing. Then, we can assign meaning – especially the meaning of its
particularity126. For the most part at the schematic level, when we assign meaning, we are
really seeing our imposed organization rather than what is organized by itself. What is
organized by itself becomes clearer when we move from the noematic nucleus to the
essence. The essences are internal constraints on the attributes of a thing. The noematic
nucleus is the external constraint, which is set by the schematization. But, at the point in
our exploration where we decide what something is, and, what kind of thing it is, then we
are suddenly dealing with a specific organized introjected content, rather than the external
content that is actually just a further projection at a finer point of granularity. Yet, the key
to understanding this process of how we assign meaning, is the fact that we leap to
conclusions as to what something is, which is what Husserl calls essence perception, or
eidetic intuition. Now, this eidetic intuition is different from the process of abstract
thoughts that leads to ideas. Eidetic intuition happens when we grasp something as a
particular kind of thing all at once and as a whole thereby recognizing the coherence of its
internal constraints on its own attributes. Husserl’s great contribution was to explicitly
separate essence perception from ideation. He did not consider essences as simple ideas (as
was done previously). In the process of eidetic intuition, the coherence of the whole has
more impact on our grasping of the essence than does the introjected hyle, which are
attributes that are constrained by that essence. We really only begin to see the attributes
and their internal differences from other things of the same kind in the third stage where
we see individual differences. Based on those individual differences we see what brings
out the attributes that are unique to that particular thing, and based on that, we begin to
assign meaning, distinguish differences, and give significance or relevance to the thing. So,
we are saying that, perception does not work the way we might have imagined, or at least
as Locke127 imagined. We are not empiricists who see differences between things first, and
then proceed to formulate an idea of the sort of thing that we are looking at before we
finally enclose it into a distinguishable container in spacetime. In fact, we do the opposite,
we assign the spacetime encapsulation that comes with an assumed ordering that includes
its nesting into other schemas, then we determine what kind of thing we have encapsulated,
126
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and then we see the individual differences. So, we progress from spacetime (first), to
essence (second), to attributes (third), and finally to their significance and relevance
(fourth). We do this because the order is necessary for survival. If we can locate movement
in spacetime, then we can react before we know what it is that we are reacting to. Knowing
what kind of thing we are dealing with is more important than knowing which one128 of
that kind we are dealing with. Husserl seems to recognize that essence perception is more
important than attributes. And because he places intentional morphe at the basis of his
system, he also recognizes that schematization comes first before either of these. In this he
is following Kant implicitly. So, essentially, Husserl has it right in terms of the layering of
the various levels of perception. We have added the idea that the intentional morphe is
really an intentional schematization first, and this is mostly an unconscious process of
rough spacetime classification into the templates of understanding of the schemas from
which the recognition process begins. We leap from there to the essence perception, and
ideation occurs at an even higher level where we have the leisure to conceptualize what we
have recognized.
But, we have also added the idea that schematization can be either tight (relatively
constrained) or loose (relatively unconstrained). If it is tight, the schema provides most of
what we know about the thing encapsulated in a spacetime envelope, but if it is loose then
we have a greater idea about what is inside that envelope and its own organization, which
might be different from the projected schema. In addition, we are adding the idea that
schematization can be wrong, or ill fitting at least, so that re-schematization may, at times,
be necessary. At each dimension there might be two or more schemas available to
encapsulate a spacetime eventity. We jump to conclusions as to which schema is
appropriate, but then later we may have an experience that may contradict our initial
schematization, and we may have to retract our first reaction and reconsider its
schematization. Re-schematization as well as the acceptance of a new schematic
framework is difficult, so we avoid it as much as possible in the processing of our
experience.
When we are thinking about the noematic nucleus and how it relates to the essence, we can
relate that to the system or any other schema. We can think of the noematic nucleus of a
phenomenon as a System (rather than a Form), or as a Pattern, or as a Meta-system (openscape), or as a Domain, or as a World, etc. This means that there can be noematic nuclei of
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different scales and nestings. All of those noematic nuclei can be resolved into an essence,
and then resolved into individual differences in terms of their attributes, and then into
different significances and relevancies as well as different semantic concepts. The
noematic nuclei of the System sits on the edge of intentionality, which it shares with
awareness. Awareness is not a projection, it is a receptiveness to the environment and
oneself. We are aware of what we find in Existence but we project our intentionality as a
means of bestowing Being. Schematization is different from an acceptance of what is
found in its brute or archaic physiognomy129. Schematization, in all cases, imposes an
ordering that is external to the thing itself that is being imposed upon. Schematization
projects a template of pre-understanding onto something prior to its being understood as a
certain kind of thing. These pre-understandings are important for our ability to attune
ourselves to our surroundings. If we relax our intentionality and allow ourselves to become
aware, then we tend to merge into the background instead of becoming a player on the
stage of the environment who commands each thing to be what we believe it to be. Prior to
doxa (opinion or belief), there is the limit of paradox in Plato’s divided line130. Opinion
and Appearance are simply pure projection based on little evidence. ‘Well-founded
opinion’ and ‘considered opinion’ attempt to refine conclusions that originate from
assumptions based on a process of exploration and the discoveries made in that
exploration.
In general, we are saying (with some caveats) that we can easily substitute the System
schema for the Form schema into the terminological framework developed by Husserl.
Things get more difficult though, when we begin, as Gurwitsch did, to add gestalt ideas to
those of Husserl. In that case, Gurwitsch describes the field of consciousness, and in the
context of his vision, we see that each schema has its own ‘gestalt-like’ qualities. In our
own interpretation, we see the System as the conceptual counterpart of the gestalt. And so,
the move into the realm of the gestalt approach can be seen as a move similar to that of
understanding the System in the context of Husserl’s phenomenology. Yet, we still need to
be able to convert from conceptual to perceptual apprehending modes of intuition. We do
that by recognizing that there is a duality between the gestalt and flow. This is seldom
noted in the academic literature that we can find. We found one mention of a term that we
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have referred to in the past which is: a temporal gestalt131. A temporal gestalt is a gestalt
that takes time to become what it is, rather than appearing to be what it is all at once as it
springs from its background. But there is a more general phenomenological idea that we
need to explore, which is the idea that a gestalt and a flow are duals. In one there is a figure
on a background, in the other there is a foreground flow against a reference point. If we
recognize that the gestalt and flow are perceptual opposites, then we can see conceptually
that this is the same as the System and the Process. A process is a conceptualization of
perceptual flows, and a system is a conceptualization of a perceptual gestalt. In
consciousness, all four are happening together at any one time. In a way, this is how we
experience persistence in relation to the ever changing nature of consciousness. There are
gestalt snapshots taken in a flow of eventities132. We conceive of the figures in these
gestalt snapshots as the objects in a system, along with their relationships to each other and
their boundaries that delimit the system. But we also conceive of the flow in terms of
process steps, stages, and phases in the lifecycles of the things within the flow. This
perception and concept of persistence and flux, come together in a concrescence133 that is a
‘system conceptualization’ of how the things in a process are related to each other. Each of
those things have a temporal relationship to each other and are flowing through the
process, although, in spite of their mutual flowing, a persistent structure of maintained
relationships still exist between the different things that make up the System. We see each
of the eventities in the System as figures on their backgrounds. But each of these eventities
are flowing differently in time in their relation to the others, and we throw out reference
points in order to gauge their mutual flows. But once we conceive of them as having a
static structural relationship to each other, then we can pull that structure out and consider
it a System at a more abstract level. Thus, we develop our concept of the system as we
process ideas, i.e., illusory continuities. These ideas approximate representations of the
perceptions that we have of a situation. And once those ideas are formed, then we will use
them instead of referring to the actual perceptual changes. We use ideas as a means for
controlling our relationships to phenomena. We express those ideas in language as
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descriptions, explanations, or as formalizations of our understanding of the state of affairs
being played out in a given phenomenal arena. The System and its dual Process is just one
of several schematizations we can project on phenomena. At the level of ideation we have
the freedom to project free-form boundaries on systems and processes that do not exist in
terms of the gestalts and flows that we experience. Gestalts and flows, tell us about the
essences that are contained in the schematizations, which are more fixed and responsive to
the outside world when they are informed by introjected hyle from the noumena. However,
the objections that we have had from the beginning that concern the problems of
intersubjectivity and the noumena, have not yet been solved. Husserl began with those
problems too, and over the course of his career he found ways to mitigate those concerns
but could not solve them all together; that will have to wait for the work of Heidegger who
not only carried on but transformed the work of his teacher, Husserl. Yet, Husserl did give
us is a richer and clearer and perhaps a more precise vocabulary with which to define what
we see as the central concepts surrounding the problem of the phenomenology of the
System. That gives us a baseline framework for considering the problem of defining the
System in phenomenological and hermeneutical, as well as ontological and dialectical,
terms.

A Bridge to the Unconscious: Incorporation versus Introjected
Hyle
‘Introjected’ are the aspects of the hyle that come from the noumena, and these aspects
differ from the organization of the projected schemas. This is more likely to happen if the
grid of the schemas on the phenomena are looser and rough hewn. However, we do not
consciously distinguish between introjected hyle and the normal hyle of the projection,
which is merely a finer level of projection. Introjected hyle are mixed in with lower-level
nested schemas and are not distinguished overtly. But we can, following Abraham and
Torok134 distinguish incorporation from introjection. Incorporation means that we
distinguish what is taken in as something foreign from what naturally can become a part of
us. So, we do not necessarily distinguish what is part of our projected identity from what is
foreign to it. Projecting the schemas establishes our identity as the source of an ordering of
our conscious experience. When we recognize and incorporate, we then see the ‘noumena
as Other,’ embodied as different from ourselves. This, according to Abraham and Torok,
causes the ego to split producing a ‘phantom’ that also causes a split in the unconscious
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producing an alien unschematized “thing” to appear. Incorporation means we have
incorporated, or taken in a foreign object that cannot become part of ourselves, thus
splitting our ego and producing an unconscious nexus called a “thing”. This “thing” as the
Other, or an Alterity135, defies our projected schematizations and this cannot be located
consciously among our recognized projections. It also causes a ‘phantom’ split in the
projecting ego as well, and both ‘phantom’ and ‘thing’ lead a life below the radar of
consciousness, unless they are recognized in consciousness as an anomaly, in which case
there is some attempt to schematize them. The attempt to perceive the incorporated thing
and its phantom is called an anagogic swerve and this is treated in the author’s “The
Anamorphic Cycle”136. Such objects, when located, may become axes that resolve
paradoxes in experience. These are called anamorphic objects and they provide a pivot
between contradictory, paradoxical, or absurd perspectives. We do not just suppress
unschematized entities in our experience, we also incorporate them into experience as
anomalies, or as exceptions that prove the rule. This gives us access to other perspectives
where the schematization of the unschematizable contents of experience are possible. The
key is to understand that if an unschematizable thing exists, then subjectivity as the origin
of

intentionality breaks apart and shatters into corresponding phantoms causing a

mirroring of alterity in the exterior, as well as within the interior of the subject, which
remains unconscious and sealed off from the rest of the subject’s experience. The ‘Self’
then experiences this splitting of the subject as trauma, which includes all the phantoms of
the ego as well as what is left of the ego itself.
Husserl did not recognize the unconscious as playing an important role underpinning the
framework of Transcendental Phenomenological Philosophy. Now we can take a wider
view that allows for the unconscious that is beyond awareness to play a role in the
recognition of the noumena. Even Schopenhauer137 shows us that the noumena exists
within ourselves as “trieb”, i.e., instincts, desires, needs, and archetypal patterns that
determine our concepts and behavior within consciousness in ways that we are hardly
aware. A human being is more than a unified and totalized consciousness that intends
objects autonomously, and the whole framework of transcendental phenomenology is
immersed in a deeper unconscious framework that determines the relationship of
phenomena and noumena in often unknown, but significant ways. We will examine the
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relationship of ‘consciousness’ to this ‘unconscious background’ and come to understand
it as a Meta-system, which is actually the inverse dual138 of the System.
We recognize the work of Abraham and Torok who tried to “fix” the work of Freud. Their
work is consistent while avoiding the mechanistic excesses of Freud139. However,
ultimately we prefer the work of Jung140 except that his theory is phenomenologically
inconsistent141 due to its overloading of terms. Therefore, Jungian studies and
observations, which are Apollonian, must be balanced with the Dionysian psychology of
the unconscious that is implicit in Nietzsche142. But, since we are generally discussing
schemas that border on awareness and intentional consciousness, we will have little need
to explore the underworld of the unconscious143 within this study. However, we must
mention it because it becomes more and more central to the development of Continental
thought, especially the Lacanian144 interpretation of Freud in terms of Semiotics, which
takes language to be the structure of the unconscious. Language is a major product of
schematization and the dual of all the schematized projection on spacetime. Although we
do not thematize the unconscious, it is never far from our concerns.
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Figure 1.1. Summary Diagram.
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Notes

This chapter originated as a tutorial for members of the System Science Enabler Group of
the International Council of Systems Engineers, which met at the INCOSE 2007
conference in San Diego. The introductory texts mentioned are meant to help the reader
who has not encountered some of the names associated with Continental Philosophy
before. My own work on Husserl was based on reading most of the original works, and
some secondary literature available in the seventies and early eighties, although my work
has been updated over the years by reading more recent secondary sources. At one time I
considered myself a Husserlian scholar based on my study of Logical Investigations,
Cartesian Meditations and Ideas (volume one), as much as one may be by reading
translations only. I started with a course in Husserl taught by Alfonso Verdu145 at the
University of Kansas and continued my study of Husserl when I was in London doing my
first Ph.D. I was particularly interested in the problem of Intersubjectivity146 from the point
of view of the philosophy of Sociology, then known as Reflexive Sociology147. I have
continued that interest over the years and became particularly interested when E. Fink’s
Sixth Cartesian Meditation was published148. Recent scholarship of Husserl’s unpublished
works by D. Walton149 has been a large influence on my current research on Husserl for
this dissertation. That unpublished material makes it clear that Heidegger and MerleauPonty’s work are based closely on Husserl’s later works. I have always thought that an
understanding of Husserl was the best basis of understanding Heidegger and later
phenomenologists. The effort in this chapter is to establish a framework for understanding
the concept of the ‘System’ schema within a Husserlian context. This theme has been
developed in several of my working papers and earlier work. If you look up the terms,
system and phenomenology, it will become clear that no one has previously developed a
systems phenomenology of any depth. Thus we are introducing the idea here. A study of
the Figure 1.1 will show how I envision the various major ideas relating to each other that
would place the term ‘system’ within a Husserlian phenomenological context. However,
the creation of a fully fledged Systems Phenomenology is not the aim of this dissertation.
Rather, we are merely bringing the possibility to light, in preparation for a deeper
consideration of the nature of design.
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CHAPTER 2

World Horizons and Other Horizons
Augmenting Husserl’s Great Discovery
Husserl began by bracketing everything that was not an appearance. Eventually he discovered that he
could solve the problems of solipsism, the noumena, and intersubjectivity by positing a World Horizon
that could serve as a visual backdrop for perceiving the forms that appear in the world. E. Husserl's
discovery of the World Horizon as an alternative to his previous method of bracketing was taken up by
his student, M. Heidegger who continued to explore these concepts more deeply. Once we understand
how the World Horizon can be used to provide a background for all the forms, then we may consider
the intermediate horizon of the System between these two extremes. We propose that other schemas
such as the Meta-system (Open-scape) and the Domain fill the gap between the System and the World
Horizons. We will examine the cultural blindspots that we encounter when dealing with environmental
horizons, which we refer to here as the Meta-system as we will discuss the phenomenology of
complementary relationships in order to discern the internal structure of these horizons at the System
and Meta-system levels.

From Bracketing to World Horizons
Husserl made a great discovery, which appears in his later work although much of it has
not yet been published150. We begin to see this new direction in Krisis151, which is
Husserl’s response to Heidegger’s Being and Time152. Husserl realized that the
bracketing153 that isolated phenomena was not necessary if he used the world horizon as
the basis of phenomenology instead of a reduction to appearance154. With a reduction to
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Welton, Donn. The Other Husserl: The Horizons of Transcendental Phenomenology (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2001); See also by Steinbock, Anthony J. Home and Beyond: Generative
Phenomenology After Husserl (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1995).
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Husserl, Edmund, Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology (Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1970) called Krisis.
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Op. cit. Heidegger, M.
153
Bracketing was a method developed by Husserl to isolate phenomena from imputations of noumena
behind the scenes. Everything that was not immediately apparent was bracketed in relation to its status as a
reality, and so phenomenology was established as a science based wholly on what appears to consciousness.
This makes phenomenology apodictic because the phenomena cannot be denied. Instead of, “I think therefore
I am”, Husserl substituted “There is Phenomena in presence and therefore, that is something that cannot be
doubted.” Unfortunately, this opened Husserl up to criticism concerning the role that absences play in our
lives was and the issue that these absences are not taken into account, a problem that Heidegger sought to
remedy. See Pollio, Howard R., Tracy B. Henley, and Craig J. Thompson. The Phenomenology of Everyday
Life. (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1997) pp. 46-48.
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We see this move in Heidegger’s Being and Time but it was not clear until recently that this move had
already been made by Husserl, and this calls for a re-evaluation of the relationship between Husserl’s later
work and Heidegger’s apparent innovations in Being and Time.
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appearances through bracketing, one still has all the problems of isolation from other
subjects as well as from the noumena that existed in Kant’s philosophy and proved
problematic in early Husserl155. But, if one realizes that the same technique that allows one
to approximate reality at the level of form, i.e., the uncountable horizons of exploration,
then it is also clear that a boundary can be used at some upper threshold to eliminate a
separation from the other subjects and from the noumena. This indicates that the way to
resolve the inherent problems in phenomenology become clear through the repetition of the
boundary horizon at a higher level. This is a new generative phenomenology, which takes
precedence over the older static phenomenology, which did not take into account the
significance of time. With the older phenomenology, the subject is viewed as a form
outside of the horizon of the object, but with generative phenomenology, the subject is
inside the horizon and therefore subjected to the showing and hiding156 of the horizon of
the world. Thus, you give up a subject that is unaffected by time, and you gain immediate
access to the noumena and other subjects that are within the compass of the horizon of the
world. We must pick another high level scale threshold, such as the World schema, which
is still within experience but also uncountable (approaching the infinite) and explore that
horizon as well. When we specify a high level scale horizon, then we see that all other
subjects and all other objects appear in relation to that horizon, which is explorable, but
uncountable, or indeterminable in its extent, and thus confers a reality collectively, rather
than individually on the intersubjective group, or the noumena. Here the noumena are
defined as the infinite endpoint of the horizon of explorability for any given thing. Thus,
the noumena are converted into a limit within the field of consciousness rather than
something outside the field of consciousness. Using the Form schema alone as the only
basis of our exploration tends to isolate single forms, whether they are objects or subjects,
but when we consider those same forms against a broader horizon, then we have a criteria
for judging between them in terms of their communal properties, which tends to ameliorate
the problems of isolation. Husserl showed that when you have an upper boundary horizon
of discovery, as well as the lower boundary horizon, then the two together allow you to get
rid of the bracketing that isolates phenomena, because one can merely say that phenomena
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Phenomena without noumena tend to lead to calling into question the objectivity of Phenomenology by
realists. The word transcendental tends to have opposite meanings for Kant and Husserl. For Kant,
transcendental means beyond experience. For Husserl, transcendental means completely phenomenal with no
noumenal mixture. Experience is still coherent either way. That inexplicable coherence of experience is
called transcendental by both but for opposite reasons, one because there is a substrate and the other because
there is no substrate.
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Showing and Hiding is a term for the Dynamics of Presence and Absence in Process Being, as opposed to
the static nature of Pure Being as only Presence, Truth, Reality, and Identity.
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is what appears in the world rather than simply under the bracket. This leads to a great
simplification of Phenomenology that Husserl hinted at in Krisis with the use of the term
lifeworld157. Yet, this also means that we have to consider the constitution of subjects and
objects in the course of time within that world horizon, and thus the Phenomenology
becomes generative, i.e., dynamic and interior to the world, rather than static and exterior
to formed things.

Figure 2.1. Embedding in the World Horizon
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The System as a Horizon between the Form and World Horizons
When we take the introduction of higher level horizons into consideration and relate them
to the System schema, then we realize that the System schema lies somewhere between the
World horizon and the Form horizon. Yet, it is important to note that the system is a mesohorizon of explorability rather than a micro-horizon or a macro-horizon. Once we identify
a System schema as a generative phenomenological horizon, we can begin exploring its
horizon. In terms of Systems Engineering we can say that if all we have merely constitutes
a requirement set, then our ability to further explore the horizon of the System will be very
limited. If we have a systems design, then we can continue to explore although our ability
to do so is still somewhat limited. If we have a systems implementation, our ability to
explore will be expanded but is still not complete. If we have an implemented system in a
test environment then our ability to explore its horizon is much more complete, but still not
exhaustive. If we have an implemented system deployed in its target environment, then our
ability to explore the System horizon is completely exhaustive and nears being infinite,
because the system, with its emergent effects, is in the operational environment being used
and depended upon in actual missions that can be observed. So, in a sense, the constraints
on explorability tend to indicate how much the system has been developed into a real
system functioning in the world. The system, as well as the forms, show up upon the
broader world horizon and the system contains forms as figures within its gestalt. Thus the
framework of Husserl’s horizons gives us a picture of at least two limiting horizons on
either side of the system horizon. These are the macro-horizon (world) and micro-horizon
(form). They border the system, which acts as an intermediate or meso-horizon. We think
this is a very important perspective on the system and we do not think this has been
previously

developed

phenomenologically. In

other

words, we

know

of

no

phenomenological development of the horizon of the system. Rather, we have many
conceptual developments, i.e., definitions of the system based on the definitions of other
terms in a series of interlaced ideas. A phenomenological development of the term is
different because it means that a system can be defined in terms of a conscious experience
of the system as a horizon. Within this newer phenomenological framework provided to us
by the later works of Husserl, forms that are viewed as micro-horizons are seen on the
background of the system’s meso-horizon, which is, in turn, seen on the background of the
world macro-horizon. Thus, there is a nesting of horizons and an interplay between them
that we can understand phenomenologically. The differences in the horizons are noted in
terms of their scope and scale and their nesting relationships. This means that we are
looking for both differences and continuity between horizons. By understanding the system
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as a gestalt, we can immediately understand the form as the figure on the background of
the gestalt, which allows us to see that there is a direct nesting, between the System and the
Form schemas. However, between the System schema and the World schema there is no
direct nesting and that means that we must begin looking for intermediary thresholds,
which do nest with each other. Previously, as part of our S-prime158 General Schemas
Theory, we have identified these intermediary thresholds as Open-scape (Meta-system),
and Domain. And we have also identified a lower level experiential horizon in the Pattern
schema that is below the scale of Form. We believe that there are six experiential schemas
that nest with each other. Each one is different from the others, and their interfacing is
fitted together as differences that interlock. Then, by stepping from one threshold to
another, we believe that the entire range between the pattern schema and the world schema
is covered and has no gaps. This is a phenomenological hypothesis that each of us should
test phenomenologically since it expands the concept of phenomenology to embrace the
idea that intermediate thresholds of scale become horizons that are nested within horizons,
and again nested within further horizons ad infinitum. Horizons do not, as Husserl
believed, appear at the largest and smallest scales with nothing in between, rather, there
exists a series of horizons and they nest with each other through their differences and this
can be verified phenomenologically by each of us. Thus, each horizon is what it is based
on its difference, or in other words, its different internal organization.
Let us try to be more specific about what we mean by horizon, or threshold of scale. We
are talking about a nested extension of the noematic nucleus. In other words, surrounding
each thing that we identify as a form, there is a series of thresholds of organization that we
construe as templates of pre-understanding that allow us to discover their intelligibility in
the context of spacetime. Everything is caught in these thresholds of scale, which we deem
to be projections. They are at the lowest layer of intentionality just above awareness where
we already find ourselves in a world that is differentiated. We only realize that these are
our projections when we begin formulating a critical philosophy that responds to skeptics,
such as Hume, who deny at a fundamental level, all presuppositions of naive dogmatic
philosophies159. Prior to that we thought that these projections were actually ‘what things
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Op. cit. Theory of General Schemas Theory developed by the author. This is the first of a series of
hypotheses relating to the structure of the field of schemas. See author’s papers on General Schemas Theory,
the CSER conferences 2004 and 2005 at http://holonomic.net
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Dogmatic Philosophies are those that make claims about unseen aspects of reality that cannot be verified
and thus are points of contentions around which controversies flourish but cannot be resolved. Normally
these dogmatic philosophies have common presuppositions that cannot be proved, such as the idea that
causality exists. Hume attacks these common fundamental presuppositions and it is to this skeptical attack
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are’ as they inhabit spacetime. The key point here is that there must be a nesting with no
gaps. In other words, we demand more than what Husserl’s phenomenology was prepared
to give us, we want to know how each schema nests into its adjacent schemas without the
gaps that Husserl leaves between the form and the world. In other words, Forms must be
inside a System, which is also inside a Meta-system, and so on, until we get to the World
threshold, which both Husserl and Heidegger think is the ultimate horizon for humans.
As a result of extensive consideration we have formulated the S-prime hypothesis of
General Schemas Theory that states that there are ten schemas in all and that six of them
are experiential. The experiential ones are: Pattern, Form, System, Open-scape (Metasystem), Domain, and World160. Open-scape has two names because it is, in fact, a
blindspot in our culture and we have difficulty seeing it. We coined the name meta-system
while searching to see if there was an English term, or name, for that schema, and it turns
out that there is, but it is less than satisfactory, so we still use Meta-system as
interchangeable with Open-scape. Our phenomenological contention is that these six
schemas cover all of experience with no gaps between all the possible experiential scales.
There are four other schemas that are not directly experiential, and these inhabit each end
of this spectrum of scales. These are: Facet and Monad on the micro end, and Kosmos and
Pluriverse on the macro end. The non-experience-able schemas are conceptual scaffolding
for the experiential schemas. Experiential schemas are nested with different emergent
properties at each level. Each is unique and must be understood in reference to their
adjacent schemas in the schematic hierarchy, and this makes them mutually defining. Their
meaning is derived by their contextual relationship within the set of schemas, and in
phenomenological terms, each mediates all experience at their scale as well as being
complete in the sense that there is no “cognitive dissonance”161 between them. Thus, each
fits perfectly with the next in sequence with no gaps in experience or in the conceptual

that Kant’s Critical Philosophy invented and responded to. Hume is in the tradition of the Skepticism of
Sextus Empiricus. That tradition differentiates between Dogmatic Philosophies and so called Academic
Philosophies that deny everything. The Humian skepticism tends toward the Academic end of the spectrum.
See Bailey, Alan. Sextus Empiricus and Pyrrhonean Scepticism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002).
160
This hierarchy of schemas is different from the ontic hierarchy of natural emergent levels that are
variously conceived in the literature. An example of an ontic hierarchy might be a quark, particle, atom,
molecule, one cell organism, multi-cell organism, social organisms, or Gaia. The hierarchy of schemas is
ontological instead of ontic, in as much as they are projections of Being onto things that bring with them an
inherent organization, which is derived from our biology and culture and not from the natural phenomena
themselves. Multiple ontological schemas can be projected on the same ontic natural hierarchical emergent
level.
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Harmon-Jones, Eddie (Editor). Cognitive Dissonance: Progress on a Pivotal Theory in Social Psychology
(Washington, DC: American Psychological Association (APA, 1999); See also Portugali J, Benenson I,
Omer I, "Spatial cognitive dissonance and sociospatial emergence in a self-organizing city" Environment and
Planning B: Planning and Design 24(2), 1997, pp. 263- 285.
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comprehension of their fit. They are what, in Old English, would be called “Meet” (fitting)
with each other. And this fittingness is a phenomenological requirement, which is why we
are developing a phenomenology of the System, or more precisely, a phenomenology of all
the experienceable schemas as intermediate thresholds of experience. The System is one
among several intermediate horizonal thresholds. These thresholds must be understood in
their relationships to each other. They can only be understood through their organizational
differences, which arise out of the same experiential field162, but at different scales of
applicability.

Figure 2.2. Hierarchy of S-prime Schemas
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We will call the field out of which the schemas arise the “meta-schematic field” See “Schematization of
the Schemas in the Meta-schematic Field” in Foundations of General Schemas Theory at
http://holonomic.net by the author.
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This definition of the System threshold is useful because it allows us to be very precise
about what a System is from a phenomenological perspective. It is something that is not a
Pattern, Form, Open-scape (Meta-system), Domain, or World, but can, as a result of its
specific differences, fit into this series of threshold scales precisely between the Form and
the Open-scape (Meta-system).

Figure 2.3. System as Gestalt

So, let us attempt to give a phenomenological description of how this fitting occurs. All
forms have (as their content) patterns of monadic hyle163. However, it is well known that
we never see the monadic hyle in isolation164, which causes the pattern to be what is seen
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Peirce called the monadic hyle “Firsts” in his Philosophical Categories. But because the monadic hyle
have different qualities there must be a schema prior to the Firsts, which we call the facet schema.
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at the lowest limit of what is experiential, although, we posit that the monad exists165 in
order to be able to describe the pattern. But, as we have said, systems are gestalts, which
means that they are figures on a background held in some sort of internal tension. In this
case, the forms are the figures. We formulate a system by viewing the figures in succession
within a certain background as we attempt to understand their differences and the
relationships between them. There is a certain visitation rate for the various figures in a
background situation that is needed to produce the System. When we draw a boundary
between those forms inside the System and those outside the System, then we have a System
defined as a schematic whole. That whole is normally seen as a whole greater than the
sum of its parts, and thus emergent166. But, if we look at our own behavior when we enter a
new environment, for example, a city square that we have not been before, we will glance
about and look at different things and take in the gestalts all around us as we attempt to
acquire a sense of the whole environment from our standpoint. Many times we will do this
from one particular spot as we survey the scene within the square. Gestalts are visited in a
particular order and each are surveyed and lingered over for a particular amount of time,
and each view we take can be classified as either just a glance or as a more steady look.
With the glance we tend to try to pick up marginal and background information, but with a
steady look we tend to focus on a particular form within the city square and take it in as a
whole gestalt rather than seeing it as fringe or marginal phenomena167. Our point is that the
System schema is conceptualized in terms of its existence in, and its relation to, a wider
background environment than that of the Form schema. And normally that background
environment is surveyed from a single place, so that we can detect motion in it. Moving
things are what we look at first, and, the overall context for the systems that we single out
in this wider background environment is the Open-scape (or Meta-system). The Openscape is what can be seen from a particular spot in the environment in a 360 degree survey
of the situation. We refer to it as a land-scape, or a sea-scape, or many other kinds of Xscape. Here we will call it an open-scape, leaving open what kind of scape it is. All systems
are seen on the background of the open-scape. This is a deeper background, which is
actually the background for all the individual systems within a particular open-scape. Each
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The scale of the monad keeps getting pushed back from molecule, to atom, to particle, to quark, and
perhaps to string.
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system has its contextual background, but the context of those contexts is the open-scape,
and like the gestalt, any given system that we see is like a proto-figure on this deeper
proto-background. That is why we call the meta-system (or open-scape) a proto-gestalt
when we are referring to it in perceptual terms168. In particular, the proto-gestalt is the
implicate order (cf. David Bohm169) of the gestalts that we unfold when we look around at
the environment based on our tacit knowledge (cf. Michael Polanyi170). When we stand in
one place and look at the various gestalts that make up a system, and then transition our
view from a coherent gestalt system to another, we are making a transition to the openscape. The difference between Systems and Meta-systems (Open-scapes) is this: We may
view forms as figures on a background, which appear to be a gestalt, or, we may view
“systems as gestalts’ on a deeper proto-background, i.e., a Meta-system or Open-scape.
Thus, there is a snug fit between the System and the Meta-system/Open-scape, i.e., what is
beyond (outside) the System171.
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“Proto” here means what is established prior to the gestalt as the wider context for the gestalt. There must
be an ambience to look through in order to see the gestalt, and that ambiance must be something more
original than the gestalt that we pick out and look at.
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Bohm, David, Wholeness and the Implicate Order (London; Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981,
c1980; Routledge, 2002).
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Polanyi, Michael, Tacit Dimension (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1983).
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It is the next horizon past the systems boundary.
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Figure 2.4. System as Temporal Gestalt
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Figure 2.5. Idealized System

The next higher schema beyond the meta-system happens when the observer moves. At
that point multiple perspectives come into effect. We can move to another position and
look back to where we were standing, or we can imagine someone else looking at us from
a particular place and then switch positions so they see what we see, and vice versa. That is
where the Domain schema starts, and again there is a snug fit because all we changed is the
ability to move around the landscape. The open-scape is primarily the horizon of
everything that can be seen from a particular position in the landscape (or whatever kind of
scape). The Domain is the horizon of all the static horizons of all the subjects that are
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interacting at any synchronic moment, or across diachronic time. In other words, we can
follow a single subject to different places, or we can move from subject to subject to see
what each of them sees in turn. Domains can be defined as perspectives concatenated into
rigorous disciplines. A world then becomes all the perspectives that are given credence
from all the domains that are recognized and designated as relevant, for example, the
University contains all the recognized academic disciplines, and thus defines the known
world. Beyond the world we have the background that constitutes our perspectives, which
is the nature of what we conceive of as the kosmos172. Note that in each case we are not
only looking very carefully at the transition between these phenomenological thresholds,
but we are also looking for a gap that might give us an indication of another threshold
hidden between them, especially at the upper level where there may be something between
the domain and world – although we have not discovered any gap there yet. World is the
ultimate experienceable horizon of perspectives, which is why Husserl used it as his
ultimate horizon, and the same is true for Heidegger. They could not conceive of any
further intersubjective horizon173. Husserl came close by calling it the “lifeworld” and
Heidegger defined his proto-subject “Dasein” in terms of it. Yet, we can think of nonintersubjective wider horizons, and we will refer to these as the kosmos174. The kosmos is
experienceable by all living things in an intersubjective way as far out as it we can
reach175, and this causes it to act as a limit to intersubjective experience. In a generative
phenomenology, phenomena are only considered to the extent that they are intersubjective
phenomena. Someone has to perceive a phenomenon for it to have the status of
phenomena. And since the phenomena are conceived on the background of a world
horizon, all phenomena are seen as existing within that world horizon for someone in some
social group. Humans exist in social groups with common language176. All phenomena that
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In other words, the ultimate set of ‘perspectives on perspectives’ eventually runs up against the
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we can experience are contained in one way or another in a world. A world is a linguistic
and cultural entity that encompasses all domains for a group of people acting as subjects,
whether they are looking at each other, or at objects. It is a moot point to claim that there is
an objective external world that is beyond what is phenomenal and that this world, per se,
is bracketed by Phenomenology. In other words, we are only interested in the appearances
that present themselves as well as the absences that balance those presences of phenomena
that we come to know about through the workings of generative time. These appearances
have a quality of being-in-the-world and they appear at a particular moment on the horizon
of the world schema. Across time, it is the coherence of these appearances within the
consciousness of the social group that interests us. The inner coherence of all that appears
on the horizon of the world is called a worldview. The significance of the concept of the
world horizon as the basis of the phenomenology of the lifeworld, means that we no longer
need to methodologically bracket objects or other people in order to get rid of the taint of
the transcendentals of Kant. Everything that was transcendental, such as noumena, other
objects and God177 become an internal limit at a possible infinite horizon of explorability
within experience. This is because we can see and interact with each other on the backdrop
of a world horizon that is based on a structured worldview, which is established as a
synthesis by our society, language, culture, and the dominant mythos178. We can
understand the inner and mutual coherence of things in our lifeworld in ways that would be
impossible if we looked at each one individually, i.e., from the old non-generative
phenomenological
viewpoint

179

viewpoint.

In

formulating

the

generative

phenomenological

, Husserl throws off stasis and frees history and time from the former Kantian

transcendental way of looking at things. Early phenomenology was a departure from
transcendental philosophy, but was still based on it. However, later phenomenology
became completely embedded in the world and isolated the coherence of the worldview
based on the world’s inherent dynamism, which gave up both the disconnection of the
transcendentals from the world, as well as stasis, (which is a disconnection from time,
social history, and cultural history).
177

For instance, God, as a Kantian transcendental, becomes the internal coherence of the entire world rather
than the magical connection between the transcendental subject and the transcendental object. And, as
Durkheim contended this view of the Kantian Transcendentals (Self, Object and God) and the A-prioris
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Figure 2.6. System on Deeper Meta-system Background
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Figure 2.7. Proto-gestalt of Systems within Meta-system Horizon
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What is missing from Husserl’s phenomenological story, is the idea that there are other
thresholds between the Form and the World such as the System, Open-scape (Metasystem) and Domain, and the phenomenological specifications of those thresholds within
experience. Now, each lower scale region is seen against the deeper and deeper
backgrounds of the higher scale region. And their ‘meet’ nesting is tested continually in
our experience as we look for gaps between these intermediate horizons. We cannot find
any gaps, so it is up to others to point out the gaps if any can be found. Finding gaps has to
do with testing the phenomenological hypothesis against actual experience in different
realms of endeavor. In other words, a gap may show up in a particular kind of experience,
which would then have to be tested against other kinds of experience to see if it is local or
global. We are trying to define global horizons, and we make no claims as to whether there
are other local horizons that show up in particular situations, which are either between the
ones we name, or in a dimension beyond the human scale of experience.
The important thing is that once we have a hypothesis such as S-Prime, which indicates
how many schemas there are that act as phenomenological horizons, then we can test it in
our experience. And by further positing intermediate thresholds of various types between
the Form and the World, which include System, Open-scape and Domain, we can then
assign meaning to the System schema from the differences between it and the other
schemas. Furthermore, we can move beyond the Systems schema to Schemas in general,
which affect our experience at every scale. Scale does not mean an absolute scale of size,
but rather the relative scale of one schema to that of another schema measured in terms of
the fitting together of the schemas in experience. Our focus here is the System schema and
how the Form schema fits into the System schema and into the Meta-system (Open-scape)
schema as its adjacent schemas. We have noticed in the last century that both the Pattern
and System schemas became alternatives to the Form schema as ways of looking at things.
Thus, our historical development, we have moved both from the Form schema up to the
System schema and also down to the Pattern schema. In other words, we have moved out
from the Form schema to its adjacent schemas in the hierarchy of the scales of the
schemas. The System schema became significant because it is wider in scope than the
Form schema. Now that we have become interested in the System schema, we must
consider the Open-scape (Meta-system) schema as the next higher schema and the
boundaries that it defines. And this is where we run into a profound problem in our culture.
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Figure 2.8. Nesting of Form, System, and Meta-system

A Cultural Blindspot
The Open-scape (Meta-system) schema seems to be a cultural blindspot for us. In other
words, unlike the other schemas in our series, we do not have a standard name for the
Open-scape schema. Thus, when we first recognized the gap between the Domain and the
System, we simply called it a Meta-system schema, recognizing that it was what was
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beyond the System schema. Eventually we realized that the Meta-system schema was also
the dual of the System schema. The duality of the System schema and the Meta-system
schema interconnect, or fit, through complementarity and nesting. This duality has many
interesting properties, but triggers some unusual implications as well. The system schema
and the meta-system schema are situated at the midpoint in the hierarchy of the set of
schemas (as posited by S-prime theory). This set of schemas actually bifurcates and folds
into

a

series

of

duals:

System/Meta-system,

Form/Domain,

Pattern/World,

Monad/Kosmos, and Facet/Pluriverse. So, besides the fact that the Meta-system seems to
be a blindspot to us, the Meta-system is also the dual of the System, and the difference
between the two dual schemas seems to have special properties in relation to being the fold
for the whole set of schemas producing dualities between macro-schemas and microschemas at each level.

Figure 2.9. Schematic Fold

At this point we could examine the properties of the meta-system as the dual of the system.
But much has been made of that in other works by the author180. And here our goal is to
bring what we have learned about the other schemas to bear upon the system schema,
which will hopefully help us to better focus on the possibility of a systems phenomenology

180

Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory by the author. See also Meta-system Primer
briefing at CSER 2008 called “Meta-systems, Complexity and Emergence”
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that will naturally lead to a meta-systems phenomenology. Another treatise could be
written on meta-system phenomenology.

Figure 2.10. Conceptual and Perceptual views of System and Meta-system

Let us begin by discussing the difference between gestalt and proto-gestalt. Many
psychological text books talk about gestalts181, but we are never told about proto-gestalts.

181

See http://sharp.bu.edu/~slehar/references/gestalt-refs.html accessed 080531. See also Albertazzi, L.
(Editor) Shapes of Forms: From Gestalt Psychology and Phenomenology to Ontology and Mathematics
(Dordrecht; Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999).
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Gestalts and proto-gestalts182 are duals in the perceptual noematic realm just as systems
and meta-systems are duals in the conceptual noetic realm. But then, we also have flows
and proto-flows, and these are the perceptual opposites of a conceptual process and a metaprocess. We also need to point out the difference between the synchronic and the
diachronic183. We have already stated that there is a temporal gestalt, i.e., a diachronic,
rather than a synchronic gestalt. Therefore, we expect this distinction to move across from
the gestalt to the proto-gestalt and also from the flow to the proto-flow. The way that these
various distinctions interact has been worked out previously in our summary paper on
Special Systems Theory184. Here, as an example, we will consider the relationship of the
synchronic and diachronic distinction to the gestalt and flow distinction as well as the
proto-gestalt and proto-flow distinction. That means there are both synchronic gestalts and
diachronic gestalts, as well as synchronic flows and diachronic flows. The same is true of
the ‘proto-’ level of gestalt and flow185.
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Brown, Stuart; Collinson, Diané and Wilkinson, Robert. Biographical Dictionary of Twentieth-century
Philosophers (London; New York: Routledge, 1996) pp. 213-214. Entry under Christian Frelherr von
Ehrenfels, "He argued that complex Gestalts were related hierarchically to simpler Gestalts, and speculated
on the nature of a 'proto-Gestalt,’ a simple undifferentiated form from which all others were built up
(although he regarded Gestalts at every level of complexity as atomistic in the sense that they were not
reducible to some combination of their parts)." This is a slightly different concept equal to my concept of the
Primal Archetypal Whole. But this idea of the “proto-gestalt” relates to microgenesis as the origin of the
series of gestalt transformations. My use of the idea of the proto-gestalt considers the perceptual meta-system
as the origin of gestalt differentiation. Thus there is not just a hierarchy of gestalts but hierarchy of the
various schemas, one of which is the Meta-system which has its perceptual equivalent in the “proto-gestalt”
,which is the environment out of which the various gestalts arise. However, it is good to find a precursor in
the use of the term among the original German Gestalt psychologists. For “microgenesis” see Bachmann,
Talis. Microgenetic Approach to the Conscious Mind (Amsterdam; Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing
Company, 2000).
183
Saussure, Ferdinand De. Course in General Linguistics (Chicago: Open Court Publishing, 1986) p.
89.synchronic/diachronic distinction mentioned. Another edition (London; New York: Oxford University
Press, 2006).
184
Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory by the author. See also CSER 2008
presentation on “Meta-systems, Complexity and Emergence” which is a primer on Meta-systems theory.
185
From Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer
by the author.
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Figure 2.11. Duality of the Gestalt and Flow
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Figure 2.12. Duality of the Proto-gestalt and Proto-flow

Once we realize that these permutations are different from each other we can then begin to
look for them in our experience and understand them phenomenologically. And we should
be able to take these perceptual examples and translate them up to the conceptual level and
relate them to systems and meta-systems and processes and meta-processes. By contrasting
the synchronic/diachronic dimensions with the gestalt/flow and proto-gestalt/proto-flow,
we generate a difference in our experience that we might not notice otherwise, such as the
way time operates in our experience. Here we assume the model of time that Husserl and
Heidegger created, which is called Internal Time Consciousness186. It is a model of the
contents of consciousness through the sedimentation of time. The synchronic only deals
with the present in time as in what is immediately present, while the diachronic deals with

186

Husserl, E. (Author), Heidegger, M. (Editor), Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1964).
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the comet’s tail of fading apprehension187 as we move through time, or as it moves through
us. What we recognize is that there are certain phenomena, which take the time to be what
they are, and thus they became diachronic gestalts, or temporal gestalts188. In our opinion,
ideas are something like that. They take time to be what they are because they are illusory
continuities based on abstraction. When we look at a flow, then our baseline becomes a
diachronic flow of something akin to a feeling or sensation. Strangely, there are also
snapshots of flow, which are like ‘time-lapse photos of flow’ that capture a whole period
of time and its flow in a single static image. An example of this is an emotion. It is
interesting that ideas and emotions are either gestalts in time or flows out of time, in other
words, they represent countervailing states, and these countervailing states are
intersubjectively transmittable. We do not transmit our feelings or our thoughts very easily,
but if we package them as emotions or ideas, then it is possible to transmit these
strengthened and countervailing states more easily.
A similar thing can be said at the conceptual level. There are diachronic and synchronic
systems, i.e., four-dimensional (4d) and three-dimensional (3d)189. Likewise, there are
diachronic and synchronic processes, i.e., normal temporalized processes and frozen
processes. In terms of work, let’s call a normal temporalized process, non-routine, and a
frozen process routine. Routine work has its causal relations fixed, while non-routine work
is such that even the changes change, i.e., its causal relations are not fixed. It is out of nonroutine work that emergent events appear.
Now let us apply this to our understanding of the system/process. One thing we are
learning is that every system always comes with a dual process whether we recognize it or
not. So, for example, when we build a system product there is always a process that we
must go through to produce that product. We call this process work, and it is just as
important as the system product itself. Processes and systems are equally important and are
always complementary to each other190. The process is more than just the system in time.
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Apprehension has two meanings. For our purposes, apprehension means to take hold of, especially
mentally, and not the meaning related to fear and dread. There isn’t another word that comes to mind that is
better suited and does not have the extra baggage of implied negative meaning.
188
Cassirer, Ernst. The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996) Volume 2,
p. 108. Mention of the concept of Temporal Gestalt. See also Matthews, Eric The Philosophy of MerleauPonty (Montréal; Ithaca, NY: McGill-Queen's Press, 2002) p.141. Film as a temporal gestalt in MerleauPonty's work.
189
Nb. In ‘3d’ and ‘4d’ we have an abbreviated usage “#d” where # is a number then “d” stands for
“dimension”
190
This is the underlying idea behind the Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) from the Software
Engineering Institute. Chrissis, Mary Beth; Konrad, Mike and Shrum, Sandy. CMMI: Guidelines for Process
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The system in time is the four-dimensional system as opposed to the three-dimensional
system, which is a configuration of the system without any dynamics. The process of the
system is its manner of constitution, and this process of constitution of the system has two
modes. One mode is the non-routine mode in which meta-changes191 are always occurring
many times discontinuously, which is true flow in time. But there is also a degenerate
mode where we take a time lapse photo of the changes and we freeze them in a global view
across time. In that view of superimposed changes frozen in time, such as pictures of
waterfalls where we see the water as a fuzzy flow that has flowed past over a period of
time, we grasp the idea of the physiognomy of the entire flow, and we see it as a statistical
flux frozen in time, which gives us an impression that the flow is, in fact, routine in some
way, although the actual flow is not. Thus, our work always needs to be distinguished into
routine and non-routine work192 whether it is a system configuration, or a dynamic system.
We gave the example of the temporal gestalt as being an Idea, and the atemporal flow as
being an Emotion. But in terms of system and process, we can see that the temporal gestalt,
i.e. the diachronic system, is always an idealization based on illusory continuity, while an
atemporal flow, i.e., the synchronic process, is always an abstraction based on an illusory
discontinuity. This is to say, perfect diachronic systems and perfect synchronic processes
are anomalous states that are separated from reality and are illusory. We use these illusions
effectively to view the system or its associated processes in ways that are abnormal for the
actual state of the system or the process. This is to say, a system is normally a product
(which is a configuration) but the dynamism of its operation is abnormal. On the other
hand, processes, which represent the dynamism of the system, are normally 'changing
changes', that are sometimes continuous and other times discontinuous. Processes are
represented by non-routine work. It is abnormal to freeze these processes (that are
'changing changes') even though we may wish to have a global picture of them. We often
behave as if the dynamism of the process were made of something frozen in a span of time.
Notice that by dissecting these different states of process and system in terms of time or
stasis, we can derive a more precise phenomenological picture of the system (within this
context) than we would get if we viewed it separately and outside of the duality of process,
or outside of its relationship to time. Systems are naturally static configurations. If we want

Integration and Product Improvement (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Addison-Wesley Professional; 2 edition,
2006) Version 1.2.
191
Meta-changes are “changes of change” similar to acceleration for motion, but with respect to change.
192
Pava, Clavin. Managing New Office Technology: An Organizational Strategy. (New York: Free Press,
1983) Chapter 5 on Nonroutine Office Work.
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to talk about them when they are moving, we say “Dynamic System”, but in that case it is
unclear as to what this dynamism adds to the system. In our case, we understand that such
a system is a temporal gestalt, conceived as a diachronic system, which is something that
takes time to be what it is. In that ‘time period’ it is becoming. So we have moved from
Pure Being193 in the synchronic case to Process Being194 in the diachronic case. Things are
changing in the configuration of the system in the diachronic case. But as a temporal
gestalt, there are certain emergent effects we only expect to see after a span of time has
passed that cannot be directly inspected at any time195. That same system, as a
configuration, must be constituted by a process, and that process is extremely dynamic as
a diachronic process, which we interpret as 'changing changes' through time by which the
frozen configuration of the product is produced as an effect. To some degree we can try to
control those 'changing changes' by trying to picture the process as if it was synchronic (in
a time-lapse fashion) so that we can see the broad outlines of the probable process by
which constitution occurs. Thus, we try as much as we can to reduce the full process to a
probabilistic subset, which we can more easily control. That subset can be conceptualized
and represented, and then aligned to by different people in the production process. We call
this the repeatable part of the process but it lacks the dynamism of the full process. We
prefer to call it the synchronic time-lapse slice of the full process, which is more dynamic
and less predictable than the process representations suggest.
Normally we do not think about the constitution of the System along with the System
itself, yet, Phenomenology considers this because it says that everything in consciousness
is intentional. So the System becomes something we have intended in every case, although
the intention of the System and the actual constitution of the System are different. To
understand the constitution element we have to consider the flow and process side.
N. Rescher has encouraged us to build a bridge between Process Philosophy and Systems
Theory196. We see them as duals of each other at the conceptual level, but on a perceptual
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What Heidegger called the present-at-hand modality of Dasein, which is related to pointing according to
Merleau-Ponty.
194
What Heidegger called the ready-to-hand modality of Dasein, which is related to grasping according to
Merleau-Ponty.
195
As in the case with a piece of music. It is only of a piece in the moment when it is grasped as a totality. As
Van Cliburn said, “One must grasp the last note from the beginning of the piece in order to play it properly.”
(paraphrased) Television Interview on PBS Jim Lehrer News Hour. “Van Cliburn Reflects on 1958
Tchaikovsky Competition” Report on April 11, 2008 “See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_Cliburn
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Rescher, Nicholas. Process Philosophy: A Survey of Basic Issues (Pittsburgh: Univ. of Pittsburgh Press,
2000). Also Process Metaphysics: An Introduction to Process Philosophy (Albany: SUNY Press, 1996) and
Seibt, Johanna Process Theories: Crossdisciplinary Studies in Dynamic Categories (Dordrecht; London:
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level, we see Process Philosophy and Systems Theory as the duality of a gestalt and a flow.
Once we realize the existence of these two dualities, then we can translate our perceptual
experience of phenomena to a conceptualization of those experiences. A System does not
show up alone at this conceptual level, but it appears with its dual process, and it does not
simply exist in static snapshots, but within the dynamism of the flow of time as well.
When we bring these two perspectives (taken from these dualities) together, we have a
much better picture of the System in relation to the other things that it encompasses, and
this clarified picture is a result of the complementarity within the dynamics of experience,
either in relation to the Pure Being (static modes) or the Process Being (becoming modes).

Figure 2.13. Adjacency of Schemas

Once we understand this picture in terms of the system and its dual, (which is the process),
then we can try to understand it in terms of the deeper background of the proto-gestalt and

Kluwer Academic 2003; Springer, 2004); See also Seibt, Johanna "Free Process Theory: Towards a
Typology of Occurrings" Axiomathes 2004-03-18 Volume 14 Issue 1, pp. 23-55.
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proto-flow, or, as the meta-system and the meta-process. To do that we need to be able to
transition from one schematic level to another, and the rule in this regard is conjunctive. A
particular schematic level is merely a juxtaposition of the two levels that are adjacent to it.
We see this when we consider the system and see that it is a perceptual gestalt, which is the
tension between a figure and the background that forms the whole. The figure is the form
and the background is the meta-system or open-scape. If you bring together the form and
the open-scape (meta-system) background, you then have a gestalt, which is made up of a
background with less depth, as well as a form with less depth or, in other words, a
representation of the form on a background. As a gestalt, the system is a conjunction of the
form and the meta-system schemas. Normally we think of a system as a group of forms in
a context that is common to all the forms in the system. But the minimal configuration of a
system is to have only one form on a background. If we understand this fundamental
principle in the construction of the schemas, then we can use this to understand the
relationship of the System to the Meta-system, i.e., the deeper background. The system is
bounded within an environment. Between the boundary of the System, and the horizon,
i.e., everything you can see from a particular place in the landscape, there is the Metasystem. The Meta-system is a panorama of the horizon of all that is visible from the center
of the System. The Meta-system is the environment, ecology, context, situation, milieu,
and/or media, which goes beyond the defined boundary of the System to the horizon. The
background of the System is actually all the backgrounds for each figure in the system as
we form a gestalt picture of it. The System background is not the deeper background of the
next horizon. We realize that just as there is a background that is local to the system, which
makes up the normed gestalt background within the system, there is also: the temporal
gestalt of the system, the process of the constitution of the system, and the reified frozen
process of the system, and we could say the same thing about this process if we reversed all
the terms. In effect, every system/process dual has a structure that is comprised of: its
configuration (origin), the dynamics, which is the time that it takes for it to be what it is
(arena), the generative or dynamic constituting horizon (boundary), and the frozen limit of
the process element (source). The configuration is the set of elements and their
relationships. The dynamics are the set of functions that will bring about an automorphism
of the thing in relation to itself. The generative element is the genealogy of the system from
its kernel, which is a set of the kinds of things and their relationships to each other, which
we call the design of the system. The frozen process element is the statistical bound that
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limits the movement of the elements and their changes within the system, which we take to
be its normal behavior197.

Figure 2.14. Complementary Structure of the Meta-system

But, now let us push this deeper into the background of the environment. The system is
emergent, i.e., it has characteristics that make it a whole greater than the sum of its parts.
But what if we treat it as de-emergent, i.e., as a whole less than the sum of its parts, in
other words, what if we dismantle the system? In that case, the de-emergent system will be
transformed into a meta-system, i.e., a deeper environment in which the pieces of the
system are seen as part of the broader environment of the system.

197

Note: These four could be related to the Quadralectic.
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Figure 2.15. Emergence and De-emergence of the System and Meta-system

We do not give enough consideration to the de-emergent dual of the system, i.e., the metasystem, for what it can tell us about the system. When we de-emerge a system, we take it
apart so that it no longer has its emergent properties, we turn its pieces into things scattered
around the larger environment. Pieces are no longer wholes greater than the sum of their
parts, but less than the sum. And the background is the deeper background beyond the
normed background of the system so that all its parts can be seen when it is assembled.
This deeper background has a structure, which is similar to that of the system in terms of
its relationship to the proto-flow/meta-process and the proto-gestalt/meta-system and their
relationship to the synchronic/diachronic distinction. As suggested above, this relates to the
decomposition of the meta-system into is source, origin, arena, and horizonal boundary at
the perceptual level. Every system and anti-system interacts in an arena, or in a niche
provided by a meta-system. That arena has a horizonal boundary, which is the next
relevant threshold past the boundary of the system. The system and anti-system arise from
an origin point, go through their lifecycle, and end up at a sink point within the arena. The
system comes from a source outside the arena and then enters into the arena and perhaps
returns to that source or to some other ultimate end outside the arena of the meta-system.
This is the way that the system interacts with the next higher threshold of organization
beyond the system organization. It is important to know this in order to understand what a
system is. The meta-system serves as a filter for the system and its behavior when the
system is inside the arena of the meta-system. Within that arena, the meta-system provides
resources to the system. The system is manufactured outside that arena, and is then
introduced into it at an origin point, and is then taken out of the arena at a sink point. The
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meta-system is inherently complementary because it is made up of a set of
complementarities, some of which are complementarities to the system, and some of which
are complementarities in relation to itself internally (the meta-system has twin
complementary images within it198). Then, there are also the complementarities that it
generates between the system and the anti-system, or between a system and a non-system,
or, between itself and other meta-systems. The meta-system can be seen as a field of
complementarities relevant to the system. For instance, you can tell when the system is
interacting with a meta-system because there will be complementarities at the interaction
point, which will affect the interaction, such as reading and writing199. Systems interact
with either each other, or, they interact with the meta-systems that contain them through
protocols made up of complementary states. Meta-systems normally have complementary
resources such as food and drink200, or, CPU201 cycles and memory202 that are supplied to
the system. In a certain organized way, meta-systems impose these complementarities onto
the system while they are within the arena. That organization of the meta-system is
different from the organization of the system, but they can both be formalized as Turing
machines, although the system is a normal Turing machine, while the meta-system is
always a universal Turing machine203.
If you understand that the system must fit into the meta-system and must be composed of
forms, which are, in turn, composed of patterns, then you have a structural view of the
architecture of the system. This is similar to the view that George Klir creates in his
Architecture of Systems Problem Solving204, which is the handbook used here for the
nature of the structural system. A structural system is one in which, not only the forms, but
the structural patterns that make up the forms, are specified. In the case of Klir this is a
structure consisting of data variables and their connections. Klir uses the structural level to
approximate the formal level in terms of the dynamics of information within the system
and its possible patterns within the system. Klir gives a very complete view of the
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The twin complementary images are similar to the two non-Euclidian geometries in relation to Euclidian
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Herken, Rolf. The Universal Turing Machine a Half-century Survey (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1995).
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Klir, George J. and Elias, Doug. Architecture of Systems Problem Solving (New York: Plenum
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structural system from this vantage point. That means that he is combining three schemas
to give a picture of the internal mechanism of the system. This is a model of the formal
structural system205 but he neglects to talk about the meta-system except to mention the
environment, which he calls "background variables" of time, space, and population. What
he does not consider is the idea that the environment is not just a plenum, but that it has a
certain organization of its own, which is de-emergent in relation to the system. We need to
think of the system and the meta-system as duals of each other and to consider emergence
and de-emergence as dual operations. When the system de-emerges, it produces a deeper
background pattern that we call an open-scape or meta-system. A good model of this is
given by George Bataille in his book, Accursed Share206, where he calls it a General
Economy, as opposed to the Restricted Economy of the System. Arkady Plotnitsky gives an
excellent rendition of this argument when he combines concepts from Derrida and Bohr in
Complementarities207 and In The Shadow of Hegel208. This strange and exotic organization
of the Meta-system has been described in various working papers by the author such as
“Meta-system Engineering” for INCOSE209. The meta-system is a wild landscape or
stormy seascape full of singularities, miracles210, blackholes211 and discontinuities in which
the system tries to preserve its viability through negative feedback. It is an environment
with mostly positive feedbacks (in either a negative or positive direction) in which the
system is trying to maintain its viability against the odds and survive destruction. When we
start to see the system against this next higher intermediate horizon, we can begin to grasp
a fuller picture of the system’s environment and how the organization of that environment
affects the internal structure of the system as it is described by Klir.
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Salthe, Stanley N. Evolving Hierarchical Systems (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985); Wilden,
Anthony. System and Structure: Essays in Communication and Exchange (Harper & Row Publishers. 1972;
London; New York: Tavistock, 1980).
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(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993).
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Figure 2.16. Landscape of the Meta-system
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Notes:
This chapter is an attempt to describe the outline of a systems phenomenology in terms of
the horizons of successive scales based on the reported works of the later Husserl. It raises
the possibility of a Schemas Phenomenology by including the discussion of the Metasystem, which could be generalized to other schemas as well. A presentation212 was given
to the CSER 2008 describing much of this perspective, and that briefing contains slides
that give pictures of some of the relationships described. This perspective was first
developed in papers on the Special Systems213, but the view has been enhanced by an
understanding of the Schemas. Reading the work of Don Welton214 (on the later Husserl)
was pivotal in understanding how Phenomenology is related to Schemas Theory via the
nesting of horizons. Up until then it was thought that the use of the term, world horizon,
was an innovation of Heidegger since the work of Husserl was obscured by the lack of
published material on that aspect of his thought. Now we can see that Heidegger’s work is
a direct extension of Husserl’s later works. Developing this sketch of a Systems
Phenomenology into a fully fledged work would be a major undertaking if it were to take
into account the many followers of Husserl and their contributions, as well as Systems
Theory literature. The most we can do is to suggest the outline of such an approach so that
we can use it as a means to study the transformation of the System at the higher metalevels of Being.
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See “Meta-systems, Complexity and Emergence” CSER 2008 at http://holonomic.net
See Autopoietic Reflexive Systems Theory at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer
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CHAPTER 3

Philosophical Categories and the Schemas
Encountering Trans-Peircian Categories
C. S. Peirce was another key figure in the development of phenomenology but his approach was very
different from Husserl. He developed a theory of Philosophical Categories that was quasi-geometrical
in nature. We will introduce the concept of the Schema as a way to understand the organization of
entities in spacetime and connect the schemas to the dimensions of geometry. In geometry there are
multiple images of the System, which we will introduce and relate to the sub-schemas. These various
forms of the System appear as minimal solids in higher dimensional spaces and are the origin of the
design landscape. The design landscape is a Meta-system that is actually an 'open clearing' for the
realization of possibilities. The articulation of the Schemas is related to the unfolding of the transPeircian Philosophical Categories and the Foundational Mathematical Categories that are based on
them. The Foundational Mathematical Categories include all possible foundations for all of the
mathematical categories.

Another Phenomenology
Husserl was not the only one to re-invent Phenomenology215 after Hegel. Charles Peirce216,
the most original American philosopher, previously re-invented Phenomenology as part of
his thrust into Semiotics217 as an underpinning to his studies of Logic. Peirce was the one
philosopher to innovatively think about Logic218 in ways that no one before him had. He
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was intent on challenging our traditional ideas of what logic was and could be219. He was
reacting against Hegelianism220. He introduced the Existential quantifier to modern
logic221. He added abduction222 as a separate logical function to induction and deduction,
which specifically supported hypothesis building in Science223. (See Figure 3.1.) He
produced a robust semiotic theory, which was more fundamental than the one developed
later by Ferdinand de Saussure224. But central to his thought on logic was the development
of a system of Philosophical Categories225 that were based on his understanding of the
inherent truth of Logic and this gave support to Semiotics. He used cardinal numbers to
represent three fundamental Philosophical Categories called First, Second, and Third. First
is the isolata226, which are the monadic hyle of experience. Second is the relata227, which
are the relationships between the Firsts. And the Third is the continua228, which is the
continuity between events and the binding of relationships. Peirce thought he had proved229
that there could only be three fundamental philosophical categories and that all ideas were
and Forster, Paul. The Rule of Reason: The Philosophy of Charles Sanders Peirce (Toronto; Buffalo:
University of Toronto Press, 1997).
219
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New York: North-Holland/Elsevier Science BV, 2000).
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(Durham: Duke University Press , July, 1928), pp. 297-303; See also Stern, Robert. “Peirce on Hegel:
Nominalist or realist?” Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society: A Quarterly Journal in American
Philosophy 41:11, pp. 65-99; See also Shapiro G. "Peirce's Critique of Hegel's Phenomenology and
Dialectic" Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society 1981, vol. 17, no3, pp. 269-275; See also Petrick,
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built from these230. Peirce built upon these categories to such an extent that they became
overdetermined in his thought. The categories began to take on different meanings in the
various contexts of his thought and, as a result, they became hard to interpret. But we need
not fret about their interpretation so much as their limitations and how there is a need for
added categories beyond those that Peirce identified, which we will call the trans-Peircian
categories, i.e., those beyond the ones that Peirce thought were enough. (See Figure 3.2.)
His phenomenology has to do with the Firsts, which appear as phenomena pure and
simple, although they are never seen and are only implied by what we already see in
relationships and in the continua of experience. Peirce, like Husserl, starts with phenomena
and tries to build toward an understanding of Logic, but he, unlike Husserl231, built his
construction from materials taken from logic. For Peirce, logic is the system that is the
kernel of experience and it is through this system of logic that experience must be
understood. That understanding comes by using the functions of logic to connect
phenomena until one can develop symbols that can be manipulated by logic itself. Because
Logic is a system, we can understand a system through logic and its structure, and
especially through the philosophical principles that emanate from logic.

Figure 3.1. Combinatoric Logical Arguments
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Figure 3.2. Trans-Peircian Categories

It is interesting that there is a parallel between the Peircian categories and the undefined
terms in Geometry232 i.e., the point, line, and surface, which are defined by Euclid233, but
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generally left undefined by later Geometers. But it is this parallel that immediately calls
into question Peirce’s claim that there is a proof that there is no category beyond the
Third234. Instead, we believe that there are other Philosophical Categories, the next
amongst them would be the Fourth, which would be an overdetermined Synergy of a
higher dimensional geometrical object that B. Fuller illustrates in Synergetics I & II235.
There, he discusses three-dimensional geometrical objects and their relationships to each
other. For B. Fuller, the minimal system is a tetrahedron of events236. We do not explicitly
see Synergy237 as a philosophically emergent category at work until we start looking at
higher dimensional minimal solids such as the pentahedron238, which, with just five points
and ten lines, produces five intertwined tetrahedrons that exist in four-dimensional space.
Such synergies do not appear in logic, but they show themselves clearly in geometry,
especially higher geometries. Thus, the first trans-Peircian category is the ‘Fourth’ of
Synergy. The next that we should consider is the Zeroth, which can stand for Emptiness or
Void239. Firsts must appear from somewhere, and it is fairly clear that they should appear
out of void240. If we are considering consciousness, Firsts must appear from spacetime or
emptiness241. It is also clear that they should arise from some source, and thus there must

calculation), the interest of "abduction" -- of providing the means of formulating hypothesis or theories for
the empirical sciences." p. 251-252.
234
Because beyond surfaces there are whole three-dimensional shapes in Euclid. So, by analogy we would
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says that once you have produced the Third Category then all other higher levels can be created from that.
This is an argument from Supervenience. It does not take into account that there are emergent properties that
appear and are also basic beyond the Third.
235
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be a Neganary242 Category (-1), which is the singularity that serves as the source of the
Firsts243. Beyond the Fourth we would also posit a Fifth, a Sixth, and even a Seventh244.
Those further trans-Peircian categories need to be introduced in the appropriate context,
but at this moment we are trying to understand how the trans-Peircian philosophical
categories can help us understand systems and meta-systems, which are the duals of
systems (in terms of phenomenology). And that can happen as long as we understand that,
for Peirce, logic is the ultimate system. Yet, his view has limitations, which can be seen
when we add geometry to logic, i.e., when we produce a complete Model Theory245 in
modern terms. Logic traditionally assumes that the Form schema is the basis of everything.
Given the constraints of reasoning, logic excels in manipulating forms (as predicates) in a
systematic way246. Logic is a system based on axioms247 and geometry is also a system
based on axioms248. The two together form a Model249.

appearance. It also appears to be related to physical versus coordinate numbers as in Martinez, Alberto A.
Negative Math: How Mathematical Rules Can be Positively Bent
(New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2005).
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Figure 3.3. Model Theory

Peirce tried to do for Logic what Euclid had done for Geometry, which was to approach
logic in a completely systematic way. This was not fully realized until Alexander
Grothendieck250 produced Topoi Category251, although Peirce had accomplished something
similar when he applied combinatorics to Logic by giving all of its combinatorial aspects
equal weight and meaning. He also used diagrams252 to produce representations of the
logical structures and their transformations. So, for instance, he noticed that the three
statements in the syllogism can be permutated three ways, but only two had been given
meaning traditionally, so Peirce wondered about the third permutation, and called it
abduction, and connected it to hypothesis-projection in science. Thus, he came up with an
idea at the root of Pragmaticism253. He posited that science was a fundamental function of
reason in everyday life based on abduction, which means the projection of a hypothesis254.
In a new way, this recognition of a third logical type of syllogism undercut the arguments
of Hume255, and also supported the Kantian picture of reasoning based on projection. Here,
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in its inner workings, science is seen as based on projection, and this is not only in space
and time and the categories, but also in the way that practical reason is applied in science,
which is rooted in the syllogism in a way not previously recognized. Peirce went on to use
the Philosophical Categories to classify the materials that logic worked with: signs, icons,
and symbols. He also gave a three-fold interpretation stating that these elements were used
by separating the object and the subjective interpretation from the representations that
allowed a recursive definition of the sign within that structure256. This was radically
different and a more sophisticated concept based on mediation than the simpler dualistic
signifier/signified approach of F. de Saussure257. Peirce continued to develop his logic with
an interpretation of the sign as it is represented in relation to its object. He perceived the
sign in terms of a three-way relationship rather than as a binary one.
In this dissertation we will expand Peirce’s concept to a four-way relationship and call that
four-way relationship a design, which we will name the Quadralectic. If we accept that
Logic can be treated as a system, and that it necessarily extends to geometry when we add
the singular mass-like spacetime as a category, i.e., as a Zeroth background category258 to
the other three, then we can see that with the addition of spacetime, we can allow an
overdetermination of elements that will produce the Fourth of synergy. What is missing in
Peirce’s concept of the sign (as a three-way relationship259) is synergy, and it is design that
expresses this synergy. Although forms are covered by logic, geometry goes beyond forms
and demands that the monads have a substrate. This substrate is spacetime. In the Timaeus
Plato calls spacetime the chora, but also referred to his concept of ‘spacetime/chora’ as the
receptacle260. The points in the receptacle of spacetime can be overdetermined, and that
overdetermination can lead to a separate category, the fourth of Synergy. The Zeroth and
the Fourth categories are mutually intertwined, and cannot be considered completely
separate because they imply a duality that exists between them. The Third allows the
wholeness of the tetrahedron to appear. Within that wholeness of the minimal threedimensional solid, which is the minimal regular solid of the space that we inhabit, there are
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four points and six lines and four faces that are triangular261 and, according to B. Fuller,
this is what makes up the whole minimal system. The triangles are two-dimensional forms
as bounded shapes. The tetrahedron, as a whole, is a form that is three-dimensional in
shape. The tetrahedron, as a form, is dependent on connecting the Firsts (isolata), which
appear as the points where the lines converge through the Seconds (relata). Lines can form
boundaries and thus determine the mass of dimensionless points within the minimal solid’s
shape whether it is two or three-dimensional. Points are dimensionless, and thus they are
like the null element, which is the basis of Set theory. These dimensionless points must be
marked in order to be distinguished from the mass of points in spacetime. Those marked
dimensionless points are complemented by a negative point that they cancel with, rather
than merely being a Zeroth point. The negative point serves as the marker for the
dimensionless points that are Firsts, although there is some speculation that there must be
at least a ‘negative-one’ dimension for geometry to exist262. In other words, the
dimensionless point has to be placed somewhere, and so the negative dimension must
exist. The marked and unmarked points must be distinguished somehow, and the negative
dimension can be a means of that marking, as well as a place for the superimposition of
points. So, between placement and marking and superimposition, a negative dimension is
needed to distinguish the two types of points, which are the marked and unmarked, or the
intersecting zero dimensional points, or the superimposed points. Where a negative
dimensional, or Neganary point, cancels with a First point, there is a marked point that can
carry the difference that makes a difference263 between the figure and the background of
the geometrical object. The tetrahedral figure is different from the Zeroth of dimensionless
points that makes up the space surrounding a figure. The Tetrahedron has wholeness and is
synthetic, but the Pentahedron264 in four-dimensional space is synergistic, and that
introduces the Fourth Philosophical Category, although, when we look at the Platonic
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solids of three-dimensional space, we do see some synergies between them and B. Fuller
discusses this in his books on Synergetics265. Fuller primarily examines the various
synergies between Platonic and Archimedean solids. However, when we move to the
fourth dimension266, this synergy described by B. Fuller intensifies greatly.
Systems, as configurations, are synthetic like the tetrahedron in Fuller’s minimal system.
But, it is possible that there is a more complete ‘Systemhood’, which is synergetic as well
as synthetic. ‘Formhood’ only needs wholeness and does not need synergy. But Formhood
can minimally exist by producing a mere outline based on relata acting as the boundaries
for a shape, such as the minimal shape of the triangle, or a set of triangles formed into a
solid. If we look at form as being merely the network of relata, then we do not need
synergy to explain its shape beyond that network. But as we move from two-dimensional,
to three-dimensional, to four-dimensional shapes, the concept of synergy becomes more
and more necessary for explaining the overdetermination of elements within the network of
relata that takes us beyond a mere continua in our explanation of four-dimensional form.
Synergy actually transforms the continua in four-dimensional space by causing the forms
to interpenetrate.
Once we understand that there are two modes of a form and two modes of a system, or, in
other words, if we could state that there is a two-dimensional outlined shape and a threedimensional configuration of the form as bounding relata, then there is a three-dimensional
continuity of the tetrahedron (as a whole), as well as a four-dimensional synergy in the
overdetermination of the points, lines, and faces that you see in an interpenetrating
pentahedron in four-dimensional space. Synergy also shows up in the relationships
between the different three-dimensional Platonic solids, which is more complex and
difficult to show. However it exists in the icosahedrons with their golden sections, and
Fibonacci sequence relationships, or in the sharing of the group A5267 between the icosadodeca-hedron and the penta-hedron.
We could likewise make the argument that there are two versions of pattern. One version
would be one-dimensional and made up of patterns of Firsts on lines, and another could be
two-dimensional and made up of crossing lines on a surface. The degenerate type of
pattern relates Firsts to a relata, and the more robust pattern relates relata to each other.
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Monads can be either firsts or Zeroths. Facets can be either zeroths or neganary.268 What
we are seeing here is that the schemas are related to the philosophical categories, which
are, in turn, related to dimensionality and figures inscribed into dimensions. This brings us
to the S-Prime269 theory of General Schemas Theory, which states that there are at least
two dimensions to a schema and two schemas to a dimension. Here we see that the
Philosophical Categories are directly related to the Schemas, and so we can build our
picture of the schemas one by one, by extending this conceptualization into the various
Philosophical Categories, which, at the same time, will extend the geometrical minimal
solids and their dimensions. For Peirce the Philosophical Categories were the minimal
categories that he needed for constructing a system of logic, and we can see that it is
naturally extended by the zeroth and the fourth categories as we extend logic into the realm
of geometry by the addition of spacetime as a fundamental Zeroth projection. The
Neganary is the needed sub-space or substrate that provides the possibility of continuity
among Zeroth points.

Minimal System of Forms
But this is not all, because we now recognize that the tetrahedron, as a minimal system, is
not the only geometrical object that can fulfill that role. Instead, we find that there are, in
fact, four separate geometrical figures that can fulfill that role, because there are four
geometrical figures with 720 degrees of angular change embodied within them270. Seven
hundred and twenty (720) degrees of angular change is what is needed in order to stay
standing still in spacetime271. So, when we add spacetime272 as the zeroth philosophical
principle, we may refer to Relativity Theory, which gives us a basis for conceptualizing
268

Euclid did not define the point, line, or surface and thus we can substitute into the structure of Euclid the
Philosophical Categories and deduce their relations as if they were these undefined elements of Euclid’s
geometry. However, Euclid did not look deep enough into his assumptions to see that Neganary, negative
dimensional nexus, elements were necessary to support the superstructure of geometry. He merely assumes
he can do superpositions without asking what substrate allows that to occur. See also Adams, Ernest W. and
Suppes, Patrick (FRW). Surfaces and Superposition (Stanford, Calif.: CSLI Publications, 2001).
269
S-prime theory concerns the hypothesis by the author that there are at least two dimensions per schema or
two schemas per dimension. Also we hypothesize that there are ten schemas from facet to pluriverse covering
scales from -1 to 9. This is one of a series of hypotheses developed in the various working papers done as
part of this research project. Two other hypotheses were developed called S-double prime that assumes three
dimensions per schema, and S-triple prime that assumes five dimensions per schema. These hypotheses were
developed in order to show the viability of General Schemas Theory as a way of approaching the question of
how spacetime templates of pre-understanding are projected within our culture, which is a basis for all design
activities.
270
Op. cit. Fuller, B. Synergetics I, pp. 52-54.
271
Schumm, Bruce A. Deep Down Things: The Breathtaking Beauty of Particle Physics (Baltimore, Md.: J.
Hopkins U. Press, 2004) pp.161-167 on Group SU(2) See also Harland, David M. The Big Bang: A View
from the 21st Century (London; New York; Chichester, UK: Springer, 2003) p. 43 on spinor field.
272
Wheeler, Edwin F. & , Taylor, John Archibald. Spacetime Physics (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman &
Co., 1966).
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spacetime, thus, we may conclude that things standing still in spacetime must be spinors273.
The four three-dimensional geometrical objects that comprise the equivalent of 720
degrees of angular change are the tetrahedron, the mobius strip274, the knot275 and the
torus276. (See Figure 3.4.) Thus, there are four different views of the minimal system277
coming from geometry/topology. These four objects represent different fundamental
features of the minimal system as a whole. But in order to realize the similarity between
them we must ascend to an additional philosophical category: to the Fifth. The Fifth
philosophical category is integral278, and represents Mathematical Category Theory279.
This allows us to have a functor280 between objects of different mathematical categories281
and the tetrahedron, mobius strip, knot and torus are examples of these objects. It is by a
functor that we can recognize that these four embodiments of the 720 degrees of angular
change are all different images of the same thing – embodied stability in spacetime. We
have already seen that one picture of the system is the configuration of different things, but
another is the dynamism of that configuration, and here the dynamism of the spinor is
translated into a geometrical/topological282 form. Interestingly, the pentahedron of fourdimensional space adds only one point and four lines to the three-dimensional minimal
solid tetrahedron to push it into the fourth dimension. Similarly, the torus has a fourdimensional analogy called the hypertorus283 (3-torus)284, which is a super-torus composed
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Benn, Ian M. and Tucker, Robin, An Introduction to Spinors and Geometry with Applications in Physics
(Bristol; Philadelphia: A. Hilger, 1987); See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinor accessed 080531.
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See also Pickover, Clifford A. The Mobius Strip: Dr. August Mobius's Marvelous Band in Mathematics,
Games, Literature, Art, Technology, and Cosmology (New York: Thunder's Mouth Press, 2006); See also
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B6bius_strip accessed 080531.
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Adams, Colin Conrad. The Knot Book: An Elementary Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Knots
(New York: W.H. Freeman, 1994. AMS Bookstore, 2004); See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knot_theory
accessed 080531.
276
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torus accessed 080531.
277
I do not believe that B. Fuller realized this. However, I am sure that my realization of it was a direct
inspiration from reading Synergetics and his treatment of the importance of the 720 degrees of angular
change.
278
B. Fuller mentions the Integral but treats it as lower than the Synergetic. We believe that the Integral is a
higher category than the Synergetic. See Section 1056.00, “Hierarchy of Generalizations” p. 692. We call
this level Syzygy, which is an alignment between moments.
279
Arbib, Michael A. and Manes, Ernest G. Arrows, Structures, and Functors: The Categorical Imperative
(New York: Academic Press, 1975); See also Lawvere, F. W. and Schanuel, Stephen Hoel. Conceptual
Mathematics: A First Introduction to Categories (Cambridge, U.K.; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge
University Press, 1997).
280
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functor accessed 080531.
281
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category_theory accessed 080531.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topology accessed 080531.
283
I have used the term 'hyper-Kleinian bottle' previously. In those papers I meant the composition of
Kleinian bottles along their lines of self-intersection using the figure eight form of the Kleinian bottle. In the
"Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems" paper I discuss this model on page 115 and offer an
argument based on the idea that the hypersphere of the universe and the torus (with a infinitely small hole)
are the same size. This notion was developed by A. Young in the Reflexive Universe. Op. cit. I use that
argument to explore what I call the sphere of ambiguity where the two circles of self-intersection overlap in
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of tori. The 3-torus is from a different space285 than the hypersphere (3-sphere)286, but the
hypersphere foliates into toroidal shapes under certain conditions287.

So, there is a

relationship between the torus, the hypersphere, and the hypertorus.. Thus, in these two
cases there is a direct extension into the fourth dimension where synergy is exponential for
the figures that are being cited here. In the case of the mobius strip, the extension is to the
Kleinian bottle, which, in four-dimensional space, does not have to pass through itself. For
knots, it is in four-dimensional space that knots untie and fall apart effortlessly. So, in each
case there is an extension of the minimal system from three-dimensional space into a realm
of four-dimensional synergy. (See Figure 3.5.) Note also that the knots are one-dimensional
within three-space288, the mobius strip is two-dimensional in three-space, but the torus and
tetrahedron are full three-dimensional solids.

four-dimensional space. However, Kleinian bottles do not self-intersect in four-space. On page 198 I call this
sphere of ambiguity between the two Kleinian bottle circles in four-space a 'hyper-torus'. I refer to the hypertorus as the nesting of tori that appear in the hypersphere. This idea is different from the 3-torus as 3manifold, except for the fact that the rotation of the identified opposite sides of the cube can generate
Kleinian bottles. In fact, there are six such Kleinian bottles. In that paper the use of the term hyper-torus in a
more notional in manner, while the use here is more in line with mathematical usage related to the structure
of 3-manifolds in four-dimensional space. See Cervone D P, "Vertex-minimal simplicial immersions of the
Klein bottle in three space", Geo. Dedicata 50 (1994) 117–141
284
animation: http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/ma/gallery/hyper/torus.html video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5MRtkKVZ5c&feature=related See also
http://streaming.stat.iastate.edu/~dicook/geometric-data/mobius/torus/ all accessed 091101 See also "The
Poincare's conjecture and the shape of the universe" by Pascal Lambrechts at
http://www.wellesley.edu/Math/pdffiles.d/lambrechts-colloq.pdf accessed 091101 See also Lins, Sóstenes.
Gems, Computers, and Attractors for 3-Manifolds. (Singapore: World Scientific, 1995) p. 204, Figure 170.
285
It is cubic in three dimensions but appears all 3-space filling.
286
video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BF-ygCbmD8&feature=related See also
http://web.meson.org/hypersphere/ accessed 091101
287
videos: "Dimensions - 7: Fibration [Pt. 1] 1/2" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPKHkpvMfhk
"Dimensions - 7: Fibration [Pt. 1] 2/2" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBXb7CD_ZHU both accessed
091101
288
‘three-space’ is just shorthand for ‘three-dimensional space’, also called ‘3d’ space
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Figure 3.4. Minimal System Forms

We can relate these minimal system representations289 to the sub-schemas of the Form.
The sub-schemas of the Form are the Picture, the Plan, the Model, and the Whole Form as
a Construct. The picture is two-dimensional, the model is three-dimensional (but not a full
form), and the plan is made up of two-dimensional slices of the model. The full form
Construct is analogous to the torus, and the model is analogous to the tetrahedron. The
analogy to the picture is the mobius strip, and the analogy to the plan is the knot. (See
Figure 3.6.) The reason for this is that the Whole Form Construct connects indirectly to the
super-synthesis of the hypersphere, as does the torus via the toroidal foliations of the
hypersphere290. It can also connect directly to the more complex hypertorus, but that is a

289

These are representations of the minimal system that are actually conceptual. This is on the analogy of
group representations. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_representations accessed 080531.
290
http://www.mathaware.org/mam/00/master/essays/SciAm/SA03.html see also
http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/tourist4c.html see also
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27af6000k9I
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singularity291, which is not a synthesis.. The tetrahedron is a simpler topological object that
is homeomorphic292 to the sphere. The sphere is an undifferentiated object, and from a
topological point of view, differentiation comes from adding toroidal handles293 to spheres
or by having toroidal shapes with n-holes. In other words, topological differentiation
comes from adding toroidal handles or otherwise differentiating the sphere, and that is why
we connect the torus to the Whole Form Construct and not the sphere. We are assuming
that the Whole Form Construct is more than merely homeomorphic to the sphere, i.e., it
has an excess of differentiation. But the sphere is only one fourth of the hypersphere294.
The hypersphere is four spheres fused together in four-dimensional space295. That is one
sphere in each three-dimensional subspace of four-dimensional space. However, as we
rotate the axes in four-dimensional space we see different spherical representations of the
more complex synthetic figure. One representation is a sphere that turns inside out as it is
rotated along the fourth dimensional axis296. So, the sphere is only a fourth of the
hypersphere, while the torus surface (4 pi2 r R)297 corresponds to a discrete modulo298 of
the surface (4 pi2 r3) of the hypersphere299 in four-dimensional space. The torus also maps
to the foliations of the hypersphere, so there is a direct analog of the torus embedded in the
hypersphere300. The mobius strip is two-dimensional locally, like the picture, and the knot
is one-dimensional locally, and produces an interference pattern with itself and thus
demonstrates its own self-organization, an organization against itself.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqfwPQvb7KA&feature=PlayList&p=74F7627597489BA4&index=12
all accessed 091101
291
It is a singularity because the series of the tori breakdown at the 3-torus which is a cubic projection on
three-space of infinite extent.
292
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeomorphic accessed 080531.
293
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/TripleTorus.html accessed 091101
294
There is a three sphere in each three dimensional space within four dimensional space that are projections
of the hypersphere.
295
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BF-ygCbmD8&feature=related accessed 091101
296
Pickover, Clifford A. Surfing Through Hyperspace: Understanding Higher Universes in Six Easy Lessons.
(New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1999) p. 86.
297
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torus accessed 091101
298
When Pi is squared, the radii are orthogonal in the torus. This means that there are not only two
independent circles (S1) in the torus (4 pi r R) but that the radii are also orthogonal. Also in the hypersphere
there are two independent circles (4 pi (r2 * r)). but the radii are not orthogonal and there is a third radii that
is another power of the single radii. The hypersphere (S3) topologically is an addition of the circle (S1) and
the sphere (S2). Our point is that there is a rational mapping between the torus and hypersphere (by the
orthogonality or unity of the radii and the addition of another power to the unified radii) as well as between
the sphere and hypersphere, which we can call the modulo by which the hypersphere super-synthesis is
deconstructed to produce both the simplest undifferentiated form (the sphere), and the differentiated form
(the torus), which we can identify with the Whole Form Construct. see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modular_arithmetic see also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modulo_(jargon) both
accessed 091101
299
http://thinkzone.wlonk.com/MathFun/Dimens.htm accessed 091101
300
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clifford_torus accessed 091101
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Figure 3.5. Three to Four-dimensional Mapping of Minimal System Forms

Figure 3.6. Sub-schemas and Geometrical Images of the Minimal System
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When we look at these four different forms we realize that together they make a minimal
system of differences and that this minimal system is held together by its functor that
expresses stability in spacetime301. And, as we see this in the connection between the lower
and higher forms of the minimal system, we have features of configuration and synergetic
dynamism. This configuration is a set of the different elements in their minimal system
configuration that appear as articulations of the points of the tetrahedron of the minimal
system. The various elements are ‘Firsts’ (isolata) in their differences, and ‘Seconds’
(relata), in their relationships with each other. The continuity they share is the continuity of
the 720 degrees of angular change. The synergy they share as Thirds is their connection to
the fourth dimension in each case. The Fifth, as an expression of the meta-system, is the
functor that relates these very different kinds of objects to each other in spite of the fact
that they are from different mathematical categories. Each of the objects is an independent
shape that exhibits a whole synthesis. This pushes the minimal system into a conceptual
realm that makes it distinct from its various different representations. It is strange to see
that the hypertorus (3-torus) is related to these representations of the minimal system. The
hypersphere has four different representations that are directly comparable to the various
minimal system representations. The hypertorus appears as a three-dimensional supertorus, which is a torus composed of tori302. The hypertorus has a representation, which is a
cube where the opposite sides are identified, and by rotating those identified sides one can
produce a Kleinian bottle303. The hypertorus has a representation that is three interlinked
interfering circles304, which is similar to the knot but composed of different links
intertwined. The hypertorus has a topological composition related to the 1-3-3-1 lattice 305
of the triangle in which various zero through 3 cells are combined to make up the topology
of the hypertorus and this is related to the differentiation of Pascal’s triangle. In effect, the
hypertorus is a bridge between the third and the fourth dimensions, which integrates the
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Going beyond these, we can see the Fifth is an expression of the Meta-system and is higher than systemic
synergy.
302
http://www.dr-mikes-maths.com/4d-torus.html#pictures accessed 091101 See also Oliver, David A. The
Shaggy Steed of Physics: Mathematical Beauty in the Physical World. (New York: Springer, 2004) p. 71.
303
Levin, Janna " Topology and the Cosmic Microwave Background" at http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0108043
August 20 2001. Section 3.2.2 Flat three-dimensional manifolds p. 26 lists ten flat 3-manifolds which
includes 3-torus and Kleinian Bottles. See Also Luminet1, Jean-Pierre And Roukema, Boudewijn F.
"Topology of the Universe: Theory and Observation" section 3.3.2. Euclidean Space Forms p.13-14 at
http://arxiv1.library.cornell.edu/ps_cache/astro-ph/pdf/9901/9901364v3.pdf both accessed 091101 See also
Borel, Armand. Intersection Cohomology. Modern Birkhäuser Classics. (Cambridge, MA: Birkhäuser
Boston, 2008) p. 39.
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Gompf, Robert E., and András Stipsicz. 4-Manifolds and Kirby Calculus. Graduate Studies in
Mathematics, v. 20. (Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 1999) p. 159.
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Gracia Bondía, José, Joseph C. Várilly, and Héctor Figueroa. Elements of Noncommutative Geometry.
(Boston: Birkhäuser, 2001) p. 539.
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minimal system forms by taking them toward a higher synthesis in the four-dimensional
space that is represented by the hypersphere. Oddly, the hypertorus itself is unstable and is,
in fact, one of the stages in the evolution of chaos. As 'toroidal chaotic cycles' move even
closer to chaos they produce 'hypertorus cycles' in their evolution toward compete chaos as
n-torus cycles306. The torus of tori is three-dimensional, but can only be a single surface in
the fourth dimension. However, that surface is infinite. The cube of identified sides needs
the fourth dimension to create that singular space where we can look out from windows
that project that same space onto a three-dimensional universe where the repetition of the
representations within the hypertorus cube occurs. Notice that repetition, representation,
projection, and mimesis are all connected in the hypertorus cube with identified sides. This
suggests that the singular space of the hypertorus as 3-manifold is the space of
schematization, and also the space of sign production as a function of the logos307. This is
the infinite surface in the fourth dimension that connected interlinked circles must fold
through in order to remain coherent. Thus, the hypertorus appears as a bridge to the fourth
dimension, which brings the four minimal system representations together although it does
not provide a super-synthesis (of these representations), but merely a strange kind of
additive connective tissue that allows them to transition into their four-dimensional
counterparts. What is being demonstrated here is how the various independent shapes in
the third dimension relate to the fourth dimension where the System appears and interfaces
with the Meta-system. The hypertorus stands as a mediation between the System and
Meta-system in this sense. And interestingly, the hypertorus has an inherent triality that
appears as the intersection of the spaces of three tori that mimics three-space. In a sense, it
is an embodied triality, which we experience as projected three-dimensional space. The
hypertorus is another representation of the trichotomy that is the basis of the mediation of
the sign. However, it is a representation that allows us to enter the topological space within
the trichotomy308.
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Kaneko, Kunihiko. Collapse of Tori and Genesis of Chaos in Dissipative Systems. (Singapore: World
Scientific, 1986).
307
This will later be called the "theater of the mind" in a phrase used by David Grove and that appears in the
work of Francis Yates as Renaissance mnemonic theaters on The Art of Memory. Op. cit.
308
This is similar to the way that the Icosaheptahedron, which is a cubic matrix, allows us to enter the space
of reason and holoidal interpenetration. However, interpenetration is based on mirrors not windows. It is not
mere repetition of representations projected onto three-space but is self-reflection via the mediation of the
other. One only looks outward, while the other looks inward via the outward. The 3-manifolds in four-space
are split between the projection coverings of three-space like the 3-torus (with a half-turn, quarter turn, thirdturn or sixth-turn of the projected space in its reflection outward) and the various relationships between
Kleinian bottles that can be created by turning the identified opposite faces of the compact 3-torus cube
(plain, swap cross-cap, invert cross-cap, swap and invert cross cap). There is one special 3-manifold that is
unique and does not fit this pattern. It is called the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold. The Kleinian bottle is
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Meta-systems are four and five-dimensional. So, the functors are the Fifth Philosophical
Principle, while the four-dimensional aspect is found in the unique relationship of each
figure to its fourth dimensional extension. The system of objects from different categories
fits into the fourth dimension in different ways depending on their differences. For
example, one-dimensional knots (and even separate links of the hypertorus) untie in the
fourth dimension, while there are two-dimensional knots that tie in the fourth dimension.
Mobius strips glue together to create Kleinian bottles but they do not self-intersect in the
fourth dimension. Kleinian bottles are created by rotating one of the identified sides of the
hypertorus. Tori have the modulo surfaces of hyperspheres, but hyperspheres have
foliations that are toroidal, thus there is a connection between tori and hyperspheres, which
represent a super-synthesis of the Whole Form Construct as a synthesis of a complex
differentiated object in three-dimensional space. The sphere is always the simplest unified
object. But the Constructed Whole Form is not just a mass, but is a differentiated object,
and thus related to the torus. This super-synthesis is simpler than the extension of the torus
into the hypertorus. The extension into the hypertorus assumes the connection to fourdimensional space, but the super-synthesis of the hypersphere allows for a simplification
and unification rather than the mere multiplication of circles in the hypertorus. The
hypersphere is a topological addition of the sphere and circle (that are also ultimately three
circles), which has synthetic unity rather than a topological multiplication of three circles...
Spheres are the three-spaces where tetrahedrons are articulated, and hyperspheres are the
four-spaces where pentahedrons are articulated. Tetrahedrons need only be extended by
one point to be the next higher dimensional minimal solid in the fourth dimension, which
is the pentahedron. All minimal solids have the number of their dimension plus one as the
number of points within them. It is interesting that the hypertorus is the bridge between the
third and fourth dimensions for the minimal system representations. It is at a prior lower
stage in the Pascal Triangle 1-3-3-1 than the tetrahedron 1-4-6-4-1 and it appears as a

described as a model of the Autopoietic Special System in the author's book, Reflexive Autopoietic
Dissipative Special Systems Theory at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer. Thus, it appears that there are
two fundamental ways of looking at four-dimensional space: one in terms of the projection of three-space
outward from compact spaces that are infinite and the other, which is related intrinsically to the nondual
structure of four-space via the variations on the Kleinian bottle. There is a third way to look at it but this is as
a nil manifold, which embodies the nondual Emptiness or Void of four-dimensional space. See The Levin,
Janna "Topology and the Cosmic Microwave Background" at http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0108043 August 20
2001. Section 3.2.2 Flat three-dimensional manifolds p. 26 See also Conway, J. H. and J. P. Rossetti
"Describing the Platycosms" http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0311476v1 Hantzsche-Wendt manifold = didicosm
(c22)] See also Miatello, R. J. and R. A. Podestá and J. P. Rossetti. "Z^k(2) Manifolds are isospectral on
forms" Mathematische Zeitschrift Volume 258, Issue 2, pp. 301-317, Figure 4 p.312 for graph.
http://www.springerlink.com/content/m3h38m5783nh667j; See also Szczepański, A. "Properties of
generalized Hantzsche–Wendt groups" Journal of Group Theory. Volume 12, Issue 5, Pages 761–769, ISSN
1435-4446, ISSN DOI: 10.1515/JGT.2009.010, /September/2009
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bridge to the fourth dimension where the pentahedron 1-5-10-10-5-1 appears. This means
that although the topology of three-space (third dimension) is within the four-space (fourth
dimension) that the hypertorus represents, it is actually simpler than the tetrahedron. Its
representational shape is more complex than the super-synthesis of the hypersphere, which
is the minimal shape within the fourth dimension. The bridge that connects the dimensions
does not serve as a super-synthesis because it is topologically unstable. It produces chaotic
dynamics and very complex surfaces as the various sides of the compact cubic space are
twisted and rotated. This process reveals their identification and creates various threemanifolds309. The surface of the hypertorus is infinite and thus it does not have a bounded
form. So, the formula '8 pi^3 r R R', which we would extrapolate from the formula for the
surface area of the torus, would be three independent circles interconnected in a toroidal
fashion. This formula produces a cube of length two, the diagonals of which are irrational
square roots of two. This means that the space within the cube of the hypertorus is
extremely unstable (due to its irrationality), which is the opposite of the embodiment of
stability in the spacetime of minimal system representations.

309

There are ten of these 3-manifolds in four-space. Five are projections like the 3-manifold and 4 are
variations on the Kleinian Bottle. One is unique in that it is a nil manifold which is oriented but is wholly an
interface between other manifolds. It is called the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold. Many such manifolds (1171 to
be exact 22 of which are orientable) are produced by the gluing of the faces of the 24 cell polytope. Thus this
singular nil manifold has a special relation to the unique 24 cell polytope of four-space. See Daverman,
Robert J., and R. B. Sher. Handbook of Geometric Topology. (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2002) p. 907. See also
"The sixth manifold, the famous Hantzsche-Wendt manifold, is the most interesting of all. Unlike the
preceding five manifolds, which we defined by constructing fundamental domains, the most natural way to
define the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold is to start in the universal cover and define its group of covering
transformations. Specifically, its group of covering transformations is the group generated by screw motions
about a set of orthogonal but nonintersecting axes (indicated by heavy lines in fig. 24). Each screw motion
consists of a half turn about an axis composed with a unit translation along that axis. Note that this group of
covering transformations does not take a basic cube to all other cubes in the cubical tiling of 3-space. Rather,
the images of a basic cube fill only half the cubes in the tiling, checkerboard style. Thus a complete
fundamental domain would consist of two cubes, the basic cube and any one of its immediate neighbors;
images of the basic cube would fill the black cubes in the 3-dimensional checkerboard, while images of its
neighbor would fill the remaining white cubes. But we would really prefer a fundamental domain consisting
of a single polyhedron. To get one we employ the balloon construction for a Dirichlet domain introduced in
Section N.1.2. Let the Dirichlet domain’s basepoint be the center of a basic cube. As the balloon expands its
fills that basic cell entirely, and also fills one sixth of each of its six immediate neighbors. The resulting
Dirichlet domain is a rhombic dodecahedron (fig. 26). The face gluings are given by the original screw
motions along the axes. Note that this construction of the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold corrects an error,
appearing elsewhere in the cosmological literature, which takes the three screw axes to be coincident. This
erroneous construction leads to a cube with each pair of opposite faces glued with a half turn. The cube’s
corners are therefore identified in four groups of two corners each instead of a single group of eight corners.
The resulting space has four singular points and is thus an orbifold instead of a manifold." Levin, Janna "
Topology and the Cosmic Microwave Background" at http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0108043 August 20 2001.
Section 3.2.2 Flat three-dimensional manifolds p. 28. Notice that the Hantzsche-Wendt nil manifold has a
special relation between the projection manifold and its neighbors so that self and other are interrelated
which is the nondual position between projection and narcissistic self reflection without taking into account
the other.
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Figure 3.7. Hypertorus Mediation between Third and Fourth Dimension
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The Sixth Philosophical category is the holoidal310, or interpenetration, which gives the
characteristic of Poise. Interpenetration is the concept that the four minimal forms are, in
fact, a manifestation of a higher dimensional object in lower space. The Sixth
Philosophical Category opens up in the Domain schema and that has two representations,
one from the fifth dimension and one from the sixth dimension. In the fifth dimension, the
Domain schema appears as perspectives, with each perspective seeing the 720 degrees of
angular change. Each of these perspectives is embodied in a different mathematical object
from a different mathematical category. But – a full six dimensional figure of the domain
would see all of those perspectives as being added together in a way that allows the
various different objects to interpenetrate and exhibit intra-inclusion. Finally, the Seventh
Philosophical Principle related to the World schema is uniqueness, and this manifests in
experience. It produces a Singularity out of the interpenetration and intra-inclusion of the
Sixth. The fact that singularities naturally arise from interpenetration and intra-inclusion
can be seen in the dynamics captured in hyper-complex algebras. The lower version of the
World Schema, which is six-dimensional, is where all the perspectives cancel. And the
higher version, which is seven-dimensional, is where all of the perspectives form a unique
perspectival singularity that encompasses a whole world. We call this the quintessence,
which can be an anamorphic object311. The fact that singularities are produced within the
perspectives of both holoidal interpenetration and intra-inclusion is unexpected. However,
we see this expressed in the hyper-complex algebras at the level of Sedenions and beyond.
When we move past the Octonion hyper-complex algebra, zero divisors appear because the
division property is lost. Those zero divisors become the basis for not only the neganary
but for the arising sequence of Philosophical Principles312 and Foundational Mathematical
Categories as well. In this way the Philosophical Principles and the Foundational
Mathematical Categories naturally form a cycle as a result of the production of
singularities within the matrix of interpenetration and intra-inclusion. The Quintessence313
is the opposite of Existence314. Existence is defined as being neither aspect nor anti-aspect,
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This term ‘holoid’ was coined by Leonard, George. The Silent Pulse: A Search for the Perfect Rhythm
that Exists in Each of Us (Layton, Utah: Gibbs Smith, 2006) pp. 81-83.
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The ‘quintessence’ means many things in traditional philosophy. The author uses this term to mean the
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‘Neither – Nor’ and ‘Both – And’ are opposite terms in the Tetralemma = A, ~A, Both A&~A; Neither A
nor ~A. In Tibetan Buddhism there is controversy over the meaning of the double negative of the last term.
In effect, if you interpret “nor ~” as positive then ‘Neither’ becomes negative with respect to A and this is
seen by logicians as reducing to A and ~A which seems redundant. Certainly this is a misunderstanding of
the meaning of the terms. Even in English multiple negations were at one time tolerated and understood to
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while Quintessence is defined as being both aspect and anti-aspect. The aspects of Being
are: Identity, Presence, Reality, and Truth, and the anti-aspects are their opposites315. The
Zeroth Philosophical Category refers to Existence as either Emptiness or Void and thus
stands for Existence. The Quintessence is the opposite of Existence and appears at the level
of the Seventh Philosophical Principle316.
The Philosophical Principles, i.e., the Neganary, Zeroth, First, Second, Third, Fourth,
Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh correspond to the set of schemas from the Facet to the World.
They provide a context for understanding the System within the series of the other
schemas. Instead, we generally think of the relationship of the Philosophical Principles to
the pairs of schemas so that they cover the entire span of the ten schemas plus the special
systems. But the structure is overdetermined and that makes another interpretation
possible. Notice that this gives a very precise model of the system and how it relates to the
higher experiential schemas. The system schema is really only understood to the extent
that it is viewed in this entire context. This is why we have belabored this point by
extending the trans-Peircian categories all the way to the seventh category, which is
believed to be the last one because the Singularity of the Quintessence folds back into the
Neganary by cancelling with the Zeroth category causing the cycle to repeat itself. The
Seventh and the Neganary philosophical principles are really two sides of the same coin,
they both concern singularities317. The Zeroth and the Sixth Philosophical Categories are
also opposites. In Hua Yen Buddhism, Emptiness is interpreted as the fullness of
interpenetration. This entire set of schemas arises from a singularity and it returns to a
singularity. There is a fundamental transformation from Existence, with its negation of the
aspects and their opposites, to the paradox, or even absurdity, of the Quintessence, which
affirms the combination and fusion of the aspects and their opposites. This, then, throws us
into the Anamorphic cycle318, because the Quintessence is likely to be embodied as an
anamorphic object319. An example of this is the myth of the philosopher’s stone in
alchemy. The Philosopher’s Stone is not a physical thing that transforms metal into gold.
have different valences in the same sentence. Chaucer famously uses five negations in one of his sentences.
Negations do not necessarily cancel each other out.
315
i.e., Difference, Absence, Illusion, and Fiction.
316
Quintessence and Existence are nihilistic opposites, which means that they are ultimately the same. That
sameness is expressed in the Neganary, or the negative Philosophical Category, which is the source of all the
other Philosophical Categories. There are interesting relationships between these bounding Philosophical
Categories, which are the Neganary, Zeroth, Sixth, and Seventh.
317
one as source and the other as origin.
318
“The Anamorphic Cycle” at http://archonic.net by the author.
319
See the work of Donald Kunze at http://art3idea.psu.edu/boundaries/ accessed 080531. See also Kunze,
Donald. “Architecture as Reading; Virtuality, Secrecy, Monstrosity” Journal of Architectural Education
(1984), Vol. 41, No. 4 (Summer, 1988), pp. 28-37.
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That is a separate process that Ripley320 described as using mercury to bond with trace
precious metals in prime matter (prime matter being ordinary rock with trace mixtures of
gold and silver). According to Ripley, the amalgamated mercury fuses with the trace gold
and is then burnt off revealing the precious metal. Mercury is transported for this purpose
as Cinnabar, which is mercury mixed with sulphur. Ripley is quite clear that this is not a
magical process, but a chemical one by which gold can be extracted from what appears to
be ordinary rock if it already has a trace of gold or silver within it. Rather, the mythic
‘philosopher’s stone’ is one particular example of a virtualized object that embodies the
paradoxes and absurdities of the worldview and thus provides an anagogic pivot so that
transformations in perspectives can occur within the world schema. In effect,
anamorphism is always the switch from one lower schema to another lower schema
through the operation of a higher schema. Also, within the higher schema there is a special
type of anamorphic object that can be produced, which is the pivot that indicates this
switch from one lower schema to another. These special objects are usually thought of as a
works of art321, and they serve as catalysts for these anamorphic cycles to manifest within
the worldview. We have treated this question in “The Anamorphic Cycle"322. We can
embody this idea in the move from the minimal system representations (knot, mobius strip,
torus, and tetrahedron) into the fourth dimension that encompasses the third dimension via
the mediation of the hypertorus singularity. At the higher dimensional level there are
corresponding representations to the minimal systems within the meta-system of spacetime
such as the unknot, the Kleinian bottle, the pentahedron, and the hypersphere. Here, the
hypertorus appears to be a conjunction of the minimal system representations in the
embodiment of three-space. The higher dimensional extensions are sometimes more
complex such as the comparison of the pentahedron to the tetrahedron, or even simpler,
such as the comparison of the unknot to either the knot or intertwined link. In some cases
they are merely conjunctions, for example, the Kleinian bottle is a conjunction of two
mobius strips, as is the pentahedron. But, in the case of the hypersphere, the supersynthesis of the synthetic torus is a differentiated Whole Form Construct that encompasses
the torus as foliations, which allows the sphere to turn inside out as the hypersphere
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Ripley, Sir George "A Treatise of Mercury and the Philosophers' Stone"
http://www.rexresearch.com/alchemy2/riplmerc.htm accessed 080531. Ripley gives a candid assessment of
the realities underlying Alchemy. See also Houpreght, John Frederick, Bernardus Trevirensis, William
Cooper, Nicolas Flamel, Ramon Llull, and George Ripley. Aurifontina Chymica; or, A Collection of
Fourteen Small Treatises Concerning the First Matter of Philosophers, For the Discovery of Their (Hitherto
so Much Concealed) Mercury. (London: William Cooper, 1680).
321
See Holbein's 'The Ambassadors' with a Memento mori anamorph skull in the foreground. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ambassadors_(Holbein) accessed 080531.
322
Op. cit.
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rotates. Because the hypersphere is a modulo transformation of the torus, it is possible to
move back down to the torus from the hypersphere and so recover the synthesis of the
differentiated object from the higher super-synthesis of the undifferentiated object. This is
our proposed answer to the problem of how to recover the synthesis as a Whole Form
within the cycle of the Quadralectic given that repetition and representation alone are not
sufficient. The hypertorus appears to be an embodiment of this insufficiency in its inherent
instability. But, it conjuncts and bridges the minimal systems to the fourth dimension
where it is possible to achieve super-synthesis. At this point the super-synthesis can be
factored back into a ‘lower dimensional whole’, which is a synthesis that is not merely a
hypothetical construct.

Hyperspheres and Higher Dimensional Openness
In this series of nested schemas we have ventured into higher dimensions. It is a peculiarity
of the higher dimensions that the area and volume of hyperspheres become larger as we
progress higher, and then, beyond a certain point, they unexpectedly become smaller again
and trail off to become infinitely small. The volume of hyperspheres is greatest in the fifth
dimension. In the seventh dimension, the area of the hyperspheres are greatest. This means
that in the sixth dimension there is a point where the volume is getting smaller and the
surface area is becoming greater, which is particularly counterintuitive. But after the
seventh dimension they both trail off toward the infinitesimal at different rates323. When
the hyperspheric volume decreases it decreases at a faster rate than the hyperspheric area.
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Notice our previous series of steps associated with the schemas and the philosophical categories went up
to the seventh dimension.
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Hyperspheres324:

Dimension
1
2
3
4
5
6

Volume
2.0000
3.1416
4.1888
4.9348
5.2638
5.1677

Area
2.0000
6.2832
12.5664
19.7392
26.3189
31.0063

7
8
9
10

4.7248
4.0587
3.2985
2.5502

33.0734
32.4697
29.6866
25.5016

Area is bigger
as volume
decreases!

Table 3.1. Hypersphere Expansion and Contraction in Higher Dimensions

So, from the table we can see that the volume of the hypersphere peaks at dimension five
and the area peaks at dimension seven. We equate this size of the hypersphere with the
openness of the dimension and we note that dimension five is shared by the Meta-system
and Domain schemas, while dimension seven is shared by the World and Kosmos
schemas. This means that the greatest openness appears within the Domain and Metasystems schemas, which Heidegger calls the Clearing in Being325. But, at the level of the
World and Kosmos schemas, the hyperspheres cover the greatest surface area and thus we
may speculate that this means that this level is where our highest sensitivity exists, which
is between the World and what lies beyond our World, i.e., the Kosmos. Through schemas
we can actually access, conceptually, and even use, virtually, higher dimensions than we
are able to access physically in our worldview. This is not surprising because we
understand that the systems we build actually have multidimensional characteristics that
we can think about simultaneously. How do we think about multidimensional
characteristics when we are physically bound to three-dimensional spaces? It must be that
we have access to higher dimensions within the ‘clearing’ that is made accessible by the
schemas. Within this ‘clearing’ we can consider multiple dimensions simultaneously. Our
seven plus or minus two, short term memory must be a space in which to consider seven
plus or minus two orthogonal dimensions. That means our short term memory might be the
clearing or openness that allows us to conceptualize multi-dimensional schematizations as
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http://www.mathreference.com/ca-int,hsp.html accessed 080531; “Here is the volume and surface area for
the first 10 dimensions. As you can see, the greatest volume occurs at dimension 5, but the greatest surface
area occurs at dimension. 7. Like volume, surface area approaches 0 as n approaches infinity. See also Op.
cit. Havil, Julian. Nonplussed.
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entities. When we access these higher dimensions conceptually, we can see that those
concepts have many representations in objects within our world. If at any time we have to
keep in mind five to nine orthogonal things in short term memory, we are actually
accessing these higher dimensional spaces326. We convert these higher dimensions into
time, but time cannot be representably distinguished, so we do not notice the fact that we
are continually using these higher dimensions when we deal with things in terms of Metasystems, Domains, Worlds, and the higher non-experiential schemas. We deal with
schemas and their organizations, which are rooted in higher dimensions, and we do not
notice that in order to affect the nesting of those schemas, we need additional degrees of
freedom conferred on us by the higher dimensions. We cannot access all higher
dimensions because the set of the finitudes of the schemas are limited to ten and only
extend up to the ninth dimension. Beyond that is String Theory327, which is not
comprehensible through the schemas, i.e., it is not fitted to our human finitude. So what we
notice is that the System interfaces with the Meta-system, which has access, along with the
Domain schema, to the highest degree of openness due to their associated hyperspheric
volumes. This is another reason that the interface with the Meta-system is important. It
also means that the openness within the System schema is fairly high and this translates
into the ability of the schema to shed light on things as a result of its relatively large
internal openness within the fourth dimension that it shares with the meta-system. The
fourth dimension is not the most open, but it has other strange properties, such as not
having a determinate topological structure as discovered by Donaldson328. Also, the fourth
dimension has an extra regular solid that no other dimension has329. The third dimension
has five Platonic solids330, and the fourth dimension has six regular polytopes. Having
these extra polytopes and solids mean that there is additional synergy between these
dimensions that other dimensions do not share. This synergistic structure not only affects
the System and the Meta-system, but the Forms as well, because they share this extra
synergy. It means these schemas have special properties conferred on them by their
dimensional affiliations. When the special properties of the fourth dimension come into
play, then the full openness of the fifth dimension, and eventually its full sensitivity (due to
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its greatest surface area) appears in the seventh dimension between the World and
Kosmos331. The actual series of schemas stops at the point where a contained smaller
hypersphere between externally close packed bounding hyperspheres actually becomes
larger than its containing area332. That means that when the difference between the inside
and outside of the hyperspheres is breached in hyperspace, the schemas stop. Thus, there is
a geometrical reason for the limitation of the number of schemas333. All schemas must
obey the distinction between inside and outside, and when that is breached by the
hyperspheres in hyperspace, then the schemas come to an end.

Logic of the Philosophical Categories and the Foundational
Mathematical Categories
We have demonstrated that the System schema is part of an unfolding set of schemas that
are connected to the trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories which, in turn, are connected
to the dimensions. The schemas are connected to, at least, two dimensions, and each
dimension is, at least, connected to two schemas. This is part of the hypothesis in General
Schemas theory called S-Prime. In other working papers further hypotheses called Sdouble-prime (three schemas per dimension) and S-triple-prime (five schemas per
dimension) have been explored. These are more sophisticated hypotheses that go beyond
this starting point and explore the relationship of dimensionality to the finitudes of the
schemas334. We have emphasized how the fourth dimension interfaces with the minimal
system representations of geometry/topology. This is a more robust description of the
system than what we discussed in the last chapter where the discussion was in terms of
perception and conception and time. Here we have spatial objects that give a complex
representation of the system and its relationship to its environment, which is called the
Meta-system. This further specifies the ‘System/Meta-system’ and ‘Process/Meta-process’
interface in terms of a ‘diachronic/synchronic’ differentiation. The diachronic aspect is
seen

in

the

spinor,

while

the

synchronic

aspect

is

seen

in

the

various

geometrical/topological representations. Each representation is a synchronic system
configuration, but we can also view each one as a temporal gestalt or diachronic system.
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Diachronic Process refers to the generation of the figure from the interpenetrated
quintessential source of the super-figure (which is non-representable). Synchronic Process
refers to the idea that time is frozen in a time-lapse sort of way. We can understand this
when we simultaneously consider all four forms that make up the conceptual minimal
system. The spinor can be transformed into any of these forms, and these forms represent
the sub-schemas of form. These geometrical intricacies are not random, but have
meanings, just as B. Fuller advocates in his Synergetics. But the meaning for humans only
becomes apparent when you connect the mathematics to the schemas. The mathematics has
to be translated into comprehensible terms by human finitude and the schemas give us that
medium of intelligibility. Yet, this is really part of the broader question of the intelligibility
of the world. Each schematic horizon is understandable in terms of the next higher
schematic horizon, and these horizons are phenomenologically apparent because we
project them as part of our human spacetime embodiment. We do not exist in spacetime as
objects. Spacetime is the environment where objects may appear. Those objects are
encapsulated in multiple nested horizons that we manufacture naturally as the essential
ecstasy of our human finitude. It is just like the spider spinning its web. Our web is the
schemas. Through them we interface with the nomos of dimensionality, and within that
nomos of dimensionality, we discover the categoricity of the nomos via mathesis.
Categoricity has layers of constitution based on the Foundational Mathematical Categories,
such as sets, masses, and mereology of wholes, etc. as discussed in the author’s Emergent
Engineering working papers335. The Foundational Mathematical Categories are also related
to the trans-Peircian philosophical categories and this has been explored in those working
papers as well. The Foundational Mathematical Categories provide the basis for defining
the representations of order in the schemas. The Foundational Mathematical Categories are
like meta-axioms in the sense that they are whole categories that act like axioms that
support all of mathematics. The Foundational Mathematical Categories are more closely
connected with logic (through Model Theory) than to schemas theory. Schemas Theory
connects the spacetime intelligibility of things to different scales that are related to human
finitude through dimensionality. Schemas theory and Mathematical Model Theory are
duals. Between them there is a Reference Theory that allows language to refer to things
that have been embodied and encapsulated by schemas.
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This connection to logic is important because Peirce treated logic as a system and he
developed his philosophy as an extension of his understanding of logic as a system. The
basis of that understanding of logic as a system is rooted in the Philosophical Categories,
but unfortunately he did not see all the categories that applied to the system schema. He
did not clearly understand synergy and its importance, which really only became clear with
the development of higher dimensional geometry, or by following B. Fuller who saw it on
comparing the Platonic solids. Yet, we can see how he treats Logic systematically when he
demands that all the permutations of the syllogism be meaningful and identifies abduction
as a hypothesis, or when he defines the levels of the sign as the substrate of the symbols
used by logic. Peirce is also systematic in the way that he reduces logic to the three
principles related to the indefinables in Euclidean Geometry. But because he did not
consider n-dimensional geometry, he did not see the significance of synergy. He even
expanded each of his Philosophical Principles by applying each of them to the others to
produce the nine categories through which he created the framework for his signs336. This
work has been re-interpreted by Pieter Wisse337 in order that it may be applied to
engineering semiotics. However, Peirce’s systematic treatment of logic was defective in
that it does not actually serve as a complete model of the system itself. It only serves as the
formal part of the system, i.e., the interface of the Form to the System.
These considerations naturally lead to K. Gödel338 and his undecidability proof. Gödel
shows that G. Peano’s system of arithmetic339 is not decidable, which leads to the idea that
many more complex systems could be undecidable340. It turns out that some more highly
complex systems than arithmetic are in fact decidable, but that has to be proved on a case
by case basis. It just so happens that the system, which is the basis for the generation of the
number line, and is very basic to our thinking, is not decidable. Some complex parts of
mathematics are, in fact, decidable, but in general Gödel's ideas hold for more complex
systems. From the point of view of emergence and de-emergence, the undecidable Gödel
statements are what determine emergence or de-emergence. In other words, if you add the
Gödel statement to the category, you get emergence, but if you take it away, then you get
de-emergence, which means that we assume that the undecidable statement may concern
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statements about what the emergent properties are for a given system. Peirce did not
realize that geometry had the emergent property of synergy even though he patterned his
philosophical categories on Euclid’s indefinables. Synergy is a new philosophical principle
because it is emergent, although it is undecidable with respect to geometry. Peirce did not
include the principle of Synergy so he had an incomplete Model Theory that dealt with
Logic, but without a Category attached to that Logic.
In general Peirce’s Philosophical Principles are useful in understanding the place of the
system within the layers of the series of schemas, and we can use the Platonic mathematics
of higher dimensions (that are related to the minimal regular solids in each dimension) to
comprehend the relationship between the schemas and the Philosophical Principles.
Regardless of the emergent properties that those mathematical objects have, whether
normal or abnormal, they have meaning only with respect to the schemas’ embodiment.
For instance, the volume of the hyperspheres relates to the openness of the schemas at each
dimensional level. The area of the hyperspheres relates to sensitivity, which increases up to
the interface between the World and Kosmos. Schemas Theory allows us to put to use the
capacities of higher dimensional geometry in our lifeworld. Our lifeworld has an openness
that is characteristic of the higher dimensions, which are embedded within the schemas.
There are intrinsic types of intelligibility associated with each schema that are
spontaneously generated and self-organized to give comprehensibility to phenomena. We
naturally face the openness of the Meta-system as we look out from the System. That is
why the key interface of the System is with the Meta-system, and not with the Form
schema. That is because Systems and Meta-systems share the fourth dimension, which has
many strange, interesting, and important properties. The System shares the third dimension
with the Form schema, which is the dimensionality of the apparent space that we live in.
Yet, the real spacetime of physics is four-dimensional and is not a broken symmetry like
the experiential relationship between three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time.
So, we can see that our basic experienced space is that of the formal system, but the real
physical space is that which is shared by the System and Meta-system (Open-scape). Fourdimensional space operates as a mirror in three-dimensional space341. It is a model of
Existence, which can be interpreted as Emptiness or Void. And ultimately it has the nature
of interpenetration and intra-inclusion. Unlike all other dimensions, four-dimensional
space has no intrinsic topology, therefore, it has a certain virtual freedom within that
341
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space that does not exist in any other dimension. This intrinsic freedom is the source of the
production of the endless variety by human beings342. This intrinsic freedom from a set
topological structure makes the interface between the System and the Meta-system unique
among the schemas. The System’s nature is more determined by this unique characteristic
of four-dimensional space (that it shares with the Meta-system), than it is by the
relationship that it has with its embodied form as a three-dimensional configuration.
Forms, and Systems as configurations of Forms, are the real meaning of embodiment in
our lifeworld. But, on the other hand, the System can be dynamic and that dynamism
models interpenetration and involves the freedom that appears in the fourth dimension,
which has the special characteristics of Existence as Emptiness or Void. So, the ‘System’
is a very significant schema that stands between embodiment in the third dimension on one
hand, while interfacing with the fourth dimension and its unique properties on the other343.
The fourth dimension’s unique properties are very significant because they represent
embodied nonduality and interpenetration as well as freedom from topological constraints.
The fourth dimension is the reality behind the mundane world as attested to by Relativity
Theory, which sees space and time as a single continua. Yet, as we have said, the interface
that the fourth dimension shares with the Meta-system is more important because of the
uniqueness of the fourth dimension as the center of the set of schemas that gives rise to the
Special Systems. Special Systems depend on the unique characteristics of the fourth
dimension for their own special characteristics. All the schemas experience entropy in their
organization, but between the System and the Meta-system there are neg-entropic
structures that have special properties. These Special Systems, with their anomalous
properties, can only be appreciated if we first understand both the structure of the System
and its duality with the Meta-system.
In this essay we are taking our cue from B. Fuller’s Synergetics344 and using advanced
geometrical analogies as our guiding thread for understanding the properties of the System.
We are examining how those properties can appear in completely different formations
while maintaining the same essential core property, such as stability in spacetime. We have
shown that there is a relationship between these geometrical analogies and the Peircian
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concept of the Philosophical Categories. This will clarify our view of systems and their
evolution, which can then serve as a basis for further phenomenological exploration.
Philosophical Category

Meaning

FMC

Dims

Schema

Neganary
Zeroth
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

Singularity
Nothing, Existence
Discrete isolate
Relata
Continuity
Synergy
Integrity
Interpenetrating
Singularity
Quintessence
Beyond experience
Beyond Experience

Singularity
Site/Event
Multiple
Set
Mass
Whole
Holon/integra
Holoid
Singularity

-1, -2
0, -1
1, 0
2, 1
3, 2
4, 3
5, 4
6, 5
7, 6

? (unknown)
facet
monad
pattern
form
system
meta-system
domain
world

? (unknown)
? (unknown)

8, 7
9, 8

kosmos
pluriverse

? (unknown)
? (unknown)

Table 3.2. Alignment of Categories, FMC, Dimensions, and Schemas
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Notes:
In this instance, the alignment of the Philosophical Categories, their meaning, the
Foundational Mathematical Categories (FMC), Dimensions, and Schemas are different
from other representations that I have studied. Our aim here is to understand the
Philosophical Categories by aligning them with Euclidian Geometrical Dimensions, which
will lead to a mapping of the Foundational Mathematical Categories, Dimensions, and
Schemas. Different mappings work for different purposes and there does not seem to be
one canonical mapping, but rather, different mappings that bring out different
characteristics of the interactions of the elements. The key alignment is between the
Philosophical Categories and the Foundational Mathematical Categories. But the
comparison to Geometry gives us a way to examine the dimensions and the schemas
which, in this case, ends at the schema of the World as the boundary that borders the
greatest area of the hyperspheres. Generally we do not compare the Philosophical
Categories and Foundational Mathematical Categories to the Schemas because the
Foundational Mathematical Categories are used by the schemas to produce their ordering
capabilities and this makes our mapping a degenerate case. Yet, all the same, it is
illuminating in the way that this geometrical analogy motivates the expansion of the transPeircian categories. However, it does not explain why the trans-Peircian categories end as
they do at the sevenths. And I have no explanation of this limiting finitude in this case.
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CHAPTER 4

Heidegger’s Inversion of Phenomenology
How the System and Meta-system Participate in a Nihilistic Structure to Hide the
Special Systems
Heidegger seized upon of Husserl's concept of the World Horizon as a background for forms in
Phenomenology and then inverted Husserl's Phenomenology in order to subvert the distinction
between subject and object. He achieved this by embedding the proto-subject (Dasein) in the World
Horizon. We refer to the proto-objects that are embedded in this World Horizon as "ejects". This is a
fundamental transformation of Phenomenology that is still playing out in postmodern Phenomenology.
We can use this new way of looking at the relationship of things to the horizon as a means for
understanding the System because the System is an intermediate horizon between the Form and the
World horizon. These Phenomenological horizons are linked to the various schemas in General
Schemas Theory. Our cultural blindspot in relation to the Meta-system affects our understanding of
the duality between the System and Meta-system, which are made into nihilistic opposites in our
culture.

Transforming Phenomenology
Husserl’s great innovation was the realization that there was an outer horizon, i.e., the
World, which could be used as the background for all subjects, things, and practices. For
Husserl, this concept of the ‘world as horizon’ ameliorated problems that concerned the
solipsism and isolation of subjects and objects in his phenomenology. Husserl’s most
important student was Heidegger345, who worked with him as an assistant and helped
publish The Phenomenology of Internal Time Consciousness346. When Heidegger was
pushed to publish his own work in order to qualify for professorship, he rushed to publish
his masterwork Being and Time347. In Being and Time Heidegger turns the
phenomenology of Husserl upside down and inside out while maintaining the essential
insights. Heidegger realized that instead of defining the Horizon of the World as a
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background on which the subject saw the objects or other subjects348, he could instead
eliminate the subject and object all together and we could inhabit the horizon itself. Thus,
Heidegger developed the idea of the pre-subject/pre-object, which he called Dasein, or
“Being There”, which can also be described as “being-in-the-world”349. Heidegger
maintained that since the horizon of the world mediates between the subject and object, it
could be used as the center of experience rather than the mediator of experience, and ‘who
we are’ as projectors of the world horizon, could be absorbed into the horizon. Heidegger
theorized that once we had rid ourselves of subjects and objects, then all the isolation of
solipsism or isolation from the noumena would disappear. This single brilliant move
transformed all of transcendental philosophy into an immanent philosophy. The move
toward dwelling in the horizon of the world transformed the limits of other subjects and
noumena into what are merely other things in our world. It made the world horizon the
central characteristic of experience. All that was left was the pre-object/pre-subject called
Dasein who projected the world, and the world horizon itself. Everything else, i.e.,
whatever was ontic, was seen against this ontological horizon that H. Dreyfus refers to as
the “background practices”350.
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Figure 4.1. Difference between present-at-hand and ready-to-hand

Heidegger preserved the idea that there is a difference between an abstraction that leads to
ideas and the eidetic intuition of essences. In Heidegger these become modes of being-inthe-world. And Being, as a monolith, becomes modal so that there are two modes. These
are the present-at-hand351 (Pure Being352 that is static and Parmenidian353) and ready-to-
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hand354 (Process Being355 that is dynamic and Heraclitian356). These two modes are modes
of the impingement of Being onto Dasein. Dasein projects Being as a monolith, but Being
impinges back upon Dasein through the modes of its Being. Heidegger’s departure from
Husserl was considered radical because it was realized for the first time that Being was not
unified but had different modes, and that all of Western Philosophy throughout its history
had been in the present-at-hand mode, ignoring and forgetting the ready-to-hand mode
except in a few instances when it was indicated as such, and these instances were usually
degraded images taken from the present-at-hand mode. The equi-primordiality of the two
modes was not recognized before, and this created a new horizon for the exploration of
philosophy without the transcendental superstructure that had been necessary since Kant
and Husserl. When Heidegger placed Dasein, the proto-subject, within the horizon of the
World, he demonstrated what being-in-the-world means. Heidegger presented the horizon
as a clearing within Being, which created an opening for intelligibility within experience.
But that opening was not inhabited by subjects and objects except in the present-at-hand
mode. In the ready-to-hand mode, we instead saw the dynamics of the projection process
by which that reification is constituted. And Heidegger discovered that this constitution
process had to do with technology357 and its strange kind of wholeness that served as an
infrastructure to the present-at-hand world making its goals, distances, isolations, and
solipsisms possible. Suddenly, the depth of the world-as-horizon for ‘opening and clearing’
was available for exploration by the ones who were projecting this ecstatically. The
ecstatic projection was called exi-stance (existence358) because when Dasein projects the
world, it stands outside of it – although the projection of the world has come from inside of
Dasein involuntarily. Dasein finds itself thrown into and enmeshed in the world as a
‘discovered way’ of being, prior to any thought of differences between subjects and
objects. In that ‘primordial engagement’ Dasein is already speaking, already understanding
the world, and is already part of the others that it is with. Dasein then has to separate itself
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from that milieu in order to authentically realize its own-most359 possibilities in that
situation. Reification of the subjects and objects in the world gets in the way of that
authentic being, which is oriented toward the embeddedness within the situation that is
constantly aware of Dasein’s own finitude.
Heidegger did not produce this inversion of Husserl in a vacuum. His ideas were
influenced by his theological and physical studies. From theology he took the idea of God
as being the creator of the world but also as ‘becoming incarnate’. This paradox is seen
clearly in John’s Gospel360 and this paradox, or even absurdity, becomes the heart of the
relationship of Dasein to the World. Dasein gives rise to the world horizon by projection,
but then Dasein is one subject/object among many that are seen in relation to that horizon.
Another way to say this is that Dasein is both ontological (projecting Being) and ontic (a
being within Being) at the same time361. This paradoxical nature of Dasein is seen as an
existential ecstasy by which Dasein stands outside of its own projection within the world it
has projected362. The other source of Heidegger’s philosophy comes from his study of the
contemporary physics of his time, which were Relativity Theory363 and Quantum
Mechanics364. Although these two views have never been reconciled, Heidegger saw that
they both had an underlying structure in common. Heidegger posited that there was the
‘normal world,’ as well as a ‘real world’ beyond that normal world that was very different
from the normal world. In Quantum Mechanics that difference was between the Newtonian
World365at the macro level and the Quantum World at the micro level (as established by
the Copenhagen Convention366), which concluded that the world had two levels: macro and
micro. It was proposed that Quantum Mechanics applied only to the micro world, leaving
the Newtonian macro-world intact but irreconcilably different. The same is true of
Relativity Theory, where the normal space and time relationships understood by Newton
were different from the macro spacetime relationships that occurred in relativity theory, for
example, the curving of spacetime under gravity. We experience space and time as
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different (just as Kant, who followed Newton, proposed), but actually, space and time are a
continuum with different phases that can be represented in different ratios depending on
what inertial frame you are in. Both of these scientific theories posited a two tier world,
one normal and the other strange, but the two theories differed on whether that strangeness
was macro or micro in relation to the meso367 of the normal Newtonian realm.
Heidegger was interested in establishing the realm of finitude at the meso level as the
arbiter of experience rather than the strange realms at the macro and micro levels. But he
realized that all science posited the present-at-hand as the fundamental basis for
establishing the ‘fantasy of objectivity’ of science. Therefore, Heidegger also posited a two
tier system like that of science, but instead of the second tier being a strange macro or
micro view of scientific phenomena, the second tier was the vehicle or means through
which science and engineering were carried out. In other words, the second tier is the
realm of technology itself, which he called the “ready-to-hand”. Heidegger posited that the
realm of technology (ready-to-hand) had a different and very strange nature, compared to
the present-at-hand that we are accustomed to as our subject/object reification of the world,
which was established by Descartes, articulated by Kant, and accepted by Husserl. All
science and engineering is based on the existence of the ready-to-hand modality, which is
just as strange as the macro and micro realities discovered by science, although the readyto-hand is, in fact, prior to the constitution of the present-at-hand and thus prior to the
possibility of science and engineering. Thus, we get an interesting picture of the ready-tohand as a strange constitutional infrastructure that supports the present-at-hand, which is
the reification of subjects and objects. This view allows us to accept Newtonian Science
with a Descartes/Kantian understanding of the reified world as Objective or Subjective
dualities. But then, when we are pushed to the micro and macro limits beyond this meso
plane, this view is superseded by either Relativity Theory or Quantum Mechanics, which
are still formulated in the present-at-hand mode of science, but reach limits of
comprehension that defy understanding through subject/object reification. This is because
each of them, in their own way, approximates the limits of the divided line368 of Plato,
which is the ultimate basis of our metaphysical worldview. The limits of the divided line
are supra-rationality369, which is beyond the ratio, and the paradox370, which is beyond the
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doxa. In Quantum Mechanics these limits appear as superposition371 and entanglement372.
In Special Relativity Theory these limits appear as the paradox of the twins traveling at
different speeds and the disassociation of the frames of reference for each twin in relation
to their relativistic intervals. As a result, the twins age differentially. The paradox is due to
the difference between movements in relation to the speed of light and phenomena that is at
rest within these different reference frames. That is to say, it is a paradox of movement and
stillness in relation to different unsynchronizable clocks given the speed limit of light in
the universe. This is a way of stating that the limits we see at the macro and micro levels
may simply be the limits of our own capacity to represent physical phenomena and not
something intrinsic to the physical phenomena itself. Yet, be that as it may, Science still
posits images of these limits in the present-at-hand mode, without realizing that they may
be images of the present-at-hand that originate from the ready-to-hand modality. Thus, we
see that Heidegger is simultaneously responding to paradoxes and supra-rational limits that
are presented in theology and physics. In Christian Theology the paradoxicality revolves
around incarnation where supra-rational nondual views are suppressed. But since
Descartes, man as subject has taken on the fundamental characteristics of God as the
projector of meaning on objects in the modern world. And that internalization of the
paradox of ‘God as incarnate,’ within the world that He created, brought to the forefront
the problem of mortality and the question of how man could understand a Godless world in
scientific terms. This created a split between religion and humanism/scientific endeavors.
And this has been a source of disenchantment that has led to modern nihilism373. The
triumph of rationality in science and engineering contrasts the problems brought about by
the circumstances that have been created by imposing these rationalities. The response to
this was romanticism374, which ultimately led (via Hegel) to Nietzsche’s philosophy375.
Nietzsche posited that we must value our values, and understand them genealogically as
something that changes over time376, and that we must understand that we are creating the
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nihilism that is endemic to the modern world. Nietzsche takes responsibility for his own
nihilism377 and begins searching for an alternative model of values, which he calls the
values of the free spirit. Ultimately this romanticism became the source of the search for a
way out of the dualism of subject/object ways of looking at things that has become
foundational to the modern era. This problem has been the prime impetus for Heidegger’s
work, which demonstrates how to accomplish the miracle of solving the subject/object
dualism in the context of the transformation of phenomenology.
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Figure 4.2. Duality of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics in relation to Heidegger's
distinction of ready-to-hand from present-at-hand

In Heidegger’s phenomenology essence perception becomes the way of understanding the
ready-to-hand while the present-at-hand is constituted by abstract ideation. The world
becomes the one fundamental horizon against which all phenomena can be seen and
apprehended by our human finitude. The relationship of the Form and the World horizons
becomes like the intrinsic nondual relationship between Dasein and World. But that
horizon, which projects the meaning of Being onto things, has two modalities, which are
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equi-primordial. These are the ready-to-hand of the technological infrastructure when it is
working and supporting the present-at-hand, and the present-at-hand itself, which is the
normal reified way we view things as dualistic subjects and objects. In the ready-to-hand
modality, the duality is ameliorated because we are wedded to the horizon of the world,
and we become being-in-the-world, which is a clearing in Being, and that is the realm of
intelligibility that we project and then inhabit.

Phenomenology of the System: Dasein and Ejects
We can take this insight that Heidegger’s bold transformation of Phenomenology gives us
and we can apply it to our Phenomenology of the System. We have recognized that there
are multiple horizons of exploration, not just the largest in scope, which is the World. The
System, Meta-system, and Domain are sub-thresholds between the World and the Form.
Philosophy, prior to Husserl, generally talked only about Forms. Husserl, in order to
eliminate bracketing, realized that he could project the horizon of the world as a
background to the form, and solve the problems of intersubjectivity and the noumena.
Heidegger then realized that we can inhabit that ultimate horizon and become entangled
and fused into it as projector/projected entities that hang off of that horizon rather than
being an entity that is split between subjects and objects on the background of that horizon.
What we can add to this in our Systems Phenomenology, is that there is not just this one
horizon, but many – from the Form schema to the World schema, and that we are, in fact,
more generally being-in-the-schema, where the schema is a specific horizon like the
World, or the Domain, or the Open-scape, or the System, or the Form or Pattern that we
are aware of ‘being entangled in’ at a given time. Our projection of the schemas is our
entanglement in as well as our embodiment of the things that we experience. In each case
we can become being-in-the-schema, and that schema will establish a ‘clearing’ of a
certain type within the horizon of that schema, and that brings with it a certain type of
intelligibility in each case, where intelligibility means some sort of pre-understanding of
the organization within that horizon. Each horizon has a different type of intrinsic
organization, and that is how we tell them apart from one another. We recognize that they
are nested, and that they are all ecstasies of our Dasein, although Dasein does not have just
one ecstasy, but several ecstasies of different kinds with different scales, and that they nest
with each other to create a series of openings with no gaps between them that act as
clearings for phenomena to manifest within. As Dasein we are no different from the
opening up of these clearings within which we find ourselves as if we were always already
there.
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What Heidegger does not dwell upon, is that the ecstasy of the Dasein in these horizons is
like a natural phenomena, in other words, we do not have the power to shape these
projections of schemas as we see fit, they jump out of us unbeckoned. Our ‘thrown-ness’
into the world is the throwing of the schemas into the world. The horizon is the
background context of the phenomena that we are experiencing, and we are part of that
background context. A strange part of this is the constitution of the horizon together with
others. Also participating in that context with others are the non-projecting entities, which
we will call ejects378, rather than objects. We call them ‘ejects’ because Heidegger,
following Nietzsche, sees Dasein as falling into groundlessness, as ‘thrown in the world.’
As such, Dasein has two modes, one in which Dasein is grasping for straws to attempt to
stop his fall toward nothingness, i.e., death, and the other, in which Dasein accepts his
intrinsic falling nature. These are the inauthentic and authentic modes of the being of
Dasein. The ejects, i.e., ontic non-projecting entities, which are not yet objects (just as
Dasein is not yet a subject), are what is thrown out with Dasein as part of the grasping of
Dasein in its falling. Heidegger does not really name these pre-objects the way he names
the pre-subject, except by referring to them as ontic phenomena. But for our analysis, it is
important to name them so that we can discuss their relationship to the schemas. In other
words, in some sense the Ontology of Heidegger is Dasein centric, and does not consider
the things that Dasein cares about, except to the extent that they can be other ‘pre-subjects’
in Mitsein (Being With), or other ‘pre-objects’, which we will call ejects. They are what
were ejected along with Dasein when it was thrown into the world, like the placenta that is
ejected with the baby in the birthing process. It is the ejects that are schematized by Dasein
in its ecstasy of existence. These ejects are important to our analysis379 because they are the
sources of anamorphic objects that instigate the anagogic swerve through which the
subjects realize perspectival transformations within the context of the nihilism of their
world which we call Emergent Events.
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When we think about being-in-the-schema as both a projecting of the horizon as well as
being-in the horizon380, we must distinguish between the 'horizon' and the ‘ejects’ that are
seen on the horizon. We must also distinguish the paradoxical entities (dasein) that are
projecting what they encompass, while at the same time they are being encompassed by
their own projections. Dasein is like the point on a Kleinian bottle381 where it selfintersects. In that sense Dasein is always paradoxical, taking all the absurdity of Being into
itself. But if we think of the projection as being like the Kleinian bottle that self-intersects
and produces ambiguous points that are on two surfaces simultaneously, then the rest of
the bottle is like the projection. Dasein, as Mitsein, cannot distinguish itself from all the
other projectors of that horizon, largely because the horizon is a mutual projection. But
since Dasein cannot distinguish itself as something that projects from ‘a thing projected
upon,’ then it is equally ‘a thing within the world.’ Husserl’s phenomenology was
characterized by too much distance as well as unreachable limits, but as Heidegger worked
to overcome and transform these problems, he created a view of the world in which things
were entangled and too closely aligned to be distinguished from each other essentially.
And this is why differentiating the schematic levels is important, because it gives us a tool
to tease out these differences that Heidegger could not easily make on his own. The
noematic nucleus is, at the same time, the thing projected, the projector, and the other
projectors. Other Subjects and Noumena no longer exist as separate from Dasein.
Heidegger was fascinated with the ‘point of paradox,’ which is: the being-in-the-schema
that appears in its own clearing and opens its own openness to itself. But, if we continue
our examination and look at the rest of the Kleinian bottle as an entire field, we would see
that, in this situation, there are ontic ejects within that field that are facets of Dasein, but
distinguishable from Dasein at a non-representable or a-conceptual level. In this regard, we
accept the interpretation of Heidegger offered by Pauli Pylkko in Aconceputal Mind382. In
other words, the transformation out of the distancing of the subject/object duality into a
nondual state prior to the arising of that duality, takes us into an unrepresentable and aconceptual mode of Being for Dasein. This means that, at a distance, the ejects are not
representable (and thus are opaque and obscure) for Dasein. And this has implications for
our understanding of the System and other schemas. The ‘ejects’ are non-representable
and non-conceptual to the extent that they are part of the field of the horizon that is
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projected (but beyond) the crossover point of Dasein. For something to be represented and
repeated it must be at a distance from the subject. When that distance collapses, then it is
impossible to have enough distance from the entity to represent it or repeat it. When we
talk about ‘repeating’ we are considering the dual of representation presented by Deleuze
in Difference and Repetition, as repetition383. We also understand that between
representation and repetition is a form of Mimesis384 that is described by Taussig. We only
mention this now in order to get our bearings because our focus will be on “representation”. It should also be noted that ejects are at once the unconscious “thing” and
the phantoms of Abraham and Torok385.
Schopenhauer realized that “Wille”386 and Representation constitute the World.
Schopenhauer was looking for the Kantian Noumena in us, and realized that it was the
Wille, which means passions, instincts, will, desire, intention, and all that motivates us
from within, which is beyond our control and comprehension (See also trieb according to
Freud, which is more than “instinct”387). We create the world of representations beyond us,
but we are plagued by the noumenal within. And exploring in this direction leads to the
ideas of the Unconscious developed by Freud and Jung. But, we are still thinking at the
level of the subject, and the Wille is seen as something noumenal within the subject. When
you get rid of the subject/object split, then Wille spreads out everywhere, and merges with
the noumenal within the field of the projection. It also merges with the Wille of others to
be a fundamentally non-representable side of existence388. From the Heideggerian point of
view, as expressed by the interpretation of Pylkko, everything is infected to some extent by
the non-representability and a-conceptuality that Schopenhauer389 saw in the Wille. And as
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we explore how these concepts have evolved, we can see that this is the romantic strain
that originated with Schopenhauer and Hegel, then brought to fruition in Nietzsche and
later systematized by Heidegger. It is Heidegger’s exploration of this non-representability
and a-conceptuality that makes his philosophy so difficult to understand390, particularly by
philosophers who strictly adhere to the Analytical school of thought, so we need to
understand how this affects the way we see systems/processes and other schemas as
horizons of intelligibility. It means that there is a certain degree of non-intelligibility mixed
into the intelligibility of each schematic level (we previously called this the introjected
hyle when we thought it came from outside of us). This is what we understand as the split
between the schema and the noumena that the schema is projected upon. In all cases, in
spite of eliminating the noumena as a limit, the price we pay is that the noumena has
become part of the field where we see the ejects (as intrusive introjected hyle within that
field). What is ejected is something that is not part of the projection, but appears within the
projection as through a glass darkly. Each eject is a nexus of an external organization of
the projection (Immediate Object) and also its own internal organization as the ‘thing-initself’ (Dynamic Object). And we must attempt to clearly distinguish between the two,
which, in fact, is the job of Science, because when Science listens to the phenomena rather
than to its own projections, it actually learns something. Historically, the problem of the
true names is precisely the problem that Plato deals with so humorously in the Cratylus391.
It is a serious problem.
How does one see through to the organization and nature of the noumenal when all we
have are our projections, and distortions? Within the field of the Kleinian bottle, beyond its
folding through itself, there will be distortions in the field of the bottle, and those that are
centered around the ejects are non-representable and a-conceptual in nature. The only way
to deal with this problem is to understand the medium that is distorted because then we can
understand the normal formation of that medium at each horizon. By doing this, the
distortions and anomalies will stand out as they occur. This means that in order to
understand the noumenal aspect behind the phenomena of the eject, it is necessary to study
the Schemas in general, and in toto, so that we may understand their own inherent
organizations and their relationships to each other, so that when a distortion occurs it is
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listened392 to and apprehended (or understood) as significant information departing from
the norm of projection. Heidegger calls this “gelassenheit”393. Letting things be in
themselves what they are in their essences and allowing them to manifest that while we
reign in and control our projections voluntarily. Where Husserl wants to go "to the things
themselves", Heidegger wants to allow the things to come to him by controlling himself, in
terms of his projections onto things.

Being-in-the-System
It is surprising that nothing like General Schemas Theory now exists. We must invent it394
within the tradition so that we may have it as a guidepost. We study our representations
and their repetitions and their mimesis for two reasons, first so that we can understand their
non-representable a-conceptual distortions, which tell us something about the ejects that
appear as phenomena in the world, but also because whatever we design will follow the
projections and conform to the horizons that are “always already” with us before we begin
any task. In one instance, we want to take the schematic input out of our design proposals
when considering nature, but we still want to understand how we base our designs upon
nature when we build artificial things. These schemas are the web we weave, like the
spider that unfolds his web in a particular space in a certain sequence in time. If we design
anything, we will follow that natural schematic organizational patterning that is intrinsic
within us as it is modified by our culture. But when we compare our understanding of
projections with nature, we need to be keenly attuned and we must listen to the distortions
in our projections that can give us some idea of what lies beyond our projections395. One is
like the spider listening to the vibrations of his web in the wind as it waits for its prey to
alight. What we do not understand about our projections, is how their nature manifests
within us. What we do not understand about the ejects, is what their nature is like beyond
how our nature unfolds them, which is different from to the way we naturally would unfold
them if there were no resistance from ‘things-in-themselves.’ One mistake is to think that
things-in-themselves are absolutes, rather, they are what we do not yet have schemas for at
any level. The first level of schematization is finding an appropriate spacetime envelope
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for things we have not encountered before, and then from that, other higher level schemas
will follow. We are only concerned with this lowest level of schematization, which relates
to the spacetime envelopes of things prior to knowing what they are, what their individual
characteristics are, and what their meaning is. We are part of nature, and we have been
endowed with our notions of the mathematical and geometrical schemas as a web that we
can weave in spacetime through which we can catch the ejects that are beyond our
schemas.
So, let us apply what we have learned to the System Schema as part of our development of
a Systems Phenomenology within the context of General Schemas Theory, which is a
broader theoretical horizon. We are not merely ‘being-in-the-world,’ we are also ‘being-inthe-system.’ There is a view of the system prior to the arising of the subject/object
dichotomy. This former viewpoint prompted us to propose certain questions: Do we freely
project, do we project socially as a group, or are systems merely objective things in the
external world? Yet, suddenly we realize that these questions are meaningless because all
of these things have become entangled for us. We are the noumena. We are the other
subjects and we do not identify with our own subjectivity, because we are actually ‘beingin-the-system’ when we are focused on the organization of things, and we cannot be
separated from the 'system' as such. Ask any engineer who has created systems in his
career. You will see that something of himself has gone into the system that he has created,
and as he creates it, he has to be completely part of the system he is working on. He is
engaged doubly in the ready-to-hand. He is immersed in the technological infrastructure as
he is creating it. He is using the technological infrastructure as he creates it. It is
simultaneously changing while he is in the process of producing new changes that will
affect others and their creation of new things. In his non-routine work, the engineer
engages fully in the ‘change of change’ in the system that he is building. What saves us
and makes this possible is that there are time lags in the adoption of new technologies so
that the effects are not immediate. It takes time for the technological diffusion of new
innovations in the technological infrastructure to take hold. So, suddenly it is possible to
understand the paradoxicality of Dasein on a practical level. Dasein is using the time-lags
in the technological infrastructure to build on existing technology while it changes out
from under him. At the same time, what he builds changes the future of the infrastructure
that he is embedded in, and these changes affect both him and others. We can only create
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new technology based on the pragmata396 of the technology that we are immersed in that
exists in the moment. We are constantly bootstrapping new technologies out of old
technologies. We are doubly caught in our own web397. We create the web of technology,
while taking from the web that we have created. And, from that baseline, the creation
assumes a hierarchical scale of organization, or horizons, that we call the schemas. This
puts the ready-to-hand into practice at each level, but also allows representations that can
be repeated mimetically to exist as representations through those pragmatic background
practices as present-at-hand. Schemas are horizons that we use in our technological
practice to produce present-at-hand products and representations that become the
technological infrastructure. In a sense, the Dasein of Heidegger is the perfect description
of the nature of Engineering as a self-bootstrapping pragmatic practice (based on metis398)
within the technological sphere. And Heidegger was aware of this! That is why he takes
the theme of the ‘nihilism of technology’ from Nietzsche and explores it even deeper. We
can examine an interesting rendition of this argument given by Fandozi in his Technology
and Nihilism399 but it would be a distraction to deal with the problem of nihilism in
relation to technology at this point. Rather, what we want to show is that Engineering has a
‘Dasein like’ orientation toward the technology that it builds and uses. And there must be a
difference between the ‘use phase’ and the ‘builds phase.’ In the ‘use phase’ the
technology is ready-to-hand, and in the ‘build phase’ one is trying to create a present-athand product that can be used. We will refer to the ready-to-hand as Process Being, and the
present-at-hand, or final product, as Pure Being. This difference brings up the transitional
nature between the two phases, which we will call the in-hand400, or Hyper Being401. This
also alludes to the argument of Wittgenstein402 who was onto the same thing when he
stated that meaning is use. He was contrasting the idea of ‘meaning as use’ to the idea that
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things have inherent and intrinsic meaning. The former idea might be seen as the ready-tohand of meaning and the intrinsic and inherent meaning might be thought of as the presentat-hand of meaning. Thus, Wittgenstein was essentially drawing a similar distinction to the
one that Heidegger was drawing. He was contrasting how things appear in use. We have a
difficult time creating the distance that we need in order to understand their representation
with how things appear when they seem to have inherent meaning as something that is
present-at-hand. In fact, Wittgenstein has a book called Philosophical Grammar in which
he discusses the Schemas at length, mostly using them as metaphors and analogies. This
book of Wittgenstein’s is replete with the way schemas can be used to understand our
relationships to things. The view in Philosophical Grammar, which is the precursor to
Philosophical Investigations, is more conducive to our view than his later reworked book.
At any rate, the same idea is essentially expressed by both Wittgenstein and Heidegger
who are generally regarded as the greatest philosophers of the twentieth century in terms of
their influence.

Schematic Horizons and the Meta-systemic Blindspot
The point that we would like to make, which we think may be new, is that at a given
particular schematic horizon, it is the next higher schematic horizon that is the basis of its
representation and repetition. In other words, if we are building a form, then the system
schema is its horizon, if we are building a system, then it is the meta-system (open-scape)
that is the basis of its representation. The higher horizonal schema is the medium through
which we approach the representation of the lower level schematic representations. Thus,
we approach the lower level schematic present-at-hand representations through our readyto-hand relationship in terms of the higher level schema as the horizon. Ready-to-hand and
Present-at-hand then become relationships that are between horizons, rather than being a
reification on the background of a single horizon of the World. We think this may be an
important insight for us in terms of the System. The Form is a representation on the
background of the System, and we approach the Form as a present-at-hand reification on
that background, but if we approach the Form through the System, then it is ready-to-hand
within the horizon of the System. Similarly we can create a representation of a System that
is present-at-hand on the background of the Meta-system, but if we want to create a
System, and if we want to approach it in terms of its non-representable and aconceptual
nature, then we have to approach it through the ready-to-hand relationship that it has to the
horizon of the Meta-system. If this is true, if these modes of ‘Being of Dasein’ and the
‘Engineer’ emanate from the relationship between schemas, then this could have important
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consequences for how we understand what we are doing when we build systems. Another
important implication is the fact that we do not understand meta-systems in the same way
that we understand the other schemas, we have a blind spot403 at the Meta-system level in
our culture, and this has a tremendous effect on our ability to produce Systems when we
‘bootstrap’ technology. Bootstrapping depends on its ready-to-hand relationship to the
higher horizonal level schema, and if we don’t understand that schema cognitively, then
we are handicapped. And this problem may compound at the higher level schema of the
Domain, since the Meta-system should be a representation on the horizon of the Domain.
Something is interfering with the Meta-system representations that take shape in the
Domain horizon. As we have said, the representation of the schema takes shape or ‘gels’
from out of the conjunction of the System and Domain schemas. A Meta-system is a
System on the background of a Domain. We can understand that very well. We have
Product Line Engineering404, which was once called Domain Analysis405, and thus we
understand the relationship of the Systems to the Product Lines through Domain Analysis.
So what we see from that example, is that the juxtaposed System and the Domain are not
producing a conjunctive organization of the Meta-system schema as they should.
Now we could argue that the schemas are merely a background against which we see
things, or a background that serves to make things visible. We could also argue that every
System that is created to make things visible must have a blind spot, and that the Metasystem is that blind-spot in the schematic spectrum of scales that constitutes phenomena.
There is also the possibility that some particular schema had to be this blind spot, and that
in our culture, during the Metaphysical Era, that blind spot was the meta-system. In other
words this argument proposes that visibility is dependent on the ‘counter constitution’ of
something that is invisible and that it is a particular horizon in the hierarchy of horizons at
various scales. But the failure of the Meta-system to ‘gel’ and to form a conjunction from
the juxtaposition of System and Domain, has crucial consequences for systems design and
its development within Engineering. It means that our mode of ready-to-hand access to the
System through the Meta-system horizon is impaired. But then we see, on the other hand,
that building systems is where our greatest activity is focused for creating artifacts that
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serve as the infrastructure for our world. So much so, that the entire discipline of “Systems
Engineering” is named after that one schema, i.e., the System Schema. This is the schema
that we must develop as a general trans-disciplinary academic discipline called Schemas
Science406. We need to balance the extraordinary activity that it takes to produce systems,
with the fact that the meta-system, as a horizon for the ready-to-hand gasping of systems,
is defective in our Western culture and worldview. This is not an accident. What has been
cited as a purely negative cultural defect, is perhaps a structural problem within the
panoply of the schematic spectrum of our culture. It is a nihilistic structure with too much
repetitive activity on one hand, and too little representability on the other. And this not
only affects the development of systems, but the placement of the systems in environments
where they have unintended consequences that are unforeseen. In other words, it affects
the entire lifecycle of the system and its interaction with its environment.
This means that the part of Systems Phenomenology that is necessary for recognizing the
representation of the Meta-system as a ‘horizon for systems’ is absent. This is in keeping
with the Heideggerian idea of Hermeneutics, which sees a sign407 as something that stands
in as present (conspicuous) for something that is absent (inconspicuous). Our frenetic
activity in building Systems is balanced by the absence of the representation of the Metasystem/Open-scape, as well as by the absence of an appropriate concept of accessing the
ready-to-hand aspect of the System through the background horizon of the Meta-system.
This excess and lack that appears in relation to Systems and Meta-systems manifests as
nihilism on the spectrum of the horizons of the schemas. That must affect our way of
creating Systems, it makes them more difficult to bootstrap from our existing technology.
It is as if we are groping in the dark. And this is amazing since technological innovation is
such a central part of our economy and our industry. It is important, as part of our Systems
Phenomenology, to understand that the absence of our recognition of the Meta-system
stymies our ability to build products with Systems that resonate. It is also important to note
that we do not acknowledge or understand the Meta-system, and as a result, our attempts to
create new Systems bootstrapped from the existing technological infrastructure are often
blind and miscalculated endeavors with disastrous consequences. As part of our Systems
Phenomenology it is important to understand the Meta-system as what is absent, and that
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through its absence it conditions our intensive attempts to create new Systems
bootstrapped from the existing technological infrastructure that is the background horizon
for every innovation in technology that becomes a new product. This bootstrapping is
concerned with producing emergent effects, and so it is important to understand the
relationship between emergence and de-emergence. The production of new innovations
through emergence, or the destruction of old infrastructure through de-emergence, is
caught up in the relationship between the System and Meta-system, because systems are
emergent and meta-systems are de-emergent. And it is probably no accident that the
system and the meta-system are the central schemas in the series of ten schemas that exist
as finitudes for human beings in our culture during this Metaphysical Era. In other words,
the presence and absence are in play circling around the central fold408 in the schemas
through which they express their duality with each other. The nihilistic excess and lack, as
well as presence and absence, plays around the center of the set of ten schemas that appear
as

Pluriverse/Facet,

Kosmos/Monad,

World/Pattern,

Domain/Form,

and

Meta-

409

system /System. Notice that the defect in the Meta-system occurs within the duality
between the Domain and the System. It is the juxtaposition of the Domain schema and the
System schema that should yield the Meta-system schema.

So, this means that an

asymmetry is created around the core of the spectrum of the schemas, and at that core the
Special Systems are represented by the Reflexive Social, Autopoietic Symbiotic, and
Dissipative Ordering Special Systems410. That core is hidden by the nihilistic structure of
presence/absence and excess/lack, which is nihilistic and semiotic at the same time. Thus,
we can consider that the hiding of the Special Systems might be the root cause of this
nihilistic structure. In other words, it is our access to the Special Systems that is absent,
and this absence is invisible and cannot be properly dealt with as long as the System and
Meta-system cannot be definitively distinguished. This means that, through asymmetry,
our Systems Phenomenology discovered that within the symmetrical structure of the set of
schemas there is something more deeply absent than just the Meta-system. This focus on
absence can transform our Systems Phenomenology into a Meta-systems Phenomenology.
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This will allow us to define a new kind of Science411 and Engineering that is intrinsically
nondual rather than dualistic412.

411
412
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CHAPTER 5

The System and its Relationship to the Meta-system
Open-scape Schemas
Why the Meta-system Schema is Necessary

This chapter explains the relationship between the 'inverse duals' of the System and Meta-system
schemas. The structure of showing and hiding between them is nihilistic, which means that their
opposition is so extreme that they are ultimately reduced to the same thing in that extremity. What is
the same between them is called the Enframing by Heidegger, which is explained in terms of
Ontotheology, the Philosophy of Presence, and Logocentrism. These pivotal critiques of postmodern
metaphysics will help us to understand the metaphysical conundrums that are endemic to our tradition
as we indulge in a phenomenological speculation concerning the Quadralectic and its relationship to
the structure of consciousness. In addition we will also examine the four viewpoints of the Novel, the
four Zoas of Blake, and the four types of Time as discovered by Brumbaugh. We are attempting to cast
a wide net in order to understand the foundations of the phenomenological structure of the
Quadralectic.

The Nihilistic Structure of Systems and Meta-systems
In the last chapter we examined how an over-emphasis on Systems is dialectically related
to an under-emphasis on Meta-systems. This indicates that there is a nihilistic structure of
showing and hiding, and absence and presence, built into the way that the schemas appear
to us within our worldview in this Metaphysical Era. The Form schema has been dominant
up until the beginning of the last century413. At this time there was an evolution in the
worldview that emphasized the Pattern or System schema as a structure. The Form schema
is opposite the Domain schema and the Domain schema has to do with perspectives. Since
the Renaissance the Form schema has been perspectivized in painting. And since then the
perspectivized forms have been the dominant motif in our culture until the end of the
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nineteenth century414. Then there was a move toward a Structuralism415 of Pattern416 and
System417, which are the two adjacent schemas to Form418. And in this competition
between Pattern and System, the System won out as the dominant mode of understanding
things beyond Forms. This is partially due to the Gestalt School that defined gestalts as
combinations of figures and backgrounds in a state of interactive tension419. Thus, there
was a natural understanding of the form in relation to a background. A System is merely
forms seen in sequence on a mutual background that reveals their relationship as a
temporal gestalt420. Systems are somewhat abstruse because we seldom see them all at
once as a static configuration. Generally, we project their totalized unity after serially
inspecting each form that exists within the scope of the background of the system. Once
we understand that the system can be a static meta-figure on the background of the metasystem, or that it can be seen as a temporal gestalt, which is more dynamic, it is then
possible to see how the analogy of a figure on the background of the gestalt is repeated in
the system on the deeper background of the meta-system as open-scape, or land-scape, or
sea-scape, or mind-scape or X-scape421. So there is a powerful analogy working here
between the two sets of adjacent schemas. Patterns reduce our scope, and although they are
powerful explanatory devices, as with Mendeleev’s Table of the Elements422, patterns do
not increase the scope of our vision or apply the relationship of the system to the metasystem in the context of the gestalt analogy. Thus, it is understandable how the System
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schema became prominent in the last century. But it is also interesting that the System
schema’s prominence coincided with a de-emphasis on the Meta-system schema such that
the system was envisaged as if on a plenum or blank background423 rather than upon an
organized background that it could have an interactive relationship with. This, in effect,
causes the Meta-system, as an Open-scape schema, to become invisible because it appears
between two emphasized schemas: the System schema and the Domain schema. The World
schema only really came into prominence through the work of Husserl and Heidegger and
others who subscribed to the ideas of Schopenhauer and recognized it to be the ultimate
schema in the horizon of our experience. Pattern serves as an explanatory schema and is
central to science, but is de-emphasized in Phenomenology, which instead, emphasizes the
World schema. The Form schema is taken for granted and thus it is de-emphasized by
structuralists and systemicists alike. Now, this ‘emphasis’ and ‘de-emphasis’ forms a
nihilistic panoply across the schemas which, in effect, means we must take into account the
meta-system as the hidden aspect of the system schema. This is the basic idea of A.
Plotnitsky in his book, In the Shadow of Hegel424. He illustrates how Hegel’s philosophical
concept of the System implies that the “General Economy” of Bataille425 is a background,
which is hidden and ignored. We equate the “General Economy” of Bataille with our idea
of the meta-system as being a systemic dual. That means that the “Restricted Economy” of
Bataille is an image of the system. Thus, Plotnitsky was the first to clearly see this
nihilistic ontological structure of ‘emphasis and de-emphasis,’ as well as ‘excess and lack’
between the System and Meta-system schemas. This is part of what Heidegger calls the
Ontotheological426 Metaphysics of Presence and what Derrida calls Logocentrism427. It is
an emphasis on the presence of the whole and complete System that de-emphasizes the
background, or absence, of the un-whole-some and incomplete Meta-system.
Once we have realized that this dialectical structure exists between System and Metasystem, then we must treat the Meta-system as part and parcel of the System schema as
well as part of our systems phenomenology. Phenomenology, according to Heidegger,
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studies the relationship of showing and hiding. This nihilistic structure can also be
understood as a presenting and absenting ontological structure that is significant and
relevant because it plays a role in the articulation of the schemas. This nihilistic structure
also obscures the Special Systems whose visibility is dependent upon a clear delineation of
the distinction between the System and Meta-system. The Special Systems are a model of
interpenetration428, and are related to Existence rather than Being, which implies that this
obscuring of the Special Systems is a result of emphasis and de-emphasis and that it is
ontological rather than an existential in nature. Emphasis and de-emphasis coincides with
the relationship of Systems to emergence and Meta-systems to de-emergence. Thus, we
can see that this nihilistic structure is built in and is not adventitious.
So, let us look more carefully at the Meta-system schema as a context for the System
Schema. The first thing we can say is that these schemas are duals. Systems are three and
four-dimensional while Meta-systems are four and five-dimensional, so they are posed
around that crucial transition to the uniquely structured fourth dimension, which is a model
of Existence and interpenetration. It is possible that our access to Existence from the realm
of projection (which is based on Being) is obscured as a result of a suppression of the
Meta-system. It is in that interface of the fourth dimension that the Special Systems are
formed, especially the Autopoietic Special System, which is modeled by the quaternion
and is the rotational group for the fourth dimension429. The Meta-system can also be
described as a de-emergent dual of the emergent System. This means that Meta-systems
are fragmented, and can be seen as wholes less than the sum of their parts in relation to the
System, which is a whole greater than the sum of its parts, as modeled on the gestalt
perception. Meta-systems can be likened to the wild seas that may surround a small craft
(the system) as it tries to remain viable. Meta-systems are full of positive feedbacks, in
either negative (blackhole) or positive (miracle) directions. We can model both the system
and meta-system using Systems Dynamics equations, although the difference is that the
system has a negative feedback at its core, while the meta-system contains uncontrolled
positive feedbacks that may produce an environment hostile to the viability of the system
that inhabits it. They are also full of discontinuities and singularities. They are structured
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Hanson, Andrew. Visualizing Quaternions. Morgan Kaufmann series in interactive 3D technology. (San
Francisco, CA: Morgan Kaufmann, 2006). See also Robbin, Tony. Shadows of Reality: The Fourth
Dimension in Relativity, Cubism, and Modern Thought (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006).
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on the pattern of source, arena, origin (sink), and horizonal boundary. The meta-system is
an open-scape, which is like a panorama. The panorama is seen from a particular point in
the landscape by an unmoving system configuration. A figure appears on the background
of the system as the system appears on the deeper background of the meta-system openscape. But this deeper background of the meta-system is fragmented; it does not have the
continuity of the system background. Systems are unified and totalized as wholes. Metasystems are dis-unified and de-totalized, but still act as wholes even when they have holes
in them. The holes act as niches for the system wholes. The meta-system acts as a filter for
the system, but whether or not the system fits into the meta-system niches, is the question.
The system sees those niches as voids to be filled.
Think of the meta-system as the shadow of the system, as Plotnitsky discusses In the
Shadow of Hegel430. There may be multiple points of view, which can be seen as multiple
points of light sources in the Domain, and these will cast multiple shadows when they fall
upon a system within the meta-system. The multiple overlapping shadows with their umbra
and penumbras serve as an adequate model for the meta-system. Many times the metasystem, because it is suppressed in our worldview, haunts the system. The meta-system is
all the negative and disruptive aspects that have been suppressed in order for the system to
be brought into presence. Jung referred to this as the Shadow431 that encompasses the
suppressed, negative aspects of the Ego, which is localized in relation to the general
unconscious, which, in turn, is the meta-system to the system of consciousness that is
totalized and unified around the Ego. For Hegel, the historical dialectically evolving
consciousness was unified and totalized by the Spirit. And when we apply this model to
the schemas we begin to see that there are multiple concentric horizons, each giving a
deeper background to the phenomena that is being brought into presence. We see the
background of the figure on the system as a whole, but we forget that the system has a
background in the meta-system. And this forgetfulness is a preserved structure within the
overall panoply of presentation on the background of obscuration. The entire panoply of
presentation and obscuration has to be taken together.
Heidegger calls this the enframing432. It is only when we are reminded of the forgotten
parts and bring those into conjunction with the presented parts that we see the entire
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structure of the enframing. Heidegger sees enframing as the essence of Technology. It is
the production of a standing reserve. Meta-systems are about providing resources for
Systems, they manage the standing reserve that Systems need in order to operate. Thus, we
can see that the relationship between Systems and Meta-systems are emblematic of the
wider question concerning the essence of technology as Heidegger describes it. As
Systems and Meta-systems participate in the enframing it is the deeper background that
serves to highlight the System. This is why we must make the ‘enframing of the system’
part of our phenomenology. Heidegger posits that a complete phenomenology does not
simply look at what is presented, but also sees what is made absent in the showing and
hiding structure that enframes the phenomena we notice. So much happens off-stage or
back-stage, which serves as a support to what is presented on-stage. We need to engage
phenomenology with more than what the audience sees on stage. We must engage
phenomenology in terms of the complete theatrical operation. The relationship of Systems
and Meta-systems gives us a glimpse of this enframing in operation. We see how they
depend on each other and produce a metaphysical Ontotheology as a mixture of too light
and too dark. When we continue to study the entire ‘enframing’ characteristics of the
Meta-system, then we see that all the aspects of the theater make the presentation of what
appears on stage possible. The same is true of consciousness. The relationship of the
conscious mind with the unconscious must also be considered. An example of this is eating
at a table while seated in a chair. Beneath its flat surface, the table creates a dark, hidden
recess where it is possible to use your legs or feet to nudge or communicate indirectly with
another diner. If one were eating while seated on the floor as is the custom in many parts of
the world, then that would not be the case because all the action and interaction can be
seen. It is the structure of the table as a platform that is raised that makes it possible for
things to go on under the table. This structural relationship between showing and hiding,
visible and invisible, present and absent, emergence and de-emergence, figure and
background (in the gestalt), system and ‘deeper background of the meta-system’ is called
the enframing.

Ontotheology, Philosophy of Presence and Logocentrism
We must consider the relationship between Ontotheology, the Philosophy of Presence, and
Logocentrism. In our tradition the Philosophy of Presence states that what is present is
given priority over what is invisible or absent. The present-at-hand is what has Pure Being.
Phenomenology and the Essence of Technology” by Paul Gorner
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/philosophy/endsandmeans/vol2no1/gorner.shtml accessed 080627.
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This is regarded as superior to what is absent, and many times a state of absence is created
in order for the present to come to the fore. Ontotheology is a deeper background to the
Philosophy of Presence that sets up the relationship between what is made present and
what is made absent in our tradition. Ontotheology is a monolithic approach that influences
what is allowed to appear as well as what is relegated to the shadows. This has been
perpetuated by a collusion between Theology and Ontology. Ontology specifies that Being
should triumph over existence, and Theology specifies that there should be One Supreme
Being (God) that has ascendency over all others. This is often specified by saying that
there is only one God and that this God of Christianity has a triadic structure in line with
the structure of the syllogism, and that “He is Good” besides being omnipotent,
omniscient, and eternal as well as having other non-finite characteristics. Ontotheology is a
monolithic transcendental system that suppresses difference. On the other hand,
Logocentrism, which is a term coined by Derrida, has to do with the fact that “spoken
culture” is more highly valued than “written culture”, even though writing is the basis of
all our tradition, and is the vehicle for events to become preserved and passed on through
time. This overvaluing of the Spoken over the Written as seen in Plato’s Phaedrus is a
persistent structure in our culture that hides Hyper Being whose nature is similar to the
nature of Writing. Software, as a mode of dynamic writing, is perhaps the only human
artifact that embodies Hyper Being directly. Ontotheology, on the other hand, suppresses
the nature of Process Being by projecting an unchanging transcendental superstructure
beyond experience, which does not allow difference to play its necessary role in making
change possible. The Philosophy of Presence is undergirded by these two other approaches
(Ontotheology and Logocentrism) that establish an enframing in culture such that it puts
the entire emphasis on Pure Being as what is Present, and suppresses absence by denying
the dynamic of showing and hiding.
Our view of these three approaches, i.e., Ontotheology, the Philosophy of Presence, and
Logocentrism have defined the essence of our tradition by promoting Pure Being and
suppressing both Process and Hyper Being so much that Wild Being and Ultra Being,
which exist at levels beyond Hyper Being, are never recognized as having any standing at
all. This promotion of Pure Being at the expense of Process and Hyper Being is
particularly evident in mainstream Science and has a hold upon Engineering, which sees
itself as the handmaiden of Science. Beyond the sciences, though, these modes of
philosophical thought have profoundly affected our cultural and academic tradition. They
have defined our approaches to religion and philosophy alike, and have filtered down to
dominate almost all aspects of our lives within the Western culture. Our emphasis on
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finished products in Engineering is the case in point. When a product is completed and
ready for delivery to the customer, the product must be in pristine condition in order to
fulfill the customer’s expectations or requirements so that the company (or purveyor) can
be paid for the work that has been done to produce the product. That moment is the interval
of Pure Presence around which everything else revolves. All is sacrificed in order that this
moment can be achieved with as much perfection as possible. Although we are loath to
admit it, Process Being, Hyper Being, Wild Being, and Ultra Being play huge roles in our
product development processes even though we suppress them in every way we can, while,
at the same time we are saddled with the task of having to pragmatically deal with their
consequences.
The Philosophy of Presence, Ontotheology, and Logocentrism are descriptions of our
attempts to ignore the meta-systems that envelop our systems. If we trace our history it is
possible to see how these meta-systems and their structures are reflected in the various
religious and philosophical ideas that were put forth at various times. Ontotheology and the
other philosophical approaches that shift our attention away from what is actually
happening toward ideals that are illusory continuities is a persistent global tendency across
the history of our tradition that produces centers of attention on the one hand, and
peripheral areas of avoidance on the other, so that our experience is conditioned and
reflected in our theories, philosophies, and religions through a hidden infrastructure. It is
possible to map the major philosophical trends of our Western Tradition into the schematic
organization of the Meta-system. This unseen (or unrecognized) meta-systemic structure
produces breaks and discontinuities as well as other features of our cultural landscape that
the interpretations of religion and various philosophies attempt to map433. Science and
engineering are not different in this regard. All the various maps of the landscape are
different and have structural relationships to each other, but the underlying landscape that
they are mapping does not change because that landscape is producing the basic drive to
emphasize some things and deemphasize others in order to maintain the Philosophy of
Presence, the regime of Ontotheology, and the reign of Logocentrism, which are designed
to suppress the higher meta-levels of Being from being recognized.
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See draft presentation by the author concerning the mapping of major philosophical systems from the
Western Tradition onto the meta-systemic structure of the Western worldview. The upshot of this
presentation is that the structure of ontotheology is that of the meta-system which is expressed in different
philosophies or religious views in different ways and many times these different philosophies that map the
same territory of the meta-system are diametrically opposed like the opposition between Dante and Milton.
Another example is the diametrical opposition between Spinoza and Leibniz, who although taking radically
different views of God and with philosophies of different structures end up mapping the same meta-systemic
territory from opposite viewpoints.
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In response to Heidegger’s theological studies, let us briefly consider the relationships of
the System to the Meta-system in light of Western Christianity and two literary works
borne from that tradition that exemplify Ontotheology. Dante’s Inferno presents a Supreme
Being that is Good and fully satisfying in tandem with an autonomous devil who appears at
the lowest place in hell fanning his wings at his frozen compatriots. Dante gives an
archetypal map of the topology of the Ontotheology of his time, which splits existence into
the Inferno, Purgatory, and Paradise. This map of the transcendental realms beyond the
immanent lifeworld bears an uncanny resemblance to the structure of the Meta-system and
this provides an insight into the organization of the Meta-system in allegorical terms. The
Inferno becomes the refuge for those who seek autonomy from God as Supreme Being.
Purgatory is the refuge for those who are freeing themselves from the sin of autonomy
from God, and Paradise is the abode of those who have given themselves up to the utterly
satisfying vision of God. Descartes takes those frozen beings in Purgatory (little gods) and
designates them as subjects (cogito) who determine meaning independently. For Dante, the
devil is frozen and freezes his fellow rebels in a static rebellion against God. But in
Milton’s Protestant vision presented in Paradise Lost434, the Devil is very active and is the
center of interest in the story. This theological difference between the activity of Milton’s
vision of the devil and the passivity of Dante’s vision is also expressed metaphysically in
the difference between the philosophies of Kant and Descartes, or as another example
between Leibniz and Spinoza435. Descartes dualistically separates the mind from the
extension of space. In Kant, there is the active projection of space and time and the
categories, which make the universe safe for Newtonian Science. Thus, when we consider
the impact of Descartes and Kant’s philosophical views, it clarifies how the rebellion of
Science against Religion merely preserves the same relationship between the elements but
inverts them, so that rationality becomes exalted and the irrationality of religious belief
becomes suppressed. As Harold Bloom says in his Map of Misreading436, it is Milton’s
devil that becomes the archetype for the creative poet as genius! In Dante’s view, the devil
is frozen along with his rebel angels and cannot move because all movement comes from
the Prime Mover, God. Yet, it is Milton who goes a step further and gives an extraordinary
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amount of movement and activity to the devil so that he becomes the most interesting
figure in the drama. Thus, the devil becomes the archetype for the poet and the scientist437.
And so, on the one hand, the ontotheological enframing is defined by the less intense and
inactive archetype created by Dante, while paradoxically, it is also defined by the more
intense and active archetype created within Protestantism. This contrast is actually an
inversion that preserves the same enframing structure that Heidegger presents. The poet
and the scientist are archetypes that represent the ones who bring in the new in order to
displace tradition. And when the scientist or poet/artist presents an idea or work that
changes our point of view and our lifestyle, this initiates an emergent event that transforms
history. This archetype is represented in Goethe’s Faust438 and in Mary Shelly’s
Frankenstein439.
Ontotheology harbors two mistaken concepts: First, the unification of everything under a
single metaphysical principle with a Supreme Being, and Second, the miscarriage of
autonomy where rebellion is initiated against the totalitarianism of the complete unification
of all beings under a Single Principle and all powerful Being440. These ideas are present in
Dante’s vision of the topology of the moral universe that exists beyond life, but they are
also present in Science, which rebels against Religion by elevating reason over
unquestioning faith. When reason is raised to the highest position, God is seen as the
Designer of Nature and the autonomous scientist/poet is seen as the one who brings about
emergent change through the exploration and exploitation of the design of nature produced
by God. The scientist/poet exploits nature and uses it as a basis for creating new things
that are founded on the principles and techniques that Science discovers. In regard to the
poet, he is the one to discover new visions that rebel against the traditional sensibilities,
such as we see in Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons441, which was the first book where
Nihilism, as a concept, was mentioned. In that novel the son used science and reason to
challenge traditional mores, including religious values, but this destroyed the meanings
embedded in the tradition that helped people to make sense of their lives. According to
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Harold Bloom, each generation of poets misread the last generation, and then try to hide
their readings as if their work had no relationship to what was created in the past by others.
We see a similar proclivity for the precedence of ideas in Science. Emergent ideas,
hypotheses, and theories are carefully recorded so they can be adjudicated as to who was
the first to discover something and claim priority for their discovery. Here, we propose that
misreading be interpreted in the context of a creative reading in which new ideas are
formed from the tradition, which, in turn, changes the tradition when an emergent event
occurs. Yet, the poet and the scientist make the fundamental assumption that they have the
autonomy to act creatively as an independent individual. The creativity of God, who
becomes incarnate as an emergent event in history, is transformed into the creativity of
individuals within the tradition442. Once we see that Science and the Christian religion are
actually one structure, we can better understand how enframing works. The fact that they
have been adversaries throughout Western history tells us that they are dependent on
assumptions that are similar to the assumptions that Heidegger refers to as Ontotheology.
This is exemplified in Baudrillard’s The Mirror of Production443, where he shows how
both Communism and Capitalism share the idea that the purpose of life is to produce.
Science and Art raise ‘production’ to the status of creativity, i.e., the production of the
genuinely new. But this production of the new is exactly what Dante sees as a rebellion by
the enemy of God in his cosmology of the romanticized Catholic moral sphere. There is a
structural transformation between Dante’s romantic vision, which is rooted in Catholicism,
and the Protestant vision of Milton. Milton turned the Inferno hot. He made the character
of the devil active rather than passive. He turned the forces of evil into an army actively
warring against God, rather than a frozen static force who are attempting to hold on to their
autonomy under siege in the city of Hell. Milton made the character of the devil more
interesting than it ever had been before. The devil, rather than God, becomes the center of
the drama in Paradise Lost. This contrast between Catholicism and Protestantism, as seen
in epic poetry, exemplifies structural reversals that reverberated throughout the culture of
Europe. These structural reversals created a place for rationalism and empiricism to be
fostered in Northern Europe. This rebellion of Protestantism created a haven for Science
and Art to become independent and creative activities that could take place outside the
Church. It made a place where Galileo would not have had to recant his scientific
discoveries. The entire ontotheological enframing includes not just the universal Catholic
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Church but all the hinterlands of the barbarians where Protestantism eventually took hold
and set Science and Art free from the chains of dogma444. The wars fought between the
Catholics and the Protestants eventually exhausted Europe and almost destroyed Germany.
But it set the stage for Modern Europe where religious tolerance would become the status
quo and this development first took hold in the Netherlands. We often fail to notice the
fundamental insight that when two powers fight they become more and more like each
other, and that the structural distinctions between them actually sharpens in their conflict.
It is necessary to consider the entire structural panoply of distinctions because that is what
defines the ontotheological enframing. This occurs because each side completely embraces
a totality and unity of their beliefs that they are willing to die for. In each case this totality
and unity is defined against the Other although the rejected Other is always a fundamental
part of the entire field of distinctions that any one player (on either side) uses to define
himself. Ontotheology recognizes that there is an inner fragmentation of the unifying and
totalizing vision of the marriage of Being and God, which produces conflicts such as those
between Protestantism and Catholicism. This conflict in the religious realm sets the stage
for an inevitable conflict between Religion and Rationality. The irony lies in the fact that
as both sides of the conflict seek to suppress difference, their actions actually have the
effect of generating greater difference and conflict. The entire panoply of structural
differences that produce the enframing must be considered together as a structural field.
This is because the over emphasis on the totality and unity of the given viewpoints
produces fragmentation, conflict, and difference that leads to war. Our generally accepted
view is that during the Middle Ages religion was preserved in the monasteries where the
vestiges of civilization were kept alive against a barbarian world. Then, with the advent of
the Enlightenment and the decline of the Middle Ages, rationality was substituted for
religion as the stance against the darkness and the perceived irrationality of the religious
dogma that had reigned during the Middle Ages. But, this accepted view does not take into
account the different viewpoints on rationality during the Middle Ages and the Modern
Era. These two eras defined darkness (irrationality) and light (rationality) differently. The
light of one era is the darkness of another. In other words, the organization that dominates
and controls the accepted mainstream thought in a given era considers itself to be in the
light, so what is considered to be darkness is relative and therefore changes, but the light
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and darkness continue to be part of the same enframing. An example of this is the mythical
Mithra445, who is the leader of the forces of light against darkness. In Mithraic doctrine,
whoever is defined as the Other and the Enemy become the forces of darkness446.
Presenting this history of Ontotheological enframing helps us to understand the part it
plays in our modern scientific and engineering culture. The claims of ontotheological unity
and totality produce the structural field of fundamental differences that we call the
enframing, and it is across the divides of that enframing that conflicts arise and wars are
fought in an attempt to enforce the totalitarianism of one Ontotheological viewpoint
(dogma) over all others. Tolerance springs from the exhaustion of these religious wars
such as those between Protestantism and Catholicism. Tolerance is an acceptance of
difference. But that acceptance of difference can produce even deeper divisions within
culture such as those between church and state, which leads to individual rights, freedom
of thought, and the organization of the secular state. So, we live with the traces and
remains of Ontotheological conflict in the organization of modern societies. These traces
and remnants of Ontotheology permeate our entire society and even affect the internal
structure of Science and Engineering. Here we focus on one such remnant of
Ontotheological Metaphysics that persists today, which is the fact that the Meta-system is
suppressed and the System is raised to a level of emphasis that is not in keeping with the
duality between the two schemas.
A similar sort of enframing logic applies to the relationship between the System and Metasystem. We see everything as a system, and we think of the system either as a
configuration of different ‘gestalt forms’ that are part of the same background or as
‘temporal gestalts’. Yet, either way we are forgetting the deeper background of the metasystem. We need to envision the enframing of the System and Meta-system together.
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Eventually this enframing structurally transforms so that the Meta-system is in the
foreground and the System is in the background, which is what is now happening in the
Postmodern Era. Post-modernism is producing many ‘meta-system like’ images. What was
once the fringe, is now being promoted as something central, and what is central is
becoming peripheral447. What we see as we gaze at the meta-system phenomena (which
was previously suppressed), is what is interesting to us, because, for so long, it had been
lost from sight in the enframing448. But, because of the Meta-system’s duality with the
System, the Meta-system was always there as part of this enframed mutual structure from
the beginning. When we understand the two together, then we can reach deeply into
System Phenomenology and realize that this phenomenology is pervaded by a Metasystem that is an absent, but implicitly implicated, element.

Enframing the System and Meta-system Schemas
Now that we have examined the notion of Enframing with regard to the Ontotheology of
the Western Tradition, we need to consider it in relation to the System and Meta-system
schemas in the context of the entire set of schemas. S-Prime theory449 suggests that there
may be ten schemas organized in a hierarchy that are nested in relation to scope and that
they constitute various horizons from Pattern to World. System and Meta-system schemas
are at the center of this hierarchy and together they form a very significant dimensional
transition. One of these schemas is emphasized and the other is de-emphasized, and our
belief is that their nihilistic relationships serve to hide the Special Systems. The central
Special System is the Autopoietic Symbiotic Special System, which represents closure and
thus autonomy. It is also described as representing unity by Maturana and Varella450. As
mentioned previously, according to Dreyfus451, unity and autonomy are the central
“mistakes” of Ontotheology from a pagan point of view452. Schemas are very strange,
because, although they have an existential structure, they are also part of the projection
mechanism of Being at the lowest level of our intentionality where we are projecting
spacetime. If we think of the schemas in terms of projection, then they are Set-like and
project upon the Mass-like nature of spacetime. They signify the dominance of Set
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approaches over Mass approaches, which are the rule in our tradition. They cover all
experience at each of the different scopes. They form a hierarchy and a nesting relationship
with each other, which is normally described by the Western Tradition as ‘a place for
everything and everything in its place,’ while being dominated by a Supreme Being such
as we see in Dante’s realms453. Both the inferno and purgatory are constructed as if there
were nested spirals with landings of different sizes at each stage of the journey. In a sense,
the schemas refine this type of hierarchical image, which is assumed to be unified and
totalized, i.e., consistent and complete. The schemas project their own order onto things,
each different from the other, but, in general, they are similar to each other in as much as
their various orders can be created based on the Foundational Mathematical Categories. So,
we can see that the schemas are part of a totalizing scheme of domination that project the
same set of organizations onto all experience at various scopes, with each one related to the
next in an emergent series. The various schemas take on various levels of importance in
relation to each other within the worldview. Thus, there are variations of emphasis within
the overall structure of the schemas. But all the schemas work together to make sure that
all the possible scopes of experiential phenomena are covered by one or another.
Depending on its dimension, a phenomenon can be schematized in a number of ways
(usually it is two but it can be as many as three, four or five ways454). The selection is
always from the limited set of the schemas that are given in S-prime theory. The schemas
are unified, first, by the fact that they are folded at the System/Meta-system boundary, and
second, by the fact that they form a series of duals. At their core, they have the Special
Systems, which confer autonomy and closure as well as existential unity. From this
perspective, i.e., the perspective of Being, schemas are the very embodiment of
Ontotheology. Therefore, it is not surprising that we will find nihilistic structures within
the panoply of the schemas as a whole.
But the schemas also have another side, which is based on the model of Existence provided
by the Special Systems. The relationship of the schemas to each other is one of
juxtaposition and conjunction. We notice that from the bottom up they form a series of
emergent layers, but if we consider them from the top down, then they are supervenient
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rather than emergent455. They form a series of duals such as pattern/world, form/domain,
and system/meta-system, but when these dualities come together in a series, they tend to
produce an autopoietic ring456. The schemas are related to dimensionality, which is
generated by Pascal’s Triangle457 with its minimal dimensional solids. It is the Pascal
Triangle that has the characteristics of the Special Systems fused together into one
mathematical structure.
Thus, we have a complex situation where, on the one hand, schemas are projections of
Being, and on the other hand, they are models of Existence based on the Special Systems.
This makes sense because they are the interface between awareness and intentionality.
They establish the spacetime envelopes that are the reference points for intentionality. To
the extent that we are aware of the schemas, they have a structure related to the Special
Systems that model existence, but to the extent that they are a distorting but semitransparent medium of the projection of Being, they support the rest of the super-structure
of intentionality in Being. So, it is important to keep these two ways of looking at the
schemas in mind, one is from the point of view of Being and the other from the point of
view of Existence. They are an interface between Being and Existence, and this makes
sense because Being and Existence are interleaved. This is to say that the kinds of Being
are interleaved with the Special Systems as a model of Existence. This interesting structure
that intertwines Being and Existence has been pointed out and explored in several of the
author’s working papers458. The structure looks like this:
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Ultra Being
 Meta-system459
Wild Being460
 Reflexive Social Special System461
Hyper Being462
 Autopoietic Symbiotic Special System463
Process Being464
 Dissipative Ordering (Neg-entropic) Special System465
Pure Being466
 System467
Ultra Being468
Table 5.1. Special Systems interleaved with the Kinds of Being.

The kinds of Being are interleaved with the Special Systems. The two mutually define each
other. And, in the Pascal Triangle we find a structure in the Nomos that has the
characteristics of all the Special Systems. So, it makes sense that from different
viewpoints, the schemas may have the characteristics of both Being and Existence at the
same time. In other words, if there is a transitional part of the nomos that links together all
the Special Systems, then why should there not be something that links together Being and
Existence that serves as an interspace between them? The fact that this interspace is right
on the boundary between awareness and intentionality seems only natural. Existence is
what is found and what we are aware of – without any projections upon it. Being is what
has meaning for us within our world. ‘Being’ is the intelligibility of everything that is. And
what is presents itself over and above our awareness of that which exists. That is why
Heidegger’s major question concerns the Meaning of Being. The meaning of Being gives
intelligibility to what we intend and to what is meaningful for us beyond mere existence.
The basis of that intention is to project the spacetime envelopes that form our reference to
the thing. This spacetime envelope is right on the border between awareness and intention,
between Existence and Being. It is the projection itself that allows us to see what is there
prior to that projection, if we have the ability to see beyond our own projections. It is what
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allows us to hear what the phenomena have to ‘say’ to us if we have the ears to hear it
beyond the language we generate. From the viewpoint of Being, we call this voice (of the
phenomena) that comes from beyond the projections, the introjected hyle, or, opacity and
obscurity. It is something very subtle that connects us to external things but also hides
them from us as well. In Indian Philosophy it is called Maya, in Islam it is called Dunya,
and in Buddhism it is called Dukkha (dis-satisfaction). It is what seems to put things within
our grasp, but at the same time places things just outside our grasp.
We are in the situation of Tantalus, where what satisfies us is just beyond our grasp, or,
beyond the schemas that we present. Remember that Tantalus was in a flowing stream with
fruits hanging overhead. When he reached for the fruit, the wind would raise the branches
and the stream would push him away, just out of reach, but still within eyesight of the fruit.
This is an image of having the Present-at-hand without the Ready-to hand. Yet, although
we can see this as an image of the distortion and interference that we project, this state of
introjected hyle also connects us to things in our world, or to what is in all the other
schemas. If we do not consciously understand the schemas, it is like being a fish in water
or a bird in the air, but not knowing that the water or the air is there! The schemas do not
impose distortions through movement in the same way that water or air impedes Tantalus
from reaching his goal, but rather, the schemas cause us to mediate our relationship to
things through ‘projected’ organizations that are based on the Nomos. We organize
ourselves with language and logic, but we organize other things with the schemas. Logic
connects to the mathematical categories in the Nomos to produce Model Theory. Schemas
connect to dimensionality in the Nomos to give us Schemas Theory. Between the embodied
schemas and the spoken language there is Reference Theory, which is part of pragmatics.
For example, Ethnomethodology469 is largely concerned with Reference Theory470.
Ethnomethodology explores the disconnects between our social projections through the
radical methodology of provocation i.e., setting up odd situations to see how people react,
like “candid camera” scenes471. By exploring these disconnects, we learn how the
projections are different from the actuality of the situations that we find ourselves in. So,
much of what we see is simply what we assume, rather than what is observed, and this
state of affairs can profoundly impact our designs. The schemas exist in this gap between
what is found to be actually there, and what we believe is there, or what we rationally
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thought was there. This gap where the schemas thrive is between awareness and the
intentionality of consciousness and they are based on the obscure and opaque machinations
of the unconscious.

Phenomenological Speculation on the Schemas
We notice that the external mundane world is schematized, but what we do not notice
(quite so specifically unless we think about it), is that our dream world is also
schematized472. And if we think about the hypnogogic dreams we have had, which are very
real dreams right on the edge of sleep, we notice that they are schematized too. By
schematized, we mean that we see envelopes of spacetime in those altered states of
consciousness in the same way that we see them in the mundane world of everyday
consciousness. According to recent research473, everyday consciousness can be considered
a type of dreaming, such as day dreaming, a reverie, a trance, or ‘zoning out'. Mundane
consciousness is not all rational thought. It can be composed of fantasy, idle thoughts,
desires, instincts, and trieb or wille. All of these states find us referring to the embodied
envelopes of spacetime objects whether we are conceptualizing them, imagining them,
lusting after them, or perceiving them phenomenologically in our experience, and because
schematization crosses all these realms, it is very deeply embedded in our awareness as a
trans-conscious bridge across various states of consciousness. It is even found in the
structuring of language. Therefore, we speculate that schematization impels us to find
intelligible spacetime envelopes in all our experience. Schematization is a very deep and
fundamental capacity of our human consciousness. It is deeper than the part of our
consciousness that knows what exists in those spacetime envelopes, because ‘whatness’
cannot be determined without the spacetime envelopes existing first. The fact that we have
reflexes that will involuntarily react against snake-like shapes or any unexpected
movement from other primal phenomena (which cause us to react before we know what we
are doing), means that there is some part of our mind that schematizes the spacetime shape
of the snake, and causes unconscious and “trieb” reactions to take place. This reaction to
danger occurs prior to our isolation of the ‘whatness’ of the snake, or any other primal
danger that we will react to instinctually. When we react to danger instinctually we only
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know something is there. In other words, we only have its spacetime envelope that has
been categorized as dangerous even though we do not know what it is.
Consciousness can be understood as a kind of dream initiated by data from outside our
senses, while our sleeping dreams are more freeform in their manifestations. Thus, we can
hypothesize that our schematization during the wakefulness of the outside perceptual world
is merely a sub-case of a more general schematizing capacity that expresses itself in all
realms of our experience. And it is of interest that the hypnogogic dream474, which is
between sleep and waking states, is the most real sort of vision we experience. In the
hypnogogic dream the schematization is all the more intense because it exists in the
interspace between sleep and wakefulness. Vivid and lucid dreams seem to be a species of
hypnogogic dreaming. So, there seems to be a state that is an intermediary between the
pure projection of dreams, and the modified projection of perception, i.e., imagining,
fantasizing, and conceptualizing. In dreams we know that the schematization is merely a
projection because we see landscapes, people whom we don’t know in those landscapes,
and occasionally people whom we do know. In waking mundane consciousness, in which
our natural dreaming state475 is somewhat modified by perception or other experiential
factors, we forget that we are projecting the spacetime fabric that underlies the experience,
and we think that what we see is real. But in the vivid, lucid, hypnogogic dreaming state,
we see the vision and we are aware that we are experiencing it. It is very real to us,
sometimes more real than external things from our mundane perception. Let us call these
hypnogogic visions “Imaginal”, following Corbin476 who interpreted the works of Ibn alArabi477. The imaginal is not just an imagination during waking, but a lucid, vivid,
hypnogogic dreamstate that is a manifestation of the dreamtime478, which seems more real
than either waking or dreaming states because it is on the boundary, or in the interspace,
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between the two479. Schematization is not modified by either the dream state or the waking
state in the Hypnogogic imaginal vision. The surrealist480 paintings of Salvidor Dali
express something of the character of these imaginal visions. They are striking images,
juxtaposed in ways that do not necessarily make sense, rationally or logically, but express
the “trieb” of the unconscious, either personal or collective. They are vivid and we are
lucid while we are having the visions during this time that we are waking up or falling
asleep, so we believe we are seeing something that is really there before us for that
moment, which seems like eternity. We take this schematization of the imaginal vision of
the Hypnogogic Dream to be the essence of schematization because it is largely untroubled
by a great deal of perceptual input, although, at times, there is some perceptual input (such
as loud noises that are interpolated as part of the dream itself). But, we must also note that
because of our lucidity and the dream’s vividness, the imaginal is not scattered and
fragmented like the normal dreams of REM481 sleep dreams. The hypnogogic images of
the imaginal are often very strange, like the paintings of Salvidor Dali482 and other
surrealists. These dreams stand apart from other dreams because, even though our ‘dream
state’ vision is extraordinarily vivid, we are still lucid. What we wish to call attention to, is
how those imaginal dream images seem to be embodied in relation to our actual body,
rather than in relation to our dream body, which we usually view from outside of ourselves
in our normal sleep dreams. In the Hypnogogic dream we experience the vision from the
inside of our embodied state.
In normal waking states, as pointed out by Todes483, Merleau-Ponty484, and Dreyfus485, we
are, in effect, living out in the openness of the world beyond our bodies, seeing the world
and not ourselves. In a dreaming state we are normally outside of our bodies watching
what is happening from some ‘out of body’ perspective, such as the perspective of the
narrator in the novel. That is why our entertainment has us looking at the main characters
from the outside. Film and TV series emulate dreams, and, as a result, they are able to put
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us into a trance that suspend our belief and immerse us in the action of the story. But in the
hypnogogic dream, it seems that we are neither outside ourselves (as in normal dreams
from the perspective of the onlooker or narrator), nor completely involved in the world as
in waking life. Rather, we experience the vision of the hypnogogic dream from within our
bodies, although the spacetime envelopment of our phenomenal body is experienced as
being separated from that of the imaginal vision. The hypnogogic dream image emphasizes
our own embodiment as dwelling at some spacetime distance from the vision. For
example, when we perceive a painting or sculpture, we experience our own embodiment in
relation to the art work, and this is similar to the hypnogogic vision. In normal REM486
type dreaming we are outside of our bodies watching ourselves, but when we are in waking
consciousness (participating and interacting with the world) we are, as Dreyfus likes to
say, “empty heads facing and involved in the world and its affordances487” i.e., totally
immersed in the activities of the world. In other words, we are fully embodied in the
waking state to the extent that we are involved in the world and in action. Yet, we drift
from this fully embodied wakeful ‘normal’ state into various trances, reveries, daydreams,
thoughts, and imaginings when we become dis-embodied, although not as a narrator seeing
ourselves from outside of our body, nor as an actor in a dream, but rather as if we are
disassociated from ourselves in that ‘distracted’ state. Bringing these points back to the
question of ‘how we design’, we emphasize that we cannot ignore how these conscious and
unconscious states affect our perceptions on design.
Heidegger’s idea of the present-at-hand and ready-to-hand help bring this point into
perspective. These two modalities are usually simultaneously experienced by Dasein. We
are generally involved in activities that we have intended to do. We perform actions based
on the ready-to-hand technological infrastructure that is available to us. Only when there is
a breakdown in this infrastructure, do we notice the ready-to-hand that lies under our
present-at-hand experience of grasping for things in the world. We are focused on the
product and the manipulation of the world, rather than ourselves in this present-at-hand
orientation that forgets the ready-to-hand substrate of our experience! Often we are going
into trances rather than maintaining some sort of pure present-at-hand consciousness. It is
as if these trances that denote and relate to our finitude, were the ready-to-hand of
consciousness itself. In other words, the time frame in which we are able to stay in a
productive and rational controlled conscious state is not as long as we would like to think.
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These trance-like states are the infra-structure of consciousness related to our finitude that
makes it possible for “pure” consciousness to sometimes exist. These impure (trance-like)
states of consciousness surround eating, sex, clothes, entertainment, reading, conversation,
almost everything related to our finitude as human animals. Heidegger calls them moods
that suffuse consciousness. Mood, in Old English, meant the unity of mind and body, but
with the Latinization of English, this term was diluted and pushed to the periphery of our
language and now stands for the inalienable affectivity of consciousness, i.e., its feeling
and emotional states. For Heidegger, the most important mood is Anxiety, because it has
no specific object. Anxiety is a mood attached to the Meta-system and not the System.
Heidegger sees Anxiety as a mood that relates us to the nature of our mortal finitude in the
world. But Dreyfus speaks of the moods as being various augmentations, or variations on
the world, which are related to the gods of ancient polytheism, such as those of the Greeks.
Moods are more persistent than the brief interludes of trances during daily life that make
up the impure states of consciousness. From the point of view of the dominant ethos of
productivity that Baudrillard speaks of in The Mirror of Production, and according to
Dreyfus, this ethos can be traced back to the Roman worldview. We note that from
Heidegger’s point of view, it is when we are in the dominant, socially imposed, productive
state of intentional rational consciousness called work, which is defined over and against
leisure and play488, there is an emphasis on the equi-primordiality of present-at-hand and
ready-to-hand.
But, what of the impure states of consciousness? When we consider the wide range of
these impure states we see that there are variations on dreaming, and the most interesting
among these is the surreal hypnogogic imaginal vision. That type of impure consciousness
shows us something interesting about schematization because, in the same space, it relates
the body of the vision to our own body that dwells as a virtual extension of the real space.
When we are in that state of mind it is as if we catch a glimpse of the extension of threedimensional (3d) space into four-dimensional (4d) spacetime. We are in a dynamic tension
between ourselves and the vision while dwelling in a relationship that we do not
experience from outside our bodies, nor in a disassociated mode of reverie, or fantasy, nor
in a fully involved mode where we are “empty heads involved in the world” (and thus are
forgetting ourselves as we are projected into the ‘open’ of the world we inhabit). In the
descriptions of the visions of various Christian mystics, we see this sort of hypnogogic
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vision in action and it was precisely this sort of vision that Meister Eckhart489 criticized.
Because of its fullness of concept, affect, and phenomena, this sort of hypnogogic vision
could not possibly be the deep mystical experience of the Godhead whose hallmark was
emptiness. An example of this type of hypnogogic vision would be the visions of Mary, as
reported by various Christian mystics, who claim that they see her as if she is life-like and
real. It is the external reality of the hypnogogic image that is clear, and that emphasizes the
spacetime interval between the embodied, finite, living human being, and the lucid vision,
which is vivid. Other dreams, for example the waking dreams of normal consciousness, are
reveries or trances, which overcome an individual when he is engaged in work or play or
projecting out into the world what he has already projected outside his body. We are in the
milieu of our experience of the world without thinking of ourselves. Our bodies have
become ready-to-hand to normal experience. And the dissociation of trance and reverie
take us further out of our bodies and cause us to forget our active engagement in the world
for a moment. In dreams, on the other hand, we are a spectator who sees our dreambody
and its interactions with others in the dreamscape from some distance. Sometimes we
experience things in these hypnogogic dreams from inside our body, but this is rarer than
the ‘out of body experience’ common to normal dreams. Normal dreams are almost the
reverse of the hypnogogic state. We are in a dreamspace relationship with our dreambody
in which we see things from the point of view of the narrator who is relating the scene of
the novel. Modifications of waking consciousness, i.e. fantasy, trance, imagination, is like
the character in the novel who is engaged in an imaginary world as a surrogate. In the
hypnogogic vision of the imaginal, we are like the reader who feels themselves embodied
in a relationship with the scenes that they are reading. The reader can feel the relief we all
feel when we wake up from a nightmare which, at first, seems real until we realize that it
was only a dream. The writer, on the other hand, is in a state of production consciousness
where the present-at-hand and ready-to-hand are equi-primordial. The writer is producing a
text, which is spilling out onto the page as he contemplates and wonders what is going to
happen next. This is a normal, rational, and mundane productive consciousness, whether
we are writing as work or play. As we fall into the trances of our imaginings, reveries, or
fantasies that make our consciousnesses impure, then we become like characters who are
engaged in the world, as ‘empty heads,’ totally immersed in the stories they are engaged
in. When we become like dreamers, we take on the perspective of narrators, but when we
enter the hypnogogic state, then we appear as readers.
489
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Blake's Four Zoas and the Articulation of Time
All four of these positions are illustrated as the Four Zoas490 within Blake’s meta-novel491
(prequel) to the Bible and its various versions of the one God:






Writer Productive Consciousness: Urthona (inspiration)/Los (poetic prophecy,
Blake himself)
Reader Hypnogogic Dream: Tharmus (laborer, instinct, nature) /Death
Character Day-dreaming, imagining, reverie, engaged in the world. The character is
engaged in the world, and when we are caught up in the character, we are engaged
in a fantasy: Luvah (passion) / Orc (rebellion)
Narrator, Night-dreaming outside one’s body: Urizen (reason) /Satan (god of
Deism for Blake)

These are the structural positions of the meta-novel. The meta-novel is a story in a story. In
the meta-novel, the novelist tries to give a feel for what it is like to create a novel. The
writer, the character, the narrator, and the reader may all disagree as to what is happening,
but what is happening before all else is schematization, which is modified by each of these
viewpoints. These viewpoints are the moments of the Quadralectic. The Quadralectic is
made up of concept, essence, perspective, and design at the level of Hyper Being, which
are synchronized to moments of the Emergent Meta-system System in Existence.
Perspective appears in relation to the reader/hypnogogic visionary, Essence appears in
relation to the character/daydreamer, Design appears in relation to the narrator/dreamer,
and Concept appears in relation to the writer/productive creator. Once we see that the
different states of impure and pure consciousness are related to the positions of the metanovel, in which the writer appears as himself, different from the reader, characters, and
narrator, then we see that it is possible to have a work of art, or design, that relates to the
entire Quadralectic. As in the case of Salvidor Dali, we expect the work of art to be
anamorphic, which is something (often a form or object) that is created to embody and
resolve the contradictions, paradoxes, and absurdities that appear in contrast to the
anamorphic object. The anamorphic object is a reification of the 'eject', which is prior to
the subject/object dichotomy and this allows the pivotal paradoxical object to participate in
different perspectives of the Subject at the same time. Anamorphic objects embody
paradoxes by appearing in various forms in relation to our anagogic vision. The anagogic
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vision is one that turns from one perspective to another at the axis of the anamorphic
object. The two perspectives are mutually exclusive if not contradictory, but the
anamorphic object will generate a change in perspective, which is an attempt to resolve the
paradox or absurdity embodied in a “Catch-22"492 or double-bind493 situation494.
To anchor this scheme further we can appeal to Unreality and Time495, the work of R. S.
Brumbaugh who previously drew similar conclusions to those drawn here. He says that
Time has four different models in history that have led to four different philosophical
approaches to Time. It is possible to line up our model (which connects the viewpoints on
the novel), the Four Zoas of Blake, and the Quadralectical moments with the four different
kinds of time that Brumbaugh identifies.

Novel

Zoas/
Specter

Moments

Brumbaugh’s
Philosophical

Brumbaugh’s Types of
Time

Approaches
Writer
view

Urthona/
Los

Concept

Process Philosophy
[Heraclitus, Bergson,
Whitehead] (material,
synthetic) (whole,
dynamic)

Subjective time
(Psychology, Fine arts,
Creativity) memory and
anticipation

Reader
view

Tharmus/
Death

Perspective

Atomists [Democritus]
(material, analytic)
(dynamic, parts)

Public time

Character
view

Luvah/
Orc

essence

Aristotle (formal, analytic)
(static, parts)

Cyclical time (biological),
(Medicine, Politics)
growth

Narrator
view

Urizen/
Satan

design

Plato (formal, synthetic)
(static, whole)

Atemporal (mathematical,
logical) pure extension

(Natural Science,
Technology) vibration

Table 5.2. Brumbaugh's Kinds of Philosophies and Times.
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Philosophical
Approaches

Types of time

tenses

Example
Novels

Divided
Line

Emphasis

Platonic Models

Process
Philosophy
[Heraclitus,
Bergson,
Whitehead]
(material,
synthetic)
(whole,
dynamic)

Subjective
time
(Psychology,
Fine arts,
Creativity)
memory and
anticipation

Future

Mann The
Magic
Mountain496

eikasia

Myth of Er
Spindle Model
(Republic 10)

Atomists
[Democritus]
(material,
analytic)
(dynamic,
parts)

Public time
(Natural
Science,
Technology)
vibration

Past

M. Proust,
Swann’s
Way497

pistus

Mythological
projection
(arbitrary
temporality
of language
with each
sentence
having its
own now
point,
psychological
states and
events)
Phenomenal
Object
(passing time,
tri-modal and
onedirectional)

Aristotle
(formal,
analytic)
(static, parts)

Cyclical time
(biological),
(Medicine,
Politics)
growth
Atemporal
(mathematical,
logical) pure
extension

Present
progressive

Sophocles
Oedipus498

dianoia

Present
Eternal

F. Kafka
The
Castle499

nous

Plato
(formal,
synthetic)
(static,
whole)

Dynamic
structure
(recurring
cycle that is
bi-modal)
Value
(number
series)

Model of
Cosmic
Reversal
(rewinding)
(Statesman)
Weight and
Water driven
Town Clocks
Timaeus 40d
(complex
sundial)
Antikithera
machine
Model of the
WorldSoul
[Armillary
Sphere]
(Timaeus 32ff )
Model in
motion

Table 5.3. Brumbaugh's Extensions of the approaches to the Kinds of Time.

In other words, we are not claiming that these four different nexuses or moments have not
been identified before, rather, we are merely deriving them phenomenologically from the
novel in ways that are different, but complementary, to the work that Brumbaugh has
accomplished. But, Brumbaugh also makes the anti-ontotheological point that these four
different kinds of time and four different philosophical approaches are valid in their own
contextual and independent ways of looking at the world. He points out that these
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approaches have long histories within the Western tradition, and that none of them can
claim absolute supremacy. Each must be considered in their own realm as legitimate. And
he also makes the point that many problems come from assuming one and suppressing the
others, or by applying a root metaphor to a realm that it does not appropriately fit into.
Brumbaugh gives examples of novels whose authors exemplify each of the types of time.
He also gives examples of mechanical models from Plato that exemplify these kinds of
time. He relates them to the Divided Line of Plato as well as to the temporal tenses. In
essence, he multiplies the examples of the various kinds of time, so that we can relate them
to the moments of the Quadralectic, which were revealed as self-conscious in their
relationship to each other by Blake.
Relating schematization to all the states of consciousness allows us to see that it is a very
deep projective structure. Furthermore, by relating it to the viewpoints in the novel, we see
that there is a wide array of literature available for studying and understanding the
Quadralectic in action. The Quadralectic relates at the trace level of Being, i.e., Hyper
Being, to the Emergent Meta-system cycle in Existence. But it is also important to note
that the moments of the Quadralectic can also be seen as the transformations between the
sub-schemas (whole Form sub-schema, partial Picture sub-schema, partial Plan subschema, and partial Model sub-schema) and it is through these moments that the schemas
are differentiated in terms of the downward (representational) and the upward (repetitional)
movement between dimensions.
We wish to point out that the states of consciousness are distinguishable and have different
orientations to the schemas. Thus, the different distinguishable states of consciousness can
provide a basis for a phenomenological understanding of the Quadralectic. We have used
the example of Blake’s Four Zoas to show that this Quadralectical structure has been
previously represented in Blake’s time. At that time Biblical criticism distinguished the
different versions of the One God as YWHW, El, Shaddai, Adonai, etc., which were, in
turn supported by the plural noun Elohim500. The Biblical God can be represented by the
Quadralectical structure from the point of view of Blake who created his own pre-biblical
narrative in the Four Zoas to explain the relationship between the various images of God in
the Bible. These images of God tell us more about ourselves than they tell us about God
Himself. They inform us of an internal schematization process that comes out of us. This
process can be seen in the entire field as a structural array that consists of ways of
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approaching a concept like God, which has no internal structure Itself. The concept of God
is a mirror to Humanity. And when Blake and Hegel looked into that mirror they saw
“through a glass darkly”501 the premonitions of the Quadralectic. In the Bible, God says
that He created man in His Image502. Yet, we derive some ideas of what we conceive our
image to be from all the myriad ways that we think about, or imagine, the ultimate concept
of God as Supreme Being. Ontotheology says that utter unity and complete totality is
unsustainable, and that it actually only leads to fragmentation and difference between the
competing visions of the Absolute. But, as a structural field, this plethora of differences
and fragments of the absolute vision are not without structure. Blake (privately) and Hegel
(publically) give us an intimation of that structure in their meta-novels, and through their
example we can see this structure working itself out in the myriad forms of the novel, as
well as in the forms of consciousness with all its variety. When we compare the
phenomenology of everyday consciousness with the structure of the viewpoints within the
novel, we can see that when these viewpoints have been brought together, we are
compelled to be self-conscious of them. We must be aware of the dualistic struggle
between Good and Evil as it entered the Western tradition from Zoroastrianism503 through
the Greeks. As a generator of difference this dualistic struggle has helped us to understand
ourselves at a fundamental level when we see that the field of this struggle and the
differences that it produces are self-organizing in the face of a lack of any internal structure
in the ultimate and absolute Transcendental Object, i.e., God, and that this structure
mirrors the Quadralectic. In fact, it has been shown in this chapter that we can see the
outlines of this structural pattern when we compare the phenomenology of everyday
consciousness with the structure of the viewpoints concerning the novel, and that this
structural pattern has been brought to consciousness, in such a way to make us selfconscious of them by the work of Blake and Hegel. The same pattern has been found by
others as we have shown through our reference to Brumbaugh who connects similar
patterns found by other scholars. At this point we are in the position to mathematically
reify this structure and realize that it is actually the structure of our creativity in all realms
of endeavor, although our focus here will be on the creative process of Emergent Design.
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CHAPTER 6

The Wholeness of the Axiomatic Platform and the Entry
into Hyper Being
The Importance of Self-mediation in the Structure of Sign Systems.
Once we understand the general phenomenological context of the Quadralectic we can then focus on
Hyper Being as the meta-level of Being where the design process occurs. However, it is necessary to
show that Hyper Being exists, so a geometrical analogy is used to clarify the existence of Hyper Being
within a world of objectivist Science and Engineering. We will focus on establishing the Axiomatic
Platform as the basis of Axiomatic Geometry and relate it to the Ennead of Pieter Wisse, which serves
as the foundation for his Metapattern method. At this point we will generalize from the Ennead to the
Icosaheptead, which is the next level up in complexity and then show how it is part of a structure that
Plato termed the WorldSoul. The Foundational Mathematical Categories will be used to analyze the
structure of the Enneadic Axiomatic Platform and its relationship to the Icosaheptead. Next, we will
demonstrate how the Meta-system is produced as non-Euclidian Geometry when we add the Fifth
Axiom to Absolute Geometry. Finally, we will look at the possibility of mutual grounding instead of
self-grounding as a solution to the problem of foundations in the Western tradition. We will show how
this mutual grounding is related to the Special Systems that are embodied as structures of mirroring.
This reveals the difference between the differentiated and undifferentiated structures such as Being
and Beyng, or Clearing and Openness. In addition, we will look at various tasks in Engineering
development where Hyper Being shows up in disciplines other than Design.

Entry into Hyper Being
So far we have explored Pure Being and Process Being and their impact on Systems
Phenomenology. Now it behooves us to enter the upper reaches of the meta-levels of
Being, which has been our goal from the beginning. The next higher kind of Being is
Hyper Being. But, with our entry into Hyper Being things become much more difficult and
suddenly we are in an esoteric, metaphysical realm. Yet, it is necessary to enter into this
realm, and the others beyond it because this is where the core capacity for Design
originates. Hyper Being is the realm of possibility, and without possibility there would be
no design. However, in the Western Tradition, this higher type of Being, which plays a
central role in Ontotheological Metaphysics, has been forgotten or suppressed and this
leads to the challenge of showing that it exists so that it can be taken seriously. Once we
show that Hyper Being must exist, then the other more esoteric realms of ontological
standing, such as Wild Being and Ultra Being, become more plausible. We will be treating
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these higher meta-levels of Being in Chapter Eight, but to begin with we will only
introduce Hyper Being as we strive to show that this standing toward the world exists and
provides a foundation and a spring-board for the possibility of design. We will use
geometry to demonstrate the existence and nature of Hyper Being. This example will have
multiple applications. First, our application of geometry will demonstrate that Hyper Being
exists. Second, it will give us a basis for understanding the Ennead as an Axiomatic
Platform504. Third, it will help us to further refine our understanding of the nature of the
transition between the System and Meta-system, and fourth, it will prepare the ground for
the development of Sign Engineering.
Hyper Being can be identified through the relationship of the first four axioms of geometry
to the fifth axiom505 of geometry. The first four axioms of Geometry give the definition of
the Axiomatic Platform506 of Geometry, but the fifth axiom507 has always been
problematic, and eventually led to the development of non-Euclidian geometry508. We will
analyze the relationship of non-Euclidian geometry to traditional Euclidean geometry as a
metaphor for the relationship of the System to the Meta-system. We will stress the point
that Hyper Being characterizes the transition between the System and Meta-system, which
designates that design must find its niche between these two core schemas. So, by
establishing the relationship between the four basic axioms of geometry and the fifth
axiom, which gives rise to the alternatives of the three geometries, we will have a
fundamental example of the arising of the possibility of Hyper Being. That relationship
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embodies the nature of Hyper Being, which is normally thought of as a type of
indecision509 between possible alternatives. The existence of Hyper Being is intrinsic to the
nature of the manifestation of the fifth axiom of geometry in relation to the four basic
axioms of absolute geometry510, i.e., the core of geometry that does not change in relation
to the alternative possible geometries generated by the fifth axiom.
The four axioms of absolute geometry, this unchanging core of all geometries, is an
archetypal example of an axiomatic platform. All other axiomatic systems in mathematics,
logic, and other determinate disciplines, which were based on proof and developed later in
the history of the Western tradition, were modeled on this first axiomatic platform. We
call it a platform because it is a stable basis for reasoning and defines essential differences
minimally. Wisse based his Ennead on this axiomatic platform structure when he
developed his Metapattern meta-method. The Axiomatic Platform of the Ennead is posited
as the foundation for Sign Engineering. But we can go further and examine a geometrical
example that will provide a fundamental basis for Semiotics511. Thus, in this chapter we
will develop a broader basis for Sign Engineering512 by using geometry to create a Theory
of Signs513, which will further develop the theory of Peirce by moving from the structure
of Logic to the structure of Geometry. This movement from the structure of Logic514 to the
structure of Geometry will further develop and complement the theories of Peirce515.
A geometrical example gives us a very precise analogy for the relationship of the System
to the Meta-system. We have been attempting to define this difference as precisely as we
can all along, but here we will show how distinction figures into the relationship of the
fifth axiom to the first four axioms of Absolute Geometry. The axiomatic platform defines
a System and differentiates that System from all that lies beyond, i.e., its Meta-system. But
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in defining the boundary of the System, the fifth axiom also opens up the possibility that
the Meta-system exists as a parallel intrinsic structure to the System by utilizing the fifth
geometric axiom to provide closure516 for a particular geometry. Giving closure to a
particular geometry excludes other possible geometries that the fifth axiom may generate
through variations of itself. The fifth axiom is a prime example of a Gödelian Statement517,
which is a statement that defines a System’s emergent properties but cannot be confined to
existing either inside or outside of the System. It is the Gödelian characteristics of the fifth
axiom that will generate the repercussions that we will explore518. It simultaneously
defines Hyper Being as a possibility that can manifest between Static Being519 and
Becoming520. It also defines the difference between the System and Meta-system, and
gives criteria for the problematic sublation521 of the axiomatic platform into an entity that
is whole. The problematic nature of this sublation produces an alternative model for
Semiotics522 that can be added to Peirce’s development of the same discipline, which
shows that Pieter Wisse523 has had an essential insight into the nature of the Axiomatic
Platform in his definition of the Ennead524.
When we define the difference between the System and Meta-system, we discover that
there is an even more subtle structure of differentiation, which we will call the Special
Systems525. It is only through making a clear distinction between the System and the Metasystem that it is possible to see this more subtle organization of structures526 that exists
within the discontinuity between them. Although Hyper Being is more obscure than Static
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Being and Becoming, once its implications are understood, it becomes an avenue for
increasing the subtlety of our account of the relationship between the System and the
Meta-system because it opens up our access to the finer structures that exist as fractal
organizations that transition within that discontinuity. We are expanding Systems
Phenomenology on two fronts. On one front we are moving up the meta-levels of Being to
higher and higher meta-levels, the next of which is the Hyper Being, on another front we
are expanding the scope of our vision from merely analyzing the system on its own, to
considering its inverse dual, the meta-system, and the special systems that exist as
partialities between them. Special Systems are partial thresholds of organization, that are
actually incomplete Systems and Meta-Systems. These partialities are part System and part
Meta-system. We have shown that there is a showing and hiding relationship between the
System and the Meta-system that obscures the Special Systems because the Meta-system
schema exists as a blind spot in our culture. We have advanced the phenomenological
argument that schemas show up in several different states of consciousness and that these
differences give a framework for understanding different views of the schemas. This
argument moves us closer to a definition of the dynamics of design as expressed in terms
of the Quadralectic. However, it behooves us to fully explain the transition between the
meta-level of Process Being and the next emergent meta-level of Being, which we will
refer to as Hyper Being. This transition is crucial to our argument because it is at this level
that we pose the Quadralectic as a fundamental way to understand the design of both
Systems and Meta-systems.
Hyper Being is short for what Merleau-Ponty calls the “Hyper-dialectic between (Process)
Being and Nothingness” in his work, The Visible and the Invisible527. For Merleau-Ponty,
this definition of Hyper Being is the prelude to the definition of Wild Being. The concept
of Hyper Being was developed by Heidegger, who named it Being (crossed out528).
Derrida took this concept and defined it as the differance529, i.e., the meta-difference,
which contrasts spatial differing and temporal deferring. Derrida's concept of differance
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initiated a school of thought called Deconstructionism530. Deconstruction is actually a term
Heidegger uses to designate his method in Being and Time531. Derrida’s early work in Of
Grammatology532 and Writing and Difference533 is closely tied to this approach of
Heidegger. Derrida took Heidegger’s concept of Hyper Being and applied it to the work of
Husserl534. The development of Deconstructionism has led to the further development of
Post-modernism535 and Post-Structuralism536. Yet, the most interesting development to
emerge in light of these works is that of John Sallis, who traced the concept of Hyper
Being back to the Timaeus537 of Plato, who refers to it as the third type538 (kind) of Being.
Thus, it appears that this perspective was first inaugurated by Plato, but was forgotten in
the Western tradition until it was rediscovered by Heidegger and then developed by
Derrida539 before being taken up by others540. In the Timaeus, as Plato is describing the
creation of the world by the Demiurge, he defines Hyper Being as a new beginning, and in
the midst of this new beginning, Plato takes an abstract description of the world and seeks
to embody it. Here, he sees that the third kind (type) of Being, embodied by the chora or
receptacle541, is necessary for this process of embodied creation. In other words, the
process of Being and Becoming are considered theoretical by Plato, because, when an
actual, embodied creation occurs, an appeal to this third kind of Being is deemed
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necessary. We call it the third type of Being because it appears when one considers the
difference between Pure Being and Process Being. It is clear that the differance is a third
kind of Being different from what is being distinguished. It cannot be anything that is of a
lower ontological status, and it cannot be anything of a higher ontological status either. So,
with this third kind of Being, which is beyond Pure Being and Process Being, i.e.,
Becoming, we are opening Pandora’s Box and admitting that there might be infinite kinds
of Being, each of which we understand as a meta-level of Being. Later, in the Timaeus,
Plato discusses yet another beginning and comes close to defining Wild Being542, but at
this point he does not call it a fourth kind of Being although there is a good chance that
Plato knew about all the four kinds of Being and their role in the creation of emergent
eventities. Yet, Plato did stress the role of Hyper Being, which was precisely what the
tradition had forgotten, so it came as a surprise when Heidegger first rediscovered the
concept. Heidegger found this possibility of unleashing an endless succession of various
kinds of Being so very disturbing that he sought a radical solution to this problem543. But
others eagerly explored this new landscape of the possible kinds of Being, and MerleauPonty went on to define the inverse of Hyper Being, which he called Wild Being544. For a
long time it was unclear as to whether there was a fifth kind of Being, but it now appears
that there is a higher level than Wild Being, which we have dubbed Ultra Being545. These
discoveries of the existence of each higher kind of Being transform the world by
specifying higher levels of transcendence546 and higher levels of schemas as well. This is
because the differences between the schemas are inscribed at their meta-levels of Being
and it is these differences that specify their essence. Yet, introducing a new kind of Being
restricts the essence of the schema even further547. It appears that there is no kind of Being
beyond Ultra Being, and Heidegger’s concern about an infinite regress was unnecessary548.
Yet, if we consider Heidegger’s innovation with regard to stopping that regress, that would
be of great interest to us since it orients Metaphysics in a whole new direction549.
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Hyper Being is crucial to our argument because it defines the realm in which design
occurs. That is the realm of possibility. Hyper Being opens up the realm of possibility,
which does not exist in Pure or Process Being. If Design is going to occur we need to open
up that realm first. The realm of Hyper Being provides a springboard for the possibility of
Design. Our contention is that when the realm of possibility is opened up, then design
becomes possible through the application of the Quadralectic. Based on our
phenomenological analysis, the Quadralectic is all the points of view that one may have
within schematic consciousness. In the last chapter four points of view were identified.
These correspond to author, reader, narrator, and character in relation to the structure of
the novel and the Four Zoas550 of Blake. If we were to consider Hegel’s Phenomenology of
Spirit551 as a kind of philosophical novel, then we would notice that there are several
voices using the term “we” within that saga. In his lectures on Hegel, Jay Bernstein552
suggests there are at least three voices using the word “we” in the Phenomenology of
Spirit: Natural Consciousness, which is not self-conscious at the beginning, Observer
Consciousness, which is self-consciousness in the middle, and finally the resultant
Totalized Consciousness who realizes complete satisfaction at the end553. Natural
Consciousness is the Character who is taking on each form of consciousness as a selfevident truth it

each stage in the journey. The Observer Consciousness is the self-

conscious Narrator, who is standing back and philosophically commenting on the fate of
Ordinary or Natural Consciousness at each stage in the genealogy of consciousness. The
Reader is the one who achieves complete satisfaction of Absolute Spirit by having read the
entire progression of the transformations of consciousness along the way to Absolute
Spirit. In this example, i.e., Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel is the writer who, by actually
penning this first book on the history of consciousness shows that it can be written554.
Thus, we have achieved the level of spirit because we have completed the ‘teaching and
learning process’ that such a book represents. The Phenomenology of Spirit is possibly the
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Op. cit. Four Zoas was written sometime between 1797 and 1803 but first published in 1893 by Yeats.
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit was published in 1807. Thus these two vastly different meta-novels are
roughly contemporaneous in terms of their writing. See
http://library.uncg.edu/depts/speccoll/exhibits/Blake/four_zoas.html accessed 090101
551
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, and J. B. Baillie. The Phenomenology of Mind Dover Philosophical
Classics. (Mineola, N.Y.: Dover Publications, 2003); Also Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. Phenomenology
of Spirit. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1998). Translated by A.V. Miller. See also
http://www.wpunj.edu/cohss/philosophy/courses/hegel/ accessed 090101.
552
http://www.bernsteintapes.com/ Course on Hegel at New School for Social Research. See also Bernstein,
J. M. Adorno: Disenchantment and Ethics. Modern European Philosophy (Cambridge England: Cambridge
University Press, 2001).
553
Which is given in the realization of the meaning of forgiveness as Pure Spirit.
554
Giving an existential proof for his Transcendental Induction.
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first Meta-novel555, i.e., a meta-romantic novel that follows the development of
consciousness, to self-consciousness, to reason, to spirit in which the four viewpoints on
the novel that we have outlined are explicitly delineated as viewpoints. In fact, Hegel’s
Phenomenology of Spirit succinctly follows a course that progresses from Monolectic, to
Dialectic, to Trialectic (in his definition of work), to a Quadralectic of viewpoints on the
narrative of the journey into spirit. The monolectic is the beginning point in ‘sense
certainty,’ i.e., pure presence without any intermixed invisibility. From out of that the
dialectical moments appear as the various structural positions that deal with the
‘introduction of conceptuality’ as the ‘mediation of experience.’ These dialectical
explorations of structural possibilities continue until Hegel defines work as a trialectic, and
then uses work (circumstance, means, purpose) as the template for introducing the
transition to spirit. The Quadralectic formalizes this idea and makes it the center of our
theory of design. It is implicit in the four voices who say “we” in Hegel’s Phenomenology
of Spirit. Even the concept of trace is implicit here because in each instance it is necessary
to find which voice is saying “we”. The traces of the “we” in the text are embedded in the
context. They are protean reference pointers, which together are the We that is an I and the
I that is a We of Spirit. Spirit is the meta-consciousness of the We that is embroiled in the
tragedy and trauma of History. So, Hegel implicitly employed this concept of the
Quadralectic even though he only explicitly spoke of Dialectics. We can see that his
construction of an implicit framework of the Quadralectic in Phenomenology of Spirit is
based on the traces of ‘who the reference indexical is pointing toward’ in each case where
it appears in the text. The Monolectic (sense-certainty) and Trialectic (work) are points of
development that are also implicit within his argument. We are suggesting that the
Quadralectic is not disconnected from our tradition, but is merely a more explicit
development of what has remained implicit in the tradition. At this juncture we need to
proceed step by step because we are producing a formal theory of the a priori structure that
underlies design. Kant demonstrates transcendental deduction556, and Hegel demonstrates
transcendental induction557. Kant is operating in Pure Being and Hegel opens the door to
Process Being in the form of the Dialectic by claiming that being and nothing are the
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Four Zoas by Blake was written earlier but published later.
Förster, Eckart. Kant's Transcendental Deductions: The Three Critiques and the Opus Postumum Stanford
Series in Philosophy. (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1989).
557
Simpson, Peter Alan. Hegel's Transcendental Induction (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York
Press, c1998).
556
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same558. Now we are moving beyond the ideas of Plato, M. Heidegger, J. Derrida, and M.
Merleau-Ponty who have outlined the higher meta-levels of Being559. But, in addition, we
are also going beyond G. Bataille560, A. Plotnitsky561, J. Derrida562, and N. Bohr563 who
have created models of the Meta-system. Plotnitsky wrote In the Shadow of Hegel564 to
show how the Meta-system565 relates to the System of Hegel’s totalizing philosophy. Thus,
we have specific bridges between these two philosophical approaches. Derrida is one such
bridge566. The System is transformed at each meta-level of Being, and it is also
transformed by its duality with the Meta-system. The System and the Meta-system have
two different essences at the meta-levels of Being and that transforms what they are in
relation to each other. That necessitates this two-fold movement up the meta-levels of
Being and into the dual of the Meta-system. This duality is representative of the nature of
Hyper Being.
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Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. Hegel's Science of Logic. Muirhead Library of Philosophy (London:
Allen & Unwin, 1969). Hegel defines “Nothing” as the Buddhists describe Emptiness and identifies it with
Being, thus, the illusion of Being is basic to his philosophy. He lauds Heraclitus as giving the synthesis of
Being and Nothing as Becoming.
559
We can call this effort a ‘Transcendental Abduction’ in the spirit of Peirce, which completes the
Transcendental Deduction of Kant and the Transcendental Induction of Hegel.
560
See Accursed Share, Op. cit.
561
See Complementarity, Op. cit., Plotnitsky mentions the contributions of Derrida, Bataille, and Bohr in the
formulation of the concept of the Meta-system.
562
“From Restricted to General Economy a Hegelianism Without Reserve” in Derrida’s Writing and
Difference Op. cit. p. 317.
563
Plotnitsky, Arkady. Reading Bohr: Physics and Philosophy Fundamental Theories of Physics, v. 152.
(Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Springer, 2006). See also Murdoch, Dugald. Niels Bohr's Philosophy of
Physics (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 1987).
564
Op. cit.
565
The ‘General Economy’ of G. Bataille.
566
Derrida appears as the “floating signifier” in the two series of names. Cf. Deleuze, Gilles. The Logic of
Sense European perspectives. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990).
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Figure 6.1. Meta-levels of Systems and Meta-systems

Ennead in the Context of the WorldSoul
While exploring the foundations of Emergent Design we have discovered the dual structure
that exists between Hyper Being and Wild Being, which mirrors that of Pure Being and
Process Being. Comparing and contrasting these dualistic structures immediately opens up
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a new vista that needs to be outlined and developed. Recognizing that the kinds of Being
appear in Plato’s Timaeus is an important step. Plato’s Timaeus is the ancient design
manual for the Cosmos and our research demonstrates that Plato’s concept of the
WorldSoul plays an important role in the relationship of the levels of Being to Emergent
Design. Pieter Wisse set the stage for the further development of theoretical approaches for
Design Engineering with his own theory of Sign Engineering based on Peirce’s Theory of
Signs. Prior to his dissertation567, Wisse developed a meta-method that he termed
Metapattern568. In that work he proposed the Ennead as a conceptual framework that could
be used to ground his meta-method. In the process of exploring the Ennead we discovered
that it has an archetypal pattern569. We also discovered that Moritz Schlick’s General
Theory of Knowledge570 can be used to understand how the Ennead could function as an
axiomatic framework. Schlick built upon the work of Hilbert571 and realized that only a set
of totally self-referring concepts that are unconnected to any precept could serve as a stable
basis for a conceptual system. It is possible to interpret Wisse’s Ennead as both an
archetypal pattern572 as well as a conceptual axiomatic platform, which gives us a basis for
incorporating it into Emergent Design. However, because the structure of the Ennead has
nine elements that are intertwined in a matrix form, there is a question as to how this
archetypal conceptual structure could fit into the wider progression of the WorldSoul573
suggested by Plato. In that progression there are two series that start from one. One series
consists of the powers of three: 1, 3, 9, 27, but the other series diverges into a progressive
bisection, i.e., the powers of two: 1, 2, 4, 8. As a result, much of the initial work in this
research project was to surmise how these two series were related, as well as analyzing the
relationship between the Ennead and the next higher level of complexity, which is the
Icosaheptead (“27-ead”).

567

Semiosis & Sign Exchange: Design for a Subjective Situationism, including Conceptual Grounds of
Business Information Modeling Op. cit.
568
Metapattern: Context and Time in Information Models Op. cit.
569
It appears as a specific layer in Plato’s WorldSoul related to the numbers 9 and 4.
570
Op. cit.
571
Foundations of Geometry Op. cit.
572
Appears as the structure of the marriage of Peleus and Thetis which is the origin among the Gods of the
Trojan War where the Trojan Horse was the ending gambit.
573
Plato, and Francis Macdonald Cornford. Plato's Cosmology; The Timaeus of Plato (New York: Liberal
Arts Press, 1957) p. 49. See also Robinson, T. M. “Demiurge and World Soul in Plato's Politicus” The
American Journal of Philology, Vol. 88, No. 1 (Jan., 1967), pp. 57-66, The Johns Hopkins University Press,
Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/292727 accessed 080905; Silverman, Allan Jay. The Dialectic of
Essence: A Study of Plato's Metaphysics (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2002) pp. 256-257.
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Figure 6.2. Levels of Plato's WorldSoul

Enneadic Axiomatic Platform in Absolute Geometry
In order to understand what is meant by the Ennead as an Axiomatic Platform574, we need
to go back to the most venerable of the axiomatic systems, that of Euclid’s Geometry.
There are five axioms, the fifth of which is controversial575 because it generates nonEuclidian geometry576. But the other four axioms, called Absolute Geometry577, are
accepted universally, and they each speak of mediated relationships:

574

Cederberg, Judith N. A Course in Modern Geometries. Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics (New York:
Springer, 2001). See p. 4 and the rest of Chapter 1 in which “four point” geometry is defined as an example
of an axiomatic system. This presentation is similar to my own given here.
575
Trudeau, Richard J. Non-Euclidean Revolution (Boston: Birkhauser, 2001).
576
Hofstadter, Douglas R. Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid (New York: Basic Books, 1999).
pp. 221-222.
577
Beckmann, Petr. A History of Pi (New York: St. Martin's, 1974) p. 53.
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1. Two points are mediated by a straight line segment.
2. The line segment mediates between two indefinite extents in opposite directions
extending the line segments.
3. The line segment, which is called a radius, mediates between a point and a circular
line to define a unique circle.
4. A congruency mediates between two orthogonal right angles composed of two line
segments each which can be superimposed upon each other.

If we take these four mediations578 and set them in a square (Figure 6.3), then on one side
we have two points mediated by a line segment, and on the other, we have two extents
mediated by a line segment. Between the two sides are two radii that connect the point and
the extent where the circle appears as sweeping around the lines in the extent. The circle is
a closed extent rather than an open extent of the infinite line. Now, let us take one side of
this square, which is composed of a point and an extent and twist it to create another
square where extents and points are diagonal from each other. This new square (Figure 6.4)
has two line segments extending from each diagonal point. These line segments form a
right angle, and the lines form radii that define overlapping circles emanating from each
point. These two right angles defined by the square are mediated at a second order level by
the concept of congruency, which interestingly implies the possibility of moving the
figures so that one right angle will be superimposed upon another (Figure 6.5).

578

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axiom accessed 080905. See for traditional definition of axioms.
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Figure 6.3. First Three Axioms of Geometry Diagrammed with Flip.
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Figure 6.4. Fourth Axiom of Geometry showing Congruence.
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superimposition
Figure 6.5. Fifth Axiom of Geometry as Fold with Superimposition.

What we see here is a perfect model of the Ennead, where the pair of points and the pair of
extents are the elements, and the lines, in every case, are the mediations. The lines
(mediations) form the sides of the square. The congruency of opposed right angles is the
middle term at the center of this square. All nine points of the Ennead are represented in
their canonical form as a matrix. Thus, the four non-controversial axioms of Absolute
Geometry form an axiomatic platform in the configuration of an Ennead of the type
described by Wisse, which has both first (line segment) and second-order (congruent)
mediations. Viewing the traditional axioms of geometry in this way allows us to see that
the Ennead, as an axiomatic platform, is a serious concept implied in the structure of the
Axioms of Geometry from the very beginning. Normally the axioms are presented as
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independent statements, which are not related to each other. But here, we see that what is
being modeled in the axioms is a very specific structure of the Ennead that is being
represented as a system of zeroth (points and extents), first (line segments), and second
(congruent) order mediations in the simplest possible form in such a way that these
mediations can be understood simultaneously in a mathematical and logical structure. The
four axioms are precisely structured in relation to each other, such that there are two kinds
of first-order points without mediation, points, and extents. This makes sense because
monads579 can either be points or lines. So the two types of monads are brought together
here in pairs. Each of the connections is a line segment. In two cases it is a normal line
segment, but in the other cases the two line segments are the radii of circles. The two
circles emanate from the points and appear as sweeping radii in the extents so that the
motion of extending lines and drawing circles is brought together by the square of line
segments. There is also a flip on one side of the square so that point and extent are
exchanged. This creates a symmetrical structure, and in that structure, the congruence
between the two right angles is clearly within the square, and the circles that appear from
the points are overlapping and have radii at right angles. The second-order mediation of
congruency appears in the overlapping of the circles at the center of the square. The
superimposition occurs if we fold the square along the diagonal that connects the extents.
The other diagonal is between the points and it is along that diagonal that the congruence is
posited.

579

Monads are schematic points in spacetime that are embodied as atoms, particles, quarks or whatever is the
smallest point observable as an isolate.
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Figure 6.6. Axiomatic Platform.
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Geometry as Proto-semiotics
In the Greek language, the word for point means sign and the word for line means mark.
These geometrical elements are purposely undefined in later geometry so that we can
interpret them quite liberally to say that the points are signs and the extents and line
segments are signifying marks. So, we can think of geometry as a proto-semiotics580. Thus,
we see that geometrical figures are combinations of signs and marks that are monadic,
while the mediations are patterns, which appear as lines or surfaces. The surfaces are
defined either by circles or right angles. This gives us a basis for thinking about the
Peircian Categories581 of Firsts, Seconds, and Thirds. In this light, the Enneadic formation
becomes very interesting because it embodies the relationships between Firsts, Seconds,
and Thirds in a form that Peirce was possibly unaware of because he used logic rather than
geometry as the basis of his philosophy. We know this because he did not recognize the
Fourth of Synergy that appears only in Geometry. However, we can appreciate the fact that
geometric axioms can give us a concise model of the Ennead as a whole and in a form that
Hilbert and Schlick could appreciate, which is as a set of elements that are self-defining
and self-related through first and second-order mediations. The fact that there are four
monadic points that form a tetrahedron in three-dimensional space, and five mediating
points that form a pentahedron in four-dimensional space582, will prove to be a useful
elaboration, which will become more relevant as we progress583.

580

Saint-Martin, Fernande. Semiotics of Visual Language (Advances in semiotics. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1990).
581
Helm, Bertrand P. Time and Reality in American Philosophy (Amherst: University of Massachusetts
Press, 1985). p. 23. See also Rosenthal, S.B. “Pragmatic Experimentalism and the Derivation of the
Categories” in Brunning, Jacqueline and Forster. Paul. The Rule of Reason pp. 120-138, Op. cit.
582
In other words, the four monads form a tetrahedron, while the first and second order mediations form a
pentahedron, thus the axiomatic platform can be understood as an interaction between the tetrahedron and the
pentahedron. When fused or interpenetrated with itself, tetrahedra give rise to the octahedron and the cube.
But, five tetrahedra form the pentahedra, which has the same group as the icosahedrons and dodecahedron.
Thus, there is a definite geometrical progression that can be coded into the axiomatic platform.
583
The Quadralectic can be extended to the Pentalectic, which is treated in later chapters of this dissertation.
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2

Figure 6.7. Interpretation of the Axiomatic Platform as a Semiotic and also as a Higher
Dimensional Embedding.
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Peirce introduced the Trichotomous sign584. Wisse took that very seriously and used it as
the basis of his Sign Engineering585. Wisse’s innovation was two-fold. First, he asserted
that each element of the Trichotomous sign has its environment (its meta-system)586.
Secondly, he introduced the sign (representamen), behavior, interpretant, and their
independent meta-systemic environments, which are the situation, context, and
background. Then, Wisse made a crucial move and introduced a second order mediation
between the System and Meta-system, which he called focus, object, and signature. We
can quibble with his terminology, but by introducing second-order mediation into the sign,
he produced the Ennead as a conceptual axiomatic framework based on the orthogonality
between the first and second-order mediations. This means that if we take Wisse’s
proposal seriously, then it must be possible to have third and fourth order mediations as
well, and that is what would generate the next higher levels of the odd (Powers of Three)
side of the WorldSoul series. The proliferation of mediations is what takes us up through
the odd series of the WorldSoul’s unfolding, and this points out the difference between the
two divergent series that are embodied in the WorldSoul. On the one hand we have the
‘information infrastructure’ of Pascal’s Triangle, and on the other we have the higher
levels of mediation. This second series of mediations are Powers of Three numbers, which
are a sub-series of the Square Numbers that include both series. The two series of odd and
even numbers intersect at one. Using the ideas of Deleuze from The Logic of Sense587 we
can say that one is the “floating signifier” between the two series where they intersect.
However, this allows us to impose a particular meaning for the Icosaheptead, which is the
next higher level of unfolding in the Ennead, which, in turn, is important for establishing
the Ennead as an axiomatic platform. The Icosaheptead can be understood as the model for
the Holoidal588 Foundational Mathematical Category. Once we realize that, then it will be
possible to bring together several of the series that will play an important role in the
development of this work.

584

Rather than the binary sign of F. de Saussure as seen in the Course on General Linguistics. Op. cit.
Sign Engineering means engineering based on sign systems, such as specifications, drawings, code,
figures, tables etc. used by engineers to capture the structure of the systems they are designing.
586
In his first definition of the Sign Peirce has four elements, one of which he calls the Ground. Thus, it
could be said that Peirce had the same idea that Wisse developed, although Peirce abandoned the Ground as
part of his Semiotic treatment of the nature of signs. See Mladenov, Ivan. Conceptualizing Metaphors
(Oxford: Routledge, 2006) Chapter 2 p. 36ff. See Freadman, Anne The Machinery of Talk (Stanford CA:
Stanford U.P. 2004) p. 12. See Peirce Chronological Edition 2:4 p. 53.
587
Op. cit.
588
Holoidal means interpenetrating, and was coined by George Leonard in The Silent Pulse. Op. Cit.
585
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Figure 6.8. First and Second Order Mediation in the Ennead.
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Figure 6.9. Series of Orders of Mediation.
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Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event
Certain ideas expounded in Alain Badiou’s Being and Event589 have had a very strong
impact on the overall direction of this research590. Badiou proposes that Ontology is
essentially Set Theory. Upon studying his work it became apparent that there were several
associated theoretical positions that needed further examination. Badiou does not consider
the fact that Sets have a dual; this dual is Mass. Nor does he consider other suggested
foundations of Mathematical Theory such as Mathematical Category Theory591, or
Mereology592. He also contradicted his own thesis by extending Set theory with the
addition of Multiple, and Site/Event extensions. One of the goals of this research program
has been to rework Badiou’s system by recognizing that there is a wider set of
philosophically relevant possible bases for Mathematics and by doing so we have revealed
that there is a Series of Mathematical Categories that could be considered foundational. In
other words, just as a particular mathematical category has an axiom set, mathematics, in
general, can also have a set of categories upon which all the others could be based. Our
research reveals that there are eight axiomatic platforms, which define this set of
Foundational Mathematical Categories that form a series, these are: singularity,
site/event593, multiple594, set595, mass596, whole597, holon/integra598, and holoidal599. Set and
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Op. cit.
See Emergent Engineering, Foundations of Emergent Science and Engineering, Elements of the
Metanomos: Beyond Metaphysics and Metalogos a series of working papers by the author for a complete
analysis of the subject.
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Arbib, Michael A., and Ernest G. Manes. Arrows, Structures, and Functors: The Categorical Imperative
(New York: Academic Press, 1975).
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Burkhardt, Hans, and Barry Smith. Handbook of Metaphysics and Ontology (Munich: Philosophia Verlag,
1991). Harte, Verity. Plato on Parts and Wholes: The Metaphysics of Structure (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
2002). Martin, R. M. Logical Semiotics and Mereology Foundations of Semiotics, v. 16. (Amsterdam: J.
Benjamins, 1992).
593
Defined by Badiou as an extension of his Set Theory Ontology, which introduces Spacetime as local
structures that are related to Quantum Measurement and its logic.
594
Defined by Badiou as what precedes the number one, as ultra one, as pure heterogeneity, not merely the
false heterogeneity and difference of Deleuze, which is an expression of Univocal Being. See Badiou, Alain.
Deleuze: The Clamor of Being Theory Out of Bounds, v. 16. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
2000).
595
Suppes, Patrick. Axiomatic Set Theory. The University Series in Undergraduate Mathematics (Princeton,
N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1960).
596
Wisniewski, Edward J. et al (Lamb, C.A., Middleton, E.L.) “On the Conceptual Basis for the Count and
Mass Noun Distinction” in Moss, Helen, and James Hampton. Conceptual Representation (Hove England:
Psychology Press, 2003) pp. 583-624.
597
Part/Whole as in Mereology. Ibid.
598
Mathematical Category Theory. Ibid. Holon and Integra are two ways of expressing a logic of mutual
dependence and harmony, which is one step prior to interpenetration according to C.Y. Cheng. See Cheng,
Chung-Ying. “Toward Constructing a Dialectics of Harmonization: Harmony and Conflict in Chinese
Philosophy” Journal of Chinese Philosophy Volume 33, Issue 1, pp. 25 – 59, 2006, Journal of Chinese
Philosophy. Holon was coined in Koestler, Arthur. Janus: A Summing Up. (New York: Random House,
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Mass are the standard categories and they are dual, but all the others are either deficient or
excessive categories. The entire series forms a model of the Lifecycle of the Emergent
Event as inscribed in the Nomos600. This discovery of the series of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories is basic to the position put forward in this dissertation, and in
addition to this, we have found that the Foundational Mathematical Categories are
implicitly present in the definitions, axioms, and common notions of Euclid’s Geometry601.
Thus, we recognize that Euclid’s Geometry is a foundational ontological text as well as a
mathematical text that establishes the structure of the Western worldview beyond its role
as a text book for geometry602. As we develop the concept of Emergent Design, we will
apply this series of the Foundational Mathematical Categories to the basic structure of
emergence. As we discuss Emergent Design, the Foundational Mathematical Categories
will provide us with a blueprint of the structure of the lifecycle of emergence, as well as a
mathematical basis for describing the emergent properties of our design formalisms603.

1978). It means a whole whose parts are wholes in a hierarchy. Integra was coined by me to represent the
context of the holons in reciprocal mutual relationships, which are integral.
599
Means interpenetrating. Coined by George Leonard in The Silent Pulse, Op. cit.
600
A major discovery of this research has been that the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event is inscribed through
the Foundational Mathematical Categories in the Nondual Nomos, which is revealed by Mathesis. Although
emergent events are ephemeral in either the physus or the logos, the emergent event that is the advent of
mathematics is well nigh eternal as it is imprinted on the emptiness of the nomos. Emptiness and Void have
internal and implicit structure. They are not a merely blank slate.
601
See Emergent Engineering, Foundations of Emergent Science and Engineering, Elements of the
Metanomos: Beyond Metaphysics and Metalogos series of working papers by the author for a complete
analysis.
602
It spells out the meaning of Being for Plato and his school.
603
McGregor, William. Semiotic Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997). For instance, we can impose a
Semiotic Grammar such as the one developed by McGregor on our design formalisms.
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Figure 6.10. Foundational Mathematical Categories as Lifecycle of the Emergent Event.
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Ennead and Icosaheptead in relation to the Foundational
Mathematical Categories
Let us now return to the relationship of the Ennead and the Icosaheptead to the
Foundational Mathematical Categories. We take it as given that the Ennead is the minimal
structure that conforms to Schlick’s idea of an independent, conceptual, axiomatic
platform. That is why the Ennead can serve as a foundation for Sign Engineering. We will
also give the following argument as to why the Icosaheptead is a model for The Holoidal
Mathematical Category. This category is the highest in the series of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories. The Holoidal Mathematical Category manifests through
interpenetration and intra-inclusion as described by Fa Tsang604 in Hua Yen Buddhism605.
The holoidal has three formal elements. In the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, after the
holoidal, there is a return to singularity that moves through the Foundational Mathematical
Categories and at that time an emersion606 occurs. Within our own tradition, Hegel uses the
concept

of

interpenetration

in

Phenomenology

of

Spirit.

Aczel’s

“non-well-

foundedness”607, which assumes that a class can be a member of itself, which violates
Russell’s rule608, is another example. This means that we need two images of the Class609,
one as a subsumptive and another as a subsumed thing. Beyond that, there is also a call for
a mediation of self-inclusion through otherness. So there must be a third element of the
Other, which mediates the relationship of ‘self to self’ in the self-subsumption. In other
words, I is I through non-I, which is Hegel’s idea that self-consciousness can only take
place through the mediation of the other610. The key idea here is that by having three
copies of the Enneadic Axiomatic Platform we can simulate the possibility of the nonwellfounded set that violates B. Russell’s rule that a class cannot be a member of itself611.
This same Axiomatic Platform, as three images, is: a class that subsumes itself (Set), a
class that is subsumed (Setop), and a mediation (Mass) between the two that turns itself into
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Zhang, Zhenji. [Also known as Garma Ch'eng Chi Chang] The Buddhist Teaching of Totality; The
Philosophy of Hwa Yen Buddhism (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1971).
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and Bertrand Russell. Principia Mathematica (Cambridge Eng.: The University Press, 1925).
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intervening class.
610
All of Hegel’s philosophy is based on this principle.
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With Whitehead, Principia Mathematica Op. Cit.
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its own other. We presume this to be the minimal structure of interpenetration that we see
modeled in the Quaternion imaginaries that appear as the Triality612 property in the
Octonion613. This is precisely what appears in the Icosaheptead as a model of the third
level self-mediation. Thus, all we need to do is to move up one step beyond Pieter Wisse’s
improvement of Peirce’s Sign and we will have produced a simple and straight forward
model of the Holoidal614. This makes it possible to see that all the other Foundational
Mathematical Categories are bound by that structure, which brings together the structure of
the WorldSoul and the Foundational Mathematical Categories in a surprising but elegant
way.
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Fulton, William, and Joe Harris. Representation Theory: A First Course (New York: Springer-Verlag,
1991). p. 313 for a purely geometrical representation of triality.
613
Springer, T. A., and Ferdinand D. Veldkamp. Octonions, Jordan Algebras, and Exceptional Groups
(Springer Monographs in Mathematics. Berlin: Springer, 2000). p. 37, Chapter 3 on Triality. Dixon,
Geoffrey M. Division Algebras: Octonions, Quaternions, Complex Numbers, and the Algebraic Design of
Physics. (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994) p. 165.
614
In the manner that interpenetration and intra-inclusion was advocated by Fa Tsang and developed in Hua
Yen Buddhism.
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Figure 6.11. Triality in the Icosaheptead.
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Figure 6.12. Relation between the Orders of Mediation and the Foundational
Mathematical Categories.
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The next step in this argument is to show how the Foundational Mathematical Categories
present a series of degenerations from the holoidal model of the Icosaheptead615 to the less
complex Foundational Mathematical Categories until we reach the Singularity616. This
series will end in the One, which is the origin of both the Pascal Triangle (Powers of Two)
Series and the Powers of Three number series. Keep in mind that the Pascal Triangle
provides the basis for all informational distinctions and is the infrastructure for encoding
all informational differences. It is the Powers of Three series, which is also part of the
series of Square Numbers that gives us various levels of self-mediation through which the
information is comprehended. So, both of these series are important to our purposes and
are used within Design that is viewed from a Semiotic perspective617. If we think of the
Icosaheptead as being composed of three Enneads within a relationship of triality, then we
can understand its significance as a model of interpenetration and intra-inclusion within the
Holoidal Mathematical Category. This is significant because our only other model of this
is the Quaternion imaginaries, which cannot be visualized, and the ‘Triality of the
Octonion’ that is expressed through a complex algebra. This is significant because this
same three-way complementarity occurs between axiomatic platforms. That means that it
is an example that we can contemplate while it provides us with insight that will allow us
to transform one minimal axiomatic platform into another, based on the mediation of a
third axiomatic platform. Functors618 act as a direct mapping between categories, and this
third mediation is an extended functor619 that allows transformation between axiomatic
platforms via another mediating axiomatic platform that is supplying the difference that
generates the transformation. This is how triality620 is introduced into the relationship, i.e.,
as a mediation by the other. If we remove the other axiomatic platform, then we merely
have a conjunction of two, although we can re-situate them by reversing the categorical
arrows that define the two axiomatic platforms, which will reduce them to a pure duality.
In this way we see how we can generate the Holon/Integra Mathematical Category by
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If we think of lines rather than points, this is embodied in the 27 lines on a cubic surface. See
http://enriques.mathematik.uni-mainz.de/cubicsurface/ (accessed 080905) for a visualization. See Henderson,
Archibald. The Twenty-Seven Lines Upon the Cubic Surface. Michigan Historical Reprint Series (Ann
Arbor, MI: University of Michigan University Library, 2005).
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(Cambridge, Mass: Perseus Books, 1989).
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Elkins, James. The Poetics of Perspective (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1994).
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Pareigis, Bodo. Categories and Functors (New York: Academic Press, 1970).
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Triality is a three way complementarity. The Other is complementary to the two aspects of the self, i.e.,
seer and seen, or self-consciousness and consciousness.
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removing the 'three-way complementary opposite' and by turning the triality into a duality.
Furthermore, these two axiomatic platforms could manifest in a part-whole relationship
that could generate a Mereology. In this case they are no longer equals, because one
axiomatic platform has been subsumed into the other (but without the ‘other mediation’).
When we consider Set and Mass, we see that they are related to a single axiomatic
platform, and that they are inverse duals of each other621. Each is associated with its own
logic. Sets have syllogistic logic622 while Masses have pervasion logic623. Masses supply
the boundaries to Mereologies to create what we think of as ‘wholes’ that must be
addressed in terms of Mereotopology624. Our Designs are nearly all Set-like. The Mass is a
suppressed dual of the Set that shows up in Geometry and Topology. But in Mathematics
in general, the Mass is not as well developed as the Set (as a basis for describing
mathematical categories). Masses and their logics are useful for understanding the
relationship between Design and Implementation. In general, a Design becomes a Mass
when it is executed or operationalized. And thus, a way to understand Systems and Metasystems, is to understand them in terms of the relationship between Sets and Masses. Just
as Meta-systems are suppressed by Ontotheology, so too is the Mass approach, even
though it is present in the grammar of our language as an alternative625. There are other
languages that are completely ‘mass-like,’ such as Chinese. Indian Logic and Buddhist
logic are entirely ‘Mass oriented’ and the Set is the exception, which is the opposite of our
tradition. Each of these categories, Set and Mass, with their logics, Syllogism and
Pervasion, are fully formed and correspond to an axiomatic platform. They are inverse
duals626 of each other, as well as categorical opposites.
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(Leipzig: Ifomis, 2003).
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functor between the categories, but they also invert the relationships between the features in the
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Devolution and Evolution of the Axiomatic Platform within the
Foundational Mathematical Categories
The first devolution from the complete axiomatic platform of the Set and Mass categories
is the Multiple, which was added by Badiou in Being and Event627. The Multiple appears
before the advent of the ‘ultra one’628, which would make the Multiple consistent and
countable. The un-countability of the Multiple and its inherent heterogeneity, leaves it
inconsistent prior to the advent of the countable one. Interestingly, the Multiple, or
aggregate, when it becomes one can be compared to the relationship of the part to the
whole. It is only here that there is a relationship between one site/event minimal ensemble
and another subsumed site/event minimal ensemble. The site/event ensemble was also
introduced by A. Badiou as the basis for understanding the Event, which is an essential
disruption of time in the stasis of mathematics that goes beyond the disruption of the
regime of number through the heterogeneity of the Multiple. The site/event minimal
ensemble is equivalent to observation in Observer Mechanics629 or Quantum Mechanical
observation630. The Multiple is an aggregation of these observations in which local space
and time are constituted locally as determinate. The Multiple is a reference to the
indeterminate global, which only becomes determinate when it is countable, although it is
composed of many local and irreconcilable ensembles whose relationships to each other
cannot be determined. Finally, we come to the most degenerate case, which is that of the
Singularity, which is by definition singular, as in an indeterminate one. Notice that we
have begun with the Icosaheptead, which is holoidal, and, step by step we have moved
down to the Ennead and then to the trichotomy of the transitive property between site/event
local instances (such as appear in the three-fold sign) and finally to the one of Singularity.

transformation. Similarly, Syllogistic and Pervasion Logics are also inverse duals of each other. In such duals
you cannot merely reverse the categorical arrows to reach the dual. Set and Mass are the Other for each
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In this way we find that the levels of self-mediation relate to the evolution of the
Foundational Mathematical Categories out of a Singularity that moves up until we get to
the holoidal nature of the Icosaheptead. In that movement, the point of balance is at the
level of the Ennead, which is represented by the duals of Set and Mass. In the Axiomatic
Platform there is a set of points, extents, mediating lines and circles that define the
property of congruence. This set is given a specific structure that constitutes the Axiomatic
Platform in which the basic operation of twisting the square occurs to produce the two
diagonal right angles that are congruent out of the elements given in the set. But this
Axiomatic Platform of Absolute Geometry assumes the mass-like continuity of the surface
that its figures are drawn upon by the movements of the compass and straight-edge, which
guides the pen or pencil in the drawing process. Once we are able to recognize the
relationship between these two structures, then it is possible to understand how significant
this unfolding of self-mediation can be. It defines the mathematical resources that can be
incorporated into the information infrastructure supplied by the Pascal Triangle. This
structure is not only the basis of the Peircian Trichotomous Sign, but emanates from the
second level self-mediation that gives rise to the Enneadic axiomatic platforms that the
mathematical categories depend on for their independence, such as the type of
independence given to Set and Mass. The axiomatic platforms transform into each other
based on the mediation of other axiomatic platforms, which appear at the level of the
Icosaheptead, which is also the ultimate Foundational Mathematical Category. It is
interesting that at the next higher level of the articulation of the WorldSoul there are 16 and
81 elements on the binary and the trianary sides. This is the level represented by August
Stern’s Matrix Logic631. The sixteen elements are the classical logical operators, which
have been studied by Shea Zellweger632, which in Matrix Logic can be directly multiplied
together without intervening terms in 207 legal combinations out of the 256 possible
combinations633. These are combined with the 65 operators of a non-standard negative
sublogic to give a total of 81 operators in Matrix Logic with a much larger operator
multiplication table634. Thus, this next level that Plato does not mention in reference to the
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WorldSoul has its definition in Matrix Logic. However, Matrix Logic includes within itself
all the lower levels of the WorldSoul635. So, Matrix Logic is the next level of complexity
beyond the holoidal category, which makes sense because that naturally leads to Model
Theory636, which is a synthetic combination of a mathematical category (matrices) and a
logic. Thus, all the Foundational Mathematical Categories appear under the auspices of the
Model Theory that is supported by Matrix Logic637. And so we can see how Model Theory
overarches all the Foundational Mathematical Categories as well as encompassing them.
We will use Wisse’s alternative to the Peircian Categories as a way to organize the
specification of the moments of the Quadralectic and everything from this point forward in
this dissertation will revolve around the interplay between these basic moments, which will
be presented in contrast to each other in order to discover more about the nature of the
Quadralectic. We will start by examining the relationship between the levels of mediation
that we see in the WorldSoul and the Foundational Mathematical Categories. From there
we will gain insight into the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event638, and by comparing that
with the Emergent Meta-system Cycle639, we will further constrain the Quadralectic. The
Emergent Meta-system is a combination of the System and the three Special Systems. But
the three Special Systems are merely the first unfolding of self-mediation640, which is then
incorporated into the Ennead. The term Ennead comes from the three sets of three gods
that were worshiped by the Egyptians641. We can trace it back to B. Fuller’s numerology,

August. Matrix Logic and Mind: A Probe into a Unified Theory of Mind and Matter. (Amsterdam: NorthHolland/Elsevier, 1992). p. 140-141.
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which gives us a picture of the fundamental nature of the number nine, which is the basic
structure of counting in any base642. We posit that between the System and Meta-system
there are three Special Systems related to the hyper-complex algebras that are partial
systems and partial meta-systems that form thresholds of organizations between the
System and Meta-system schemas. When we contrast the System/Meta-system distinction
against itself, then we generate the Ennead as the basic minimal structure of axiomatic
platforms. This, in turn, further differentiates into the Icosaheptead and eventually into the
81 Matrix Logic operations643. This is a natural extension of Special Systems Theory and
demonstrates the relationship of Systems to Special Systems that, in turn, generates the
Emergent Meta-system.

Plato in many places as in the relation between his various imaginary cities. It was by studying the relations
between these imaginary cities in Plato that the structure of the special systems was first discovered by the
author. See Fragmentation of Being and the Path Beyond the Void at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer.
642
See B. Fuller Synergetics Op.cit. in section on numerology of the number nine.
643
Defining the ‘Ogdónda-én-ead’ which are the 81 operations of positive (16) and negative (65) sub-logics
of Matrix Logic.. Because August Stern uses truth vectors rather than scalars his system deals with the
tetralemma, plus hidden (-1) states, and the nine states of his truth vectors embody all the possible showing
and hiding relations. Cf. Matrix Logic Op. cit.
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Figure 6.13. Relation of the Ennead to the Icosaheptead as the transition between System
and Meta-system.
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Figure 6.14. Relation between Geometries and the Axiomatic Platforms in the
Icosaheptead.
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The Fifth Axiom in Geometry as the Entry into the Meta-system
The fifth axiom of Euclidian geometry has always been contested because of its seeming
complexity. There have been many failed efforts to derive it from the first four axioms of
Absolute Geometry. Eventually it was discovered that the fifth axiom was the doorway to
the Non-Euclidean Geometries. Thus, the fifth axiom has an inherent ambiguity that, when
exploited, produces not one but three geometries, two of which are non-standard and are
called Elliptical and Hyperbolic. It is the heart of our argument that this transition
represents the transformation between the System and Meta-system, because the Metasystem is represented as the complementarity of non-Euclidian geometries that lurk below
the surface of traditional Euclidian geometry. Therefore, the transition between System
and Meta-system has always been a part of geometry, but never thought of as an analogy
for the inverse dual644 of the System within Systems Theory. That inverse dual is
inherently complementary and has two representations that are opposites as illustrated by
the contrast between Hyperbolic and Euclidian geometry. This will prove to be an
important mathematical analogy for the Meta-system, or general economy as contrasted
with the System or restricted economy645. The ambiguity of seemingly unnecessary
complexity leads to the discovery that there are really three versions of that axiom that are
possible and these give rise to three completely different geometries within which the first
four axioms form the unchanging kernel. The ambiguity between these possibilities is an
example of the presence of Hyper Being, which exists between the System and Metasystem. To go further, because the System appears as the axiomatic platform, which is
related to the structure of the Ennead, we can go on to think of the production of nonEuclidian geometries as an analogy for the Icosaheptead. The Icosaheptead is three
versions of the Ennead related to each other by a third order mediation. So, the Ennead of
the System, as an axiomatic platform becomes replicated into three versions of itself at the
level of the fifth axiom of geometry where the variation of possibilities for the adumbration
of the axiomatic platform appears. The interpenetration related to the Icosaheptead appears
in the Common Notions646. So, in geometry, the basis of interpenetration is different from
the adumbration of the four basic axioms that define the Ennead as the three-fold structure
of the Icosaheptead. The Icosaheptead has three independent axiomatic platforms, all
identical except for the different versions of the fifth axiom. The identity of the three
644
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platforms is guaranteed by the Common Notions. Each of these augmented axiomatic
platforms are independent of the others, but the basic internal structure established by the
first four axioms is operative in all three so that they have a core of similarity with a
moment of ambiguous difference added. Thus, when these three axiomatic platforms are
explored, they give three different versions of geometry that are like the distortions of
Euclidian geometry as seen in convex and concave mirrors. Euclidian Geometry is in the
flat middle alternative between these concave and convex mirrors, mediating between them
as the basis for the transformation between their extreme opposite distortions. Elliptical
Geometry is spherical and Hyperbolic Geometry has the structure of the anti-sphere
(pseudo sphere647), which is made up of two long straight horns whose mouth pieces are at
infinity and whose bells are glued together to form a single circle. The two infinities are
the sources. The two horn shapes are the vortexes of miracles and black holes. And the
circle is the singularity, which is a point of discontinuity where there is no negative
curvature. The sphere and the anti-sphere have the same area and volume even though they
are radically different forms, one finite and the other infinite.
Knot Theory can also give us insight into the System/Meta-system relationship. There are
three kinds of knots648. There are torus knots that can be tied around a torus, satellite knots
that reside inside a torus, and hyperbolic knots649. Almost all knots are hyperbolic. That
means that when the knot is extracted from its space, the remaining space is hyperbolic,
i.e., it has a negative curvature of some intensity. Different knots have hyperbolic
intensities that are different. This is one way to see that there are actually three different
combinations of knots and tori. These are two images of the minimal System. These two
images of the System and Anti-system reside where the knots are either tied and wrapped
around, or tied and strung inside the torus. The third image of the hyperbolic knot concerns
the fact that it is extracted from its space, which defines the Meta-system for the System of
the knot. So, there are two knot/torus combinations that show us System/Anti-system
relationships, although there is one type of knot that is not related to the Anti-system, but
rather to the surrounding Meta-system of the space itself. When you extract the ‘system
knot’ from the space, or from the meta-system, the result is hyperbolic, which is one of the
geometries. On the other hand, the geometry of the torus is elliptical and the knot is either
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within it or wrapped around it. The knots are the archetype of self-organization. This ‘selforganization’ is organized against itself and is self-interfering. A ‘self-interfering’
organization can either be internal to the System or external to the System, or related to the
space of the Meta-system rather than related to another System. The torus, on the other
hand, can be cut up and re-glued together to produce the Kleinian bottle650, which is two
mobius strips651 whose edges are joined. The edge is the string of the knot. So, the torus,
itself, can be split into sub-systems of mobius strips if it is reconfigured. The torus is our
image of the whole form652, while the mobius strip, knot, and tetrahedron are images of the
sub-schemas, i.e., picture, plan, and model. It is the tetrahedron where the representation is
split into point, line, and surface and the three-dimensional solid is constructed from these
three as you can see in the Elements of Euclid653.
We are trying to show that in geometry there is an image of the ‘Meta-system to System
interface’ in the generation of non-Euclidean geometries, which are the distorted images of
Euclidian geometry in convex and concave mirrors. They form a picture of the
Icosaheptead, and through the Common Notions, which are a model of interpenetration, we
see that those cores are identical. But, from the ambiguity of the fifth axiom we see that
difference throws us into one of these three geometries, whose nature is reflected in the
torus and the knot, which then refer back to the hyperbolic geometry as being the knot’s
relation to the space of the Meta-system rather than another form of the System, i.e., the
torus. These mathematical images are mutually reinforcing and give a specific model of the
transition between the System and Meta-system. We can see that this picture exemplifies
the interpenetration of the holoidal in as much as the Common Notions allow us to identify
the three Enneads formed from the first four axioms that appear in various distorted forms
where the differentiation of the various geometries occur. However, we can also relate this
model to reason, and see the relationships of the three Axiomatic Platforms within the
Icosaheptead as being similar to the relationship between the three types of syllogism as
understood by Peirce, i.e., inductive, deductive, and abductive654. Thus, the holoidal
interpenetration of the Icosaheptead can be seen as a model of Pure Reason, which is why
650
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Hegel defines it as a stepping stone to Pure Spirit. Reason is transparent to itself because it
is a model of interpenetration based on the relationships of axiomatic platforms to each
other such that they form a natural triality, which serves as a basis for the interpenetration
of self-consciousness via the Other. Reason is based on interpenetration and this is what
gives it its self-transparency, which allows proofs to be final and eternal. This helps us to
understand why Plato developed the model of the WorldSoul. In that model, the first level
is Oneness, the second level is the Trichotomous Sign, the third level is the Axiomatic
Platform that appears in Euclid’s Elements as its basis, and the fourth level is selftransparent Reason appearing as Holoidal Interpenetration grasping the "moving image of
eternity" of the WorldSoul in the form of the Icosaheptead. The fifth level is Matrix
Logic655, which allows us to understand the tetralemma656 which is also augmented with a
negative truth value (hiding) as a showing and hiding dynamic process which can be
applied to truth and falsehood, reality and illusion, identity and difference, and presence
and absence, i.e., it gives us an ability to deal with the structural processes of the aspects of
Being.

Figure 6.15. Greimas Square.

655
656

August Stern, Op. cit.
The tetralemma is A, ~A, both or neither; the four statements that define the limits of logic in Buddhism.
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Figure 6.16. Tetralemma in the Greimas Square.
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The Semiotic Greimas Square defines the System and Metasystem in relation to Dual-systems and Non-system
This brings us to the next point in our argument, which is to contrast the System/Metasystem and its dual: the Dual-system657/Non-system. The three Axiomatic Platforms in the
Icosaheptead have a relationship of triality between them. This relationship can be seen in
two ways, one view places the duality on the side of the Meta-system while the other
places the duality on the side of the System (and vice versa). This duality between
System/Meta-system and Dual-systems/Non-System can be seen within the Greimas
Square658. There is a difference in the Greimas Square659 between the Anti-A and the NonA and interestingly enough we can generate combinations of these as Anti-Non-A and
Non-Anti-A. Thus, from any ‘A’ there are two directions that we can go and those two
directions can be mingled in such a manner that they will produce complementary chiasmic
pairs660. The complementary chiasmic pairs can be seen as the Meta-system in relation to
the singular System model. The opposite of this would be to contrast dual systems, i.e., the
System and Anti-system with the Non-system, which is singular. Together, both of these
duals give us a complete Greimas Square, and thus we can turn whatever we say about the
System/Meta-system duality into another form, which we will refer to as the Dual-system
and Non-system formulation. This model of the System and Meta-system together, gives
us an opportunity to understand the holoidal nature of the Icosaheptead formation. This
model emanates from the dimensional cross between the Special Systems: the Ennead is
the two-dimensional external Cartesian cross between the Special Systems, and the
Icosaheptead is the three-dimensional external Cartesian cross between the Special
Systems (See Figure 6.17).
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System and Anti-System.
Called by Greimas the ‘Semiotic Square’. See Schleifer, Ronald. A.J. Greimas and the Nature of
Meaning: Linguistics, Semiotics, and Discourse Theory. Critics of the twentieth century. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1987) p. 26.
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Evans, Fred, and Leonard Lawlor. Chiasms: Merleau-Ponty's Notion of Flesh (SUNY series in
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Figure 6.17. Orders of Mediation as Cartesian Crosses of the Special Systems.

We can see how these two complementary models fit together if we look at Greimas’
Semiotic Square. The Greimas Square is built from the square of contraries and
contradictions. Instead of viewing a model in terms of a universal and a particular, the
Greimas Square illustrates how there is a difference between the anti-x and non-x as two
types of negation that are orthogonal. Thus, we have a System and an Anti-system as
opposed to a Non-system. On the other hand, when we look at the relationship between
anti-x and non-x, we can see that there is a chiasmic relationship between them that
produces the complementary twins: anti-non-x and non-anti-x. These complementary twins
are the images of the Meta-system that are based on complementarity rather than totality,
like the System. Thus, if we span between the anti-non-x/non-anti-x and the System, we
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can assess the difference between the System and Meta-system, while, if we take
orthogonal directions from the System we come up with a System/Anti-system and Nonsystem. The field of possible knots presents us with the second case, where we can have
knots either inside a torus, or wrapped around a torus. Both of these are images of the
minimal system, which give us two versions of the System/Anti-system: one as a knot
around a torus, or as a torus containing a knot. A hyperbolic knot is a knot that is directly
related in to the Meta-system. Since the torus is geometrically elliptical, we can see that
these two scenarios, both within and outside of the torus, are actually opposites pointing at
the two dual geometries. On the other hand, the geometries and their relationship to the
Axiomatic Platform are related to the System/Meta-system split, with the two nonEuclidian geometries forming the image of the Meta-system in relation to the System,
which is extended by Euclidian geometry. The Greimas Square presents these two images
together as part of one structure, where System/Anti-system and System/Meta-system
intertwine as complementarities at a higher level. There is always a difference between the
mediating element and the two different elements, and these represent the regions and the
relationships between the Duals and Nonduality.
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Figure 6.18. The Result of the Failure of Self-grounding.
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Figure 6.19. Mutual-grounding as an Alternative to Self-grounding.

Mutual Grounding
By framing this image of the complementarities of the Meta-system and its relationship to
the System in the context of the Greimas Square, we can see that this image is opposite the
Dual System (System and Anti-system) and the Non-system image. These two images are
complementary. And the recognition of that duality leads us to posit that there is an
alternative that is implicit within these two images, which has probably not been explored
previously. We can think of the Dual Systems as grounding each other. In other words, a
version of the fifth axiom is merely a square that has four right angles. Those four right
angles make the Axiomatic Platform of Absolute Geometry a whole, and it is when we
apply that wholeness to the Axiomatic Platform that we are thrown into the System/Metasystem duality, which is the diagonal of the Greimas Square. But, if instead we allow the
fifth axiom of the System Axiomatic Platform to be applied to the Anti-system Axiomatic
Platform, and then allow the fifth axiom of the Anti-system Platform to be applied to the
System, they would not stand alone, but serve as a grounding, or as a support, for each
other. This is precisely the same structure that appears in the Amicable Numbers661, where
the divisors of one number add up to the whole of another and vice versa. In this way the
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Yan, Song Y. Perfect, Amicable, and Sociable Numbers: A Computational Approach (Singapore: World
Scientific, 1996). See also http://djm.cc/amicable.html accessed 080907
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System and Anti-system take on the configuration of an Autopoietic System, which is
made up of two Symbiotic Dissipative Ordering Systems. We can extend this concept to
the Reflexive Special System, which is made up of two Autopoietic Special Systems or
four Dissipative Ordering Special Systems662. In this way we can see four Axiomatic
Platforms grounding each other in a way that is similar to the Sociable Numbers that have
divisors that add up to each other in a circular series. As a set, Perfect, Amicable, and
Sociable Numbers are the simplest possible mathematical analogy for the Special Systems.
The Perfect Number is an image of the Autopoietic System as a unity, while the Amicable
numbers are an image of intertwining Dissipative Ordering Special Systems. The Sociable
numbers serve as an analogy for the Reflexive Social Special System. Now we see that
there is a way for the Axiomatic Platforms to ground each other in what N. Rescher663
defines as a cycle of axiomatic interpretation much like the Hermeneutic circle. We see
that the simplest Reflexive Social System of Axiomatic Platforms is a tetrahedron of four
axiomatic platforms that are mutually grounding or giving wholeness to each other in a
Sociable Number cycle. Such a system has eight images of the axiomatic system: four
axiomatic platforms, and four fifth axioms that indicate wholeness. In this cycle, each
axiomatic platform is conferring wholeness on the next platform in a cycle that is within
the tetrahedron of axiomatic platforms. These eight images can be thought of as the basis
of the Eight Foundational Mathematical Categories. In the Foundational Mathematical
Categories there are eight images but they are in a spectrum of excess and lack around the
perfection of the Set and Mass. But, we posit that the excess and lack of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories add up to the eight mutually grounding categories of the Sociable
Number cycle of Reflexivity between the four Absolute Geometries and their images of
wholeness in their fifth axioms.
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See Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer.
Rescher, Nicholas. Cognitive Systematization: A Systems-Theoretic Approach to a Coherentist Theory of
Knowledge (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1979).
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Figure 6.20. Reflexive Mutual Grounding.
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Figure 6.21. Foundational Mathematical Categories as Dual Reflexive Mutual Grounding
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Figure 6.22. Aliquot Numbers

Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Mirroring
The Foundational Mathematical Categories are the means of analysis of the elements of the
Axiomatic Platform and its wholeness. The Singularity is the source of the axioms from
which they differentiate themselves. The Site/Event category differentiates the marked
point, the void point, and the negative dimensional superimposed point. This
differentiation is seen as a local observation rather than as a global view. The Multiple is
the inherent multiplicity of the points, open and closed extents, and the right angles. The
Set describes these fundamental differences as elements between the point, line segment,
and the open and closed extents. The fifth axiom describes the mass boundary of the
System as a whole. Within that mass boundary of the whole, the whole/part differences can
be differentiated, while the parts are distinguished by Mereology. The Holon/Integra
allows the function of congruence to be defined as an arrow between the two catty-corner
right angles within the square. The Holoidal is the identity between the point, line segment,
open extent, and closed extent of the circle within the concept of the tangent. In other
words, the Foundational Mathematical Categories are the means of understanding the
relationship of the Axiomatic Platform of Absolute Geometry (the first four axioms) to its
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fifth axiom. It is also a way of understanding the relationship between ‘mutually grounding
sets’ of axiomatic platforms or ‘cycles of mutual grounding’ in a series, such as you would
see in the Amicable and Sociable numbers. The difference of the axiomatic platforms and
the hyper-complex algebras is this: in the case of the imaginary numbers, the elements are
opaque and closed to the intellect and impossible to peer into, while the axiomatic
platforms are open and comprehensible to the intellect and are possible to see. Once we
understand that there is a tetrahedron of axiomatic platforms that are mutually grounding
through lending each other their fifth axioms as well as giving each other wholeness, then
we see that within this tetrahedron of axiomatic platforms there is a cycle between the four
axiomatic platforms, which uses only four of the links out of the six that connect all the
axiomatic platforms to each other. Thus, the two links that are not being used form
autopoietic sets between the two pairs of axiomatic platforms that appear simultaneously
with the cycle that they participate in. However, the Icosaheptead is made up of three of
these platforms, which form a triangular surface of the tetrahedron. There are four such
surfaces. That means there are four Icosahepteads within the tetrahedron of axiomatic
platforms. The Icosahepteads are interpenetrated axiomatic platforms. As such, they are
mirrors664. That gives us an inwardly mirrored tetrahedron whose surfaces are holoidal
Icosahepteads, and furthermore, this inwardly mirrored tetrahedron is the image of the
Reflexive Special System when analyzed in the context of the hyper-complex algebras.
The Autopoietic Special System is equivalent to three facing mirrors that appear as a pair
of mutually grounding Axiomatic Platforms. This triangular space is defined by the two
orthogonal lines connecting the pairs of Axiomatic Platforms that make up the autopoietic
images. One edge of the triangular space is in a corner of the triangle of mirrors and the
other edge cuts across the opposite mirror. In this way, orientation is imposed upon the
three mirrors, which would otherwise merely represent a triality. The Dissipative Ordering
Special System is represented by two mirrors facing each other. In facing mirrors there is
an infinite regress in the reflections rather than a cycle of reflections. These facing mirrors
represent the relationship between the axiomatic platform and the fifth axiom. If the fifth
axiom is lent to an adjacent axiomatic platform (the Anti-system) then the mirrors face
outward rather than toward each other. But, if the ‘fifth axiom of wholeness’ is applied to
the axiomatic platform from which it originates, then the mirrors face inward and that
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During a collaborative discussion in the late nineteen nineties between Onar Aam, Tony Smith and Ben
Goertzel and myself, Onar Aam suggested that the Hyper-complex numbers can be seen as sets of facing
mirrors. An unpublished transcript of this collaboration exists. See Goertzel, Ben; Aam, O.; Smith, F.T.;
Palmer, K., "Mirror Neurons, Mirrorhouses, and the Algebraic Structure of the Self" Cybernetics & Human
Knowing, Volume 15, Number 1, 2008 , pp. 9-28(20)"
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produces a breakdown that leads to a degenerate mode of the relationship between the
System and the Meta-system, which is seen in the infinite regresses that appears when we
view an angle between the facing mirrors. Depending on the angle, there is either a
foreshortening or lengthening of the reflection in the infinite regress. This is similar to the
effect of having convex or concave mirrors that would represent elliptical or hyperbolic
geometries. The Meta-system images appear when one tries to add a fifth or higher number
of mirrors to the configuration. In that case, the mirrors can no longer be regular or unwarped, but must be either warped or separated from each other in space665. The irregular
and warped mirror configurations provide us with the analogy for the breakdown of the
System into the Meta-system that results from using the fifth axiom to give wholeness to
its own axiomatic platform rather than lending that support (or grounding) to another antiaxiomatic platform. The axiomatic platform is a figure on the ground of the holoidal
Icosaheptead within a tetrahedron of mutually grounding axiomatic platforms. The
axiomatic platforms on the Icosaheptead triangular surface can have a cycle of mutual
grounding between them.
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Many of the experiments in Physics that deal with laser light beams are based on the placement of mirrors
separated in space. These experiments give us unique insight into the nature of some physical phenomena
concerning the nature of light.
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Figure 6.23. Special Systems as Mirror Configurations.
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The Differentiated and the Undifferentiated
The infinite regress of images within the inwardly mirrored configurations that are within
the Holoidal Reflexive Sociable Set of axiomatic platforms, as well as the mimesis that
they suggest, become ramified into a progression of the kinds of Being that control the
presentation of those representations. A theme that figures prominently within this
dissertation is Heidegger’s attempt to deal with the ramifications of the possibility of an
infinite proliferation of the kinds of Being. His attention to this problem appears most
prominently in Contributions to Philosophy666 and Mindfulness667. In these works he
avoided the issue of Ontological Difference and suggested that we “jump over it”.
Following his own direction, Heidegger took a leap of faith and on the other side of that
divide he found Beyng (Seyn), which is the dual of Being (Sein). Much of his later work
dealt with defining the difference between Being and Beyng. We will use that leap here as
a means of discovering a solution to the problem of Hermeneutics. As a result, this contrast
between Being and Beyng will add a counterpoint to our analysis. Beyng is strange,
unique, and onefold. With the advent of Beyng, it is as if the entire structure of the
WorldSoul never opened up to give us insight into the differences in the kinds of Being.
One of the key points is that the Foundational Mathematical Categories constitute a nexus
for the interaction of Being and Beyng, as well as other striated and unstriated pairs of
concepts that make up the structure of the Worldview. We must continually compare what
has unfolded in Being to what was always already there before that unfolding occurred.
This is the source of meaning: the comparison between the differentiated and the
undifferentiated.
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Heidegger, Martin. Contributions to Philosophy: From Enowning (Studies in Continental Thought.
Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1999).
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Heidegger, Martin, Parvis Emad, and Thomas Kalary. Mindfulness Athlone Contemporary European
Thinkers. (London: Continuum, 2006).
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Figure 6.24. Being and Beyng.

This brings us to an additional point that appears throughout this work, which is the nature
of the striated and unstriated pairs that make up the Worldview. We make the fundamental
assumption that there are sets of dualities, such as those that always contain differences, as
in Being, or others that contain sameness, as in Beyng. Other examples668 are
Matrix/Time-space,

Multiple/Aggregate

Void/Emptiness,

Beyng/Being,

(Global/Local),
Open/Clearing,

Oblivion/Forgetfulnesses,
and

Infinite/Finite

(Transcendent/Immanent). Surprisingly, these striated and unstriated pairs line up with the
Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories.
Throughout this dissertation the existence of these striated and unstriated pairs will be
taken for granted as the fundamental structure of the Worldview that makes this analysis
possible. This means that the Western Worldview in the Metaphysical Era is viewed as
being caught up in Ontotheology, which implies that it is , itself, an Emergent Event that
668

Here the Unstriated element will be mentioned first and the Striated pair will be mentioned second, which
is not always the case.
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exhibits these dualistic features at its own level of articulation. We will assume this deeper
enframing in order to analyze the Quadralectic within the concept of Being as it relates to

Meta-Quadralectic

the Emptiness and Void of Existence, which is the dual of Being669.

Figure 6.25. Striated and Unstriated Pairs in relation to the Foundational Mathematical
Categories.

Essentially, the structure of the Worldview is composed of striated and unstriated pairs that
can be taken as undefined differences. Because an Emergent Event established the
Worldview, the striated and unstriated pairs have a loose affinity to the Foundational
Mathematical Categories and the Philosophical Categories. They establish the clearing in
Being, which is a Fourfold that is represented as Order, Ground, Light, and Uncovering
(Aletheia), which are, in turn, related to the aspects of Being, i.e., Truth, Reality, Identity,
and Presence. This Open/Clearing exhibits the persistence and intelligibility that we look
for in Being but (at the same time) is undercut by Beyng. Being and Beyng stand in
opposition to Void and Emptiness, just as Being is opposed to Existence. The

669

This will later be called the ‘meta-Quadralectic’. In other works it will also be referred to as the Pleroma,
which is made up of all the striated and unstriated pairs that constrain the worldview. Pleroma means
fullness, and is taken from Greek Gnostic works, but the term does not refer to the same thing as it does in
those works.
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Open/Clearing activates reification, and closure into Existence, but it is differentiated by
the schemas that are related to dimensionality. Thus, there is a relationship between the
finite and the infinite that will always be called into question. The Open/Clearing stands
opposite to Oblivion and Forgetfulness and both of these emanate from the
SpaceTime/TimeSpace

Matrix

as

well

as

the

inherent

heterogeneity

of

the

Multiple/Aggregate, which appears as the difference between Global and Local. Within
this structure of the Worldview, which we call the Pleroma, there is a structure of metadimensionality that defines the transcendentals and separates them from the immanences.
In an Emergent Event the transcendentals become immanent, otherwise they are thrown
into meta-dimensions that have a specific structure. Part of that structure defines the
finitude of the Nonduals, the Limits, the Regions, the Aspects, the Standings, and the
Schemas, as well as the Arche and other negative dimensional meta-dimensions. The
structure of the Worldview is finite in the realm of positive meta-dimensions, and the
schemas are at the zeroth meta-dimension, which is what we consider as our accepted
understanding of the infinite dimensionality of spacetime. This is the receptacle or the
chora that Plato mentions670 in the Timaeus in which he bestows the being of Hyper Being.
Hyper Being lies between the System and the Meta-system in the order of the unfolding of
the schemas in relation to the Foundational Mathematical Categories. There is a
fundamental centrality to Hyper Being as it lies between the extremes of Pure Being and
Process Being (on one hand) and Ultra Being and Wild Being (on the other). It also lies
between the System and the Meta-system as the medium of their interaction. That is
because it has a special place in relation to design in the context of the Quadralectic. Once
the centrality of the Third Kind of Being is established, then it will be possible to utilize
this centrality as an ambience where the Quadralectic can manifest in synchronization with
the Lifecycle of Emergence in Emptiness, and with the Emergent Meta-system Cycle in the
Void. Emptiness and Void are merely interpretations of Existence in contra-distinction to
Being and its kinds. Existence is the Meta-system for the System of Being and that is why
it has two complementary interpretations, Emptiness and Void. Existence is ‘what is
found’ and Being is the ‘illusory continuities’ that we project onto what is found, one of
which, at a basic level, constitutes the Schemas.
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Meta-dimensions
Finitudes
Figure 6.26. Hypothetical Structure of the Worldview.
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Figure 6.27. Beyng, Being, and Existence.

Examples of Hyper Being and the Transition into Design
Hyper Being is the first meta-level of Being that is entirely esoteric. In other words, most
people, especially most engineers, do not consciously know that Hyper Being exists, even
though they are confronting it every day. For example, one way that Hyper being is
expressed is through the idea of Risk671. Accepting Risk is understanding the possibility
that something may occur although we try to limit its occurrence and effects. We talk about
Risks in terms of probability of occurrence and potential impact. We treat Risk as
objective but it is really subjective. And in truth, if we were wise, we would realize that
Risks should actually be dealt with through an intersection of subjective probability and
fuzzy possibilities672 rather than merely multiplying subjective assessments. The difference
is that probability sums to one, while fuzzy possibility does not sum to one and thus
recognizes that possibility is open, not closed. In other words, fuzzy possibility recognizes
that there are multiple possible worlds in the future and we are making minima and
maxima assessments of these possible worlds instead of merely looking at the determinate
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Rescher, Nicholas. Risk: A Philosophical Introduction to the Theory of Risk Evaluation and Management
(Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1983).
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River, N.J.: Prentice Hall PTR, 1995).
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subjective probability of the potential impact of a single possible world being actualized.
The multiple possible world-lines in the future is what makes risk avoidable. The fact that
most companies now look at both risk and opportunity shows that there is a growing
awareness that the future is a design landscape and that if we behave proactively then it is
possible to position ourselves within that landscape while engaging in a more realistic
assessment of Risk. However, our current way of approaching Risk as a subjective
probability and as a determinate potential impact, rather than as a fuzzy possibility, is very
instructive in terms of how we attempt to reduce everything that is Hyper to what is
Process, and everything Process to that which is Pure in terms of their kind of Being. In the
current industrial climate, this drive toward and emphasis on a reduction to the lowest
common denominator, whether it is appropriate or not, is applied to everything, not just
Risk. But Risk is a good example. First of all, Risk Management673 is often seen as
unnecessary and is avoided as much as possible. That is because much of what Risk
Management deals with never really happens, and it is seen as wasted effort. Risk
Management proposes that one look into the future and attempt to gage risks and
opportunities that might occur sometime in the future. Identified risks are quantified in
terms of the probability of occurrence and the potential of impact and are then multiplied
in order to determine which set of risks would have the most potentially negative impact
and should, therefore, be proactively avoided. Those risks are mitigated by creating plans
for actions that will make it possible to minimize the Risk potential. If we were treating
risk and opportunity correctly, we would make the potential of impact a fuzzy number, and
the probability of occurrence would remain a probability. In other words, there is a
differential impact for each possible future universe and that differential impact should be
treated as a fuzzy minimum and maximum. On the other hand, the possible realization that
one of those universes should be treated as a probability, must be seriously taken into
account because one of those universes is going to become part of our worldline and
produce an actuality. We need to recognize that this is a subjective possibility and that our
calculations are probably Bayesian. If we combine the Bayesian calculations with the fuzzy
impacts, we get a much more complex calculation than the ‘rule of thumb’ that is generally
used now. But this more complex calculation recognizes that the elements come from the
combination of different universes, one of which is probabilistic, and the other, which is
possibilistic. It recognizes that the probabilities involved are not objective, but subjective.
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And it recognizes, via the Bayesian formulation, that history matters, and the ‘set up’
values with which the series starts also matter. Doing the ‘rule of thumb’ calculation that
treats both impacts and occurrences as the same not only denies the future, but also
suppresses the possibilities for transformation. It treats the process of becoming as fated
and arbitrary. This is just one example of what we mean when we say that Hyper Being
becomes reduced to Process Being or Pure Being whenever possible and thus we avoid
recognizing it and giving it its due. As a result, we pay high prices when the Risks become
manifest and cause our plans to fail. This happens because we do not understand, or even
accept, the dynamics of the historical development of problems as they appear and
manifest from out of the realm of possibilities.
Let us take plans as another example674. We make plans for our projects. But it is a classic
situation that no plan ever survives its first engagement with the enemy675. So planning is
seen as a waste of time by many. But plans specifically orient us toward the future and
help us to realize the possibilities that may occur in that future. Plans try to project a Pure
Being grid on the future. Sometimes it is understood that plans need to be kept up to date
and revised, in which case they enter into Process Being. But normally, plans are treated as
products and are thus reified and become merely examples of Pure Being. Keeping plans
alive and thus engaged in the process of Becoming is a real challenge. Often the plans
move out of sync with the situation ‘on the ground’ and so they lose credibility, which
creates a situation that can engender more liability than having no plan at all. Plans are
seldom thought of as a means for reaching the potentials of possibilities that might be
normally out of reach, i.e., as ways of reaching into Hyper Being and pulling out a
potentiality that could not be actualized otherwise. Those kinds of plans are not rote plans,
but they anticipate discontinuous changes in the landscape of possibilities, i.e., designs. In
our language we say that “someone has designs on something”. That means that they are
plotting to attain something through cunning or metis676 that they could not otherwise hope
to achieve. Odysseus demonstrates this in The Odyssey677. Odysseus single handedly wins
the Trojan War after years of stalemate via a trick that delivers victory in an unexpected
and surprising way, i.e., via the designed ruse of the Trojan horse.
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There are several practices such as risk management and planning that attempt to come to
terms with the future and its possibilities. We suggest, in our study of Design, that without
possibilities, there is no System or Meta-system design, and possibilities only appear in the
realm of Hyper Being! So, to understand Design, we must enter into this strange and
esoteric realm of Hyper Being and understand it as best we can. Here we will concentrate
on Systems Architectural Design and upon Emergent Design. In other words, we will
narrow our scope by only dealing with the highest level of design and the most difficult
case, which is design that shows emergent characteristics. We recognize that design is an
activity that reduces down to different fractal levels depending upon the project size. And
we recognize that there is a difference between requirements, design, implementation,
integration, testing, etc. and that all of these are fundamentally important and interrelated.
We must narrow our scope and our method. We want to clear away the obstacles and
consider the difficult concept of Emergent Design at the highest level within the System or
Meta-system, and we advocate that Emergent Design can only happen if we at least breach
the Hyper Being level as we consider the System or Meta-system. Furthermore, we posit
that there are different moments to the process of Emergent Design that correspond to the
moments of the Quadralectic. Thus we claim that the Quadralectic is the basis for
Emergent Design. Up until now we have been struggling to reach the level of Hyper Being
in order to arrive at the right level for making a possible entry into design. Yet, now that
we have entered into Hyper Being, we insist that the Quadralectic is what drives design at
this meta-level of Being. And we claim that the Quadralectic is a straight forward
development of the dialectic through the trialectic into a higher form that is the conjunction
of two dialectics.
Risk Assessment, Planning, and Design are forward looking practices in Systems
Development, although it is actually Design that is central to making a complex,
developmental system work. Thus, we will consider Design to be the essence of Systems
Development, particularly when we are forming a theoretical basis for bringing the concept
of Being into Emergent Systems prior to our practical applications. We wish to regard
Design from the point of view of Semiotics, and so we will appeal to the study of
Semiotics in order to discover the truer nature of Design. Systems Phenomenology plays a
central role as we are in the process of designing a system, but Semiotics is the bearer of
meaning and makes it possible to develop representations of a System before it is built.
The Emergent System comes into Being through the various kinds of Being by passing
through them as the stages of an Emergent Event. The relationship between these
representations of the Design is assumed to be dialectical, and the process by which these
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dialectical representations appear is considered Quadralectical, which is an interaction
between two dialectics that subsumes them both into a higher super-synthesis.
We will proceed by enlisting the research of Pieter Wisse whose work is the only example
we have found that attempts to develop a sophisticated Semiotic approach to Engineering.
Wisse’s Sign Engineering has a specific structure that we will extend in order to produce a
model of the Quadralectic. He calls his theoretical structure the Ennead. We will take the
Ennead and extend it to create a picture of the Quadralectic. Wisse understands the
importance of context, and this makes his method useful for comprehending the
relationship of the System to the Meta-system. Yet, Wisse does not understand the
necessity of Hyper Being, and so we must continue to perfect our development of his
system with this essential concept in mind. Wisse also builds on Peirce and Schopenhauer.
Schopenhauer scheduled his philosophical lectures at the same time as those of Hegel, but
no one came to Schopenhauer’s lectures, which was a source of un-ending bitterness for
him, and because of this lack of recognition for his accomplishments, Schopenhauer gave
up his pursuit of a career in Philosophy. Thus, Schopenhauer’s philosophical contributions
are often overlooked. Both Schopenhauer and Hegel were reacting to Kant and both were
somewhat influenced by Oriental sources that were just becoming available. One way of
characterizing the difference between Schopenhauer and Hegel is that Schopenhauer
realized that the thing in itself, i.e., the noumena678, was the will within each of us. Hegel,
on the other hand, was a ‘system builder’ who wanted to understand the progression of
consciousness, to self-consciousness, to reason, to spirit, i.e., the we in history itself. Our
own inclination679 is much more toward Kant and Hegel than toward the pessimism of
Schopenhauer680. Both Kant and Hegel are system builders in philosophy. Schopenhauer
tends to open the way to the unconscious681 followed by Nietzsche682, Freud683, and
Jung684. Kant and Hegel were attempting to understand the form and motion of
consciousness and its transformations in the light of day rather than exploring the dark
recesses of the unknown interior of the subject (that the subject, himself, may not even
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know exists). In previous chapters we have discussed this underside of Transcendental
Idealism especially with the mention of the work of Abraham and Torok685. Our approach
toward the work of Wisse will be to recognize and affirm how he based his ideas on the
philosophy of his mentor Schopenhauer, and with that in mind, we will first examine
Wisse's understanding of Peirce, and then move on to study and elaborate upon his own
system, which he calls the Ennead. In our discussion we will contrast the differences
between the categories of Peirce and Wisse and attempt to distinguish them, although we
will continue to use those of Wisse as a basis for our extension of the Ennead to the
Quadralectic.
Peirce was a Kantian, and was against the excesses of the Romantic Hegel686.
Pragmaticism was a reaction against Hegel and an attempt to return to Kant687 by
understanding the nature of Logic in a more fundamental way. Yet, Peirce was influenced
so profoundly by Hegel that many could not tell the difference between the two
philosophical approaches because both stressed a ‘mediation of the unmediated.’ We are
incorporating Wisse as an important and substantial precursor to the concept of the
Quadralectic because he defines the semiotic approach to engineering, as Sign
Engineering. We want to build upon his work in order to connect with the tradition of
systems building as much as possible. The Metapattern method of Wisse is extremely
engaging because it is a meta-method that applies to both the System and Meta-system.
The Gurevich Abstract State Machine688 is the only other meta-method we know. Thus, in
our judgment, the contribution of Wisse is very important. Although, upon closer
examination of Wisse’s doctoral justification of his Metapattern689 method, we recognize
that there is a need for some re-formulation and restructuring that will help to correct his
position as well as clarify our own. Wisse’s investment in Schopenhauer can be
summarized by his belief that the sign production of the engineer is a “request for
compliance” as well as a denial of the relevance of social considerations. Throughout the
book he argues against the Marxist positions of V.N. Voloshinov690 on the importance of
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language and the social. He takes Schopenhauer's position as a basis for defending
individualism. Perice’s very concept of the sign as ‘three fold’ is about balancing the
subject and object (socially designated as real) and mediating them in relation to each
other. This emphasis on mediation places Peirce closer to Hegel for whom all relationships
must be mediated. So, although Peirce was a Kantian, he could not help but be influenced
by Hegel. We suggest that Wisse declares allegiance to Schopenhauer’s romantic
individualism691 rather than Hegel’s romantic socialism692. Therefore, we must
acknowledge that Wisse rejects the balance of Peirce’s Semiotics693.
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CHAPTER 7

Exploring Sign Engineering
Extension of the Ennead as the Basis for Defining the Quadralectic

The Ennead is introduced again as the basis of Sign Engineering as posited by Pieter Wisse. In this
chapter Pieter Wisse's Ennead is placed in the context of the various kinds of Systems based on the
Meta-levels of Being. We will use Wisse's dissertation as a basis for understanding his definition of the
Ennead and then compare Wisse's Categories to those of Peirce in order to examine their differences.
We choose to take Wisse's Categories at face value as his own contribution and use them to define the
Ennead more precisely. We then add another moment that is based on perspective to the Wissian
Ennead, which produces an image of the Quadralectic. The moments of the Quadralectic are then
defined in terms of the System and Meta-system, their second order mediation, and their nihilistic
traces and projections by using the trans-Peircian categories as our guide. We will also look at the
problem of meaning in terms of the difference between Being and Beyng in order to understand how
the separate moments of the Quadralectic produce single threads of meaning within the design process.
Finally, we define the emergence of a new artifact as the transformation of the System into the Metasystem. This process, which creates a new System for producing a novel artifact is accomplished
through the mediation of the Meta-system.

The Ennead
Pieter Wisse makes an important contribution to semiotics by building upon the ideas of
Charles Peirce. Although he admits he does not completely comprehend Peirce’s
categories, Wisse does understand Peirce’s three element definition of the Sign and he uses
that to define the basis of Sign Engineering. Peirce defines a sign as a combination of an
object, a sign, and an interpretant. Peirce’s philosophy builds on, but is critical of Hegel.
Peirce, following Hegel, realized that everything must be mediated and thus designated the
sign to be the mediator between the subject and the object. He designated the interpretant
to be the subjective view of the meaning of a sign. The sign is something external694. It is
also called a representamen. The ‘representamen’ as a sign is a representation of the object.
What is missing from the discussions of Peirce’s theory is how triality exists as a threeway complementarity. As a trichotomy, or triality, the sign assumes a higher level tri-
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synthesis that subsumes and sublates695 all the lower level dichotomies. P. Wisse states that
a sign represents a request for compliance, as a result, the sign system is shifted to serving
unconscious subjective ends that the subject is not even aware of because these
unconscious subjective ends arise from the Wille. But, in terms of recognizing the threeway complementarity of the sign itself, we posit that unless this three way
complementarity is achieved as a tri-synthesis beyond the dualities, meaning cannot be
generated. Thus, as long as we live in a dualistic world, there is no real meaning from this
point of view, only ineffective dualistic projections. In a way, we can learn something of
this when we talk of the projection of the schemas from a Kantian view of the a priori.
Hegel promulgates a more sophisticated view when he suggests that everything is
mediated. Peirce extends Hegel’s argument and gives it even greater weight when he
contends that all representations are those mediations. This means that when we split the
schemas into representations and repetitions, we are implicitly talking about the bare bones
structure of those mediations and how they affect the relationship between a subject and
object. This concept of triality is significant because these meditations exist in a larger, and
more encompassing tri-synthesis that subsumes all the dualities within the triality. So,
projections are received and combined with their contents, and that interaction, as a whole,
is what is in question, not just the projection from the subjective side. Within this picture
the object must somehow receive the projection as well, and the representation must be
adequate to hold the subject and object together. This application of triality to the concept
of Peirce’s sign structure is sufficient to negate the force of the Schopenhauerian view as
being predominant over that of Hegel. Both Schopenhauer and Hegel are correct to some
extent, but they were participating in a broader coalition following the idealism of Kant.
As Durkheim says, “Kant’s Categories are Social”696. We could go further and say that the
thing in itself is also social, even if it is the Wille in each of us, i.e., our desire for the Other
among us, which is a mutual desire that we have for each other. In some sense Hegel and
Schopenhauer’s positions are two sides of the same coin. But as a sociologist the author
tends to lean toward Hegel rather than the pessimism of Schopenhauer. Yet, it is important
to note that from Schopenhauer comes our appreciation of the Unconscious, via Nietzsche,
Freud, and Jung and this is something that cannot be ignored.
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Figure 7.1. Triality of the Structure of the Sign in relation to the Subject and Object
Dualism.

Wisse’s innovation beyond Peirce’s trichotomous sign is twofold. First he says that each of
the elements of the sign need to have an environment that is recognized. To that end he
first contrasts the behavior of an object to a situation, then the sign (representamen) to a
context, and finally he contrasts the foreground interpretant to a background interpretant.
We will call the foreground interpretant the representation (in the mind this is ultimately
understood as a concept), and we will refer to the background interpretant as the
circumstance. The relationship of the representation (in the mind) to the representamen is
like that of an operator and operand, i.e., the representamen initiates a mental
representation, which is an interpretation. This says that the relationship between each
element of the sign and its environment can be likened to the relationship of a System to a
Meta-system. This is the real strength of Wisse’s work. He recognizes the significance of
these relationships and applies them in his Metapattern method. His is one of the few
methods that recognize that the environment of the moment of the sign is important for
understanding the sign. Furthermore, Wisse goes beyond this and introduces the idea of a
second order mediation, which is a brilliant move. In other words, rather than just settling
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for the mediation of the sign between subject and object, he goes on to recognize that there
should be mediation between the sign moment and its environment, and he specifies these
as second order mediations. Between mental representation and circumstance there is a
mediating focus. Between the behavior of the object and the situation there is the mediation
of the object. Between the content (intext) and context there is the mediation of a
signature. At this juncture, it is significant to stress that the mental representation within its
circumstance indicates a concept, the behavior of the object within its situation indicates an
essence, and the content of the signature within a context indicates a design. This
terminology is somewhat awkward, but we will preserve it in order to preserve the link
between the formulation of the Quadralectic and the Ennead. More is gained by preserving
this link than is gained by shifting our rhetoric in order to make the terminology seem
more natural. A key idea that we will add to Wisse’s second order mediation is that these
mediations are examples of triality too. And because these are examples of triality, the
three together are greater than the sum of their parts, or duals of what they encompass.
Yet, this also means that we will find that there is both a lack and an excess that exists in
relation to these trialities and this gives a comprehensive mediation between the elements,
i.e., every element mediates all the others in the set. This is why we will eventually define
a ‘lack,’ related to the representation-focus-circumstance, as a concept and an ‘excess,’ as
a sense. And we will define the ‘lack,’ related to behavior-object-situation, as an essence
and the ‘excess,’ as a goal. We will also define a ‘lack,’ related to content-signaturecontext, as a design and an ‘excess,’ as the pragmata (the pragmatic target).
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Figure 7.2. Concentric Layers of the Ennead.

Peirce defines a sign as threefold, comprised of: object-representamen-interpretant. Thus,
he defines all meaning as mediated, just as Hegel insisted that everything is mediated. In
the case of Peirce, the mediation is external, i.e., the mediation is a set of external signs,
rather than internal signs (self-consciousness) as in the case of Hegel. Wisse goes on to
recognize the importance of environment for each of these moments of the sign, and then
he continues to apply a second order mediation to the relationship between the moment
and the environment. We wish to introduce the idea that triality governs each of these first
and second order mediations. We hold in reserve the idea that there may be third and
fourth order mediations as well. But we posit that each self-mediating triality may have
‘lacking’ or ‘excessive’ modes. We will identify the ‘lacking modes’ with the traces in
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Hyper Being and the ‘excesses’ we will associate with projections of Pure Being. This
means that the mediation exists in Process Being. This motif of ‘lacking and excessive
modes’ comes from the analysis of the Special Systems in relation to the System and Metasystem.
Wisse's idea of relating the moments of the sign to their environments and then providing
second order mediations for that environmental relationship is brilliant. We appreciate this
because it fits with the model of the relationship between the System and the Meta-system.
So, let us call the mental representation: the behavior, and the content: the system
elements. We will call the circumstance: the situation, and the context: the meta-system
element. The Focus, Object, and Signature will be called: the mediation697. We will call
the concept, essence and design: the trace of lack, and we will call the sense, goal and
pragmata: the excessive projection.
The roots of Wisse’s Ennead can be traced back to Moritz Schlick698 who followed David
Hilbert699 in positing that concepts could be related to each other rather than to
observables and thus be independent and autonomous. An Ennead is a minimal structure in
this regard because it allows mediated concepts to intertwine and thus determine each other
in a matrix formation. In a previous working paper700 it has been explained how this
structure is related to the progression that Plato describes as the WorldSoul701, which moves
from 1 to 3 to 9 to 27 and can be further extended to 81 to 243 and to 729, which is placed
opposite the binary progression from 1 to 2 to 4 to 8, which can be extended to 64 to 128
and to 256. The latter progression is seen in the unfolding of Pascal’s Triangle and is the
basis for the production of a medium for information exchange and inscription. The first
series is the permutations of three elements rather than a progressive bisection. This means
that it embodies a series of mediations. Wisse takes the mediation of the sign and adds a
second order mediation, and this results in a self-mediating structure, which has 9
elements702. The Wissian categories are part of the series of mediation, self-mediation,
self2-mediation, and self3-mediation, etc. At the level of 64 or 729, i.e., n6, these structures
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have the property of being able to move between two and three dimensions without losing
any information. Since Forms are two and three-dimensional, it means that these levels of
information encoding and self-mediation are very important to the schema of Forms; they
give a structural underpinning to the self-identity of the Form. Plato calls the union of
these two series the WorldSoul. These two series differentiate along distinct lines of
evolution, one of which generates an ‘information carrying capacity’ while the other
develops the possibilities of ‘self-mediation’. Wisse has used Peirce’s trichotomy of the
sign to discover how the second-order self-mediation works, and it is possible that we can
take advantage of this advancement to further understand the higher levels of selfmediation. When the self-contained structure of self-mediation is combined with Schlick’s
innovation that such structures are axiomatic and thus independent, and if we base them on
self-reference rather than basing them on an inter-referential relationship to other
perceptual structures, then you can see how they could provide a stable structure for our
axioms, and produce a basis for the development of methods and meta-methods for design.
We have taken these concepts to the next stage where we offer Quadralectics, which have a
structural series of n4: 4, 16, 64, 512. This series, which is a subset of the Pascal Triangle
series, generates the Quadralectic. Notice that the series is self-generating at the level of
16, which is also the level at which the logical operators appear, as studied by August
Stern and Shea Zellweger. The next level of self 2-generation occurs at the level 64, which
is the level where the transformation between the second and third dimensions occur
without an information loss. It is the level where there is a perfect structural transformation
of the content of forms. This structural transformation of the content of forms surfaced in
the I Ching as a central motif in Chinese culture and it also shows up in DNA as the basic
code of life. In developing the Quadralectic, we are restricting the information carrier to
the point where it reenters itself after self-mediation. It reflects a reentry into the
information carrier after differentiation through self-mediation. The series is 1, 2-3-4, 4-916, 8-27-64, 16-81-512, 32-729-2048. What we learn from this is that the first binary
represents the System and the second re-entry binary represents the Meta-system, and the
odd power of three represents the differentiation of the space between the System and
Meta-system. The first of these mediations is threefold, which represents the structure of
the sign, and the second is ninefold, which represents the Ennead as an axiomatic
conceptual structure. Wisse creates the Ennead to be a specific embodiment to serve as a
model of self-mediation, although it can also be interpreted as a self-referential axiomatic
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structure703. The next level contains three axiomatic structures interlinked and selfmediating. Each of these exemplifies triality. At this level, with 27 self-mediating elements
in the Icosaheptead, there exists a relationship between the axiomatic platforms, such as
those that make up the Foundational Mathematical Categories. Those mathematical
categories act as an axiomatic system for the whole of Mathematics, but instead of the
categories being founded upon the axioms, the foundations are whole categories, some of
which are deficient or super-abundant. We posit that the interchange between these
Foundational Mathematical Categories exist at this level where there is triality between the
axiomatic platforms. If we continue to go up to the fourth level we will see August Stern’s
Matrix Logic with 16 logical operators in the Positive sublogic and logical operators in the
Negative sublogic to give a total of 81 logical operators and where terms can have nine
different showing and hiding aspectival (truth) states. Truth vectors are operated on by
Matrix operations in which each truth table for a logical operation, is the means by which
the result of the truth calculation is produced.

Figure 7.3. Formal Information Transformation across Dimensions.
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Figure 7.4. Re-entry into the Information Infrastructure after Mediation.

All this is a speculative introduction that presents the Wissian Categories as an innovative
and challenging place to begin our attempt to develop Quadralectics. Quadralectics
represent a return to the information carrier of the Pascal Triangle after mediation. The
Wissian Categories give us a structure of self-mediation that we will build upon by adding
another moment to Wisse’s three moments, which will further complete the trialectic of
mediation. It will then be possible to produce the Quadralectic at a level of selfconsciousness within the information carrier. By understanding the Wissian Categories, we
can understand the basis of the Quadralectic.
It is appropriate that we continue with Pieter Wisse's terminology in order to credit the
heritage of the ideas contained within it. It is important that we understand how this
conceptual machine works as an interesting elaboration on Peirce’s triadic notion of the
structure of the sign, which introduces the environment as a new triadic relationship with a
mediation between the sign and its environment as a third triadic relationship. Together,
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the whole set is called the Ennead, which includes the nine elements of the sign and its
relationships, its environment, and its self-mediation.

Kinds of System
We are marching up the stairway to nowhere704 and at each stage we are encountering
radically different ways of looking at systems. There is the Pure System, which is frozen as
a three-dimensional configuration, and we have the dynamic, four-dimensional Process
System, which adds the dimension of time. Process and System are two ways of looking at
the same thing in terms of gestalt and flow. But if we consider them in conceptual terms
we reach the level of the Hyper System. The Hyper System makes use of Heidegger’s
concept of Being (crossed out705) that Derrida calls “Differance"706, i.e., the differing and
deferring of traces. Plato calls this the third type of Being in his Timaeus707. It is with the
introduction of this type of Being that the philosophical constructs of the various systems
take on a strange and inordinate nature708. The best way to think about this is the
‘undecidable system’ following Gödel709. Gödel demonstrates that there are statements that
cannot be differentiated as to whether they exist inside or outside a given system. If those
statements are added to a system then it will have emergent properties and those statements
will become indicators of emergence. But, if they are taken away, then de-emergence sets
in and the System becomes a Meta-system. So, at the Hyper System level there is
indecision as to whether we are looking at a System or a Meta-system. Being (crossed out)
is the difference between Pure Being and Process Being. It is a difference that makes a
difference710 between the two711. The difference between the two kinds of Being must be
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another kind of Being. At the level of Process Being we introduce probabilities, but at the
level of Hyper Being we introduce possibilities and we also consider the use of rough
fuzzy712 quantities, as well as normal probabilities, or determinate quantities. At the level
of Hyper Being we are dealing with traces, or hinges713, rather than objects bound into
systems. Therefore we will talk about the footprint of the Hyper System, and the joints
between its elements rather than the objects themselves. In doing this we will begin to
move closer to the Meta-system, which is indicated rather than described. The Hyper
System is indicated by the footprint of its traces, so when it ceases to be emergent, it easily
falls into the meta-system way of looking at things.
One way of thinking about the Hyper System/Meta-system is in terms of the design
landscape. Here the Hyper System is one possibility cut out from the whole of the Metasystem in the design landscape. We trace out its possibility within a realm of myriad
possibilities that are all unrealized. In that realm, each possible system is hinged to another
possible system, and it only exists when inscribed in our written sketches, plans, and
models.
At this point we can begin to discuss the Quadralectic of Design and Non-design. With
Hyper Being comes possibility, and possibility creates the potential for design. But design
must interact with non-design. Thus, the elements of our ‘Quadralectic of Design and Nondesign’ are: concept, essence, perspective, and design. We hypothesize that each of these
persists at the level of Hyper Being. This is why these elements are so difficult to pin
down. We are saying that if a System is inscribed as a trace, or if it is conceived as a
possibility for emergence (that emanates from out of the de-emergence of the Metasystem), then it must be conceptualized. Once conceptualization takes place it may then
arise as a hyper essence714, which is dependent upon generating the perspectives of the
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makes the distinction between entity and non-entity, thing and “no-thing”, by placing the Greek preposition
hyper (hyper, i.e. beyond or above) in front of all predicates concerning the transcendent. Yet, even this
distinction ultimately fails because “hyper-being” or “hyper-essence” leads the mind to conceive of a thing or
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emergent entity that yields the design. Design is the third meta-level of Sign715. We posit
that there is the sign, then the ensign, then the design, then the resign716, and finally the
obsign717. A Sign is a presence that points toward an absence. An Ensign718 is a signifying
process. In the human terms of our physical world, the ensign bears the signs of his
signaling equipment that he uses to make signs. The Design is the third meta-level of the
sign. The Design is the sign of the inscribed trace of a possibility that comes out of the
landscape of possible designs. The design is hinged to the other possible designs, so we
can play them off each other and discover which is a Pareto Optima719. At the level of Wild
Being720 we must Resign, because at that level things take on a life of their own. At the
level of Ultra Being721 we have the Obsign, which takes on the properties of a seal in
which the sign encompasses the mysterious and enigmatic qualities of the Singularity as an
oracle722. In Semiotic Investigations723 A.W. McHoul had the insight to say that Semiotics
cannot exist on its own and must instead interact with the non-sign. Here, we will add that
the concept of a sign can exist at the third meta-level of Being as a design. Because of this
a design is an interconnected field and its proper nature can be taken to a higher metalevel. In its fluidity, it interacts with non-sign elements to form a Quadralectic. Each of
those other fluid, non-sign elements are essential to understanding how a design works. We
must be able to conceptualize the emergent effects of what we want to build. We must be
able to peer into the ‘hyper-essence’ that constrains the emergent attributes of the new
thing. And we must be able to see it from multiple perspectives. When we say ‘hyper-

entity to which these adjective may be applied. Therefore, such labels only send one back to the conceptual
prison from which apophatic discourse attempts to escape.” pp. 20-21, EDT-0320106-222512 at http://etdsubmit.etsu.edu/etd/theses/available/etd-0320106-222512/ accessed 080910 try also
http://gradworks.umi.com.ezlibproxy.unisa.edu.au/14/33/1433061.html accessed 091106.
715
Sebeok, Thomas A. Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics. Toronto studies in semiotics (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1994).
716
“Resign” means ‘to take away’ in a double entry bookkeeping system by recording twice. But it also
means to give up control, or one’s position. It is used here in a special sense indicating the out-of-hand mode
of the sign.
717
"obsign." is a Seal. Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary. MICRA, Inc. 06 May. 2008.
Dictionary.com http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/obsign accessed 080910. It is used in a special sense
here to indicate the Ultra Being (no-hand) mode of the sign as Singularity, which is sealed from our view.
718
“Ensign” is one who makes signs, and is also a position of signal-man on a ship. Here it is used in a
special sense as the ‘becoming nature’ of the sign in process.
719
Fleischer, M. “The Measure of Pareto Optima Applications to Multi-objective Metaheuristics” in
Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization (Berlin; New York: Springer, 2003) Lecture Notes in Computer
Science Volume 2632/2003
720
Op. cit. Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and Invisible. cf. The chiasm of reversibility of ‘Flesh.’
721
Only described by the author. It is the Being of the Singularity of the externality of Being as seen from the
outside as Existence.
722
The Obsign is a seal over the inaccessible Singularity, just like there are seals on the tombs of Pharaohs
and Emperors that are meant to guard them from being molested after death. The seal is the only sign of what
is “always already” absent, it is a warning and an admonition not to enter.
723
McHoul, A. W., Semiotic Investigations: Towards an Effective Semiotics (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, c1996).
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essence’ we recognize that the nature of the essence at each of the levels of Being is
different. This ‘hyper-essence’ is the Hyper Being, or the third meta-level, of the Type724.
There is a Pure static Being of the Type. When we categorize this is at the Process Being
level, where we discover a ‘process-essence’ that is the locus of the 'showing and hiding' of
the categorized kinds of entities. Hyper-essence is different than the ‘process-essence’ of
Husserl. Husserl’s ‘process-essence’ is a kind of something, a ‘whatness,’ which exists as a
category that is merely a constraint on attributes. Hyper-essence is the internal coherence
of that envelope of constraint. This hyper-concept can visualize an internal coherence that
is different from an idea, which is actually an abstract gloss or static Type. This hyperconcept is also an internal coherence of a semantic envelope that understands the hyperessence of a thing, except for the fact that hyper-essence must be viewed from different
hyper-perspectives. The hyper-design is the view of the emergent artifact from all the
various perspectives contained within the hyper-perspective.
In our work on “Software Ontology”725, we have shown that there are four different views
of a real-time software system, these are: function, agent, event, and data. These four
perspectives are necessary for pinpointing the essence of the real-time system. But they
cannot capture it all. That is because software is a cultural artifact that exists at the Hyper
Being level. There is a Singularity at the heart of the real-time software system which,
according to P. Naur726, cannot be known unless we talk to the designer. No amount of
documentation can capture the hyper-essence of the real-time system. But, if we create a
hyper-perspective on the real-time system and coordinate this with the design perspectives,
then we can gain insight into the essence of whatever system we are attempting to design.
We use minimal methods to conceptualize the system in its design. Minimal methods are
the bridges between the essential viewpoints on the system. Yet, the design is actually one
thing despite its multiple interrelated representations. That one thing is the hyper-design,
which exists as something that surrounds the singularity at the center of the designed
system and limits the aspects of the system that can be presented. It does not allow the
system to be presented all at once. There must be a ‘showing and hiding’ of ‘presences and
absences’ through which we attempt to grasp the system under design. We must jump
between viewpoints to get at different parts of the design as we approximate the essence of
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There is an evolution of Type itself, as we push it up through the Meta-levels of Being. Note the Theory
of Logical Types of Russell. At the Hyper Being level Type becomes Essence. At the process level it is a
category, and at the pure level it is a type. See Application of General Schemas Theory: Design Methods and
Meta-methods at http://holonomic.net working papers by the author.
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See “Wild Software Meta-Systems” at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer by the author.
726
Op. cit. Naur, P.
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the emergent artifact. We use minimal methods as our means of conceptualizing the
design, but that conceptualization does not actually capture the hyper-essence. We are
always prevented from capturing this hyper-essence because we have to continually span
multiple mutually exclusive perspectives in order to get a view of the whole system under
design. Concept, essence, design, and perspective all work together to produce the
Quadralectic of the design and non-design moments.
We cannot truly grasp the system under emergent design by merely applying the concept
and the sign as F. de Saussure727 suggested. Even Peirce’s semiology is not adequate728.
Peirce adds the object, which is the essence, to the interpretant, which is the concept, to
the sign (representamen). He defines the sign as all three together. Yet, even this is still not
enough to cover the entire phenomena of the sign. Instead, a four part semiotic system is
needed, which considers the concept, the essence, the perspectives, and the design at the
Hyper Being level. Multiple perspectives on the same object take us into the realm of
synergy. This is the realm of the Quadralectic whose interplay gives rise to the potential of
an Emergent Design.

Wissian Ennead Defined
In this section we will consider the key points in the Dissertation of Pieter Wisse729 where
he defines his concept of the Ennead. From our point of view, the work of Pieter Wisse is
remarkable because at each stage of his argument he discusses the meta-system that
surrounds the moments of his tri-alectic. The basic structure of his elaboration on Peirce’s
concept of the sign can be seen in diagram 2.7.2. It is important to note that he has added
meta-systemic terms such as content, situation, and background to sign, object, and
interpretant, which creates a ‘meta-system-like’ environment.

727

Op. cit. as Ferdinand de Saussure Writings in General Linguistics (Oxford; New York: Oxford University
Press, 2006.).
728
Although Peirce added another element beyond the two of Saussure, he has still not approached the
complexity of the minimal system specified by B. Fuller as being necessary for conceptual stability.
729
Wisse, Pieter homepage: http://www.wisse.cc/ accessed 080910.
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 2.7.2
(slightly modified)

context

Key:
FI = Foreground Interpretant
called here “Representation”
BI = Background Interpretant
called here “Circumstance”

sign

object

FI

situation

BI

Wisse Dissertation Figure 2.7.2730

730

Wisse, Pieter. Semiosis & Sign Exchange Op. cit. Chapter 2, p. 74. Diagrams included in this section are
from online version of Wisse’s dissertation.
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This is immediately expanded into the structure of a prism.

Wisse Dissertation Figure 2.7.4731
Essence is revealed by the behavior of an object that appears in a certain situation. Sign is
a design that appears in a context. A foreground interpretation is a representation of a
concept that appears on a semantic background that we will define as a circumstance. But
this does not take perspective into account. So, we will add a new moment to his prism to
produce the Quadralectic.

731

Ibid. Wisse, P., p 74.
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A new perspective moment is added to the Wissian moments to produce an image of the
Quadralectic:

representation732 (concept, significance) circumstance733 <<Wissian Moment>>

object (essence, relevant signified) situation <<Wissian Moment>>

standpoint (perspective, recognition) surroundings

<<NEW MOMENT>>

sign (design, signifier) context <<Wissian Moment>>

The novelty of Pieter Wisse’s approach was to mediate the binary oppositions between the
foreground and the background as gestalts on each of the three axes. This represents what
he terms as the Ennead of Sign Engineering734, which is the basis of his Metapattern
method735. This introduces a second order mediation into the first order mediation of
Peirce’s trichotomy of the sign.

732

Foreground Interpretation (FI).
Background Interpretation (BI).
734
Defined in Wisse, Pieter. Semiosis & Sign Exchange Op. cit.
735
Wisse, Pieter. “Metapattern: Information Modeling As Enneadic Dynamics” (PrimaVera Working Paper
2001-04, July 2001).
733
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.2
(slightly modified)

Intext
(content)
signature
context
sign
behavior

foreground
Interpretant
(representation)

object
focus
situation

background
Interpretant
(circumstance)

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.2736
A precursor of this mediation can also be seen in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit737
where circumstance, means, and purpose are distinguished when he refers to work. This
formulation becomes the basis for the further distinction of consciousness, selfconsciousness, and spirit. In each case the middle term is said to connect and sublate the
two other terms in the triad, and thus could be interpreted as a trialectic, which differs
from a dialectic, which merely subsumes the two parts within one whole. Here, the third
term also serves as a connection between the two terms that are sublated. However, Hegel
does not specifically differentiate this usage from dialectics per se, he merely describes this
different structure without labeling it. But he goes on to differentiate a fourth moment that
he calls “work performed” or “realization” that clearly is a greater whole of which the
three moments are parts. It is of interest to us that this structure is very similar to Wisse’s
moments of second order mediation in the Ennead. In other words, Hegel discusses how
work, in general, has a structure that is circular based on a beginning, middle, and end, in
which all three of the elements assume each other, such that you must have all of them in
order to have any of them. His structure is such that the first and last moments are

736

Wisse, P. p. 146.
Hegel, G.W.F, The Phenomenology of the Mind (NY: Harper, 1967) pp. 419-431. Especially p. 423 and
p. 426.
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connected and subsumed by the middle term, which is the trialectical term in our
terminology. This gives a whole that encompasses all the moments together as a
‘realization’, or work. Wisse does not mention Hegel, so we do not believe that he is aware
of this precedent to his own formulation. One way of considering Wisse’s work is to
assume that he has connected the Peircian trichotomy of the Sign to the Hegelian concept
of work as a trialectic. But neither Peirce nor Hegel had the idea of second order
mediation, nor did Peirce or Hegel construct a model such as the Ennead with all its
specificity, which Wisse posits as the basis of his Sign Engineering. It is interesting that
Sign Engineering could be thought of as a combination of Peirce’s trichotomous structure
of the Sign and Hegel’s Trialectical definition of work, and that this trialectic could then
become a template for the relationship between consciousness, self-consciousness, and
spirit. Hegel does not provide us with an image of Emergence in his Phenomenology of
Spirit. Work never seems to produce the New, but only the artificial, which becomes a
means of an embodiment of consciousness in the object so that consciousness can become
aware of itself. Sign Engineering, on the other hand, is a condition for the production of
emergent effects through the design of the emergent new thing. Hegel fashioned a
teleology in which consciousness first becomes self-consciousness and then becomes spirit
through stages. Along the way Hegel asserts that various degenerate forms of these
moments must be worked through in a structural way, in which all their permutations are
produced and then cancel with each other before we become aware of the flaws in a
particular degenerate mode of consciousness, self-consciousness, or spirit. Thus, in history,
as new forms of consciousness are produced, it is actually a way of working through the
degenerate forms of consciousness until the perfection of self-consciousness, and then
spirit, is revealed within history. The view presented here is Kuhnian738, which presents
historical development as discontinuous and dependent upon the production of Emergent
Events such as paradigm shifts, which are not teleological but reveal a deeper view of
phenomena through the understanding of anomalies in new theories. In such a view
Emergent Events are the key points of the transformation of history, and Sign Engineering
plays a key role in this with respect to the technological infrastructure because it
represents the emergent system prior to its embodiment. For Hegel, the Sign is the body
itself. It is not as Peirce thought. Peirce saw the Sign as an externalization of mediation
between inside and outside, and/or between subject and object. For Hegel these mediations
are always internal. Hegel talks about this third mediating term as the Minister, a third role

738

Kuhn, Thomas S. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970).
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between master and slave. In Peirce and Wisse, the sign representational system is
decentered outside the subject as something different from the object739. It is almost as if
Hegel’s system is turned inside out! But in that transformation, work gives rise to what is
emergent rather than a merely artificial representation of Consciousness to Itself. Instead,
Consciousness in Sign Engineering transforms itself by transforming the world at which
point it an represent emergent objects, and bring them into embodiment through the
production process. Thus, it transforms itself in an open ended and emergent way by
opening up new possibilities for things, which, in turn, creates new possibilities for
consciousness, self-consciousness, other-consciousness, and spirit (as intersubjectivity).
This is in contrast to the closed teleology that Hegel sees in history. Thus, Hegel offers an
interesting counterpoint to the development of Wisse’s second order mediation as ‘a
suppressed precursor’. Hegel also offers a theory of trialectics as well as dialectics but this
is a resource that Wisse does not use. Wisse was not aware that it was possible to connect
the Sign trichotomy of Peirce with the definition of Work in Hegel, but his contribution is
still of great importance because neither of them had the idea of second order mediation,
which leads to an understanding of higher orders of mediation that was not foreseen by
either Peirce or Hegel, although Plato alluded to this concept in his construction of the
WorldSoul.
In the Ennead, Wisse defines the very specific structure of the interaction of the three
moments of second order mediation, and it is fitting that we dwell on that formulation and
its specifics in order to lay the groundwork for our own extension of his work. Therefore,
we have taken some quotes from the dissertation of Pieter Wisse740 to show how he defines
and uses the following terms: behavior, signature, intext, focus, and point of view.

739

Peirce gives the example of a weather vane as the example of the Sign function.
Wisse, Pieter. Semiosis & Sign Exchange: Design for a Subjective Situationism, including Conceptual
Grounds of Business Information Modeling (Voorburg: Information Dynamics; Amsterdam: Universiteit van
Amsterdam, 2002) http://www.informationdynamics.nl/pwisse/pdf/semiosis_signexchange.pdf accessed
091106
740
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.1.2
(slightly modified)

context

signature

sign

In Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.1.2741, it is shown how a sign consists of a signature in a
context. Wisse makes the signature an index within the content, which he calls the intext.
Signature in general, means a selection from a set of variables that are specific values that
render a particular or an instance unique. It is the signature that makes something unique,
such as the artist’s signature on his painting. In our culture we use the signature as a sign of
individual creativity, and it is a basis for establishing an identity for economic transactions.
We can think of the intext as the content that is written by an agent in a certain context and
then signed in such a way that it establishes uniqueness. Wisse’s concern with establishing
the identity and uniqueness of a particular agent in a given role is an important concept that
he develops as a basis for his Metapattern method.
The following is a quote that introduces Wisse’s concept of signature:
“Behavior is the joint result of object and situation. So, particular
behavior is their relationship. Practically she has to start her model
somewhere. It is by assuming greater importance for situation. Within
this assumption, it is reasonable to speak of situation governing
behavior.”742

741
742

Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 130.
Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 139.
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The situation governs behavior and defines the object. This sounds similar to W. Coutu’s
TINSIT743, (tendency-in-a-situation), as the motive for behavior. The situation sets up a
field in which behavior manifests and then tells us something about the objects toward
which the behavior is directed.
“As Figure 4.5.1 indicates, the model-as-sign is a variable configuration,
not of two, but of three concepts: context, signature, and intext.”744

We will interpret the “intext” neologism of Wisse as meaning ‘content’ in all cases.

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.1.
behavior

(slightly modified)

object
situation
subjectified
reality

objectified
reality
model
context
signature

intellect

Sign Engineering

Intext
(content)

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.1.745
“Here, the engineer poses as the intellect with its subjective reality,
creates a model of the objectified reality through Sign Engineering. The
model has context, signature, and content (intext). Context corresponds
to Situation. Behavior corresponds to content (intext) within the model.
And it is the signature that brings together the context and content
(intext) which corresponds to the object.”
“A signature itself does not carry information except for leading to an
intext as a particular context directs, vice versa. This way, it stands for an
object where it exhibits behavior in a situation. Figure 4.5.3 shows the
model accordingly expanded.”746
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Coutu, Walter. Emergent Human Nature: A Symbolic Field Interpretation (Charlottesville, VA: Teleprint
Pub, 1985).
744
Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 146.
745
Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 146.
746
Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 pp. 147-148 Content for intext is my modification of the quote.
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What is being built here is an isomorphism between the model and the object’s behavior in
a situation. The signature names the object, which has a context within the model. The
name relates to the content of that object within the model, which is called the intext. The
intext is a description of the behavior of the object “in text”. Signature is designated and
identifies Name. It can also be the specific values of the variables of the attributes of the
individual that identify it with a Name.

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.3.
(slightly modified)

context
identity

John

subscribership

John
behavior

membership

John
behavior

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.5.3.747
A separate identity context.

This is a Metapattern model, which shows John acting in different roles in different
situations. In each instance, John’s name is shown in a different context in the model. The
continuum of contexts is signified by the horizontal line. Each vertical line establishes a
new context, which is identified by the role that John takes on in that context. With each
different role, there is a different behavior for John. Wisse’s key realization is as follows:
As we model things, the different situations establish different modeling contexts, and the
model should be driven by the relationship of the situation to the context as the means of

747

Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 147.
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establishing differences in the behavior of objects the (or agents), which will act differently
in different situations. This is a simplifying assumption that goes against standard Object
Oriented methods, which use categories to drive inheritance. Wisse suggests instead, that
we should utilize the differences in behavior that are based on the situations in which the
objects exist as the way to drive inheritance, and in that way, our models will stay closely
connected to the reality they are trying to model. Sometimes our category schemas for
inheritance do not fit with the situations that exist in the world, which can cause
incongruencies in our models and affect our understanding of reality.
“Literally through the concept of signature, context and intext become
concepts that are (more) independent from each other. For how instances
of context relate to instances of intext can always change around
signatures. This explains the modeling power of the Metapattern (Wisse,
2001).”

Wisse makes the point that if we allow situations to drive the object creation of our
models, rather than our category schemas that are expressed in the inheritance hierarchies
of our objects, then the objects in our models will become more independent of each other
and are less likely come into conflict. This is because objects may display different
behaviors in widely diverse environments even though we ideally think of an object as a
self-identical entity. We project illusory continuities of identity that conflict with the
situation specific behaviors of objects. It is better to recognize an object based on its
behavior in a given situation, and to consider other types of projected identity as illusory
because they cannot truly maintain a continuous identity across situations of different
types.
“It is precisely a signature that supports a focus. The experience of a
signature or a point of view is a focus, even. Starting from a particular
signature, its context is the specification of the situation. Its intext is all
that specifies behavior of the situational object. Every change of point of
view/signature changes the context and the intext, too. The Metapattern
thus supports a large variety of sign use with compact models.”

Signature is given as an ‘index’ to an ‘object of focus’ from a ‘point of view.’ You can
easily change from one point of view to another by shifting the focus to another signature.
It is clear here that Wisse has a concept of point of view even though he does not explicitly
introduce it as another moment into his Enneadic model. We have explicitly introduced
another moment related to the point of view, which is mediated by an image between its
standpoint and surroundings. The key thing here is that the heart of the model is the
isomorphism between the mediations. The object is represented in the model by a
signature. The signature becomes the focus of the modeler from a particular point of view.
From that point of view the modeler obtains a particular image of the object within the
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model. So, implicitly woven into Wisse’s presentation of his Metapattern method, is the
idea that there is a point of view that is actually a separate moment.

Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.6.3
(slightly modified)
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.6.3.748
A Metapattern-based model invites the sign user to choose focus.

The Metapattern method can be seen as a scaffolding or supporting framework for
changing focuses on different signatures for different objects as seen from different
perspectives in the modeling process.
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Op. cit. Wisse, P. 2002 p. 152.
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.6.4.
one sign use
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Wisse Dissertation Figure 4.6.4. Support of different interpretations (also read: sign uses).
Wisse’s model incorporates the idea that different modelers may have different
interpretations based on their points of view. Thus, different modelers use signs in very
different ways and interpret them differently from each other. Each modeler has a different
circumstance within which he represents his models. These representations are the
foreground interpretants that relate to given background interpretants that the modeler
brings with him to the work of his own modeling, or of his interpretation of someone else’s
model. We give more emphasis to the representations of the modelers (what is going on in
their minds) which, for the most part, are self-talk and images that relate to the model that
they are attempting to understand. So, we will name these foreground and background
interpretants as representations and circumstances. Once we know they are
representations, then it is clear that concepts do escape them. And we can see that each
moment of the Ennead is 'escaped' in a different way. So, for instance, the perspective
escapes the stance in the surroundings. The design escapes the content of the model within
the context. The essence escapes the object in its situation. This escaping occurs at the
limit of the infinite horizon of each of these moments of the Ennead. They are lacks that
are balanced by excesses. Thus, just as the vanishing point escapes the surroundings of an
image from a standpoint, so too the goal escapes the behavior of the object in the situation,
and the sense escapes the representation, which is a focus in the circumstance. Similarly,
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the pragmata escape the content marked by the signature in the context. In each case there
is a balance between the lack and excess across the second-order mediation that Wisse
takes to be the core of Sign Engineering.
Notice that the purpose of the second-order mediation is to produce an overlap or
isomorphism between the various second-order mediations: Focus, Object, and Signature.
The Signature allows us to Focus on the Object within the model. This overlap, or
isomorphism, allows the model to map the territory more perfectly. But there are elements
that the model and the territory cannot capture. They are ‘escaped’ in two directions:
toward the traces as lacks and toward the excesses as super-abundances. Our
characterizations of the moments of the Ennead, and the additional moment of perspective
in the Quadralectic, allow us to address what escapes the isomorphism of the model to the
territory, i.e., the real world system or meta-system being modeled, with regard to the
representations of the modeler in the process of Sign Engineering.

Wissian Categories Expanded
What follows is Pieter Wisse’s justification for the mapping of his Ennead into the
categories of Peirce. We will see that Pieter Wisse creates his own categories when he
misunderstands those of Peirce. Yet, in spite of this, his misunderstanding is
inconsequential for our own purposes because they are different from those of Peirce and
they do afford us some insight that is useful for building a model of the moments of the
Quadralectic.
Footnote 3: “See the essay The Principles of Phenomenology (1880-1910) as compiled,
and included in, the collection Philosophical Writings of Peirce (1955, pp 74-97) by J.
Buchler. I believe my ennead (see § 4.5) takes me in a different direction than Peirce. Or,
rather, it lets me continue from a different perspective. The fundamental difference is that
of Peirce’s realism whereas I favor transcendental idealism (see also Chapter 6).”
“Let me engage in some speculation, at least equaling the obscurity of Peirce’s notions
which has been a source of bewilderment with many commentators (see for example
Goudge, 1950). Given his numbered classification scheme, I naturally place first-order
concepts inside the objectified reality as constructed, or whatever, by the individual’s
intellect. Then my second-order classification can more closely resemble Peirce’s original
interpretation. With my first- and second-order application, nine combinations result. I
suppose that in such an extended and transposed Peircean universe, from realism to
transcendental idealism, first-firstness is constituted by pure focus [1.1]. And [1.2] firstsecondness is the relationship, through that particular focus, of a foreground
interpretant with its corresponding background interpretant. It becomes even more
complex with first-thirdness. It follows from my scheme that it is [1.3] the set of
interpretants mediated by all directly related foci. Again, all this pertains to the
objectified reality of an individual. As a model, it suggests a reality that is organized as
[2.1] second-firstness (pure object), [2.2] second-secondness (specific behavior of
situational object), and [2.3] second-thirdness (an overall object’s integrated behavior
in all relevant situations). The sign, mediating between firstness and secondness,
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encompasses [3.1] third-firstness (signature), [3.2] third-secondness (signatured intext
in context), and [3.1] third-thirdness (all configurations of intext-context that are
derived from the same identifying signature).
“There certainly is some system in this mapping from Peirce’s metaphysical categories
onto my semiotic ennead. I doubt its usefulness, however. And frankly speaking, I might be
far off with my application of his numbers. In general, that metaphysical strain of Peirce
does not contribute to my argument. Vitally important, though, is the triadic character of
semiosis, and his embryonic suggestion of ground. Those concepts have inspired the
development of the enneadic model of semiosis, outlined later in this chapter.”749 [outline
numbers added]

If we follow Wisse’s appeal to the Peircian Categories, we see that he attempts to
counterpoise them (as Peirce himself does) in order to derive the Ennead. Wisse’s
application of Peirce’s System to the Ennead has some strengths and some weaknesses, but
we will capitalize on the possibilities that his interpretations afford us and we will proceed
to transform it to facilitate our purposes. We will then use the Ennead as the basis of the
Quadralectic. This will entail some deconstruction and analysis of Wisse’s concepts while
preserving his essential insights.
Even though Wisse’s use of the Peirce categories is flawed, we can still use his terms and
structure to show how it is possible to derive the Quadralectic by the same method. We
will begin with a broader range of the Trans-Peircian categories. Because of that resource
we can produce the following derivation of the Quadralectic in a Wissian manner. Wisse
interprets 1.1 (first-firstness) as FOCUS. Then he goes on to interpret 1.2 (firstsecondness) as the relationship between the fore and background interpretants. At this
point we will add to Wisse’s nomenclature and refer to the elements of this relationship as
the representation and the circumstance. Thus, the relationship between a representation
and its circumstance is first-secondness. Thus far, Wisse’s usage is obscure and is not true
to Peirce, for whom the first is an isolata. Therefore, the first-first must be a solitary
isolata, but Wisse is interpreting that as the ‘process of isolating.’ In the Wissian scheme,
the mediator becomes the first and that is not true to Peirce. However, we will continue to
define the Wissian categories, which are oriented toward consciousness and the operations
of consciousness in the design process. In that sense Wisse is saying that what comes first
is the ability to focus. Once we focus, then that sets up a relationship between what we are
focusing on and its circumstances and everything else that relates to it. Wisse also makes a
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mistake by positing that the third is all the instances of our focusing on representations
within circumstances. The third actually means continuity, but Wisse interprets thirdness as
totality. With respect to the totality of focus on representations in circumstances, we
previously referred to this as the proto-gestalt. It is a perceptual way of looking at the
Meta-system. It is the actual dynamic between the total circumstance and all of the focuses
on the representations through which we understand a concept that makes sense. He is
saying that the 1.3 (first third) is the proto-gestalt, which we will term as the perceptual
aspect of the meta-system because it is different than the circumstances themselves.
Now let us use the Trans-Peircian categories discussed earlier to define the Concept and
the Sense. The Concept is what escapes the representations, as well as the cognitive kernel
that they indicate. On the other hand, Sense overflows from the representations as a
projection. The concept is less than a representation, which is a system, i.e., a whole
greater than the sum of its parts. Sense is more than the meta-system, i.e., a whole less than
the sum of its parts. We assume, by following Special Systems Theory, that the focus is
meant to indicate the ‘whole equal to the sum of its parts.’ Therefore, let us define the
Concept as the Hyper Being Trace, which is 1.0 (first-zeroth). And let us define the Sense
as the Projection that overflows beyond the meta-system as 1.4 (first-fourth).
1.0 first-zeroth: Concept trace
1.1 first-first: FOCUS mediation
1.2 first-second: representation = circumstance
1.3. first-third: proto-gestalt of all representation as totality in their circumstance
1.4 first-fourth: Sense projection as synergy of representations.

Once we have worked out this scheme and made the modifications to the meaning of the
Wissian categories as they are related to the Peircian philosophical categories, then we can
proceed to define the other Quadralectic moments.
2.0 second-zeroth: Essence trace
2.1 second -first: OBJECT mediation
2.2 second-second: behavior = situation
2.3. second-third: proto-flow of all behaviors as totality in their situation
2.4 first-fourth: Goal projection as synergy of behavior.

Notice that trace is the zeroth type related to the category. This explains why it is a trace
and why there is really ‘nothing to it’ in each case. Because there is nothing to any of the
zeroth types, they can, at the same time, impinge upon each other and offer insight without
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interference. Wisse, following Peirce, goes from Subject to Object. Subject is seen as an
agent with intention, awareness, and focus, that takes us to the dual in the subject/object
duality, which is the object that is being represented in our interpretation. The object is
known by its behavioral relationships in various situations. The totality of all the object’s
behaviors in all the situations is the proto-flow, the opposite of the proto-gestalt. This
overflows into the behavioral target, which is a projection of goals. We must project goals
in order to root out the essences of objects. The essence is the zeroth type associated with
the Second and although Wisse says that this is a Second, it is contrary to the usage of
Peirce. Signs are really the seconds. What Wisse means is that this is the second moment in
his dialectic, which starts with the inward and the subjective because he is a transcendental
subjectivist, who moves toward objectification. Berger and Luckmann750 proposed a similar
scheme comprised of externalization, objectification, and internalization. We take our
representations and we externalize them, they become objectified beyond us in the social
sphere, and then we internalize these transformed representations, not the objectified
representations. So we can see that the Wissian categories lean toward a similar type of
Social Constructivist751 dialectic as we move from the subjective to the objective via the
sign, and then back toward an internalization with transformed meaning752.
3.0 third-zeroth: Design trace
3.1 third -first: SIGNATURE mediation
3.2 third -second: Content (intext) = Context
3.3. third -third: proto-gestalt of all content as totality in their context
3.4 third-fourth: Pragmata projection at Pragmatic Target as synergy of content.

Wissian categories follow the idea of Berger and Luckmann in that the third step is an
internalization of what was externalized and then objectified. We do this through signs,
which are the signs to ourselves and others. There is no thirdness here in the Peircian
sense. Thirdness is continuity. According to Wisse, this is the third moment of his dialectic,
which will produce a mediation between the subject and object through signs. He says that
the signature, i.e., the name, is the third-first. This would be completely wrong from a
Peircian perspective. But if we accept it momentarily, then we can see that what he is
actually saying is that the identity of the object is the key, and that it is held by the
signature. The signature is a point of mediation that arises from the dynamic between
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content and context. He calls content the intext. It is a text marked by the signature and
delimited in relation to the context. Our point is, if we accept these Wissian categories,
then we can see that there is a totality of all signatures related to an individual object that
gives its identity across contexts and then defines its overlapping contents. And, given that
there are different contexts, a Venn Diagram could be used to illustrate this point very
well. The third, for Wisse, is the totality of all the signatures through which he tracks
identity across contexts, but we can see that the zeroth element is the design. The design is
the third meta-level of the sign that captures the signature within the meta-system of the
design landscape. In other words, we want to create things that will be able to function in
multiple contexts in the situation where there is always a structurally changing flow of
content753. The design is what will articulate the sameness across contexts while holding
contents. The third-fourth is the projection of the pragmata, or the pragmatic considerations
(or pragmatic conditions) that will allow the design to have integrity, given the flux of
content and context for the schematized object. The meta-signature of the craftsman, or
artist, is his style, his subject matter, his technique, and/or his approach to his art. Design is
that meta-signature. You cannot put your finger on what it is but it is very definite in its
expression of the coherence of the art of the craftsman, or artist. Some craftsmen, or artists,
of course, change their style, their technique, their subject matter, or their approach. But
when they do that, they are trying to change their identity and assume a meta-identity754.
Our point is that Sign Engineering uses signs to capture the necessary architecture that will
produce a given set of emergent characteristics when they are embodied. Those signs are
produced by the ensign, which is the ‘sign making’ process at the second meta-level. At
the third meta-level, the sign enters the realm of possibilities, and as a design, it signifies a
point in a multi-dimensional design landscape. The signature of the identity of the
designed component of the system is a point in multi-dimensional space that has a specific
name that marks its identity. The design is a third-zeroth, i.e., there is nothing to it but a
trace. And that trace is balanced by the overflowing projection of pragmata, which are the
pragmatic practices that create an environment that allows the design to be embodied in its
specific architecture, which represents that point in the landscape of all possible designs.
If we are going to produce the design as an externalization that has been objectified for reinternalization, then the signs need to be materially represented. They must act as a
prototype for the system to be designed. The challenge for design is to take that model, or
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prototype, and move it into a realm where the pragmata can be developed so that the
design will be visualized and eventually produced in an embodied form. Sign Engineering
goes through this cycle of externalization, objectification, and internalization over and over
until these conditions are met for actualized embodiment. The design continues to change
as we attempt to find the right balance of the pragmata so that the artifact will work and
perform with the envisioned emergent characteristics.
4.0 fourth-zeroth: Perspective trace
4.1 fourth-first: IMAGE mediation
4.2 fourth-second: stance= surrounding horizon
4.3. fourth-third: proto-flow of all stances as totality in their surroundings
4.4 fourth-fourth: Intentional Target (Vanishing Point) projection as synergy of
stances

At this point we will use the Wissian categories to move beyond the Ennead. We posit a
fourth category based on synergy that goes beyond the third moment in the dialectic. Yet,
here we notice there is a ‘drawing back’ or contraction from the projection of the signs. In
the midst of this contraction we find a framework of perspectives in which our ‘sign views’
of the design must be seen. This is the fourth-first category and will be referred to as the
Image. It mediates between the ‘nowhere of the transcendental subject’ and the ‘nowhere
of the transcendental object.’ Thus, we may establish a stance that allows us to have a
perspective on the artifact under design within its surroundings, and from that stance, we
can visualize an image of it. The collection of all the stances is the proto-flow of the
images. The fourth-zeroth is the perspective and the projection is the vanishing point or the
intentional target. Perspectives on things are not simply views from positions in space,
because we know that there are many perspectives on things, which are based on facts,
theories, paradigms, epistemes, ontos, existences, and absolutes that we designate as real,
or true, or identical, or present. Thus, when we view an artifact, such as a painting, we
view it from an actual stance (or place) in the landscape as we observe and experience the
perspectives and vanishing points of the artifact. An example such as this serves as a
framework through which we can understand other types of more esoteric technical
perspectives that are necessary in building systems, particularly those which we refer to as
the ‘specialties’ or by the term ‘aspect oriented design.’
It is significant to note that because the concept, essence, perspective, and design are
Hyper Being entities that have a zeroth type, they can all be focused on the same thing
without interfering with each other and this allows the design group to share their insight
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into the design that is under construction. Although the Quadralectic is a cycle, we may
observe that the experienced practitioner will visualize this design cycle in his mind, as if
all the moments are focused on the same foci at the same time to produce the design
insight. All the projections overlap and this produces sense targets, goal targets, intentional
targets, and pragmatic targets that can be coordinated to produce an integrated projection,
which we will define as intentionality within the field of awareness. In this structure both
noesis and noema are interfolded to support the intentionality that gives our awareness a
fusion of situations, circumstances, contexts, and surroundings. The perspectival moment
of the Ennead gives us some distance from our design project and this is the hallmark of
Sign Engineering.
This interpretation misconstrues the Peircian Categories, but once we tentatively accept the
Wissian interpretation of Peirce and build upon it, then we can use our expanded set of
trans-Peircian categories to precisely explain the structure of the moments of the
Quadralectic. If we were to completely accept his interpretation we would have to explain
why this development does not follow the lifecycle of the Quadralectic, but instead creates
a contracted structure of three moments rather than four in order to be able to produce that
lifecycle. In other words, the fourth Wissian category is the third moment in the
Quadralectic and the third Wissian category is the fourth moment in the Quadralectic. This
is the type of problem that arises with purely conceptual theories that do not take their
guiding thread from the Nomos, which can sometimes force us to think in counter intuitive
ways that pure ideas can never approximate. Yet, what is useful about this development is
that it clearly defines a relationship between the elements in the moments of the
Quadralectic in terms of the trans-Peircian categories as they are interpreted by Pieter
Wisse. This allows us to have a level of precision that would be missing otherwise.
Wisse has used Peirce’s philosophy in a pragmatic way to provide a philosophical ground
for his method. In the process, he has defined Sign Engineering, which we seek to
elaborate on by adding a further ‘non-sign moment’ to it. In the process, Wisse
transformed the categories from Peirce’s original concept, but on the other hand, we can
see that this is an exercise in Metis. In other words, what Wisse does to Peirce’s theory is
to use it pragmatically to undergird his Metapattern method. He explicitly says he does not
care if he is untrue to Peirce as long as he accomplishes his end. In the process he has some
very interesting ideas about the foundations of the methods we are trying to build upon. So,
although we do not agree with his distortion of Peirce’s categories, we do salute him for
his creativity, ingenuity, and cunning, which is, in fact, the essence of practical reason that
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should always be exercised in design. Wisse is looking at the Philosophy of Peirce and his
Semiotics with a designer’s eye as he attempts to envision a pragmatic basis for his
Metapattern method. What he produces has some very interesting features, which we will
continue to discover as we look at his foundations for design with a designer’s eye, and
take liberties to transform and elaborate on them further. However, as much as we can, we
will adhere to the original meaning of Peirce’s categories and will avoid adopting the
Wissian categories completely.
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Quadralectic Moments Defined
We will transform the Wisse Ennead as follows:
TEMPLATE FOR MOMENTS:
zeroth: System: FIRST Meta-system: fourth
The third is the full set of systems within the Meta-system seen as proto-gestalt or
proto-flow.
trace: System: MEDIATION: Meta-system: projection

Figure 7.5. Wissian Template for the Quadralectical Moment.

QUADRLECTICAL MOMENTS:
concept: Representation(FI): FOCUS circumstance(BI): sense
essence: Behavior: OBJECT: situation: goal
perspective: standpoint: IMAGE: surroundings: vanishing point [NEW MOMENT]
design: Intext: SIGNATURE (signifier): context: pragmata
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We will preserve the mediation of the system and meta-system components of his Ennead
but at the same time we will add the components of trace and projection.
For each moment the template is:
trace: System: MEDIATION: Meta-system: projection

We will also add the fourth moment of the Quadralectic, which is the perspective, and take
that as the template for understanding all the other moments (or components). That is
because perspective has been well understood since the Renaissance as the framework for
the comprehension of forms.
Let us start with a general understanding of the perspectival moment in relation to the
template. In perspective we have a stance, and from that stance the trace lines of the
perspective appear. These trace lines go through an IMAGE and then fan out toward the
surrounding horizon while other lines converge toward the vanishing point. So, the
vanishing point is what is projected beyond the Meta-system by the system. The IMAGE
mediates between the stance and the surroundings, but the trace consists of the perspective
lines that converse at the vanishing point. Perspective exists between diverging panoramas
that emanate from the point of view at the stance and the converging trace lines that
converge at the vanishing point. Normally, the diverging and converging lines cross in the
image giving the illusion of orthogonality. This allows the attention of the viewer to be
drawn to the image via the trace lines755. The point of view is the illusory ‘no where point’
of the subject, and the vanishing point is the ‘illusory point’ of the object. These two (the
‘nowhere’ point and the ‘illusory point’) are duals of each other. As Nietzsche says, subject
is object turned inside out and vice versa756. Perspective is the framework by which this
transformation is enacted. This framework, based on our understanding of the structure of
perspective, leads to the idea that there are four Quadralectic moments. We will treat each
of these in turn:
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trace: perspective:
System: standpoint:
MEDIATION: IMAGE:
Meta-system: surroundings:
Projection: vanishing point

Pieter Wisse’s ideas are compelling because he makes a trialectical connection between the
System and Meta-system through a mediation much the same way that Hegel defines
Work. This aligns with our analysis of the duality of the System/Meta-system and it
provides an element that mediates between these. But it is important to add the trace to this
trialectical model. The trace is the Hyper Being element that is part of the Quadralectic,
which is concept, essence, perspective, and design. We have noted that Hyper Being is
situated between Set and Mass in the unfolding of the Foundational Mathematical
Categories and the difference between the System/Meta-system is often embodied as a
difference between Set and Mass. Thus, trace represents the Hyper Being interface
between the System-Set and the Meta-system-Mass. The perspective is the point of
origination of the View from Nowhere757, i.e. the subjectivity of the subject, which is the
who that is taking a standpoint. Generalized ‘perspective’ means every type of
interpretative perspective that can be taken on some matter, not just the geometrical
perspective on objects. In addition, the perspective framework shows us that the system
projects onto the environment from the position of the stance as well as overflowing into
the environment as a projection. And so we need to add that projected element, which can
be seen from the vanishing point with perspective. This overflow, or excess, is missing
from the trialectical determination of the Ennead in the same way that the trace is missing.
So, now let us consider the other moments of the Quadralectic that Wisse includes in his
Ennead given that we will add the lack as a ‘trace’ and the excess as a ‘projection’ to each
moment of the second order mediation. The ‘moment of perspective’ highlights the
necessity of the trace and projection elements that may still remain hidden or exist beyond
the trialectic of work. These trace and projection elements can also be found in other
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moments of the Ennead, and acknowledging their presence increases our ability to grasp
the Emergent nature of Design.
trace: essence
System: Behavior
MEDIATION: OBJECT
Meta-system: situation
Projection: goal

Starting from the moment of the perspective, we understand that in the external world,
organisms exhibit behavior. In fact, it is their behavior that controls their perception as
well as their possibility of being perceived. Bodily behavior shapes perception and gives us
insight into the essence of an object, and those objects are dealt with differently depending
on their essence. We can proceed a step further and define ‘bodily behavior’ as an object in
the world, and when we do, it is termed as Action by the Subject, but whether bodily
behavior (as the object) is being perceived, or where bodily behavior as the embodied
subject is being perceived – it is behavior that ultimately controls perception758. Here
essence means the hyper-essence, which is the internal coherence of the thing that is
captured by its ‘whatness.’ Objects are used differently depending on the situation. So, in
this case, behavior can be seen as a ‘usage practice’ that brings out the meaning of the
thing based on ‘how it is used.’759 However, we can also see that all practices use objects
toward some end or goal. If we are oriented toward the goal, we are in the present-at-hand
mode, but if we are oriented toward what we are using, i.e., a tool or instrument, then we
are relating to that tool in the ready-to-hand mode. Dasein takes a stance in the world
toward things with some goal in mind, and it is through the projection of that goal, via
intentionality, that we experience the ecstasy of existence overflowing into our lifeworld.
This is what we define as an objective moment in the Quadralectic.
Following the objective moment of the Quadralectic is a subjective moment.
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trace: concept
System: Representation(FI)
MEDIATION: FOCUS
Meta-system: circumstance(BI):
Projection: sense

We will rename the ‘foreground interpretant,’ (FI) the representation, and the ‘background
interpretant,’ (BI) the circumstance. What mediates the two is the FOCUS. We focus on
one representation or another within a given circumstance. Our projection is the sense we
make out of the representation given the circumstance. The focusing can be done in terms
of gestalt, flow, proto-gestalt, or proto-flow. Focusing means ‘what we pay attention to.’
We pay attention to one representation, rather than another, in different circumstances.
Notice that in certain circumstances our representations determine our behavior within a
context, which, in turn, determine our stance in a given surrounding. That stance
determines what we experience.
trace: design
System: Intext (i.e. content)
MEDIATION: SIGNATURE
Meta-system: context
Projection: pragmata

The experience has its intext and context mediated by a signature. The signature is based
on a particular design, which is projected as some ‘means to a practical end,’ referred to
here as ‘pragmata.’ Experience is a semiotic activity that has a practical purpose. As we
have said, structurally there are four pattern possibilities for pragmata: structure, flux,
value, and sign. We are using the sign structure as the basis of this analysis. But any of the
pragmata could have been chosen. In experience we are oriented toward some pragmatic
end, and that pragmatic end might be different from our idealistic goal with respect to
objects. The pragmata have to do with structuring, controlling flux, valuing, or signing. It
is the pattern that underlies the form, which is the goal of behavior. But any pair of the
schemas could be introduced here to differentiate the two. Experience has a particular
intext within a context mediated by the signature of the experience. That signature has a
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trace design that we are trying to understand and realize through the pragmata via the
signing that balances intext with context. Signature means a sign of identity. It is a specific
sign but it expresses the trace design in a way that can move the system designers toward
an understanding and realization of the pragmata. Intext is balanced against context by the
identifying signature that expresses a design in a way that reveals a pragmatic outcome.
Intext is the interior content within the context. Intext informs by applying a specific
signature that will bring out the design so that it can be expressed as a pragmatic outcome.
Wissian: Zeroth Trace:: concept: essence: perspective: design
Wissian: Second System:: Representation(FI): Behavior: standpoint: Context (Intext)
Wissian: First MEDIATION:: FOCUS: OBJECT: IMAGE: SIGNATURE
Wissian: Second Meta-system:: circumstance(BI): situation: surroundings: context
Wissian: Fourth Projection of targets:: sense: goal: intention (vanishing point): pragmata
Note: All Seconds relate System to Meta-system. Thirds are the totality of all existing Systems in the Meta-system.
Lack: Zeroth Trace:: Concepts

allow us to comprehend essences, and although these essences

are separated and unique, acknowledging their differences will lead us to better understand
perspective, and this will improve our ability to design.
Wissian: Second System:: Representations

control behavior, which give us our standpoint (or

stance) in the world and that supplies the content of experience (or intext).
Wissian: First MEDIATION:: Focusing

attention on objects gives us images with a particular

experiential signature.
Wissian: Second Meta-system:: Meta-systems

are comprised of circumstances, surrounding

horizons, contexts, and situations, and each are related to their particular systems in the
Quadralectic.
Excess: Fourth Projection of targets:: Our

sense of things allows us to attune ourselves to the goals

that are organized as ultimate objects (such as the vanishing point), which we underwrite
through pragmata, i.e., the pragmatic ends that subtend goals and make it possible for us to
reach those goals.
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There is a mediation between the System and Meta-system, and that supports a projection
that is beyond the meta-system, which is made possible by opening up possibilities that
create an openness within Hyper Being. If there was no opening, there would be nothing
that the system could project onto. In that case, no projection would exist beyond the metasystem. We can use the definition of openness in Hilary Lawson’s Closure760 as a way of
understanding this concept, or we can use Heidegger’s ideas, as expressed in Contributions
to Philosophy.
We have further developed the Quadralectic with the addition of the ‘moment of the
perspective’ and because we consider each moment (thus far defined) both in terms of their
‘traces of lack’ as well as their ‘overflowing excess’ we have a more nuanced definition of
Hegel’s concept of work. Hegel’s concept of Work is enhanced by his dialectical
realization of beginning, middle, and end, where the beginning is the circumstance, the
middle is the means and the end is the purpose. Hegel is not specific about defining the
moments of work. Here, we will define work in its preeminent status as the production of
Emergence within humanly produced artifacts, the arising of which is part of the Emergent
Event. This is an essential type of work that utterly transforms the world as part of the
Emergent Event. All other transformations are degenerate modes of that most radical type
of work. And here we are saying that Trialectical moments of work, which bring new
things into existence through Emergent Engineering, have a certain coherence in the way
the ‘moments of this work’ support one another within the Quadralectic. There is a
conceptual moment that produces representations, there is a moment of essence perception
based on behavior toward the object, there is a moment in which new perspectives have to
be taken toward things in the world, and finally there is the moment in which the content of
the new thing must be filled in pragmatically, and this is the moment of design. These are
the moments of radical work that transform the world. In Emergent Design all these
moments of work have to cohere in order to produce something utterly new. In all other
forms of work, which are not as radical, it is possible that these moments may fall apart or
that some could be missing all together. It is not only in consciousness, or selfconsciousness, or reason, or spirit that have moments of this type that Hegel analyzes, but
also work itself has moments that are clearly visible in its highest manifestation where it is
producing something completely new. Marx interpreted all of Hegel’s work as centered in
thought, but we believe that Hegel meant bodily and embodied work, not just the work of
thought. And the Quadralectic shows how the work of thought is connected intrinsically to
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bodily and embodied work. It is connected because we not only have concepts that are
represented, but those concepts are about the essences of objects that are only clearly
understood through our behavior toward those objects. And we must take an embodied
stance toward objects in order to gain a proper perspective, although our ultimate search is
for a new perspective, which is mediated by the anamorphic quality of the new object. The
new emergent object opens up a new perspective on the world. Finally, we design the
content of a new object based on pragmatic considerations so that it actually has the
emergent properties that we desire. This means that the new object becomes embodied out
of constraints and qualities that can be realized within the world as we conceive of it at a
given point in its technological development. Work is not merely the production of predetermined and already designed objects. Rather, there is radical work that produces new
things, which, in turn can change the world either in part, or sometimes, as a whole.
Understanding these moments of work that allow new things to come into existence is our
purpose for defining the moments of the Quadralectic.

View from Beyng
In Heidegger’s Contributions to Philosophy761 there is resonance (echo), handoff (playingforth), leap, and grounding. There is a resonance between the System and the Meta-system,
which expresses itself in each moment of the Quadralectic. But there needs to be an
opening762 in which a handoff occurs between the System and the Meta-system, which
allows a playing-forth between them. Ultimately there is a leap across the divide between
them, but once that cleavage has been transitioned, then there is a grounding of the System
in the Meta-system as an abgrund763. Where the System seeks grounding, the Meta-system
retreats, is reticent, and refuses. This reticence and refusal causes the openness between the
System and Meta-system, and creates a niche where the System can fit into the Metasystem. For the System to nestle into a niche in the Meta-system, there must be ‘traces of
possibility of encounter’ and there must be a mediation between the two. The main
characteristic of the schemas is that they nest into each other perfectly with no gaps. This
nesting can only happen if there is an ‘openness of possibility of mating,’ or if one schema
serves as a ‘media for inscription’ by the other. Being a media means that something is not
only inscribed, but also projected beyond the media. Thus, the Quadralectic will operate
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between any two adjacent schemas. We have observed that if the goal is at the Form level,
then the pragmata is at the Pattern level. Sense and the vanishing point mediate between
these moments of projection as other projections. Pragmata have to make sense in relation
to the goal. But there also needs to be a pure projection in spacetime of the coordinate
system in order for the goal to be reached via the pragmata. All the projections are
transcendences. All the traces are immanence. Between the System and the Meta-system is
the immanence and the media that make the ‘passing through’ possible, which, in turn,
creates an environment for transcendence. The Quadralectical moments are immanent and
together with media they make the ‘projections of transcendences’ possible. This all occurs
while situated in the schematic hierarchy. In each case, what ‘a System is’ and what ‘a
Meta-system is’ can be at any two adjacent schematic levels. We say that schemas are
media, but we fail to mention that it is the lower, nested schemas that write (inscribe upon)
the adjacent higher schemas. The lower schemas use the higher schemas as media, and by
opening up the traces between them the projection can be carried across the higher schema
toward what lies beyond it, i.e., an even higher schema.

Extension of the Ennead into the Quadralectic
This extension of Pieter Wisse’s work is significant and in order to give his Ennead more
dynamism and flexibility we have added another moment related to perspective, as well as
elements of moments that are related to trace and projection. For the most part, Wisse’s
structural concept of his Ennead comes out of this extension unscathed. But our connection
to the philosophical categories of Peirce is even more tenuous than his. We are assuming
that the Quadralectic will produce the synergies of design. We have noted elsewhere that
the Quadralectic is related to the Emergent Lifecycle, the Foundational Mathematical
Categories, and the Emergent Meta-system764. These two fundamental cycles are lodged in
the Emptiness and Void of Existence and are the basis of the Quadralectic. But the
Quadralectic operates in Being, not in Existence! The moments of the Quadralectic are
posed at the Hyper Being level because that is the level where possibilities open up! We
could pose the moments at any level, but the crucial level for explaining the nature of
systems and meta-systems design is that of Hyper Being. The fundamental insight of Pieter
Wisse was that the context, situation, circumstance, and/or the surrounding horizon must
be the basis for our design. In design we try to fit the systems we build into environments.
The Quadralectic explores the various different kinds of niches and views of the
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environment for the systems we design. The system element in each case is like a probe
into the system that can produce a specific response to the environment. So, we create
representations, and we set those in motion to produce simulated behaviors. We then view
those simulated behaviors in different perspectives (such as those named for real-time
systems). We then attempt to understand the content of those systems, given the behavior
of the representations of the various perspectives. This is the basic operation of system
design. But that basic probing is dependent on the mediation of the System and Metasystem via the medium. The medium of mediation is the focus, object, image, and
signature. We focus our attention on one object at a time in lieu of the entire situation that
the system must respond to. We visualize images of that object, which Husserl calls the
noematic nucleus through which we attempt to approximate the essence of the system as
an envelope of constraints on attributes. The essence provides a particular signature of the
parameters of the system given particular scenarios. In this process we are conceptualizing
and visualizing the emergent system as we attempt to approximate the internal coherence
of its essence given its nihilistic fragmentation across perspectives. This leads to the
positing of a design. Our key point is that a design is a meta-level of the sign itself. Thus,
design is not a fragmented, but an interconnected field, however, it only exists as a trace
until the system is realized. That realization has to do with projection. Projection has to do
with setting goals and supplying the pragmata that can support those goals at the next
lower schemata. In that process we use the vanishing point as a limit toward which we
push our approximations. We then coordinate these approximations based on the sense of
what the various diverse elements become when they are brought together. Projection
beyond the meta-system (of the system) is what allows emergence to be realized. If there is
no projection, which is the basic actualization of timespace in terms of the schemas, then
there would be no creation of emergent effects. This model specifies how the bootstrapping
occurs that allows the design to be realized with the actualization of emergent effects
through projection. It shows how the traces of the openness, as well as the medium, must
be there to allow the system to pass through the meta-system, in order that it may reach the
projected goal based on the pragmata at the vanishing point (which is also the point of
realization) of something that must make sense.
This is a precise model of how the Quadralectic works based on the Ennead of Sign
Engineering. We have expanded it to make it dynamic, but also augmented it to illustrate
the important role played by Hyper Being and the projection process. In order to achieve
projection, the system must move through the meta-system as a medium attuned to the
openness. This is the system turning ‘inside out’ within the meta-system environment and
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it does this in a four-dimensional rotation. By turning inside out, the system becomes the
meta-system, and then goes beyond it to be reassembled as something emergent, which is
an artifact with characteristics that go beyond nature. Furthermore, what goes beyond
nature emanates from within us (as our creation) based on the template of the schemas.
This is crucially dependent upon the possibilities that are unleashed from Pandora’s Box
by Hyper Being. Without those possibilities, there would be no emergent creation beyond
what is in nature. It is our nature to create artifacts based on the schemas, and what we
create is artificial because it is based on the timespace schematization that is built into us
naturally. We appear to naturally produce what is artificial based on projections that are
genetically built into us with very little, if any, contribution from culture. And these
projections hew to the schemas. It is at the level of Hyper Being that this capacity is
unveiled. We can see this demonstrated by the Demiurge in the Timaeus who begets
creatures at the Hyper Being level, whereas, before, there was only a ‘distanced’ or
‘abstracted’ kind of creation. Embodied creation must 'be prepared for' by a Third kind of
Being765. Embodiment766 and immanence are important for achieving a transcendence of
the projection. This is why we say that the Emergent Event is four-dimensional time
embodied. And that is why we say that the Emergent Event is the phenomena that becomes
the face of the world as it draws in all the transcendences. It is at the level of Hyper Being
that the possibilities necessary for a new creation come into play. The projections are Pure
Being. If we coalesce the excesses of sense, goal, vanishing point, and pragmata into a
unity, we can then visualize an illusory continuity that exists in Pure Presence. The
Quadralectic is part of Becoming or Process Being, through which the emergent thing
comes into existence. And for this process to happen, there must be a gap between the Set
and Mass or System and Meta-system, which will provide a niche for the elements of
Hyper Being that we see in the traces. These traces must not be mistaken for the mediation
between ‘Set and Mass’ or ‘System and Meta-system.’ The traces give us access to the
openness, whereas the ‘medium of mediation’ would close off that bridge of access
between the two schemas. As we go up the schematic levels, we increase our access to the
open expanse and we can project by pulling the system through this opening, which will
transform it into the Meta-system and then reconstitute it to become something new,
something emergent. It is then that we will achieve a full realization of our idea via the
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four projections of the Quadralectic at the limit of the projection (of our idea) that has
become embodied as a new Emergent Entity. This is part of our phenomenology of the
System. This is how it turns inside out and into the Meta-system before being reconstituted
into a new Emergent System. This ‘turning inside out’ is a rotation that can only be
engineered in hyperspace, i.e., the fourth dimension. This tells us that we must dip into the
nondual reality of our four-dimensional world in order to achieve an emergent effect. That
opens up the nature of time from linear (as a ‘time arrow,’ or dissipative ordering) to either
planar (autopoietic symbiotic) or four-dimensional (reflexive) time.
All of this serves to show the usefulness of Plato’s third kind of Being, which was
rediscovered by Heidegger as Being (crossed out) and then taken up and given notoriety by
Derrida when he presented it as Differance. Plato was discussing how the Demiurge
formed the world creatively, noting that the embodied world must be generated and cannot
be merely ‘thought’ into Existence. Plato says that creative generation takes place when the
elements are placed within the chora or the receptacle. That receptacle is the ‘timespace’
within which the designed elements of the minimal solids are introduced. There is an
‘intelligent’767 design in these minimal Platonic solids that is determined from outside the
universe. The ‘possibilities for organization in spacetime’ play a significant role in
determining what can be created and what cannot be created. We understand the minimal
solids conceptually, but we understand their essence when we try to build something else,
a regular solid that is different, unique, and beyond those allowed in our universe. With the
minimal solids we are introduced to dimensionality, which then determines possible
perspectival views of things in spacetime. Yet, there is a fundamental design behind the
concept of ‘number’ that we need to understand because of the way that it points to the
possibilities of synergy, especially in the fourth dimension. Without Hyper Being there
could be no embodiment of these possibilities. We can talk about the propensities of Wild
Being and the singularities of Ultra Being as going beyond this middle kind of Hyper
Being. Without opening up the realm of possibilities in Hyper Being, the propensities and
singularities would not matter, there would not be a creative production of the emergent
novelty of the new. So, this is the level that we must focus on in order to understand the
nature of emergent systems and meta-systems, as well as Emergent Science and Emergent
Engineering. It is at this level, the level of Hyper Being, that emergent systems come into
being based on patterns that are laid down in Existence upon which the Quadralectic is
based. The Quadralectic is based on the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, as seen in the
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Foundational Mathematical Categories and within the Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system
that exists in Emptiness and Void. The Quadralectic moves within Being, wresting
emergent artifacts from out of Existence into Being768. At this level, the phenomenology of
the new emergent system, or meta-system, comes into Being from Existence and the
process happens through the Quadralectic. Central to this process are the traces that exist
between the System and Meta-system along with the mediation between these two duals.
Things such as noumena may have propensities that hinder or help this process, or there
may be singularities in Being that block or provide the axis for this transformation. But, if
we did not acknowledge Hyper Being, then the essential transformation from the system
into the meta-system through de-emergence could not take place nor evolve back again
into an Emergent System. All this happens through the traces that give access to openness.
Through this mediation, one schema becomes the active media for the other.
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CHAPTER 8

Context of the Quadralectic
Exploring Wild Being on the Way to Ultra Being
The Quadralectic is made up of separate moments but only one is related to signs. Here we will explore
how Wild Being, as the dual of Hyper Being, plays a role in the actualization of Designs as
Implementations of Emergent Artifacts. These duals are related to Ultra Being, which is a Singularity
in existence that differentiates Emptiness from Void. Understanding the relationship between Being
and Existence is crucial for understanding how new emergent artifacts come into being. They start out
as Singularities in Ultra-Being that are embedded in Existence and then unfold through the various
meta-levels of Being into our world. A geometrical model of this process is given. This unfolding of the
meta-levels of Being is then related to the unfolding of the schemas.

Quadralectic Context for the Creative Design Activity
Design and Design Creativity are generally treated as an isolated activity
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. We will

follow the advice of A. W. McHoul770 and examine semiotics in the context of other
activities that confirm the role of the Quadralectic as an applicable philosophical model for
design. The concept of the Quadralectic stems from the work of Pieter Wisse who based
his Sign Engineering and Metapattern method on the semiotics of Peirce. By utilizing
Wisse’s Ennead model to produce the Quadralectic, and by using his own interpretation of
the Peircian categories as a basis, we will be able to explain where the Hyper Being metalevel Quadralectic moments appear within his scheme at the zeroth level. We have
enhanced the Ennead by adding perspective as a moment to the process of Semiotic Design
Engineering and as a result of this addition, the Ennead becomes a more viable framework
for refining our concept of its elements and how it functions. The layer that he lacks is the
projection through which the system surpasses the meta-system elements via the mediation
and the trace that come between them. By transforming the Ennead into the Quadralectic,
we are rendering what was an essentially static dialectical, theoretical structure that
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mediated between inside and outside, and content and context into something that is even
more dynamic. We have turned it into a model of a process that cycles and involutes at the
same time.
In this chapter the Quadralectic will be given an even broader context. That context relates
to the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, as seen in the series of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories, and the Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. In previous papers
related to the question of the philosophical foundations of the Western tradition, it has been
shown that these two cycles are related to each other and that their relationship subtends
the cycle of the Quadralectic771.
As we examine the foundations for Engineering, especially the Emergent Engineering of
Systems, it is imperative that we establish how the artifacts that embody emergent
properties undergo creative design. As we continue to examine the relationship between
design and emergence, our intention is to unify design by visualizing it as a meta-level
where possibilities emerge. Thus, it behooves us to explain the relationship of the
Quadralectic to the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. It is of great interest that the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event is related to the Emergent Meta-system Cycle, which is
the basis for the dynamics of Existence beyond Being. The Quadralectics of Design occurs
in Being, and Emergence becomes a possibility at the point where possibilities become
possible within Being. The Foundational Mathematical Categories appear as traces in the
nomos of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event which synchronize with the cycle of the
Emergent Meta-system. It is this synchronization that gives the Quadralectic its dynamic
quality.
Why does this matter to us when considering a Systems Phenomenology? It matters
because we are not only interested in the description, explanation, and formalization of
systems, but also in the creative design of systems. Their ‘coming into being’ as emergent
artifacts is a fundamental feature of the world that our phenomenology should describe,
explain, and formalize as much as we can. Existence is the standing from which something
that comes into Being emanates from. Without something outside Being, for example, a
non-Being such as Existence, there is no possibility of something coming into Being.
Parmenides denied that there was anything outside of Being, and this is the generally
accepted position in our tradition. But if there is no Existence, then Emergence becomes
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impossible because there would be no beyond from which the transformations of Being
could occur. Change must be change in relation to some reference point. Existence (what is
found) provides this reference for transformations in Being. When we say that 'change
changes', we mean that by comparing the changes in Being to the changes in Existence
(that are differential) we can then see the difference that makes a difference, which is the
Emergent Event, (which is an example of third order change). We are especially interested
in how we can create artifacts that are emergent, and how that emergence becomes
manifest in existence, rather than in the projections of Being. A model has been developed
in a foregoing series of papers772 that explains how this is possible by combining the cycle
of the Quadralectic in Being both with the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, and the Cycle
of the Emergent Meta-system. Expressed in this way both cycles define the dynamic of
Existence. The manner in which these various pieces of the puzzle came together was quite
unexpected. But we should make use of this gift to deepen our phenomenology.

Hyper Being and Wild Being as Duals
In essence, we have discovered that semiotics interacts with other fundamental ideas that
develop through the meta-levels of Being. But the level of Hyper Being, i.e., the level of
traces773, is the most important because that is the level where possibilities become
possible. Possibility is the essential ingredient of Design. We live in a world in which
possibilities are easy for us to imagine. David Lewis describes this in his book, On the
Plurality of Possible Worlds774. Lewis calls them possible worlds. We will use the term
pluriverse when describing these possible worlds, or we may call them the many worlds
when we are speaking in the context of the Theory of Quantum Mechanics. He designates
them as real because he does not acknowledge that possibility can appear at a specific
meta-level of Being. David Chalmers775 asserts that we can imagine possible worlds very
easily. For instance, we can invent a possible language more easily than we can learn an
existing language and it is significant to note that this possible language is co-determinate
with the possible world776. This ability to project, or ‘throw forth,’ a possible world and a
possible language at will, is dependent on the realm of possibilities opened up within the
meta-level of Hyper Being. And if we are throwing forth a whole world and the languages
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that support them, then throwing forth new things within those new worlds would seem a
natural part of the process of actualizing possibilities. In effect, new worlds are possible
horizons on which new things can be seen. The production of new worlds as a context for
new things is a definition of the Emergent Event. What is difficult to conceive is: How do
possible things within possible worlds enter our world as something that actually exists? It
is not hard to explain the projection, the difficulty lies in explaining how the projection is
realized within our common world as an intersection of many possible worlds created by
lots of different people. Somehow this wild variety becomes normalized and this change
becomes a new commonly agreed upon world with a new system with emergent properties.
This process is hard to explain and that is why we evoke the Quadralectic and its
relationship to the emergent event in tandem with the dynamic nature of existence. The
Quadralectic can serve as a clear and viable model for this emergent manifestation. We
will not explain in detail how these three cycles interlock and synchronize because that has
been done elsewhere777. Rather, we will give an overview that shows why this interlocking
is important for the purpose of understanding the phenomenology of the emergent
system/process. In effect, we need to know more than simply how to envision a system. As
we travel up the meta-levels of being we realize that what we are really seeking is a
phenomenology of the emergent system particularly when we are the producers of that
emergent system. We will call this the modality of the in-hand778 of being-in-the-world. It
is the next modality up from the present-at-hand and ready-to-hand and it was first
recognized by Merleau-Ponty in his Phenomenology of Perception779. Toward the end of
his life, Merleau-Ponty realized that the possibility of an expansion of being-in-the-world
must exist. To illustrate, he gives the example of a blind man with his walking stick that
has become part of him, or we could think of a guitar player780 with his guitar, which has
become an extension of himself. If being-in-the-world expands, it must expand into the
realm of possibility. That is because the world contains everything that is, as well as the
things that are not. The world expands by the introduction of something genuinely new
and that is precisely what the meta-levels of Being give us, the necessary pre-requisites for
the new thing coming into existence. We only recognize this when we ascend to the level
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of Hyper Being. Previously we asserted that we can easily imagine possible worlds, but
within that realm of possibility, a more difficult question arises. Can a new thing exist as
‘more than just a possibility’? Can it be ‘brought into existence,’ or ‘actualized,’ within the
world? Our first question concerning possibilities emanates from the realm of Hyper
Being, and our second question concerning actualization, comes from Wild Being. Each
new thing is mirrored in the meta-levels of Being and what opens up the world to the
existence of the new thing is what makes it possible for the new thing to connect back to
the world so that it may be actualized. The kinds of Being are a step by step guide for how
this is done. What intrigues us here is how possibility occurs within the design process of
something new. In other words, we are not only interested in how something new turns up
in our world, but we want to understand how we can actually create something new and
bring it into our world. Engineering is an excellent example of our society’s desire to
produce new and emergent things continuously. This needs to be explained from a
foundational perspective, and from this perspective we must move beyond the dualism of
the foundations and anti-foundations to a position of afoundationalism, which has been
developed in earlier papers781. From the perspective of Being, we need to recognize that
traditional mathematics has given us the Foundational Mathematical Categories that are
written into the Nomos of Emptiness782, which interact with the cycle of the Emergent
Meta-system that appears from the Void783.

Emptiness, Void, and Ultra Being in the Standing of Existence
Emptiness and Void are the two basic interpretations of Existence. Foundations are very
weak; they cannot be grasped and are only found in Existence and not in Being. This is
what one should expect. Being is a projection. It is not possible to have a foundation in
something that is moving and being thrown as an ‘ecstasy’784. Existence is what is found
that lies beyond the projection but is not affected by the projection. Foundations belong to
the realm of Existence and not within the realm of Being. Foundations are not graspable by
Being. From this perspective, a weak, independent, non-graspable foundation can exist as a
Foundational Mathematical Category written into the Nomos, and furthermore, it is the
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dual of the Emergent Meta-system cycle that delineates the cycle of dynamic existence.
The Quadralectic appears within the synchronization between these two cycles, but in the
context of Being. Therefore, it must come from Ultra Being, because that is the difference
that makes a difference between Emptiness and Void. The Quadralectic appears from Ultra
Being in two steps, first from Wild Being, and then from Hyper Being. Then it devolves
into Process and Pure Being. That means that the Quadralectic unfolds from a Singularity
(within the existence of Being) as the difference between Emptiness and Void. The
Foundational Mathematical Categories exist within Emptiness and are the fundamental
source of all mathematical categories and the source of all thought concerning the
schematization of designs. The Foundational Mathematical Categories provide the
Quadralectic with the ability to make a design, to conceptualize it, to define its essence,
and to form a perspective. The Quadralectic also uses the Foundational Mathematical
Categories to impose designs as constraints. The Foundational Mathematical Categories
give us a picture of how the Emergent Event comes into being, and when they function as
a set, these categories help us to create and provide insight into the emergent nature of the
designed artifact. This is the key point. Emergence must occur in the context of the Void
but on the basis of the schematization of Emptiness. The fact that a universe exists first,
mostly as empty space, is a given. But within that there is projection, and counter to the
projection is the emptiness of the projection, which makes it both illusion and the stuff of
imagination. We use the unfolding of the Emergent Event in Nomos as the measure by
which we constrain the emergent thing we wish to bring into existence. If it were not for
the relationship of the Emergent Event to the Emergent Meta-system, we could not bring
something into existence. If it were not for the connection of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories to emergence, we could not introduce something radically new.
There are actually four things interacting: the Quadralectic unfolding from Ultra Being, the
Emptiness of the Foundational Mathematical Categories unfolding in the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event, the Void unfolding as the dynamic of the Emergent Meta-system, and
finally, Manifestation. Manifestation is the nondual between Emptiness and Void.
Manifestation is what allows the transition from imagination to existence because, at their
root, Emptiness and Void are the same thing beyond the appearance of the singularity of
Ultra Being. Thus, it is not a problem for something new to come into existence as an
Emergent Event because there is ultimately no difference between the Emptiness and Void
sides of Existence. Projection also unfolds from out of existence, which brings us to the
conclusion that since these attributes unfold from out of existence, there is no need to cross
any barrier. Yet, when we recognize Emptiness and Void as different, we believe that
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there is a barrier to cross and we devise a way to cross it by applying the Quadralectic in
Being. Yet, because this is synchronized with the lifecycle of Emergence in the
Foundational Mathematical Categories, as well as with the cycle of the Emergent Metasystem (which is the basis of our understanding the Void), then the Quadralectic is nothing
more than the synchronization between these two cycles that are reflected in Being after
their unfolding.

Figure 8.1. Standings.

We have to keep in mind that the Quadralectic unfolds out of the singularity of Ultra
Being, which is the difference that makes a difference between Emptiness and Void. The
chasm between Emptiness and Void is made bridgeable by Manifestation, which is the
deeper nondual beyond and before the arising of that apparent split in Existence. The
lifecycle of Emergence appears in Emptiness and is inscribed in the Nomos, i.e., the
nondual that relates to the duality in Being. But Emptiness and Being are founded on Void,
which is represented as the cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. Within the context of
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Being the Quadralectic merely reflects the synchronization of the cycle in Emptiness785 and
the cycle in the Void786. Both of these cycles that articulate this apparent duality of
nondual existence are manifestations of the deeper nonduality of the Manifest. In this case
we are using the term, Manifestation, as it is defined by M. Henry in The Essence of
Manifestation787, which is a term that he actually derived from Meister Eckhart788. Henry
does not appear to realize the full depth of Eckhart’s term, although he uses it as his basis
for his critique of Heidegger that places it on the level of Hyper Being. Henry refers to
“that which never appears” as the “Essence of Manifestation” and uses it to critique
Heidegger’s Ontological Monism. But we can see there is a deeper interpretation of the
term Manifestation that is closer to Eckhart’s original meaning and goes beyond Henry’s
application to Fundamental Ontology. For Eckhart, the Essence of Manifestation is the
Godhead, i.e., the part of God that can never be known by humans. Eckhart clearly
identifies Emptiness with that. But we know from the evolution of Buddhism in China that
there is a difference between Emptiness and Void. Emptiness789 is represented in
Buddhism790 as the ultimate basis of consciousness, and the Void791 is represented in
Taoism792 as the underlying reality of nature. Thus, there are two different interpretations
of the nonduality of existence. Emptiness is associated with Time and Void is associated
with Space. In relation to Being, Emptiness sees the nondual as projection, and Void sees
the nondual as it was before the split between Emptiness and Being arose. We will identify
the deeper nonduality between the nonduals as Manifestation and distinguish that from an
even deeper nondual called the Amanifest. It is clear that, as a Singularity, Ultra Being
marks the difference between Emptiness and Void and is the opposite of the deeper
nondual of Manifestation. Ultra Being is what remains of Being when we are outside of its
projective enchantment. Ultra Being is merely an externality of a projection of Being that
is found in Existence. But because the ecstasy of exi-stance (standing outside ourselves in
the world we project, i.e., the ecstasy of existence), springs from us spontaneously (before
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we get a chance to call it back or pre-empt it) we are, as Heidegger says, thrown into the
world as if we were always already there with our existentiells793 of Discoveredness,
Understanding, and Talk, and that this is the way we are able to express our Care for
things in the World. Thus, we experience the paradox of being an ontic thing that projects
the world, while at the same time, we are existing in the world that we have projected. In
the Gospel of John this is hypostatized as the relationship of Christ to God the Father, in
which Jesus is, on the one hand, the God who creates the world, but also a specific creature
existing at a specific time in the world. This paradoxical relationship of being a specific
ontic being that projects the world that we are inhabiting as a space that we are already
embodied within, is the core of Heidegger’s analysis of Dasein in Being and Time794.
Dasein is what Heidegger defines as the ontic being that projects the world that he is part
of prior to the arising of the difference between the subject and object, which later becomes
a dualistic reification. By not reifying we can be in the paradox without tearing ourselves
apart by becoming both subject and object. We become an anagogic thing (the word
“Thing” in Old English originally meant a social gathering, and thus can be related to
mitsein, i.e., being with others), which allows us to resolve the paradox. Heidegger
intended to find a way of expressing the paradoxical situation of Dasein as what we were
prior to the differentiation of subjects and objects, which was the fundamental bind that
Husserl, Heidegger’s mentor, found himself in as the elaborator of Kant’s Transcendental
Metaphysics. Husserl made the essential discovery that the world can be the horizon upon
which everything can be seen, which deems bracketing unnecessary for Phenomenology,
thus solving the problem of intersubjectivity. This brings Phenomenology into the world as
a means of access to the phenomena of the world. Heidegger identifies us, i.e., humanity,
with the horizon of the world and places us in this horizon as part of it. In this horizon we
are being-in-the-world, i.e., we are “There-Being”. “There-Being” puts emphasis on
“Being as Intelligibility”, i.e., the meaning of Being, which is understood as an ‘opening of
the openness.’ Heidegger identifies two modalities of being-in-the-world: present-at-hand
and ready-to-hand. They are essential for our human projects to be visualized in terms of
goals and products, particularly when they are produced through technological means795.
Heidegger considers these two modalities of the ‘Being of Dasein within the World’ as
equiprimordial. One modality corresponds to the view of Parmenides (all is stasis that
perdures) and the other modality supports the view of Heraclitus (all is flux and
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becoming). Plato’s Sophist refers to these two views as the initiation into the Greater and
Lesser Mysteries. But then there is also the position of the Hierophant796. Plato
distinguishes the Men of Earth, who only know what they hold in their hands, from those
initiated into the Lesser Mysteries who understand that the invisible realm is flux, from
those initiated into the Greater Mysteries who know that the invisible is unchanging Being.
But, the one who initiates them knows of a higher kind of Being beyond Flux and Stasis. In
Plato’s Sophist, Hierophant, says that what we want is, “change and changelessness at the
same time”. This view is both Process Being and Pure Being at the same time, which is
actually the definition of Hyper Being. Hyper Being is the Being of discontinuities within a
genetic unfolding. Hyper Being is change because it is a discontinuous jump in the
unfolding of physus, or logos, but at the same time, it is also no change because the
discontinuity (itself) does not move or transform, but is a hiatus through which the genetic
unfolding occurs. This view of Hyper Being is what Merleau-Ponty797 calls the “hyperdialectic” between Sartre’s Nothingness798 and Heidegger’s Process Being. MerleauPonty’s hyper-dialectic describes the expansion of being-in-the-world. We will identify
this concept with the third modality, which we will call the ‘in-hand,’ which describes how
the tools that we use actually transform within our hands. A rock becomes a hammer, a
paper-weight becomes a door-stop, or possibly something else, depending on what we
need. This ability to expand processes and products into the realm of possibility is at the
level of Hyper Being. It is this key meta-level of Being that we will focus on in our
modeling of the Quadralectic. It creates the possibility for the design of emergent artifacts
and allows them to become embodied in our world.

Unfolding of the Quadralectic from the Singularity of Ultra Being
In order to explain how the emergent artifacts are brought into the world, we need to go
beyond Hyper Being to understand Wild Being and Ultra Being, and it is clear that we
need to change our perspective so that we may explain how the Quadralectic unfolds from
the singularity of Ultra Being to the stage of Wild Being. This is very different from a
perspective that builds a schematic process from the ‘Pure Being of products’ to the
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‘Process Being of the becoming of work processes’. Rather, we are examining how
concepts and designs are imagined, come into Being, and finally exist as actualities that are
realized in our worlds as embodied things, and that they are essentially different from all
things that have ever existed before. This is a perspective that defines the transformation of
the world and how something appears as an Emergent Event. The appearance of the new
thing that we have designed and made becomes the source of a cascade of unexpected
changes within the world in which we live. And this phenomenon is not only confined to
engineering, which is embedded as a reflexive techne, i.e., the ‘technology of creating
technology’ for our sustainment within our environment, but is reflected in all aspects of
the world in which we live. We often initiate these cascades of emergent events far beyond
our ability to control them which results in our technologies becoming interlocked and
synergize in ways that we do not expect. Consequently, the world changes with the
introduction of a new technology. So, let us pose this question: As a being-in-the-world,
how do we transform the whole world? We need to participate in this new modality that is
opened up by the Hyper Being of the “in-hand”, where things can function simultaneously
in multiple possible worlds. This new modality is what we will use as a means of designing
things by imagining the connections between things that already exist, although there are
times that we may imagine new things that never existed. This ability to explore, which is
what Kauffman calls the “adjacent possible"799, is key to bringing new things into
existence within the world. If an emergent entity is too far from the edge of what exists,
then it is impossible to bring it into existence. We must focus on discovering things that are
not only on the verge of existence, but also just beyond what now exists. Hyper Being
opens up all of the realms of possibility that David Lewis alludes to as real-possibilities,
even to the extent that these possibilities are projections of whole possible worlds. Yet,
another question beckons: How does something that is on the verge of actualization
become actualized within our world? Our answer lies in trying to understand Wild Being
and its emanation from Ultra Being, as well as the relationship between Ultra Being and
the two nonduals of Emptiness and Void, and the deeper nondual beyond these, which is
Manifestation.
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Figure 8.2. Relations between Manifestation, Emptiness, Void, and Dualistic Being.

We will use an analogy here. Singularities are points through which there are multiple
folds of spacetime that exist beyond our representations. For example, the Singularity at
the center of a blackhole takes us beyond the laws of physics. Thus, Ultra Being, as a
Singularity has no representation, so points are the first representation that we can have.
We can understand Wild Being as the representation of dispersed points in spacetime
around the Singularity, and it is through their expression of propensities that we can
understand how a Singularity exists beyond spacetime and affects the realm of spacetime.
Hyper Being, on the other hand, is like a line. It expresses the difference between Pure
Being and Process Being, and appears as a line that can never be crossed. Wild Being is
expressed as points that can never be connected due to the presence of the Singularity,
while Hyper Being is a line that can never be crossed. Heidegger defines Hyper Being in
this way in his essay, “The Question of Being”. His essay was actually written as a letter
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commenting on an essay written in 1955 by E. Junger titled “Across the Line”800 . In his
letter Heidegger dealt with Junger’s concept of the “Worker” and introduced his notation
for Hyper Being as Being (crossed out). The line that can never be crossed crosses right
through the Monolith of Being801 and distinguishes between Pure Being from and Process
Being. It is this monolith that M. Henry objects to and refers to it as the assumption of
Ontological Monism802. Process Being should not be seen as a line, but as a plane that can
never be crossed. Pure Being must be seen as a three-dimensional block that can never be
crossed, and because the three-dimensional block can never be crossed, it is entirely static.
These are the issues that Zeno803 engaged in when he argued in support of Parmenides on
the origin of the nature of Being. Crossing means motion, and motion is a contradiction804.
Hegel embraces this contradiction, but for most philosophers it is anathema, and that is
what causes the split between Pure Being and Process Being. Process Philosophers such as
Heraclitus805, A.N. Whitehead806, and N. Rescher807 accept these contradictions of motion
as endemic to the process view. They say that contradiction and motion are endemic to
Being itself, and that Being is always Becoming, and that the stasis of Being is an illusion.
Thus, the moment of the present becomes all that actually exists and Being is only
understood within Time as the ‘plane of the present’ between past and future. Some
philosophers say that this plane is not infinitesimal in depth, but, in fact, has duration and a
specific size. William James calls this the “specious808 present”. G. H. Mead notes that it
takes time for something to be what it is, so, for different things, the time span within the
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‘plane of the present’ would be different809. In light of the philosophical legacy of
Heidegger, we note that Pure Being and Process Being serve to define the ‘plane of the
present,’ and that the basic thrust of Metaphysics in the Western Tradition is related to
Presence. Pure Being indicates that everything Present is a completely accessible pure
plenum. Process Being indicates that there is a ‘plane of presence’ between the past and
future, which is actually Becoming, and that Pure Being, itself, is an illusion that we create
by projecting beyond this plane to the whole of three-dimensional space. In Process Being
there are inaccessible regions beyond presence that must be made present by a 'showing
and hiding' dynamic. This dynamic is missing from Pure Being. The two views together
define the asymmetry between space and time, which is central to our pre-Twentieth
Century view of physics. In the Twentieth Century we learned through Relativity Theory
and Quantum Mechanics that there was a four-dimensional world beyond the ‘symmetrybroken world’ we experience. Heidegger tried to create a generalized way of relating the
two views together by saying that Pure Being is how we see the world as present-at-hand,
and that Process Being is the supporting infrastructure of technology that has a special
wholeness hidden from us, although we must relate to it as an absence in order to deal with
presence. Thus, Heidegger created a model of our existence, which took account of the fact
that we seem to live in a lifeworld that has a symmetry break between time and space, but
actually, we live in a world whose infrastructure is not symmetry broken, and we draw
upon that to negotiate our way through the world that we are experiencing810.
We can use our analogy to further understand the relationship of Hyper Being to Wild
Being and to approach the nonrepresentability of Ultra Being. The ‘difference that makes a
difference’ (Bateson811) between Process Being and Pure Being is embodied in an
uncrossable line whose nature is Hyper Being. There is a hidden discontinuity between
Pure Being and Process Being, and this discontinuity has a different nature than either of
them. Hyper Being embodies the nature of the discontinuities that appear in both products
and processes. But, if Hyper Being is a line, then by this analogy Wild Being is merely a
handful of points that cannot be connected. Notice, that at each stage, each kind of Being
becomes more difficult to envision as we consider the impossibility that is connected to it.
The three-dimensional space of Pure Being is impossible to cross or move about in, thus it
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has no contradictions within it. The two-dimensional space of Process Being is impossible
to go beyond, so we are trapped in the Now between Past and Future. Here, Time is seen as
a ‘plane of presence’ sweeping through the block of Pure Being that is distinguished by
phases of time. Contradiction is acceptable in Process Being, but one can be suddenly
trapped in a much narrower plane, such as Flatland812. Within Hyper Being we are
distinguishing between Pure Being and Process Being and that becomes a line that is
impossible to cross and thus a line that represents all discontinuities and finally, within
Wild Being, we are trapped in single points that are impossible to connect. All we can do is
to look at the propensities of those points and try to see a pattern such as we do when we
look at the Mandelbrot Set813. The propensities of the points are the direction and velocity
they would travel if they were free to escape to infinity. And by looking at those
propensities,814 we can see a pattern that reveals the sub-surface presence of singularities
that are affecting those points. The Singularity is virtual and does not exist in spacetime.
Within Wild Being there is no room to think, there is only room for concepts, or
perspectives, or designs, or essences (as isolated contents that cannot be connected). The
possibility of connection appears in Hyper Being. Within Hyper Being, a whole universe of
possible connections unfolds. But, in Wild Being, there are only fixed points with no
possibility of connection, each with its propensity to move if it were allowed to move. This
is the constriction of being-in-the-world, which is the opposite of the expansion of beingin-the-world. Hyper Being and Wild Being are duals. They are very strange, which makes
it difficult to describe them. But their relationship is essential to understanding how
emergent events and their associated anamorphic objects, i.e., objects that change the
world, come into existence. The modality of Wild Being can be characterized as “Out of
Hand"815 in a close comparison with Kevin Kelly’s Out of Control816. In other words,
within Wild Being there is no room to maneuver in our understanding of things. Each stage
of Being is a restriction in our ability to make things intelligible, until we move into the
realm of Ultra Being where we encounter a non-representable singularity. These two
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extremes of constriction and being out-of-control are reminiscent of the freeze response in
trauma. There is the fight/flight response, which is binary (you either fight or flee). But, if
you cannot fight or flee, then you are frozen, which is also a way of countering a threat.
For example, some predators will not eat prey that is already dead, so prey will freeze and
‘play dead’ in order to attempt to avoid being eaten when ‘fight or flight’ does not work.
Thus, the representation of these states of Being appear psychologically in response to
Trauma. This means that the states of Being are extremes in our human experience and that
is why we are not familiar with them. Yet, they play important roles as survival
mechanisms in extreme situations. We see pictures of those extreme situations that define
the limits of human experience in Myth. There are many archetypal representations of
these types of states that fill the panoply of possible states of being-in-the-world.

Geometrical Model of the Unfolding of the Kinds of Being from
the Singularity of Ultra Being
Once we understand that Hyper Being and Wild Being are duals of each other just as
Process Being and Pure Being are, and once we understand that these duals are also duals,
then we can begin to better understand that we are dealing with a complete set of ‘possible
states of being’ as we move from complete unrepresentability to complete representability.
Complete representability is connected with having the highest degree of freedom and
complete non-representability is connected with a complete lack of points needed to
represent something. The stages of movement toward representability involve first having
the zeroth dimensional points in Wild Being, but not being able to connect them, and then
having the first degree of freedom as a one-dimensional line in Hyper Being for making a
choice, but in the untenable position of not being able to cross the line between those
alternatives. When we introduce a second dimension with Process Being, then it is possible
to move about, but you still cannot leave the plane, like the flatlanders. That plane is the
moment of the Now within space. When we introduce the third dimension, we then have a
full panoply of space that is present and this is Pure Being. When we combine Pure Being
and Process Being, we have moved into the monolith, and through their equiprimordiality
we can create a model of the asymmetry of spacetime. The plane of the present sweeps
through, from past to future, but we are always trapped in ‘the plane of the present.’ Yet,
from the point of view of space, there is an assumption that this plane is the ‘symmetry
breaking point’ between space and time. Time is seen as four-dimensional. Four
dimensions contain four three-dimensional spaces. At every point in three-dimensional
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space there is another direction that Rudy Rucker817 (following Hinton818) calls the ana and
kata, which is orthogonal to the three dimensions of space that we experience. This means
that at every point there is a plane, which is the interface to another three-dimensional
space that is different from the one we are in. In our model of the worldview we have
called those three other spaces, the regions819. In stories, fairytales, and myth this surface is
represented as a mirror. This is because, if we pass something through the fourth
dimension, we can turn it inside out. That is the basis of our model in the Quadralectic:
turning the System inside out through the Meta-system so that the System becomes the
projection. Since time is a fourth dimension, then time is seen as that plane that allows
things to turn inside out, or as a plane that can create enantiomorphic820 forms within our
world (such as our own right and left symmetry). The Chiasm of the Brain821 in relation to
the Body is an excellent model of this. The right brain controls and perceives what is
happening on the left side of the body and vice versa. The two sides of the brain
communicate through a chiasm, a set of connecting nerves between the right and left sides
of the brain. This chiasmic aspect is what Merleau-Ponty associates with Wild Being822.
From the point of view of Wild Being we are constituted as Flesh823, and the nature of that
Flesh is what Merleau-Ponty calls “touch-touching”. That is what Merleau-Ponty is
referring to when a single person has one hand touching the other. He contends that you
cannot feel the both hands touching each other at the same time. In other words, there is a
de-cision (decision) as to whether we will feel one hand touching the other hand, or feeling
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the other hand touch the one hand. There is a certain opacity to that de-cision or diremption824. There are phenomena such as tickling that we cannot do to ourselves. We can
only be tickled by another. The radical discontinuity in the flesh between touch or
touching825 as an either/or sensation represents Hyper Being, but the fact that we can only
be tickled by another, and not ourselves, represents the chiasm between the two
alternatives despite their radical separation. That is why the pattern of propensities, when
viewed globally, makes up something that is recognizable.
The Mandelbrot Set826 is such an example of how ‘lines of flight’827 form patterns in spite
of the isolation of the points in the Complex Plane. It is made up of isolated points in the
imaginary plane represented by their lines of flight828, which are colored by their escape
velocity differences. The tickle response is a global pattern between bodies that we cannot
imitate using our own body829. Those bodies each have a “touch-touching” discontinuity in
the reflexive perception of their own bodies as flesh. But there is still a global pattern
between bodies that bridges those discontinuities – both within the bodies and between
bodies. Wild Being can be interpreted as the internal and inherent proclivities, tendencies,
propensities, etc. of content that bridges their separation in space to form whole patterns in
spite of the fact that they cannot be connected. Wild Being is as close as we can get to
understanding the noumena of the non-representable aspects of objects and ourselves as
Wille. Peirce refers to the points of Wild Being as Firsts830. When we relate the points of
‘Firsts’ to each other we get ‘Seconds’, i.e., relationships between things such as we see in
Hyper Being. When we relate these relationships to each other, we get ‘Thirds’, which are
continua such as those that appear as surfaces in Process Being. Going beyond Peirce we
can say that Pure Being is a realm of synergies such as we see in the Platonic solids at the
third and higher dimensions. Those synergies are relationships that exist between continua,
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yet, at the same time, they are also constraints built into the nature of what can exist by the
nondual Nomos that appears in Mathesis.
Order is the most basic nondual between the dualities of Physus and Logos. It is in this
nondual Nomos that the Foundational Mathematical Categories are inscribed as traces of
Emptiness. Void is related to the existence of empty space as the ultimate container.
Emptiness and Void can be thought of as the nondual nature of an idealized geometrical
space and its synergies and constraints in relation to real spacetime. In order to create
anything we need to draw upon the resources of mathematical possibility. On one hand that
can be traced in Emptiness while, on the other hand, the actuality of empty space is a place
where something can be created. But how does something draw on both the mathematical
possibilities and the physical spacetime possibilities in order to attain something that
synergistically represents the emergent characteristics that are embodied in spacetime?
This can only happen by creating a bridge between those two realms, but in doing so, we
need something that will not only embody the quality of bridging (or connecting) but
something that will allow the connection as well. It is Manifestation, i.e., the deeper
nondual that makes Emptiness and Void the same thing prior to their arising as different
interpretations of Existence. This is what allows the ‘bridging’ (or connection) to happen.
For the actual embodiment to exist, there must be a departure from a non-representable
singularity beyond spacetime. Embodiment must exist in virtuality. According to
Deleuze831, actualization only occurs as appearing out of virtuality. The Singularity of
Ultra Being, which distinguishes Emptiness from Void, must give rise to this embodiment
in spacetime. Embodiment first appears as points with propensities that can be
characterized as content. If we were able to actually connect the unconnectable we could
distinguish the first type of order as a set of distinctions. Those distinctions would be
represented by using a boundary logic832 or laws of form833. At this point, once we have
distinctions, then we can relate them to each other and produce continua out of the
discontinua, which is actually a Peircian Third. Finally, when one relates the continua
synergistically to each other, then we have a plenum such as appears in Pure Being. Notice
that the kinds of Being are stages of both embodiment and representation. That is why
Deleuze describes them in terms of both “Representation” and “Repetition”. Repetition is a
behavioral component that relates to embodiment. Representation and Repetition are basic
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distinctions with dimensional differences that produce sub-schemas. Embodiment and
Representation go together. That is why Schopenhauer presented the World as Will and
Representation834. Will (wille) is the embodiment of our propensities. Representation
becomes possible as soon as we can make a distinction, prior to that there is no
representation. Representation becomes possible at the level of Hyper Being because
possibilities become possible at that level. At the level of Wild Being, when we are but
Flesh without possibilities, all we can relate to are our own propensities, dispositions835,
tendencies, and proclivities. Derrida built his philosophy on the “Differance" of Hyper
Being, while Deleuze and Guattari based their philosophy on Wild Being. Deleuze and
Guattari characterize us as desiring machines, pure purveyors of our desires that are utterly
embodied and completely immanent. The individual is seen as a physical and organic
nexus for these desiring machines836, which form a rhizome837 of difference within the
socius838, i.e., the social field, i.e. mitsein839. James S. Hans in the Play of the World840 also
built a philosophy at the level of Wild Being as did Cornelius Castoriadis who uses the
term Magma841 to define his philosophical concept of Wild Being. There have been
multiple attempts to explore this wild and untamed region of the embodied Wille, or the
human as a thing-in-itself, or the human as noumena. Yet, the whole key to these various
philosophies is embodiment. Wild Being is the level where the entity that is coming into
being is embodied and given the nature of being existent as well. Wild Being is the point
where things cross over from a virtual singularity and become embodied within spacetime
for the first time, which happens prior to having access to the realm of their possibilities.
Once they are opened up to the realm of their possibilities, then it is possible for the
embodiment of those possibilities to occur in spacetime. This is prior to any process, and
prior to any product. Processes are precisely the exploration of the realm of possibilities
based on given propensities. Processes are probabilistic. Probabilities are generated from
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fuzzy, rough possibilities and propensities842. Think of risk843 calculations, which are
Bayesian844, i.e., subjective probabilities. You must have the possibility of risk and the
propensity for its occurrence. We will represent them both as subjective probabilities, but,
in fact, subjective probabilities are merely ‘bound’ by what is ‘not boundable.’ Fuzzy
numbers give up the ‘bound of one’ that probabilities try to maintain.
Risk is a fuzzy, rough representation measured against a propensity for occurrence. The
propensity for occurrence is the likelihood that a condition will be actualized, i.e., actually
arise in an embodied form. We will take that propensity of actual embodiment and contrast
it to the possibilities of the effects that may occur. The possibilities of that embodiment
form an endless horizon. But it is important to note that the endless horizon by itself,
without the embodiment, is useless. Embodiment allows for the exploration of the
horizon’s ownmost possibilities. This, in turn, creates a process, which will result in a
product that is the ‘Pure Being’ goal of the process. It is necessary for each of these kinds
of Being to appear as something emergent in the design process. It is imperative that all the
levels and kinds of Being are applied to the Design Process. Without this careful
identification and analysis of these subtle, but intrinsic aspects of the Design Process, we
operate with the blind assumption that the final product is all that matters. We do not give
these careful steps of the design process their due, instead, we focus on Pure Being. The
Hyper Being and Wild Being phases of the process are ignored and this is how our Design
Processes go awry. If the product is to have integrity and perform to the best of its
capacity, then the Design Process must be able to identify, analyze, and predict its
performance and the potential gains and consequences of that performance. Furthermore,
when we stifle an investigative philosophical approach to the Design Process, then we are
also hindering the creative force that nurtures this process as well as the actual emergence
of the emergent artifact. The Design Process is not the same as the manufacturing process,
which is focused on producing a finished quantity of the same thing. In the case of
manufacturing, a focus on Pure Being makes sense. But, if we stagnate in the realm of
Pure Being in the Engineering Design Process, we actually suppress these other levels of
Being into the backwater of our social unconscious, and this actually makes our job more
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difficult. It is no wonder that so many projects either fail or are seriously over-running their
budgets and schedules! Systems Phenomenology is the cure to this malaise. Systems
Phenomenology calls for recognizing all the kinds of Being and their effects on the System
and we can do this by acknowledging their existence and behavior within the Meta-system.
This means that we must recognize all the modalities of our being-in-the-world.
The impossibility of connecting the points at the level of Wild Being indicates that the
nature of the Singularity is non-representable and naturally obscure since it is not directly
manifest. It is an example of an “essence of manifestation” in the sense that M. Henry uses
the term. The Singularity845 is something that never manifests, it remains virtual. The
points with propensity that cannot be connected are all of the same points in the
Singularity, and the differences in propensity are the traumatic separations that occur when
they are ripped apart. When visualized as a whole, the wild points in their “lines of
flight”846 all point to each other through their propensities and the global pattern that they
produce, and this holistic perception of Manifestation compares closely to the way that we
view the Mandelbrot Set. When we break that barrier of non-connection and allow two
points to be connected and establish a Second from their Firstness, then we violate the
integrity of the pattern and foist our projection on top of that pattern of disconnected
points. That pattern of disconnected points will appear as a projection of the first
distinction, which is then caught up in a whole net of such distinctions. As we project that
net, we tend to be distracted by the difference between the map and the terrain that appears.
We forget the propensities and instead look only at the distinctions that we make based on
the content we are given and the bridges we are building. When we view these bridges
from the side, they are distinctions, when we look at them head on, they are again bridges
from ‘content point’ to ‘content point.’ The net of relationships do not assume any
continuity. Next is the projection of continuity (Thirdness) between the relationships. The
projection of continuity allows for the net of relationships, as well as the metarelationships, between the relationships, etc. to be understood as a single network that is
completely interconnected. This provides a basis for traversing the net and thus creates
processes that manipulate and use the net. When we arrive at three-dimensional space, then
synergies begin to appear as constraints on the Nomos in either the Physus or the Logos. In
that case, we call the attendant synergies, the Fourth, which go beyond Peirce’s categories.
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A famous example is the Platonic Solids that appear in Euclid’s Elements. Similar, but
different solids appear in the Fourth and higher dimensions.
Our geometrically inspired model allows us to crisply define the emergent transitions
between the various meta-levels of Being and appreciate the significance of the
relationship between Hyper Being and Wild Being and, in turn, their relationship to Ultra
Being. Ultimately, the noumena is non-representable, but at each stage as we descend the
stairs of the meta-levels of Being, we see more representability within each of the metalevels. And representability is central to the possibility of design. We create designs to
represent the emergent artifacts we wish to develop and implement, and our intention is
that the products of our designs will become appropriate, proactive entities that will be
become embodied within the world. Wild Being allows us to accomplish embodiment,
while Hyper Being opens up the realms of possibilities beyond what already exists. We
tend to only concentrate on Pure Being, which is the finished product, while we tend to
suppress the process by which the products are developed. But even more, we suppress the
higher meta-levels of Being and their effects on the development process. But, of course,
that suppression does not ultimately work causing our design and development efforts to
go astray. The Quadralectic is an attempt to show how these higher kinds of Being play a
decisive role in Emergent Engineering by modeling the Design Process more accurately. If
we recognize that the dynamic of the Quadralectic at the Hyper Being level is dependent
upon the emergence of Wild Being from Ultra Being, then we will have a fundamental
insight into the nature of the Quadralectic. The Quadralectic provides a basis for
embodiment and then opens up the possibilities for the processes and products to follow
these initial states of Being that are difficult to envision because they condition our creative
processes so deeply. It is in the realm of Wild Being that we are most attuned to our
materials and their own proclivities and propensities. This becomes covered over when we
generate relationships, inter-connected meta-relationships and the net of distinctions that
these relationships entail. Those networks of relationships are then covered over by
‘assumptions of continuities.’ Then, the ‘assumptions of continuities’ are covered over by
the ‘continuities of continuities,’ which manifest synergies from the Nomos. Notice that
the Nomos, which is nondual, begins to show up in Pure Being, which is related here to
Fourthness. Everything ontic, which are the specific designs of specific things, take place
on the other side of Ontological Difference against this background of Being with the
different layers of projection that it represents. This is the background for every design, but
we normally only pay attention to the first background, the Pure Being, and ignore or
suppress the other kinds of Being and their importance to the process of the Emergence of
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the New847. We ignore the background practices that are needed to constitute the deeper
backgrounds. Creativity involves being open to all the backgrounds of our projections onto
existence. The deeper the creativity and the more genuine the Emergent Event, then the
more layers of projection are involved.

Meta-levels of Being and the Unfolding of the Schemas
We have noted that the Quadralectic is composed of four moments and that each moment
demonstrates a relationship between the System and Meta-system, and the foreground and
background, which is mediated by a trace and a medium. In addition, it is significant to
note that this configuration of the moment is related to a projection of the System beyond
the Meta-system as an involution of itself. We will arrange the portions of the moments in
the following manner: We will place the Hyper Being trace between the System and the
Meta-system. We will place the Wild Being propensity between the Meta-system and the
projection. Beyond the projection we will place the Ultra Being singularity. The
organization of the Quadralectic moment and their attributes should look like this:
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 Facet
Emptiness

Schema
standing

MEDIATION

 Monad
singular content – Ultra Being –
four-dimensional.

Schema
standing

MEDIATION

 Pattern
product – Pure Being –
unmovable space

Schema
standing

MEDIATION

 Form
process – Process Being –
unbreachable plane

Schema
standing

MEDIATION

 System
trace – Hyper Being uncrossable line
MEDIATION [essence, concept,
perspective, design]
 Meta-system
propensity – Wild Being unconnectable points
MEDIATION [focus, object, image,

Schema
standing

Schema
standing

signature]

 Domain Projection

Schema
standing

singularity – Ultra Being virtuality
MEDIATION

 World

Schema
standing

Void
MEDIATION

 Kosmos

Schema
standing

manifestation
MEDIATION

 Pluriverse

Schema

Table 8.1. Mediation between Schematic Levels
Note: The terms in bold print are the areas where we are concentrating our efforts, and the terms in lighter
print indicate a wider context for our focus. We are concerned with the image of the series and its
relationship to the object of our investigation, which interfaces with Hyper Being. When we bring the two
series together, i.e., the series of the schemas and their relationship to the structure of the moments of the
Quadralectic, then we can see that it has a unique signature that motivates the argument in this
dissertation.

Notice that when we combine the model of the dimensions of solitariness or isolatedness
that describe the kinds of Being to this present model of mediations between schemas that
are separated by standings, we see that the Quadralectic behaves in a reflexive manner. As
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the schemas ascend to higher levels, the dimensions grow smaller. This reflux is different
from the usual way of thinking about how the kinds of Being relate to the schemas.
Normally we think of the kinds of Being as having meta-levels from each of the
categories, but here the kinds of Being extend back toward the monads. This results from
our conclusion that Hyper Being appears between the System and the Meta-system, which
is the area that we are concerned with in respect to the appearance of the Quadralectic.
This spills over into the relationships of the kinds of Being to the other schemas in an
unexpected way, and when they are related to our ‘Dimensional Model of the Kinds of
Being,’ we can see that the kinds of Being move in a direction that is opposite the
hierarchy of the schemas. It is necessary to follow out these unexpected results of our
models in case they show us something that we might not have seen otherwise. In this case
it shows us that there is an implicit reflux from the upward unfolding of the schemas that
relates to the dimensional expansion of the kinds of Being. Now, our explanatory model of
the ‘Dimensional Expansion of the Kinds of Being,’ is predicated on the solitariness and
isolated disconnectedness and the lack of movement that they each embody. This is counter
intuitive, but it is one of the implicit and underlying implications of the Ontotheology or
Logocentrism of the Metaphysics of ‘Presence without Absence’, ‘Identity without
Difference’, ‘Truth without Fiction’, or ‘Reality without Illusion’. As we are moving
toward greater and greater schematic articulation, we are, in fact, contracting as a result of
the constraints of the Logocentrism of the Metaphysics of Presence and Ontotheology. The
schemas are limited to a finite number, and, according to our calculations, S-Prime
Theory848 suggests ten. The expansion of the Schemas is related to the expansion of
geometrical dimension, but, the expansion of schemas is also inversely related to the
dimensional character of the kinds of Being. As the schemas expand, the dimensional
character of the kinds of Being eventually becomes more constricted and this has the effect
of making the higher levels of the schemas more difficult to comprehend. They reach a
level of profundity that causes them to become ‘unthinkable’ and that ‘unthinkability’
occurs between the Domain and World. We already noted that the greatest openness with
respect to the area and volume of the hyperspheres of the higher geometrical dimensions
(that are associated with the higher schemas) occurs between the Meta-system and Domain
(volume), as well as between the World and Kosmos (area). So, it is of interest that this
‘singularity of unthinkability’ occurs between the two points of the greatest expansion of
dimensional openness embodied in the hyperspheres. This means that there should be some
848
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caution in discounting that this ‘reflux’ or ‘counter-contraction’ has meaning, although, it
is difficult to comprehend what that meaning might be.
Dimension, Schema, <dimension, standing> Schema, FMC
12 {F theory849}
11 {M theory850}
10 {string theory851}
09 pluriverse <-4d amanifest> unknown
08 kosmos <-3d manifestation> pluriverse (singularity)
07 world <-2d void> kosmos maximum area852 (holoid)
06 domain <-1d Ultra > world singularity (holon/integra)
05 meta-system <0d Wild> domain maximum volume853
(whole)
04 system <1d Hyper> meta-system (mass)
03 form <2d Process> system (set)
02 pattern <3d Pure> form (multiple)
01 monad <4d Ultra> pattern (site/event)
00 facet <5d emptiness> monad (singularity)
-1 facet <6d manifestation> unknown

Table 8.2. Dimensions in relation to Schemas and Standings.

An additional question arises as to why it is that there is a Singularity854 between the World
and Domain when the maximal openness, in terms of the area and volume of hyperspheres,
occurs on either side of that Singularity in the unfolding of the schemas. This is a deep
mystery. There is a difference between the Domain and the World. The Domain is a set of
rigorously controlled perspectives, while the World is all the possible perspectives. It is
similar to the difference between the System and Meta-system with respect to control over
perspectives, although we don’t have access to all the possible perspectives in a World and
that is what makes these Worlds so baffling. Perhaps that Singularity has to do with that
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lack of access. We could offer another interpretation. We have said that Dasein is being-inthe-world, and that Dasein is fused with the World Horizon. Perhaps the Singularity
prevents us from having complete access to the paradoxicality or absurdity of Dasein,
which projects the world but is also inside it. Dasein is immersed in Mitsein, which
together intersubjectively projects the World855. Dasein cannot completely separate its own
projection from the intersubjective projection of the World by Mitsein. Mitsein
encompassing Dasein produces an openness and this openness is what appears as the
surface and volume maximums of the hyperspheres. So, although Dasein produces an open
clearing, which is himself, at the same time Dasein does not have access to himself. Dasein
is wandering and falling, lost in his/her absurdity and in the ecstasy of the projection of
Being, which is utterly involuntary856. It is possible that we can understand this inscrutable
reflux within the structure and unfolding of the schemas in Wild Being with respect to the
‘contraction of being-in-the-world.’ This would give us another model that shows how the
schemas produce their own finitude rather than producing infinite perspectives like the
dimensions onto which they are projected.
This implies that the structure we are discussing would be arranged as follows:
Lower Schema - higher dimension
modality – Kind of Being trace

MEDIATION
Higher Schema - lower dimension
We compose the Quadralectic by stacking these schema levels from the Monad schema
level to the World schema level. Between any two schemas there is a kind of Being and a
MEDIATION, which is the bridge between them.

855
856

This is essentially the relation between Consciousness and Spirit described by Hegel.
This state of Dasein is described as that of the Zoas in Blake's epic.
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The core of the Quadralectic is composed as follows:
System (second)
trace – Hyper Being (zeroth)
MEDIATION (first)
Meta-system (second)
propensity – Wild Being (zeroth at next level)
MEDIATION (first at next level)
Domain Projection (fourth and next second)
If we apply the Wissian categories to this template we see that there is an overlapping
between the various schemas. This demonstrates that the categories can show how the
schemas are fitted together to become “meet”.
Wild Being appears as propensities between the Meta-system and the Domain where the
projection is realized. In each layer of the series between the schemas there must always be
a form of mediation for each moment of the Quadralectic. By extending the Quadralectic
beyond the core in this way, we can start at the beginning. There is a monad and the monad
is articulated as singular content. It is mediated to the pattern level as the ‘patterning of that
content’ in specific ways by specific modalities. We have discussed the various dissipative
practices, which are desire, avoidance, dissemination, and absorption. These are all ways
that the Pattern becomes mediated within the Form. Forms are engaged in processes that
are mediated by the system and this produces behaviors of various types. For instance, in
Object Oriented programs there are data and methods that encapsulate the data. Data is a
pattern and the encapsulation gives the form, but the methods provide the behavior that
manipulates the data to produce outputs that become inputs for other programming objects.
The system is the collection of all the objects and all their instances and all their collective
behaviors acting in concert. When we are debugging systems, we are looking at traces. The
traces record tracks among the combinatorial explosion of tracks that the software will
execute as a running system. This ‘combinatoric’ is what makes the testing of a system so
difficult. In the Quadralectic there are specific mediations at the trace level for each
moment of the Quadralectic: FOCUS, OBJECT, IMAGE, and SIGNATURE. The Metasystems are the contexts for each of the System embodiments: context (intext),
representation, behavior, and stance. The Meta-systems are called circumstance
(representation), situation (behavior), surrounding horizon (stance), and context (intext).
We can see that propensity mediates between the Meta-system and Domain schemas.
Those mediations can take on different characteristics that are related to Wild Being. The
singularities of Ultra Being mediate between the Domain and World schemas. Void
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mediates between the World and Kosmos, and Manifestation mediates between Kosmos
and Pluriverse. On the other side, Emptiness mediates between Facet and Monad. These
lay outside of the limits of experience and are mere transcendental idealizations. We can
see that the Quadralectic appears in a larger pattern of mediation between the schematic
levels via the kinds of Being. The mediation is at the trace level and we have focused our
attention there because of the advent of possibilities that exist at that point.
In essence, our Systems Phenomenology takes account of the transition from the System
level to the Meta-system level via the mediations that are modulated by Hyper Being, i.e.,
the realm of possibilities. This must occur in the context of the mediation of the Metasystem and the Domain in respect to propensities, as well as in the higher context of the
mediation of the Domain and the World in terms of the Singularity of Ultra Being. As we
build artifacts it is significant that we see our work in terms of the nesting of the schemas
and as an expansion of the possibilities that take place between the System and Metasystem. With this understanding we will then see how necessary it is for the cyclical
moments of the Quadralectic to work together. Who can claim that we do not need
concepts, essences, perspectives, and designs to bring something new into the world and
give it Being as well as Existence? Pieter Wisse discovered a large part of this structure in
his creative use of Peirce to under-gird his Metapattern method. We have elaborated on his
work and offered a cyclical dynamic that includes and expands it as a basis for
Engineering. Engineering is more than just deSign Engineering. DeSign Engineering must
interact creatively within a Quadralectic of Conceptual Engineering, Essence Engineering,
and Perspective Engineering. Perspective Engineering is sometimes called the Integrated
Process and Product Development Team. In a complex engineering environment, we need
to involve many different disciplines and synergize their perspectives. We need these many
perspectives in order to produce the emergent essence of the new artifact that will emanate
from the concepts of possible Systems. Furthermore, we then need to represent the new
System on paper before it is built. Sub-schemas such as plans, pictures, and models are
needed to under-gird the construction of the emergent form of the new artifact, which will
take its place within a new System that will transform the environment by its very presence
in the new Meta-system. By showing the broader context of the Quadralectic, we hope to
clarify how this process has the form that it does and what role it plays in our creative
work as engineers and scientists. We need to understand General Schemas Theory, but the
Quadralectic allows us to understand the broader process of the creative deSign of
Emergent Systems. Context of the Quadralectic.
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CHAPTER 9

The Trajectory of Emergent Design through the
Quadralectic
The Relationship between the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the
Schemas as a Context for the Quadralectic
The Design process is related to the Emergent Event. This chapter will focus on the relationships of the
mediations within the Quadralectic, which gives us the ability to see the trajectory of the unfolding of
the Emergent Event based on the Schemas, the Philosophical Categories, the Foundational
Mathematical Categories, and the Meta-levels of Being. We then show how this structure can be
related to the minimal methods and viewpoints on realtime systems. Finally, we explore the various
representations of the System in terms of minimal geometrical forms. Here, the moments of the
Quadralectic are seen as aligned with the minimal system representations.

Mediations within the Quadralectic
Now, a more precise model of the Quadralectic has been created and we have
demonstrated its unfolding from Ultra Being into Wild Being and then into Hyper
Being857. Ultra Being is a non-representable singularity that marks the difference between
Emptiness and Void as interpretations of Existence. We can also call this Singularity, 'the
Neganary', that serves as a doorway into the Imaginary, if we consider it to be 'the step
beyond the zeroth operator, which has no operands858'. We can see this singularity as the
image of the noumena that lies beyond our projections. Prior to our schematic projection
(intentional morphe) hitting the noumena, there are the propensities within the content
(hyle), which are the expression of the separation of the content as it appears in spacetime
from the non-representable singularity in the virtual realm. But when the projection
interacts with the noumena and produces the sensible propensities of content, it opens out
into the realm of possibility, which is an open horizon of possible worlds859. Projection is a
process that appears in the mediation of the ‘Hyper Being of the System and Meta-system’
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prior to the projection that is being articulated through Wild Being on the threshold of the
Domain. That projection process starts from the Form, which is understood in terms of
Pure Being’s mediation into the System. As a result, we see the Quadralectic as not only
being articulated as a trajectory across the schemas, but also as being augmented by these
different kinds of Being with different mediations at each stage. In general, patterns nest
into forms that, in turn, nest into systems, that nest into meta-systems that are then
projected into domains, which become worlds where all possible perspectives are taken as
a totality. At the level of Hyper Being, the System could be viewed as a Set (design), while
the Meta-System could be viewed in terms of Mass (the design implementation within an
operating environment). This projective trajectory has four moments that interact in the
Quadralectic, and this interaction gives character to the intentional morphe as it modifies
the content of the System in the context of the Meta-system. Because we place Hyper
Being between System and Meta-system in this trajectory, there is an analogy with the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event represented in terms of the Foundational Mathematical
Categories860. So, the trajectory across the schemas can be articulated in terms of the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event expressed as the series of Foundational Mathematical
Categories etched in the Nondual Nomos. We can think of the Foundational Mathematical
Categories as performing the role of mediation in each case. Thus, we can align the two
series in the following way:
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nondual – manifestation
MEDIATION = HOLOID seventh
Facet -1, 0 dimensions
nondual – emptiness
MEDIATION = SINGULARITY
neganary
Monad 0, 1 dimensions
singular content – Ultra Being
(hunk)
MEDIATION = SITE/EVENT
zeroth
Pattern 1, 2 dimensions
product – Pure Being (solids)
MEDIATION = MULTIPLE first
Form 2, 3 dimensions
process – Process Being (surfaces)
MEDIATION = SET second
System 3, 4 dimensions
trace – Hyper Being (lines)
MEDIATION = MASS third
Meta-system 4, 5 dimensions
propensity – Wild Being (points)
MEDIATION = WHOLE fourth
Domain Projection 5, 6 dimensions
singularity – Ultra Being
(singularities)
MEDIATION =
HOLON/INTEGRA fifth
World 6, 7 dimensions
nondual – void (plenum)
MEDIATION = HOLOID sixth
Kosmos 7, 8 dimensions
nondual – Manifestation
MEDIATION = SINGULARITY
seventh
Pluriverse 8, 9 dimensions
nondual – Amanifest

standing
mediation
Schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing
mediation
schema with dimensions
standing

Table 9.1. Mediations between Schemas as the Foundational Mathematical Categories
and Philosophical Categories in relation to the Standings.

The exercise here is to take several different series of concepts already discovered in
previous work861 within this research program and to show how they can be interleaved to

861

As exemplified in various working papers by the author, cf. http://holonomic.net.
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give added meaning and thus illuminate our problem of describing the Quadralectic. We
will expand on Wisse’s concept of Mediation, and connect it with the Foundational
Mathematical Categories that perform mediation. The Foundational Mathematical
Categories are aligned with the trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories. We know that
Hyper Being exists between the System and Meta-system, and that Hyper Being manifests
in that transition, so, it is merely a matter of aligning the other kinds of Being as well as
other Standings (Existence, Manifestation, and the Amanifest), to produce a model of the
trajectory of the Emergent Event as it unfolds at the various schematic levels. This
interleaving of the various series is speculative, and we engage in it as a thought
experiment to give context to the unfolding of the moments of the Quadralectic at the level
of Hyper Being between the System and Meta-system. Understanding that context is
important. The whole thrust of Quadralectics is to relate concrete ideas to their context
through mediations. Here, we are applying this same idea to our own study as we will
attempt to understand the temporal unfolding of the schemas together with the kinds of
Being through a series of Mediations based on the Foundational Mathematical Categories.
The whole point is to see how the various schemas work against each other, and interfere
with each other, in order to find the anomalies that appear in their interleaving and
interlacing. We do not claim that this model is fully correct, but it is used here to give a
temporal picture of the context of the Quadralectic, which can help us to understand the
philosophical issues surrounding the formulation of this network of concepts. The network,
as a trajectory of the kinds of Standing and the kinds of Mediations, is based on the
Foundational Mathematical Categories, as well as the kinds of schemas and dimensions
that will form an environment between the System and Meta-system for the Quadralectic
to operate within. It shows that the Quadralectic is only one type of transformation
operating in a broader series of transformations.

The Trajectory of the Emergent Event
If the Mediation is related to the Foundational Mathematical Categories, then it is also
related to the trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories, i.e., the Neganary, Zeroth, First,
Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh. In this way we can explain how the arc of
the trajectory through the schemas is lined up with the Foundational Mathematical
Categories and the trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories via the Mediations. This helps
us understand how the trajectory can be aligned with the Lifecycle of the Emergent
Eventity. The Schemas align with the dimensions such that there are two dimensions per
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schema and two schemas per dimension according to the S-prime Theory862. If this is true
then the Quadralectic not only operates within the relationships between the moments of
the System/Meta-system level, but also across the trajectory itself. So, let us explore this
trajectory and see if we can make sense of it. It unifies the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event
with the Quadralectic across the trajectory of the schemas, which allows us to talk about
the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the trans-Peircian Philosophical Categories
as well. Bringing in the Philosophical Categories as well as the Foundational Mathematical
Categories gives a great deal of definition to the trajectory, which includes the
Quadralectic because this trajectory allows and initiates possibility into the world, and our
focus is to increase our knowledge of the context in which the Quadralectic operates.
Facets can be compared to Quarks863, and since Quarks never appear on their own, they are
the faceted elements within fundamental particles864. The Facet schema can be at either
zeroth or negative one dimensions865. The Facets transform into the Monad through the
mediation of the Singularity, in other words, the Monad is the unique instance of a fusion
of the Facets it represents866. The Monads are the contents (hyle) of Patterns867. Monads
are transformed into Patterns by the mediation of the Site/Event868 Foundational
Mathematical Category, which has been described by Badiou in Being and Event. At a
local site an event occurs869 and this represents something like a quantum measurement870
where the Singularity affects spacetime because there is a separation of ambiguously
overlapped states that may have existed previously871. The Site/Event Foundational
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S-prime is the author’s hypothesis for General Schemas Theory. S-prime posits that there are two
dimensions per schema and two schemas per dimension.
863
Han, M. Y. Quarks and Gluons: A Century of Particle Charges (Singapore: World Scientific, 1999).
Halzen, F. and Alan D. Martin. Quarks and Leptons: An Introductory Course in Modern Particle Physics
(New York: Wiley, 1984).
864
Kane, G. L. Modern Elementary Particle Physics: The Fundamental Particles and Forces? (Reading, Mass:
Addison-Wesley Pub, 1993).
865
Thus, they can appear as either singularities or as spacetime. This is how a transformation is made from
singularities into spacetime entities, which are monads.
866
The basic idea is that there is a Singularity in virtuality and that facets of monads are the splintering of
that Singularity into various contents whose overall structural pattern points back to the Singularity.
867
On the other hand, monads are identical to each other, thus they are repetitions of the archetypal monad
of a particular kind whose versions are distributed in spacetime.
868
The Site/Event Foundational Mathematical Category is the advent of local spacetime. which is discussed
by Badiou in Being and Event in terms of the Event that occurs at a Site. See Badiou, Alain. Being and Event
(London: Continuum, 2005).
869
Heidegger calls this Ereignis, a Happening. See Polt, Richard F. H. The Emergency of Being: On
Heidegger's Contributions to Philosophy (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2006). P. 80 but throughout
the book.
870
Alter, Orly, and Yoshihisa Yamamoto. Quantum Measurement of a Single System (New York: Wiley,
2001).
871
Here it is assumed that there is an analogy between Quantum Measurement (where superposition breaks
down into a probability distribution on measurement) and the relation of a virtual Singularity with its content
images in spacetime.
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Mathematical Category constrains observation and we can use Observer Mechanics872 to
model it. This is a local measurement and thus a local distinction is created within the
broader global four-dimensional plenum, which we refer to as a hunk873. There is a breakup
of the four-dimensional hunk into regions. In the four-dimensional hunk all knots unravel.
The hunk breaks up into three-dimensional spaces that are uncrossable, i.e., in which no
movement occurs. This three-dimensional space is the realm of Pure Being. But in the
appearance of Pure Being there is a mediation of Pattern into Form through the Multiple
Foundational Mathematical Category described by Badiou in Being and Event. Pure Being
is a frozen three-dimensional space in which there is no change (as described by
Parmenides874 and Zeno875 from the point of view of Presence Metaphysics876). In that
space there can be Forms, perhaps thought of as Platonic solids with synergy. However, we
see that the Pattern is transformed into the Form via the mediation of the Multiple. The
inconsistent Multiple is the uncountable prior to counting. It is in relation to the Multiple
that the ‘ultra one’877 is produced, which is the basis of countability and by which the
Multiple becomes consistent. Thus, content is normally not counted but leaves an overall
impression and is open to endless horizonal exploration in phenomenology and this shows
that it is something real. We normally think that the first minimal system of operations that
appears (Pattern), can be understood as flux, structure, value, and sign878 and that the
practices that can be levied on them as a means of mediation are desire, avoidance,
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Bennett, Bruce M., Donald D. Hoffman, and Chetan Prakash. Observer Mechanics: A Formal Theory of
Perception (San Diego: Academic Press, 1989). See also
http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/personnel/hoffman/ompref.html accessed 080921.
873
Heller, Mark, The Ontology of Physical Objects: Four-Dimensional Hunks of Matter (Cambridge UK:
Cambridge University Press, 1990); See also Sider, Theodore. Four-Dimensionalism: An Ontology of
Persistence and Time (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001).
874
Tallis, Raymond. The Enduring Significance of Parmenides: Unthinkable Thought. Continuum Studies in
Ancient Philosophy (London: Continuum, 2007).
875
Zeno, Cleanthes, and A. C. Pearson. The Fragments of Zeno and Cleanthes. Philosophy of Plato and
Aristotle (New York: Arno Press, 1973).
876
Fuchs, Wolfgang Walter. Phenomenology and the Metaphysics of Presence: An Essay in the Philosophy
of Edmund Husserl. Phaenomenologica, 69. (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1976).
877
“ultra one” is the terminology used by Badiou in Being and Event when he discusses the process through
which oneness is introduced into the Multiple taking it from inconsistency to consistency. See Ashton, Paul,
A. J. Bartlett, and Justin Clemens. The Praxis of Alain Badiou (Anamnesis. Seddon, Melbourne, Australia:
re.press, 2006). p.89.
878
In previous writings by the author these have been identified as the four different types of Pattern. These
are taken from Klir and Baudrillard. Klir describes Structure and Flux (meta-structure) in Architecture of
Systems Problem Solving (ASPS) Op. cit., and Baudrillard describes value and sign in For a Critique of the
Political Economy of the Sign. Both of these authors see these fundamental elements of pattern as
chiasmically related. We see all four as forming a double chiasm. See Baudrillard, Jean. For a Critique of the
Political Economy of the Sign. (St. Louis, MO.: Telos Press, 1981). See also “Advanced Pattern Theory for
Pattern Engineers” which is part of the Anti-Thesis working papers by the author at http://holonomic.net
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dissemination, and absorption879. Each of the dissipative ordering (neg-entropic) practices
can be practiced in relation to any of the modes of Pattern articulation. The results of these
practices are products that have Pure Being appear as solids in three-dimensional space (in
most cases). This means that we only consider them when they are wholly present and at
the height of their development. Whatever the product is, it has uncountable or multiple
contents under an explorable horizon, which approaches infinity depending on its level of
reality.
Forms transform into Systems. They are mediated in that transformation by the Set
Foundational Mathematical Category. A Set is the empty framework of projection. That is
what allows the design to be a projection to be filled in by Forms with content. A Design is
always a set of Forms, which are then instantiated to inhabit the arena of the operating
environment, usually with copies of themselves interacting as a System. Thus, a design is
always a template for the relationships between objects that we call a “design pattern”880.
To fill in this template, one must go through a design and development process, and thus
enter into Process Being beyond the concept of the product when it is presented as pure
Form. In Process Being the now moment becomes a frozen surface within the block of
uncrossable three-dimensional space. The System is mediated by the Meta-system (openscape) through Hyper Being in terms of Mass. Hyper Being provides the opening that leads
to the realm of possibilities. Forms can have multiple configurations within a System.
Possible configurations suggest the definition of an architecture881. But the Meta-system
itself is taken as a Mass. That Mass gives underlying continuity to the System from its
background in the Meta-system. The Mass is related to the Third of Peirce, which is
continuity. The Mass provides continuity by the identical nature of its instances. The Metasystem is transformed into the Domain via the mediation of Wild Being and the
Foundational Mathematical Category of the Whole. The Domain holds the target of the
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These have also been previously identified by the author as the various types of practices, or what Deleuze
and Guattari call the “Machines.” They identify “desiring” machines, but there must also be avoiding,
absorbing, and disseminating machines or practices. It is by these practices that we deal with the various
types of patterns. The idea that there have to be four such practices instead of only one is proposed by the
author. For the definition of the monolithic “desiring machine” see Deleuze, Gilles, and Félix Guattari. AntiOedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983). See also
Thousand Plateaus, Op. cit.
880
Shalloway, Alan, and James Trott. Design Patterns Explained: A New Perspective on Object-Oriented
Design. Software Patterns Series (Boston, Ma: Addison-Wesley, 2002).
881
Bass, Len, Paul Clements, and Rick Kazman. Software Architecture in Practice. SEI Series in Software
Engineering (Reading, Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1998). See also Shaw, Mary, and David Garlan. Software
Architecture: Perspectives on an Emerging Discipline (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1996). See
also Buschmann, Frank. Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture: A System of Patterns (Chichester: Wiley,
1996).
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projection by which the System moves through the Meta-system toward its target goal,
which is the wholeness of the product to be produced within some Domain. In order to do
that, one must take into account the propensities, dispositions, and tendencies of the things,
which are being combined with their materials. Those tendencies appear as lines of
flight882 from points that are impossible to connect. The Domain is transformed into a
World via Ultra Being and the mediation of the Holon/Integra. This is the point where the
mysterious Singularity883 appears that was noted to exist between the schemas of Domain
and World.884 The Holon/Integra is related to Mathematical Category Theory and it
represents the meta-levels of relationships that could possibly become to over-determined
within the Whole. When this is taken to the ultimate degree, then we get the transformation
of the World into the Kosmos through the Holoidal, which is the interpenetration and intrainclusion of all things, and this can only occur via the nondual of the Void. The Holoidal
produces the Singularity again (as zero divisors) and this starts the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event over again in a new context. This Singularity would be a noumena arising
from the Pluriverse in the Kosmos. But noumena can also arise from within and those
noumena are signified by the Neganary. Noumena are both within us and outside us. Thus,
there are two faces to the Singularity of the Noumenal.
What we can see from this quick run through of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, as
shown in the context of the schemas, is that fundamental transformations need to take
place at each stage. These transformations are starting from Singularities beyond the
content of things. Each Monad of content enters and combines at each schematic stage
(Pattern, Form, System, and Meta-system) to produce the whole, but then becomes
overdetermined as an integral holon until it reaches the idealized holoidal level of complete
interpenetration. From this you can see that some of the most basic work in forming the
design of the Emergent Event comes at the point of the mediation of the System with the
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Op. cit. Deleuze defines the concept of a “line of flight” as a propensity to move in a ‘desiring machine
‘across the ‘rhizome’.
883
As a speculation we can wonder whether this mysterious Singularity is the real meaning of what Hegel
calls Spirit. The fact that the singularity is between Domain and World puts it precisely in the right position
to be given this interpretation. This would give some specificity to Hegel’s claims about Spirit while at the
same time allowing us to understand Spirit as a Singularity rather than some abstract level beyond
consciousness. In other words the point at which the ‘I becomes We and the We becomes I’ is a singularity
between World and Domain. There is not a subsumption of consciousness as Desan thought into a Planetary
Man, or the existence of a spiritual realm connecting all humanity as was proposed by Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin had proposed called the noosphere. See Desan, Wilfrid. Desan, Wilfrid. The Planetary Man. (New
York: Macmillan, 1972). See also A Noetic Prelude to a United World. (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown
University Press, 1961). See Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre. The Human Phenomenon. (Brighton: Sussex
Academic, 2003). Rather between the social and the personal there is a singularity which fits well with the
ideas of the personal and collective unconscious developed by Freud and Jung.
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We noted previously that there appears to be a Singularity in the series at this point, which is unexplained.
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Meta-system. That is when the realms of possibilities open up. This sheds light on why we
have made this the focus of our research. Furthermore, understanding the context also
helps frame our comprehension of the entire process that occurs within the Quadralectic.

The Quadralectic in terms of the Sub-schemas in relation to
Minimal Methods and Realtime Viewpoints
So, let us go back and consider the mediation between Form and System. We noted that it
occurs in terms of Set. But we would like to suggest that this mediation was already
addressed when we considered the Integral Systems Engineering Method885 (ISEM), which
was originally oriented toward a software audience but actually had a basis in Systems
Theory. We can also reference our exploration of the Approaches886 to the schematic
levels, which we identified as meta-methods in terms of the Gurevich Abstract State
Machine Method887 and Wisse’s Metapattern method888. In the development of ISEM
under the rubric of Software Ontology889, we noted that Hyper Being was at the core of
any real-time software system890. Software is merely an embodiment of Derrida’s
Differance, which involves differing and deferring891. In ISEM we have noted that there
are four viewpoints of any real-time system, these are: data, function, event, and agent892.
We also noted that the minimal methods are the bridges between these viewpoints. These
minimal methods that have been singled out are the Virtual Layered Machine893, Usecase894 mappings, Data Flows895 (Objects896), Sequence Diagrams897, Agent and Resource
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See Wild Software Meta-systems by the author at http://works.bepress.com/kent_palmer. This electronic
book contains a set of domain specific languages that embody the minimal methods of Software Design.
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See “Self-duality of System and Meta-system Methods” in Application of General Schemas Theory:
Design Methods and Meta-methods by the author at http://holonomic.net.
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Börger, E., and Robert F. Stärk. Abstract State Machines: A Method for High-Level System Design and
Analysis (Berlin: Springer, 2003).
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Wisse, Pieter. Metapattern: Context and Time in Information Models (Boston: Addison-Wesley, 2001).
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See “Software Ontology” in Wild Software Meta-systems Op. cit.
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See also Technics and Time, 2 Disorientation (Stanford CA: Stanford Univ. Pr, 2008).
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Diagrams898, State Machines899, and Petri Nets900, as well as the relationship between event
and data that represents relativistic intervals. These methods are identified as slices of
Turing Machines901, which are defined as the basic representations of systems. Universal
Turing Machines902 are the basic representations of Meta-systems. Gurevich Abstract State
Machines903 are generalizations of Turing Machines taken to any level of abstraction. The
Metapattern method904 allows context oriented design to serve as a means for identifying
objects and as a basis for creating patterns of those objects.
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Yourdon, Edward. Modern Structured Analysis. Yourdon Press Computing Series (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Yourdon Press, 1989). Or see the classic Yourdon, Edward, and Larry L. Constantine. Structured
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Prentice Hall, 1979).
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Figure 9.1. Viewpoints and Minimal Method Bridges in Integral Software Engineering
Methodology.

In this picture, the fundamental viewpoints of the System, i.e., data, function, agent, and
event specify the Domain of requirements and the design of real-time systems. In the
context of these viewpoints, we intend to design the System as an emergent whole with
appropriate synergy. But, to do that we need to establish the forms as figures on the
background of the System, as well as upon the deeper background of the Meta-system
(open-scape). The System, as it operates, will instantiate its design elements and will
operate with multiple instances of these elements in a Mass. So, the operating system is
considered a Mass within which the Form (software object) has discrete changing
relationships with other Forms (software objects).
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Figure 9.2. Relation between Methodological Distinctions and the Structure of the
Viewpoints and Minimal Methods.

We are forced to impose multiple perspectives on the real-time software system design
because the software is posed within Hyper Being and has a Singularity at its core. As a
result, not all of the design can be seen at one time, but rather we must move between
perspectives to see the whole design. ISEM languages were formed as an attempt to
understand the connection of elements between domain specific languages that represent
the methods. Different languages contain elements that are the same, even though they are
called by different names in various methods. It is these elements that are held in common
between the various minimal methods that allow them to connect together around the
Singularity of the real-time system to approximate a view of the ‘whole’ of the real-time
system. Real time software systems give us a model of the relationship of Hyper Being to
the System and Meta-system. Hyper Being appears as an interstice, or interface, between
the System and Meta-system. The hardware system can be seen as being embodied within
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the CPU of both Pure and Process Being in the accumulator and the pointer registers905.
Thus, software is able to move orthogonally from the hardware environment into a virtual
one where we have become dependent upon the complex systems we design. It is through
software that the System can adapt to its environment more flexibly. Software allows for
different modes of functional logic to be applied in different circumstances, and thus gives
the System adaptability within its environment.

Figure 9.3. Hyper-being Singularity at the core of the real-time System.

905

See “Software Ontology” in Wild Software Meta-systems by the author.
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Figure 9.4. Relation between Methods and Meta-methods.

When we conceive of the essence of a System from different designated perspectives, and
then codify that essence into a design, then we are operating within the moments of the
Quadralectic. In each case that operation must take context, surroundings, situation, and
circumstance into account with respect to specific content (intext), behavior, stance, and
representation, which are mediated by the FOCUS, SIGNATURE, OBJECT, and IMAGE.
Representation(FI): concept: FOCUS circumstance(BI): sense

A representation is a diagram of the minimal methods for the System that is under design,
and this gives us a concept of what is to be built and allows us to focus on a specific part of
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the system906 in a certain circumstance (or perhaps, in a certain mode), which allows us to
make sense of the functioning of the System.
Behavior: essence: OBJECT: situation: goal

The behavior of the objects within the System, allows us to understand the essence of the
System within a situation with respect to achieving specific goals as they appear in the
Concept of Operations.
standpoint: perspective: IMAGE: surroundings: vanishing point

The stance relates to the trace perspective that sees an image in its surroundings in relation
to a vanishing point, or intentional target.
Content (Intext): design: SIGNATURE (signifier): context: pragmata

The intext is the content of the design, which manifests through combining the minimal
method representations in specific instantiated ways that form the signature of the System
as a specific design out of the myriad possible designs. This design appears in a particular
context, and it is seen to embody certain pragmata, i.e., practical reasons, which allow
embodiment to occur so that the System will actually work within the world.
The Quadralectic is a nexus that allows us to bring together the perspectives of the System
from the domain of real-time systems. Together, the Turing representation of the System
and Meta-system, in tandem with the Metapattern method allow us to use context,
situation, circumstance, and surroundings as a basis for organizing the System, and Metasystem. Wisse907 makes the point that the hierarchy of inheritance is more effectively
organized with context, rather than with arbitrary dependencies that ignore context. So, the
meta-methods that apply to both System and Meta-systems naturally combine with the
minimal methods that are specific to the domain of real-time systems, which give us a
robust representational ability. But the Quadralectic shows us that design, in terms of
methods, is broader than normally thought. A methodology is a series of minimal methods
that determines a given sequence of views of the system that is under design. Beyond that
there are the meta-methods that apply to all the schemas as well as both the System and
Meta-system. The Gurevich Abstract State Machine Meta-method gives a dynamic
representation of the System as a Turing Machine. Context is also important and Pieter
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A slice of its Turing Machine.
Op. cit. Wisse, P. Metapattern.
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Wisse demonstrates this with his Metapattern method. He shows how to leverage context
within the design process, which gives us a natural bridge between the System and the
Meta-system. By leveraging the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the
Philosophical Categories as a context within the trajectory of the Emergent Event, we can
see how these design methods and meta-methods are situated in an overall framework. The
interaction of DeSign908 Engineering with various perspectives, with conceptualization,
and with our understanding of essences helps to further situate the design, which we
understand as the third meta-level of Sign. Thus, the design is unified at the Hyper Being
level. This interconnected field is what gives the design its power to organize the essence
of the Emergent Eventity so that it conforms to the concepts that emanate from our various
perspectives. The power of the mathematical foundations comes to our aid by producing
representations that work to create pictures, plans, and models of the actual thing we hope
to produce. At each level of the schemas there are sub-schemas that articulate the
relationship between representation and repetition at the various dimensions where each
schematic element exists as part of our designs.

Representations of the System
But, we want to go further and explore how the System is broken into its modalities within
the Quadralectic. We can do this in a way that is similar to B. Fuller’s Synergetics909. We
realize that there are four forms that embody the 720 degrees of angular change that allows
the minimal system to stand still in spacetime. Those four are the tetrahedron, the torus, the
mobius strip, and the knot. Each of these very different kinds of figures are all related to
each other in terms of the embodiment of angular change. B. Fuller calls the Tetrahedron a
minimal system. Thus, we can think of the other figures as other representations of the
minimal system under different constraints. These four representations can stand in for
how we see the System under the optics of the Quadralectic. It shows how different the
same System will appear under the various lenses of the Quadralectic. It also shows that
there is a fundamental relationship between embodiment and the spacetime environment.
In other words, Relativity Theory dictates that things must be spinors to be stable in
spacetime and that 720 degrees of angular change can be encoded into Form in different
ways. This also gives us some insight into the role that the sub-schemas play in as much as
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‘DeSign’ emphasizes that design is an activity related to the expression of Semiotics as way of capturing
the nature of the designed artifact prior to its implementation. We call the semiotic artifact that represents the
design the "Design Object". We call the implemented produced artifact based on the ground plan of the
design the "Object of Design", and we call the synthesis of the two the "Designed Object".
909
Op. cit.
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the sub-schemas are cut up in the same way. The sub-schemas of Form are: Whole,
Picture, Plan, and Model. We notice that of these four representations, two are threedimensional (tetrahedron, torus), one is two-dimensional (mobius strip), and one is onedimensional (knot). We speculate that the torus represents the whole schema construct
because the torus can act as a modulo mapping to the area of a hypersphere. The mobius
strip, being two-dimensional, is like the picture, and the knot is like the plan, while the
tetrahedron, since it is put together out of pieces, represents the part-whole relationships of
the model. Each of these elements has its own special relationship to higher order fourdimensional figures. The mobius strip is related to the Kleinian bottle, which needs the
fourth dimension to refrain from crossing itself. By the addition of one point and four lines,
the tetrahedron becomes a pentahedron, which is a minimal solid in four-dimensional
space. The knot unravels when pushed into the fourth dimension. Its self interference does
not hold its organization any longer. The knot represents the archetype of self-organization,
i.e., organization against itself through self-interference.
The fusion of sub-schemas and Moments of the Quadralectic:
Subschema

3d shape of
minimal
system

3-torus representation

4d shape that
extends minimal
system

Whole

Torus

3-torus as torus of tori

Hypersphere

Picture

Mobius
Strip

3-torus as cube with
identified sides without
twist

Kleinian bottle

Plan

Knot

3-torus as 3 intertwined
links rather than knot

Unfurling to the
UnKnot

Model

Tetrahedron

3-torus as Pascal lattice 13-3-1 with zero cells
through 3 cells assigned to
lattice elements

Pentahedron

Table 9.3. Fusion of Sub-schemas with Moments of Quadralectic as mediated by the
Hypertorus.

Note that in our initial analysis we identified the moments of the Quadralectic with the
schema and sub-schemas. But this results in a series that is at odds with the way they are
ordered when we consider their relationship to the Emergent Meta-system Cycle and the
Emergent Eventity Lifecycle as seen in the Foundational Mathematical Categories. Here,
the emphasis is on the sameness between the two fourfolds of the sub-schemas and
moments. Later, the emphasis will be on their difference as operators and operands. This
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later differentiation will entail a change in their ordering, which occurs by a ‘symmetry
breaking.’ The order here follows the cycle of the unfolding of the sub-schemas, which are
associated with the moments of the Quadralectic that are most closely aligned with them. If
instead we follow the order dictated by existence in the Foundational Mathematical
Categories and the Emergent Meta-system synchronization, it will become clear that the
proper order is different, and, in that case, it moves from representation (concept) to
behavior (essence), to stand (perspective), and to content (design). Here we are looking at a
point prior to the full differentiation of the sub-schemas and the moments. When that
differentiation occurs and the existential cycles start driving the Quadralectic, then this
order will change. There is a ‘symmetry breaking’ in which concept and essence change
places, as do perspective and design in the sequence of the unfolding of the Quadralectic.
In the later ‘symmetry breaking,’ the operators of the Quadralectic become differentiated
from the operands of the sub-schemas. Here, we can take a tentative, or first look, at the
Quadralectic through its prototypical identity with the sub-schemas, which will later be
lost.910 The later transposition is analogous to the flip we observed in the unfolding of the
axioms of the Axiomatic Platform. As a result, the ‘symmetry breaking’ transformation
that occurs when the Quadralectic operators split off from the sub-schemas must be
considered essential, rather than extraneous, to our argument. But first we need to
understand these operators in their fused and indeterminate form where the Quadralectic
operators are the same as the operands of the sub-schemas. This fusion is similar to the
juxtaposition of the minimal system representations in the hypertorus. Later we will
explore what happens when the split between operator and operand occurs. In that case the
same sort of flip that we saw in the Axiomatic Platform will rearrange the relationships
between the operators and the operands that they were once fused with.

Whole – Torus – 3-Torus - Hypersphere – essence <sub-schema>

The whole schema represents the essence of the entity that is being produced as well as its
emergent properties. The emergent properties can be compared with the modulo difference
between the surface of the torus and the surface of the hypersphere. The series of modulo
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In the later cycle the sequence will be Whole (concept, representation) -> Picture (essence, behavior) ->
Plan (perspective, stance) -> Model (design, content) -> Whole.
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differences from sphere, to torus, to hypersphere breaks down in the infinite surface area of
the hypertorus. For example, within the same surface area one can move between
something with a definitive extent in three-dimensional space and something that is
impossible to represent (without distortion) that lies in four-dimensional space. A
hypersphere is like a sphere with another dimension, there is a sphere around each of the
sets of three axes within the four axes. But these four spheres are fused into a higher supersynthesis much like the unity of the sphere in the third dimension, which is the simplest
undifferentiated form. However, in this super-synthesis there is differentiation because we
can see the hypersphere as two spheres, which turn inside out as they spin in the fourth
dimension, or we can see the hypersphere as foliated into tori (and thus differentiated) with
respect to lower dimensional projections that are nested within tori. In fact, one way of
relating a hypersphere to the torus is to see it as two tori that are wrapped around each
other so that each one passes through the whole of the other. The possibility of four
spheres fused together into a figure is hard to imagine for creatures who are stuck in the
third dimension. But we can know that the surface, whatever shape it is, is a discrete
modulo in relation to the surface of a torus and a sphere. This is because the hypersphere
(S2 + S1) is a sphere (S1 + S1) and a circle (S1) added to each other topologically. The
torus is two circles that are orthogonal with separate radii: S1 X S1. The hypertorus, on the
other hand, is three circles multiplied: S1 X S1 X S1. The topological operations of adding
and multiplying circles are discrete rational moves that are modulo operations. So, there is
an indirect supervenient path to the emergent characteristic of the four-dimensional surface
from both the sphere and the torus. We can define the essence of the torus as topologically
differentiated and opposed to the sphere, which is topologically undifferentiated. We can
also see that when we take them into the next higher dimension they open up into
something that is unrepresentable but calculable, which is different from the representable
but incalculable nature of the hypertorus. This can be described as a projection of the
design concept, via the illusory continuity of the idea to a higher level super-synthesis from
which the wholeness of the lower level form can be recovered without constructing it from
the sub-schemas of the pictures, plans, and models alone. Essence escapes the constraints
of the geometry of the torus and the hypersphere via the unrepresentable aspects of the
hypersphere. The hypertorus is merely a three-dimensional version of the torus that must
be embedded in four-dimensional space in order to be more than merely the sum of
spinning tori. In four-dimensional space the hypertorus does not completely escape
representation as does the hypersphere.
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Behavior: essence: OBJECT: situation: goal <moment>

The essence defines the constraints on the behavior of the attributes (or characteristics) of
the object, in this case, it is the torus, which is the topological differentiation of the sphere
within its three-dimensional situation. Yet, there is a tendency toward the illusory
continuity of the non-representable goal of the hypersphere as a super-synthesis, which has
the emergent properties of four-dimensional space, rather than those limited properties of
three-dimensional space. From this super-synthesis it is possible to extract the foliations of
the hypersphere from out of the torus as it is projected back down into three-dimensional
space based on the Hopf fibrations. The hypertorus is a singularity that does not present us
with a comparable super-synthesis. It is merely a super-torus of tori that is threedimensional in a representation related to the torus. In its four-dimensional form a supertorus of spun tori becomes a single object that splits into two tori. Then, those tori together
form a higher level tori although this multiplication of circles (S1 X S1 X S1) does not
provide the unity of the hypersphere that would allow us to call it a super-synthesis.

Picture – Mobius Strip – Hypertorus Cube – Kleinian Bottle – concept <sub-schema>

We conceptualize the essence, and that implies a de-emergence. The mobius strip is like
the representation in as much as there is a reduction of dimensionality from the object
(with its essence) in relation to our concept of the object. But the mobius strip is an image
of the nondual, and concepts are nondual. They cannot be located in representations, but
instead overflow representations. Yet, in the concept, there is an intrinsic relationship
between the local and global that we see in the mobius strip. The mobius strip is locally
dual, but globally nondual. And thus, the representations, for the most part, exist as
dichotomies. Ultimately those dichotomies are hard to maintain and there is semantic drift,
so that one could drift around the surface of distinctions in order to turn the distinctions
upside down. Thus, in a meaningful, structural way, one must be prepared to accept the
possibility of the myriad distinctions that will form the background for our concepts. As a
cube, with its identified opposite sides, the hypertorus is an embodiment of representation
and repetition. Whatever is represented in this mimetic space is repeated within the infinite
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three-dimensional cellular universe that is projected from the hypertorus cube in all
directions. When we look out the windows of the hypertorus cube we see back into the
compact space of the cube itself as replicated through the virtual windows that give it
access back to itself via four-dimensional space. We see ourselves as standing on top of
ourselves as we look down and standing below ourselves when we look up. We see
ourselves as part of an infinite hierarchy that is self-inclusive without otherness. If we look
forward we see ourselves from the back in a long line of copies (of ourselves) and if we
look back we see ourselves standing behind in another infinite line. If we look to the side
we also see ourselves multiplied in the ranks of an infinite phalanx. So, there is an infinite
repetition in all three dimensions of whatever is represented within the hypertorus cube.
This becomes a Kleinian bottle if we twist the sides up-down or left-right in the process of
identification. In this case the enantiomorphism of the fourth dimension appears in which
'right and left' or 'up and down' can become transformed. Concepts escape their
representations and repetitions in this mimetic space. Because the hypertorus cube is threedimensional, it does not escape the repetition of representations and thus does not reach the
concept's unrepresentable nature that is embodied in the Kleinian bottle or the
complementary nondualities that make inside and outside into nonduals.

Representation(FI): concept: FOCUS circumstance(BI): sense <moment>

We make various representations for our concepts in different circumstances. This allows
us to focus locally even if there is a semantic drift globally across any team or group that is
making the same distinction. Humans are variety producers911 so they will attempt to
impose every possible variation upon a given distinction. The goal is to make sense, so we
have to compare the representation to its background circumstance in order to find the right
interpretation so that we may derive the most appropriate indicated trace concept. The trace
concept that is appropriate is always a nondual distinction between the myriad
representations and repetitions that are structurally produced. Concepts always escape the
structural field of the representations and repetitions that we structurally analyze and
attempt to capture in a rule or formula.

911

Beer, Stafford. The Heart of Enterprise. Managerial Cybernetics of Organization, 2 (Chichester UK:
Wiley, 1979).
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Plan – knot – Hypertorus Links – unfurling – design <sub-schema>

As we begin to envision a holistic picture912 of an emergent system, we find ourselves in
the nascent states of developing a plan. That plan is a theory of the whole that we wish to
develop in our design. Design is essentially Theorizing913. That plan must have the
elements of minimal self-organization. That self-organization will unfurl when exposed to
the fourth dimension. In the fourth dimension we will be able to furl and unfurl the design
freely and thus explore the design landscape. Self-organization is organization against the
self, i.e., the appearance of self-limitation that acts upon itself to control itself. We want to
follow designs to their optima rather than imposing our ideas upon the designs, which can
cause them to be unnecessarily complicated. Thus, we want the minimal number of selfconstraints in the self-organization of the design plan. This will lead to a more elegant
design while imposing only the minimal variation that is necessary for the exploration of
the design landscape. But design also needs to take into account the interference of the
other. The hypertorus is an intertwined set of links that represent this interaction with
otherness. It encompasses the complexity of a three body problem, which in this case is
simplified to just three circles (S1 X S1 X S1) intertwined. Much of design is directed at
attempts to resolve mutual constraints between other elements while it simultaneously tries
to instill self-organization into the design. Thus, the transformation between the knot and
intertwined links exemplifies the constraints under which design is always operating. Yet,
in the nondual state of the fourth dimension both knots and links unfurl and this leads to
simplifications that resolve multiple problems at the same time, which is the hallmark of
good design.

Context (Intext): design: SIGNATURE (signifier): context: pragmata <moment>

912
913

‘Theory’ means “to see” or “to visualize”.
Blum, Alan. Theorizing (London: Heinemann, 1974).
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The design is the third meta-level of the Sign and has an intrinsic onefold nature but exists
in Hyper Being, i.e., in the level of traces in the realm of possibilities. The design is
composed of its content and the context for that content. Wisse gives us the Metapattern
method, which illustrates how we can use the context as a way to organize the content of
the design, while taking into account that each design has its signature, i.e., its diagrams
using the minimal methods. We advocate a method in which the requirements are stated as
axioms that are then transformed into a Gurevich Abstract State Machine where the data
objects are defined by employing the Wisse Metapattern method. Once the state machine
exists, then we may introduce performance concerns in order to organize the functional
architecture into a physical architecture that will meet real-time performance goals. That
real-time system architecture must be organized in terms of the minimal methods in
relation to the canonical perspectives of data, event, agent, and function. This is how the
whole system becomes projected into the domain via the meta-system of the design
landscape. The signature of a specific design is related to the signatures of other possible
designs as we explore the design landscape. And all those differences and the decisions
that are made in the various trade-off spaces are pragmata, i.e., practical reasons (metis). It
is the pragmata that guides design rather than causal (or logical) reasoning or the use of
abstract methods.
Pragmata always escape from reified theories, methods, and even meta-methods that are
the basis of thought. As Paul Feyerabend says in Against Method914, there is no possible
method that can hold up in all circumstances and we need to continually escape from the
"Way After"915, the method by which we try to teach others to follow our lead in our
design processes. The way between self-organization and organization with respect to the
other is a highly constrained path that may have many twists and turns. It is based on
human ingenuity and creativity at the highest level and it is what is necessary to create a
system that works in its intended environment. We notice that the transformation between
the knot and the interlinked circles (as two types of self and other interference) provides a
resolution of contradictions and an avoidance of wicked problems. This is accomplished
through metis, or practical reason.

914

Feyerabend, Paul. Against Method: Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of Knowledge. (London: NLB,
1975).
915
Meta-hodos: Method means the "Way After", a way to lead others to the same conclusion.
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Model – Tetrahedron – Hypertorus Three-space – Pentahedron – perspective <subschema>

As we explore the design space and take our cue from the various performance
characteristics that change as we move through the design landscape, then we need to
model the system; and the icon for that is the Tetrahedron, which is made out of the
following parts: points, lines, and surfaces. Those parts each have their own essence and
there are a limited set of those parts that synergistically combine to make the model of the
whole that fits together in a way that will work into the Constructed Whole Form. The
tetrahedron is the minimal solid of three-dimensional space, but when we add a point in
four-dimensional space equidistant from the others then we get a pentahedron, which is the
minimal solid of four-dimensional space, and so on up the ladder of minimal solids and
spaces. Without space, you cannot stand back at a distance and form a perspective of what
you are building. Thus, the generation of dimensionality is necessary for deriving a holistic
view of what you are building. In the design space, dimensions show up as refactoring
transformations between designs. Many times these refactoring differences take a dual
approach toward the design organization, which leads to a fundamental transformation in
the organization of the design. When perspective is introduced, we notice that it is
characterized by its stance in relation to the surrounding horizon. This stance is mediated
by the image that is formulated by one’s point of view, which reflects its dual in the
vanishing point. Viewpoint (stance) and vanishing point (intentional target) stand for the
subject/object duality. Both the subject and noumena are invisible in the representation
itself, although they frame it as a necessary duality.
But between the tetrahedron and the pentahedron there is an unexpected mediation by three
space itself in as the topology of the Hypertorus. Thus topologically three-space in which
the tetrahedron exists implies four space within which the pentahedron exists. Three space
is the bridge between the tetrahedron and the pentahedron because it is three-space that
must open out into four space by its fourfold repetition within the fourth dimension. All
design for us takes place in three space and thus has to deal with the inherent limitations of
that space and the physics that is imposed upon it by the physus. It is these inherent
limitations of our finitude in three space and the physics of our universe that distinguishes
the possible from the impossible, and we need to find ways to use higher dimensional
perspectives on the space in which we are embedded to solve the design problems
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presented to us in this constrained space of our finitude. Design is always attempting to
find new perspectives to confront the constraints of our finitude within the physical
universe and the relation to dimensions within which we live.

standpoint: perspective: IMAGE: surroundings: intentional target916 <moment>

This organizational framework becomes a domain when it is combined with multiple
perspectives. So, the data, event, function, and agent perspectives determine the endpoints
of the ‘minimal method bridges’ that form a Domain, and that Domain is endowed with the
characteristics of computability and is associated with the Turing Machine. But,
perspective is made possible by the existence of dimension. Dimension is generated by the
Pascal Triangle, and it is fundamentally related to the schemas by the S-Prime law of (at
least) two dimensions per schema and two schemas per dimension. It is the relationship
between dimension and the ‘representation and repetition dichotomy’ that creates an
environment that makes it possible to distinguish the sub-schemas. And it is the subschemas that are articulated in their archetypal form in these four figures that also connect
to the four moments of the Quadralectic. This is a very powerful model of how the
Quadralectic operates. It illustrates the relationship between the local object and spacetime
in general, which, in turn, necessitates the existence of spinors. Anything that is to relate to
the global context of spacetime must spin 720 degrees. That is twice around a circle in
order to be stable. Stability can express itself in different ways, one way is through the subschemas, while another way is through the moments of the Quadralectic. It turns out that
these two are interrelated. The Quadralectic uses the sub-schemas of each schema as the
means for creating designs that approximate the wholes of the schemas. It is through these
degenerate approximations that the bridge to the ‘emergent whole’ is produced. Thus, the
sub-schemas give us a way to move toward the emergent artifact that is being presented
through pictures, plans, and models. But we cannot reach that intentional target unless we
move up to a higher dimension and participate in a super-symmetry at that higher
dimensional and nondual level. The Quadralectic is made up of moments that can use these
sub-schemas to bring the emergent design into embodied wholeness. The relationship of
the Whole schema to the three sub-schemas is like the relationship of a real number to the
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also associated with the 'vanishing point' in perspective art
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i+j+k imaginaries in the Quaternion. In other words, the sub-schemas are trapped in
repetition and cannot re-approximate the Whole schema. But the Quadralectic allows us to
bridge this gap, because the essence of what each sub-schema can be combined in the
movement of the Quadralectic and this will forge the disparate parts of the design into a
whole that would otherwise be elusive to the representations. Thus, because the
Quadralectic operates in time, it can take what each sub-schema has to offer and compress
these attributes into an embodiment of the Whole schema from pictures, plans, and models.
The Quadralectic, in time, puts together what the sub-schemas had rent asunder in space.
The hypertorus represents this three-space as mediating between the representable
tetrahedron and the non-representable pentahedron models. The Quadralectic unites the
dimensional differences and the ‘representation and repetition’ difference while bringing
unexpected emergent unity where there was previously only separation and difference. The
higher dimensional open clearings, which are represented by higher dimensional spheres,
give us a perspective that allows us to construct complex models that can resolve
constraints in lower dimensions. Higher dimensional spaces allow us the flexibility and
room to freely apply different possibilities from a point that is separated by distance from
the possibilities we are manipulating. When we do this we are able to find a supersyntheses that allows us to simplify down to the lower syntheses of the Whole Form,
which is more than merely a construct. The higher level perspectives of the higher
dimensional open clearings always escape the working area where the problematic is
expressed. This is where we can resolve the contradictions, conflicts, and interferences that
are made in the design process.
Here, we have provided a hypothetical framework for our Phenomenology of Systems by
using the Meta-system within the context of the schemas as a whole. That phenomenology
must be related to hermeneutics, ontology, and dialectics. Hermeneutics has to do with the
interpretation of DeSign Engineering. In engineering design we are doing more than
merely shifting around symbols, we are attempting to create a plan with emergent
properties that corresponds to the picture of what we want to build, which we can model
and transition into actual products. So, within our practice, we need to be more than
phenomenologists describing the cognitive features of design within development, we need
to recognize the ontological distinctions that define who we are as humans in relation to
the things that we create. We need to interpret the signs and objects and their relationships
in terms of their proper contexts. We also need to be dialecticians and this is where the
Quadralectic comes into play, because what we are doing is more complex than what
dialectics can capture. Monolectics is the mode often relied upon in architecture, i.e., it is
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an arbitrary decision concerning the structure of the architecture that we build without
taking into account the design space. Dialectics comes from the idea of ‘give and take’ in
discussion where we make decisions together as a team by making use of the natural
variety of our insights and our multiple perspectives on the design problem. We now have
the idea that architectural design plans should be the result of teamwork rather than the will
of the individual system architect acting as the demiurge. But dialectics is not enough and
we need to consider trialectics beyond that. Trialectics means that the relationship between
three things, rather than two, are considered, and that is what Pieter Wisse has given us in
his Ennead structure, which is, in fact, archetypal and fundamental. Here triality comes
into play as a fundamental type of three-way complementarity that underlies the concept of
mediation. We see this embodied in the hypertorus but we also see that it does not offer
any super-synthesis from which we can recover the synthesis of the whole form. Rather,
the hypertorus mediates between the representations of the minimal system as a stabilizer
in four-space, and in the four-dimensionality of spacetime itself. In this way we have a
transformation between the System and the Meta-system via a mediating device and we
can see that the hypertorus is another image of the Ennead. But even the Ennead of
Wisse’s Sign Engineering is not enough because we need to relate signs to what is ‘other
than signs’ from various perspectives such as function, agent, data, and event to produce a
domain of rigor that coordinates viewpoints. This means that we need a Quadralectic
where the various moments of the process form the minimal system of a tetrahedron.
Once we have the tetrahedron, we may seek stability in spacetime within the context of the
design landscape that we wish to translate into the spacetime of the real world. Then we
will find that there are four natural forms of stability given to us by Mathesis. These are the
tetrahedron, mobius strip, torus, and knot. These can be seen as embodiments of the
moments of the Quadralectic process through which design interacts with other non-design
moments to accomplish the translation of design into an emergent reality. This set of
figures also gives us a view of the relationships between the sub-schemas as well. And
while the sub-schemas give us the spatial representations, it is the Quadralectic that gives
us the temporal operations. Yet, the mediation between the minimal system representations
and the Quadralectic as seen in the hypertorus is unstable. As a result, it is crucial for this
structure to transform. Later we will see how this structure undergoes a transformation
where the Quadralectic temporal operations break apart from the sub-schemas that are
embedded as forms in space. This initiates a reordering that brings this theoretical structure
in line with the structure of the Emergent Meta-system and the Lifecycle of the Emergent
Event. It takes both time and space working together as spacetime and timespace in order
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to invoke the Emergent Event. The split between spacetime and timespace corresponds to
the ‘symmetry breaking’ that will appear later where the Quadralectic operators separate
from the sub-schema operands. The key is that the design is a meta-level of the sign, and it
cooperates with other trace moments in Hyper Being to create the possibility of the
Emergent Event. Embodiment comes from Wild Being, and the unrepresentable noumenon
of the utterly new comes from Ultra Being. The process and product that we use to pull
these into existence has little chance of success without the higher kinds of Being that will
allow us to subject our projections to the realm of possibilities and the propensities of
material things. The Quadralectic is inscribed in the Nomos and appears within the
interactions of Existence as the Void. Within the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event the
Quadralectic appears as Emptiness. We merely need to move ‘in sync’ with the
Quadralectic in order to realize and actualize the emergent artifacts that are (as yet)
unheard of but could be part of an Emergent Event. The Quadralectic represents an appeal
to fourfold symmetry and complementarity that is beyond triality. The minimal method,
with its fourfold set representations can provide a bridge into the fourth dimension through
the third dimension when it is embodied as the hypertorus within its triality. We speculate
that the next level of the emergent organization and its complementarities are
mathematically related to the Freudenthal-Titts Magic Square917, while Emergent Science
focuses on the limits of the Quadralectic in relation to the Foundational Mathematical
Categories. The higher torus, which is inherently four-dimensional, is a four-torus that can
act as a bridge between the fourth and the fifth dimensions. Non-dual Science explores the
relationship of the Quadralectic to both the Special Systems and the Emergent Metasystem. Emergent Engineering takes these results and uses them as the basis for their
discipline as a sub-set of Systems Engineering as we know it today. But, in the future,
Systems Engineering will be replaced by Schemas Engineering and will be an integral part
of Emergent Engineering. The Quadralectic gives Systems Engineering a unique basis for
understanding our design methods based on an understanding of the kinds of Being and the
role they play in conditioning the arrival of the Emergent Event. If we merely emphasize
and focus on the Product, we really only partially understand what we are actually doing
when we create emergent products. We need to understand more than just the process that
leads to those products. We need to understand the higher kinds of Being and how they

917

Dixon, Geoffrey M. Division Algebras: Octonions, Quaternions, Complex Numbers, and the Algebraic
Design of Physics (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994) p.191. Rowlands, Peter. Zero to Infinity:
The Foundations of Physics. Series on Knots and Everything, v. 41. (New Jersey: World Scientific, 2007)
15.5, pp. 386-387. See dissertation overflow Chapter 17 on the supplementary disk.
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contribute to the success of our development projects and how our projects are related to
emergent artifacts. Perhaps then we will actually accept that we are not controlled by
outdated ontological ideas that affect the nature of our human existence and its inherent
possibilities for creativity.
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CHAPTER 10

Meta-levels of the System and the Meta-system
On Reversing Our View of Systems in Engineering
This chapter explores the transformation of the System and the Meta-system at the various meta-levels
of Being. We will consider how the higher dimensional spaces give us the landscape in which Designs
are produced and how that leads to problems of non-representability. We then go on to look at the
various aspects of Being and how they are transformed at the various meta-levels of Being and how
that impinges upon our understanding of Designs.

The Various Kinds of Being in the System and Meta-system
In this series we have sought to give some insight into what happens when we move up the
meta-levels of Being. Each schema is articulated at the various meta-levels of Being, and
the system schema is no different in this regard. The Meta-system, as openscape, is the
dual of the System and in the process of analyzing the relationship of the System to the
Meta-system, we have also considered the formal and structural schematic levels of these
Systems. Each schema expresses its different characteristics and unique nature within each
meta-level and this allows us to speak of the Pure System, the Process System, the Hyper
System, the Wild System, and the Ultra System. At the Pure System level we are dealing
with a configuration, but when we take process into account, and allow dynamism, then
the duality between the system and process come into view, and we see that systems
change in time as the relationships between the forms and their placement in the
configuration changes over time. Thus, the System Schema can be expressed either as
three-dimensional or four-dimensional, the Meta-system, on the other hand, is either fourdimensional or five-dimensional. And so the System and the Meta-system share the fourth
dimension. Due to the fact that the Meta-system is five-dimensional it encompasses fourdimensional space and time as an orthogonal dimension918. As a result we can also

918
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describe it in terms of configurations that relate to two orthogonal time dimensions919.
Orthogonal time allows us to think about the implications of the heterochronic920 in the
context of the Meta-system. But there is indecision between these time-frames that appears
with the heterochronic and this leads us to consider the model of the Hyper System, which
also lacks decision concerning time-frames. A System really has to decide which timeframe to choose, and it is only the Meta-system that has the luxury of carrying two timeframes. The Hyper System exists within this Meta-system (with two time-frames) but
suffers from indecision when a choice must be made since the System can only choose one
of the time-frames. We can think of these time-frames relativistically. For example, we can
think of them in terms of different clocks in different inertial frames. Relativity Theory is
the prerequisite for understanding the heterochronic. The Hyper System opens up realms of
possibilities in relation to the actualities of the System. We can think of the heterochronic
as different Chreodes921 (trace process paths), that a developing System could take. There
is a decision point at which the Hyper System must take one path or another. The Wild
System, on the other hand, is sensitive to the inclinations, propensities, tendencies, and
dispositions within the landscape. Wild Systems can be seen as Chaotic Systems in which
local propensities have completely taken over and disorganized the System, pushing it
through a series of bifurcations into chaos. The Ultra System is the Singularity beyond all
the representations of a System. The Ultra System organizes the System from within and
warps the space of the System through invisible distortions of the System’s phase-space.
We need to contrast this with the complementary levels of the Meta-system as Pure Metasystem, Process Meta-system, Hyper Meta-system, Wild Meta-system, and Ultra Metasystem. The Pure Meta-system is a four-dimensional spatial environment within which a
Pure System configuration exists. A Process Meta-system gives another dimension of time
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to this four-dimensional realm, and thus allows the Meta-system to operate as an
‘operating system’, which means that it is managing resources beyond merely providing
the four-dimensional plenum or arena where the system resides. The Hyper Meta-system is
again represented as opening up the realm of possibilities so that the Meta-system becomes
a design landscape for possible systems. The Hyper Meta-system is again indecisive
concerning its time dimensions and thus opens up a plane of temporal possibilities that will
provide various temporal realms where the system states can develop. This will, in turn,
provide us with a phase map for these system states. The Wild Meta-system is a chaotic
environment for the System. In essence, it renders the System inviable, because it is one
thing for the System to become chaotic, but another thing entirely for its environment to
become unstable and chaotic. The Ultra Meta-system is a source for the Meta-system. It is
the arena that provides niches for systems to be created. Meta-systems appear as Sources,
Origins, Arenas, and Horizonal Boundaries. The Meta-system provides a wider boundary
(usually at the horizon) for the unmoving system. Within that boundary various systems
come together to interact. They appear and disappear from that arena based on the filtering
that the Meta-system performs vis-a-vis the systems that it allows into its arena. All
systems enter the arena at specific origin points and leave at points called ‘sinks’, but the
systems themselves are generated from the sources beyond the arena and those sources are
singularities in relation to the Meta-system arenas. The ultimate Singularity for the Metasystem is the one that the boundary, arena, origin, and source unfold from, and we shall
identify where and how this ultimate Singularity operates within the Ultra Meta-system.
The sources beyond the arena are like fragments of this ultimate Singularity that give rise
to the whole Meta-system. Meta-systems are like markets922. They are the environments
and eco-systems where systems appear, interact, go through their lifecycle, and disappear.
Meta-systems signify that the environment is not just a plenum, but has its own order. That
order is expressible in terms of Turing Machines. For example, in the System, the Turing
Machine stops, but the Universal Turing Machine associated with the Meta-system, never
stops923. It provides the arena for other Turing Machines to operate within, like the
applications within a computer operating environment.
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Openness and Clearing in Higher Dimensional Spaces and Nonrepresentability
Once we realize that there are different ways to understand the System and the Metasystem at the various meta-levels of Being, then we can disambiguate many of the
problems that we have with systems and their environments by specifying what meta-level
of Being we are discussing at any given time. The various meta-levels the System and the
Meta-system are almost completely different things, although there is a nesting among
these various meta-levels that characterize them as being closely related despite their
differences. Schemas are projections of spacetime organizations upon things, they are
templates of pre-understanding. Several key ideas come together in the schemas that are
important for us to understand. Systems exist as projections within the ecstasy of our
spacetime articulation, and it is within this clearing that things take on their Being. Being is
a projection that overwhelms and organizes from within all beings. Spacetime is not a
plenum for us. It is organized beforehand into specific and different schemas. Of these, the
System and the Meta-system are the two central schemas. Other important experience-able
schemas are Pattern, Form, Domain, and World924. We are quite used to combining the
Pattern, Form, and Systems Schemas together to obtain a Formal Structural System925. But
we are less used to the combination of the Meta-system, Domain, and World, which
encompass the Formal Structural System and provides its environment. The openness
within things shows up as a clearing that appears within these higher dimensional
schemas. We can see this when we relate the higher schemas to the higher dimensions.
And, in addition, we must consider the expansion of the hyperspheres926 within this region
of the higher experienceable schemas927. It is within that region that these hyperspheres
find their greatest inward dimension. That inward dimension of openness is the openness
that Hillary Lawson928 points to as an “openness within which things are articulated”. We
quite regularly use these higher dimensions as a basis for articulating things conceptually
by exploring their orthogonality to each other. For instance, we can think of this realm as
the realm of categorization and classification in which we articulate independent categories
all the way up to the ontological categories of Kant (physical things) and Aristotle
924
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(articulated subjects). This ability to separate things that are independent of each other and
then aggregate them in various ways is essential to understanding things and ordering
them. Concepts are non-representable in themselves. In the openness of the higher
dimensional spaces of the hyperspheres, concepts can become nodes of meaning. We
postulate that this meaning has a separate ground in Beyng from the differences that appear
in Being.
How is it possible to have these nodes of meaning that exist but are non-representable,
although we represent them with terms in our language and in diagrammatic form? We
know that a concept can have many different representations, none of which capture the
entirety of the concept’s meaning, and so there is always an overflow of representation, or
an under representation, which leaves the concept unrepresentable in its essence. That nonrepresentability of a concept is just like the non-representability of objects in higher
dimensional space. Our hypothesis is that the concept actually operates in the openness of
the clearing in higher dimensional space within the hyperspheres that are opened up by
the higher dimensions associated with the schemas. So, when we are specifying formal
structural systems we are assuming that they are embedded within the background of the
Meta-system, Domain, and World. The Meta-system is the environment of the formal
structural system. The Domain is the unifying coordination of perspectives based on the
possibility of movement. And the World is the totality of such perspectives whether
coordinated or not. It was necessary to expand the Ennead by adding the moment of
perspective to the Quadralectic because this will allow us direct access to the Domain and
World Schemas. We assume that we can produce perspectives with respect to Systems, and
that we can coordinate those perspectives. We assume that the perspectives we have are
part of a finite set of the totality of the possible perspectives of that Formal Structural
System. We take this higher level of schematic organization for granted. But it is this
higher level of organizational arrayed possibilities for observation, manipulation, and
production that allow us to condition the ways that we deal with the Formal Structural
Systems that we endeavor to design and build. A design is usually expressed as a semiotic
representation of a Formal Structural System. Thus, as a preparation for our work on the
lower schemas there should be more emphasis on these higher schemas that provide its
higher dimensional environment. That is why we have tried to engage in Systems
Phenomenology. It will help us to recognize the various Ontological levels that condition
the nature of the System and Meta-system as they unfold from their singularities into
articulation. But it is not just a Phenomenology that we need, i.e., a detailed investigation
of how systems actually appear and how they embody different ontological meta-levels in
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that appearance, we need Dialectics and Hermeneutics as well. That is because the
schemas are templates of pre-understanding that will give sense, meaning, significance,
and relevance to the design process. And that happens due to the dialectical, conceptual,
and physical unfolding that occurs in design development. Dialectics means that we
recognize when lower level complementarities combine to produce higher level emergent
wholes. For Dialectics to be possible, we must at least allow a para-consistency of the type
studied by G. Priest929, which is the ability to allow contradiction and reason to exist side
by side in a complementary fashion. This means our reason has to be robust, adaptive, and
fault tolerant. We must avoid the mechanical and blind reasoning that results from using
algorithms such as Artificially Intelligent Theorem Provers930. We have extended normal
Hegelian Dialectics to the level of Trialectics931 and Quadralectics932 in order to understand
the relationship between design and other essential features933 of emergent systems. The
goal of Sign Engineering is to represent934 the System prior to its being built. DeSign
Engineering must put together a visionary conceptualization of the emergent essences and
perspectives that an emergent entity needs for testing in order to assure that it will embody
the reality that we want it to have, that it will be true to its specifications, and that all the
various parts are fully determined in their identity and difference relative to themselves and
their environments. DeSign Engineering is needed to clarify the emergent properties that
are the actual products of our intentions, freed of unintended consequences.

Aspects of Being in the Meta-levels of the System
We must recognize that, as a projection, Being is made up of four aspects: Truth, Reality,
Presence, and Identity, as well as their opposites. We must also note that these aspects take
on different values at each different meta-level of Being. So, when we articulate the metalevels of the System or the Meta-system, we are also articulating the various levels of their
truth, reality, identity, or presence in relation to the opposite aspects. Thus, we can talk
about the difference between ‘system presence’ on the Pure Being level, versus ‘system
presence and absence’935 at the Process Being level. Pure Being assumes that the ‘whole’
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of the System is accessible and available to us in its totality. Process Being assumes that
there is a ‘showing and hiding’ that takes place, i.e., that part of the System is obscured, or
part of it is made clear at any one point. For large systems, this fact that the System is
mostly obscured and inaccessible, or unavailable, means that we need representations that
we can manipulate. Part of the work that goes into systems’ development is associated
with only the ‘showing and hiding’ of the System as a whole, which brings different parts
of it into presence while others recede. When we think about the System, we consider it to
be purely present in its entirety, but actual systems, as they are being built, recede from
this complete availability and accessibility while we are creating them and this is the
dynamic that needs to be mastered. That is why we have Configuration Management
Systems. When we move into Hyper Systems their relation to Presence is much more
complicated because we open up the realms of possibility, which can be either present or
closed off for a particular system. The presence or absence of possibility for a System
depends upon whether there is a realizable route in the design landscape for the System to
evolve through within the context of the development of the design. The key question is:
Which possibilities, out of the myriad possibilities, should we attempt to realize, and what
would give us the best optimization of the system in respect to all of its requirements and
goals? At the level of Wild Being the System is seen in terms of stability and adaptability,
and as DeSign engineers, we must work toward designing Systems that will not succumb
to chaotic states that can overwhelm the System. At the level of Ultra Being we consider
how the warpage of the system state-space and its relationship to the singularities that
appear in the virtual realms can affect the actualization of the System. In Ultra Being the
non-representable aspects of the System are considered. This is the part of the System that
can never be made present although it affects the operation of what is presented. For
example, there may be a political constraint that is not represented in the System, which
could become its major determining factor, and this can determine the success or failure of
the System. The arbitrary cancelation of a design decision for political reasons can not only
derail a project, but it can cause the disruption and even possible failure of the adjacent and
ascendant parts of the designed system that were meant to fit and work together as a
cohesive, unified entity.
The Pure System exemplifies simple truth that is verifiable. We compare the requirements
to the system test results and we find out whether or not the System meets the
requirements. But the Process System is something that is progressively revealed. The
simple verification notion of truth breaks down and is replaced by deeper truths. Deeper
truths concern what is covered over, then uncovered, and then covered over again within
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our lifeworld. And this points to what is either structurally always absent, or always
present within our experience. This deeper truth concerns the structure of the ‘showing and
hiding’ relationship, such as the truth of Ontotheological Metaphysics that has ‘covered
over’ the presence of the Meta-system in our tradition. The Hyper System has an even
more difficult type of truth, which has to do with the revelation of discontinuities within
the System, or between the System and its environment, or in our understanding of the
relationship between our representations of the System and what the System really is. The
Hyper System evolves and transforms and so does its truth. In the Wild System, that truth
becomes a fact that we have completely lost control of and it takes on a life of its own. An
excellent example of this is drug resistant germs. At first, drug resistant germs were
generally confined to the hospital environment but now we are seeing them in the
population at large because of the overuse or misuse of antibiotics by large numbers of
people. The truth that we have exacerbated our own virulent diseases when we previously
had them under control is difficult to face. But this is the kind of truth that appears when
things go wrong due to unforeseen circumstances, or unintended consequences. The issue
of global warming is another possible example. At the level of the Ultra System, truth is
something unknowable because the Singularity of the System is unrepresentable when it is
considered in terms of the behavior of dynamic, complex, and chaotic systems where there
are singularities in the state-space of those systems. This Ultra System’s truth is the realm
of ‘wicked problems’936, the sorts of problems whose cure is worse than the disease. An
example is Chemotherapy that often makes the patient sicker than the disease and
sometimes does not stem the tide of the cancer937. Ultra System singularities are the source
of catastrophes938 that normally lead to the collapse of the System. Ultra Systems are
embroiled in intractable problems with no solution. Avoiding these singularities in the
design of a system is the key to producing something that is workable in spite of the
existence of mutually negative tradeoffs that are in conflict with each other.
We have considered the aspects of presence and truth at the various meta-levels of the
System. So, let us consider identity and reality. In terms of the Pure System, identity is
purely determinate and its differences within itself and within its environment are clear cut
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and well defined. Such a System has the look of a formal system, which is well formed and
clearly differentiated. But when we move up to the level of the Process System, then
identity and difference give way to sameness, i.e., belonging together939 or family
resemblances940. In other words, at some level there are similarities, analogies, similes, etc.
that generate impure ‘identity and difference’ relationships that cannot be completely
disambiguated. Process Systems have to function in this sort of environment, which is not
completely clarified in terms of pure identity and pure difference. This realm of Process is
signified by probability. At the level of the Hyper System the problem of identity and
difference becomes even more problematic941. There is complete indecision concerning
what should go together and what should be separated. This is where we encounter the
Gödel Proof942. Certain statements cannot be confined to application either within or
outside the System. We use the Gödel statement as a way of talking about emergence. If
the Gödel statement is included, then the System has its emergent properties, if not, then
the System is de-emergent and transformed into a Meta-system. The identity of the System
in the face of the Gödel statement is in question, and so is the question as to whether the
System will exhibit its emergent properties. At the level of the Wild System identity and
difference cannot be separated, and all we have are dispositions, propensities, and
tendencies that are not articulated and separated943. In human society these are called trieb,
which is translated as instinct but actually has a broader meaning in Freud’s German
vernacular944. It has the connotations of drives, passions, or even wille (in Schopenhauer’s
sense945). But Wild Being can also be understood in relation to Pierre Bourdieu’s concept
of habitus946. At the level of the Ultra System, what is different and what is identical are
either fused together and indistinguishable, or super-rationally superimposed upon each
other.
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Finally, we will consider reality. The Pure System has a reality that is assumed to be
effective but is untested. That reality is something like authority, i.e., it has power but that
power may not have been tested, (and so that power is illusory). The Process System’s
reality is based on testing. The more we test a System, the more real the System becomes
until it is fully validated. And, of course, the ultimate test is in the user’s environment after
it leaves the lab. The Hyper System is trapped between illusion and reality. That is between
the projection and its actualization. There is an indecision or a hinge between illusion and
reality in the Hyper System. That is why it can appear so flexible in the design landscape.
It can change at will to transform as it attempts to conform to multiple realizations within
the design landscape. It has the reality of systems that are made of software and hardware
together, but can change by having the software changed to correct the hardware problems.
Software is the embodiment of Hyper Being within an artifact and that is what makes the
hardware flexible and adaptive947. It uses its illusory aspect and joins it with reality as a
means of adapting to different circumstances. Wild Systems are like artificial intelligence
techniques, i.e., they are techniques that work but are opaque to our understanding. In Wild
Being, illusion and reality become mixed together. An example of this is the Turing Test948
for intelligence. The test is applied to confirm that what appears intelligent, really is
intelligent. In the Ultra System, illusion cannot be separated from reality and the
distinction itself becomes unrepresentable.
We live and work in a world of Systems that we consider to be Pure Systems in all their
aspects. We do not recognize or consider the higher order questions that deal with how the
aspects transform as we move up the meta-levels of either the System schema or the Metasystem schema (which is its complement). As long as we think of systems as Pure Systems
that are completely determinate in every aspect, we are going to fail to understand the very
thing we are attempting to produce even as we produce it. In other words, we struggle as
we attempt to design and build highly complex systems without even the most basic
recognition of the Phenomenology of those systems. The System is not just one thing, or
one plenum without any internal differentiation. Just as there is differentiation between the
schemas that needs to be recognized, there is also differentiation within each of the
schemas in terms of the standings of the meta-levels of Being. Understanding this essential
differentiation should be the basis of our approach toward designing and building systems.
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We can think of these meta-layers in reverse, as levels of higher logical typing. In other
words, we can think of each level as being necessary for the next level to unfold. In that
case we are thinking our way down the hierarchy instead of up. But, in either case, we are
saying that the meta-levels that determine the essence of the system are nested and codeterminate even if they are emergent with respect to each other. For the most part, when
we start a project we think that the system we are creating is a Pure System. It is an idea
that is based on the projection of an illusory continuity. As we contemplate the project
design, we assume that the requirements we write down for it will be able to be completely
verified, we consider that it will have the emergent properties we intend, and that we will
be able to differentiate all its parts in a determinate way. As a result we further assume that
the finished product will be able to work in the intended environment as advertised. This is
called vaporware. It is well known in the realm of commercial products as the perfect
product that will do whatever you need, and fulfill all expectations. But, within this
imaginary product (as pure idea), there is a System that is being built through a work
process by fallible human beings. And the process of building the System will take time
and cost money, and will, in the end, have a certain performance and cost/benefit analysis.
Even using the product is a process, so there is only an arbitrary line between the ‘process
of use’ and the ‘process of building’, which affects the division of labor and how contracts
work within our institutions. When we move into the process realm from the determinate
realm, we enter the dominion of probabilities where suddenly everything becomes less
clear. This is a result of the interaction of the myriad factors that inevitably come into play
in determining the outcome. This is the part of engineering that most of us know, the actual
struggle to produce something out of meager materials in a death march949 against an
unrealistic schedule with an impossible budget while aiming at improbable performance
goals. And we struggle on valiantly, sometimes successfully and other times not. Very few
engineers understand that at the process level where we work to produce the product, there
exists a different type of System all together, one which we call the Hyper System. Only a
few visionaries and architects appreciate this core system where what ‘may be’ collides
with ‘what almost is’. In many systems there are levels that are emergent and this is where
those emergent possibilities open out from the core of that system to make it something
that can be recognized as new. This level of the system can be both difficult and easy to
think about. It is easy in the sense that creating something new of our own is much easier
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than learning how to accommodate ourselves to a system that someone else has created.
Engineers must work with a world of parameters, characteristics, procedures, and other
technical details that have been previously established by other engineers. Our goal is to
take advantage of our essential desire and talent for invention. Once we do that, we will be
able to experience the Hyper System. The Hyper System lives on the verge of possibilities.
S. Kauffman950 calls this the “adjacent possible”, i.e., the possibilities just over the horizon
of realizability. It is very exciting for engineers to breach the “adjacent possible” when
they are working to design artifacts and systems that are more efficient and flexible, as
well as more socially and environmentally sensitive. And we do precious little of that.
Normally we are satisfied with point solutions that make their non-optimal aspects
apparent only after being built. Much of the time we are forced by necessity to engage in
this sort of short-sighted engineering where tradeoffs are done by fiat rather than by
considering alternatives. But, be that as it may, there are very few engineers who realize
that within the Hyper System there is a Wild System. The Wild System exemplifies the
possibility within a project for the System to take on a life of its own, realizing its
propensities, inclinations, dispositions, and tendencies. When the Wild System appears,
you must hang on for the wild ride as things get out of control. Sometimes the System will
transform itself into something unexpected and the emergent properties that are revealed
will be much greater than predicted. If there is good team coherence then it is sometimes
possible to allow these internal transformations of the System to open up new possibilities
that will allow the project to be successful. This is the place where many casualties are
produced by circumstances that go out of control. Lurking inside every System is a Wild
System just waiting to get out. And when it does, it generally turns into a monster951. We
may refer to it as an ecological disaster, hazardous material contamination, nuclear
meltdown, a space-craft failure, or an oil spill.
The hardest thing to accept is the idea that there is a non-representable Singularity that is
tied to Ultra Being at the center of each System that is being built. This is due to the nature
of emergence. G.H. Mead952 reminds us that when an emergent event occurs we rewrite
history and open up a new future. Different things become possible in the ‘here and now’
that did not appear possible before. This new emergent thing cannot be completely
represented in the old order if it is genuinely emergent. So, with every new thing that has
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emergent properties, there must be some aspect of the new System that is not
representable. This is why the sub-schemas, moments, and aspects of the Quadralectic fuse
just before they collapse into the Ultra System. When you add this to that the fact that we
are making new systems as combinations of artifacts that embody the various kinds of
Being, then we can see that this non-representability has a double edge to it. For instance,
computer hardware has pointing registers and accumulators, which embody the pointing
and grasping that are the modalities related to Present-at-hand (Pure Being) and Ready-tohand (Process Being)953. This allows the software to run on the hardware that either
controls it, or may cause it to fail. Computer software is one of the few artifacts that
embodies the in-hand (Hyper Being). In addition, we can see that artificial intelligence
techniques are embodiments of the out-of-hand (Wild Being) due to their opacity with
respect to our understanding. Thus, we want to create more intelligent, flexible, and
resilient systems with similar Self-* properties954, and the way that we can do that is to
include the types of Being within the embodiments of these artifacts. The combination of
these rather ephemeral and esoteric artifacts that are nested in the more mundane hardware
artifacts is what not only produces these properties, but is also what makes the systems
more difficult to represent overall. So, if we accept that there is a Singularity at the center
of the complex automated systems that we build, then it will become clear that the bulk of
the effort in building these systems will be skirting around non-representability by
increasing the number of perspectives from which the System is viewed. Thus, Domain
Engineering will become more and more important as we create systems, which recognize
that the Ultra System is at the kernel of the complex systems we build.
There is a more intuitive, efficient, and adaptive approach to Systems Engineering that
recognizes the complexity of our design task. Traditional Systems Engineering courses
present systems in terms of the Purely Present, Purely Identical, Purely True, and Purely
Real. Instead, we must confront our design work from where the core of the complexity
lies and establish that within every complex system there is a Singularity with the Ultra
System at its kernel. With this knowledge we will know that it is not only possible, but
necessary to avoid the Singularity955 in order to make the System work despite the fact that
some of it is non-representable. The path around this either wholly, or partially
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unrepresentable Singularity is only calculable if we pay attention and watch for the clues.
We must realize that regardless of how much paper work we do, it may not necessarily
make the System more intelligible, perhaps less so. The focus should be upon visionary
and global overviews of the product that will clarify, rather than obfuscate our goals. In
addition, we need to understand that there is a region surrounding the Singularity of Ultra
Being that we refer to as Wild Being that has a noumenal Wille (ala Schopenhauer) of its
own. This Wille is the projection of the uncontrollable aspects of our own Wille956. We can
attempt to exert our “will to power”957, or, as Heidegger calls Nietzsche’s central concept,
our “Will to Will”958, although it can rebound and manifest in unexpected ways that are
often counter-productive to our original intentions. There is a noumenal substrate that is
impossible to completely control. It is important that we prepare ourselves for this
obscured aspect of the System that is able to take on a life of its own. Our lack of control
over our own bureaucracies, either corporate or governmental, is an example of this.
Surrounding the layers of the Ultra System and the Wild System is the layer of the Hyper
System, which is what gives us the ability to produce emergent systems that go beyond
what is already open to the adjacent possibilities that are just beyond what is currently
being realized. Realizing a possibility such as this can initiate the type of change that will
lead to an Emergent Event. So, it is the Hyper System where we must focus our Systems
architectural work. The Hyper System is the realm that expresses the emergent properties
of a new thing coming into existence. These emergent possibilities must be brought into
actuality by pragmatic hard work through acknowledging the Process System. Finally, at
the end of a long road we hope to have a viable product that we can present to customers,
or at marketing events, or trade shows, which is fully packaged with a high probability of
soundness, appropriateness, and reliability. We tend to begin product development by
envisioning the product in its finished form. This approach actually makes the product
more difficult to produce. If instead, we start with the non-representable Singularity and
work our way out of that quandary, then we will have a much more realistic view of the
design and development process.
In the context of this more realistic Systems Phenomenology, we have shown how the
Quadralectic helps us to understand the nature of design by putting it in the context of
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other human faculties that are necessary for unfolding the design. Creativity959 is the
fundamental underlying human process that is expressed in a design. We wish to make the
point that design is an interconnected field embodied by the Third Meta-level of the Sign.
So, our DeSign engineering must have an interconnected field as the object of its
intentionality within the domain of possibility. And this design object needs to interact
with conceptualizations, perspectives, and emergent essences so that it can provide us with
a conceptual basis for pinpointing the emergent essences that we are extracting from the
realm of possibility so that the design object can then be reconstituted into a product that is
both representable and intelligible. Concepts appear in higher dimensional spaces. We are
open to grasping concepts that appear in the higher dimensional spaces through the
unfolding of orthogonal dimensions associated with the hierarchy of the schemas.
Concepts are the traces of these higher dimensional structures within our experience and
our representations of these concepts are limited to the third dimension. What is true of
concepts is also true of essences, perspectives, and designs. The traces of higher
dimensional structures are themselves non-representable but can be understood through
schematization. These traces are only accessible through the third meta-level of Being
where possibility appears. The appearance of possibility as a combinatoric field structure
allows us to open out into the vistas of the higher dimensions. This is the meaning of the
‘clearing of Being’, which is an openness that allows us to cope with the complexity of life
in our experience even as we unconsciously confront, use, and take for granted these
complex higher dimensional structures. In Hyper Being, Quadralectics can become a
means of mutual reinforcement of these trace structures, which makes it possible for the
higher dimensional noumena to be conceptualized from various perspectives. This allows
for designs to be articulated through conceptual design and for the artifact to emerge as an
actualization in the lower levels of Being. Once we understand that Quadralectics is a
necessary level of complication that we need to confront in order to achieve an accurate
picture of design, then we will understand how the relationship of that dynamic within the
Third Meta-level of Being relates to the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event as well as to the
Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system that signifies the workings of the dynamic of
existence.
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CHAPTER 11

Kinds of Meta-system Open-scapes
Exploring the Meta-levels of the Duals of the System
This chapter introduces the meta-levels of the sign as they correspond to their articulation in the
various meta-levels of Being. Following this, the different types of Meta-system open-scapes at the
various meta-levels of Being will be explored. From there we turn to our cultural taboo concerning
Masses in relation to our emphasis on Sets, which is analogous to our blindspot, or inability to
recognize the Meta-system. By going beyond this cultural taboo we can construct a complete model of
the phenomenal field and show how it is structurally related to the Quadralectic.

Meta-levels of the Sign
Our focus has been on the System and the kinds of systems that exist at the various metalevels of Being. But our survey would not be complete unless we considered the kinds of
Meta-systems as well. We note that the System and Meta-system are strict inverse duals of
each other. They are completely different from each other, but in complementary ways.
And like all schemas, they have differentiation at the various meta-levels of Being, and that
is how we tell the schemas apart960. A System is different from a Meta-system at its higher
meta-levels. Here we use the term ‘meta’ in two different senses. The ‘meta’ in Metasystem means beyond, what is beyond the System, i.e., the environment. But the ‘meta’ in
meta-levels means referring to a lower logical level, where each meta-level is a language
that describes the lower meta-level. This comes from Russell’s (via Copi961) theory of
higher logical types962. Russell’s theory distinguishes between the higher logical types that
go down the hierarchy from the meta-levels, which is actually the same as going up to a
higher logical type963. So Pure Being is a higher logical type than Process Being, but
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Process Being is a meta-level to Pure Being. Thus, Process Being supplies the language
that talks about Pure Being, but Pure Being supplies the foundation for Process Being. We
normally talk about this in terms of supervenience and emergence. Higher logical types are
supervenient to lower logical types, i.e., meta-levels. But emergent Meta-levels
predominate over the higher logical types. In other words, what is supplied at the higher
logical type is necessary but not sufficient for the meta-level to arise. The meta-level arises
as something emergent from the higher logical type, it is something new that cannot be
derived through the simple analysis of a progression. We often arrive at the meta-levels, at
least nominally, by repeating a word that relates to the concept we are exploring. So, for
instance, with respect to the sign0, which is something determinate that appears on a page
creating a word that uses the sign as a letter, we then have the first level of the Pure Sign.
But the sign2 of a sign1 is at the meta-level. When we repeat the term sign, the second
repetition has a different meaning than the first. We indicate this by superscripts that show
the power to which the term is taken. We need to clarify that when we are talking about the
sign in this instance, we are discussing the abstraction of the idea, not the ontic instances.
There is an ontological difference between signs0 and the Sign1. The Sign1 is at the first
meta-level while the signs0 are at the zeroth meta-level. All concrete signs0 exist at the
zeroth meta-level until there is a leap to a level of abstraction where we consider the
essence964 of all signs0, which is what we term to be the Sign1. From that abstraction we
begin a series of leaps to the various meta-levels. If we come down the hierarchy, then we
speak of the next lower foundation, or higher logical type. Higher logical types are lower
on the hierarchy, which is a point of possible confusion in the terminology of Logical Type
Theory.
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Meta-levels
Emergence

Higher Logical Types
Supervenience

Figure 11.1. Meta-levels of the Sign.

Next, we try to capture the emergent aspect of the sign at the second meta-level by using
the term ensign. In order to illustrate our point, we are using the various prefixed terms in
the English language that relate to the sign. In this case the ensign is a person who has the
role of making signs. They are engaged in the process of signing. The process of signing is
different from the signs themselves. In design we are engaged in producing signs that
represent the System to be built and the process of creating and maintaining those signs
underlies the static signs that are produced. The ensign, or Process Sign, is at the second
meta-level and relates to the signs of signs (or we could say the signs of sign making). This
type of sign2 is one of the differentiations of the Pattern schema along with value,
structure, and flux. When we go up to the next meta-level of the sign3, then we posit that at
that level we discover the design. A design is a sign3 of a sign2 of a sign1. We call that the
Hyper Sign. The Hyper Sign is the trace of a sign2. It is a hinge between the Process Sign
and the Pure Sign. It is the hinge that takes us into a realm of possibility. Possibilities are
traces of what can be that impinges upon what is through the process of becoming. For the
most part, these are discontinuous transformations that can be understood through
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structuralism. The articulation of these traces, or hinges (as Derrida calls them when he
describes Differance as “differing and deferring” in Of Grammatology965) are the
guidelines of the design landscape through which the design may evolve into many
different possible designs. Our point is that designs are an interconnected combinatoric
field at the third meta-level of the sign. Thus, a design has its own kind of Being, which is
the basis of its reality in Sign Engineering. Systems Architecting is initially presented as a
process that takes place in Process Being although its final product only actually appears
in Pure Being. Architecting, itself, is a process. But that process is directed at the design,
which is in Hyper Being. Hyper Being consists of a landscape of possibilities where we
look for the traces of the Hyper Sign that serve as hinges between various possibilities.
When we participate in the designing process, a whole landscape of possibilities opens up
that we can perceive through our skills and intuition as an emergent capability for
exploring possible worlds such as the ones that are discussed by David Lewis966, who
believes that these possible worlds are all as equally real as the mundane world. Our focus
on Systems Engineering Design must be on this level of Hyper Being967. Yet, most of our
conceptual effort goes into suppressing this level of Being and the other higher levels of
Being. This diminishes our ability to grasp the full scope of the design process. Hyper
Signs appear at the meta-level of Hyper Being in the same way that products appear at the
level of Pure Being. The actual process of product development and work appears at the
Process Being level. Hyper Signs are radically different and vastly more difficult to
understand, but they have their own truth, reality, identity, and presence that appear at the
Hyper Being meta-level. Sign Engineering is focused on a particular type of Sign: the Design. This is a new understanding of the nature of De-sign968.
Previously, Design has always been seen as either a collection of signs representing the
thing to be built, or as the process that represents the thing to be built. In effect, these two
ways of looking at design (in terms of the Pure Product or the Process) are not adequate
because they are not rooted in possibilities. If, instead, we say that the design is something
at the level of Hyper Being, and that it is in fact a Hyper Sign, then we will have a
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completely different view of the Design – one that is related to the essential nature of
possibility while taking into account the role that possibility plays in the fostering of the
Emergent Event. That means that the design is comprised of the traces of possibilities969
and the hinges between these possibilities970. Representing what is built, or the process by
which something is built, is a subsidiary concern. We get a sense of this when we talk
about the design vision, i.e., our projection of the whole thing to be designed. Interestingly
we can think of the landscape of design as a Meta-system, as the de-emergent dual to the
designed system itself. Moving across the landscape of design basically involves taking
apart and reconstructing the System that is under design as we create images of it at
various points in the design landscape. These various images of the design are compared in
order to try to find optimal designs. But, although designs may consist of images that are
made of signs that represent each possible configuration, they are essentially different from
the collection of signs. In effect, each design is a meta3-sign. The sign and the ensign
intersect in the design, and the design opens up a realm of possible designs from that
intersection. So, there is both the focus of the design as a path through the interconnected
field of possibilities and the concept of the sign, which marks a certain combinatoric
permutation within that field. Envisioning the landscape of design from the point of view
of the Meta-system allows us to see the interaction of that image with all the constraints
that exist within the landscape possibility. Within that landscape the multiple constraints
on the design interact. As some parameters are modulated, other dependent variables
change to produce the characteristics of any one image of a possible design within the
landscape. Design as Hyper Sign emphasizes the exploration of the design landscape in
relation to the point design971 that is chosen to be the optimal design within that landscape.
There may be a ‘Pareto clustering’972 of multiple optimizations that need to be traded off
with each other in order to make the final decision as to what is the best of these designs.
We think of each design image as being traced like dotted lines with each one being
produced as if by a genetic algorithm973, which is then bounced against a fitness function
that would be used to determine the ‘Pareto optima’ from the group. Finally, it is a trade
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study between these ‘Pareto optimal cluster possibilities’ that determines the best design
(given all the constraints), which will be the design that we will try to develop or ‘realize.’
So, there are at least four classes of designs within the design landscape: the designated as
the target design, the other Pareto optimal designs that cluster around it, the myriad other
sub-optimal designs, and ultimately the plethora of possible, but unworthy, or impossible
designs. Our point is that by conceptualizing the design as a Meta3-sign, we will better
understand the target of Sign Engineering. The object of Sign Engineering is not merely
the production of images of systems based on signs, nor is it the process of sign creation in
the service of engineering, but rather it is the attempt to reveal the trace, which is the
interconnected combinatoric field of the design as a whole, which is the trade-off of
optimal parameters that are among the myriad possible tradeoffs within the design
landscape. So, the design, as trace, connects the whole of the design landscape (which is a
Meta-system) to the design of the System that is under design. The design is the hinge
between the System and the Meta-system of the design landscape. The design aims at
something emergent in a de-emergent context.
Beyond the sign, ensign, and design we posit two more levels of the sign: the Wild Sign,
which we call the resign, and the Ultra Sign, which we call the obsign. Remember that
Wild Being is the realm of Being where things go out of control and descend into Chaos.
At the level of the resign, we are faced with the limits of the representable. At the level of
the obsign, which is in Ultra Being, we have surpassed the representational limits and can
only indicate the Singularity because representing it is beyond our ability. The resign and
obsign, as third and fourth meta-level signs, also play important roles as obstacles to our
designs. Sometimes we introduce defects into our designs. We are then resigned to the fact
that, as humans, we make errors and thus introduce defects into our products, which we
refer to as the flaws in the design. Resigns can be thought of as those defects. Resign
comes from the ‘cancelling out’ of a sign in double entry book keeping. We actually want
those flaws to resign, i.e., to be cancelled out of the design so that it may be restored to its
internal integrity. But there is another side to the resign that is positive instead of negative.
Sometimes there are fortuitous turns of events that appear to be errors, but in the end, turn
out to be serendipitous, and this is where we unexpectedly find a synergy that we can
exploit, which is not expected but allows some extra measure of efficiency in our design.
In such a case we find ourselves re-signing, (or re-assigning) i.e., reinterpreting the signs in
a different way than originally intended, and this is where we might think of the design as
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taking on a positive life of its own. There is something called ‘thinking through
artifacts’974, where the artifacts support our thoughts and allow us to come to conclusions
that we might not come to otherwise975. This is a positive way of re-signing at the Wild
Being level where we discover propensities, tendencies, inclinations, and dispositions in
the materials of the design itself, which help us to organize it better. The Obsign, on the
other hand, is a seal that is placed on something. At the level of the obsign we do not
understand our own signs any longer, they are forgotten or lost in oblivion, and they
become oracles to us. The signs become cryptic and secret or mysterious to us and that is
when they reach the limit of what is representable. When we can no longer understand
what our own signs mean, then we have encountered the obsign. Suddenly, our own
representations become a foreign language to us. This is very common because that is how
we encounter someone else’s design. In other words, other people’s design documentation
is for us, at first, an obsign. We need to decipher it and as we do, we bring it down into the
resign, then the design, then the ensign, and finally into signs whose interpretation we
think we understand. But as Naur976 says, this is really only possible if we can talk with the
original designers, because otherwise truly understanding the design is almost impossible.
Many times it is easier to re-de-sign977 something from scratch rather than to try and
understand this foreign language of the obsign. The reason for this is not only that the
private language or the individual proclivities of designers seem foreign to us, but it can
also be due to the fact that there are assumptions that the designer makes that are not
represented in his documentation, although these assumptions will continue to affect the
system under design, even though they are not overtly or clearly stated. These
assumptions, whether they are at the paradigm, or the episteme level, or even at the level of
an interpretation of Being, can render the signs completely opaque. This is especially true
when we are trying to read a software design back out of code. All the signs that represent
the software product are present, but we cannot understand them unless we progress up the
hierarchy of sign interpretation to the higher meta-levels. So, first of all, we must turn that
static code into ensigns, i.e., signs of operations to be performed within a context. From
there, we may glean the design if we are lucky. But that is thwarted by the fact that the
code may have flaws, or hidden assumptions that are the unspoken context of the code,
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which we must resign ourselves too, which means that we need to find different
reinterpretations of the signs that make sense as hypotheses through the application of
Peircian abduction978, rather than through deduction or induction. In general, as we learn to
code, there will be obsigns, which are things we cannot understand that must be
transformed into comprehensible signs. The Pure Sign is purely present and accessible but
the Ultra Sign is absent and continues to hide itself. The Process Sign represents the action
performed by the code, but the Wild Sign are its defects or hidden synergies, or hidden
assumptions. Each of the other levels of sign are duals of each other that relate to Pure and
Ultra, or Process and Hyper. These dualities serve as the background on which the Design,
as Hyper Being, appears. But there are other dualities between ‘Pure and Process,’ and
‘Wild and Hyper’ Being that need to be considered as well. From this we can see that there
is an asymmetry that is built into Ultra Being as a Singularity.
Once we understand the various meta-levels of the sign, then it is possible to recast Sign
Engineering to be primarily directed at the third meta-level of the sign where possibility as
a modality979 that stands against the limits of necessity by opening and allowing the
possibility of emergence. That realm stands apart from the constraints of Pure, Process,
Wild, and Ultra Being levels, which are either facilitations or inhibitors of this open realm
of possibilities that design can clarify, unify by connecting possible elements and totalize
by exploring all the possible permutations of those elements. The field of interconnected
combinatoric possibilities contains permutations, which specify design points in the higher
dimensional meta-system of the design landscape, which has different modalities such as
actuality, potentiality, possibility, necessity and impossibility. The design representations
carry these modalities and have unity and totality in the context of the dis-unity and the detotality of the Meta-system. The representations unify by giving us the image of an
emergent system, and they totalize by relating that image to all other possible system
images in the design landscape. From this, a two-fold whole is realized. It is an emergent
whole greater than the sum of the parts of the designed thing, and a de-emergent whole that
is less than the sum of its parts (which is the design landscape). The traces form the hinge
between these two wholes. The emergent thing strives toward unity, which is the
embodiment of the totality of its parts, and this allows it to realize its emergent wholeness.
But, there is a counter movement in the design landscape, which strives toward dis-unity
and de-totality. The dis-unity of the design landscape is demonstrated by the way that some
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parts of it are held together, while other parts are kept separated and held apart. This is how
the various constraints of the levels of Being operate on the System together. The detotality of the design landscape is the separation of each of the possible images of the
System across the design landscape. But the combination of dis-unity and de-totality does
not make the design landscape any less a whole, rather it imbues it with the wholeness of
an interconnected combinatoric field. And that wholeness of the field provides an
ambience for these holes or niches so that each ‘system image’ may fit into the entire
landscape. De-emergence is the dual of emergence. In order to realize emergence through
the implementation of our design, we have to impose de-emergence on the whole design
landscape, which is different than what is designated as a real, identical, present, and true
whole.

Exploring the Higher Scapes
Now that we have explored the sign and showed that the design is a meta-level of the sign,
we can look more carefully at the meta-levels of the Meta-system. To avoid confusion
between the two different uses of the prefix “meta”, we will shift to the open-scape
terminology. We will talk about the meta-levels of the open-scape. X-scape comes from
our search for a positive term for the meta-system in English. And it turns out that the term
‘scape’ is the key. A scape is what can be viewed of a land-scape from a certain point
within it while not moving. The panorama of the landscape is taken in by the viewer, but
from a fixed point. Yet, the word scape nearly always appears with a modifier, like land,
sea, mind, etc. So we choose the modifier “open” to signify a variable that can be used to
replace whatever modifier is appropriate. For example, we would say design-scape for the
‘design landscape.’ We will use the term open-scape to describe what appears around us at
a given point in the landscape when we are looking around but not moving. We are open to
what may appear, such as when an animal senses danger, freezes, and looks around,
perhaps sniffing the air, seeking signs of danger. We often see this stance in animals when
they are taking in the Meta-system of their immediate environment around a fixed point
where some danger might appear. We will call this meta-system an open-scape. We use
this terminology in order to talk about the various meta-levels of the open-scape. There is
the Pure open-scape (or just Scape, for short), the Process Scape, the Hyper Scape, the
Wild Scape, and the Ultra Scape. The Pure Scape is what appears as statically arrayed in
the panorama around the fixed point. So, using our analogy of the design landscape, we
can think of the open-scape around the System as a point solution for a design. As we
engage in this view, we are considering the other possible system images within it as far as
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we can see to our horizon. We are considering many possible systems in every direction,
such as system parameters, or the scale of what can (or should be) built. All these system
images relate to the point solution. But there is another landscape that is completely
different that needs to be considered, which is the actual operating environment of the
System. The design landscape offers alternatives of fitness for the operating environment
for the envisaged system. There is an Old English word for this called meet. A System that
fits into its niche in the operating environment is meet. It meets the operating requirements
and fulfills its task980. We cannot really consider the landscape of possible designs as
something separate from the operating environment of the System, instead, these two relate
to each other in an intrinsic way in terms of their degrees of fitness, or adaptation, or
attunement between the System and its environment. A good model of this is the
Panarchy981.
We wish to point out the double vision that occurs when we stand in a particular spot in the
environment and consider what is actually there and the possible appropriate and fit forms
that are needed for the System to operate effectively in the given environment. Yet, there is
also a double vision that occurs when differentiating between what actually appears in the
environment and the design landscape of possible fitness to that environment. It is as if the
possible realm of the design landscape haunts the actual landscape982. Both are centered on
the System, but these are two views of the System. One view is at the level of representing
the pure product while the other view sees the System on a level that embodies possible
design configurations. To bring these two visions together we need to consider the Process
Scape. The Process Scape is the Meta-system acting as an operating environment for the
System. The Meta-system works to bring resources to the System, and it organizes these
resources that it allocates to the System. The System is meet if it can accept the resources
that are distributed by the Meta-system and do its part in receiving those resources. But
accepting these resources depends on its adaptation to its niche. The better the System is
adapted, then the better it is going to be at accepting, transforming, and producing outputs
according to its environment. So, in the process of resourcing the System within its niche,
there is ‘a bringing together of the things’ in the environment, and the process of assessing
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the ‘fittingness of the system’ to the environment so that the environment can resource the
System. The Pure Scape is what is around the System, including what is present, as well as
what is absent from what the System needs. The Process Scape does the work of the
operating environment to resource and maintain the System in its niche with the System
contributing to the operating environment if it is animated. The Hyper Scape is the
intersection between the Process and Pure Scapes that opens out into possibilities, and this
creates the design landscape, i.e., design-scape. But this is the design landscape from the
point of view of the Meta-system, and not the System under construction. Thus, from a
Meta-system point of view we are considering the whole design landscape, i.e., all the
possibilities at once. But this is also related to the observed landscape in as much as the
observed landscape can affect the viability of the System. A System remains in a negative
feedback loop with respect to the positive feedbacks (in both the positive and negative
directions) that affect the System. There is a range of ways that the environment can
change to affect the System, and the system design needs to account for the ways that it
may need to adapt in order to remain a viable System within a changing environment. So
the fittingness of a System within a Meta-system needs to be seen as dynamic and
adaptive, or at least resistant to the effects of environmental change. At the level where the
Meta-system of the design landscape opens out to all possible systems, we need to consider
how the constraints of the surrounding meta-systemic environment affect the viability of
the System. Thus, wider footprints in the design landscape need to be designed to react to
the variability in the actual landscape that encompasses the System. The Hyper Scape
raises the intensity of the System’s environment and this brings the System closer to the
limits of its viability, which raises the ante of the System’s performance in its varied
environments and could even bring it to a possible breaking point. So, we see here that
there is an overlap between the field of possible system designs and the variability of the
environment within which the System must contend. If a System needs to have a wider
environmental coping footprint, then it must levy more constraints on the system design
and call for increased adaptivity and resilience and other Self-* properties like selforganization, self-management, self-repair, etc983.
The Wild Scape pushes beyond the Hyper Scape toward a chaotic environment, which
could overwhelm the System. The Ultra Scape is the catastrophic event that destroys all or
almost all the viable systems within a landscape, or seascape, or any open-scape. As we
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move up the levels of the Meta-system we go into more and more disordered
environments. This puts greater and greater constraints on system design, which, in turn,
calls for a more intelligent system design. This suggests that human intelligence might
have been born of coping with successive catastrophes. It turns out that as we constrain the
behavior of the System in a more and more unpredictable environment, then greater and
greater Self-* properties are required. Ultimately, the necessity of intelligence becomes a
prerequisite for survival. But just as there is a double view of the design landscape and the
operational environment, there is also the virtual space of the Ultra Scape and its actualized
embodiment in the Wild Scape. In other words, the Ultra Scape is a virtualized space
described by Rene Thom’s Catastrophe Theory984 in which there are singularities that
cause folds in the control space that represents singularities that cause catastrophic
transformations in the spacetime in which the system operates. This virtual space is the
realm where singularities warp spacetime in such a way that it produces discontinuous
transformations. The Wild Scape is the realm of what Merleau-Ponty calls “Flesh”985,
which is the incarnate embodiment of chiasmic propensities within the materiality of
things. This is the first stage within spacetime in which there are fragmented points of
intensities that Deleuze and Guattari call the body-without-organs986. We have previously
talked about this as points that cannot be connected but have their own propensities, or
tendencies, which indicate the Singularity beyond spacetime. In this terminology, the
propensities are thought about as potentials to be actualized. But those potentials exist as
seeds in an embodied state. The Wild Scape can be seen as a landscape of those potentials
prior to the definition of their possibilities where possibilities are seen as traced paths
toward actualization. Actualization occurs probabilistically at the level of the Process
Scape, and becomes determinate in the Pure Scape.
Systems and their Scapes are duals of each other. Each meta-level of the System relates to
its dual meta-level of the Scape. So Pure Systems fit into Pure Scapes, Process Systems fit
into Process Scapes, Hyper Systems fit into Hyper Scapes, Wild Systems fit into Wild
Scapes, and Ultra Systems fit into Ultra Scapes. But each of these meta-levels are different
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and complementary between the two schemas. The difference in the meta-levels is what
makes the schemas different from one another. But this difference is a strict duality in each
case. The Pure System is what we normally see in the literature, i.e., a set of objects and
their relationships within a boundary. The Pure Scape is the plenum beyond that boundary
that stretches to a given horizon, and this includes the objects and relationships that exist
between the boundary and the given horizon, but without movement. The Process System
is the dual of the Process Scape. The Process Scape provides a panorama for the Process
System. The System takes time to be what it is. It operates in a cyclical time loop. The
Process Scape has an encompassing cycle time that operates in the background while
serving the System. The Process Scape is like an operating environment for the Process
System, i.e., the running application on a running operating environment (Universal Turing
Machine). The Hyper System fits into the Hyper Scape. The Hyper System opens out to its
design landscape, while the Hyper Scape is the entire design landscape from the point of
view of the System under design. The Hyper System cares only about what is germane to
its design, while the Hyper Scape takes a global view of the design patterns for all possible
systems. The Wild System fits into the Wild Scape. The Wild System considers potentials
that could be realized for a particular System, while the Wild Scape considers all potentials
that could be realized by any system. The Ultra System fits into the Ultra Scape. The Ultra
System has its singularity, but the Ultra Scape considers all singularities behind all systems
within the global design landscape.
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Figure 11.2. Relation of Meta-levels of the System to the Meta-level of the Open-scapes.
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Resisting the Mass Taboo
One way to think about the relationship between the System and the Meta-system is in
terms of the relationship between Set and Mass. In the Western tradition we have a
blindspot for the Meta-system, and at the same time, we have a blindspot for Masses.
When these two blindspots combine we do not recognize the complementarity between
Meta-systems (Scapes) and Systems. But one of our fundamental assumed interpretations
for the Meta-system is to interpret in terms of Mass. Our Systems Phenomenology needs to
recognize this fundamental assumption in which Masses have traditionally been considered
a taboo viewpoint in the ontotheology or the logocentrism of our tradition. Masses are
associated with excrement in our culture. So we have sayings such as “Shit happens987”.
This is a way of saying that things move from a Set and System mode into a Mass and
Meta-system mode988. By lumping all Masses and Meta-system modes into a taboo mode,
we fail to articulate them properly in terms of their own essential differences and we fail to
discriminate them from the System and Set mode. Therefore, it is imperative that we
release the Mass and Meta-system concepts from their taboo status and overcome our
reluctance to affirm their presence. The Mass and Meta-system modes are very real and
viable and they affect our design concepts and decisions. Part of the premise of the
Philosophy of Presence is to denigrate what is made absent. The Mass and Meta-system
concepts are made absent so that we can over emphasize the System and Set concepts and
their confluence. This is a nihilistic relationship that explains why the schemas over
emphasize the Set and the System, while there is a complete ‘hiding and obscuring’ of the
Mass and Meta-system approach toward things. This nihilistic relationship has the effect of
hiding the Special Systems989, which are partial thresholds of organization between the
System and the Meta-system. Systems and Meta-systems must be clearly distinguished in
order to see the Special Systems. What we would like to posit is that all these terms are
actually equivalent, and that they are crossed, in other words, there are system sets, system
masses, meta-system sets and meta-system masses990. All these play a role in our Emergent
Engineering work.
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A complete Systems Phenomenology would recognize all four of these combinations.
Rather, we obscure three of them and place all the emphasis on the System Set. Now, we
notice, that for the most part, design is precisely a System Set. This means that when we
design a System with emergent properties, we produce designs for each different kind of
part, and then we replicate those different kinds of parts to create the System. If it is
hardware, we fabricate the different parts, and if it is software, we copy the different parts.
The parts are designed to be interchangeable, which means that the parts are reduced to
their kinds within the design, and these kinds are designed so that when they are replicated,
the various replications will work together as a whole. So, we see that design is caught in
the Philosophy of Presence that dominates our culture, and that the System Mass, the
Meta-system Mass, and the Meta-system Set are absent from our design work. Even if we
are designing a Meta-system, we will treat it as a Set. In the Meta-system, we have sets of
different kinds of systems that interact. In a System, we have sets that consist of different
kinds of Forms. Within these Forms we have a set of different kinds of Patterns, and so on
down the nested hierarchy of the schemas. Now, the transformation from Set to Mass
occurs when the System is operated. In that case, the different kinds of parts are
instantiated and they interact with each other during the execution of the System. If it is
hardware, then the various pieces have to be furnished and connected physically. But in
software, the instantiation occurs when the various templates of parts are given resources
and deployed internally during initialization. The point is that in an operational execution,
the System Set turns into a System Mass, and the Meta-system Set turns into a Metasystem Mass. The System Mass interacts with the Meta-system Mass and this interaction is
what is tracked when we use our verification and validation tests to see if the System is
working. What is interesting to note, is that when the System goes into operation as a Mass
and interacts with the Mass of its environmental Meta-system, then we track it by tests, but
we do not have a logic by which to understand its functioning. It turns out that masses have
their own logic, which is just as strong as Syllogistic Set Logic991. This logic is a Pervasion
Logic992, or Boundary Logic993, and it is a full logic of a different form from the syllogistic
logic that has been developed in our tradition. Also, when we consider mathematics most
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of it is ‘set based,’ with only a few branches of mathematics being ‘mass based,’ such as
geometry and topology. Not only is our logic weak when it is dealing with masses, but our
mathematics is also weak in this respect. But, like Descartes’ discovery of the relationship
between Algebra and Geometry, we need to exploit the isomorphism and the functors
between Syllogistic Logic and Pervasion Logic, and use the Pervasion Logic to understand
the functioning of the mass-like Systems and Meta-systems rather than considering them
taboo states.
One way to develop this idea phenomenologically is to realize that in the same way that
Systems have a dual in processes, Meta-systems have a dual in meta-processes, and these
conceptual duals are related to the perceptual counterparts of gestalts/flows, and protogestalts/proto-flows. When we understand that there is this isomorphism between
system/process and meta-system/meta-process and gestalt/flow and proto-gestalt/protoflow, then we can compare this with the set/mass distinction and derive a complete
framework for understanding the Phenomenology of the System and the Meta-system.
There is a cube of states that exist between a-temporal/temporal, conceptual/perceptual,
and set/mass relationships. That cube has the following components:

System set
Process set
System mass
Process mass
Meta-system set
Meta-process set
Meta-system mass
Meta-process mass
Gestalt set
Flow set
Gestalt mass
Flow mass
Proto-gestalt set
Proto-flow set
Proto-gestalt mass
Proto-flow mass
Table 11.1. Facets of the Field of Design.

Once we realize that this is the full panoply of states, then we can see that mapping from
‘concept to percept’ to ‘set/mass’ distinctions allows us to develop a full Phenomenology
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of the System within the context of taking into account the difference between Pure and
Process Being.
Within this field we must add the fact that it is necessary to understand how concept and
design relate to perspective and essence as it is understood in terms of perception within
the Quadralectic. Furthermore, it is necessary to understand that beyond the Pure and
Process Being, each part of the field is associated with the Hyper, Wild, and Ultra Being
characteristics. The Quadralectic needs to recognize that when we shift between Set and
Mass modes, we are changing the types of logic and the types of math that apply. Also,
there are mixed states that relate the Set and Mass to each other. For instance, a
combination of Set with Mass is a list, but a combination of Mass with Set is a solution. If
we follow this line of thought we can see that there is a very complex phenomenological
field in which the Quadralectic operates and this has barely been explored due to the
taboos against the Meta-system, Mass, and meta-levels of Being higher than Pure Being.
We are, in essence, restricting ourselves to a very small part of this field, which is the full
field within which the Quadralectic ranges. Thus, a large part of the complete field is
rendered unconscious within the engineering discipline994. What we need to do instead, is
to understand the transformations between the various states in this field, which are the
combinations of the distinctions that have been specified here.
When we alternate between the concept/design or the perspective/essence moments of the
Quadralectic, we are actualizing the relationship between the System/Meta-system in
relation to the Gestalt/Proto-gestalt. When we alternate between Pure and Process Being,
i.e., a-temporal/temporal, we are actualizing the relationship between the System/Metasystem in relation to the Process/Meta-process. This is what distinguishes the difference
between concept/essence and design/perspective. We consider concepts and essences as
something static, while we consider designs that change perspective during their
development as something dynamic. When we alternate between Set/Mass, we are
actualizing the relationship between continuous and discrete models of phenomena with
their associated logics and mathematics. This is what distinguishes the difference between
essence/design and concept/perspective. In other words, essence and design are ‘set-like.’
Essence is a set of attributes and their constraints. Design is a set of parts that comprises a
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whole that works together. Both of these are ‘set-like.’ On the other hand, concepts are
‘mass-like,’ they are ‘mass-like’ in the way that abstract nouns represent concepts.
Perspectives are necessary for seeing dimensional images within the mass of space. Thus,
we can see that there are three configurations of the Quadralectic and they correspond to
these fundamental divisions in the field:

Concept/design//perspective/essence = representation///experience

Concept/perspective//design/essence = Mass///Set

Concept/essence//design/perspective = a-temporal///temporal

So, in this way we can understand that the Quadralectic corresponds to the fundamental
distinctions in the complete phenomenological field. For the Quadralectic to operate, we
need to recognize the entire field and bracket the taboos that plague our understanding of
our own work with Systems. There are three modes of the Quadralectic that correspond to
the three possible combinations of its major elements. Because there are four elements to
the Quadralectic, the combinatorics present 4*3*2*1 = 24 possible combinations. But here
we are only interested in the major division that breaks into the three major modes that
occur at the level of three in the Quadralectics. If we discount the alternation of pairs, then
we obtain these three modes and they are brought to the fore. As we have shown, the three
modes correspond to the major distinctions we have made within the field, i.e.,
representation/experience, a-temporal/temporal (Pure/Process), and Set/Mass. This field,
itself, is the basis for the development of the higher meta-levels of Being. We see Hyper
Being in the discontinuities between these states of the field. We see Wild Being in the
propensities that things present in the various sectors of the field. We see Ultra Being as
something that is beyond representation in the field, although it affects whatever is within
the phenomenological field. So, the higher meta-levels of Being first describe the break-up
of the field, which comes from a singularity as it is expressed through independent and
non-connectable points. Following that, they display uncrossable lines, uncrossable planes,
and finally, a solid that does not allow any movement. These levels of impossibility
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describe the unfolding of the phenomenological field from the singularity beyond the field
that represents the Emergent System with its unprecedented properties. In this current
state, the Emergent System cannot represent what is sanctioned by what is currently
designated as real facts, theories, paradigms, epistemes, or interpretations of Being. If we
see the Quadralectic as our means for foraging through the entire field of possibilities by
bringing all its resources to bear on our problem, then we will suddenly understand the
nature of the Quadralectic in a deeper way. The Quadralectic is the means by which the
entire phenomenological field is transformed into a new facticity, theory, paradigm,
episteme, or interpretation of Being. The Quadralectic and the Phenomenological Field as a
whole, which equally encompass what appears and what does not appear, are duals of each
other. The Quadralectic is the means by which the complete field transforms itself by
giving access to itself from itself. That transformation is an Emergent Event, and that is
why the Quadralectic is aligned and synchronized to the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event.
This lifecycle is inscribed as the sequence of the Foundational Mathematical Categories,
which are the means of representation within all the schemas. The Quadralectic is also
aligned and synchronized with the Emergent Meta-system, which is characterized by the
relationship between the Normal System and the Special Systems that exist as ‘partial
thresholds of order’ between the System and Meta-system. The Emergent Meta-system (as
a cycle) is a representation of existence, thus it represents the fundamental ability for
something to exist beyond all the projections of Being. The Quadralectic actualizes the
projection of the Emergent Event within the full panoply of the kinds of Being. The kinds
of Being not only interleave, but distinguish the Special Systems from the System and
Meta-system. Projection and Existence995 are intertwined as well as being inverse duals of
each other. The Emergent Meta-system represents the dynamic of existence that supports
the dynamic of projection. The kinds of Being not only separate the Foundational
Mathematical Categories, but also separate the Special Systems from the System and
Meta-system. The Foundational Mathematical Categories inscribed in the Nomos
exemplify Emptiness while the Emergent Meta-system exemplifies Void. The difference
between Emptiness and Void is Ultra Being. Once Ultra Being is posited as a singularity,
then the other types of Being unfold from it, first as Wild, then Hyper, then Process, and
then as Pure Being, and these occupy the meta-levels beyond all beings. These meta-levels
distinguish the Schemas from each other. In this unfolding from the Singularity, a crucial
point comes at the level of Hyper Being where the possibilities emerge. That is what
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makes the emergence of the ‘new and unheard of’ possible. And it is that possibility that
we exploit in Emergent Engineering Design by using the Quadralectic. What we need to
understand is that the Quadralectic, as a ‘whole,’ must be appreciated in relation to the
‘phenomenal field as a whole’ after we abandon the taboos of the Philosophy of Presence
that governs everything we do. Once we have abandoned this prejudice (that is
fundamental in our culture), we will treat what is present and absent equally, just as we
should treat what is real and illusory, true and fictitious, and identical and different equally.
Once we give what is due to all the aspects of Being and their opposites, then we will have
a complete understanding of the nature of Being and its place in relation to Emergence.
The aspects of Being appear in Existence too, and that is what connects Being with
Existence. They are both Standings and they are both articulated by the aspects within our
worldview.
The Schemas are the basis of the worldview because they provide the pre-understanding of
the organization of things in spacetime as articulated by dimensionality. Out of each
Schema appears the Standings, which include the kinds of Being, Existence, Manifestation,
and the Amanifest. Out of each standing comes the four aspects: Identity, Presence, Truth
and Reality. Out of each aspect comes the three Regions, which are the two invisible duals
and the nondual. They are represented as three, three-dimensional spaces that, along with
our own dimensional space, makes up four-dimensional space, or four-dimensional time,
i.e., the heterochronic. Out of each region comes the two limits: supra-rationality and
paradox. And out of these two limits, the three nonduals emerge, one at a time, and this is
what constitutes Plato’s Divided Line996. This is the transcendental structure of the
Worldview. This transcendental structure becomes immanent in an Emergent Event. When
we design something that is new, we sometimes initiate an emergent set of changes. These
changes are discontinuous and they transform the four dimensions of time. They rewrite
the past, open up new possibilities, initiate new procedures, and establish a new
mythological basis. That transformation of the Emergent Event is brought about by
implementing the concepts outlined in the Quadralectic that brings the entire phenomenal
field into play. As H. Dreyfus states, “marginal practices brought to the center, and central
practices sent to the margin are the basis of such transformations”997. But, the margin is the
area of the phenomenal field that is repressed by the Philosophy of Presence. If we step
outside the Philosophy of Presence, (which is also referred to as Ontotheology, or
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Logocentrism and dominates our culture in the Metaphysical Era in general), then we will
have access to a wider view of the phenomenal field of the System, other Schemas, and the
Meta-system that encompasses the System. Quadralectics and the full phenomenal field are
complementary to each other. Quadralectics is the means by which the full field transforms
itself by bringing about the Emergent Event. This occurs through the manifestation of the
Emergent Lifecycle in the form of the Foundational Mathematical Categories appearing
out of the Nomos to affect the Physus998 and Logos. In addition, it also occurs through the
Manifestation of the complementarity of Being and Existence by recognizing the way that
the dynamic of Existence is exemplified by the Emergent Meta-system and how it
intertwines with the kinds of Being to produce ‘a projection out of existence,’ and ‘an
existence out of the projection of Being’. The kinds of Being determine the manifestation
of the Emergent Event in the World, as well as in the other schematic levels, such as the
Domain, Meta-system, System, Form, and Pattern. Complete transformation within the
World takes place through the stages of the Quadralectic. It is Emergent Science that
studies this entire process, and Emergent Engineering is the means that we use for applying
all the Schemas that are presented by General Schemas Theory. At this point in time we
have emphasized the System Schema and have forgotten the Meta-system, we have
emphasized the Set, and forgotten the Mass, and finally we have emphasized the ‘atemporal finished product’ and de-emphasized or forgotten the Process. Once we remove
the Meta-system and Mass viewpoints from our philosophical and cultural blindspots, we
can begin to recognize the Process and stop subordinating it to the Product. As a result, we
will gain access to a wider phenomenal field and allow the Quadralectic to work more
efficiently. This will produce the Emergent Eventities that we desire to disseminate and
help us to avoid being absorbed into the Philosophy of Presence that now dominates our
approach toward creating what is new in the systems that we engineer.
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CHAPTER 12

Toward Working Designs
Methods, Meta-methods, Lifecycles, and Integrity
This chapter applies what we have learned about Meta-systems and Systems Phenomenology to our
understanding of System and Meta-system design methods. The meta-methods of Gurevich and Wisse
are explored as well as their relationship to minimal methods that are used in realtime design. Finally,
the integrity of the Design is assessed in relation to the problem of Semantics. Heidegger's concept of
Beyng is used as a basis for a solution to this problem. Design is seen as a multi-faceted process that
produces a Golden Thread of meaning that is woven by the dynamic interplay of the moments of the
Quadralectic.

Meta-Methods
Once we have understood the nature of the Quadralectic and the phenomenal field upon
which it operates, we can consider the meta-methods999 that mediate between the field and
the Quadralectic. The Quadralectic describes the relationship and interaction between Sign
Engineering and other elements found at the Hyper Being level, such as Conceptualization,
Perspectives, and Essences. Sign Engineering must be carried out by methods that are
adapted to the schemas that it is dealing with. Here we are talking about the methods1000
that will be used to represent Systems and Meta-systems. To begin with, there are at least
two meta-methods that we will use to describe the System and the Meta-system. One is the
Gurevich Abstract State Machine1001, which is a generalization of the Turing Machine. We
have already said that both the System and the Meta-system can be represented by Turing
machines, one by the normal Turing machine and the other by the Universal Turing
machine, i.e., the meta-Turing machine. So, it is only natural that the generalization of the
Turing machine that we find in the Gurevich Abstract State Machine method should apply
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to, and describe, both of these central schemas. The other method that we will bring to bear
is the Metapattern method of Wisse. The significance of the Metapattern1002 method has
been demonstrated through the application of Wisse’s theory of the Ennead1003, which we
have now expanded into the Quadralectic. The Metapattern method must be expanded in
order to be attuned to the Quadralectic. But, in essence, the method of Wisse, which is
unique in the literature, will survive this expansion because most of the concepts embodied
in the Quadralectic already exist in his Metapattern method. The essence of the
Metapattern method is the use of context as the basis for the identification of objects. The
Gurevich Abstract State Machine method does not help us to identify objects. We can
make a crucial generalization by saying that we will talk about higher order and lower
order schemas instead of objects. We will take the Meta-system as the context for the
System, the System as the context for Form, the Form as the context for the Pattern, etc. In
every case the context is the next higher encompassing schema. As a result, the
Metapattern method applies to all the schemas by relating one schema to its adjacent
higher one as a context for what is projected to be in the lower schema. As we have
noticed, the Quadralectic gives us a vocabulary to talk about the various elements that exist
at the lower schema in the context of the higher schema. But, in our case, we are focusing
on the Form in the context of the System. The identification of these entities in this context
allows us to pin down the references that will appear in the rules of the Gurevich Abstract
State Machine. Rules are particularly interesting because they embody the intersection at
the nodes of the four different perspectives on a Real-time System1004. So, the rules
implicitly carry a Domain with them. That Domain distinguishes between space and time
as data and event, and it relates those fully ordered aspects to the partially ordered aspects
of the agent and function. There is also an additional perspective that is unordered, which
is expressed in language and related to requirements. Thus, if we follow G. Klir’s
methodological distinctions1005 we see that there are actually five perspectives that
represent the different levels of ordering in any Domain.
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Figure 12.1. Lattice of Methodological Distinctions.

This lattice determines the Domain structure of both the System and Meta-system design.
The five perspectives are as follows: the requirements that are unordered, agent and
function that are partially ordered, and data and event that are fully ordered. Between these
‘partially ordered’ and ‘fully ordered’ perspectives there are two nodes, one is partially
ordered with distance, and the other is linearly ordered without distance. These nodes
determine the duality of the minimal methods. Minimal methods form the relationships
between the viewpoints within the Domain. There is a set of these minimal design
methods, which are mostly found consolidated in UML1006 and SysML1007. These are
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dataflow1008, DARTS1009, state machine1010, petri-net1011, virtual layered machine1012, usecase mapping1013, worldline and scenario1014, as well as the various ways that events and
data can be combined. A methodology is the sequential use of these minimal methods.
Traversals of the minimal methods in different sequences can motivate different designs.
The key point here is that rules contain all four perspectives, i.e., data, event, function, and
agent, in a single construct so that every rule is an intersection of the four ordered
perspectives. In this way the Gurevich Abstract State Machine method becomes a bridge
between requirements and design. The minimal methods are used to create the design of
the System or Meta-system. But prior to this first approximation, a computability test can
be made by converting the entire system into a Gurevich Abstract State Machine. This test
is implemented to see whether there is a computable solution for the ‘problem set’ in the
requirements. Performance will dictate that a design exists beyond the Turing machine
representation. In order to reach the Turing machine representation, we need to identify
objects and we could use the Wisse method for that. In the Wisse method, objects are
inherited by context within the System rather than by arbitrary non-contextual inheritance
schemes. In other words, identities are tied to contexts and contexts have hierarchical
relationships that are natural, rather than the artificial schemes that are imposed on the
objects when we do not consider context. The Wisse method and its extension with the

2005, SysML Partners Specification of SYSML at http://www.sysml.org/docs/specs/SysMLv1.0a051114R1.pdf accessed 081017.
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Quadralectic gives us a way of relating one schema level to another, while the rules give us
a way of representing causation within those representations. Thus, these two metamethods are complementary and more fundamental than the UML or SysML collections of
minimal methods that are used to define system and software architectural design.
However, we can see how minimal design methods (that combine into a methodology of
design for realtime systems) can unfold from the combination of the Wisse and Gurevich
meta-methods because they are implicit within them. We can use this unfolding as a way
to understand the development of a System’s lifecycle phases.
We will begin with requirements that establish the axioms of the System in individual
statements. Thus, we will begin in Logos and move toward Physus and then back to Logos.
Requirements are composed of functional and performance demands on the System. We
need to apply appropriate requirements to the engineering process. Because the entire
process of Requirements Engineering1015 is fairly well understood, we will not dwell on it
here. The key gap that exists in current development is between requirements and
architectural design. This gap is a major hindrance to building successful Systems, but
could be filled by the Gurevich Abstract State Machine Model. That model is a causal and
computable model of the functionality of a System where the rules are the intersection
between the four viewpoints that are ordered, which is different from a requirements
viewpoint, which is unordered. We are successively traveling from an unordered, to
partially ordered, to a more ordered, and finally to a fully ordered viewpoint in space and
time. Rules represent causality and bring together these viewpoints in a way that we can
test the computability and the causal nature of the solutions that we intend to use as
answers for the requirements within the first approximation. We could build the Gurevich
Abstract State Machine and attach it as an appendix to the requirements document. This
would be an implementation of the System concept that would appear in the Concept of
Operations (ConOps)1016 document, if one exists for the System. We use contexts to
manage the identities and inheritance of the objects within the System and this is what fits
the System to the Meta-system that the Wisse method specifically and explicitly
represents. Once we have a refined causal model, then we are ready to transform the
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System in a manner that will allow it to meet its performance requirements. These
transformations will introduce synergies into the System that will make it more efficient in
carrying out its functional task. The functional architecture must be implicitly designed
into the rules so that when the System is transformed into a physical architecture, it will
take into account the necessary organization that is needed to create the most efficiency
with respect to performance requirements. By following this path we will dis-engage the
four ordering perspectives from each other and employ minimal methods to bridge the
gaps between the viewpoints. The minimal methods are associated with the dual orders
(linear order without distance and partial order with distance) that exist in the lattice of
Methodological Distinctions between partial and full order. These open up a space where
the viewpoints can simultaneously operate, which is the design space of the physical
architecture of the real-time system. We will move from the ‘architectural design’ down to
the ‘detailed design’ by specifying the System’s kinds of objects and their structures. First,
we will analyze the outward structural characteristics and then move on to the internal
structures that are needed to support those outward structures by using formally hidden
information1017 and object-oriented design1018 methods in tandem with design patterns1019.
The essential1020 design is a Sign System, that stands in for the implemented physical
System before it exists. We look at the design from the multiple points of view of
stakeholders as well as the canonical points of view of the ordering. The design is a set of
components whose essence is defined based on our conceptualization of what the System
must perform and how that should be accomplished. Wisse calls this ‘Sign Engineering’,
which takes us up to the point of full implementation. It is based on the Quadralectic in
terms of its relationship to the phenomenal field. We are seeking to embody emergent
properties in the new System we are designing. Thus, our focus is on Emergent
Engineering regardless of the schemas that are involved.
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At the end of the design process there is a split where Software Sign Engineering continues
as Software Engineering. Otherwise there would be a transition to Hardware Engineering
or some other sort of actual manipulation of physical material that, in itself, may have its
own sign engineering component, (such as component level requirements and design). It is
interesting that this split between Sign Engineering (system design and the entire software
lifecycle) and Physical Implementation (physical hardware construction and assembly) is
marked by a class split between Engineers and Technicians. If anything is to be physically
moved or physically manipulated, then skilled laborers are given that particular work and
that division of labor fulfills their corporate and union contracts. Engineers are only meant
to engage in the manipulation of signs, and as long as the task remains in the realm of
signs, they will continue to work within the confines of that realm, but if the manipulation
demands labor that is manual only, then the work reverts to technicians. This situation is
most commonly experienced in large companies. This line between technicians and
engineers can be different in different companies and with different unions, and in some
cases even the engineers are unionized. The distinction comes at the point where there is a
transfer from deciding what should be done to the actual manual implementation of the
design specification through shop orders or manufacturing work instructions. On the other
hand, this does not apply to Software Engineering because it remains in the realm of Signs.
So, when Pieter Wisse distinguishes Sign Engineering as the central task of Engineering, it
is important to understand just what engineering is. We tend to romanticize Engineering as
a hands-on activity, which it actually is in small firms that are not unionized and lack the
class distinction between Engineering and the ‘touch labor’ of Technicians. Once we
realize that this social distinction is important in defining the nature of Engineering, then
we will see that there is a radical split in Engineering between what is actually sign related
and what has components that are based on the manipulation of materials that is normally
done by Technicians. We could say that when Engineers do ‘touch labor,’ then they are
actually acting as Technicians as well as Engineers. The social hierarchy is Scientist,
Engineer, and Technician. Scientists discover the design of nature. Engineers use that
design of nature to create semiotic designs of artifacts that can perform tasks that could not
be done otherwise. Technicians manipulate the materials of the artifact that is under
construction and they execute that role under the directives of the Engineers. This tells us
that from the point of view of their social role, Engineers are fundamentally defined by
their relationship to the design, and not the end product per-se. And this engineering
design relationship is not the design of nature, as such, but a different and emergent design
of an artifact that is based on knowledge of the design of nature.
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On the other side of the implementation part of the development process, there is the work
of integrating, verifying, and validating the design as we build components to produce the
System. This is the other side of Engineering, as opposed to the requirements and design
side. Yet, it is essentially tied to design and the requirements that define what will be
verified, validated, and integrated. Building up the artifacts of the Design Process that must
be implemented, and showing that they indeed display the emergent properties that were
intended, is the obverse of creating a design based on requirements that will result in the
emergent properties. That mirror of the design occurs in the Mass-like realm where the
Set-like design is instantiated and embodied and replicated. Those Mass-like properties
produce an emergent whole when the System is executed and operated. Our point is that
the crux of Engineering is the design. This is because the requirements come from outside.
Producing a design is not only an inward aspect of Engineering, but it is intrinsic to the
discipline. All the other aspects of the production process are extrinsic. Verification relates
to the requirements. Validation relates to the outside world. Integration relates to the
physical components of the design. Design is a fundamental transformation between
extrinsic requirements and the implementation of the physical thing that is being produced.
In large companies implementation is done by Technicians rather than the Design
Engineers if there is ‘touch labor’ involved. There is a socially constructed barrier between
engineering proper and hands-on engineering. However, if the implementation stays in the
realm of Signs, as with Software Engineering, then Engineers continue to do it. After the
design process, the focus of Engineering is generally on showing that requirements can be
verified, that the design can be validated, and that the pieces of the System can be
integrated. All of these activities are outward facing (in order to prove to others that the
System works) or they are an implication of the design (such as integration, which puts
together the designed parts that are dictated by the design). If it can be accepted that design
is the crux of engineering, (and that the design is actually a meta-level of the Sign), then it
follows that Wisse’s “Sign Engineering” is the heart of the Engineering process. Without
the design there would be no ‘new thing with emergent properties’. Our argument is that
the heart of Engineering is the production of Emergence. This is not to say that the other
aspects of Engineering are not important. In fact, we would argue that the structure of
Engineering is, itself, modeled on the structure of emergence1021. Once we accept this
position concerning the centrality of the Emergent Design to Engineering, then we can
appeal to the Quadralectic (an expansion of Wisse’s Ennead) to be used as a basis for Sign
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Engineering. This expansion will be necessary to define the core process of Emergent
Engineering. Engineering revolves around the production of Emergence as a property of
Artificial Systems or Artificial Meta-systems that are developed as products. That activity
preconditions all the other activities of engineering and thus poses the question of how
emergence comes about in Systems (such as Artificial Systems) and how this is important
to engineering, especially Systems and Meta-systems Engineering. As we explain how the
System is transformed by looking at it from different kinds of Being, and how the
Quadralectic comes about, we are actually providing a theoretical basis that will help Sign
Engineering to operate more effectively, then we have not only explained the core of
Systems Engineering, but we are grounding it upon a firm, theoretical, and
phenomenological foundation. By doing this we are giving reasons for the intrinsic
features of Systems Engineering, but design is the key to all engineering, and not just for
Systems Engineering. Design is key because the goal is to produce artifacts with emergent
properties that the whole of product design encompasses, which the parts lack when they
stand separately. Explaining how that works in particular cases is the focus of Emergent
Science. But explaining how we can build such emergent artifacts is the focus of Emergent
Engineering, and that comes down to explaining how Sign Engineering is the core of
Engineering, and how Design is a Meta-level of the Sign, and how Design allows the
Emergent to be represented and approximated symbolically prior to the System being built.
Everything else in the production process is a consequence of the design that is put into
action and embodied in material and then assembled and shown to actually work as
advertised. In our exercise of ‘grounding’ Systems Engineering, we have given
explanations that form that grounding. All that is new and now clarified by the
explanations in this grounding is the fact that the design is a meta-level of the Sign, and
that it must be approached in terms of the moments of the Quadralectic that operate within
Hyper Being. Engineering must understand Hyper and Wild Being in order to understand
itself. We know that even Plato understood this. In the Timaeus he has the Demiurge1022,
who is designing the world, use the third kind of Being to embody the world. Plato even
hints that he understands the role of Wild Being in creativity and design. Plato
demonstrated this by restarting his narrative of the Timaeus a third time as if he were going
to introduce yet another kind of Being, but then he only obliquely indicates Wild Being.
Moving beyond the chasm between the possible and the actualized is a task that can only
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be done by bringing Hyper Being and Wild Being together and applying them to the
Design Process.
Our Systems Phenomenology, with recourse to Ontology, Dialectics, and Hermeneutics
has allowed us to understand that the System is not just purely present and constant in
Being, but that it must be articulated at each of the various meta-levels of Being if it is to
become an Emergent Eventity. Among these meta-levels, the Hyper Being meta-level is
particularly important because it makes it possible for the design to be understood in terms
of the Hyper Sign. We must understand that what we see phenomenologically is controlled
by the structure of Ontology, and that only the Quadralectic is complex enough to account
for the process of producing the Signs for Sign Engineering that encapsulates the Design. It
is also significant to note that the interpretation of those signs is dependent upon fully
understanding the Quadralectic, in the moment1023, which will give us a complete picture of
the core of Emergent Engineering and its grounding in Emergent Science. Emergent
Science is the generalization of what works to transform emergence into actuality, and
Emergent Engineering uses that knowledge to create specific artifacts that have those
emergent characteristics. In effect, both Emergent Science and Emergent Engineering are
immersed in our engineering practices and are merely called out separately here for
analytical clarity. The basis of our practice is in Practical Reason or Metis1024. But here we
are concerned with rooting out the foundations that exist in Pure Reason, which lie in the
schemas that relate the ‘categories of the object’ to ‘time and space’ within our experience.
Those engineers practicing Systems (or Meta-systems) Engineering do not need this
explanation or grounding, although its value is to see that our Engineering, as Emergent
Engineering, is a much wider and deeper field than we give it credit for being. Exploring
the philosophical scope and depth of this grounding will give us an understanding of what
Emergent Engineering and Emergent Science1025 bring to the academic table as a new
discipline. And it also helps us to reflect upon practice and how practice would be
augmented by a deeper understanding of concepts such as General Schemas Theory and
the Quadralectic. Thus, we justify this type of study by the perspective that it gives us in
our own practice, which allows us to re-conceptualize it, to comprehend its essence anew,
and to understand the central nature of design. Design is Hyper Design and that is
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fundamentally different than what we might have expected if we were simply operating on
the assumption that Pure Being is the only fundamental ontological concept of any
consequence.

Integrity
We have managed to justify our pursuit of the esoteric side of Systems Engineering by
articulating how the System transforms phenomenologically as we ascend the meta-levels
of Being. But in that process we have produced a picture of the differentiation of the
Quadralectic, the Kinds of Being, and various other distinctions that make us wonder how
we can put these pieces back together and make them work together in the way that the
System or Meta-system does. So, here we will advance a radical theory based on
Heidegger’s Contributions to Philosophy (from Ereignis)1026 and Mindfulness1027.
Heidegger has a theory for putting “Humpty Dumpty1028 back together again” after he has
been taken apart. We will use Heidegger’s theory to explain how you can actually think
within the limits of the Quadralectic and how you can understand what you are doing, in
spite of the myriad unbridgeable distinctions that have been made in the course of this
study. In a sense, Heidegger reverses the complete unfolding of these distinctions and
packs them back in, but in a new way so that they work together without interfering with
each other. We will briefly explain this re-integration of essential differences in terms of
Beyng by referring to Heidegger’s works and this will pave the way for our own return to
Phenomenology, which is central to this study.
Heidegger posits that there are two separate meanings for Being, one called Being (Sein)
and the other called Beyng (Seyn)1029. We will explain Beyng as the inversion of Being,
which exists on the other side of the Singularity of Ultra Being. That Singularity is the
difference that makes a difference1030 between Emptiness and Void. The trace inscription
of the Foundational Mathematical Categories is found in Emptiness within the Nomos. The
dynamic of Existence, as the Emergent Meta-system cycle, is found within the Void. These
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two are duals, yet the Void is more originary1031 than Emptiness. Heidegger posits that a
similar duality exists between Being and Beyng. Being is the realm in which the
Ontological Difference between beings and Being is produced and unfolded into the Metalevels of Being. But he also posits that it is possible to leap over Ontological Difference
completely and avoid its differentiation1032. When we avoid its differentiation, we get
Beyng as a unique and strange onefold, i.e., what Being would be if it were really one
matter rather than fragmented by meta-levels. All the differentiation that we have
encountered and applied to the System has surfaced through the various strands of
Ontological Difference. But what if this was not an option? We would then be left with
something unique and singular (although different) from the Singularity of Ultra Being
because no Ontological Difference exists in that realm. Heidegger has developed a special
vocabulary based on the roots of German, which are similar to the language roots in Old
English1033. Based on his study of these roots, he says that Beyng holds sway over beings,
and among those beings there is Da-sein (there-being), which engages in Ereignis1034 under
that Sway of Beyng. Beyng is the inverse of Being, which withdraws from beings.
Withdrawing is symbolized by the marking of the Ontological Difference. If we did not
mark that difference, then beings would be under the sway of this non-withdrawing
matter1035 that would inundate them. Being is related to Forgetfulness and Beyng is related
to Oblivion. Heidegger says that Being moves away from us while Beyng oppressively
overwhelms us and pulls us under its sway. Among the myriad beings is Dasein, a special
being that projects the schemas as time-space within which all the beings find their place,
including Dasein, itself, as part of the Mitsein.1036 Ereignis1037 means “opening the open
for dis-closing”, and “clearing the clearing for showing”. It means “appropriating what
appears”, and “owning what is there within the clearing of the clearing”, as well as an
“occurrence within time-space”. Ereignis is not completely translatable, but in the first
translation1038 of Heidegger’s difficult book it has been referred to as “enowning”. The key
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point is that Beyng holds sway over Dasein and all other beings within the clearing, but
Dasein practices Ereignis under that sway as the ‘opening of the opening to beings,’ which
is necessary for Beyng.
Now, if we understand this onefold of Beyng as a guiding thread that strings together the
moments of the Quadralectic, then we will have a way to understand how the mechanism
of the Quadralectic actually works in terms of our human experience within Dasein. We
will conceptualize this as Being differentiating itself into meta-levels, which creates
emergent differences that are fundamental. Then, within those differences, the
Quadralectic appears because it is based on synchronizing with the lifecycle of emergence
and the cycle of existence. It then produces the moments of recognition and comprehension
that are necessary to embrace Sign Engineering. But there must be some thread that
connects these distinct moments together so that they are not merely a mechanism, but part
of our consciousness that will operate together effortlessly to produce our understanding of
the signs in relation to the emergent essences that come from the various perspectives that
we capture in the design process (which embodies the results of our metis). Heidegger’s
basic idea1039 is that the connections between the differentiations in Being are actually
interconnected and interwoven in Beyng from the very beginning as if they were never
distinguished from each other, and that this interweaving is based on a different grounding
than that of differentiating1040. The Beyng is a onefold that is never separated and is not
representational, unlike the Quadralectic and its moments, and unlike the various signs
within the design of the Emergent System. The strands of differentiations are connected in
Being but were never disconnected in Beyng. Generalized Dasein1041, no matter how it is
differentiated as subject, or as pre-subject Dasein1042, or as Mitsein1043, or as the query1044,
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or the enigma1045, never loses this thread because of the Sway (Wesung) of Beyng (Seyn).
This means that, within Being this generalized Dasein will operate by opening the
opening, and clearing the clearing1046.

Furthermore, Dasein will appropriate as

appropriate those beings whether they are signs, or moments of the Quadralectic, or
objects that will appear. Dasein will ‘own up to’ and ‘own over’ those appropriated
objects, and that will become a time-space occurrence at the site of the event of Dasein’s
Ereignis under the sway of Beyng. So, we have a picture of Dasein weaving together all
the differentiated strands from a place where those strands were never separated, and this
interweaving is based on an alternative ground of Beyng that underlies the differentiation
of Being. This is one possible picture of the Sign Engineer at work. It is a profound vision
of the way that meaning is created through designs. He is executing the Quadralectic
naturally as part of his practice. He is operating in all the various meta-levels of Being
simultaneously and effortlessly, in spite of the fact that it is actually harder and harder to
think at the higher meta-levels of Being. Actually, it is a seemingly effortless action
because, as Generalized Dasein, the engineer is “always already”1047 grounded in Beyng, a
separate ground that holds sway over all beings (including Dasein) who engages in the
Ereignis that opens the opening of comprehensibility and clears the clearing of
intelligibility, and appropriates beings, and owns them over to their own essences, as it
owns over itself to its own essence. And Beyng does this in a way that causes it to appear
as specific occurrences in time-space, i.e., as happenings. This ‘happening,’ we will call
non-routine work1048. In non-routine work, the engineer is mentally skipping from one type
of work to another every few seconds as he works out the design solutions to the problems
that appear on his project. The solution is brought to him by Beyng as he negotiates the
meaning of the differences in Hyper Being. Everything routine can be captured in a linear
flow that could someday be automated, but the non-routine work is the essence of
engineering work that can never be routinized. It is the weaving together of the various
moments of the Quadralectic with an appreciation of the meta-levels of the System as a
context for the design decisions and construction of specific parts of the System that could
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later be used and integrated with other parts of the System that were introduced or built at
other times.
This is a relationship between Being and Beyng that is evidenced in the singularity of Ultra
Being. What is differentiated in Being, remains undifferentiated in Beyng. The
Quadralectic provides the arena for this relationship to be demonstrated at all the levels of
Being through the synchronization of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event on the one hand,
with the dynamic of Existence on the other. This is an intriguing and unexpected picture
because it suggests that at another level there is an interplay between Emptiness and Void,
Being and Beyng, and Forgetfulness and Oblivion around the Singularity of Ultra Being
that appears within the upwelling of Manifestation, which is a deeper nondual at the root of
all the moments of the meta-Quadralectic1049, and this produces the difference between
‘striated clearings’ and the ‘unstriated open.’ Emptiness and Void both enter this picture
because there is no interference of the self with itself as Dasein operates within Ereignis as
the ‘opener of the opening’ where the truth, reality, identity, and presence of the entities
are revealed to us. This provides us with a philosophical picture of the onto-mythological
Indo-European Primal Scene1050 of the Weaving of the threads of Fate by the Norns
beneath the World Tree at the side of the Three Wells. Worlds and Earth interact, and the
Immortals and Mortals intertwine1051. All that is Immortal is represented by the unbroken
threads that are intertwined with the broken threads. World and Earth together are the
loom. The difference between Being and Beyng is like the System/Meta-system or the
Set/Mass distinctions, which is similar to what we see in the distinction between
Emptiness/Void. Heidegger uses the example of a hollow medium such as a jug1052. In
general, each schema is a hollow medium for the next schema down in the hierarchy of the
schemas. The higher schema not only ‘holds sway’, but encompasses the lower schema 1053
and this relationship is embodied by the System and Meta-system, i.e., the hollow medium
and what it holds in its niches. The Ereignis, on the other hand, is like the “Opening and
Closing of materials” that Hillary Lawson talks about in Closure1054. Generalized Dasein,
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as subject, closes, although there is the possibility of opening back up so that things1055 can
be re-closed differently. This opening and closing process handles the differences in Being.
Generalized Dasein weaves presences and absences (which are the same,) with identities
and differences (that are the same), with realities and illusions, (that are the same), and
with truths and fictions, (that are the same). Beyng is the difference between the aspect and
the anti-aspect1056. All of these belong together as aspects of Being, but they have always
been together in the ground of Beyng. So, when we pick up a strand of differentiation, it is
connected and not cut off by distinctions1057. All the strands connect and can be woven
together in a self-organized knot. But if this knot is pushed into the fourth dimension, it
unknots effortlessly, just as it went together. The unknotted state is always ‘close at hand’
in the same way that the nondual is ‘close at hand.’ This is the process of combining
necessary differences in necessary ways that will produce the fabric of our designs. There
is a necessity to the sameness of Beyng that permeates the choices between the differences
of Being.
According to our interpretation, Heidegger’s late period dealt with solving the problems of
meaning, sense, significance, and relevance as they track through our thoughts during the
design process. In actual practice we attempt to follow golden1058 guiding threads that
preserve sense, meaning, significance, and relevance throughout the design process. But
those who create the distinctions within our methodologies do not explain how it is
possible for us to effectively manipulate those distinctions to produce a design that makes
sense, that has meaning for the design team, that is significant, and also relevant. This
problem exists not just at the theoretical level of the Quadralectic, which underlies metamethodologies, but also at the lower level of the minimal methods, as well as at the level of
practice. The relationships of perspectives to minimal methods are related through the
lattice of methodological distinctions and are an example of this differentiation that allows
access to the sameness of the design essence. In our Sign Engineering, how can we know
which distinctions will make a design worthwhile or valuable, in relation to our goals?
This problem is usually approached in terms of the relationship between syntax and
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semantics and pragmatics. We have no structure for semantics, and that is because we
recognize two things, the ontic level1059 and the ontological level of Pure Being. All our
abstractions are at the ontological level of Pure Being. At that level we do not recognize
structure so it is perceived as a homogeneous plenum, which contributes to the problem
that we do not know how to deal with semantics. The theory advanced in this paper is that
there are more meta-levels than just Pure Being and that each meta-level has is a language
for talking about the previous level. This means that each level (in this series of metalevels) is emergent in such a way that there is a deferring of the problem of the
shapelessness of semantics. At each level there is a new syntax that is emergent, which is
used to talk about the lower level. So, Pure Being is discussed through a meta-language in
Process Being, and Process Being is discussed through a meta-language in Hyper Being.
But, when we encounter the emergent properties at the level of Hyper Being we find that
there is a way to talk about Design and the possibilities that did not exist at lower levels.
We can continue up this stairway to the ‘no-where’ of meta-languages, until we get to
what is non-representable at the level of Ultra Being after we have passed the level of Wild
Being. So, this deferring of the problem of semantics is not solved but is merely pushed up
the syntax hierarchy in hope that it will be dealt with by the emergent properties of each
level where each new meta-language exists. This means that we have introduced more
distinctions at the various meta-language levels and pushed the problem of semantics into
non-representability. As a result, developing a semantic coherence from one meta-level to
the next remains a challenge. Heidegger suggests that we should “jump over”1060
‘Ontological Difference’ all together and move on to a new basis of Being, i.e., Beyng.
This new basis is not manifold and fragmented like Being, but is instead, a onefold1061, i.e.,
realizing Ontological Monism completely, although not as “one”, but in the context of
before oneness arises1062. Beyng is strange1063 and it is unique1064 and it is non-
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representable1065 from the beginning. It is also what was “always already” there before we
made any distinctions. And so, the distinctions that we have made were already connected
in Beyng even if they were emergently distinguished in Being through the teasing out of
the meta-levels of ontological difference. That means that whenever we use distinctions
that we have created, we can, in this other mode of Beyng, understand their relationship to
additional distinctions that we may wish to create. Thus, sense, meaning, significance, and
relevance are generated by the weaving together of the ‘threads of difference’1066 within
Being in the counter realm of the ‘belonging together’1067 of Beyng.
Heidegger asked what would happen if we reversed the relationship between beings and
Being with respect to ‘withdrawing’1068. His investigation of this question led him to
formulate the idea that Beyng holds sway over beings, no matter how they are
distinguished among themselves. He then defined the withdrawal of Being as making room
for the appearance of beings in their true nature. He then defined that true nature as the
Sway (Wesung1069) of Beyng. Beyng comes out of Oblivion as Being recedes into
Forgetfulness. Heidegger also noted that one particular being, i.e., human Dasein who
projects the world and the things in it, has a special relationship to Beyng, which is called
Ereignis. Ereignis means “appropriating” and “appropriate happening”1070. This means
‘opening up the open’1071 or ‘clearing the clearing’1072 in which beings can be
‘appropriated’, or ‘come into their own’. This ‘happening’ is the very same process in
which Dasein ‘comes into its own’ as Dasein, which is an occurrence of an eventity in
time-space. Thus, it involves the manifestation of the schemas as a variety of organizations
of time-space through human beings. So, if we look at design as an activity of Ereignis,
which expresses the sway of Beyng, rather than merely as an arrangement of beings
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through their distinctions, we suddenly have a Phenomenology of Practice1073 where the
understanding of things in Being occurs under the auspices of Beyng1074. One Being is the
teasing out of differences from ontological difference while Beyng, is always onefold,
never fragmented, and is “always already”1075 singular and non-representable and strange
to us, because we discover its “difference that makes a difference”1076. Heidegger asked
what would happen if we had two independent realms of Being, one of which is the
unfolding of Ontological Difference, and the other that leaps over Ontological Difference
directly into the unique and the non-representable. Heidegger frames this as a “leap” into
Nothing but we understand it as a leap into Existence with its two modes: Emptiness and
Void. It is unlikely that anyone would argue that when we think, our thinking processes
that become thoughts, are non-representable, i.e., lost in the unconscious. The question
becomes: How do our ideas actually make sense, and become meaningful, significant, and
relevant for the design project and the design engineering team?
We weave these thoughts together and they become the products of Sign Engineering. But
then, there is the question of how we can do semantic work when semantics is actually
formless at any meta-linguistic level. Semantics is essentially formless, but Heidegger
implies1077 that “semantics is relying on the inherently onefold nature of Beyng”.
Semantics switches completely to another equiprimordial ground. Thus, just as ‘present-athand’ and ‘ready-to-hand’ in Being and Time are equi-primordial, here too, Heidegger has
made the two Beings that are separated by the Singularity of Ultra Being equi-primordial.
We can now be very precise in our Phenomenology of Design and analyze what happens
when the designer designs by engaging in Sign Engineering. Before, we have always
discussed this in terms of difference, i.e., the difference between the meta-levels of Being,
the difference between the signs, and the difference between the object and the interpretant
and the sign. And to this we have added the difference between perspectives. These
differences that we have created explain how Sign Engineering can work as a basis for the
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meta-method and design approaches1078 to the System and Meta-system. But, this does not
explain how these differences can be used by human beings to create sensible designs,
whose different views of the signs are significant and meaningful to the design team, as
well as being relevant to the context, situation, circumstance, and surroundings. Heidegger
has come up with a hypothesis that skips all the differences that we have been talking
about in relation to the meta-levels and has posited a different ‘ground’ of Beyng, which is
onefold, non-representable, unique, and strange to us, but which ultimately grounds all the
semantics by creating threads of belonging-together, or sameness, that was “always
already” there prior to all our distinctions. The contrast between the ‘Beyng of the threads’
and the differences in ‘Being between the beings’ generates the semantics as sense,
meaning, significance, or relevance. This is an interesting ruse because it allows us to
analyze the non-routine work done by Engineers in a whole new way that extends our
phenomenological understanding. Each different sign that the Sign Engineer considers and
transforms, either in terms of concept, or essence, or design, or perspective, has a golden
thread of connection to the others that he is dealing with. This golden thread of connection
weaves the different signs together, and weaves those conglomerations of signs together
with the non-design elements of the Quadralectic so that Emergent Design can occur. This
occurrence happens in terms of Ereignis on the ‘ground of Beyng’ as it is seen in the light
of ‘beings in Being’. When we talk about the ‘clearing and lighting’ of Ereignis, we are
talking about producing a clearing between Being and Beyng, termed the Cleavage1079 by
Heidegger. We realize from the point of view of Being, that Beyng is Nothing, and this is
because it opens up an “abgrund”, or “Abyss”1080, that allows it to be an opening in which
things can be what they are. Things are able to be what they are because Being, itself, is
withdrawing and making a space for them. But when this withdrawing is seen from the
side of Beyng, it is a ‘holding sway of the beings’, and certain beings, such as the designer,
can turn that abyss into time-space phases, which are articulated as schemas. The designer
uses these time-space schematizations as the basis for his design understanding. The
designer is weaving together ‘differences between beings in Being’ based on the
‘onefoldness of Beyng’. Between the two, lighting occurs that Heidegger calls “Aletheia”,
i.e., the uncovering of the truth of beings in relation to their fiction, or, their other aspects
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such as their identity in relation to their difference, their reality in relation to illusion, or
their presence in relation to their absence.
Deleuze produces a monolith of Being, which he says is univocal behind all the differences
that he emphasizes in his philosophy. But Heidegger realizes that there is a radical
discontinuity in Being that accounts for its essential difference in order for there to be a
difference that will allow the clearing and lighting and opening to occur where the
differences are seen. Thus, Heidegger solves the problem that Deleuze brings to the fore,
which we see in Badiou’s criticism of Deleuze, i.e., that beyond the differences there is a
grounding monolith of univocal Being1081. Instead, Heidegger says that there are radical
discontinuities in Being such that there is another completely different type of ‘ground’
that we have never seen before, called Beyng. The contrast between Being and Beyng
allows a highlighting of sense, meaning, significance, and relevance at all levels of
activity, and throughout all differences among beings. There is always a golden thread that
we try to follow in our Sign Engineering practice that will insure that the Signs will make
sense, that the meaning will remain clear between the team members, that the significance
will be distinct, and that the design will be relevant. We can check whether we have lost
this thread or not, and sometimes we do. In that case we are alerted to the possibility that
our design efforts have gone astray and that we need to find a way to pick up the thread
again. As long as we have that onefold thread in hand we can weave the design so that the
sense, meaning, significance, and relevance are clearly present. That is the meaning of
Being, the truth of Being, the reality of Being, and the identity of Being, which comes out
of the Otherness of Nothing as exemplified in Beyng.
With this concept of the difference between Being and Beyng from Heidegger’s
Contributions and Mindfulness, we end our phenomenological account of the System. We
have visited Dialectics, Hermeneutics, and Ontology as sister disciplines that need to be
taken into account. We have attempted to display the panoply of fundamental differences
of ontology that transform the System and its context within the Meta-system, because
these differences affect our phenomenological understanding of the System and Metasystem. The fact that most of these distinctions do not play a role in our current
understanding of the System, means that we are operating blindly in many respects, and
this means we cannot see what is right before our eyes when we are trying to design the
System. If we reduce everything to Presence, Constancy, and Pure Being, we will not
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understand the nature of the System whose essence as a schema exists in its meta-levels in
contrast to other schemas. Introducing the different kinds of schemas allows us to retrieve
the meaning of the System from its nihilistic overuse. When we see that the System is one
schema among many, and that the schemas themselves have their roots in Beyng (in the
onefold and other grounding), then we can appreciate the differences that appear in Being
because the schemas will allow us to organize the beings that become part of our designs
based on their pre-ordained organizations that we exploit in our production of the artificial
aspects of our culture. It is strange that this artificiality is a natural unfolding out of our
inherent organization of time-space. That organization bubbles up in the projecting ‘open’
that we create in the process of Ereignis out of the ‘ground of Beyng’ that holds sway over
all beings. By studying two matters at one time, i.e., Being and Beyng, we will attain a
higher grade of information, i.e., information that has become knowledge of the ‘always
already belonging together of the differences’1082 that makes a difference in our designs.
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CHAPTER 13

The Design Field and the Synchronization of the Cycles
of Existence with the Quadralectic
Philosophical Categories, Foundational Mathematical Categories, Meta-levels of
Being, Quadralectic, Lifecycle of Emergence, and Emergent Meta-system
In this chapter a theory for the structure of the Design Field is presented. Our theory accounts for all
the possible design entities that are produced by crossing (intersecting) the meta-levels of Being with
the trans-Peircian categories. We then distinguish the semiotic Design Object from the implementation
of the Object of Design. These two types of "object" as a semiotic representing and represented
embodied design are related to the Immediate and Dynamic Objects defined by Peirce. The possibility
of embedding design knowledge in the designed artifact is also briefly considered. Then, the
synchronization of the Quadralectic in Hyper Being is related to the Emergent Meta-system Cycle in
Existence and the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. This synchronization of Being and Existence is seen
as the route to the full actualization and realization of the Emergent Design as an implemented
actuality. An image of the cycle of the sub-schemas is then produced in which the Quadralectical
moments are the operators that move between the operands of the sub-schemas of form. Various
images of the Quadralectic are depicted and the reason for the complexity of the overall theory is
given. The given theory is articulated sufficiently to lend itself to possible future refutation and
therefore is considered scientifically based in the broadest sense.

Duality of the Design Field and the Cycle of Design
In this chapter we will explore the duality that exists between the Design Field and the
Cycle of the Quadralectic. This duality is based on the difference between the
Philosophical Categories and the meta-levels of Being. Normally, the Philosophical
Categories and the meta-levels of Being are interleaved, and in that case the Foundational
Mathematical Categories are an elaboration of the Philosophical Categories. The
Foundational Mathematical Categories determine the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event.
The unfolding of order in the Foundational Mathematical Categories underwrites the
Quadralectic as it is being simultaneously underwritten by the Emergent Meta-system
Cycle. It is the conjunction of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event and the cycle of the
Emergent Meta-system that forms the basis of the cycle of the Quadralectic. This
conjunction happens at the level of Hyper Being. Pure and Process Being exist prior to it,
while Wild and Ultra Being come into existence after it in the sequential arising of the
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kinds of Being. However, if we decline from interleaving the Philosophical Categories
with the meta-levels of Being, and instead examine the meta-levels of those Categories
according to their differentiation, we derive a completely different picture of the Design
Field, which stipulates the limits of the Design Object. The semiotic Design Object is the
product of Sign Engineering, which is a semiotic structure that indicates the structure of
the emergent Object of Design. The semiotic Design Object is built from the conceptual
materials of the Design Field. The Design Object is related to the Universal Algebra,
which is the highest abstraction of any type of representation. It is related to what Peirce
calls the Immediate Object1083, which is a semiotic representation of something that we
have access to through appearances. But the actual creation of the emergent Object of
Design relies on establishing a relationship between Existence and Being, especially Hyper
Being. The Object of Design is related to the Co-Algebra1084 of the Universal Algebra. It is
an example of what Peirce calls the Dynamic Object1085, which is the reality behind
appearances that we can see as the implementation of actuality in the design. This
relationship can be achieved because there is synchronization between the Cycles of
Emptiness and Void and the cycle produced by the Quadralectic. It is due to this
synchronization of the cycles of Being and Existence that makes it possible for the
semiotic Design Object (built from the conceptual materials found in the Design Field) to
become an ‘object with actual Emergent Effects’, which is the Object of Design. A
summary of these two structures will be given in this chapter.

Meta-levels of the Philosophical Categories
In order to better understand Design, it is necessary to provide a vision of the nature of the
Design Field. The Design Field is the articulation of the Philosophical Categories in terms
of the meta-levels of Being. In general, we have seen that the Philosophical Categories are
separated from each other by the meta-levels of Being. And we have noted that the
Philosophical Categories are aligned with the Foundational Mathematical Categories. But
let us pose the question: What happens when the two series that are interleaved are crossed
with each other? We propose that this crossing is the nature of the Design Field. In effect,
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we are following the lead of N-Category Theory1086 that proposes that the meta-levels of
the Relations are an expansion of Mathematical Category Theory. This series of metalevels are as follows:
Relation5 = Perturbation – mapping5 between the modifications
Relation4 = Modification – mapping4 between the Natural Transformations
Relation3 = Natural Transformation – mapping3 between mappings between categories
Relation2 = Functor – mapping2 between mathematical categories
Relation1 = Arrow – mapping1 between the elements
Relation0 = Element – node

This series of N-categories1087 constitutes the meta-levels of the Relation. A key point
concerning this sequence of meta-levels is that it expands up to meta-level three and then
contracts to meta-level five. After meta-level five, it is unclear that there is any further type
of Relation given the contractions. The names of the various meta-levels in N-category
Theory given here are the same as those used in Category Theory literature. This series of
the meta-levels of the Relation is still being worked out since N-category theory is a new
discipline. However, in this case it is quite clear how this expansion and contraction
process occurs as we move up the meta-levels of the categories. We start with an element,
which can be any type of element in any mathematical category. We take the set of those
elements together as a node. Then we describe the arrows that map one node to another by
using category theory mappings that are signified by arrows. The second meta-level of this
Relation is an ‘arrow between arrows,’ and those meta-arrows are called functors, and they
are normally used to show that the transformational arrow mappings in one category are
mappable to another category. This is used to allow proofs in one category to ‘stand in’ for
a proof in another category. Sometimes, something is already proved in one category, but
once we establish a mapping between the categories by using functors, we can assume that
the same proof holds true for the new category. This is a way to understand the similarities
and differences between categories. However, when we move up to the third meta-level
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mapping, then we have mappings between functors. These are used to describe the
differences, rather than the similarities between categories. In other words, if there is a
mapping between two category arrow formations, we can map that to another mapping
between two other category arrow formations. This indicates that there is an essential
difference between the two. That difference is called a Natural Transformation, i.e., it is a
path through which one type of mappings between categories is turned into another type of
mapping between categories. If the mappings were the same, then this would be merely
another example of ‘meta-level two mapping.’ So, at meta-level three, essential difference
is introduced. As an example, we can take the organism as the element. Organisms have
many relationships with each other and those exist at meta-level two. But when we talk
about relationships between relationships with regard to organisms, then we must start
thinking about communities of organisms and how one community of organisms relates to
another. Yet, when we go to meta-level three, it is the essential differences between the
community of organisms that becomes the key and it is at this point that species appear,
because it is at this point that the different kinds of organisms become apparent. Species
differences are the sine quo non of Essence differentiation. Now the question becomes:
What is the fourth meta-level of a Relation? This is where this series becomes really
interesting, because at the fourth meta-level modifications occur. With regard to organisms,
such a modification is gender. Gender is not really a ‘kind of a kind’ as has been thought
previously1088. Rather, gender is a ‘modification of a kind.’ All modifications are, in fact,
adumbrations of an essential kind, rather than a ‘higher type of kind.’ This is a shrinking of
difference. In the series, the greatest difference occurs at the level of Natural
Transformation. After that, at the fourth and fifth meta-levels, the differences progressively
shrink to modifications, such as gender, or to perturbations, such as personality
differences. There is probably no appreciable sixth meta-level because these higher order
differences become vanishingly small. Until we start looking at how a particular
Philosophical Category is transformed as it undergoes emergence through the meta-levels
of Being, and what actually happens as we traverse the series of meta-levels is not
completely clear. But when we do examine this transformation we can see that there is an
expansion of difference, and then a contraction of difference. Previously we claimed that
Hyper Being is an expansion of being-in-the-world and Wild Being is a contraction of
being-in-the-world, but now we see that this is true when we conceptualize it in terms of
the meta-levels of Relations. There is an expansion of essential difference and then a
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contraction of essential difference with the greatest contraction of difference occurring at
the fifth meta-level of Being, which we recognize as singular differences, called
Singularities.
This expansion and contraction that occurs as we traverse the series of meta-levels is an
important phenomenon that can give us insight into the Design Field if we continue to
expand this same way of thinking to the other Philosophical Categories such as the
Neganary, Zeroth, First, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth. The Following Design Field Table
illustrates the Philosophical Categories and their qualifying properties.
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Table 13.1. Design Field Table
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alignment

correlate

disconnects

holon
(moment)

nexus

singular

map

element

interdependence

property

individual

component
(part)

place

spot

continuity

privation

lacunae
(hole)

array

Pure1

being0

heterarchies

constellation
(juxtaposition)

holarchy

lattice

manifold

category

spectra
(structure)

register

absence

Process2

malleable
ensemble

symbiosis

reflections

impenetrable

synergy

integrity

poise

independences

inflection

refinements

attenuation

defects

Wild4

topology

Kind
(essence,
species)

qualia
(stuff)

matrix

erasure

Hyper3

singularities

fusions

union

simultaneity

mutable

affinity

subtleties

nuance

flaws

Ultra5

Seventh

Sixth

Fifth

Fourth

Third

Second

First

Zeroth

Neganary

This table is an attempt to produce a facsimile of the projection of differentiation that we
find in the N-category Theory as it relates to Seconds across all the other Philosophical
Categories. This is a difficult task because it seems that these relationships have never been
worked out previously. It is very difficult to create appropriate terms to describe each
emergent jump in characteristics as we go up the meta-levels of the each Philosophical
Category. This is a vertical differentiation of each Philosophical Category that is
illustrating the emergent differences that are roughly equivalent to the differentiation of the
meta-levels. At the same time we are also moving horizontally to include each new
emergent philosophical category. This is an emergent array of the greatest differences that
can produce a field in which individual elements can be compared to their adjacent cells in
both the horizontal and vertical dimensions so that we may to gauge whether the emergent
change is correct in both directions. Unfortunately, language cannot always provide the
exact terms that are needed to express the differences that we would ideally wish to
conceptually express. Many of the higher level transformations of these concepts have not
yet been worked out in the various disciplines that we are working with, so we have
produced rough approximations. In order to help, we have also extended the table by
producing intermediary concepts that will bridge between the meta-levels, because there
are times that a term can be the summary of an effect, as well as times that a term can be a
characteristic that leads to an effect. So, in the second table we have created intermediate
lines that have ‘HAVE/GIVE’ relationships1089 between the meta-level markers. The
intermediate concept at the lower level initiates movement into the next higher meta-level.
This allows us to refine what is added in the jump between the meta-levels and makes our
intention clearer as to what we are approximating as we develop the Design Field as a
complete semantic matrix.

1089

If a meta-level HAS a certain additional characteristic then it GIVES the next emergent meta-level.
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ERASURE,
EXPUNGE
MATRIX

QUALIA (stuff)

KIND (ESSENCE,
SPECIES)

TOPOLOGY

SYNERGY

INTEGRITY

POISE

INDEPENDENCES,
orthogonal

destroy,
destruct

iteration

distinction

natural
transformation

homeomorphism

reuse

balance

commutation

Anticommutative,
antisymmetric

ABSENCE

REGISTER

SPECTRA
(structure)
range

CATEGORY

MANIFOLD

LATTICE

HOLARCHY

CONSTELLATION

HETERARCHIES

Hyper3

interspace

Process2

nonassociation

association

complementary

cohesion

plasticity

modification

modulation

recursion

dehiscence

interspace

INPENETRABLE
, obscurity,
inscrutable

REFLECTIONS

SYMBIOSIS

ENSEMBLE

MALLEABLE

INFLECTION

REFINEMENTS

ATTENUATION

DEFECTS,
FAULT

Wild4

indivisible,
uncutable

division

confluence

coherence

resilience

perturbation

sublimate

derivative

contamination,
taint

interspace

SINGULAITIES

FUSIONS

UNION,
marriage

SIMULTANIETY

MUTABLE

AFFINITY

SUBTLETIES

NUANCE,
delta

FLAWS

Ultra5

Seventh

Sixth

Fifth

Fourth

Third

Second

First

Zeroth

Neganary

Table 13.2. Large Expanded Design Field Table.
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position

conjunction

disjunction

HOLON
(moment)
NEXUS

SINGULAR

arrow

ELEMENT

connection

differentiation

INDIVIDUAL

COMPONENT
(part)

distinction

SPOT

arrangement

limit, sanction

LACUNAE
(HOLE)

ARRAY

interspace

being0

DISCONNECTS

CORRELATE

ALIGNMENT

INTERDEPENDENCE

CONTINUITY

separation

juxtaposition

tensegrity

Summation
(min, max)

extent

functor

variation

PROPERTY

MAP

demarcation

deletion,
excision

PRIVATION

PLACE

interspace

Pure1

Seventh

Sixth

Fifth

Fourth

Third

Second

First

Zeroth

Neganary

Second
AFFINITY
perturbation
INFLECTION
modification
KIND (ESSENCE, SPECIES)
natural transformation
CATEGORY1090
functor1091
MAP
arrow
ELEMENT

In the representation of the meta-levels of Secondness we see that the various
transformations of the arrows at the various meta-levels appear more naturally in terms of
the intermediary characteristics. Category Theory drops the elements and concentrates on
the Relations. If an Element has an arrow then it gives a Map. If a Map has a functor then
it gives a Category. If a Category has a natural transformation then it gives a Kind, or
species. If a Kind has a modification then it gives an Inflection, and if an Inflection has a
perturbation then it gives an Affinity. We have created the terms Inflection and Affinity to
try and capture what modifications and perturbations give as results as we move to the next
higher emergent level. These words are not perfect for the expression of the concept, but
are the best approximations that could be found. The goal is to remain in the Philosophical
Category of Second, and express the result of higher level modifications and perturbations.
Category Theory defines the Maps and Categories but does not really define the higher
level results that we call Kinds, Inflections, and Affinities. However, we are keeping in
mind the examples of Species, Gender, and Persona. Species are Kinds, Gender is an
Inflection of a Species, and Personalities are Affinities, which are less different than the
inflections of the species. This extension of Category Theory gives us a vocabulary for
discussing the emergent levels of Secondness (in Category Theory), which is very useful.
It is useful because Designs are full of relationships of different types. Much of the essence
of a design is contained in the various types of relationships that are represented. But one
weakness of our Design Theory is that we do not really understand higher order
relationships and how to differentiate them within our designs. Higher order relationships
that exist at higher meta-levels are essentially different from lower order relationships. For
the most part we use lower order relationships and note the arbitrary differences between
them while failing to understand higher order relationships that may exist between the

1090
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category_(mathematics) accessed 081214
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lower relationships that we specify, although, occasionally we are forced to look at higher
order relationships when we do a domain analysis for reuse across a product line. Having
a vocabulary for expressing these higher order relationships and knowing that we can use
Mathematical Category Theory to express them, considerably deepens our Design Theory.
Understanding the Design Field is essential to understanding the nature of design more
deeply.
Up to this point, this chapter has been mainly focused on the relationships that are
encountered and/or created in the design process. But designs are not all about
relationships, designs are also about the ideas and concepts involved in taking the Design
Object into its actualized state as the Object of Design. Here we find that mathematics and
philosophy fail us because a mathematics of concepts, as Firsts1092, does not exist in the
same way that a mathematics of relationships exist. However, there are some hints1093 as to
how to understand the nature of the meta-levels of Firsts and we need to follow out those
hints in order to approximate a vocabulary for expressing the meta-levels of the Firsts.
First
SUBTLETIES
sublimate
REFINEMENTS
modulation
QUALIA (stuff)
distinction
SPECTRA (structure) range
variation
PROPERTY
differentiation
INDIVIDUAL

If we move to Firsts, we note that there has been a lack of focus in establishing the identity
of the meta-levels of entities. In this case the Zeroth level is the individual instead of the
element, because individuals are what exist. It has been suggested that the meta-level of the
individual is its properties1094. Note that in Category Theory the element is forgotten and
turned into nodes in the associative diagram, whereas with the individual, the element is
what is being interrogated. Properties are interesting because they are Mass-like rather than
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Mathematics deals with relations between mathematical elements not the elements themselves, which
exist as undefined individuals for the most part.
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and properties in the philosophical tradition. We can point to the work of John Baez on Cohomology and NCategory Theory as a basis for what we are proposing here. See Baez, John. “Lectures On N-Categories And
Cohomology” Notes by Shulman, M. http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/cohomology.pdf/ accessed 091106;
Also see Westerhoff, Jan. Ontological Categories Op. cit.
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Set-like, although this Mass-like nature of the properties causes difficulty because
philosophy generally tries to maintain its Set orientation. When we look at the difference
between individuals in terms of properties, we find that a given Property has a Spectra (or
a range) that appears among all the Individuals. For instance, one example of a standard
Property is color. When we look at a cross-section of Individuals in terms of Property, then
we see all the various colors in the spectrum. There will be a Spectra for any Property that
we are looking at. The Spectra expresses the variation of the Property as it appears when
we look across Individuals. When we go up to the third meta-level with respect to the
Spectra, then we find that there are various types of Properties that may be specified and
we call these Qualia. Traditionally, Qualia have been divided into primary and secondary
qualities, with the primary qualities being those studied by Science, such as mass, velocity,
hardness, etc. Secondary qualities are those that do not figure prominently in physical
scientific descriptions. There are many different kinds of primary physical properties and
the discontinuous differences that we distinguish between those properties appear at the
third meta-level. When we move to the fourth meta-level, there is a Refinement of our
appreciation for the qualities, while the fifth meta-level may be described in terms of
Subtleties. For example, color has hue, but beyond hue there is also saturation. So the
meta-levels higher than three have to do with the internal adumbration of the Qualia rather
than the introduction of radical differences beyond the types of Qualia. The range of values
within the Spectra has distinctions that allow us to identify Qualia, which are the different
types of Spectra that are given.
John Baez talks about these meta-levels in his lectures1095 on Cohomology1096 and NCategory Theory1097. In those lectures he proposes that there are three levels of the
individual, which are properties, structure, and stuff, and what exists above that he calls
eka-stuff and eka2-stuff1098. This shows that the higher meta-levels of Firsts have not been
named as yet. Individuals that were the elements that have been dropped in Category
Theory have their own meta-level properties, but there are ranges of the values of the
properties that we will call Spectra and it must be noted that Spectra have structure. Then,
at the next level there is the differentiation of the types of possible ranges and this
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differentiates the stuff of different kinds, which we will refer to as the Qualia. It is the
Qualia that are needed for the Category Theory to differentiate the kinds of categories and
this is what is needed for us to specify essences, which are the constraints on attributes
through which the things can express their Qualia. We see that essence ties kind to Qualia
by constraining the attributes that express the Qualia in the individual. We will venture to
go further in our explanation and go on to designate eka-stuff as Refinements and eka2-stuff
as Subtleties.
We will begin our development of the meta-levels related to the First Philosophical
Category by defining the transitional (or interstitial) elements as well as the meta-levels.
The Individual has differentiation, which allows us to distinguish Properties. Properties
have variation that allow us to identify their Spectra, which has its own structure. Qualia
has modulation that gives Refinements, such as the way hue influences the ‘Qualia of
color’. Refinements are sublimated to give Subtleties such as the ‘subtlety of color’
saturation. We have names for the Refinements and Subtleties of color but most Qualia do
not have specific names for these higher meta-levels of differentiation within the individual
qualities.
It is interesting that Secondness moves outward from the element while Firstness moves
into the individual to explore the realm of properties, their ranges, and qualitative types. In
other words, we see that when the individual is considered as a Form, its higher metalevels have content that are contemplated schematically as patterns of contents. Actually,
individuals can be at any schematic level and do not have to refer to forms. However, due
to our tradition, we tend to think of individuals as forms. And we notice that the kind of the
form is specified at the level of Hyper Being and that the content of the form (as its various
interpenetrated Qualia) are also seen at that same meta-level. Qualia are fitted to the kind
via the essence, which constrains the attributes of the form. Essence can then be thought of
as a trace that exists between the Qualia and the Kind, i.e., between the First and Second.
In addition, we notice that this essence, as a constraint on the Qualia of the attributes
within the ‘essence of the kind,’ appears as a trace between the two Philosophical
Categories and not as a differentiation of the categories in relation to the meta-levels. This
constraint (or essence) appears at the level of Hyper Being, which connects significantly to
the theory of the Quadralectic.
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In terms of design we need to specify the individuals and know what the general structures
of the elements are. From Object-oriented Design1099 we know that an important part of
any object is its data type, although it is important to understand that we are particularly
interested in the types of objects because the type is the meta-level of the object. Variables
within an object can have different ranges of values depending on their type. And when we
distinguish the ranges we are really distinguishing the attributes of the object. The object
itself is defined by the various types of attributes that it contains and these determine its
kind. But we can further differentiate the object based on the inheritance scheme that we
have constructed so that we may add and subtract attributes from the object. When we
define the inheritance hierarchy we are determining the kind of object. Wisse suggested
that rather than assigning arbitrary category schemes as a basis of inheritance, we should
assign inheritance that is based on how behavior changes in different contexts. Notice that
the category is one down from the kind at the level of Second. So, one way to think about
the relationship between objects and inheritance is to think about the link between First and
Second where Data Types (properties with spectra) become the Qualia of attributes that are
constrained as kinds within categories. The categories are mapped elements that are used to
differentiate kinds within an inheritance hierarchy. The kinds organize the attributes’
qualities, which, in turn, controls the data types and their spectra. Notice that it is an
inverted U that moves from First to Second.
This makes us wonder what the non-inverted ‘U’ might be between the First and Second.
There are Subtleties and Refinements to Qualia, which then relate to Inflections and
Affinities. This connects the higher meta-levels of Firsts and Seconds. It reminds us that
there is an alternative to Object-oriented Design in Software and Systems Engineering that
is called Aspect-oriented Programming. Aspect-oriented Programming1100 seeks to
separate out some aspect that would be scattered across the System if we followed a purely
Object-oriented approach. We can think of Aspect-oriented Programming as dealing with
the Subtleties and Refinements in relation to the Inflections and Affinities by centralizing
their expression within the System. For example, there is also Service-oriented
Programming (or system safety, or error handling), which needs to cut across the normal
programming lines of objects. If we start out from these Subtle Affinities and build ways
of working with Refined Inflections, i.e., if we organize from the top down rather than
from the bottom up, then we could impose a completely different kind of organization on
1099
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the System, which would centralize what is marginal, and marginalize what is central. The
development of programming techniques shows us that both ways of organizing the
System need to be considered together rather than just having an object centric view. The
system becomes more like a hologram1101 when both of these types of techniques are
applied together. In other words, the objects with inheritance tend to fragment the System
Design process, so it is necessary to have other views where things that are marginal in
Object-oriented Design to become centralized so that they may be treated together
systematically. The important thing that we learn from this is that it is necessary to
consider the relationship of Firsts and Seconds to each other, and that working down from
the higher meta-levels is just as significant as the view from the lower meta-levels. Objectorientation needs the complement of Aspect-oriented Programming in order to produce
efficient designs. We can explain this difference by recognizing that when the higher metalevels work together between Philosophical Categories, we can attain a completely
different view than that of lower meta-levels working together as happens when Objectoriented Design is applied without taking these significant relationships into consideration.
Third
MUTABLE
resilience
MALLEABLE
plasticity
TOPOLOGY
homeomorphism
MANIFOLD

1102

extent
CONTINUITY
arrangement
ARRAY

We can most easily extend this argument to the Third Philosophical Category. This
category has to do with Continuity. Continuity is a characteristic of the arrayed field of
elements. The next level up from Continuity is the Manifold, where multiple continuities
are related to each other. Kant uses the term manifold for the ‘generalized thing’1103. From
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mathematics we know that the study of manifolds comes under the rubric of topology1104.
There are many different kinds of topologies, as well as a set number of topologies for a
given dimension, except for the fourth dimension, which has an uncountable number of
possible fake topologies. In other words, topologies are not fundamental to the fourth
dimension like they are for other dimensions. With regard to continuity, the greatest
possible difference between topologies appears at the third meta-level. Beyond the third
meta-level, the degrees of freedom are successively reduced. Meta-level four could be
described as plasticity, and meta-level five could be described as resilient. Plasticity recalls
the means through which one topology becomes another. Resilience has to do with how
these transformations can take place.
The examples of the Third are really Geometry1105 and Topology1106. Thus, the parallels
that J. Baez draws between Cohomology Theory1107 and N-Category Theory1108 are of
interest here. But our contribution is to try to give names to the intervening steps by which
we traverse the meta-levels. We begin with an Array of elements. When they form an
arrangement, we then achieve Continuity. When we take different continuities (such as
continuities in different dimensions) and connect their various extents, we have a
Manifold. When Manifolds have homeomorphisms, we are given Topologies. When
Topologies have plasticity, then they give us Malleability, and when the Malleability is
resilient, it becomes Mutable. When we are speaking of Malleability here, we are thinking
in terms of Morse Theory1109 and the way that different topological forms may transform
across space or time. In relation to Mutability we are thinking about Ricci Flow1110 where
the intensity within ‘topologically malleable topological structures’ flows in a way that
mutates one topological structure into another. Mutability is changeable. Resilience is the
ability to change. Malleability is the property inherited by the plasticity of the topological
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structures. Normally we go from one topological structure to another via Surgery1111. If we
do surgery, we need to cut and glue the surfaces together again in a different way, but this
assumes that the surface itself has the plasticity necessary to express its malleability. It is
the different malleablities of topological surfaces that make their surgery possible and this
allows us to discover new topologies. If the surfaces were not pliant and ductile in our
imaginations, then we could not transform them to discover new topologies. The surfaces
that we deform have a certain tension within them, which we must allow to propagate
within that surface because it is through that relaxation of the surface tension that it is
possible to discover the resilience that the surface has.
Notice that the main thing that must be added to get the Third of Topology from the
Second of Kind is dimensionality1112. We assume that there are dimensionalities that allow
continuities to extend and produce the various topologies that are associated with the
various dimensional spaces. What is necessary for perspective is also necessary for
dimensionality. Thus, we can consider how Perspective might be a way of relating Kinds
to Topologies. Topologies constrain the ways that we are able to move in spaces in the
same manner that essences constrain Kinds. Topologies constrain the way that elements
can be arrayed in the spaces that we view from any given perspective. Perspective is
always something that encompasses an object whose image is seen from a standpoint that
is positioned to view that image’s vanishing point, which is the intentional target that is
beyond the object image. We are embodied beings that topology determines and constrains
from all possible points of view directed at ourselves and/or at other objects. Topology also
constrains our access to other objects that are part of our continuous environment. Yet, if
we are to differentiate ourselves from the objects, then they must be different from us and
distinctly bounded. Thus, our experience is full of continuities and discontinuities of
various kinds.
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Zeroth
NUANCE, delta
derivative, integration
ATTENUATION, augmentation
recursion
MATRIX
iteration
REGISTER, byte, word
demarcation
PLACE
distinction
SPOT

By extending the analogy of the N-category Theory and by using our knowledge of the
nature of the meta-levels of Being, we can better understand the meta-levels of the
categories as posited by Peirce and the trans-Peircian extensions of those first three
Philosophical Categories. However, after that, everything becomes much more difficult as
we attempt to hypothesize the nature of the first few levels of the other trans-Peircian
Philosophical Categories. The easiest of these is the Zeroth category because it is the dual
of the First. While the First begins with the individual, the Zeroth category must begin with
a Spot. The relationship between the Spots can be seen in terms of Places, and the
relationship between the Places can be described as a Register. We know that the third
meta-level is the Matrix, which is a Cartesian cross1113 of registers. As a result, the next
higher level is a characterization of the meta-levels in terms of Emptiness and Void. We
will describe this as ‘articulations of the Zeroth’ within the context of the Matrix. Void is
the Zeroth that surrounds, and Emptiness is the Zeroth that is surrounded. This can be
thought of in terms of even and odd zeroness. There is some controversy in mathematics as
to whether zero is even or odd1114. Emptiness is even and Void is odd. Void is prior to the
appearance of One while Emptiness is after the appearance of Multiplicity (some member
of which can be missing). Various types of zeroth non-phenomena are articulated by their
context as Attenuations. This type of articulation has to do with indirection, i.e., pointing to
the context in order to fill in the quality of the Attenuation. Both Emptiness and Void are
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nondual in as much as they cannot be articulated because nothing is there to build upon to
create a representation, but by looking at the context, we can articulate what has been
attenuated. Beyond that, we will call the highest meta-level of the Zeroth category a
Nuance, because, at that point the attenuations become very subtle.
The Zeroth category makes more sense when we relate it to the interstices that are the
characteristics that carry us from one meta-level to another. Given a Spot, we make
distinctions, which give us Places. Once we have Places, we can form them into Registers
by making a series of demarcations. Once we have Registers, which are arrayed places for
situating things, then we can use iteration1115 to produce Matrices from their various
dimensionalities. Pascal’s Triangle specifies the minimal arrangement of the information
infrastructure. The Cartesian crosses of various dimensionalities specify the matrix within
which the variables that hold those Registers are arranged and accessed. The next higher
intensity of iteration is recursion1116, which we notice is a reentry into itself rather than
into another countable. Recursions bestow a higher level on the matrix, which we call
attenuations. We assume that recursions will be finite if they are to have a result, and the
result of the recursion is normally some sort of Attenuation, or Augmentation of the data
that was recursed upon. For instance, the sieve of Eratosthenes 1117 drops ‘non primes’ in
its recursion. When Attenuations have derivatives1118 then we get Nuances. Derivatives
appear in calculus1119. The Nuance is the ‘delta.’ Taking the function to its limit (with ever
smaller deltas) produces the tangent to the curve, which is a discrete result. There is
Attenuation as we take the function to its limit, and that produces the derivative based on
the Nuance. In Calculus, the dual of the derivative is integration1120. One finds the tangent
of the curve and the other finds the area under the curve. Both use the measure of the
movement toward the limit of infinity as the power that is needed to produce a determinate
number out of an infinity. It is interesting in this regard that infinitesimals are banished
from normal analysis and only included in discussion in non-standard analysis1121. This
shows that the Nuances are separated out in higher mathematics. What we can see by these
analogies is that Mathematics and Computational Theory combine to give us a treatment of
the Zeroth Category when we consider its meta-levels.
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But we must also consider that the Concept can be defined as a relationship between the
Matrix and the Qualia. And we have noted that the Ennead, as an Axiomatic Platform, has
the structure of a ‘matrix of related elements’. And we noted that M. Schlick wanted to
separate the self-referring concepts from the percepts. Concepts refer to things in
experience, which are represented as ‘percepts of Qualia’ that we can distinguish as
different kinds of things within the topology of our experience. It is the matrix in the
Zeroth Category that makes the possibility of self-referring possible, because, without the
places in the Matrix, the concepts could not be distinguished. Concepts within the Matrix
can be distinguished even though they are not filled by Qualia through percepts. But
normally, concepts are related to percepts and, in fact, it is the emptiness of the Zeroth that
allows the concept to encompass things as well as to range over experience in order to
connect names and exemplifications. Thus, we can see that concepts are usually in the
interface between Qualia and Matrices. But if we want to construct an Axiomatic Platform,
then the minimal structure that makes that possible is the Enneadic Axiomatic Platform in
which the empty concepts are merely self-referring through the various levels of
mediation, and they are marked by their signature from the information infrastructure.
Neganary
FLAWS
contamination, taint
DEFECTS, fault
dehiscence
ERASURE, EXPUNGE
destroy, destruct
ABSENCE
deletion, excision
PRIVATION
limit, sanction
LACUNAE (HOLE)

We will now provide an exemplification of the above chart related to the meta-levels of the
Neganary in relation to the Zeroth and First. Closely related to the Zeroth Philosophical
Category is the Neganary, which is the negative or ‘anti-First’ Philosophical Category. The
element of the Neganary is not the individual but the Lacunae, or Hole, which is the
negation of the individual. This category gives rise to the meta-levels of non-existence1122.
In this case the relationships between Lacunae are Privations, and the Privations become
Absences when they are related to each other. There are different kinds of Absences and
the intensification of an absence is an Erasure. A Zeroth at the Fourth meta-level is an
Attenuation, and a First at the Fourth meta-level is a Refinement. If something is missing,
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you can articulate what is missing (or attenuated). If something is present, you can refine
it. But, Erasures are bits of oblivion or forgetfulnesses. We can only consider them
Defects, which indicates that the highest meta-level of the Neganary must be Flaws.
This process begins with the Lacunae, which imposes a limit or sanction upon itself. This
limit, or sanction, moves us to the level of a Privation. When there is a deletion or excision
of a Privation, then there is an Absence. When there is the destroying, or destruction of an
Absence, then we have an Erasure. When we have a dehiscence of an Erasure then we are
given a Defect, or fault. If there is a contamination, or taint to a Defect, then we have a
Flaw. In other words, we can climb deeper and deeper into the Neganary by transitioning
from one Meta-level to the next via some interstitial medium. In general, when there is an
Erasure, then there is either forgetfulness or oblivion. Erasure has to obliterate the Qualia
within the Matrix for this oblivion to occur. If the Erasure is incomplete and a trace is left,
then we have forgetfulness instead. Because concepts are merely traces, it is easy to lose
them through Erasure. In fact, the selective Erasure of our short term memory is very
important. We would not be able to function without a fresh memory pad for new thoughts
and percepts to be experienced and stored. The relationship between the Matrix and the
Erasure is the nameless housekeeping of the unconscious.
Fourth
SIMULTANIETY, coincidence
coherence
ENSEMBLE
cohesion
SYNERGY
reuse
LATTICE

1123

Summation (min, max)
INTER-DEPENDENCE
connection
COMPONENT (part)

If we go in the other direction, which would be forward from the Third to the Fourth, and
apply the categorical interpretations of B. Fuller1124, we know that the first meta-level is
Interdependence, which is the reuse of parts as we see in higher dimensional Platonic
polyhedra. The second meta-level is the Lattice where parts hang together in a ‘fitting
fashion’, which is the basic structure of the minimal solid derived from the Pascal
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Triangle. The third meta-level would be Synergy. Beyond Synergy there is Ensemble. The
fifth meta-level of Synergy is Simultaneity, or coincidence.
To further explicate the meta-levels of the Fourth Philosophical Category we can propose
starting with a Component that has a connection because then we are given the possibility
of Interdependence. If we have Inter-Dependence and there is summation with minimum
and maximum combinations, then there is a Lattice. If, within that Lattice there is a reuse
of parts to make different wholes, then there is Synergy such as we see in higher
dimensional Platonic polytopes. For example, the pentahedron contains five tetrahedrons
made out of five points and ten lines and ten triangles. If we have Synergy with cohesion,
then we get an Ensemble, and if we have an Ensemble with coherence, then we are given
Simultaneity in time that coincides in space. An Ensemble is like the various minimal
solids (or simplex polytopes) in various dimensions. For instance, in the third dimension
the Euler characteristic is two, but in the fourth dimension the Euler characteristic is
zero1125. This shows that there is a coordination of the Platonic polytopes across a
dimension as an Ensemble. In a dimension, Platonic solids, or polytopes, can produce
many different Lattices and these Lattices interleave1126. Thus, we can see that there is a
deep coherence to the minimal solids that informs their structure.
Between Topology and Synergy there is a relationship of constraint that we call Design.
Design takes advantage of Synergies under the constraint of Topology. Synergy means that
things are working together. They are working together within the constraints of the
possible topologies within spacetime. We often express designs in even higher dimensional
configurations, which can be represented by configurations of Synergies within spacetime.
In this way we are able to create very complex systems whose elements are reused in many
different ways for various purposes within the design. These synergetic configurations are
also expressions of the emergent properties that are part of the design process.
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Fifth
UNION, meld, amalgamation, marriage
confluence
SYMBIOSIS
complementary
INTEGRITY, centeredness,
balance, cancellation of forces
HOLARCHY

1127

1128

tensegrity

ALIGNMENT
position
HOLON

1129

(moment)

From the Fourth we can go on to explore the Fifth, which we will characterize as syzygy.
Syzygy1130 means Alignment. The nature of the Alignment is a Moment in time and a
Holonomic configuration in space. It depends on one thing to take a position in relation to
something else in the total context of interrelation. Alignment only occurs for a Moment.
In order to have Alignments there must be various forces operating in different directions,
which is a tensegrity that produces a Holarchy. Tensegrity implies centeredness or
Integrity. When Integrity exists between different complementary things that are adapted to
each other, we call it Symbiosis. The fifth meta-level is a confluence that produces a
Union, which is an Amalgamation, or melding, like an ideal marriage1131. A Holon is
positioned to give an Alignment. The Alignment can be held in place by the tensegrity
structure that produces a Holarchy. The Holarchy has an inherent balance of forces that
gives Integrity. Integrity occurs when all the forces always balance and cancel to zero at
the center of the tensegrity structure. This produces complementarities in the elements that
are related to each other through the integra of the Holons. Integrities that have
complementarities will produce a Symbiosis. When Symbiosis has confluence, then a
Union, or amalgamation, or merger is produced such as we see in our ideal of marriage.
Between Synergy and Integrity there is a moment that goes beyond the Quadralectic to a
higher moment, which we call Insight. In that moment the interface between the dual and
the nondual is realized as a relation between the third and fourth dimension. We will add
this moment to the Quadralectic to produce the Pentalectic.
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Sixth
FUSIONS

Sedenion
r+fifteen imaginaries

Meta-system

Octonion
r+i+j+k+I+J+E

Reflexive Social Special System

Quaternion
r+i+j+k

Autopoietic Symbiotic Special System

Complexnion
real + imaginary

Dissipative Ordering Special System

real + real

System

real

Entity

Division lost
REFLECTIONS
Association lost
POISE
Commutation lost
CONSTELLATION
Juxtaposition (conjugate lost)
CORRELATE
Conjunction
NEXUS

Table 13.3. Comparison of the Meta-levels of the Sixth Category with the Special Systems
and their Algebras

Next there is the Sixth Philosophical Category to consider. That principle can be
characterized as the holoidal and defined as interpenetration and intra-inclusion1132. The
Hua Yen Buddhists1133 maintain that it is in the differences that interpenetration is seen.
They give the example of a house. The different parts of the house all fit together in order
to make it a whole house. Interpenetration suggests fusion, while intra-inclusion suggests
that each thing is embedded in the other. Thus, from this point of view Existence is like a
Hologram1134 where the information of the whole is in all the parts. Interpenetration and
Intra-inclusion are duals of each other, the actual state of the holoidal1135 must be
something other than these two dualities. We clearly do not have a vocabulary to talk
about this type of state. That is why it is called Nondual1136. The actual state is
interpenetration (fusion), as well as intra-inclusion (embeddedness). They are both and
neither at the same time as posited by the Tetralemma1137. However, we have a model for
that nondual state in the hypercomplex algebras where interpenetrated nexes are
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conjuncted with each other. The most sophisticated holoidal theories are those of the Hua
Yen Buddhists1138. Fa Tsang1139 made the case that there are ten different ways or modes in
which interpenetration can manifest itself. We can call these the adamantine modes1140 of
interpenetration. They are compared to the fusion of a jewel or crystal1141. Fa Tsang called
them the ten mysteries1142. In Buddhist theory these adamantine modes are all part of the
Alayavijana1143 and within that storehouse there are the traces (bija or seeds) that are the
basis of karmic transmission. We can think of the traces (bija) as hints or spores. This
storehouse is where all the adamantine modes of interpenetration are intra-included in each
other. The Hua Yen Buddhists refer to the reflections in the jewels as being the simile for
the interpenetration that expresses these hints (or traces) of one thing within another, as in
a hologram. Ultimately, there is inter-embeddedness and interpenetration that we envision
as fusion.
We can express this in terms of the hierarchy of the Special Systems. There are Nexes that
have conjunctions, which give us Correlates. When we juxtapose the Correlate
conjunctions of Nexes with each other, then we get Constellations. When we lose
commutation in Constellations, then we are given Poise. When there is a loss of
association in relation to Poise, then we have Reflection. And when we lose the division
property in relation to Reflections, then we have Fusion. This closely follows the structure
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of the Special Systems, which is aligned with the Hyper Complex Numbers1144. The entire
‘set of systems’, together with the Special Systems, give us a model of the Emergent Metasystem Cycle. That cycle is the structure through which material configurations cancel
with each other to maintain the optima in Existence. Real numbers are their own
conjugates. But Complex numbers have split conjugates. Thus, Correlates are merely real
numbers conjuncted. But they go through a ‘symmetry breaking’ to produce a
complexnion1145 causing the conjugate to lose unification. In the next symmetry breaking
the two constellations lose the commutative property to produce the Quaternion, which has
the quality of Poise. By Poise we mean perfect and entropy-less cycling that allows things
to remain stable in four-dimensional space. Then, if we take two quaternions and conjunct
them they will go through a symmetry breaking to produce the octonion, which is the level
of the Reflexive Social Special System containing Reflections. Finally, that goes through a
symmetry breaking that loses the division property and ultimately produces Fusion.
Synergy leads to Integrity, which leads to Poise. This may seem counter intuitive but this
actually is the progression. This is confirmed by Reiser and Umemoto in Atlas of Novel
Tectonics1146. Poise suggests embodiment. It suggests one standing in the center of the
Meta-system in tune with the environment. Poise is a dynamic off-centeredness that is in
anticipation of the need to respond to the environment. It is like being ready with a Judo1147
move in relation to what is coming from the environment. But, if we accept Poise as the
quality produced by Interpenetration, then we will be able to see that there is a relation
between interpenetration and integrity, which is the cancellation of all forces around a
mean. This is a moment beyond the Pentalectic. All we can do is call it Realization. This
moment relates to the relationship of the 16 cell1148/8 cell1149 lattices and the 24 cell1150
lattice in four-dimensional space. This is the deepest synergy of higher dimensional spaces
that appears uniquely in four-dimensional space and relates to laminar flow within the 24
cell.
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Eventually we return to the Neganary, which is the negative or ‘anti-First’ Philosophical
Category. Yet, we can also think of it as the Seventh Philosophical Category. The element
of the Seventh is not the individual but the singular individual. This category, as we have
said, gives rise to the meta-levels of non-existence. In this case, the relationships between
Singulars are Disconnects, and the Disconnects become Heterarchies1151 (or rhizomes1152)
when they are related to each other. There are different kinds of Disconnects. They are
absences of Qualia where both the matrix and what it contains are missing. They are
Independences although we can only consider them Impenetrables, which become
completely unrelated when they appear as Singularities.
Neganary

Seventh

Ultra5

flaws

singularities

Wild4

defects

impenetrable

Hyper3

erasure

independences

Process2

absence

heterarchies

Pure1

privation

disconnects

being0

lacunae (hole)

singular

Table 13.4. Comparison of the Meta-levels of the Neganary and Seventh Categories

When we say that the Neganary and the Seventh are the same, what we mean is that they
are two ways of looking at what is beyond experience. Singularities express themselves as
the Flaws that we encounter and they are inflicted upon our experience. The
Impenetrability of the Singularity that appears as folds in the phase-space, or in the
“control space” of Catastrophe Theory of Rene Thom1153, is impenetrable and we
experience them as discontinuities, or Defects. The ‘invisible control space’ or phase-space
of the Singularity is independent of the realm of experience, and the only way to portray
that independence is by what J. Derrida calls “writing under Erasure”1154. There are myriad
pointers to the warps in experience caused by the virtuality of the singularities and their
effect on experience. This appears in experience as Heterarchies, or ‘rhizomes of
differences’, which are spread out across the field or plateaus1155 of experience. The effects
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on experience are felt as Absences that never appear as presences, and are thus present
everywhere as well as nowhere as moods. Many times these effects appear as Disconnects
in experience or as Privations. At the lowest level, the Neganary can appear as Lacunae, or
Holes1156, in experience. Because they are spread out everywhere without appearing
explicitly anywhere, we can think of them as part of the Singularity of spacetime, although
ultimately, spacetime is a Void. Lacunae, or Holes, are empty spots within the material that
is surrounded by the Void of spacetime. The difference between Emptiness and Void
shows up here. The Void is the universal Singular, which contains the universe. Emptiness
can be described as contained spots where there is nothing material within that universe.
Thus, the Seventh and the Neganary begin as the difference between Emptiness and Void,
but in the end, they transform into singularities that are related and virtual to actual
experience. These singularities are expressed as flaws and defects within the range of
experience. Ultimately, singularities are powerful because they are not only independent of
experience, but they can affect experience and thus act as absences that can never be made
present.
Notice that in contrast to the Neganary and the Seventh, the Sixth is a universal
interpenetration in the form of the Special Systems and the Emergent Meta-system. Thus,
the Sixth is a positive and monolithic view of Existence while the Neganary and Seventh
are a negative and dualistic view of Existence. The actual nature of existence is nondual
and therefore is something other than both of these images of Existence. On the other hand,
the Zeroth is a positive view of spacetime. It can be visualized as a container and
articulated in terms of the Nomos, which is understood via various forms of Mathesis.
What we recognize is that the Neganary, Zeroth, Sixth, and Seventh are really visions of
the limits of experience. In terms of the expression of these limits the Neganary and the
Sevenths are essentially the same, while the Zeroth and Sixth are essentially different. This
means that out of these nine categories, two collapse into each other, and thus only eight
can be maintained as separate. These eight Philosophical Categories become the basis for
the Foundational Mathematical Categories, which are the articulation of the basis of the
description of order that appears in Euclid’s Elements, in the Definitions, Axioms, and
Common Notions1157.
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Casati, Roberto and Varzi, Achille C. Holes and Other Superficialities (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press,1994).
1157
Indications of the Foundational Mathematical Categories are found in the First part of Euclid’s Elements.
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This is an experimental elaboration of the Field of the Philosophical Categories as
articulated at the various meta-levels of Being. It is experimental because this is probably
the first time that the field has been articulated as a whole. Finding the appropriate term for
each Philosophical Category at each meta-level is difficult. Making sure that the words
express the essence of each level is also difficult. This attempt can be thought of as a rough
approximation that can be refined in the future, although it adequately serves our purpose
of presenting a Design Field that will function as an arena for describing and developing
the emergent properties of the semiotic Design Object. The semiotic Design Object
pictures, plans, and models the constructed Object of Design that will exhibit these
emergent properties once it is implemented.
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Figure 13.1. Relation between the Third Meta-level of the Design Field and the Moments
of the Quadralectic.

Design Field
The previous discussion pertains to our theme because this is the field where Design
operates. And we are particularly trying to express that the degrees of difference within the
meta-levels expand to meta-level three, and then begin to contract at meta-levels four and
five, and then vanish all together after meta-level five. This is similar to the points we have
made in relation to the expansion and contraction of the hyperspheres in higher
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dimensions, which we have also associated with the concept of the “Clearing” or “Open”
of Heidegger1158. We are now talking about what appears within the clearing, which is an
interference between the meta-levels of Being and the Philosophical Categories. Normally
these are treated as two orthogonal but interleaved series. But here we violate that normal
configuration as we attempt to explain what would happen if the meta-levels of Being
crossed and interfered with the Philosophical Categories. Recall that the Philosophical
Categories are aligned with the Foundational Mathematical Categories. However, we are
now talking about all categories, not just the Axiomatic Mathematical Categories.
Category Theory is seen as one of the ways to describe all possible categories and recently
it has been discovered that there are various meta-levels of categories that are covered in
N-Category Theory. We are basically extending this idea across all the possible
Philosophical Categories including the trans-Peircian ones. The key idea here is that the
meta-levels of the Philosophical Categories are most expansive in Hyper Being where the
Quadralectic is defined. This is no accident. In fact, Hyper Being is the level where the
space for design is most expansive because it is where possibilities exist that are indicated
by semiotic Design Objects. So, the greatest potential for design variation is at the level of
the Hyper Categories. It is there that the greatest difference appears, which can be
leveraged to produce something new. And, it is also at that level where the greatest
essential difference appears for each category. Design is affected by the entire field, but the
tendency is to cover categories First, Second, and Third, and the central meta-levels of
Two, Three, and Four while omitting the rest of the field. At the center of the field is the
Natural Transformation, which produces different kinds of relationships. Highlighting and
producing existing relationships as well as new relationships between things takes place in
the realm of Emergence. When those new relationships emerge they give us new Qualia,
and occasionally there are new topologies associated with the production of something
new, but that is rare. Topologies occur when a new existent comes into Being as part of the
emergence. Moving toward synergies, or integrity, or poise of interpenetration, is the mark
of ingenious design. The use of matrices or lacunae as part of the design is rare, and would
generally be appropriate only in Meta-system design. However the matrices are used when
we construct the Axiomatic Platform. Lacunae appear when we need freespace within our
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Fynsk, Christopher. Heidegger: Thought and Historicity. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993). Open,
p. 42ff and Clearing, p. 101ff. See p. 147 for both mentioned together. See also Heidegger, Martin, and
Eugen Fink. Heraclitus Seminar. (Evanston, Ill: Northwestern University Press, 1993). p. 130 for discussion
of clearing and open between Martin Heidegger and Eugene Fink. See also Stambaugh, Joan. The Finitude of
Being. SUNY Series in Contemporary Continental Philosophy. (Albany, NY: State University of New York
Press, 1992). p. 35ff chapter 7; p. 43ff chapter 8; and p. 93 chapter 16 on Heidegger’s interpretation of Rilke.
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design, which becomes useful to make way for movement, or interchange, or
transformation within the design.
The Design Field illustrates how the relationships between the Philosophical Categories
describe the nature of the moments of the Quadralectic at the Hyper Being level. We have
noted that Matrix and Qualia indicate Concept. Qualia and Kind indicate Essence. Kind
and Topology indicate Perspective. Topology and Synergy indicate Design. Synergy and
Integrity indicate Insight, and Integrity and Poise indicate Realization. These
Quadralectical moments appear as the interstices between the Philosophical Categories at
the Level of Hyper Being. This is why they are described as traces or hinges. The order of
the moments is dictated by the unfolding of the Philosophical Categories. And from that
unfolding, at the level of Hyper Being, we discover that there are other moments that
overflow from the Quadralectic into the Pentalectic and perhaps beyond. Here we will only
treat what occurs when we expand the Quadralectic into the Pentalectic. Understanding the
moment that would expand this into a Sextalectic must be left for future work. However,
we speculate that besides the sextrahedron of fifth-dimensional space, this moment is also
related to the relationship between the 8 cell and 16 cell polytopes and the 24 cell polytope
in four-dimensional space. Design appears in the transition from Topology to Synergy.
What is design but things working together within a topology to produce Emergent
characteristics? A worthwhile Design aims at Integrity and that is increased when we
transform the Quadralectic into the Pentalectic by adding the moment of Insight. Insight
has to do with realizing how the integrity of the forces within a configuration cancel at a
particular schematic level. Poise goes beyond Integrity to introduce an asymmetry that has
to do with the relationship of that configuration to its Meta-system as a whole as it appears
in terms of interpenetration. Poise is a dynamic relationship with the environment that
exhibits resilience and other self-* properties. Integrity is a relationship of the ‘thing
within-itself’, while Poise is the relationship of the ‘thing for-another’. When something
has Poise it is completely integrated into its environment such that it reflects all aspects of
its environment in itself and in its behavior. Poise is the perfect fittingness of the
constructed Object of Design and its Meta-systemic environment. Poise is the end result of
System/Meta-system co-design. It is actually a moment of completion, rather than a
dynamic moment like those of the Quadralectic and its expansion into the Pentalectic. The
Sextalectic is really the moment of the realization of Design rather than a moment of the
design process itself. Six is a perfect number, all its parts add up exactly to the Whole, and
thus it is holonomic and lacks the dynamism of the design process through which we move
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toward the end state, which is described by the Quadralectic and its expansion into the
Pentalectic.
Of all the meta-levels of the Philosophical Categories, the level of Hyper Being is the
widest and therefore has the most leverage for making a difference. Thus, design is focused
primarily on this meta-level. The Quadralectic plays across the whole field of design, but it
concentrates its effort at Hyper Being because that is where the greatest leverage occurs for
initiating new ideas. This initiation of new ideas may be a ‘happening’ related to Ereignis.
This is the place in the Design Field where the greatest amount of difference occurs, and it
is also at this same meta-level where possibility appears among the kinds of Being. That is
where the most essential differences appear among the things that are being designed. For
the most part, the core of the design effort is expended around the natural transformation,
which is the center of the Design Field because design tries to produce emergent
transformations by producing

new things. Design, which appears in the interstices

between topology and synergy attempts to reach back to Kinds, Qualia, and Matrices via
the use of perspective, essence, and concept moments in order to produce the synergies that
will successfully integrate these qualities. Thus, all the moments of the Quadralectic are
necessary for the execution of Design. But we must reach back into lower Philosophical
Categories in order to push into the Pentalectic so that we may gain the insights necessary
to produce artifacts that are integrally based on the synergies that are produced within
given topologies. Design pulls the elements of the Design Field together in the production
of Emergent artifacts.

Order within the Design Field
We have emphasized that the Philosophical Categories are aligned with the Foundational
Mathematical Categories. Those categories form the basis of mathematics and act as the
Axiomatic Platform for the whole of mathematics. The Design Field applies to all
mathematical categories, but the Foundational Mathematical Categories have a special
place because, as a series, they define the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. When we
undertake the design of emergent artifacts, then it is the order that is our focus, and in
imposing that order, the Foundational Mathematical Categories have a unique role because
they give us a model for the evolution of a new order within a particular arena of concern.
The Foundational Mathematical Categories are aligned with both the Quadralectic, (in
relation to the Sub-schemas) and the Emergent Meta-system Cycle. The next step is to
explore the synchronizing of cycles as it occurs in the process of emergent artifact design.
In this way we will have described the field of design and the process of the design itself.
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The process of design is aligned with the Philosophical Categories and as we have noted
these are separated from each other by the Meta-levels of Being and the other standings
such as Existence, Manifestation, and the Amanifest. So, the process of Emergent Design
is different from the field of Design. The field of Design is characterized by the
interference between the Philosophical Categories and the Meta-levels of Being, while the
Design Process that leads to Emergent Artifacts is not related to this interference. The
interference creates the area of greatest difference that is exploited by design in order to
pull things into actuality from the adjacent possible. Emergent Design sets off a cascade of
Emergent Events and this drives the designer through the Lifecycle of the Emergent
Eventity, which can only be seen purely when it is inscribed in the Nomos. But Emergent
Eventities that are actualized do not only exist in Being, but also have a basis in Existence.
Existence is Interpenetration and is described by the Hyper-complex Algebras, and
particularly by the Emergent Meta-system Cycle through which things arise from nothing.
The Neganary is the doorway (via the square root) into this imaginary realm in which
interpenetration is realized as pure isolation.

Quadralectical Development
Notice that in the development of the Quadralectic we began with the Ennead, which was
defined as the second order mediation, which indicates that it performs as a functor
between various mediations within the Axiomatic Platform. We expanded the Ennead by
adding a perspectival moment to the three moments identified by Wisse. We then
compared the four moments of the Quadralectic to the geometrical embodiments of the
minimal System as a model of the sub-schemas, which developed the Quadralectic in
terms of the manifold. We have concentrated on understanding the interdependence
between the various moments by using a phenomenological approach and this allowed us
to understand it as an orbit for the cycle of transformations between the sub-schemas,
where the operators are separated from the sub-schemas. Finally we compared the
Quadralectical Cycle to the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event and the Cycle of the
Emergent Meta-system, which are interpretations of Existence based on the difference
between Emptiness and Void. The Foundational Mathematical Categories that define the
stages of the Emergent Event give us a way to define the cycle of the orbit even more
precisely than is possible through the Quadralectic and sub-schemas alone. The Emergent
Meta-system is composed of the Special Systems, which are based on the Hyper Complex
Algebras whose nature is based on conjunction. The Special Systems and the Emergent
Meta-system are models of the dynamics of Existence as Interpenetration. When we
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specify the way that the Quadralectic Cycle synchronizes with the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event and the Emergent Meta-system, we are producing a conjunction of two
complementary interpretations of Existence and the dynamic within Being at the Hyper
Being level. That dynamic concerns the traces within Hyper Being, which are the basis for
the exploration of the design possibilities. Those traces spring from the possibilities that
provide a basis for the formation of the Design Object that is conditioned by the Design
Field, which we have specified in terms of the orthogonality between the Kinds of Being
and the Philosophical Categories. Normally we consider these two as interleaved rather
than crossing each other as in a Cartesian cross. It is of profound interest that the Design
Field is the dual of the Cycles in time composed of the Quadralectic, Emergent Lifecycle,
and the Emergent Meta-system, which will be the next subject in this chapter. By
interleaving the Philosophical Categories and the related Foundational Mathematical
Categories with the Standings, we desire a temporal view of the synchronized cycles, but
by crossing the two, we have, instead, a compositional view of the field from which the
Design arises.
Our path through the Design Field with respect to the Quadralectic follows a progression
from the Second through the Sixth Philosophical Categories at the level of Process Being.
We have neglected Spectra, Registers, and Privations because contemporary Design does
not consider them important except for setting limits for what is possible to express in a
design. This prepares the way for us to understand the Quadralectic in the context of the
entire Design Field. We are particularly interested in developing the next higher level
within the Design Field in light of the relationship of the Quadralectic to Natural
Transformation, Topology, Synergy, Integrity, and Poise. We have noted that the
Quadralectic is staged at the level of Hyper Being where possibilities open up to produce
the vast region of the design landscape. In the process of design exploration we walk
through the design landscape and transform the design through the use of Natural
Transformations, but when we consider the continuities that underlie that landscape, then
we must use topology as the basis for understanding those transformations. However, it
should be noted that the fourth dimension is unique because topologies are not
fundamental to that dimension as they are in all other dimensions. S. Donaldson discovered
that there were infinite fake topologies in four-dimensional space rather than a set number
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of actualized topologies1159. This means that with respect to the fourth dimension, the
integrity of our design needs to be different than what is sufficient for other dimensions.
We propose that concepts, essences, perspectives, and designs exist at the level of the
higher dimensions within the open clearing of the schemas although they are represented
by lower dimensional descriptions in our design documentation. In all but the fourth
dimension, it is topologies that ultimately control the distribution of these concepts along
various illusory continuities or ideal planes of articulation. It is the fact that such
topologies do not exist in the fourth dimension that brings the reality of nonduality to our
attention and makes it necessary to understand the relationship between Being, Existence,
Manifestation, and the Amanifest. There is an ultra-efficiency in the fourth dimension that
we should be able to bring into play in our design activities. Ideally, our designs must have
integrity, but the nature of that integrity changes in the fourth dimension. This integrity
that is particular to the fourth dimension is expressed in terms of the Special Systems, the
Emergent Meta-system, and the ideal of Interpenetration. Our Designs need to be
expressed in terms of their axes and the asymmetries that are related to those axes, which
lead us to consider the differentiation of the modes of interpenetration. The fundamental
work of Design is to deal with the Third Meta-level of the Philosophical Categories, i.e.,
the level of maximal difference that we have identified and leveraged in order to bring new
things into Existence. It is not just possibility that comes into being at the Hyper Being
level, but the maximal essential difference comes into being as well. This means that in
Hyper Being there is room for the maximal expansion of concepts, essences, perspectives,
and designs. Our goal here is to lay the foundations for actual design work and to specify
the underlying Design Process by plotting a trajectory through Process Being. In doing
this, we are producing a blueprint for the actual design work that happens at the Hyper
Being level. Beyond this it is also necessary to understand the expansion of difference that
occurs when we move from Process Being to Hyper Being as well as to understand the
impacts of the contraction of differences that appear in Wild Being and Ultra Being.
Eventually the impact of the entire Design Field on the Quadralectic needs to be
considered, but at this stage it is important to have a vision of the Design Field.
It should be noted that the Design Field shows us that the movement of design is
orthogonal to the articulation of the Sixth1160, which represents the Emergent Meta-system
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Monographs. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997). See also Scorpan, Alexandru. The Wild World of 4Manifolds. (Providence, R.I.: American Mathematical Society, 2005).
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and its articulation into the Special Systems. The movement of Design goes down through
the Design Field at the level of Hyper Being following the appearance of the moments of
the Quadralectic. This translates into a movement through the Foundational Mathematical
Categories that describe the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. Thus, we can see here how
the various cycles that we are describing relate to each other. The Quadralectic is the series
of interstices in the unfolding of the Philosophical Categories. These are aligned with the
Foundational Mathematical Categories that express the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event.
As a result, these various cycles that are interleaved and synchronized are all different parts
of the Design Field that are operating together to produce the Emergent Event out of the
Design Process.

The Design Object
The Design Field gives us a view of the possibilities that condition the semiotic Design
Object. The semiotic Design Object is fabricated by Sign Engineering. It should not be
confused with the Object of Design, i.e., the constructed end product of design. The
possibilities outlined in the Design Field are expressed in terms of the Philosophical
Categories and the Meta-levels of Being. Design is an activity that brings those materials
into order, and in the case we are considering, into an emergent order. This ordering is
done via the Foundational Mathematical Categories associated with the Philosophical
Categories. We are assuming that the Design Object will indicate an Emergent Eventity
that will go through the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. The Foundational Mathematical
Categories function as a tool box for imposing order onto the semiotic Design Object. If
we succeed in setting off an Emergent Event, that order becomes a cascade that is imposed
upon the structure of our worldview. We assume that the semiotic Design Object will be
composed of pictures, plans, and models in on the various levels of the Philosophical
Categories and will be operating primarily at the level of Hyper Being, while dealing with
the traces and hinges between lacunae, matrices, qualia, kinds, topologies, synergies,
integrities, and poise of interpenetration. In other words, design work examines and
manipulates maximal differences in order to leverage emergent properties into actuality
from the realm of possibility that has been described by the Design Landscape. The
semiotic Design Object is the System within the Meta-system of the Design Landscape. As
a result, we need a method (such as the Quadralectic) that mediates between the
environment and the System at each stage of the design development. Because the fourth
dimension is the interface between the System and the Meta-system, it is also necessary to
take nonduality (in the guise of Emptiness and Void) into account. Therefore, it is
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important to develop a deep understanding of the synchronization of the cycles of the
Quadralectic with those in Existence in order to successfully execute the Design Process.
This has been our goal, to understand the Design Process and how that is conditioned by
the Schemas and how it can only be understood if we extend Hegelian Dialectics and
Trialectics to the level of the complexity expressed in the Quadralectic, and beyond.

Embedded Knowledge
The ultimate ideal is for the fabricated semiotic Design Object and the constructed Object
of Design to become the same thing. The Design Object is the result of Sign Engineering,
while the Object of Design is the product of implementation based on the blueprint of the
Design Object. The Designed Object1161 (a fusion of the two) must have reflective
knowledge of its own design structure because this knowledge may be used to adapt it to
the environment and provide resilience. The Designed Object is simultaneously both the
Immediate Object (semiotic representational appearance) and Dynamic Object
(implemented represented dis-appearing, i.e. quasi-noumenal with introjected hyle), which
Peirce distinguished. The Designed Object has ontological showing and hiding embedded
in it. In the future, lost product design knowledge must be revived and reincorporated into
the designed product as embedded knowledge. Understanding the Design Field will help
create ontologies that are capable of representing the type of knowledge about the product
that is normally encoded outside the designed product. Making the results of Sign
Engineering part of the product that is being designed (so that the product knows its own
design), must become a significant goal for Sign Engineering. Once Sign Engineering
becomes ontological engineering that can produce ontological knowledge, then the product
will be able to have self-* properties, such as self-maintenance, self-repair, self-control,
and self-configuration, etc.

1161

The ‘Designed Object’ is the fusion of the implemented Object of Design and the semiotic Design
Object, which gives knowledge of its own structure to the artifact. See Figure 13.2.
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Figure 13.2

Sign Engineering

SEMIOTIC
DESIGN
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OBJECT OF
DESIGN

DESIGNED
OBJECT
knows its own design

Figure 13.2. Relation of the Design Object, the Object of Design, and the Designed
Object.

Transition between Design Field and Emergent Design Cycle
Now we transition from the description of the Design Field to the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event. We will examine how that interlaces with the Emergent Meta-system and
how the two synchronize with the Quadralectic as it moves through the moments defined
by the sub-schemas. While the Design Field is born out of the crossing of the Meta-levels
of Being with the Philosophical Categories, it is assumed here that the Meta-levels of
Being are interleaved with the Philosophical Categories. Those categories unfold into the
Foundational Mathematical Categories, which, in turn, are an image of the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event. The Emergent Event intertwines with the Emergent Meta-system and
their conjunction underwrites the cycle of the Quadralectic through the stages of the subschemas, which brings about the arising of the emergent whole as the Object of Design.
This mediation is based on the Design Object, which is shaped by Sign Engineering.

System and Meta-system Meta-levels of Being and the Dynamic
of Existence
Both Systems and Meta-systems have images at the various meta-levels of Being, which
have been explored in the foregoing chapters. The differences between these two central
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schemas are seen in the complementarities between their images at the various meta-levels.
There is also a complementarity between Being and Existence, such that the meta-levels of
Being are separated from each other by the Special Systems, which signify the
‘differentiation of Existence’ between the System and Meta-system.

Models of the
Interpenetration of
Existence
Meta-system
(sedenion and
beyond non- division
algebras)
Reflexive Social
(octonion hypercomplex algebra)
Autopoietic
Symbiotic
(quaternion hypercomplex algebra)
Dissipative Ordering
(complexnion
algebra)
System (real algebra)

System meta-levels

Meta-system metalevels

ultra
De-emergent Metasystem

>>>>>>>>>
Emergent METASYSTEM

wild
Pure
----------------------------- ----------------------------hyper
================

Process
================

process
Hyper
----------------------------- ----------------------------pure
Emergent SYSTEM
<<<<<<<<<<<

Wild
De-emergent Metasystem
Ultra

Table 13.5. Complementarity between Meta-levels of System and Meta-system.

This complementarity between the striations of the two schemas at their meta-levels are
not only dual from the meta-level of one schema to the same meta-level of the other, but
they are also inverted so that the chiasms of Wild-Pure and Hyper-Process as well as PureProcess and Hyper-Wild become duals. There is a cycle in Existence considered Void
where the Normal System in conjunction with the Special Systems produce an image of
the Emergent Meta-system. Systems and Meta-systems can be considered either emergent
or de-emergent. It is normal for Emergence to be associated with the System and Deemergence to be associated with the Meta-system. So, the Emergent Meta-system and the
De-emergent System are anomalies. When a System becomes de-emergent, then it turns
into a Meta-system by revealing its meta-systemic order as niches of its sub-systems.
Similarly, when a Meta-system becomes emergent, then it may transform into an emergent
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Super-system. An Emergent Meta-system exemplifies the special ordering of the Metasystem, which is dis-unified and de-totalized over and against the ordering of a unified and
totalized System. Notice that there is a complete cycle of the four kinds of Being on either
side of the Autopoietic Special System dividing line where the two series of meta-levels
are juxtaposed as they emanate from each schema separately and then intermingle.
We have also noticed that the kinds of Being separate the Philosophical Categories and the
Foundational Mathematical Categories such that an image of the Emergent Lifecycle
appears in the Emptiness of the nondual Nomos. The lifecycle tracks the advent of the
Emergent Eventity and the stages of its transformation in the face of the utterly new. Thus,
the kinds of Being (as part of the standings along with Existence, Manifestation, and the
Amanifest, which are successively deeper nonduals) allow us to trace the successive stages
of emergence of the new eventity as it comes into Existence and into Being. These two
cycles seem to be at odds, but, in fact, they are synchronized in Existence as twin dynamics
of two nondual interpretations that interact and interpenetrate with each other based on the
deeper nondual of Manifestation. One dynamic is seeking the simplest possible
material1162 state (energy1163 /matter1164// information1165/ entropy1166) or optimal
equilibrium in the cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. This cycle is based on the
relaxation of the algebraic properties of the System as it naturally seeks the simplest
possible optimal material state. Creating a material change that moves toward the simplest
state causes a ‘far from equilibrium’ local dynamic that supports a local complexifying
order (negative entropy) that emerges from the conjunctive order of the Special Systems.
This transformative ordering drives the local System through transitions that are governed
by the meta-levels of Being (or non-existence in the absence of Being) and that produces
local emergent events. These local emergent events exhibit the phase transitions of the
Philosophical Categories, which are also associated with the Foundational Mathematical
Categories. Thus, Emergent Eventities have a specific transformational structure within the
Western Worldview and perhaps other worldviews as well. But since the Western
Worldview is unique in its concept of Being, the nature of the Emergent Event is different,
1162

We use the term material here in the sense that Hilary Lawson uses it in Closure as a partial closure with
some openness within it. These closures can be complex material systems that combine energy, matter,
entropy, and information in their positive and negative states.
1163
Negative energy exists but is a very weak phenomenon in nature.
1164
Negative matter is anti-matter, which is an anomalous state of matter in our universe locally.
1165
Negative information is what is kept hidden or secret, i.e., the surprises not sent on the communication
channel.
1166
Negative entropy is the organization of matter, which is a rare event in far from equilibrium systems but
locally ubiquitous in a universe whose expansion is accelerating, so that the entire universe is, in fact, a far
from equilibrium environment. given the injection of dark energy into the universe.
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and this is of special interest because of its global domination. This balance between the
dynamics of seeking the simplest possible material state (which produces local ordering)
and an upsurge of Emergence (as a by-product) is an extremely interesting phenomena
from the point of view of our Phenomenology of Systems in the context of the Metasystem. These two cycles found in Existence are associated with Emptiness and Void and
provide a Meta-systemic context for the Quadralectic in Hyper Being. Hyper Being is the
central kind of Being. It is the point where possibilities burst forth into actuality. It is in
Hyper Being that the Quadralectic allows the moments of concept, essence, perspective,
and design to be a reflection of the traces so that they will articulate the adjacent possible
and transform it from the possible into the actual. This is the articulation that transforms
the possible into the actual. The other kinds of Being, i.e., Ultra-Wild and Pure-Process
Being, as well as Ultra-Pure and Wild-Process Being, form the successive pairs that form
the center of Hyper Being and contribute to this process of articulation from the possible
into the actual. Pure Being is the most transparent and Ultra Being is the most opaque and
obscure. Process Being and Wild Being exhibit external and internal dynamics between the
opacity of the forgetfulness, oblivion, recognition, and remembrance of the open clearing.
Hyper Being is the interface between the System and Meta-system. In Hyper Being the
dynamic between Set/Mass, Emergence/De-emergence, and System/Meta-system occurs as
the trace of the nondual Existence within the projection of Being. The Quadralectic reveals
that there is a place for human beings in the dynamic between the emergent ordering of the
Foundational Mathematical Categories in Emptiness and the de-emergent cycle of the
Emergent Meta-system. This leads to the arising of the order of the Meta-system that
balances the de-emergence of the System in its anomalous transitory state. Human beings
use the Quadralectic to pull Emergent Eventities into Existence and into Being as they
grasp the ordering of the Emergent Lifecycle. The simplification of the material state
provided by the Emergent Meta-system creates natural material optima at the same time
that it prepares the order of the Meta-system, which precurses the advent of the new
Emergent System. This ‘fitting’ of the two cycles of Existence together and their ‘cross
over’, which supports the Quadralectic in Hyper Being, is a very peculiar structure that
explains how the interchange between Existence and Being allows new things to come into
Existence and into Being. This merging of cycles is at the heart of our Emergent
Worldview. It is this central dynamic that we want to take advantage of as we pursue the
advent of new things through Emergent Design Engineering. In this chapter we will weave
together these various series to show how the thread of Beyng is produced within the
dynamics of difference in Being. When human beings practice design in the context of the
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Quadralectic, they play a key role in this unfolding process. This theory proposes that
Emergent Design is central to the human innovative process.

General Schemas Theory and Sub-schemas
In the Design Field the individual is schematized in terms of a spacetime envelope and
differentiated in terms of the sub-schemas. General Schemas Theory is the next level of
abstraction up from Systems Theory. It covers all the various schemas such as Pattern,
Form, System, Meta-system, Open-Scape, Domain, World, etc. In other words, it covers
all the things that are like the System Schema, even though they may have a different
structure. The question for General Schemas Theory is: “What are the similarities and
differences between all possible schemas?” Schemas are templates of pre-understanding of
spacetime organizations that are projected onto things. This leaves the question open as to
how many schemas exist, or how they are related to each other, or how one may compare
and contrast them. We begin with S-Prime1167 that hypothesizes about the nature of the
schemas by stating that there are two dimensions per schema and two schemas per
dimension. Subsequent hypotheses that have been developed expand the number of
dimensions that can apply to a single schema, while exploring the constraints that it
produces. S-double-prime theory1168 states that there are three possible dimensions per
schema, and S-triple-prime1169 states that there are five possible dimensions per schema.
The development of these hypotheses helps us to explore the implications of the
relationship between schemas and dimensions. It is this relationship between schemas and
dimensions that allows the schemas to be specified with formal accuracy and
accountability. This relationship also allows us to posit the concept of the sub-schema. The
sub-schema expands the schemas orthogonality and allows us to hypothesize that there is a
'route of ascent' and a 'route of descent' between the dimensional levels, rather than a twoway route1170. We identify these two routes in terms of the difference between
Representation and Repetition as posited by G. Deleuze1171. The canonical examples are
the sub-schemas of form. Form can have schemas that are two and three-dimensional. If
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Theory of the author with respect to General Schemas Theory that there are two dimensions per schema
and two schemas per dimension.
1168
Theory of the author that there may be more than two schemas per dimension. The example of a threedimensional pattern comes to mind.
1169
Theory of the author that there may be up to five dimensions per schema.
1170
In other words, we hypothesize that the route up the dimensions is different from the route down the
dimensions with respect to the hierarchy of the schemas, which generates the difference between the subschemas in terms of repetition and representation. Repetition is always a move toward a higher dimension
and Representation is always a move toward a lower dimension.
1171
Deleuze, Gilles. Difference and Repetition. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994).
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we break these into two routes that go up and down the hierarchy of the independent
schemas, we get four sub-schemas. We associate these with the Whole Form, Picture, Plan,
and Model and posit that there are sub-schemas at each schematic level. We posit that the
Whole Form Construct is a three-dimensional representation that is collapsed into the
picture, which is a two-dimensional representation. The plan is a generating kernel of the
Form, which is a two-dimensional repetition and orthogonal in its nature. The threedimensional repetition is the model. A key challenge is that there is no way to get back
from the model to the Whole Form. Myriad repetitions do not make a representation whole
again. There is no direct way to put Humpty Dumpty1172 back together again. If we do
attempt to move from the model stage to the Whole Form, it is necessary to develop a
super-schema that is a new whole that encompasses all the sub-schemas that are related to
an individual. We can achieve this by conjuncting them. From the super-schema it is
possible to collapse back into the whole schema as a conjuncted part of the superschematic whole. In this way it is possible to complete the cycle of the sub-schemas where
the Quadralectic moments are the transformations between the sub-schemas and the
moments because the sub-schemas are the super-schematic whole.
Once we have the sub-schemas as the elements of our design vocabulary, then we can
begin to consider their relationship to the Quadralectic. We hypothesize that the transitions
between the sub-schemas are the moments of the Quadralectic. For example, we take the
Whole Form and make a representation of it from a conceptual moment of the
Quadralectic at a lower dimension. This produces the picture. We then take the picture and
produce the plan through the ‘essence moment’ of the Quadralectic, which is related to
behavior. We then take the plan and transform it with the ‘perspective moment’ of the
Quadralectic that is related to the stance and this produces the Model. Finally, we take the
model and produce an approximation to the Whole Form based on the ‘design moment’ of
the Quadralectic related to content. Here we want to examine in detail how the moments of
the Quadralectic are, in fact, the transformations between the sub-schemas. This applies to
all the sub-schemas of every schema in the hierarchy. In this case we are using Form as our
example because it is what everyone is most familiar with. This idea is generally
applicable to the entire series of the schemas and all their sub-schemas. Thus far we have
concentrated on the sub-schemas of Form without mentioning the sub-schemas of the
System or Meta-system because they are not as well known or as well explored as the sub1172

Carroll, Lewis, and Martin Gardner. The Annotated Alice: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through
the Looking Glass. (Cleveland: World Pub. Co, 1968). See also Deleuze, Gilles. The Logic of Sense.
European Perspectives. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990).
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schemas of Form. However, we postulate that the same analysis could be done with those
sub-schemas, indeed, with any sub-schemas from the series of the schemas. This is an area
open to research that needs to be done1173.
Earlier, when we discussed the sub-schemas, we talked as if the sub-schemas were the
same as the moments of the Quadralectic. Now we will undergo a symmetry breaking and
we will reify the difference between the sub-schemas in order to go to the next level of
detail in exposition. In this transformation, the moments of the Quadralectic will take on a
different and transposed order than what was presented earlier. This ‘symmetry breaking’
is related to what we saw in the Axiomatic Platform, which swapped point and extent to
reveal the second-order mediation. Here the swap is between the moments of the
Quadralectic: perspective and design, which is a consequence of the divergence of the subschemas and the moments of the Quadralectic.
From Whole Form to Picture via the Concept
The process of producing a picture is the creation of a lower dimensional representation of
a three-dimensional form. In this case, we are moving from the three-dimensional to the
two-dimensional. Via the focus, we can consider the outward circumstance of the picture
but also ‘fine tune’ the picture to its actual representation. But when we use the focus to
compare and contrast the representation to the circumstance, we can project sense (or
rationality and coherence) onto the representation. When we observe the various
circumstances in which a representation can occur, then we see the significance of the
representation. A representation is something that recaptures what was already present.
This is related to synecdoche, the master trope proposed by G. Vico1174 and indicated by K.
Burke1175. Metaphorically speaking, the Whole Form is all the collection of sentences (a
paragraph) that can be written about a subject, while the picture is one sentence. The
concept is the significance of the sentence beyond its representability.
From Picture to Plan via the Essence
Once we have a two-dimensional picture of the Whole Form, we may move forward
toward constructing a plan. A picture can be viewed from any angle and is a summary of
the Whole Form from a particular angle. But the plan is different, its diagrams are
1173
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Burke, Kenneth. A Grammar of Motives. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969). See
Appendix.
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orthogonal and through repetition it can generate the model. To move toward the plan we
need to discern the essence of the Whole Form, i.e., how it would look from orthogonal
angles. Determining this essence of the whole form requires that we either shift ourselves,
or shift the object, which implies that there is behavior involved in perceiving the essence.
Based on the essence, we can generate the object through its coordinated appearances. The
object appears as it is undergoing a rotation or some other behavioral sequence, which
produces the orthogonal views of the plan that captures its essence. This behavior has the
goal of exercising the object completely so that the generating plan can be produced. This
is related to the master trope Metonymy as proposed by G. Vico and reiterated by K.
Burke. If we define the relationship of the plan and the model in rhetorical terms, then all
possible sentences about a subject define a sub-language model and the plan compares to
the syntax of that sub-language.

The essence consists of all the possible sentences

(appearances) that the subject has in common. These sentences can articulate beyond the
differences that can be codified in syntax.
From Plan to Model via the Perspectives
Once we have a plan, which is based on orthogonal viewpoints, then we have a generator,
which, through repetition, can create a model. A model is the repetition of the orthogonal
views of the plans that modulate each other to fill in the outward circumstantial aspects of
the picture as well as the inner representational aspects. There are multiple orthogonal
perspectives from which the plan can be viewed and they can serve as the basis for the
repetitions, although once those repetitions occur then the model cannot be seen from
orthogonal perspectives. Thus, we take an orthogonal stance toward the plan slices, and
that gives us an image. We repeat that image by filling out the surroundings until we fill in
the perspective. As we repeat different images that are generated from the orthogonal
views of the plan, then we create a view from that particular perspective and fill in the
details that allow it to be a model that can stand on its own as a simulacrum of the Whole
Form. The movement through the surroundings toward the intentional target, or vanishing
point, gives the necessary repetitions. All the possible perspectives of the model are filled
in with their possible images from the generator of the plan. This is related to the master
trope Metaphor as proposed by G. Vico and reiterated by K. Burke. All possible sublanguage syntaxes describe the deep grammar or syntax generator, and by knowing that
generator, we can iteratively produce sentences about a subject. Different sub-languages
appear from different perspectives. The perspective differences can reveal the sameness of
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the deep structural grammar, although these possible perspectives cannot be captured by
the multi-perspective views of a single subject.
From Model to Whole Form via the Design
Once we have a model, then there is mimesis between the model and the Whole Form, just
as there is mimesis between the picture and the plan. A picture can be converted into a plan
by constructing it from an orthogonal viewpoint as long as we keep to the discipline of
scale, and leave aside the illusion of depth. If we want to move from the model to the
Whole Form, then there are detailed contents that need to be filled in that the model does
not have. The contents bring with them a certain context that are supported by pragmata,
i.e., practicalities that need to be satisfied before the Whole Form can be made to function
like the model. In general, this is a very difficult transition to make. The Design is the way
that the ‘content within its context’ is brought into a proper signature such that the model
can become the Whole Form. In this case, the pragmatic practices or performances
overflow from the ‘content-signature-context’ as a projection that realizes the design of the
Whole Form. If the design is fulfilled, then the discontinuity between the model and the
Whole Form is breached and the emergent characteristics of the design are created. This is
related to the master trope Irony as proposed by G. Vico and reiterated by K. Burke. When
we collect all generated sentences about a subject, then this becomes a sub-language
model, but perhaps not the same sub-language as the one we started with because this sublanguage is based on the ‘discovered deep grammar’. The difference between the original
sub-language and the artificial sub-language is a question of idiosyncratic content. This is
the problem that Plato confronts in the Cratylus1176, which is the difference between
conventional language and the true names. Actual emergent wholes have characteristics
that are not captured by deep grammar and that is what makes language creative (in the
Chomskian sense). It is pragmata, which allow this chasm to be crossed between original
and artificial languages. The anomalies and heterogeneous differences that are the
differences between the real and artificial languages are non-representable, even by the
deeper structural levels of language.
From Whole Form to Super-Form via Insight of the Pentalectic
The Quadralectic can be seen in terms of moments of transformation within this complex
of the sub-schemas of the schema. In this case we are focusing on the Form Schema. We
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now know more about the structure of the moments of the Quadralectic and because we
have filled in those details we have a better understanding of how this transition works.
Yet, there is a structure beyond the Quadralectic that is necessary for closing the gap
between repetition and representation. This is the Pentalectic. The Pentalectical moment
projects a wholeness to all sub-schemas. It brings them together in a Minimal System as a
juncture that leads to an insight. The various mediations form a nexus, which produce an
ambience that overflows as an opacity, i.e., a noumena. At this point, the proclivities,
tendencies, dispositions, inclinations, and propensities of the material (that the moments
are working with) become clear by unifying the moments of the Quadralectic. The
Pentalectic produces a greater whole that the Whole Form Construct, which is the synergy
that combines all the sub-schemas via the super-synthesis of the moments. We are positing
that the moments of the Quadralectic produce the transformations between the subschemas, but the moment of the Pentalectic produces a super-synthesis of all the subschemas, which then gives rise to the Whole Form. Thus, by going beyond the ‘Whole
Form construct’ and then by collapsing back into it, the gap between repetition and
representation can be breached. We now have a very precise model of Design by
combining the sub-schemas and the moments of the Quadralectic into a single process.
Because the moments have now been filled in, we have a much more precise and detailed
model of the entire process.
In effect, we hypothesize that we need a super-schema that is composed of all the subschemas including the Whole Schema, with the understanding that when we leap to the
level of the Super-Schema, we can then fall back into the Whole Schema from there. We
cannot directly produce the whole schema from the picture, plan, or model. The Superschema combines of all of these into a super-synthesis, which can separate to reveal the
Whole Schema as one of its conjuncted parts. The fact that there is a Super-Schema
implies that there may be another moment beyond the Quadralectic that produces the
Pentalectic. This new moment leverages the conjunction between the Foundational
Mathematical Categories and the Emergent Meta-system, but in Being, (and more
specifically, Wild Being) it appears as a line of flight. The Pentalectic will be introduced
after a review of the Quadralectic in the following chapter.

Foundational Mathematical Categories and Quadralectics
We have said that there is a relationship between the Quadralectic and the Foundational
Mathematical Categories that is presented as a representation in the Nomos of the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. We have also said that this is coordinated with the
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Emergent Meta-system Cycle. The table that follows shows how these two models are
coordinated with each other and related to the Philosophical Categories. In the table we
will weave together the Philosophical Categories, the Quadralectic moments operating
within the Sub-schemas, the Foundational Mathematical Categories, and the Emergent
Meta-system nodes and operators. All these series are developed in detail elsewhere1177
and mentioned throughout this dissertation. Here we will weave together the various
elements in order to show how the relationship between Being and Beyng is the focus of
each one. This table attempts to show that the relationship between the Quadralectic and
the Sub-schemas as a cycle is founded on the Emergent Lifecycle of the Fundamental
Mathematical Categories, the Philosophical Principles, and the Emergent Meta-system
Cycle. Our focus is to constrain the Quadralectic as much as possible in order to delimit its
possible meanings. In other words, we have noted how the sub-schemas and the
Quadralectical moments are interlaced, and we have noted that these are synchronized with
the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. So
the question becomes: “What happens when we apply all these constraints at the same
time?” It is clear that this multiplicity of constraints will extremely restrict the cycle of the
Quadralectic moments and the sub-schemas, which will give us a deeper insight into the
meaning of the moments and the sub-schemas and how they inter-relate. As a result, we
intend to examine the various over-determined steps of the sequence and try to understand
what we do not already know about the Quadralectic and the Sub-Schemas.

Being
Phil. Category
and
Quadralectic
with SubSchemas
Seventh
Moment:
concept,
representation,
focus,
circumstance,
sense
Zeroth
Sub-schema:
Picture

1177

Existence as
Emptiness
Math.
Category;
either Axiom
or Model
Rep.
Singularity
Model
(Catastrophe
Theory)

Existence as
Void
Emergent
Meta-System
model of the
dynamic of
Existence
Seed in pod
(ipsities in
conglomerate)

SiteEvent
Axiom

Creation
Operator

Commentary
The interaction of the Quadralectic with the subschemas of each schema is synchronized with the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event and the Emergent
Meta-system cycle.
In the Void there are seeds in a pod, which are a form
of ipsities in a conglomerate. These seeds are
singularities in a virtual realm. They are nonrepresentational but they form a basis for
representations that point to concepts, which attempt
to impose identity onto heterogeneous differences that
are singular.
At the level of Existence (as Void) there is a creation
operator that actualizes the seeds into monads ex
nihilo. This is the advent of the event at a site, which
appears out of nothing. This act of creation has the
structure of Quantum Measurement with its associated
logic. Multiple measures form a picture, which is a

See working papers at http://holonomic.net
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Being

Existence as
Emptiness

Existence as
Void

First
Moment:
essence,
behavior,
object,
situation, goal

Multiple
Model (GA)

Monads in
swarm (ipsities
in
conglomerate)

Second
Sub-schema:
Plan

Set Axiom

Mutual Action
Operator

Third
Moment:
Perspective,
stance, image,
surroundings,
intentional
target

Mass Model
(CA)

Views in
constellation
(ipsities in
conglomerate)

Fourth
Sub-schema:
Model

Whole
Axiom
Mereology

Schema
Operator

Fifth
Moment:
design, content,
signature,
context,
pragmata

Holon/
Integra
Model
(Category
Theory)

Candidates in
slate (ipsities in
conglomerate)

Sixth
Sub-schema:
Whole Form

Holoid
Axiom
Common
Notions

Annihilation

Commentary
reduction of the multi-dimensional whole to
something graspable by human finitude. It imposes
dualism (probabilistically) on the nondual substrate of
Existence. The production of ‘something out of
nothing’ is the ultimate existential of the nature of the
Void of space, or the Emptiness of consciousness.
The Monads appear in a swarm as the next stage of
the unfolding of the ipsities in the conglomerate. It is a
model of the Multiple prior to the appearance of the
Ultra-one. From the behavior of these monads, their
essence is apprehended (understood) and the idea of
the monadic object is formed within a given situation.
Here, the monad schema stands in for any of the
possible schemas. The appearance of the monads is a
First, as they initially have no relationship to each
other.
Through the mutual interaction of the monads it is
possible to discover the nature of the monads
interiority as described by Leibniz in Monadology1178.
The characteristics that are internal to the monads
form a set, and that set can be seen as a plan of
relationships between monads. The sets of
characteristics have relationships to each other that cut
across the swarm of monads.
Each monad has a view of all the other monads in their
region, so, we get various views of a constellation as
ipsities within a conglomerate. The individual monads
form a mass, and see the mass (of which they are part)
from a limited perspective. The production of the
perspectives gives rise to the Domain, which
coordinates perspectives. The views produce an
illusory continuity that creates the background of the
views of the various monads as figures.
The monads, given their viewpoints of each other,
schematize the group and thus cause the schema
operator to form a whole made up of parts. This
projection of a schematization forms a model of the
swarm and that model has synergy.
The projection of the schema creates candidates as
modalities in a slate of candidates for the ipsities that
have formed a conglomerate. This projection appears
as a Category Theory model of relational meta-levels.
The fifth moment attempts to discern the internal
coherence of this projection as its design. All the
candidates are holons within the integrity of the slate,
which appears as the inner design of the swarm.
Ben Goertzel1179 has noted that the candidates in the
swarm cancelled each other out, which, in turn,
produced the traces for the next round of the cycle.
The traces are planted in the substrate of the
Emptiness or Void. This annihilation is the same as
interpenetration, and the hyper-complex algebras are a
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Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm. Discourse on Metaphysics, Correspondence with Arnauld, and Monadology.
(La Salle: Open Court Pub. Co, 1962). See also Stewart, Matthew. The Courtier and the Heretic: Leibniz,
Spinoza, and the Fate of God in the Modern World. (New York: Norton, 2006).
1179
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Being

Seventh
(repeated)
Moment:
concept,
representation,
focus,
circumstance,
sense

Existence as
Emptiness

Singularity
Model
(Catastrophe
Theory)

Existence as
Void

Seed in pod
(ipsities in
conglomerate)

Commentary
model of this interpenetration, which appears in
Geometry as the Common Notions1180. This holoidal
interpenetrating sheaf is the ultimate supra-whole
schema, from which the limited finite whole schema
appears through a collapse in the conjunction of
Whole, Picture, Plan, and Model such that only the
Whole Form is left after the catharsis.
After the annihilation, only the seeds are left in the
pod. These are the zero divisors that appear as hypercomplex algebras that collapse into the Sedenion from
the higher algebras. These zero divisors are
singularities that are naturally produced as flaws in the
interpenetration. It is from these that the concept uses
the creation operator to produce a new swarm of
monads. Then the cycle starts all over again.

Table 13.6. Synchronization between Cycles of Existence and the Moments of the
Quadralectic.

When annihilation occurs, the cycle begins again as it fructifies from the seeds that are left
over from the last Emergent Meta-system cycle. This cycle is also the Lifecycle of the
Emergent Event as seen in the Foundational Mathematical Categories. The moments of the
Quadralectic result in the sub-schemas, and the whole cycle produces a Super-Synthesis
from which the Whole Schema collapses. The Quadralectic is able to bridge between
repetition and representation, but not without the production of an over abundance of
emergent effects. Thus, we posit that the two cycles combine with the Quadralectic and the
sub-schemas to give a highly constrained view of the process that occurs in the interplay
between Emptiness and Void, as well as in Being and Beyng. This highly constrained view
allows us to understand the nature of the Quadralectic more precisely. We already said that
the entire sequence of the Foundational Mathematical Categories must have a source from
which it arises, and it must have the Conglomerate ipsities, which provide the nonnihilistic middle way between the extremes of the difference of Set particulars and the
identity of Mass instances. Thus, we are satisfied that all these interlocked and overdetermined cycles are multiple representations of the same process that occurs between
Being and Beyng and Emptiness and Void.
In each Foundational Mathematical Category there is an interaction and juxtaposition
between Being and Beyng. That interaction makes sense of the order that is created in each
stage of the Emergent Lifecycle. In each Foundational Mathematical Category there is
some element that appears and continues to relate to Beyng in the context of the
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Equality in the common notions are the image of interpenetration or the Holoidal Foundational
Mathematical Category.
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differences produced by Being. When the gap between Being and Beyng is embodied, a
spark of meaning can leap between the two. For example:


The Singularity appears from out of the virtual to affect spacetime.



An event of quantum measurement appears at a local site on the background
of the conjuncted probabilities.



The ‘ultra-one’ appears out of the Multiple.



The Set element appears on the background of the empty Set.



The outer boundary of the Mass appears in relation to the parts of the
Whole.



The Holon appears in relation to the Integra.



The zero divisor, as a new Singularity, appears in relation to
interpenetration.

At each stage of the Foundational Mathematical Categories’ unfolding there is a Cleavage
to be leapt over. The Cleavage is the embodied space where meaning is created from the
orthogonal ground of Beyng within the context of the differences in Being.

Design Field and Synchronized Cycles
Two very different views of the context of the Quadralectic have been presented. The
Design Field presents the Quadralectic as the interstices between the Philosophical
Categories as articulated by the Meta-levels of Being with emphasis on the level of Hyper
Being. The synchronized cycles present the Quadralectic and the sub-schemas in relation
to the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Emergent Meta-system. It behooves
us to show how these two representations relate to each other. Meta-levels of Being are
interleaved with Special Systems, Philosophical Categories, and the Roots of Being. The
Roots of Being are the reflection of Being in the Proto-Indo-European language and this is
how Being appears fragmented in logos. We will use the roots in Old English as our
model. The various roots ([sien/syn]/Es/Er//Bheu//Wes/Wer)1181 are differentiated from
each other by the meta-levels of Being. Notice that Sein and Seyn (Being/Beyng) appear as
the most superficial differentiation of the roots in this pattern. This is the way that Being
cuts across itself and thus fragments itself in the most ancient strata of our language. This
is a pre-conceptual fragmentation. The Philosophical Categories show us a conceptual
fragmentation in which Being is fragmenting the realm of all concepts into Philosophical
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Principles based on the differentiation of geometry and number. Percepts and concepts are
either Firsts, which appear out of nowhere (Zeroth), or they are related to other concepts,
or they are converted into ideas, which have illusory continuity. Higher trans-Peircian
categories show how these internal relationships among concepts and precepts ramify. On
the other hand, Special Systems are related to Existence and provide a model of existence
as interpenetrating. This model is fully articulated when we produce the meta-levels of the
Sixth Category. Being is a projection and thus all Being (percepts and concepts) are an
imaginary elaboration that emanate from this model of interpenetration. The various
articulations of the Roots of Being, Special Systems, and Philosophical Categories are all
parallel to each other but are completely different fields that are cut up by the meta-levels
of Being. The Meta-levels divide Being into a linguistic entity, existence, and into the
complete field of possible existences as subsumed under the Peircian categories. The
Emergent Meta-system unfolds out of the Special Systems and the Foundational
Mathematical Categories unfold from the Philosophical Categories. The Emergent Metasystem is the cycle of the optimization of existence that appears in nature as the continual
seeking a material optima. The Foundational Mathematical Categories are a description of
the Nomos as discovered by Mathesis. This is a model of Existence. We differentiate this
model of existence as Nomos by calling it Emptiness whereas we associate the Emergent
Meta-system model of Existence by calling it Void. Emptiness and Void are a distinction
like that between Set and Mass, or between Differentiation and the Undifferentiated. The
Philosophical Categories are a description of the fundamental differentiation of the
conceptual foundations of Existence and the Meta-levels of Being fragment these
conceptual foundations into the Design Field. It turns out that the linguistic sources of
Being in Old English happen to have a structure similar to the meta-levels of Being. Thus,
we say that the roots of Being are also a fundamental differentiation within Indo-European
languages that reflect the many roots of Being. Being is the most fragmented root word
within the Indo-European languages followed closely by the root word ‘have’. We take the
structure of the roots of Being in Old English as paradigmatic1182 of the structure of Being
within the Indo-European worldview, because of the dominance that the English language
has gained, but also because the structure seems to be more well preserved than in Old
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High German, which was the source of the inspiration for Heidegger’s ontology. These
roots of Being that appear in Old English are not all clearly represented in Old High
German. We capture this relationship between Existence and Being by saying that these
fields (Emptiness ,Void) interleave with the Meta-levels of Being. The meta-levels of
Being specify the greatest possible emergent difference between the elements of these
fields. When we take Philosophical Categories and cross them with the Meta-levels of
Being we get the Design Field. The Design Field gives us all possible entities that may be
contained in any given semiotic Design Object. In that field the widest level is that of
Hyper Being.
As we have seen, the moments of the Quadralectic (and Pentalectic) are defined by the
interstices between the Philosophical Category elements at the Hyper Being level that cuts
across the Design Field. The Quadralectical moments (in different permutations) give rise
to various differences such as Temporal/Atemporal, Set/Mass, and System/Meta-system.
The Quadralectic, as a system, operates on a meta-systemic background made up of the
permutations of these structural opposites. The Temporal/Atemporal split can be
differentiated as time and space, which each have their meta-systemic models based on
geometry and algebra. Non-Euclidean geometries and non-standard algebras represent
these meta-systems. The dimensional unfoldings of algebras and geometries are correlated
to the unfolding of the Schemas. Schemas are both temporal and spatial as they represent
spacetime intervals with different types of organization. What cuts across all the schemas
are the Quadralectical Moments and the sub-schemas produced by repetition and
representation. Thus, we can think of the Quadralectic, plus this action that transforms the
sub-schemas at an operational core, as a process that operates across all the schemas. The
Quadralectic is placed at the third meta-level of Being but it is synchronized with both
‘Existence as Void’ in the form of the Emergent Meta-system, and ‘Existence as
Emptiness’ in the form of the Foundational Mathematical Categories. The meta-levels of
Being arise from the logical typing that is necessary to avoid absurdity, paradox, and
contradiction. This absurdity, paradox, and contradiction arise in which Sets are not wellfounded, which means that they can be members of themselves. Interpenetration is a model
in which sets are not well founded but are members of themselves via intermediaries.
There is a fundamental difference between ‘self-non-well-founded Sets’, i.e., those that try
to found themselves by being their own elements, and those that are non-well-founded via
the mediation of the Other. This is one of Hegel’s fundamental insights. Thus, when we
contrast the Emergent Meta-system and Foundational Mathematical Categories views of
Existence, we are basically contrasting Well Founded and Not Well Founded models of
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Existence. In this model, Being is an absurdity, a paradox, or at the very least, a
contradiction. It is a contradiction because, since ancient times, all movement1183 was
recognized to be a contradiction. Hegel recognized this and embraced it, but most of
Philosophy is in denial of the contradictory nature of Being as a Process and therefore
cling to Pure Being. Heidegger tried to reconcile these two views of Being that originate
from Heraclitus1184 and Parmenides1185 by saying that Being encompasses both views with
different modalities for each. But as soon as the two kinds of Being are accepted, then we
open up Pandora’s box and unleash the specter of infinite modes of Being. Heidegger
developed the notion of Beyng in order to prevent this from being necessary. But we have
embraced the higher meta-levels of Being and we have posited that there are only five of
them because there is a transition of Existence at the fifth meta-level of Being. Thus, when
we discuss Existence, we are discussing different views of the Fifth meta-level of Being,
which can be seen as Emptiness, Void, or as Ultra Being. When we talk about the Special
Systems becoming Emergent Meta-systems or Foundational Mathematical Categories, we
are talking about articulations of the fifth Meta-level of Being, which are not something
outside of Being, but something at the heart of Being itself, where Being turns into
Existence. After Being turns into Existence (at its higher meta-levels) it turns into
Manifestation, the nondual between Emptiness and Void and the Amanifest, the deepest
known nondual. Being is a paradox because everything is seen as having Being. Thus, it is
a sub-stratum that supports everything. Through the use of this substratum anything can be
identified with anything else via metaphor. So, Being is at once the most full and the most
empty concept. It describes things that are static and also things that are dynamic.
Parmenides1186 attempted to stem this problem by saying that Being is distinguished from
Appearance and Non-Being. Appearance is the illusion of change and Non-Being is
Existence. But if you isolate only those things that are utterly unchanging, you see that it is
an empty set, because everything is changing. Being then becomes apparent as an illusion.
Being is Absurd because it has been interpreted in myriad ways throughout the history of
our worldview, and thus it is everything to everybody and seems to have no essence of its
own, yet it is supposed to give everything its essence, and guarantee each thing identity,
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truth, reality, and presence. So, we can see that Being is the Unfounded, although it is
supposed to be the Foundation of everything in experience. That is why it is called the
Abgrund, the Abyss, because it is a ‘foundationless foundation’. Essentially, Meta-levels
of Being open up the way to discover Existence within Being at its higher meta-levels.
That existence is split by the distinction of Ultra Being into Emptiness and Void. These
give rise to the Special Systems and the Philosophical Categories, which, in turn, give rise
to the Emergent Meta-system and the Foundational Mathematical Categories. In general, it
is at the level of Hyper Being that possibilities are introduced, and so, it is to that level we
turn in order to understand the basis on which Emergent artifacts are designed. In order to
understand the nature of design we cross the Meta-levels of Being with the Philosophical
Categories to discover what is constituted at the Hyper Being meta-level for each
Philosophical Category. In laying out the Design Field we discover that the moments of the
Quadralectic are the relationships between the Philosophical Categories at the Hyper Being
level, and that these moments are traces or hinges that appear as the interstices between
these Philosophical Categories at the Hyper Being meta-level. But, in order to become
embodied, the Quadralectical moments operate through the transformation of the schemas
between their sub-schemas as established by repetition and representation. As the moments
of the Quadralectic transform, the sub-schemas form a cycle, which is then synchronized
with the Emergent Meta-system Cycle and the Foundational Mathematical Categories,
which form the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event. If we keep in mind that the Quadralectic
is operating at the Hyper Being meta-level and articulating the separation between the
Philosophical Categories at that level, and that the Cycles of Emptiness and Void are
occurring at the fifth meta-level where the phase transition between Being and Existence
occurs, then we can see the Quadralectic is an outward cycle within Being, and that it
expresses a synchronization with Existence that appears at the fifth meta-level. So, the two
cycles that are being synchronized are internal to the differentiation of Being and not
extrinsic to it. These cycles in Existence are an internal dynamic of existence within Being,
which are then expressed externally in Being at the Hyper Being level. The Quadralectic
operates with the sub-schemas across the range of all the schemas. In this sense we can see
the dynamic of Process Being as merely a reflection of this more basic dynamic within
Hyper Being. Only Pure Being is static. All higher kinds of Being are dynamic. While
Hyper Being is associated with the Quadralectic, we can go on to speculate that Wild
Being is associated with the Pentalectic and that Ultra Being is associated with the
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Sextalectic1187. However, because Ultra Being is a singularity and because the Sextalectic
is a perfected state that appears as a Holoid, the only experienceable dynamic is at the
Quadralectical and Pentalectical levels. If the meta-levels of Being were opened up, then
this would be the structure that appears at these higher meta-levels.
Once this is understood, we can go on to note similes between the moments of the
Quadralectic and other phenomena such as the points of view on the Novel, Aristotle’s
Causes, and the Master Tropes of Rhetoric. The Novel is a vast field of fabrication,
elaboration, and imagination within our tradition, and it is of interest because in spite of its
variety there are only a limited number of points of view that are represented within that
vast field of variety. That is because, as a fantasy, the novel is mimicking the field of
consciousness in its production of variety. Phenomenologically, consciousness is
constrained to a number of the basic states that appear to represent states similar to the
Quadralectical moments. So, instead of studying all of the states of consciousness, we can
study the novel as a representation through its repetition of fundamental viewpoints as a
mimesis for consciousness. We can also relate these moments of the Quadralectic to the
causes of Aristotle in order to see the antiquity of this differentiation within our culture and
its finitude because we are unable to think of any other causes than those first proposed by
Aristotle. This will give some appreciation for the universality of the Quadralectical
moments. And finally, when we consider language in general, we must remember that
according to Heidegger, “language is the house of Being”1188, and it is of interest to us that
the master tropes of Vico are also an image of the Quadralectical moments.

Images of the Quadralectic
Quadralectic in Literature: Points of View of the Novel
One way to test this theory is to see it in the context of the novel. In the novel there are
four viewpoints that are possible, these are the, author, character, reader, and narrator. This
1187
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structure is borne out in the Narrative theory of R. Altman1189. If we apply the Quadralectic
in this context, the author is related to representation because he is the one who has created
the representation from the conceptual seed of his insight. The character viewpoint is
related to essence. The character reveals its essence as it interacts with other characters and
its environment. The reader is related to perspective. As each reader takes a stance toward
what he is reading, he derives meaning from what is being read. Finally, the narrator is the
one who formulates the design of the novel from an omniscient point of view, which gives
him access to certain details that he may impart to the reader. These four positions in the
novel correspond to the four moments of the Quadralectic. These four viewpoints are
implicit in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit as the voices that say “we”1190.
Quadralectic as Aristotle’s Causes
Another way to look at the Quadralectic is in relation to Aristotle’s four causes1191.
Representation is related to Formal Cause, i.e., what it is to become something. Behavior is
related to Efficient Cause, which is what produces something. Stance is related to the Final
Cause, which is the telos that defines purpose. We project the telos as the intentional target
of the thing. Telos is what brings the thing into the Form of the whole schema, which is
what the metaphysics of presence demands. Finally, the content, in its context, is related to
the Material Cause, which defines what something is made out of. Thus, Aristotle’s four
causes can be considered as the first known mention of the four moments of the
Quadralectic, although the causes do not operate together or in the sequence that we posit
in the Quadralectic.
Quadralectic as Master Tropes
In his New Science1192, G. Vico says that there are four master tropes. Trope means ‘turn
of phrase’. This was picked up by K. Burke in the Grammar of Motives1193. Burke’s book
is about the analysis of motives in terms of agency. His various terms for agency can be
viewed in terms of the differentiation of the moments in the Quadralectic. Burke identifies
Agent, Act, Agency, Scene, and Purpose as the fundamental moments of his “grammar of
motives”. He talks about how the different philosophies of agency have emphasized
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different aspects in this field of motives. K. Burke states that Agent is who, Act is what,
Agency is how, Scene is where and when, and Purpose is why. We can relate these to the
differentiation that exists in the moments of the Quadralectic. We can see that the traces,
i.e., concept, essence, perspective, and design are indications of who (the invisible identity
of the agency), while the System, i.e., the representation, behavior, stance, and content is
more akin to the what, or act that appears on the background of the scene, which is
described by the Meta-system as circumstance, situation, surroundings, and context.
Between the scene and the act there is the agency, or mediation, which answers the
question how, which is associated with focus, object, image, or signature. Finally, there is
the purpose or why, and that is the projection, which is associated with the sense, goal,
intention, and pragmata. In Burke’s Grammar of Motives, phenomena is differentiated
much in the same way that the moments of the Quadralectic are structured. And, in an
appendix to his book, K. Burke recalls G. Vico’s master tropes as the process by which this
grammar of motives is transformed. These are synecdoche, metonymy, metaphor, and
irony. We have identified these with the moments of our Quadralectic1194. Synecdoche is
related to part-whole relations, which indicates how representations can perform as
substituting a part for the whole. Metonymy is a transposition of one thing for another (and
vice versa), and this transposition is related to behavior. Metaphor changes the meaning of
a word from its proper ‘literal’ meaning to a meaning that can be interpreted as analogous
to it. Metaphor indicates that something IS something else, which means we have to derive
a particular perspective on that thing. Irony is the act of understanding two different
perspectives at the same time, which can generate a perceptual contradiction. It is this type
of contradiction that must be overcome for the Whole Form to be generated out of the
design model. We need to see the new characteristics in the former situation and how that
understanding can transform into a new situation through emergence1195. Emergence is, by
definition, an arising of a contradictory state of affairs where the old is overcome with the
new although there can be a particular moment when both old and new apply to the same
thing simultaneously. We need dialectics to overcome this para-consistency. In a sense, all
this work has merely rediscovered what G. Vico and K. Burke have already told us about
the relationship between the “grammar of motives” and the “master tropes”. The
Quadralectic makes this theory more precise and puts it in the context of Emergent Design.
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However, it is surprising that such a closely related theory comes out of the use of
Rhetoric1196.
Applying the Quadralectic as Design Method
We can line up the design methods developed in Integral Software Engineering
Methodology (ISEM) with the Quadralectic. We do that by realizing that in each case the
Meta-system schema must have a relationship to the schema of the System. We are
familiar with the opposition between form and function, so we can see that a given
representational form will have a particular function in a particular circumstance. It is the
function that allows us to distinguish the focus that yields the representation. If we apply
this same type of discrimination to the other moments of the Quadralectic, then we realize
that the behavior of manipulating the object to reveal its essence will generate an event in a
given situation. The agent, in his given surroundings, takes a stance and thus perceives an
image from that perspective. Finally, in a given context, certain content can be
encapsulated as data. That allows the unordered point of view of the data to be related to
requirements. Full ordering applies to space and time, and data and event are related to
behavior and content. Partial Ordering applies to Function and Agent, which relates to
representation and perspectival stances. If this mapping can be affirmed, we can then say
that the minimal methods are the bridges between the Quadralectical moments. It can also
be said that the meta-methods can be derived from the Quadralectical moments. The metamethods are the Gurevich Abstract State Machine and the Wisse Metapattern. This
elaboration supports Wisse’s Metapattern method. The rules that are the basis of the
Gurevich Abstract State Machine are nodes that combine the four perspectives within each
rule. The meta-methods produce the unified modes with all four perspectives while the
minimal methods produce slices of the Turing machine, which represent a physical
architecture that is efficient and effective rather than merely a functional and causal
coherence.
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Figure 13.3. Viewpoints on the Real-time System in relation to the Moments of the
Quadralectic.

On the Complexity of the Quadralectic Design Theory
As the various over-determining cycles converge, the complexity to this theory arises. We
are beginning to find other similar series where we can relate the Quadralectic Cycle’s
dynamics in action, such as the viewpoints on the novel, or the types of causation in
Aristotle, or the Master Tropes of G. Vico and K. Burke. This complexity shows that the
structure is over-determined, which gives us reason to affirm its existence. It means that
the various elements in the structure take on a more precise meaning as we find other overdetermining series that we may fit it into. On the other hand, it also has a ‘watering down
factor’ such as we see in the Philosophical Categories of Peirce, which occurs when you
apply the same structure to many different things. In this case the elements become so
complex that they lose their meaning and become imprecise. However, rather than
conflating the various sequences, we posit that they are synchronized, but independent.
The Emptiness Cycle of the Foundational Mathematical Categories within the Lifecycle of
the Emergent Event is independent of the Void Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. These
are synchronized with the cycle in Being at the level of Hyper Being where we see the
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concept, essence, perspective, and design traces. They are coordinated to show the Open
Clearing between Being and Beyng where Emptiness and Void participate within the
domain of Forgetfulness and Oblivion. It is important to see how the moments support the
Emergent Event, as well as the dynamic of Existence in the form of the Emergent Metasystem. We see these as moments of cycles that are synchronized rather than as one thing.
This cycle must have a bootstrapping mode, which can be understood as the
autogenesis1197 of the Emergent Meta-system Cycle. This appears to us as the fourdimensional timing of the Emergent Event or as the Quadralectic that supports design. For
us, design is evolving to mean more than just metis. Only the Whole Schema has the
resolution of pragmata, which can allow something to actually produce emergent
characteristics that the model pretends to have. The interlocking of the different cycles
with different bases allows us to confirm its structure in multiple ways. It has a basis in
Emptiness, in Void, and in Being, but at the same time it transforms the unique and strange
onefold of Beyng as each Foundational Mathematical Category brings to the fore a
different meaning of the onefold. It is also on the verge of a higher synthesis represented
by the relationship of the Quadralectic to the next higher threshold of ultra-synthesis. This
is a boundary that allows us to differentiate the higher synthesis from the lower one, and
this becomes important when we understand the Whole Schema as the Holoidal. In other
words, it gives us a precise model of how the super-synthesis is produced and how it falls
back into the Whole Schema. The alignment of the cycles gives us more information,
rather than just reinforcing our view of the Quadralectic as it stands. It forces us to see the
relationship of the Quadralectic and the sub-schemas in the context of the Emergent Event
and its lifecycle, while at the same time the cycle of the dynamic of Existence is shown by
the Emergent Meta-system. This allows us to state even more emphatically that the
Quadralectic, as it relates to the Design Field, is the core structure that underlies Emergent
Design. The Synchronization of the cycles of Existence provides a foundation for the
Quadralectic and contributes to our knowledge of Emergence. The Design Field gives us
the basis from which the semiotic Design Object can be elaborated on in relation to the
constructed Object of Design. The meta-Quadralectic1198 of meta-design is not just trapped
in Being, as a cognitive structure would be, but it appears as a mechanism that produces
meaning, which is necessary if our designs are going to play a significant role in society,
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be relevant, emergent, and fulfill our needs, as well as the needs of other species, or of the
planet as a whole. The combination of the elaboration of the Design Field and the
Synchronized Cycles of Existence and Hyper Being has the effect of creating both a
structural and a temporal theory of great specificity. But for now, the final question is how
this theory can inform our knowing practice of Emergent Design.

Figure 13.4. Synchronization between the Cycles of Existence and the Quadralectic.
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CHAPTER 14

From Quadralectic to Pentalectic
Considering the Relationship of the Monolectic, Dialectic and Trialectic to the
Quadralectic and then Going Beyond to the Pentalectic
The Quadralectical structure is again summarized and given a more formal definition for each of its
moments. This structure paves the way for the possibility of an extension into the Pentalectic. The
manner in which the Quadralectic produces meaning via the Golden Threads of Beyng is revisited. We
also demonstrate how each Foundational Mathematical Category is a nexus for the relationship
between Being and Beyng. The possibility of meta-design is explored, which gives some insight into the
concept of intelligent design. The role of genius in meta-design is also considered.

Quadralectics Formally Defined
On the basis of the work of Pieter Wisse, we have created the Quadralectic to serve as a
new basis for Sign Engineering. This chapter will seek to formalize the concept of the
Quadralectic and use it to bridge the gaps between it (the Quadralectic), the methods, and
the meta-methods that we apply to Systems Design. The Quadralectic can be used as a
blueprint for the basic processes of Sign Engineering, which specifies how signs interact
with non-signs in a cycle that underlies design. The concept of the Quadralectic began with
Monolectics, then moved to Dialectics, then progressed to Trialectics, and finally evolved
into our present concept and design blueprint: the Quadralectic. It must be noted though,
that Hegel’s philosophical model does not extend beyond Trialectics. Dialectics is a
process of Aufhebung1199: from Thesis and Anti-Thesis to Synthesis. Trialectics assumes
that there are three elements in a triangular relationship at the Thesis level, while
Quadralectics assumes that there are four elements in a tetrahedral relationship at the
Thesis level. The Quadralectic is two dialectical syntheses that is further synthesized at a
super-synthetic level. Quadralectics is developed directly out of Pieter Wisse’s Ennead and
we have attempted to preserve his terminology as much as possible. Pieter Wisse used
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Peirce’s Philosophy and Theory of Signs as a basis for supporting his Metapattern method.
Wisse developed his concept of the Ennead from Perice’s Theory of Signs. The Ennead
then became the foundation for his theory of Sign Engineering, which, in turn, became the
contextual support for his Metapattern method. We are extending the Ennead in crucial
ways to produce the Quadralectic, particularly by adding the dimension of perspective and
by placing the action of the Quadralectic at the Hyper Being level where possibilities
emerge within Being. As a result, we hope to produce a well formed basis for design
methods at both the method level and at the meta-method level, which is intermediary
between the Quadralectic and the Minimal Methods of Design. Meta-methods span all the
schemas while methods are schema specific. Therefore the minimal methods previously
developed in Integral Software Engineering Methodology (ISEM) are centered at the
System level but actually apply to both the System and the Meta-system. The metamethods, such as the Gurevich Abstract State Machine and the Wisse Metapattern methods
apply equally to all the schemas and are centered at the meta-method level. Meta-methods
are one step away from the Enneadic Axiomatic Platform of Sign Engineering, which is
meant to be the basis for all methods, both minimal methods and meta-methods.
Statements that define Quadralectics:


Monolectic has a dogmatic thesis only.



Dialectic has a thesis and an anti-thesis.



Trialectic has a thesis (foreground), mediation, and non-thesis (background).



Quadralectic has twin theses and twin anti-theses that are inversely complementary.



Quadralectic relates foreground to background in the sense of a gestalt or flow.



Foreground and background have mediation.



Mediation has a Hyper Being trace or shadow1200.



Beyond the background is a projection.



Foreground is representation (FI), behavior, standpoint, and content (intext).



Hyper Shadow1201 of traces has concept, essence, perspective, and design.



Mediation is focus, object, image, and signature.



Background is circumstance (BI), situation, surroundings, and context.



Projection is sense, goal, intentional target (vanishing point), and pragmata.
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These various types of elements combine to produce the moments of the Quadralectic
which are as follows:

Moment n:: trace: System: MEDIATION: meta-system: projection

Moment 1:: concept: Representation(FI): FOCUS circumstance(BI): sense

Moment 2:: essence: Behavior: OBJECT: situation: goal

Moment 3:: perspective: Standpoint: IMAGE: surroundings: vanishing point
(intentional target)

Moment 4:: design: Intext: SIGNATURE (signifier): context: pragmata

In each case the moments interact as if they were a greater whole produced by the
interaction of two syntheses with their component theses and anti-theses intact. But, a
particular moment has the structure of the trialectic in as much as it has foreground,
mediation, and background. In effect, the form of the trialectic is incorporated into the
Quadralectic, although, in each case we can see that (ala Bataille1202) there is some surplus
and some deficiency with respect to each. The deficiency is a trace of Hyper Being, and the
surplus is a projection that goes beyond the information given1203, an act of hubris1204.
The Quadralectic explains the basis for the methods and meta-methods of Design.
Together, the meta-methods for the System and Meta-system combine to become both the
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Gurevich Abstract State Machine method, and the Wisse Metapattern method1205. Methods
are made up of a series of minimal methods that appear in Real-time Systems Design as
the bridges1206 between the four viewpoints1207, which are Agent, Function, Data, and
Event. These minimal methods that are mostly represented in UML1208 and SysML1209 are:
dataflow, DARTS1210, virtual layered machine, use case mapping, worldview/scenario,
state machine, petri-net, and the various possible relationships between data and event as
described in Integral Software Engineering Methodology1211. Here, we will generalize
beyond Software Engineering to System and Meta-system Engineering. We are attempting
to describe the engineering of the Emergent artifact. We are trying to build directly on the
insights highlighted in Pieter Wisse’s Sign Engineering, while adding the idea that Sign
Engineering must interact with non-sign elements in order to affect design.
Because design is based on opening up the realm of possibility in Being, the most
significant thing about the Quadralectic is the fact that the deficiencies in Hyper Being are
associated with each moment in the Cycle from concept, to essence, to perspective, to
design. Design is the third meta-level of the sign, making its representation appear as a
hinge of possibility with a signature trace in the interconnected field of the design
landscape. This cycling between possible concepts, possible essences, possible
perspectives, and possible designs within the Design Field is the fundamental way in
which the landscape of possible designs can be explored. The cycle of the Quadralectic is
founded on the twin cycles of Existence, which are the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event
and the Cycle of the Emergent Meta-system, and it is this dynamism that drives Emergent
Design forward. Without possibilities there would be no Emergent Event, so the
Quadralectic is the most definitive anchor for describing design. In addition, other metalevels of Being can be brought in to support the fundamental notion that design is an
interconnected field at the third meta-level of the sign, which is the object of Sign
Engineering. The design process explores the whole Design Field but it delves deepest into
the third meta-level associated with Hyper Being where the greatest and most essential
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differences are to be made within the semiotic Design Object in order to produce an
Emergent Object of Design as a new artifact. This gives a fundamental basis for design,
which is a possibility that reveals itself at the Hyper Being meta-level. Hyper Being, as a
mode of Being, is the “grounds of the possibility”1212 of the possibilities of design. In the
context of the Design Field, Hyper Being is also the level where the greatest essential
difference exists that could be used to leverage the production of new emergent events.
Existentially, Hyper Being is based on the in-hand mode of the being-in-the-world of
Dasein. The in-hand mode is an expansion of being-in-the-world that can also be
characterized by other equiprimordial modes such as the present-at-hand and ready-tohand. The out-of-hand mode in Wild Being is an expression of the contraction of being-inthe-world. Each modality of being-in-the-world is associated with a reified kind of Being,
which is a meta-level of Being that starts from the assumption of Ontological Difference.
Dasein is a special being that projects schemas, such as the World. We could substitute
being-in-the-schema for being-in-the-world and use any of the schemas, but the World is
the furthest horizon that is still within experience. As a result, the World schema is the one
that is normally used when we are speaking philosophically about the global experience of
the lifeworld. Dasein, as being-in-the-world, means that the locus of experience has
merged and become one with the ultimate projected horizon, so the projector and the
projected screen of beings are considered to be the same. This results in the absence of the
subject-object dichotomy.
There is no subject or object within the Quadralectic except the one that we manufacture in
the process. It then becomes reified when we posit the difference between subject and
object. The Quadralectic first applies the monolectic by formulating a thesis and
representing it. That representation is what Wisse calls a foreground interpretant, and it
must be considered in relation to its background interpretant, which we dub a
circumstance. All representations can be seen on the background of all other
representations, both actualized and possible. Representations are understood in relation to
the behavior that they entail. So, for instance, if it is a representation of a Form, then the
behavior might be the movement or the function of that Form. If we are talking about
object-oriented software, then that would be expressed as the relationship between the
encapsulation of the data and the methods. But the significance of behavior differs based
on the standpoint of the observer. In that case, the differences that occur as significant or
relevant must be taken into account. If we look at the Form, or the schema that is the basis
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of a representation, then there is always some content (or intext) that the Form contains,
which would be the data of the object-oriented design that represents the attributes of the
object. When you think about an object as a ‘synthesis of Form'1213 , then the behavior, the
stances toward that behavior, and that content of the data exhaust the various ways of
dealing with such an object. For a software object, there is really only its hidden data, its
encapsulation surface, its name, and its methods. Other features may be added to this but
these are the minimal features of the representation of dynamic Forms. Each moment deals
with a different aspect of the dynamic Form of the object, but in each moment, the
background changes as we shift our emphasis to another part of the dynamic Form. So, we
are moving from circumstance, to situation, to surroundings, to context.

Moment1:: Representation(FI)=
circumstance(BI) = significance

object

encapsulation

surface

or

shape:

Foreground representations are given significance by their background circumstances

Moment2:: Behavior = object method: situation = relevance
Foreground behaviors are given relevance by their background situations

Moment3:: Standpoint = object name: surroundings = recognition
Foreground standpoints are given recognizability by their background surroundings

Moment4:: Content (Intext) = object data or content of attributes: context = fulfillment
Foreground content are given fulfillments by their background context

Significance is expressed in the circumstance, which is the background of the
encapsulation surface. Relevance is expressed in the situation, which serves as the
background for the behavior of the object. Recognition is found in the surroundings, which
are the background of the object designation. Fulfillment is found in the context, which is
the background of the content. Here one can see how the foreground and background, as
two parts of the trialectic, interact to produce significance, relevance, recognizability, and
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fulfillment. Phenomenologically speaking, fulfillment refers to further exploration that will
lead to more content being uncovered. This, in turn, will bring us closer to a horizon
where more and more details or information about the object can be more fully defined and
understood.
But there is also mediation of the foreground and background in the trialectic. This
mediation is seen in:

Moment 1 :: Representation (FI): FOCUS on a schema: circumstance (BI)

Moment 2 :: Behavior: OBJECT in active media, the what: situation

Moment 3 :: Standpoint: IMAGE as appearances to observers: surroundings

Moment 4 :: Intext: SIGNATURE of attributes of individual instances: context

In each case mediation is between the foreground and background of the gestalt or flow, or
the proto-gestalt or proto-flow. Representations require focus and behavior and are the
‘sine quo non’ of objectification. Standpoints produce images as appearances of an object.
The contents of particular instances of objects have their own signature on the values of
their attributes. Mediation forms a cycle where we first encounter the representations that
are focused upon, and these lead to behaviors that will define the object. Behavior can
project a variety of images and appearances to an observer. Different observers can view
the behaviors of representations from either a stationary standpoint, or from a position that
is moving, or in flux. This will lead to the fulfillment of the attributes so that the instance
is perceived as having its own signature. In our case, we see the level of representations as
the positing of the schemas, which allows us to focus on the thing that is being
schematized. The schemas are dynamic media that become involved in action and reaction
and this supports behavior, which allows for objectification. At this point we can finally
derive an instance with specific attributes. The cycle begins first with representations of
the schema. Following that, the behavior of the representations within the active media of
the schema allows the object to be recognized. From there, this behavior may be seen from
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different stances so that images of the representations will appear to particular observers.
Finally, as a result of this nuanced process of observation, we can focus on the individual
differences that appear when the signature of a particular instance (with its specific
attributes or values) appears. The mediation cycle moves from schematization, to a
particular kind of object, to its appearances in images, and then to a particular instance of
an object. The particular instance of an object is the individual thing (First) in the Design
Field, which has relationships (Seconds) and continuities (Thirds). That individual thing,
when put into the cascade of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, becomes the Emergent
Eventity.

Moment1:: Representation (FI): circumstance (BI): sense

Moment2:: Behavior: situation: goal

Moment3:: Standpoint: surroundings: vanishing point or intentional target

Moment4:: Intext: context: pragmata or practices or performance

Representations need to make sense according to their circumstances. In a given situation,
behaviors must have goals. In surroundings, standpoints have vanishing-points or
intentional targets. In its context, content needs pragmata or practices (or performances)
that will give the content a particular quality and quantity. Design work is such a practice.
These are all surpluses or overflows that are projections that go beyond the Meta-system
based on the projective action of the System and its ecstasy in each moment of the
Quadralectic. The Hyper Being trace, as a deficit, is balanced by this surplus of projection
beyond the Quadralectic. And it is this projection that allows the leap to a new emergent
level of organization where emergent characteristics appear (especially when the
projections overlap each other). This new emergent level is made possible by the nihilistic
difference between the trace and the projection, and this opens up the possibility for the
essence of the designed artifact to be conceived from multiple perspectives. That is why
Hegel associates the Trialectic (that we attribute to each moment of the Quadralectic) with
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work. Work, in its highest sense is the production of the new and the emergent in things.
Each moment of the Quadralectic has some incremental projective power, which together
allows a free leap to an emergent level over the discontinuity of the difference between
supervenience and emergence. Supervenience implies an isomorphic mapping (with no
lack or excess) from one level to another.
Notice how we start from the Monothesis of each moment from whatever is in the
foreground. Then, through mediation, we add the Trialectic of the foreground to the
background. The moments themselves form two thesis/anti-thesis pairs, which together
form a tetrahedral Quadralectic of four moments that produce a cycle. That cycle is
synchronized with the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event in Emptiness, and the Cycle of the
Emergent Meta-system in the Void. Thus, this cycle in Being, which is driven at the Hyper
Being level is synchronized with two cycles in Existence related to Emptiness and Void.
One cycle is related to the Foundational Mathematical Categories and with the
differentiation of the Lifecycle of Emergence. One cycle is related to the Special Systems
and produces a model of the Meta-system as something Emergent, which is actually a
model of the relationship between the System and Meta-system. Here, the foreground is
the System and the background is the Meta-system. According to B. Fuller, the System is
made up of at least four interrelated moments, and those would be the foreground elements
in each case.
We have seen how the cycle of the Quadralectic is synchronized with the two cycles of
Existence. But what that means is not yet clear. It may mean that seeking material optima
would give rise to an upsurge of Emergence. But it also could mean that it is possible to
move from the dynamic of existence to an emergent actualization and vice versa. In order
to make that shift and to leverage the tandem cycles in Existence, then something beyond
the Quadralectic is needed. Another moment is needed. An additional moment would allow
a shifting between these interlocked gears of the cycles of Existence and it would also
bring an essential freedom into Existence. Adding this moment would bring us to a level
beyond the Quadralectic that we will designate as the Penta-lectic. The Pentalectic is
associated with Wild Being. These twin cycles in Existence that are bridged by the
Quadralectic in Hyper Being bring forth the possibility of Freedom into existence because
we are not locked into a downward cycle or chained to continual emergence, rather, we are
able to intervene and shift back and forth between Emergent Events initiating spurts of
emergence between lapses of reification and nihilism. But let us not fool ourselves into
thinking that this is completely in our control. Rather, it is a subtle interplay between
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Freewill and Determination that is referred to as the Wyrd, or Fate in the Indo-European
tradition.
The Quadralectic is a complex theoretical construct. Some of the awkwardness of its
terminology comes from the attempt to preserve it with the names that Pieter Wisse uses
for his Ennead. It is fitting that we acknowledge and pay tribute to his accomplishment of
imagining the first methodological ground for Sign Engineering. Wisse’s ideas form the
basis for this thesis, but we are extending his work1214 with insights from Alec McHoul’s
Semiotic Investigations1215, which points out that we need to relate the sign to other nonsign elements in order to produce meaning. The Quadralectic is a way of extending
Wisse’s Ennead in order to explain this interaction with non-sign elements that play a role
in the design process. Within Sign Engineering, this interaction produces the sense, goals,
intentions, and practices that are necessary to establish design as a practical activity. Wisse
makes an important move when he realizes that he must take the Peirce triad and give a
background for each foreground element. He also makes a crucial move when he mediates
each one of these foreground and background relationships. He points to second order
mediation as a basis for Sign Engineering. To this we have added perspective as a way to
infuse distance into the ‘signing process’ that is separate from the inward and outward
differences between the interpretant and external thing that is indicated. It must always be
remembered that the external thing can be another sign and that this is a recursive process
that is being modeled. We have also added the idea that the design occurs at the level of
Hyper Being and that in the realm of possibility the design is a meta-level of the Sign
beyond the Ensign (or process sign). All the other traces that appear here are moments that
exist at the level of Hyper Being. These traces appear as possible concepts, possible
essences, possible perspectives, and possible designs. In addition to this we posit that this
deficit, or lack, is accompanied by its nihilistic opposite, which is the surplus or
overflowing of the projection, and it is those projections that are the parts of the leap that
take us to the emergent level. It is as if the System of moments was turned inside out
through the Meta-system of the background to be reconstituted at another level as the
projection, which grasps the emergent characteristic of the artificial artifact that is being
projected within the context of the Design Field. That artifact must make sense. It must
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have a goal. It must have an intentional target, (or vanishing point), and it must have its
performance and its practices (or pragmata, i.e., practical reasons) that sustain it. Goals are
related to behavior. Sense is related to meaning. The intentional target, or vanishing point,
is related to distancing. The pragmata are related to the practical interlacing of
characteristics that produce the emergent effect on a continual basis.
The Quadralectic is a tool through which we can analyze the leap to the emergent artifact
(as an indication) through Sign Engineering. It opens the way for the production of the
emergent artifact, or the Object of Design, as something embodied. For that to happen we
need to introduce Wild Being. Wild Being governs embodiment. Possibility plus
propensity equals probability, which approximates the determinate1216. This is a model of
the idea that G. Bateson puts forth in Mind and Nature1217. He proposes that if you study
two subjects at the same time, you can acquire a higher quality of information than would
be expected if both subjects were studied separately. We can present this argument
metaphorically and pose the two subjects as the two dialectical syntheses in the
Quadralectic. The Quadralectic is a greater whole comprised of two syntheses that produce
an even greater whole, a higher super-synthesis. It is an overflowingly greater whole with
its own higher emergent properties than those that appear in each of the dialectics. This is
similar to the relationship of the two tetrahedrons contained in the icosahedron and cube.
Likewise, there are two modes for this type of interaction between the two Dialectics
within the Quadralectic. These modes are either interpenetration or fusion1218. Dialectics
can combine in the same way that two tetrahedrons are able to combine to make up the
octahedron and cube1219 as seen in B. Fuller’s Synergetics1220. Thus, if we consider the
Quadralectic to be based on the Whole Foundational Mathematical Category, then we see
that it reaches beyond the Whole in an overflow toward the Holon/Integra or the Holoidal
Foundational Mathematical Categories.

Golden Threads
We can analyze the Quadralectic in terms of the Foundational Mathematical Categories by
stating that the moments in the arising of the Quadralectic as an Emergent Event
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encompass the stages of the Foundational Mathematical Categories. This implies that we
will not only analyze it in terms of the surplus of the fusion and interpenetration of two
minimal systems, but we will also look at it in terms of the lack that proceeds the arising of
the Quadralectic. We could also relate these moments of lack to the Singularity that is
modeled in the Catastrophe Theory of Rene Thom as the Site/Event of the Quantum
Measurement1221, or as the Multiple of Badiou, i.e., the uncountable1222, or as the Set and
the Mass, which are the basic non-degenerate and non-excessive mathematical
categories1223. Note that these are the stages that allow any distinction to come into being.
First there is a singularity in virtuality that can be modeled by the folds in the control
surfaces as well as the movement that discontinuously changes as a fall from those folded
surfaces in the virtual control space. Then, the first reality dawns when we obtain a
measurement by an observer of some quantum phenomena. That is an event at a local site
that gives rise to local time-space, which results in the unfolding of time and space (from
each other) that become the fundamental background variables through which things are
measured. The next background variable is the uncountable plurality of the population. On
this ‘background of the uncountable’ arises the ‘ultra one’. Notice that we have the
singularity on the background of folded surfaces in virtuality. We have the one observer
that causes the probability wave to collapse in our observer mechanics1224, and we have the
‘ultra one’1225 that takes multiplicity from uncountable to countable, from inconsistent to
consistent. Then there is the Set (as a projection of a schema), which is empty and where
things can be placed as countable. That whole projection system can be empty, i.e., be
made up of the empty Set (Ø), or be the Set brackets alone ({}). The entire hierarchy of the
unfilled Set can be erected to create places where differences are sorted. Within this
unfilled Set we have the first element, which is placed in the Set to signify existence. After
that, we have the Mass, which establishes a boundary around instances. For the Mass we
need the first distinction of the boundary to separate the sea of instances. From the Mass,
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Wholeness comes into existence by adding parts, and this is the first part that is
distinguished from the Whole. We then have the Holon/Integra, which are the N-category
relationships that arise as possibilities between things. At this point we can discard the
elements and concentrate on the relationships, although we must posit the first relationship.
Now we also have the Holoidal, which is the interpenetration and intra-inclusion where
everything gives rise to everything else as an interdependent co-arising. This finally
degenerates into the Singularity, which starts the Emergent Cycle over again. Notice that in
each case there is one thing (the ultra one1226) that contrasts to all else in each Foundational
Mathematical Category. We will borrow from Heidegger to understand this one thing that
appears in the Foundational Mathematical Category. Heidegger says that there are two
bases in Being, one that is a normal differentiated Being that gives rise to the Meta-levels
of Being (Sein) when the Ontological Difference is differentiated out, and the other base is
a counter projection that he calls Beyng (Seyn). Beyng is onefold, it is non-representable,
it is unique and strange. In each case it is the tension between the (ultra) one that is
arrayed against the other differentiations in each of the Foundational Mathematical
Categories. When the (ultra) one comes out of the other within each of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories, it (the ultra one) never disconnects or separates from the other,
but remains connected as a one-fold that is unique and strange. Unique because the
unrepresentable one is singular, and strange because it is rarely encountered. So, it is the
singularity (or the observer that is observing if we are talking in terms of Quantum
Mechanics), or the ‘ultra one’ that introduces countability. The singularity is the first
element placed in a Set. It is the projection of the one original boundary, as in Laws of
Form1227. It is the oneness of the part against the boundary of the Whole. It is the first
relation. It is the oneness of the interpenetrating and intra-inclusive. In each case, the
Foundational Mathematical Categories are the site of the juxtaposition between the Golden
Thread of Beyng and the background differentiation of Being, which include the metalevels of Being. The arising of the (ultra) one, in each case, is another differentiation, but
the Beyng maintains 'sameness' in spite of the instantiated differences, so, the Foundational
Mathematical Categories always "belong together in their "family resemblance". The metalevels of Being are the emergent difference within Being that give them the property of
having the greatest differences within Being. It is through these meta-levels of Being that
the essences of the schemas are differentiated. Between the Golden Thread of Beyng and
the differentials of Being there is the generation of Meaning. So, the Golden Thread
1226
1227
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continues to connect to the emergent (ultra) one to its background even as it differentiates
itself.
All of these levels of the Foundational Mathematical Categories come into play within the
Quadralectic as the model of the Emergent Event when the Emergent Eventity sets off a
cascade of emergent change. We have equated this with a moment of the arising of fourdimensional time in which we see a ‘face of the world.’1228 The ‘face of the world’ is not
merely the concatenation of the kinds of Being, but it is also the juxtaposition between
Being and Beyng that generates meaning, which we see as sense, goal, intentional target,
and pragmatic performance. This brilliantly solves the problem of meaning (or semantics)
as distinguished from syntax and pragmatics. Syntax is structured, pragmatics is
differentiated as practices, but semantics is a homogeneous plenum that cannot be
understood. Yet, if we understand the arising of semantics as the appearance in the
cleavage between the Being and Beyng of meaning, then we have a model like that of G.
Bateson, who proposes that by bringing two unexpected things together one can acquire
higher quality information than by studying one topic at a time. In each case Beyng is nonrepresentable. Thus, it is the non-representable underside of everything represented. It is
the Golden Thread between differences that makes them relevant and significant, as well as
giving them meaning and sense. Beyng is also the distinction between the aspect and antiaspect of Being. Phenomenologically we can observe our attention as it transfers from one
thing to another thing as it follows or searches for that Golden Thread. When we actually
grasp the Golden Thread, things make sense, our talk is significant, our deeds are relevant,
and our existence is meaningful. Otherwise we stray, lose our way, and descend into
nihilism. So, at each stage of the unfolding of the Quadralectic through the Foundational
Mathematical Categories there is a way to juxtapose the unrepresentability of Beyng with
the differentiations and representations of Being that unfold from ontological difference.
Thus, at each level there is a clearing or opening established by Dasein. In that clearing,
things that are appropriated come into their own, including Dasein, the one who clears and
opens as being-in-the-schema, and thus en-owns1229 and produces an occurrence. All of
these are meanings of Ereignis, which is the counter current of Dasein within the sway of
Beyng. Beyng gives the beings that are always held under its sway the freedom to make
distinctions. One of these beings is Dasein who projects Being on beings, but also
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practices Ereignis in the presence of its being while under the sway of Beyng. Within this
three-part relationship, the meaning of Being is produced, which is the ‘meanings of the
beings.’ But, paradoxically, this meaning is always more, as well as always less than what
is strictly necessary. It overflows what is sufficient, but at the same time it is also
insufficient. Ironically, this three-part relationship can produce more in terms of Beyng,
but less in terms of Being. It is less because nihilism dogs Being. Beyng produces more
meaning because it gives meaning to everything that is differentiated in Being. Beyng
accomplishes this by giving Being a counter position to the non-representable onefold that
is unique and strange, which is normally not noticed as the ‘counter-flux’ of projection.
In this way the Quadralectic generates significant, relevant, sensible, and meaningful
outputs as part of Sign Engineering. And we can watch this occur by tracing the Golden
Thread within the differences and how they are used as protocols of design. This is how
the Quadralectic can be used as a basis for understanding design. It is a picture of the
minimal differences between the design and non-design moments that are necessary for
creating a design through a single cycle of cognitive activities that serve as the basis of
Sign Engineering. DeSign engineering is just one part of the overall practice of
engineering, but we concentrate on it because it allows the emergent to arise, which is the
goal of engineering development projects.
We posit that the bridge between the Quadralectic and the minimal methods of the design
proper (that we see in UML1230 or SysML1231 or ISEM1232) encompasses twin metamethods, one from Gurevich and the other from Wisse. The Gurevich Abstract State
Machine method represents both the System and Meta-system as a set of rules. Each rule
combines all essential viewpoints of the System, except requirements, i.e., data, event,
agent, and function. When the essential viewpoints are taken together into nodes they can
provide an abstract architecture of the system’s functional and casual structure. But that
does not explain how the entities that make up the System or Meta-system come into play.
This is when Wisse’s Metapattern method becomes significant, because it organizes the
identities within the System or Meta-system based on context. When the two methods are
used together they allow us to model the entire functional and causal System or Metasystem as a machine at any level of abstraction, which is ‘Turing computable’ within its
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context. Performance requirements are not modeled, they are attached to rules as attributes
of the System or Meta-system. The transition from this model to the architectural design
comes about if we split up the perspectives on real-time system design and remodel them
as slices of Turing machines using the minimal methods that connect the viewpoints. In
both the meta-method approaches to the System/Meta-system and the methodologies that
are composed of minimal methods, there is the action of the Quadralectic based on the
representations given at the two levels. At the meta-method level we have an Abstract
State Machine whose elements are contextualized by the Wisse meta-method, which can
give us proof of existence and computability once it is applied. When we break up the
system into the Turing machine slices, we can adjust for performance issues by producing
an efficient architecture that will allow timings and other performances to occur within the
time span specified in the requirements. There can be trade-offs between performance
parameters and wicked problems that afflict systems that do not to meet requirements. But
by using the Quadralectic as a ground, we can comprehend how the methods and the metamethods are manipulated to give results that approximate the requirements that the design
demands of the system. Once the System is designed, then it is implemented by the
specialist disciplines. Then, Systems Engineering does verification, validation, and
integration. Note that the Design is set up as a Formal System that connects presence,
identity, and truth. To that we add ‘reality testing’ in the second part of the “V”
lifecycle1233, which will generate meaning. Within the Formal System of design we can
have completeness, consistency, and clarity1234 as fundamental properties. But when we
add reality, then we have verification, validation, and integration (coherence) processes
that assure fittingness with the requirements and the ‘end user’ environment1235.
The Quadralectic is a means of utilizing the Foundational Mathematical Categories to
juxtapose Being and Beyng in order to generate meaning. The Quadralectic is like the
combination of two minimal systems that can work together to produce the next higher
dual synthesis based on either fusion or interpenetration in the same way the octahedron
and the cube relate to the tetrahedron1236. Two orthogonal dialectics intersect in the
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Quadralectic. We can also think of the Quadralectic in terms of the anamorphic cycle1237.
The intersection of orthogonal dialectics suggests orthogonal timelines, which suggests
heterochronicity1238 and that takes us beyond the Metaphysical. If we apply this analogy
using the Platonic Solids, their interaction suggests that there is another higher threshold
related to the Icosahedron/Dodecahedron where five tetrahedrons interact, which is related
to the pentahedron of four-dimensional space. Note that the Pentalectic appears with just
one more thesis being added. It has three and four-dimensional representations. The threedimensional representation is the icosahedron/dodecahedron duality, while the fourdimensional representation is the pentahedral simplex polytope, which is sometimes called
the pentachoron1239, although we will refer to it as the pentahedron. In terms of
Heterochronic modeling, the dialectic represents one timeline, which is not merely
directional, but synthetic, and related to the Dissipative Ordering Special System. The
Quadralectic is the intersection of two orthogonal timelines, which is related to the
Autopoietic Symbiotic Special System. The Pentalectic is the intersection of four
orthogonal timelines and is related to the Reflexive Social Special System. If the
Quadralectic is the fundamental dynamism underlying design, then the Pentalectic must be
the underlying dynamism of human meta-activity, which is actually meta-design. This is
beyond design. Since we have identified the Emergent Event with the manifestation of
four-dimensional time, design will set off cascades of emergent change if a genuinely
emergent artifact is created. The Pentalectic would be the equivalent of the meta-design of
the Emergent Event itself. We have noted that for embodiment to occur there must be a
synergy between ‘Hyper Being possibilities’ and ‘Wild Being propensities’. This
Pentalectical meta-design is a culmination of that type of higher synthesis. In a sense, the
Quadralectic is to be understood as what lies between Dialectics and Pentalectics.
Dialectics, through Aufhebung1240, produces a synthesis of wholes within the flow of time
at the Dissipative Ordering level where there is a one-directional timeline. A Monolectic is
static and has no dual anti-thesis to help overcome the monolectic thesis. Quadralectics
goes beyond the whole of the synthesis and gives us some insight into the fusion and
interpenetration of the Holon/Integra and Holoid Foundational Mathematical Categories. It
requires the collision of dialectics and anti-dialectics to produce a super-synthesis.
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Pentalectics adds one more thesis, and with that addition, it is pushed from twodimensional time into four-dimensional time as seen in the Reflexive Social Special
System. It has a complex representation of the icosahedron-dodecahedron in threedimensional space, but can be understood as a much simpler representation of the
pentahedron in four-dimensional space as a minimal solid (hunk). We know that these two
representations are related through the alternating group A5 of order 60 and we also know
that it is due to that group that equations of degree five and higher cannot be solved using
normal methods. Thus, A5 is a closed doorway for the mathematical manipulation of
equations. But we also know that the Fibonacci Series and the Golden Mean are found
throughout nature, which indicates that the basis for design in nature is the Pentalectic.
This brings us to the Intelligent Design1241 question. There is a question as to whether
structures in nature are organized from within by themselves or are organized by some
external power. What is interesting in our analysis is that it is clear that the Special
Systems are Autopoietic, and that the Reflexive Special System is the source of
autogenesis, and so, from our perspective, it is clear that nature has the capacity to selforganize at both the mundane and the meta-levels of self-organization, which still leaves
open the question as to whether there is an outside agency that sets off that process.
Science attempts to discover the intrinsic design of nature. Intelligent Design posits some
intelligence behind that, beyond nature. But we can leave that question open to faith, and
still recognize that design is Autopoietic and Autogenetic. The Pentalectic provides a
description of the direction and form that a meta-design may take as Dialectics collide
from four orthogonal directions at once in the Quadralectic, rather than from two, as in the
Dialectic. These four theses and antitheses produce an emergent fifth pair that give us ten
pairs in all, although these ten are equivalent to five static theses in four-dimensional
space. In each higher dimension of space, the number of elements in a minimal solid is
always one more than the dimension of that space, so the minimal solid always represents
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an emergent feature within that given space. The elements within the minimal solid are
more than the sum of dimensions in a space. So, in a pentahedron we have a collision and
collusion of four dialectics, which produce one virtual dialectic, but in four-dimensional
space, the same structure is created with only five theses interacting. This structure appears
in nature through the Natural Log, the Fibonacci Series, and the Golden Mean. Thus, we
can imagine that there is a type of meta-design operating in nature that is fully fourdimensional temporally, and that the Quadralectic is half of that higher level Penta-lectical
structure. Two Quadralectics (where Quadralectics means two dialectics or four theses)
collide and collude in a Pentalectic at the point where four orthogonal time lines intersect.
We will call them orthogonal worldlines. The fact that there is a Pentalectical form that is
the basic design of nature, which is probably rarely achieved by humans except through
genius, allows us to frame the question of Intelligent Design differently. We have mundane
design, which opens up possibilities and attempts to produce artifacts with emergent
capabilities, but this does not adequately describe the necessary synthesis between Hyper
Being and Wild Being. If there was an effective meta-synthesis between these two metalevels of Being, then we could posit a meta-design and that must be more intelligent than
mundane design because it is an expression of the collision of four dialectics on four
orthogonal timelines and their emergent Aufhebung. This occurs only rarely in the genius
that we see in the creativity of individuals such as Plato, William Shakespeare, Leonardo
Da Vinci, or Albert Einstein. The fact that meta-design exists as a limit, suggests that we
can better understand the Quadralectics of Design. Meta-design allows us to relate the
Quadralectic to the cube/octahedron, which can also be referred to as an interpenetration or
fusion of tetrahedrons. This allows us to use the icosahedron/dodecahedron dual and the
pentahedron self-dual (that defines the Pentalectic) as an analogy for the upper limit of
design activity for humans, which is equivalent to the design activity in nature that is
‘intelligent'1242, i.e., autopoietic and autogenetic.
In this chapter we have explained the concept of the Quadralectic and we have shown how
it is related to both methods and meta-methods for System and Meta-system design. This is
based on our thesis that the methods for System and Meta-system design are the same. We
then looked carefully at the relationship between the elements of the Quadralectical
moments. From there we saw how the Quadralectic leaps to the emergent level beyond the
merely supervenient. Finally, we introduced the concept of meta-design, i.e., design that
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resigns to what is out-of-control that expresses Wild Being, which is the modality beyond
the in-hand of Hyper Being. We suggested that this limit of the Pentalectic could serve as a
limit for the Quadralectic in order that we could explore the nature of the Quadralectic
between the limits of Dialectic (as defined by Hegel) and the Pentalectic, which is the
meta-design of the Emergent Event. Meta-design is the limit of Design where human
beings, on rare occasions, imitate the Intelligent Design of Nature through their works of
genius. The type of genius that we have described produced works in which every detail
was interwoven into the fabric of the Whole, including historical accidents, giving us a
comprehensive whole that reflected a complete integration of the worldview. Sometimes
we marvel over how genius can control a work of art or science to such an extent that
every detail, even the accidents of history, combine to give a complete fabric of existence.
Human creativity of this kind has gone beyond design, into meta-design where the Hyper
Being level of possibilities is fully integrated into the Wild Being level of propensities,
inclinations, dispositions, and the tendencies of the materials that are being manipulated
producing a single fabric of design. It suggests that at the Quadralectic level, Beyng is a
thread that leads through differences to produce meaning, while indicating that there is
another level where there is a completely woven fabric that unites the work. We have a
few rare instances of this in our culture that present this possibility through genius, and
when this occurs, we get an entire worldview portrayed in the work as a single compelling
concept, invention, or performance, which demonstrates the goals of human life, gives
sense to all things in the world, and arrays the pragmata that support the world. It is at the
Pentalectical level where this is rarely achieved except through genius where the fabric
woven by the Fates is represented. In it, the single Golden Thread of Beyng gives meaning,
or becomes the conceptual fabric of the world within an epic, such as those attributed to
Homer, or within a set of philosophical dialogues, such as the works of Plato, or in a series
of plays like The Oresteia of Aeschylus and the Oedipus Cycle by Sophocles, or through
the paintings and forethought of a renaissance man such as Leonardo Da Vinci, or through
the discoverer of a timeless and elegant theory, such as Relativity, by Albert Einstein.
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Figure 14.1. Quadralectical and Pentalectical Tableau.
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Notes:
We summarize the structure of the Quadralectic and the Pentalectic in a single diagram
(Figure 14.1) which represents each moment and the alignment between the various
elements we have posited in our journey. In this diagram the key shows the various types
of elements we have posited as being associated with each moment. We use the
distinctions introduced by Burke between Agent, Act, Agency, Scene and Purpose as the
means of organizing the structure of the moments. Agency is associated with mediation
which is the second order mediation of each moment. Act and Scene are System and Metasystem that are related through mediation in each moment. Agent is the Hyper Being Trace
which is the nihilistic opposite of the Purpose that is the projection in each moment. The
moments are associated with Master Tropes, with the image of the Quadralectic found in
the Logic of Practice by Bourdieu which are the articulation of the Habitus. The moments
are also aligned with the faculties, and the moments of time, and the views of the realtime
system. We give the alignments with the golden threads of meaning, the perspectives on
the novel, the flesh of Wild Being, the types of meaning, the sub-schemas, and the
fourfolds of the world as well as the aspects of Being. There is also an alignment with the
Emergent Meta-system and the Foundational Mathematical Categories. All these
alignments are given in order to produce the juxtapositions and conjunctions that will give
meaning to the Quadralectic as it appears in various thematic subject areas. These are by
no means the totality of the possible associations of the Quadralectic and Pentalectic. The
glossary contains references to the individual features of the Quadralectic so that one may
look up the special terms that are used throughout the dissertation and see where they fall
within the deep structure of the Quadralectic as hypothesized in this diagram.
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CHAPTER 15

Speculations on Meta-design
Considering the Nature of the Pentalectic
This chapter defines the Pentalectic based on the structure of the Quadralectic with the addition of a
new moment. The appearance of this moment is itself an Emergent Event. This structure provides a
new and higher order of organization that allows us to contemplate practicing System and Metasystem Co-Design. The implications of the distinction between the Virtual and Actual are explored and
the importance of the structural interlock of the theory between Existence and Being is made clear.
Another look at the implications for understanding meaning based on Beyng is provided.

Grounding the Pentalectic
We are fortunate that we have the resources of Badiou1243, Deleuze1244, and the late
Heidegger1245 to support our speculations on the nature of meta-design. We have described
meta-design as the movement from the Quadralectic to the Pentalectic, and we have
likened the Quadralectic to the cubo-octa-hedron and the Pentalectic to the icosadodecapenta-hedron. This mathematical analogy supports our speculations, however, the
basic thrust of our first forays into the nature of the Pentalectic will be to attempt to define
the fifth moment, which we will add to the Quadralectic to form the Pentalectic. As we
have previously noted, this movement is also a movement from the predominance of
Hyper Being (Differance) to the predominance of Wild Being. This movement is also
illustrated within Merleau-Ponty’s The Visible and Invisible1246. The Hyper-dialectic of
Hyper Being operates between the Nothingness of Sartre1247 and the Process Being of
Heidegger1248. Nothingness is the antimony of Process Being. Wild Being appears as
Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the Flesh of embodiment, which is described as the chiasm (or
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reversibility) of touch-touching1249. This contrast between the two kinds of Being brings us
closer to conceptualizing the difference between Hyper Being and Wild Being. Deleuze
explored this new standing of Being (in terms of the concept of the rhizome1250) more
deeply than any of the other Continental philosophers. However, several authors have
attempted to build philosophies within the precincts of Wild Being, like John S. Hans (The
Play of the World: Play1251) and Cornelius Castoriadis (The Imaginary Institution of
Society: Magma1252). We can say that the modality of being-in-the-world in Hyper Being
is the in-hand, which is an expansion of being-in-the-world, and that Wild Being is the
dual modality of the out-of-hand, which is a contraction. When we are thinking in terms of
the moments of the Quadralectic, the fifth moment must be a contraction that is the
opposite of an expansion. An analogy of this would be the pentahedron, which is often
represented as a tetrahedron with a point at its center that is connected to all the points of
the tetrahedron. These lines are shorter than the lines of the tetrahedron itself. But if we
were to push these lines into the fourth dimension, they would define a point orthogonal to
the other three dimensions. The lines connected to this new point would be the same length
as all the other lines in the tetrahedron. So, there is a contraction of the lines that were
represented in the third dimension. This displacement of the point that is at the center of
the tetrahedron to the place where it would be in the pentahedron1253 is an expansion,
which is the opposite of the contraction that is caused by the embedding. The contraction
of the embedding is what we are talking about when we move from the pentahedron of the
Pentalectic, to the tetrahedron of the Quadralectic, to the embedding of the third
dimension, which can be characterized as a contraction after the expansion into the fourth
dimension. After becoming aware of the vast realm of possibilities in Hyper Being, a
return to the propensities in Wild Being will be experienced as a severe limitation. Being
thrown back into our bodies after being lost in projections is a shock. But that shock serves
as a sign pointing to the clearing and open as a continual possibility that we assert based
on the realizations of potentials that can unfold fortuitously at times, or, on occasion will
manifest as a result of planning and design.
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Figure 15.1

Icosahedron

DUALITY

1-12-30-20-1
V E F
A5 group
Order 60

Self-Dual
Pentahedron
1-5-10-10-5-1
V E F S

V E F
1-20-30-12-1
Dodecahedron
V = vertices
E = edges
F = faces
S = solids

Figure 15.1. The relationship between Icosa/Dodeca-hedron and the Pentahedron.
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Figure 15.2. Embedding of the Pentahedron in Three-dimensional Space.

This juncture, or joining moment, must encapsulate the momentariness of the other
moments of the Quadralectic, so we will talk about this moment as a ‘juncture’ or ‘joining’
and we will contrast that with the ambience where that joining arises. The juncture will be
an indication of the ipsity between Set particulars and Mass instances, while the ambience
will be the conglomerate of that ipsity. Thus, we are striving to grasp the nondual as we
move into the fourth dimension. We will call the mediation of the juncture and its
ambience the NEXUS. A nexus is a confluence of junctures or joinings. In terms of the
Hyper Being trace, we will refer to this confluence of junctures, joins, or hinges, as an
insight. And the projection from which we are recoiling we will call an opacity because it
is noumenal. In addition to the traces we will reveal the relationships of the various shades
of Wild Being and we will call this the proclivity, but when we relate these various shades
of Wild Being to the other moments, we will refer to them as the tendency, disposition,
inclination, or propensity. This gives us the following Pentalectical structure:
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Moment0:: trace1254 : System: MEDIATION Meta-system: projection: intensity1255

Moment1:: concept: Representation(FI): FOCUS circumstance(BI): sense: tendency

Moment2:: essence: Behavior: OBJECT: situation: goal: disposition

Moment3:: perspective: Standpoint: IMAGE: surroundings: vanishing point:
inclination

Moment4:: design: Intext: SIGNATURE: context: pragmata: propensity

Moment5:: insight: juncture (ipsity): NEXUS: ambience (conglomerate): opacity:
proclivity

When we enter the Pentalectic we are moving into the realm of the philosophy dominated
by Deleuze and Guattari as well as the late Heideggerian works titled Contributions to
Philosophy: From Ereignis1256 and Mindfulness1257. Deleuze and Guattari present a
nihilistic representation of Wild Being1258, while Heidegger attempted to avoid the nihilism
that would be incurred by the possibility that an infinite number of the kinds of Being
could exist by avoiding the problem of ontological difference all together. Wild Being is
very difficult to represent because it is right on the edge of what is thinkable. In our
opinion, Deleuze does not go quite far enough to avoid nihilism and Heidegger goes too
far in abandoning the thinkable, i.e., that which is beyond Ultra Being. Thus, we need to
strike a compromise between these two tendencies toward obscuration and cleave to the
analogy that has been constructed with the icosa-dodecapenta-hedron. The icosadodecapenta-hedron analogy implies that there is a structure that represents a non-
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nihilistic distinction between these tendencies of Deleuze and Heidegger. We can use the
analogy to construct a model of the collision and collusion of the Quadralectic and AntiQuadralectic in order to steer our course as we begin to explore the grounds of metadesign.

Figure 15.3. Cascade from Monolectic, to Dialectic, to Quadralectic to Pentalectic.

We say meta-design because we are attempting to go to the next level beyond design,
which is actually beyond the Quadralectic. The next level beyond design takes us from the
artifact that unleashes a cascade of Emergent Events to a design of the Emergent Event
itself. We have called this a resign because we are resigned to it being out-of-hand rather
than in-hand. Wild Being is utterly encompassing, rather than merely something we
bear1259. It is difficult to think of design in this way because we must accept that we are not
in control but that the artifact that is being designed is sometimes partially in control. It has
designs on us, instead of the other way around, which is why the Emergent Event is always
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so overwhelming. It holds us in its sway and orders us, as we attempt to impose order upon
it, in other words, the Emergent Event is out of our control. It is experienced as a
contraction of our being-in-the-world. Heidegger calls this reticence1260 when the
contraction is voluntary. In that contraction some dehiscence occurs, i.e., a splitting or
cracking of the surface of our being-in-the-world under strain. We are resigned to that
dehiscence, that encompassing the out-of-handness that appears in Wild Being, which
Merleau-Ponty calls the chiasm of Flesh (as touch-touching). It appears as an enigma to us
while we are an enigma to ourselves at the Wild Being level.
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Figure 15.4. Expansion and Contraction of Being-in-the-world.
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System:: juncture (joining), representation, behavior, stance, content or intext

Trace of Hyper Being:: insight, concept, essence, perspective, or design

Mediation:: NEXUS, FOCUS, OBJECT, IMAGE, or SIGNATURE

Meta-system:: Ambience, Circumstance, Situation, Surrounding Horizon, or Context

Projection:: opacity, sense, goal, intentional target (vanishing point), or pragmata1261

Wild Being:: proclivity, tendency, disposition, inclination, or propensity

Because there is a contraction of being-in-the-world, we have an in-jection rather than a
projection. What might have been a target of projection becomes opaque as noumena. The
contraction suggests a pull back into the ambience where the proclivity of the noumena
becomes the center of attention. These proclivities, tendencies, dispositions, inclinations,
and propensities of the ontic noumena, which are the eject of Dasein, form a NEXUS,
which mediates between the ambience and the junctures (or joinings) of the Flesh, i.e., the
chiasm of 'touch-touching'. These can produce insights at the trace level beyond what can
be held by concepts, essences, perspectives, and designs. This flow-back produces a
counter movement to the Quadralectic and that is what brings us into the four-dimensional
space of the pentahedron.
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or we might call it ‘practice’ or ‘performance’.
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Figure 15.5. Emergent Effect from the Synergy of the Pentahedron.

The Pentalectic is a collision and collusion between the Quadralectic and the antiQuadralectic. This produces a three-dimensional waveform and a four-dimensional core.
The three-dimensional waveform is dual and the four-dimensional core is a self-dual. The
three-dimensional waveform of the collision is seen in the icosa-dodecahedron, which is
equivalent to five tetrahedrons interacting. There are the four that come from each of the
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dialectics, but there is the fifth, which is emergent and it is the one that makes up the sum
greater than the parts. But the core in the fourth dimension merely adds one moment to the
Quadralectic, while the fifth moment represents that emergent property that is produced by
the collision and collusion, which is the ultra-synthesis beyond the super-synthesis of the
Quadralectic. Tetrahedrons are self-dual, cubo-octahedrons are dual, but the icosadodecapenta-hedron complex is both dual and self-dual and mediated by the alternating
group A5 of the order 601262. The Pentalectic takes us from the outer waveform in the third
dimension into the minimal solid simplex of the fourth dimension and it functions as the
core of the collision. It also takes us into Wild Being, which is the key basis for metadesign rather than Hyper Being, which supports design. Here the sign becomes the re-sign,
since we are resigned to the encompassing of what is out of control and out-of-hand as a
modality of being-in-the-world.
Now, what prevents this language from becoming merely nihilistic? What is it that
prevents this from being mere words signifying nothing? One insight that we can take from
the late Heidegger is that there is a double ground of projection in Being, one is normal
Being that unfolds from Ontological Difference (the greatest difference being the metalevels of Being) and the other is Beyng, which is onefold, unique, and strange. This other
ground, the recoil from the withdrawal of Being is the sway of Beyng that provides the
sense, meaning, significance, relevance, recognition, fulfillment, and actualization that is
the Golden Thread, which connects the differences (in Being) and allows us to see them as
belonging together as the Same. But, in the Pentalectic, this effect is doubled and we not
only have the Golden Thread, but we also have the Golden Fabric1263, which (in myth) is
woven together on the loom of the Norns (Fates)1264. It is this other ground that guarantees
the meaning of these words, because between these two grounds, which are Being and
Beyng (situated on either side of the Singularity of Ultra Being and separated by
Emptiness and Void) a clearing emerges. This clearing is an opening, that allows the
operation of the Ereignis1265 of Generalized Dasein1266, which is what we are. Being
withdraws in the projection. Beyng holds sway over beings. One of those beings is
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Generalized Dasein, which is the source of the ecstasy of the projection of Being. Dasein
expresses its being under the sway of Beyng through Ereignis by ‘opening the clearing’
and ‘clearing the opening’ as an appropriation of beings within the enframing1267. Dasein
en-owns1268 itself by allowing other beings to shine forth, which allows emergence to
occur at the site of time-space. And we are t/here, i.e., there/here1269 in the 'openclearing/clear-opening'.
The Pentalectic is the key to genius. It is the genius who can engage in meta-design. It is
the genius who produces the mirroring of the world in the epic, in theater, in the novel, in
art, in science, and in engineering. This is the limit of our design aspirations. Design exists
between the limit of the synthesis produced by the Dialectic, and the ultra-synthesis of the
Pentalectic. Design creates the emergent artifact, which can set off the cascade of an
Emergent Event, while the Pentalectic is the meta-design of the Emergent Event, i.e., the
embodiment of four-dimensional time within the world. The intrusion of four-dimensional
time as an emergent event in the world is seen as the face of the world 1270 in which all the
kinds of Being are embodied, where all the transcendentals become immanent against the
background of the tapestry of Beyng. In this moment of the Emergent Event, the clearing
clears, the opening opens, and we have the Ereignis of Generalized Dasein under the sway
of Beyng. Ereignis is a 'drawing back' to allows things to be within the 'clearing open', or
the 'open clearing', under the sway of Beyng. When Dasein projects Being upon beings
within this opening and clearing, a new order arises. This ‘working out’ of that new order
is the work of the Pentalectic.
Against this background we will now revisit the Pentalectic and note that for some time we
have maintained that concepts can be conceived as knots, although we now understand that
these concepts are actually the knots of the Golden Threads of Beyng. We can say similar
things about the perspective, essence, and design traces in Hyper Being. Each one can be
seen as a juncture, or joining, in which Beyng comes closer to the differences in Being. So,
we can talk about possible perspectives as being held together by a juncture or as a joining
in Beyng, or we can speak of possible essences as a juncture, or joining, between the
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attributes that constrain them. In the same vein we can talk about designs as juncture, or as
a joining, of the designed parts that make up the global design of the whole System or
Meta-system. At each juncture, or joining, there is a point of re-signation where we lose
control and things get ‘out-of-hand’. This is the limit of the possible concept, the possible
essence, the possible perspective, or the possible design. It is at this point of resignation
that we will attain insight into the concept, essence, design, or perspective and their
interleaving interaction. These form the NEXUS of the mediations through their focus,
object, image, and signature. Within this ambience there is a conglomerate of ipsities1271
that we see in either a juxtaposition, or conjunction, as a specific juncture or as a specific
joining. But, these ipsities only appear as opacities to our projections of sense, goal,
intentional target, or practice. We see the proclivities, tendencies, dispositions,
inclinations, and propensities in the ipsities. We think of them as ontic noumena that can
give us insight through their resistance to our projection. Yet, we only understand them
through the dehiscence that comes from the contraction of Being.
No wonder we do not understand semantics. We think of it as a homogeneous plenum that
is the nihilistic opposite of the pragmatics of speaking, and that these two opposites are
structured by syntax, which can be isolated, creating closed languages. That closure is the
opposite of the openness of the clearing. We can use the terminology of Hilary Lawson to
describe the “closure of the openness”1272, which results in ‘material’ that can then be
further closed. Emergence is a reopening and reclosing of the ‘material’ within a scope at a
particular level, whether it be facticity, theory, paradigm, episteme, ontos, existence, or
absolute. But, in fact, from the point of view of Wild Being there are many unconnectable
points with their own intensities1273 and their own virtual lines of flight1274. We see them in
the coloring of the Mandelbrot Set1275, which is based on acceleration toward an infinity of
individual points in a complex plane. These points that are isolated Firsts, have their own
propensities, inclinations, dispositions, tendencies, and proclivities as highlighted by the
Pentalectic although we try to project upon them our sense of representations, our goals for
behaviors, the intentional targets of our stances (as vanishing points) and our performances
based on content (intext). We project Meta-systems as milieu for these Systems in terms of
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context, the surrounding horizon, situation, and circumstance. And we try to mediate these
Systems to their Meta-systems through Focus, Object, Image, and Signature. These various
mediations form a Nexus prompting the Pentalectic to take over and structure Wild Being,
but after the expansion of being-in-the-world, Wild Being tries to overcome this imposed
structure through the process of projection as it enforces a constriction upon being-in-theworld. This gives us the dehiscence that produces the cracks and distinctions within the
world that tell us the most about the noumena, which is ultimately a singularity of Ultra
Being. The ‘dehiscence’ shows up as distortions in the hyle that we previously referred to
as the ‘introjected hyle’. At the level of Wild Being the only thing that can connect the
points of intensity is the Golden Thread of Beyng. Only through the Pentalectic and
through an alternative ground such as Beyng can this connection be made that will make
sense, give goals, produce intentional targets, or provide performances. In the onefold
uniqueness and strangeness of Beyng there is a bridge for the unbridgeable. It exists in the
Other Beginning1276 prior to Metaphysics that was “always already”1277 connected with all
the differences within Being.
This explains the way that the concept can be a knot and yet still be a juncture, or joining,
of uncrossable differences. At the trace level there are dotted lines between the points in
the uncrossable space. These traces form hinges between them, which allow the junctures,
or joining, to form. So, when we look at the scene in Wild Being there are scattered Firsts.
But when we look at it in Hyper Being, there are hinges that are proto-relationships that
will become real in Process Being, and continuous in Pure Being. The same is true of
Hyper Essence, Hyper Perspectives, Hyper Design, and Hyper Concept. What is
uncrossable becomes threaded together through the counter projection of Beyng, which
cannot be connected in Being. This is because Being generates the differences and what
generates difference cannot also act as a bridge between those differences. By contrasting
Being and Beyng, we generate meaning, so that semantics are produced as a specific field
of Golden Threads connecting the differences. Deleuze refers to these Golden Threads as
having infinite speed, which allow the differences in the concept to be connected1278. But
Heidegger’s difference is deeper. Heidegger explains meaning and escapes nihilism by
doing so. Deleuze describes a philosophy poised at the threshold of Wild Being but
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Heidegger goes beyond Ultra Being to retrieve the dual counter projection of Being. We
can use Heidegger’s insight in a transformed Phenomenology that recognizes the threading
together of differences in Being by the onefold of Beyng. And beyond that we can use the
Pentalectic to comprehend the next level beyond design – the meta-design in which a
tapestry is woven from the Golden Threads. The propensities, tendencies, inclinations,
dispositions, and proclivities are seen as the differences of the Golden Threads that weave
the warp and woof of the meta-design if we consider them from the point of view of the
Norns, the weavers of the Fate1279 of Beyng.

System and Meta-System co-Design
We can think of meta-design as a System and Meta-System co-Design. In other words, we
can use the Quadralectic to design a System, and we can use the Quadralectic to design a
Meta-system, but when we engage in designing both the System as well as the Metasystem, then we need the added perspective of the Pentalectic. With the Pentalectic we
have a single fabric that enmeshes the System with the Meta-system, which would weave
the thread of Beyng from the System with the thread of Beyng from the Meta-system.
When we think of meta-design as a co-design we see it in a completely different light. We
tend to ignore Meta-systems, and think of them as homogeneous plenums. We perceive
that Systems can be designed in any way regardless of the Meta-system that they must be
able to function within. All we care about is whether or not the System will function with
minimal regard for how the functioning System will affect its environment except for the
occasional environmental impact report. If we could design the System and the Metasystem at the same time and in the same way by merely adding another moment to the
Quadralectic, rather than by using two separate Quadralectics — see how efficient that
would be? The co-design of two Quadralectics, one aimed at the System and the other
aimed at the Meta-system, is actually an expansion of the design process by the
Pentalectic. As a result we can achieve efficiency by adding one more moment to the
Quadralectic to achieve meta-design and this gives us an emergent benefit that is equal to
two Quadralectics. The Pentalectic is the core of the collision and collusion between the
Quadralectic and anti-Quadralectic.
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Figure 15.6. Quadralectical Co-Design.

Let us review how this is the case once more. Dialectics are composed of two Monolectics,
i.e., two theses, which are opposite each other and perform an Aufhebung1280 to produce a
synthesis. This concept of Dialectics as well as Trialectics, comes directly from Hegel. As
we have seen, a Trialectic is a structure that mediates the foreground and background and
appears within the moment of the Quadralectic. A Quadralectic is a collision and collusion
of two dual Dialectics that becomes unified in a super-synthesis. Beyond that, the collision
and collusion of two dual Quadralectics coalesces in an ultra-synthesis to become a
Pentalectic Shell. This is parallel to the three levels of the Platonic solids: the
tetrahedron1281, cubo-octahedron1282, and icosa-dodecahedron1283. The first is a self-dual
while the other higher thresholds have external duals. So, the tetrahedron is equivalent to
the System and corresponds to the Dialectic. The Dialectic is the synthesis of the System
as a whole. That System is composed of parts and in this case the parts are theses
composed of contradictions, which we see as a meta-contradiction in the System. The
resolution of the meta-contradiction is the synthesis. We can use N. Hellerstein’s Diamond
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Logic1284 and also Delta Logic1285 to portray the contradiction in the thesis. It is composed
of two parts, the i, and j paradoxes. The thesis has two moments: i yet j and j yet i. See G.
Spencer Brown’s Laws of Form1286 for the origin of this idea characterized as a
formalization of the limits. These are the limits of the thesis. Yet, because a dialectic can
occur at many levels, a thesis can actually be a synthesis because it contains the synthetic
opposites of its resolved contradiction within it. The synthesis of a resolved contradiction
remains as a trace in the Aufhebung that produces the synthesis. Thus, the tetrahedron of
the dialectical system synthesis is another higher level resolution of contradictions that has
all four moments within itself, which are the limits of the thesis and anti-thesis1287.
When we move up to the next higher threshold of dialectical organization related to the
octahedron and the cube, we see that there are two ways to combine two tetrahedrons. One
way to combine two tetrahedrons into an octahedron is through fusion. Another way to
achieve this ‘combining’ is through interpenetration within the cube. These two
alternatives represent the two limits of the divided line1288, i.e., the supra-rational, which
can be represented as interpenetration or fusion, which suggests paradoxicality. These
correspond to the two Foundational Mathematical Categories, one of which is the
Holon/Integra that embodies Mathematical Category Theory, and the other, which is the
Holoidal that embodies interpenetration and intra-inclusion. Mathematical Category
Theory represents fusion because the elements disappear, although the relations and metarelations continue to exist. Thus, the elements are fused through their relationships, which
is all that is left to specify the elements. This means that when we produce a synthesis of
the tetrahedron, we have created an image of Wholeness.
As we know, there are four possible hypercycles of stability in spacetime. They are spinors
and have 720 degrees of angular change that are embodied in the knot, mobius strip, torus,
and tetrahedron. The minimal system has four different views that correspond to the subschemas. The tetrahedron is only one of these, the structural one. The one representing the
whole system is the torus. The mobius strip represents the picture of the system. The knot
represents the plan of the system. And the tetrahedron represents the structural model of
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the system. Thus, from the view point of sub-schema theory, we are dealing with models of
wholes of the system, not the whole itself.
When we produce the whole system, or torus, we are producing a whole in relation to the
Foundational Mathematical Category of the Whole. That Whole, as synthesis, is composed
of the outer boundary of the Mass and the Mereology of the parts within that boundary. If
you want a whole comprised of a boundary and parts, then you need to combine the Mass
with the differentiation of the mereological parts through Mereotopology. Mass plus
Mereology equals Whole (i.e., Mass + Mereology = Whole). Thus, the Mass Foundational
Mathematical Category is implicated in the Whole. The Mass Foundational Mathematical
Category is the dual of the Set. A Set is a projection of an ordering of difference but a Set
(as a projection) does not need any elements in it. A Mass, on the other hand, does not
exist if it has no instances. Thus, Sets are ideal and Masses are existential. When we
engage in design, we design in Sets, but when we operate and execute Systems we operate
in Masses. Both Masses and Sets have full logics, while all other Foundational
Mathematical Categories have degenerate or surplus logics. For example, the logic of the
Whole is Dialectics, which is a surplus over the minimal complete logics of the Set and
Mass. The Set uses syllogistic logic while the Mass uses pervasion or boundary logic. The
other Foundational Mathematical Categories are preparatory for the Set and Mass, and they
include the Multiple, the Site/Event, and the Singularity. In Dialectics we are mostly
concerned with the ‘over abundant’ side of the Foundational Mathematical Categories. But
it is an important insight that the tetrahedron gives us the two ways to combine Dialectics
by way of fusion and interpenetration, which we can visualize in the octahedron and the
cube. Thus, the Quadralectic is inherently dual with these two modes of combination that
simulate the limits of the divided line of Plato and represent the paradoxical and the suprarational.
Notice that at the tetrahedron/dialectical level there are four moments, but at the
Quadralectic level there are eight moments. That means that when we push up to the icosadodeca-hedron level there are sixteen moments. These moments are ordered as either an
icosahedron or a dodecahedron and they are hidden in this lattice, which is 1-12-20-30-1.
The cube and octahedral lattice is 1-6-12-8-1. The self-dual lattice of the tetrahedron is 14-6-4-1. Thus, there is an emergent order at each level. The lattice of the
icosahedron/dodecahedron duality is homeomorphic to the pentahedral polytope, which is
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a four-dimensional simplex1289 that has the lattice 1-5-10-10-5-1. They are related through
the alternating group A5 of order 60, which expresses the symmetries of both geometrical
configurations. B. Fuller in Synergetics1290 can be consulted for the synergies within and
between these levels of Platonic solids. B. Fuller does not deal with the synergies of the
Platonic solids in the fourth dimension. The pentahedron is the first solid of the fourth
dimension. It is a minimal solid whose lattice is produced by the Pascal Triangle1291. Thus,
you can see that the sixteen moments are well hidden in the orders that are imposed at each
emergent level of the unfolding of the Platonic solids. This unfolding is a necessity. In our
universe this is the only ordering of the Nomos that is possible. Furthermore, in addition to
this ordering of the Nomos, there is a meta-dialectical form associated with each of these
thresholds of organization. This meta-dialectical configuration is arranged such that the
icosa-dodecapenta-hedron level is outwardly dual, but inwardly a self-dual with two
different organizations. The outward organization is the shell composed of the alternating
group A5 and is homeomorphic to the pentahedron in four-dimensional space. Fourdimensional space is the space of nonduality. Thus, the pentahedron is the nondual basis of
the duality between the icosahedron and the dodecahedron1292. The Pentalectic
encapsulates this relationship between the dual Quadralectics and the nondual core that
appears in the fourth dimension.
At this point, the sixteen discrete moments appears to have vanished because their traces
have been effaced as we moved up the hierarchy of meta-dialectics and the hierarchy of
spatial figures. We must note that in Being there are four aspects, which are identity,
presence, reality, and truth. We note that the permutation between these give sixteen
quadragrams. As a result, we posit that the sixteen moments are, in fact, these quadragrams
from reality, plus truth, plus presence, plus identity to illusion, plus fiction, plus absence,
plus difference. Deleuze privileges difference, but in spite of that, he is still moving in the
orbit of Being. Other philosophers privilege other aspects. For example, Heidegger
privileges truth. Hegel privileges identity by attempting to build a dynamic philosophy that
accepts contradiction and subsumes it into synthesis. Above all, the entire tradition
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privileges either presence1293 or reality1294. Up until the late Heidegger all these
philosophers remained in the orbit of Being until Heidegger discovered that Being has a
dual, which is Beyng. In other words, Heidegger understood that Being is not necessarily a
self-dual as everyone had assumed. So, we are saying that these sixteen moments of the
combinations of the aspects of Being are inherent at the level of the pentahedron and icosadodecahedron. Note, that they too are organized by the next higher level of emergent
organization that exists in the fourth dimension, which is the eight or sixteen cell polytope
with a lattice of 1-8-24-32-16-11295. Notice that in the fourth dimension this polytope has
points within it for 8, 16, and 32 permutations of elements. Beyond this there is the 24 cell
polytope with the lattice 1-24-96-96-24-11296, which is a higher nondual threshold within
this eight and sixteen cell dual. Beyond that there is an even higher nondual threshold,
which is the 1201297 and 6001298 cell polytope.
Our point is that the sixteen quadragrams, which represent the moments of the four
tetrahedrons that enter into the Pentalectic, are organized at the next level up and this gives
us the full structural articulation of Being, over against the onefold of Beyng. Now, as we
have said before, the icosahedron and dodecahedron are homeomorphic to the five
tetrahedrons that appear in the pentahedron. The fifth tetrahedron is the emergent excess
that appears in the pentalectic shell and core. When we consider that four-dimensional
space is actually four three-dimensional spaces related in a quaternionic rotation of its
axes, then we see that in this figure there is a tetrahedron for each of the three-dimensional
spaces with one in excess. This excess is the emergent addition that appears at this level of
organization from the intersection of the Quadralectic and the anti-Quadralectic in a new
synthesis. All of the moments in the four tetrahedrons are supported at the next level up
within four-dimensional space in the eight and sixteen cell polytopes, which form duals
that function as space-filling lattices. The nondual core of these is the self-dual 24 cell
polytope. That polytope is the self-dual center of the space of Existence, which organizes
all the aspects of Existence within the nondual realm1299. That polytope has the special
property of ultra efficiency. In other words, it is only the octahedron whose lines (if given
direction) have a mode in which they do not interfere with each other and have laminar
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flow. The 24 cell is made up of octahedrons, which represent fusion but have this laminar
flow. Thus, at the center of Being within the nondual realm, there is this special efficiency
at the core. This is called Chi in China1300, Prana (Shakti) in India1301, and in the West,
physics refers to it as laminar flow. The same ultra efficiency that exists in the non-dual
realm is also seen in the Special Systems. Each of the thresholds have their particular
emergent quality, although it is interesting that the Pentalectic is the transition between the
third and fourth dimension. In the icosa-dodecahedron we can see the organization of the
shell where the two Quadralectics collide and then collude to produce an ultra-synthesis.
That ultra-synthesis has a core in the fourth dimension, which is the pentahedron that
structures the Pentalectic. In China this is called the five Hsing1302. At this level we see that
there are sixteen moments from the original tetrahedrons that composed the four dialectics
that combine at the level of the Pentalectic. These moments appear as the combination of
the aspects of Being, which are organized at an even higher level of the 8/16 cell polytope,
which, in turn, has its own nondual in the 24 cell polytope. The 24 cell polytope is the
nondual interface between the two dual lattices that fill the space in the fourth dimension
based on the 8 and the 16 cell polytopes.
The Pentalectic gives us an emergent synthesis between the four dialectics (or two
Quadralectics) and the nondual core. Furthermore, we can also see that the fourth
dimension gives us an organization that supports all the moments of the original dialectics
with both its dual and nondual representations of the lattice of Existence. However, all of
these diverse elements that appear at the various emergent thresholds are given meaning
and held together by the Golden Threads of Beyng that appears as the laminar flow of the
24 cell polytope. And it is particularly significant that the Pentalectic allows these two such
threads to be woven together in a fabric that connects the design of the System with the
design of the Meta-system. To make this point in a specific situation; when we design
systems that do not take into account the consequences that can affect our environment,
both physically and socially, we can see that there is a need for the meta-design, which
takes into account the interplay of the System and Meta-system in the same manner that
nature balances processes and events. By adding one more moment of insight to the
Quadralectic, our design concepts can move from the realm of Hyper Being into Wild
Being. This is what we need in order to understand the Design of nature, and to appreciate
the Wild in nature. As part of nature we have the genius to create the Emergent Event as an
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eruption of four-dimensional time into our worldview. But because we have lost touch
with meta-design, i.e., our own connection to Intelligent Design, we rely too heavily on
individual genius. By ignoring the need for cooperative discovery and mutually innovative
techniques, we are actually accelerating a path of destruction for ourselves and the other
species of this planet.
Once we know that there is a basis for meta-design in the Pentalectic, such as the basis we
have discovered for design in the Quadralectic, then we see that there is an open horizon
for research into the nature of meta-design, which leads to higher and higher thresholds of
emergent organization. As theorists of design, it is our job to explore this open horizon and
to understand the consequences of a restriction to monochrony in this Metaphysical Era,
and how our understanding of our own human nature will be enhanced if we embrace
heterochrony (recognizing Kairos1303 as well as Chronos1304) as what lies beyond the
metaphysical rather than relying on historic facticity. Heterochrony is the door to our
comprehension of the self-organizing Intelligent Design of nature. We can de-artificialize
our products by allowing the System and Meta-system to mesh in their meta-design. This
is the new horizon that Design Theory must understand by going beyond the artificial. It is
the basis for understanding Emergent Engineering as a co-design process that encompasses
the System and Meta-system. In Meta-design, two Emergent Meta-system cycles and two
Emergent Event lifecycles interact. This means that the foundation of Existence is related
to Emptiness and Void and doubles as a basis for the synchronization of the Pentalectic.
Emergent Engineering is an Engineering that emerges from the ‘forgetfulness of the
machination’1305 that is leading to the destruction of the earth. Our present projection
process is destructive if left unchecked. The Pentalectic moment is the checking of the
projection process. It can be expressed as what Heidegger calls reticence1306, which occurs
when we let ‘what is made’ manifest and speak for itself with its own voice. It is the
drawing back from the realm of possibilities into the contraction of Wild Being after the
expansion of Hyper Being. The Pentalectic moment adds only one moment to the hubris of
the Quadralectic, and in doing this we realize the core of the ultra-synthesis of the System
and the Meta-system. That occurs within the panoply of the permutation of the aspects of
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Being, which, in turn, has its own ultra-efficient core. That ultra-efficient core is the
subject matter of the Special Systems.

Virtual and Actual
The movement of the Pentalectical moment toward the center of the Quadralectic can also
be seen as a move up into a dimension of virtuality, which would then collapse into the
next higher schema, as has been suggested previously in our consideration of the S-doubleprime Theory of General Schemas Theory1307. Our analysis shows that a schema is
unstable at dimensional levels higher than three and we posit that this causes a collapse
into the next higher schema. Yet, this is precisely what brings the two Quadralectics into
coherence. When the lower and higher sub-schemas are associated with two adjacent
schemas, each has its own Quadralectic as the transition between the sub-schemas. This is
how we see the relationships between the core Pentalectic (as a pentahedron) with five
moments versus the shell Pentalectic (as an icosa-dodecahedron) that represents a collision
and a collusion of the two Quadralectics. The five moments are related to the Pentahedron
of four-dimensional space, while the two colliding Quadralectics are related to the icosadodecahedron geometrical formation, which shares the same group as the Pentahedron.
This allows us to apply our concept of the two Quadralectics as they relate to the System
and Meta-system to any two adjacent schemas. The Pentalectic can also act as a cohering
factor that could connect two separate single Quadralectics. Thus, we see that the
Pentalectic is synergetic to a high degree because the minimal addition of a single moment
not only serves to produce the coherence of the Quadralectic at one schematic level, but it
also connects two adjacent sets of sub-schemas at different schematic levels. This synergy
is an ultra-efficiency and is a very interesting consequence of the application of the
Quadralectic to the sub-schemas.
In this way we can integrate our concept of the Pentalectic with the ideas of Deleuze that
discuss the difference between the virtual and actual1308. If the Pentalectic moment is
integrating a set of sub-schemas, it may also be thrusting into a higher virtual dimension
for that particular schema, which will cause it to collapse into the next higher schema.
Thus, the Pentalectic moment acts as a coordinating factor between adjacent schemas. The
Pentalectic could be visualized as having a virtual, as well as a synergetic, aspect
depending on whether it is exercised in relation to one schema or two. The Pentalectic has
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outward and inward collusive aspects. The outward aspects are associated with the icosadodecahedron, which expresses the collision between two Quadralectics. The inward
aspect is related to the pentahedron, which can give coherence to the Quadralectic (of one
schema) or provide a connection (as an interface) for the next higher schema. In that case,
it would render the lower level schema to be virtual, and precipitates a collapse into the
next higher schema as an actualization. This double duty of the Pentalectical moment is a
very highly leveraged synergy, which is of great interest. It is similar to the efficiency of
the tactics celebrated by M. de Certeau1309. The Pentalectic can be the basis of a
schema/meta-schema co-design, or it could be the basis of the synergy of the design at a
single schematic level (collision or collusion). There is a chance that these two expressions
of the moment are related. In other words, it is possible that expressing the relationship of
the schema to the meta-schema is what gives the schema a greater synergy. However, it is
clear that the Pentalectical moment has special properties in relation to the sub-schemas at
different schematic levels. The Quadralectic model demonstrates how a higher standard of
efficacy can be introduced into the design process. We do not see this level of efficacy
with the Ennead model proposed by Wisse, nor did we see it when we added the
perspectival moment to the Ennead. Adding the perspectival moment allowed us to better
understand the structure of the moments, and to elaborate on the framework of the Ennead,
but, when we added the Pentalectical moment to the Quadralectic, we suddenly attained a
higher degree of synergy that could be expressed as an emergent effect within the interface
between the geometries of the third and fourth dimension. We are positing that this does
not only occur at the dimensional level of the System and Meta-system, but at every
boundary between adjacent schemas.

Structural Interlock
What we are seeing here is a structural interlock between several very different structures.
It is clear that all these various structures interlock to define the Quadralectic, the subschemas, the Pentalectic, the Emergent Lifecycle, and the Emergent Meta-system Cycle, as
well as the relationship between adjacent schemas in the hierarchy of schemas. Together
this complex structure represents the whole Theory of Design and Meta-design of
Emergent Eventities.
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Once we understand the elaborated structure of the moments of the Pentalectic and place it
back into the structure of the Sub-schemas, it becomes clear that the Pentalectic can serve
two purposes. It takes design into the next higher dimension, or virtualized sub-schema,
and it can synergize the already given sub-schemas. As a result, we are able to get a very
precise and detailed picture of the transformations between the sub-schemas and how they
produce a super-synthesis that collapses back down into the whole schema. This allows the
schematic hierarchy to become well defined as a whole since it is based upon the
convergence of the structure of the Emergent Event’s Lifecycle and the Emergent Metasystem. The geometry of the relationship between the Dialectic, Quadralectic, and
Pentalectic serves to give even greater definition to the whole structure. All of these
structures work together to produce a very robust theory. For example, our theory of the
Quadralectic is enhanced by realizing that it is part of the more complex structure of the
Pentalectic, which can also be correctly described as ‘dual Quadralectics’. Contrasting the
Dialectic with the Quadralectic and the Pentalectic levels of complexity and geometrical
interpretations gives us an intriguing picture of a design pattern. We also note that the subschemas are related to the various ways of representing the minimal system in terms of 720
degrees of angular change such as appears in the torus, tetrahedron, mobius strip, and knot.
As we line up these various geometrical analogies they provide quite a bit of detail as to
the nature of the structures under consideration. These structural interlocking foundations
serve to stabilize our theory and to connect it to the structure of the worldview. Our
hypothesis is that this structure of the Pentalectic of Meta-design and its devolution into
the Quadralectic of Design and the Ennead, is part of a structure of the worldview that
expresses the relationship between emergence and nihilism. This hypothesis gives a firm
foundation to the connection between Design and Meta-design within our tradition. And
that gives us greater confidence in the theory and its efficacy. However, a question
remains: Will knowing the Quadralectic/Pentalectic Theory reflexively, actually improve
our ability to do design, and will that knowledge encourage the practice of System and
Meta-system co-design, as well as generate greater synergy in System Design?
In general, the Ennead, Quadralectic, and Pentalectic serve as a foundation for
understanding the underlying structure of the cognitive processes in design. We need
methods and meta-methods to articulate these cognitive moments into actual
representations of particular designs. The Quadralectic devolves into approaches that can
be used for each schema and its embodiments. The meta-methods serve to identify the
design elements and their computability. The methods serve to give slices of Turing
Machines that can be handled in isolation while still meeting the goal of the entire Turing
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Machine that the design represents. Of course, these minimal methods and meta-methods
need to be tailored to become part of our development processes so that they will produce
specific products. This is a general foundational framework, which states that behind all
design is the hierarchy of schemas. In turn, those schemas can be broken into sub-schemas
that are related through the Quadralectic. Furthermore, those schemas can be synthesized
with their super-schemas through the Pentalectic. There is complete transformational
integrity between the sub-schemas and the moments of the Quadralectic. There is further
synergy with the addition of the Pentalectic moment that takes us from Hyper Being into
Wild Being.
The mathematical analogies taken from geometry serve to stabilize these structures and
give specific guidelines for how the thought structures transform emergently at the various
levels of the Monolectic, Dialectic, Trialectic, Quadralectic, and Pentalectic. That series
may even go on to higher synergies if we take into account the other Platonic structures in
four-dimensional space. Because of the coordination between the Quadralectic and the
Lifecycle of the Emergent Event, as well as the Emergent Meta-system Cycle, there is an
over-determination of the Quadralectic in its synchronization between these two cycles of
existence. Yet, because the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event is also connected to the
Foundational Mathematical Categories, there is a great deal of detail involved in how
representations are created, which become behaviors, then stances, and then content. This
detailed knowledge of the nature of the representational possibilities based on mathesis
makes this theory very precise. The Foundational Mathematical Categories define the ways
that the nomos is grounded, and the nomos defines the possible ways that ordering
representations are produced, how their behaviors are elaborated, how their stances are
articulated, and finally, how their content is fabricated. The Foundational Mathematical
Categories build toward greater and greater complexity and synergy. On the other hand,
the Emergent Meta-system complexifies as it loses its properties until it relaxes into lower
and lower material states of optima where symmetries are no longer maintained. The
Emergent Meta-system describes the symmetry breakings within the dynamics of existence
that underlie the Emergent Event. The Emergent Meta-system is based on several
mathematical analogies, the most complex of which are the hyper-complex algebras. These
algebraic structures are very well defined. In a sense, the combination between the
Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Hyper-complex Algebras furnishes us with
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a Universal Algebra1310, where entities and relationships are defined. Entities are defined
with the Foundational Mathematical Categories while the relations are defined with the
Hyper-complex Algebras. This substrate of the Universal Algebra is taken into the realm
of spacetime by the schemas, and into the realm of possibility by the Quadralectic where it
can be expressed in terms of the Field of Design. This gives us a foundation for design at
the level of Hyper Being and a foundation for meta-design at the level of Wild Being. But
these are general cognitive structures that need to be augmented by the ‘approaches to’ and
the ‘embodiments of’ the schemas, specifically in relation to the System and Meta-system,
which become expressed as co-algebras1311 in implementations. We have minimal methods
and meta-methods that are defined and guide the application of these cognitive faculties.
They are differentiated in the higher meta-levels of Being (Hyper and Wild), and then
applied at the lower levels of Being, i.e., in relation to products in Pure Being and to
processes in Process Being.

Being/Beyng and the Problem of Semantics
In addition to our Meta-Design Theory of Schemas, we must include an insight from
Heidegger that will help us to solve the problem of Semantics. All of these structures
discussed in the Theory of Design and Meta-design are discussed in terms of differences,
mostly founded in the Nomos and discovered through Mathesis. We have attempted to
stabilize their meaning by referring to the precedents established by Wisse, or even
Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Grammar1312. But, we posit that meaning is also generated in
the clearing and openness, which we embody as Generalized Dasein. This is a result of our
close proximity the two bases of Being, i.e., Being and Beyng. Just as we borrow from
Emptiness and Void to provide the synchronized foundations of the Quadralectic, we can
also use the concept of the onefold of Beyng to generate meaning through the differences
of Being. In some ways this could be the most profound part of our theory, which we
borrow from the late Heidegger. Regardless of how we have construed the differences of
Being in order to describe the basis of design, there was some point before their arising
1310
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where they were not only the same, but also indistinguishable. If we closely hold the
indistinguishability of this ‘Other Beginning’1313 to the differences that are generated in the
‘First Beginning’1314, then sparks of meaning are generated that will make sense of our
representations, give us goals for our behaviors, give us intentional targets for our stances,
and supply the pragmata that work together to produce the emergent properties for our
designs. So, beyond Ultra Being we need to borrow the “always already”1315 sameness, or
“belonging together”1316, nature of Beyng so that we may contrast the various differences
that we construct in Being, as well as those that we construct in the meta-levels of Being.
These differences occur between the moments of the Ennead, Quadralectic, and
Pentalectic, or the various schemas. All these interlocking structures could be given
different meanings, but because the structures arise out of the Nomos, and because at some
point prior to their arising they were all the same, then we are guaranteed that an
archetypal structuring1317 will occur with their arising. So, if we recognize their
interlocked and interconnected structure, then within the clearing of our own openness, the
signifiers will indicate the structure of the emergence of our worldview as it comes into
existence. Out of the Mass, this Set appears through the mediation of the Nomos and our
own Mathesis. Thus, what it shows us will be our ownmost because it is what we see and
understand to be actually produced from within ourselves and cannot but reflect our view
of the world.
In other words, if we returned to a tabula rasa and renamed everything, we would still be
referring to the same things but in different terminology. It is our ownmost because it is
the way we express who we are within our worldview. We are the emergent ones whom the
worldview discontinuously overwhelms with emergence. This is a fundamental part of our
Western Dasein. If we stare into the Sun of the Good1318, its darkness and its
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blindingness1319 is Beyng. But if we look away, then the myriad differences that are
produced are derived from the nondual of the Good, and beyond that from Fate1320 and the
Sources1321 and the Roots1322. Generally we operate in the realm of the nonduals of
Order1323 and Right1324, i.e., the representational nonduals at the core of the worldview. But
these are founded on the non-representational nonduals, which are beyond the limit of the
supra-rational, i.e., the sources and roots. These various nonduals that are at the core of the
Western worldview are distinguished in relation to one another by the meta-levels of nonexistence. Ultimately all this is founded on Beyng, which is the secret heart of the unique
and strange onefold within the manifold differences of Being. If we want to know the
meaning of any one moment of the Quadralectic, it is possible to compare it to the
moments in other Quadralectics, or to the meta-system of the Pentalectic. It is also possible
to appeal to the “always already”1325 there sameness that existed prior to the arising of any
particular distinction. In that way we can understand that what is distinguished is really the
same. Comparing this ‘belonging together’ to differentiation, even if it is discontinuous,
generates meaning and solves the problem of semantics, which has been a conundrum
since the beginning of the Western tradition.
One way to view this whole complex is to see how it arises out of Beyng and appears as
differentiated in Being. In other words, there is a genetic unfolding of differentiations that
appears in Being when it is considered against the possibility of the strange and unique
onefold of Beyng. This is a different genealogy from the ‘order of arising.’ For example,
Protagoras describes how the schemas arise1326, they are again discussed in Plato1327, and
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then again in Aristotle1328. We find them in Kant1329 and Heidegger1330 and
Wittgenstein1331. During the Western tradition they unfold in a certain way historically.
But, in relation to Beyng it could be that time is irrelevant and that these distinctions that
are historically far apart actually belong together in their underlying sameness prior to
others1332. Thus, the genetic unfolding of distinctions may not be the same as the
genealogy of the manifestations of the distinctions under consideration. The genetic
unfolding of the distinctions can be orthogonal to the flow of time. We suggest that this is
another way to arrive at heterochrony and to contemplate its significance.
We have produced a conceptual mechanism1333 to serve as an analogy to explain the
process of design and meta-design and we have incorporated mathematical analogies,
which have further stabilized this conceptual process. And, in addition, we have also
produced a way of giving the process of Design and Meta-design meaning, regardless of
the way that the distinctions are symbolically marked. In other words, we have a theory
that meaning comes from the comparison between these distinctions and the alternate
ground of Beyng. This means that in whatever manner we have symbolically marked1334
the nodes of the moments based on the sedimentations of the distinctions in Being, it
would have the same relationship to the alternative ground. As the basis for our structuring
of the mechanism of the Quadralectic and the Pentalectic, we have chosen the strongest
possible distinctions that can exist within Being, which are the distinctions between Being
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and Itself through the articulation of meta-levels. Yet, however arbitrary this symbolic
marking of the ‘cognitive machine’ of the Monolectic, Dialectic, Trialectic, Quadralectic,
and Pentalectic may be, there must be some marking that emanates from the variations of
all possible markings. We are stating that whatever that marking is, it has to have arisen
from the Onefold of Beyng in some strange and unique order of distinction that was a
genetic unfolding, which was perhaps not necessarily in genealogical order, but possibly
in some other order. The Nomos discovered by Mathesis will be ‘the same’ and the
symbolic markings will have the same genetic pedigree. As a result it will be an equivalent
structure from the point of view that it tells us about the “clearing of the openness”1335 in
regard to being-in-the-schema. In other words, a meaning that is particularly deep and
involved in the structure of the worldview can also be produced by starting from any other
set of genetic distinctions regardless of the genealogical unfolding that actually occurs.
This is because the Nomos constrains the possible positions, and because their diacritical
meanings are actually equivalent. Having an orthogonal basis in Beyng is to comprehend a
set of differences in Being and this frees us from a specific set of those distinctions as
being perpetually fundamental and unchangeable.
This gives us an Afoundational perspective on the necessity of grounds or first principles.
Whatever the distinctions are that produce the labels for the mechanism of the Quadralectic
and Pentalectic, they will be an expression of the onefold of Beyng with a specific genetic
unfolding that will have the same relationship to the worldview as the Quadralectic and
Pentalectic, which we have defined. Thus, we claim that all such configurations are
homeomorphic with each other, and equally meaningful, and that in their own way they
would all indicate the same thing about the clearing in Being, because their roots are in
Existence, not in Being. Their tie to Beyng, instead of Being, frees us from depending on
any particular semantic reading of the distinctions that were attached to the Nomos after its
unfolding from Mathesis1336. This is a bold claim because we tie ourselves to distinctions
that appear fundamental and non-interchangeable. If meaning is not produced within
Being or Beyng, but is instead produced through its close proximity to the fragmentation
of Being and the onefold of Beyng, then the symbolic labeling that indicates distinctions
will produce the same meaning. This is why meanings can be shared and are not
dependent on their symbolic substrata. This is the phenomenon that allows us to
communicate across languages. Just as Indo-European languages are unique in having
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Being, they are also unique in having Beyng. Other languages also supply an alternative
duality and do the same thing in their own interpretation of existence. However, at this
point we are not concerned with the general case of how this would work in all languages.
Our particular concern is whether it makes sense in languages that have the concept of
Being, and how those languages carry their connection to Beyng within them. In the IndoEuropean tradition Beyng is presented as the sinister side or left side. Being is
characterized as the right side and is given pre-eminence defining the righteousness of
Being1337. Beyng, as left, is orthogonal to the distinction between Right and Wrong. This is
similar to Hegel’s idea that all moments of thought at a given stage in the development of
consciousness cancel out1338. As a result, Hegel presumes that cancelling out is more basic
than the appearance of the moments of consciousness. If different configurations appeared,
they would also cancel out and lead to the next stage of consciousness. It is the
configuration of cancellation, not the specific content that matters. We are reminded that
all of language changes over time: the phonemes, the grammar, the meaning of the words,
and the pronunciation of words. Yet, in any given moment, language still seems to make
sense synchronically despite its radical long term diachronic changes1339. All these
syntactical and phonetic changes are in Being, but the meaning associated with those
features (in their flux) is from the alternative ground of Beyng. That ground is there
regardless of the syntax or pragmatics that are schematically projected at any given time.
Emergent Events produce reorganizations of the schemas and clear away the nihilistic
background that obscures ultimate meaning. Emergent Engineering participates in this
process by initiating cascades of Emergent Events through the application of the
Quadralectic in Sign Engineering, or it participates in the Intelligent Design of the
Emergent Event through the contraction of Wild Being as signified by the Pentalectic.
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CHAPTER 16

Knowing Practice
Considering the Kairos of Our Practices
The final chapter is on the nature of practice. The theories of P. Bourdieu and M. de Certeau are
explored. The way in which the Quadralectic unfolds into the Pentalectic is presented as an example of
M. de Certeau's theory of practice. M. de Certeau believes that the tactics and tricks of narrative gives
us some insight into the nature of practice because story telling is itself a practice. This is where the
thread of the Novel and its perspectives are woven back into our understanding of practice. That
understanding helps us to grapple with the problem of the differentiation of time and its fourdimensionality, which is a representation of the nondual. The anagogic swerve is then explained in
terms of geometrical images based on stability in spacetime. Finally, we present a vision of how the
System and the Meta-system can be represented as a geometric coupling.

Approaching Practice
Now that we have formulated a theory of design in the form of the Quadralectic at the
Hyper Being Level, we must investigate how the practice of design is different from the
theory. Our theory is an overdetermined synchronization of various cycles found in
Existence and in Hyper Being. We have also made a point of contrasting the differentiation
of Being with the strange unique onefold of Beyng, asserting that meaning comes from the
ability to negotiate between these two apparent foundations, which are held apart by
Emptiness and Void. Kant differentiates between theory and practice in his critiques of
practical and pure reason. He also differentiates between these two duals (theory and
practice) and judgment in his critique of judgment1340. So, the differentiation between these
various terms go back to the roots of our tradition, even to Plato and Aristotle, who both
use the practice of craft as a key example of their theoretical philosophies. However, the
foremost theorist of practice in modern times is Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu approaches his
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theory of practice in two of his works1341, Outline of a Theory of Practice1342 and Logic of
Practice1343. His theory is also mentioned in his book Distinction1344. In his later works his
theory of practice gives way to the concept of the field and as a result, his concept of
practice changes fundamentally. We will be concentrating on the early theory, but not
without forgetting the idea of the field. We will also use the monograph of Alan Warde1345
as a way of framing the difference between these two concepts. Yet, this consideration of
Bourdieu is merely a prelude for applying the work of Michel de Certeau outlined in his
book The Practice of Everyday Life1346. It will be a useful tool for demonstrating the value
of the Quadralectics of Design and Non-design.
Bourdieu makes a case for separating Practice from Reflexive Theory1347. He proposes that
Reflexive Theory cannot understand practice. He illustrates this by introducing the concept
of Habitus1348. Habitus are our habits, or habitude, what we do automatically without
thinking about it. Bourdieu was primarily influenced by Merleau-Ponty1349, although he
references other historical sources as well1350. In this way Bourdieu was able to introduce
Wild Being1351 into the equation, as he attempted to develop a Sociology and Ethnography
based on the concept of the Propensities of Wild Being. In our view we believe the
influence of the theories of Merleau-Ponty to be the strongest in comparison to the other
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sources1352. This leads us beyond Hyper Being to consider the role of Wild Being in
Design. Bourdieu argues that what we do out of habit operates autonomously without
theory being necessary because of the propensities that exist in our culture and their effect
on our behavior. Therefore, when we theorize practice, we are, in a sense, disturbing and
misrepresenting it because it is essentially non-representable in its essence. Bourdieu
claims that what takes over in action is the Habitus, our imbued and inbuilt propensities to
act in a certain way that has its own internal logic, which we ourselves do not understand.
When we act on theory as a praxis, i.e., in terms of a ‘theory governed action,’ we are
actually applying the ‘logic of theory’ to practice, which is not based on Habitus. This nonrepresentable kernel of practice needs to be understood in its own terms and not reduced to
theoretical action. This is the argument that Bourdieu makes throughout his books. Michel
de Certeau, on the other hand, has a different view that is closer to our own. He proposes
that practice is metis and that it operates in language in the same manner that it operates in
practical actions, and that it has its own mode of comprehension, which he calls narrative.
But more than that, rather than seeing practice as a black box of non-representability as
Bourdieu does, we will take a closer look at how M. de Certeau opens up that box and
finds a very interesting structure that we will discuss at length because it illuminates the
Quadralectic and its transformation into the Pentalectic.
But let us return to Bourdieu and his concept of practice. Bourdieu cites that practice is an
irreversible series of actions, while theory contemplates the reversibility of those actions.
This brings to mind the shift between the Complex numbers and the Quaternion numbers
where the commutative property is lost. This is also a characteristic of the difference
between the Dissipative Ordering and Autopoietic Symbiotic Special Systems. In other
words, practice has to deal with the disassembly that occurs in the Special Systems as we
lose the various Algebraic properties within the cycle of the Emergent Meta-system. We
propose that we can expand this idea and claim that the various levels of practice must deal
with the various losses of properties at the different levels of the Special Systems. The
Special Systems are distinguished by the kinds of Being, so, as we lose properties in the
algebras we are also ascending the meta-levels of Being, and at the end of this series of
property losses we are taken into the Meta-system. The transition between the Dissipative
and Autopoietic Special Systems is governed by Process Being. Processes are
probabilistic, not determinate, and one difference between those probabilistic processes is
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that they are no longer reversible, only determinate actions are reversible. Beyond that,
when we transition from the Autopoietic Special System to the Reflexive Special System,
we encounter the differance of Hyper Being, which is where design and other traces such
as concept, essence, and perspective lie. In the Reflexive Special System, which is
governed by the Octonion Algebra1353, we lose the associative property. This is the
transitional point where the social relations of contiguity count1354 and cannot be reversed.
Finally, when we go from the Reflexive Social Special System to the Meta-system we
encounter Wild Being, and it is in Wild Being where the proclivities, propensities,
dispositions, inclinations, and tendencies of the Habitus are lodged. In that transition we
lose the division property, so the Meta-system appears as interpenetrated (it cannot be
divided). In addition to this it has ‘division by zero’1355 undefined singularities embedded
in it. Bourdieu posits that practice has to deal with the fundamental unraveling of
reversible orders in relationships through a series of symmetry breakings. Practice has to
deal with a world where these symmetry breakings have already occurred in some areas of
life, which makes it difficult to initiate certain practical changes. Theoretically that would
be easy in the best of all possible worlds where these symmetry breakings have not yet
occurred. But instead, we are in the outlying pluriverses where these symmetry breakings
have occurred and where these reversible properties have been lost. Practice has to
negotiate in these difficult circumstances and still come up with an acceptable result. Many
times practice fails, until it learns how to do what needs to be done, i.e., the pragmata, in
order to achieve the outcomes that are desired. An accomplished practice is the result of
having the skill and learned knowledge of the practices that are necessary to produce the
outcomes we desire in spite of the hindrances that exist, which can thwart our desires. One
of the things that we learn to do in our practice of Design is to produce emergent
outcomes. Generally, the overcoming of resistances, hindrances, incompatibilities, and
other problems are a fundamental part of the pragmata that make Emergent Design
possible.
Note that one of the synchronized bases of the Quadralectic is with the Emergent Metasystem, which is composed of the conjunction of Special System elements. We posit that
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as we go through the Quadralectic, we are not only going into material optima states, but
we are also going through these symmetry breakings. As a result, at each stage of the
Quadralectic this process becomes more difficult to perform and to understand. In other
words, the theory of the Quadralectic has ‘built in symmetry breakings’ that practice needs
to deal with and negotiate. This is what Bourdieu emphasizes. As we ascend the metalevels of Being, our ability to conceptually understand practice becomes exponentially
more difficult at each level. Furthermore, at the level of practical operations we are also
losing properties through symmetry breakings, which makes it more difficult to reverse
course once an action has been executed. This loss of intelligibility and this loss of
operational room intensify as we go through the Quadralectic. The Quadralectic is not
merely moving through its cycle, it is also going deeper into the Worldview. At the same
time we are moving through the Foundational Mathematical Categories toward
interpenetration, which causes the disparate elements of our practice to be honed down into
something simple, complete, and subtly connected so that one can influence and affect the
necessary results despite the odds against it. This is where the leverage that M. de Certeau
discusses originates. Even though we are working in more and more incomprehensible
areas, with ever more asymmetries to deal with, our practices become interpenetrated and
intra-inclusive in a super-rational way so that we are able to function operationally and do
things that we would not generally be able to accomplish if we were not specialized in our
craft through a regime of practice. This regime of practice means that we have
concentrated our efforts within a field that has some degree of specialization. This is where
Alan Warde1356 points out how practice and field go together. We refer to a field as a
Domain and we note that the domain is the next schema up from the Meta-system. In our
theory of the Quadralectic we have made each systemic act appear in a Meta-systemic
scene, but in the deeper background these systemic acts also take place in the domain of
practice. In Sign Engineering there is another field of interest, which is the Design Field.
The Design Field designates the types of characteristics that the semiotic Design Object
may have. Design, in particular, orients the semiotic Design Object1357 to the Object of
Design1358 as a technologically emergent artifact within a given Domain.
For Bourdieu, the concept of Habitus bridges the gap between what is objectively seen by
the observer and what is experienced by the subject who is involved in the practice. In
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other words, his theory proposes that there is a harmonization between the subject and
object through Habitus. That is because Habitus existed at a meta-level of Being prior to
the arising of the subject/object dichotomy. Actually, we were already at that level when
we moved beyond the dualism of the subject/object dichotomy into Dasein (riddle),
although Merleau-Ponty pushed much further past Dasein to the Query1359 (mystery), and
then past the Query, to the Enigma1360. In 1939 Winston Churchill famously stated, "I
cannot forecast to you the action of Russia. It is a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma; but perhaps there is a key. That key is Russian national interest"1361. If we take
Churchill’s statement out of context, and consider it as unexpectedly offering us some
insight into the layers of being-in-the-world, then the encompassing enigma is the nature
of what Merleau-Ponty calls the Flesh, which is the ultimate source of subjectivity and
objectivity in Being. In the Flesh, there is only the chiasmic proclivities, propensities,
tendencies, inclinations, and dispositions that are embedded within us from our nature (or
nurture). This is opaque from the point of view of cognitive understanding, but it
determines our actions as they unfold in such a way that we learn what we think as we
speak, and we learn how to do a task as we negotiate its actual performance with the
pragmata that we use and manipulate in order to attain our goals, make sense, and achieve
our intentions. Returning to our own proposal, the theory of Quadralectics of Hyper Being
and its extension through the Pentalectic of Wild Being allows us to see how we are
moving into this realm of asymmetries that affect the execution of operations, as well as
how we are moving into the realm of non-representability and unintelligibility. Yet, at the
same time, in terms of the Lifecycle of Emergence, we are also entering the realm of
interpenetration and intra-inclusion where there is a supra-rational integral and holonomic
synchronization of our actions such that we can do things that we did not expect ourselves
to be able to do. This is the existential confluence of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event
coded into the Foundational Mathematical Categories and the Cycle of the Emergent Metasystem. In addition to that, our projections appear within Hyper Being, which express
themselves as the moments of the Quadralectic that allow us to explore the realm of
possibility, and that will essentially bring about unprecedented emergent effects. But,
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beyond the moments of the Quadralectic in Hyper Being, there is a chiasmic1362 expression
in Wild Being that appears in the Pentalectic.
Bourdieu does not delve deeply enough into the heart of practice in the way that M. de
Certeau does. So, our purpose will be more adequately served by contrasting Bourdieu’s
and M. de Certeau’s positions on practice. Bourdieu’s theory states that practice is nonrepresentable from the point of view of theory, and posits that Habitus is the fundamental
ground of practice. Yet, this gives us an argument that is vague and lacks substance. At one
point he says that the Habitus is the basis of thought, action, perception, and expression1363.
His theory is apropos from the point of view that we can associate these human
expressions with the moments of our Quadralectic. Thought is associated with concept
based on representations, action is associated with behavior that reveals essences,
perception is associated with perspectives that appear based on stances taken, and
expression is an articulation of the designs of contents. So, there are some aspects of his
idea that actually point toward the Quadralectic as the product of the Habitus. Bourdieu
discusses schemas in terms of their wider meaning as ‘intelligible relations in
environments’. He does not consider schemas in the narrower sense in the way that we use
the term, which is to discuss schemas as spacetime envelopes. When Bourdieu does engage
his more general, or wider use of the term, he does not depict the schema as rules, but as
‘intelligible relations’ that can generate an infinite number of responses that can adapt to
endlessly changing environments1364. In order to think of the schemas in the general sense,
we first need to understand schemas in the narrower sense, which delimits each thing in
the environment for the purpose of identifying and discovering its relationships with other
things in the environment. The key point is that schemas are part of the Habitus but are not
the same as rules. Rather, they are like motifs for the variety of production. And as
Stafford Beer says in The Heart of Enterprise1365, humans are, before all other
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characteristics, variety producers. This is a point that is not really brought out by Bourdieu
because he is focused on understanding how behaviors generate the structures that LeviStrauss considered to be objective1366. But, in fact, practices are all executed differently
and have variety within themselves and naturally produce variety in their outputs. The
regimentation of practices is very difficult. It is the natural variety production that causes
humans to explore structural space completely. Exploring structural space completely
allows the special benefits of variation to be found and exploited. However, for Bourdieu
this exploration is blind in some sense, because Habitus is a black box that we cannot
examine through theory, even though it has a structural logic. As a result we cannot
understand the practice that we are engaged in, which creates a blindspot in our experience.

Tactics of Practice
M. de Certeau has a very different theory, which he illustrates by comparing Foucault and
Bourdieu. For Foucault, practices are attempts to deal with power relationships that are
already in place1367. For Bourdieu, practices are the expression of unconscious drives that
end up having an order that is perceived objectively but not intended subjectively. M. de
Certeau distinguishes strategy from tactics. Strategy is seen as the ‘marshaling of forces
into place’ by those who are imposing a power structure. Tactics are the micro-response,
which attempt to derail the intent of the power structure through the use of time. Thus, M.
de Certeau adopts an approach similar to Foucault who discusses dominant power
structures imposed on places by the orchestration of forces, similar to the way power
struggles are resolved in a game of chess. He proposes that those who cannot resist overtly
will respond by throwing the intent of the dominant power off course through small
diversions and distortions of the field. And excellent example of this is computer software
hacking1368. Through hacking we actually become more familiar with the technological
infrastructure than those who first built it and deployed it. Hackers exploit the weaknesses
in a system forcing us to take time and effort to further understand the system in order to
subvert the hacker’s tactics. For example, Apple attempted to block alternative ways for
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using the Iphone1369 other than those that the company had specifically authorized, but the
phone was unlocked almost immediately and other programs were able to run on them.
The company then updated the firmware to disallow those changes, and again the hacking
community came up with other techniques for using the phones as they saw fit beyond
what was authorized by the company. The internet has all kinds of hacking episodes where
users find ways of getting around blockages placed in products and in connections so that
they may exploit the internet in ways that have not been authorized – sometimes by
wreaking destruction as with Viruses, Trojans, and Worms1370. For the most part, the havoc
that hackers have wrought has been negative, although, at times their tactics have had a
positive effect by subverting barriers that should not have been imposed in the first place.
M. de Certeau is interested in tracking this consumer rebellion and studying it. But for us,
the heart of his book is the theoretical part where he does two important things.
First he associates the intelligibility of metis, or practice, with narrative. He says that it is
correct that practice does not have any theory that can explicate it directly, but he also says
that this does not mean that we cannot understand or theorize about it because the tactics of
practice are applied to speech, such as telling stories in narrative, and other actions as well.
Thus, by analogy, narrative tells us about the intelligibility of practice. Therefore, rhetoric
and its tropes in language are the equivalent to the tactics applied in action. So, we can
learn about the intelligibility of practices by the stories we tell about them. This insight of
M. de Certeau has several important implications. One of which will help us to better
understand the nature of hermeneutics. Hermeneutics comes from the relationship between
the differences in Being and the onefold of Beyng. Meaning is generated in the open
clearing, or the empty void of this gap. Thus, narrative is following of the thread of Beyng.
The Narrator follows characters in a particular order by jumping between them as he
weaves the tapestry of the narrative. By implication, the Reader has his own ‘narrative
drive’ and reads a story by the Writer in which there are narrators and characters and
bystanders, which are part of the broader context of the narrative that the writer constructs.
But, the reader can have his own agenda and not follow the same track that the writer
intends when he is reading a story. Practices that are made up of ‘action tactics’ are also
following the thread of Meaning that is generated out of the difference between Being and
Beyng. We line up the evolution of the story with the evolution of the acts of the characters
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that play out the plot and by analogy we indirectly understand the practices through the
story. We use tropes to twist the language. They are like the tricks that we use to take
advantage of situations in order to produce an efficacious effect. This is why the master
tropes can be used to define the Quadralectical moments. The master tropes are to
language what the Quadralectical moments are to practice in action. This is why we see
the imprint of the various viewpoints associated with the author, narrator, reader, character,
and bystanders, which are held together by the narrative in the Novel. The dual of the
narrative is the map, and the map is the layout of the imaginary world that the novel
creates. The narrative tracks through the imaginary world and tells what happens in each
place. Thus, space and time are both important aspects of the narrative/mapping structure
through which the various viewpoints are expressed. The tactics and strategies that the
author uses to put across his message appears as analogous to the tricks of the trade that the
character (who is engaged in action, and in the pursuit of some craft) uses so that he may
maximize his efficacy. Through analogy, the narrative indirectly illuminates practice. From
the narrative we hear about the practice being accomplished or performed in a particular
order, but sub-consciously we see the tropes in action from varied viewpoints. Thus, when
we do a protocol study of designs1371 in progress, the designer will often vocalize or
narrate his ideas. The designer weaves the story of his design, which traverses the
problems of the design and helps to bring resolution to these problems. We can see the
designer attempting to follow the Golden Thread in his narrative, which is the most
meaningful and incisive path through the space of problems regarding the design.
Glimpsing Beyng through the jungle of the distinctions of Being is the road that each
designer must travel.
In addition, M. de Certeau says something that is particularly illuminating, which is that
the goal of our tactics is to deploy the least force possible for the most leveraged effects. At
the same time he also says that it is important to apply as much memory as possible in the
shortest possible amount of time. As a result, M. de Certeau defines the trick of metis and
transforms our understanding of the Quadralectical moments. We have already associated
the various moments with the different kinds of Aristotelian causes, so what we need to do
next is to investigate what the immediate effect is for each kind of cause. For example, the
formal cause tends to yield the greatest impression for the least amount of articulation that
is produced by the representations. The efficient cause produces the most movement with
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the least behavior. The final cause produces the greatest positioning with the least
deployment in stances. And finally, the material cause produces the most sensation with
the least amount of content. In other words, we can see that what M. de Certeau says about
how cause and effect can be applied to each moment of the Quadralectic. And furthermore,
we can see that there is a faculty associated with each of these leveraging tricks of metis.
For example, it is attention that uses its focus to leverage representations. It is attitude that
points behavior toward an object, which, in turn, affects movement. It is memory that gives
the final cause the ability to leverage positioning because of its use of images. It is
imagination that allows the signature to be in the service of producing sensations from
material causes. In each case there is a different faculty for the way that time can be
manipulated to produce a higher degree of efficaciousness in each moment of the
Quadralectic. Each moment of the Quadralectic uses time differently in order to shorten its
duration and this is accomplished through a specific faculty that is in coordination with the
leveraging effects based on the different types of cause. Each of these efficacious tropes,
or turns of the Quadralectic, are expressed by more effect with less cause, and in less time
with more faculty invested. The coincidence of operating in less time with greater effect
gives us a definition of the efficaciousness that is being sought through tactics. This is a
chiasmic relationship, which is the sort of relationship that Merleau-Ponty says we have in
the Flesh, the chiasm of touch-touching. We are expanding our understanding of the
context of touch-touching to articulate the realms in which touching occurs chiasmically in
relation to itself through its blind reversibility. In other words, there is a different chiasmic
differentiation of touch-touching as it expands beyond itself to touch the eject, and this
internal differentiation corresponds to the four types of efficacy that we have identified.
Thus, touch-touching unfolds to touch the other (eject) in a primordial way.
M. de Certeau is giving us an insight into the moments of the Quadralectic, which fuse in
touch-touching at the Wild Being level showing us its internally differentiated chiasmic
nature. The application of these moments of the Quadralectic simultaneously has the effect
of producing a counter moment in the Pentalectic. We deploy causes attempting to get
more effect than we deserve. We invest faculty in order to conserve time. If we combine
the use of faculty with the lessening of cause, this could produce a maximum effect with
less effort, but a greater investment of faculty for the purpose of conserving time will
produce a quantum leap in efficaciousness. This is precisely what we see in the Pentalectic
where we gain additional complexity at the next level of the synthetic structure of the
interior self-dual Pentahedron, as well as in and the exterior dual icosa-dodecahedron by
simply adding one more moment. Therefore, in the Pentalectic we see an excellent
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example of what M. de Certeau is indicating. By the fusion of the Quadralectic in a
moment of contraction, a higher more expansive super-synthesis is created, which is like
the combination of two Quadralectics. We define efficaciousness as efficiency and
effectiveness, and see these as the opposite of the differing and deferring of differance1372.
In Hyper Being alone only the differing and deferring occurs. But in Wild Being, it is
possible to see the dual of the effectiveness and efficiency that define efficaciousness. This
efficaciousness is composed of an expansion of scope at the next level of synthesis, while
at the same time a higher degree of integration within the non-duality of the fourth
dimension can also be achieved. Thus, the tactics we are searching for are those that are
most efficacious, but they may be deployed in a way that makes use of the differing and
deferring as Bourdieu indicates. As both Bourdieu and M. de Certeau express, timing is
everything. Thus, the Pentalectical moment unveils kairos in the midst of chronos.
Therefore, the Quadralectic is not a mechanical cycle, or a natural cycle, but a human
cycle in which the tactics that achieve efficaciousness in the light of differance are weighed
against each other continuously. Each faculty determines a different way to look at time
within the Quadralectic. Time is different depending on attitude, attention, memory, and
imagination. These are modes of access to the equiprimordial moments of time. Past is
accessed by memory, while present is accessed by attention. Future is accessed by
imagination and mythological time is accessed by attitude or posture. Our attitudes (or
posture) are set by the mythological narratives that have been passed on to us as a guide for
an approach to life. M. de Certeau gives one specific chiasmic trade-off1373 but from that
we can transform the Quadralectical moments into a series of these chiasmic trade-offs. In
this way we can better understand the Quadralectic through the lens of M. de Certeau’s
deconstruction of the trick, which is the nature of metis itself, as (for example) it was
employed by Homer’s Odysseus.

Practice and Time
By expanding the chiasmic relationships of efficaciousness across the Quadralectic and
into the Pentalectic, we suddenly find that the Quadralectic expresses the moments of time
in a particular order, which is: present, mythic, past, and future. In other words, time, as
kairos, can be seen from the vantage points of different faculties, different causes, and
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different leveraged effects, which constitute the equiprimordial moments of time. There
were four moments of time in the Mythopoietic Era and it was the ‘symmetry breaking’ of
these moments that gave us linear time in the Metaphysical Era. Culturally mythic time
(characterized by the presence of the Norns) ended, although it still haunts our era. Time
became linear in relation to three-dimensional space, but this was surface time. Primordial
time incorporates the cycles of all four moments of time, which we see in the IndoEuropean primal scene1374 of the Well and the Tree1375. The tree is the world tree, Yddrasil,
a place where all beings dwell. In this place there is a circulation of water from the rain
falling upon the world tree that goes down to its roots. Some water flows back internally to
the tree, while other water flows into the three wells. The Norns take water from these
wells and water the tree, completing the cycle by which the water returns to the tree
through their intervention and nurture, while the other cycle is completed by nature
through evaporation and the fall of new rain. The Norns, or Fates, play a key role in
completing the cycle of primordial time. That time is represented by the OrLog1376, which
is the sedimentary build-up in the well. It is what has been laid down as the strata of
deposits from moment to moment by the proclivities, propensities, inclinations,
dispositions, and tendencies that inform action.
Primordial time has only two tenses, complete and incomplete. The present is seen as the
incomplete. The past and future divide the completed time. The incompleteness of the
present must be balanced against what is fated in mythic time, which is the cyclical return.
The same thing will happen again, and the same set response will occur over and over. The
Habitus will determine what we do, and by playing out the entire response set we will
reveal the hidden structures that determine our lives. Not until the completion of our
actions will we know which one of the possibilities that we will have actualized comes
from the response set1377. And that completion can be thrown into the past or future, as
memory and imagination. In mythic time there is a return that is fated but with a twist that
is unavoidable. This unavoidable twist foists the specific possibility of the set response
upon us. The mythic narratives give us the limits of experience within which the set
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response is articulated within the Habitus. Losing mythic time has caused us to lose our
access to the understanding of primordial time so that we are trapped in surface time,
which is cyclical and/or linear. With mythic time, there is always a return, but with a twist,
or with a trope, which could be one of the master tropes identified by Vico1378.
Representation always occurs in the present. We break off one part of the whole and then
use it to represent the whole. But our behavior is governed by the Habitus, which is the
OrLog that contains the sediments of predispositions upon which our behavior is based.
Mythic time sets our attitudes based on the stories we have heard and how we interpret
them within our own mythology. To look at the past we must distance ourselves from what
has happened and take a stance toward it in order to gain perspective, we can then convert
it into something completed. When we transform that memory into imagination and throw
that into the future, based on the actualized possibilities of Hyper Being, then it is possible
to encounter an Emergent Event that changes the world in a fundamental way. We bring
that future Emergent Event back into our present to actualize it, and thus the cycle of the
moments of time starts all over again producing a basis for the next Emergent Event. We
can see the Quadralectic as merely a return to the four-dimensional time of the
Mythopoietic prior to the Metaphysical narrowing of time. We need to understand what it
means to return with a twist, or trope, or tactic, and we need to understand that this twist
involves a return in two cycles rather than one. It is like the mobius strip and the other
spinor images that have 720 degrees of angular change, which miss themselves on the first
revolution but then join back up at the second revolution through their orbits. A trope, or
twist, or tactic can appear in any of the moments of the Quadralectic and there are different
master tropes that are available to be that twist, which makes all the difference between the
primordial time and surface time of the Metaphysical Era.

Trope Cross as the Entry into Nondual Four-dimensional
Spacetime
Let us imagine what David Grove1379 has called a Theater of the Mind1380. We will imagine
it as being like the memory theaters described F. Yates1381 that were built in the
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Renaissance. David Grove draws a cross, which is called a trope cross1382 on the fourth or
back wall of his theater. That trope cross is where orthogonal lines of metaphor and
metonymy cross. In other words, we can play two of the master tropes off against each
other, and we do so while searching for the point where the anagogic1383 swerve1384 takes
us out of the three-dimensional theater into the fourth dimension beyond the point where
the two tropes cross. David Grove based many of his ideas on Bill Rawlins work1385, which
was based on Roman Jacobson.1386 Grove only considered the cross of Metaphor and
Metonymy, but we can cross any of the master tropes. There are, in effect, four possible
back walls to the theater of the mind, with four possible trope crosses, which, in fact, place
us in a four-dimensional tropic space. This is the point: We are already in four-dimensional
space, even though it appears that we are in three-dimensional space. Thus, it is possible to
stabilize ourselves within this four-dimensional space, and look back upon the theater of
the mind in three-dimensional space, rather than trying to break out of the theater of the
mind into four-dimensional space. This jump to realizing that we are already in fourdimensional space when it appears that we are in three-dimensional space is the
embodiment of the tropic push that sends us out into four-dimensional space by way of an
anagogic swerve. In the context of the theater of the mind, we do not need to push out into
a nondual four-dimensional space, nor be pulled into it, because we are already there.
From that stabilized vantage point in a nondual inertial four-dimensional reference frame,
we can look back to see the illusion of the theater of the mind that actually exists in three
dimensional space. We have noted that the Golden Thread is the path of narrative that
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takes us through the differences within Being, which we ground alternatively in Beyng in
order to bring forth meaning. This Golden Thread may be knotted, but in four-dimensional
space all the knots unfold and become unknotted. Knots have 720 degrees of angular
change that they enact through self-interference until they return unto themselves. This 720
degrees of angular change is exactly what is necessary as a movement to stabilize in the
fourth dimension. To be still in four-dimensional space you must be spinning. The minimal
spin is one where you spin around twice and return to the same position. But, within this
motion, as you are spinning in the circle twice, you must manage to miss meeting up with
yourself after 360 degrees, and instead, meet up after 720 degrees, which is a neat trick, or
a trope that causes you to be motionless in four-dimensional space although you are
spinning in three-dimensional space. This little twist that prevents self-identity after 360
degrees and defers it to 720 degrees is the trope, the tact, the twist, the trick. There are four
figures that embody this 720 degrees of angular change: Knot, Mobius Strip, Torus, and
Tetrahedron. When you allow a knot to unfurl so that it does not self-interfere, then it
appears as the edge of the mobius strip. So, the mobius strip is a model of an anagogic
swerve without self-interference, it produces a non-orientable surface. Let us think about
this from the point of view of Hermeneutics. We have all heard of the hermeneutic circle,
the fact that we need to go around and around something in order to interpret it, and that
we need to keep coming back to it in different contexts. This is like the behavior that
reveals the essence. In more sophisticated texts, this hermeneutic circle becomes a
hermeneutic spiral because there is the realization that one is spiraling through time as one
circles the same object, the anamorphic object, while attempting to interpret it. The circle,
itself, is the narrative and is made up of the Golden Thread of Beyng, i.e., the onefold that
is held up, over, and against the differences in Being. Meaning comes from this
juxtaposition of the two grounds of Being, and the ‘open clearing’ comes from the spacing
and timing differences between them expressed in terms of Emptiness and Void. The
anamorphic object in the center is ultimately the singularity of Ultra Being.
Now we must realize that in order to have a mobius strip as an embodiment of the
anagogic swerve, we need to follow the path of the narrative around twice, as it ‘misses
itself ’ the first time and ‘meets itself ’ the second time. Once we realize that the anagogic
swerve is what the trope cross is meant to produce, and that it is embodied as a mobius
strip, which is a non-orientable surface, then it is possible to understand something very
fundamental about the heart of practice. These mobius strips can be composed. They can
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be fused together to make Kleinian1387 and hyper-Kleinian1388 bottles. There is a form of
the Kleinian bottle where the surface is a figure eight that crosses itself at a point. This
figure eight traces out two overlapped mobius strips to produce a Kleinian surface. This is
equivalent to the fusion of two right and left handed mobius strips along the same line. We
can then merge two other Kleinian bottles (like this) along the same line again to produce a
hyper-Kleinian bottle. And, we can build up higher hyper-Kleinian bottles (like this) to any
degree we want by adding more Kleinian bottles. We have shown that this series is
equivalent to the series of hyper-complex algebras and can serve as an analogy for the
relationships of the Special Systems to each other. What is special here is that we see that
the same circuit of the Golden Thread can serve multiple purposes at the same time. In
fact, we also can see how the various moments of the Quadralectic can overlap to produce
the same anagogic swerve from the crossing of multiple master tropes simultaneously. In
this analogy we can see how the time associated with the different moments, which are
expressed in the Quadralectic, can be overlapped and unified in a single moment of kairos,
the time of opportunity. The contraction of this fusion of the four moments of the
Quadralectic in Hyper Being can be seen as the moment of the Pentalectic in Wild Being.
But it also helps to follow out the mathematical analogy. This is because we know that the
Kleinian bottle is different from the pentahedron in that they are both composed of mobius
strips, except that in the Kleinian bottle they are fused and in the pentahedron they are
interpenetrated. Thus, the four mobius strips that overlap in the hyper-Kleinian bottle, can
be imagined to be a deeper fusion of these two possible relationships of dual mobius strips
to each other, which is analogous to the difference between the cube and the octahedron as
the interpenetration or fusion of dual tetrahedrons. Also we know that the hyper-Kleinian
bottle, with four mobius strips in it, has four lobes, and if we separate these out we get four
tori. These four tori can be seen as the ‘whole form’ in each of the four three-dimensional
spaces in the realm of four-dimensional space. Thus, we can see that these four tori are
projections of a single hypersphere in the four three-dimensional spaces that compose fourdimensional space. This hints that the super-synthesis of the ‘whole form’ is the
hypersphere in the fourth dimension, and that the ‘whole schema’ is merely one of these
projections. This isomorphic projection is found to be by surface area, not by volume,
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which reminds us that the open described by the hyperspheres is different with respect to
the surface and volume that we mentioned before.
The key to this discussion is the difference between Being in the dualistic threedimensional space or the nondual that is interpenetrating within four-dimensional space.
We posit that we are really in four-dimensional space although the illusion is that we are in
the third dimension. Thus, it is the difference between the positive and negative faces of
the aspects1389 that are held together supra-rationally, which throws us into the anagogic
swerve, which is like a movement from the realm of duality to the nondual. The fact that
we imagine it concretely as a ‘difference of dimensions’ is inessential because it can apply
to anything that the aspects of Being, or Existence, apply to. Let us quickly add that the
same is true for all the other negative and positive aspects of Being, like
identity/difference, truth/fiction, and presence/absence. In fact, nihilism operates on the
aspects of identity and difference. The difference between the aspects and anti-aspects of
Being are marked by the difference that creates the difference of Beyng. They appear
different but are, in fact, identical, which causes a loss of meaning in nihilism. This is what
Achilles realized when Agamemnon took his war prize: the Achaeans were no better than
the Trojans. Any realization or insight that causes you to hold two positive and negative
aspects of Being together supra-rationally may cause an anagogic swerve1390. And all these
can overlap just like all four mobius strips can overlap in the hyper-Kleinian bottle. Thus,
there is a moment (kairos) in which all four of the positive and negative aspects of Being
are brought together in conjunction at the same moment simultaneously, and this is a
genuine Emergent Event. If fewer are brought together, then that emergence is less intense
and more artificial. But even one anagogic swerve is enough to stabilize someone in the
inertial reference frame of the fourth dimension and allow the illusions of the third
dimension to become untethered. All power structures are deployments of forces in the
third dimension. By bringing in the aspect of time, one gains an efficacious leverage that
greatly increases the change and twists of our normal frame of reference, which can cause
emergent knowledge to come forth as fact, theory, paradigm, episteme, ontos, existence, or
as absolute change. By using the analogy of the fourth dimension in relation to the third
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dimension, we make it easier to understand the relationship of the dual to the nondual. In
effect, if you can stabilize in the fourth dimension then illusion will dissolve, and the way
to do that is to spin in such a way that you inscribe a mobius strip. This cyclical twist, with
revolution and rotation happening at the same time, does not have to be physical. Rather,
the physical rotation is an analogy for the supra-rational conjunction of the positive and
negative aspects of Being, and the line between these two aspects is the Golden Thread of
Beyng.

Kairos
In the present we have identity and difference as the primary aspects, and we need to
realize that what is identical is, in fact, different and that what is different is, in fact,
identical, and we need to hold these two thoughts together at the same time. This will
produce an anagogic swerve if the conditions are right, i.e., at the right time and place, i.e.,
kairos. At the next moment of the Quadralectic, we have truth and fiction as the aspects,
and the Golden Thread is between them. Mythos is a story that is false but expresses
deeper truths. From the nihilism of realizing the identity of difference, or vice versa, we go
deeper into the mythos where truth and fiction are delimiting the Golden Thread of
narrative. This narrative sets up the postures and attitudes out of which our behavior arises.
Kairos is the moment when truth is with fiction, and when fiction is with the truth, and this
is when the Golden Thread separating this chiasm is revealed. In the next moment, we
differentiate between illusion and reality. It is interesting that the first ‘perspective’
painting of Filippo Brunelleschi1391 was a trick. His picture was displayed covering the
inside part of a Florence cathedral side door. The painting depicted a view of the street
outside the church. When viewers from inside the cathedral looked at the painting that
disguised the door, they thought that they were looking out onto the street rather than at a
painting. It was one of Brunelleschi’s tricks. Notice how this trick leverages perceptual
appearance by substituting a two-dimensional painting for the three-dimensional world
outside the cathedral door. It brings the memory of the street scene into play and in a
moment invokes that scene from memory to produce a very accurate illusion of the actual
street scene. This type of perspectival accuracy was unknown to painting prior to
Brunelleschi’s invention of perspective. Brunelleschi managed to pull off his trick by
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substituting a representation for a presentation1392. That trick initiated the exploration of
perspective in art, which has profoundly affected our society and culture since the
Renaissance. It opened up a whole world of realistic representation in painting. Anagogic
swerves are, in fact, our ways of looking at an anamorphic object. Anamorphic objects
resolve contradictions, paradoxes, and absurdities. An anamorphic object is an object that
looks different from competing perspectives. When we look at the world and we say that it
is really one way, although it appears in another way, then we claim that the appearance is
an illusion. In doing this we are using our memories to mediate the experience. It is
experience that tells us that appearance is an illusion and not a reality, and that supposition
is determined and confirmed by testing. It is in testing that meaning is injected into the
world because that allows us to do verification, validation, and to check coherence.
Identity, truth, and presence define the Formal System, and they allow the checking of
properties such as completeness, coherence, and clarity (well-formedness). So, it is
interesting that meaning arises before presence and absence can appear as significant. We
look at signs in terms of what is present pointing toward what is absent, according to
Heidegger, so hermeneutics is about understanding what is absent in the present. This
affirms the significance of looking into the future. Future is seen as the time when the
prodigal son1393 will return and how something that was absent can become present. Yet,
in the difference between the third and fourth dimension, there is a non-representable
aspect of the interpenetration and intra-inclusion of the nondual. And so, however much
we want to represent the fourth dimension, something will be lost in translation. If we
render some aspect of it perfectly, then that simply pushes the higher dimensional
distortion elsewhere within our representations. The idea is to have the absent become
present. The supra-rational Golden Thread facilitates our realization that what is absent is
really present, and, in fact, what can never be made present still haunts the present. Thus,
the distortions of the present are brought about by ontotheology that tells us about what is
absent, but also relates what is “always already” absent1394.
In order to make the anagogic swerve occur (which takes us into the nondual), we are
really layering a supra-rational realization of the simultaneity of the positive and negative
aspects as they appear in our lives. We try to do this within the kairos of time, which is the
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time and place of opportunity, so that the most change can occur as a delusion of our being
trapped in three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time while asymmetry is
evaporating. And, to the extent that all the moments of time are holding the Golden Thread
in their hands, kairos can be realized and an Emergent Event may arise within some scope
of our life experience. This will be where the machinations of the enframing of nihilism
vanishes for a moment in time, and a re-organization of our lifeworld can emerge from
within.
This actualization of the kairos, as the overlapping of the moments of the Quadralectic, is
the heart of practice. We arrive there by moving from Hyper Being, which is the
actualization of the realm of possibilities, to Wild Being, which is the actualization of the
proclivities, propensities, tendencies, dispositions, and inclinations of the Habitus that
creates our thought, action, perceptions, and expressions according to Bourdieu1395. But,
we choose to follow out the logic of M. de Certeau, who has understood the chiasmic
nature of the ruse, the tact, the trope, the twist, and the trick that is at the heart of practice.
This brings us back to an understanding of how the Quadralectic is merely the
disengagement of the unification of the four moments of time. The closer they are engaged
and overlapping, the more we live in kairos, which is the time and place of the moment of
opportunity that reveals the fifth moment of the Pentalectic. The four moments of time can
be seen as devolving from the four orthogonal time-lines of heterochronic time rather than
from linear time. This is because time is inherently nonrepresentable in contrast to space,
and in this nonrepresentability of time, there exists the hidden possibility that time, as well
as space, can be four dimensional, as hypothesized by J. Dunne1396. Kairos occurs at the
intersection of four-dimensional time in the Emergent Event through an articulation of the
lifeworld in the four equi-primordial moments of time.
Another way to think about this transformational process is in terms of the relationship of
the System to the Meta-system. We have already noted that the Meta-system has four
parts, which are the Origin, Arena, Boundary Horizon, and Source (See Figure 16.1). And
we have shown that the three different types of Geometry are descriptions of the
relationships between these various parts of the Meta-system. Within the Arena there is a
Euclidian Geometry with its coordinates emanating from the Origin. The Boundary
Horizon has an Elliptical Geometry. When we embed subjects in the Boundary Horizon
they become Dasein, but they also transition from the present-at-hand of Euclidian
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Geometry to the ready-to-hand of Elliptical Geometry. Beyond the Boundary Horizon is
the realm of Hyperbolic Geometry, and the source is at infinity which is the limit of that
hyperbolic space. Hyperbolic space is inherently non-representable, but we can think about
it as if there is a saddle at each point where everything is falling away from everything
else, thus it is the source of the fallingness of Dasein. Dasein becomes authentic when it
connects with this fallingness that originates from being recognized as embedded in
Hyperbolic Space rather than Elliptical Space. We have also discussed that there is a
pseudo-sphere with the same volume and surface area as the sphere but that it is shaped
like two trumpet horns glued together at their mouths and with their blow hole openings at
infinity1397. Pseudo-spheres have negative curvature while actual spheres are elliptical with
positive curvature. It is this difference in curvature that distinguishes Elliptical and
Hyperbolic Geometry. At the point where the wide ends of the trumpets (their mouths) are
glued together, the Singularity appears within the Meta-system where the negative
curvature is lost. We also characterize the Hyperbolic Space as being like the Control
Space of Rene Thom’s Catastrophe Theory1398, and that there are folds and cusps in that
Control Space that define discontinuities in the Arena. It turns out that there is a
relationship between the Pseudo-sphere and the Sine Gordon Equation that defines
solitons, such that when these positive and negative vortices, or gyres1399, interact with the
Arena they produce soliton formations. We have associated the soliton (in terms of a
physical analogy) with the Dissipative Ordering Special System. It is possible to have
surfaces that are representations of multiple solitons interacting1400 and these are
deformations of the pseudo-sphere. It is also possible to have surfaces that represent the
relationship of positive and negative solitons in breathers1401, which have stationary
boundaries, to be associated with the Autopoietic Special System (See Figure 16.2). We
have speculatively generalized from this that an interaction of two breathers would be a
hyper-Kleinian bottle in which the Kleinian bottles intersect at their own self-intersection
points. However, when we realize that the positive and negative vortices of the positive
feedbacks in the hyperbolic region can intersect the Arena to produce ‘soliton-like’
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behavior, then our theory can be represented dynamically, and we have a representation1402
of what is meant when we say that we are already in the fourth dimension and that we
merely need to realize that the nondual state prevails over the three-dimensional dual state.
Essentially, when we say that there is a transformation due to the anagogic swerve in
relation to an anamorphic object, which takes us from the dual to the nondual state, what is
really being said is that an intersection is occurring between the miracle and black hole
vortices in the Hyperbolic Arena with the Euclidean Arena passing through the wall of the
Elliptical Boundary Horizon. When this intersection occurs, then ultra-efficacious
phenomena are produced by the marriage of these three realms together in a single
dynamic phenomenon that we call the Emergent Event. The structure of the Emergent
Event can be represented in terms of the deformations of the pseudo-sphere horns as they
interact with each other1403, but also with the Arena as it passes through the Elliptical
Boundary Horizon. The Emergent Event is triggered when we recognize that the three
realms of the Meta-system are, in fact, one field and that the elements of that field are not
segregated, and their interaction is a nondual event that occurs within the realm of duality.
So, we have two analogies for the operation of the Anagogic Swerve. One of those
analogies relates to stabilization in spacetime that involves a spinor motion, and the other
has to do with the relationship between the hyperbolic vortices and their intersection with
the Euclidian Space breaching the horizonal boundary. Both of these analogies from
physics give us a picture of the dynamic of the advent of the Emergent Event, which may
be triggered by the process of Emergent Design or may arise spontaneously as an ordering
based on the structures of the Special Systems that Stuart Kauffman calls ‘order from
nowhere’1404. Our task in this Dissertation has been to show ways of thinking about
Emergent Events such that we might be able to understand the possibility of Emergent
Design. We can see the relationship between the Quadralectic and the Pentalectic and the
leveraged transformation that takes place in the move from the Quadralectic to the
Pentalectic. We think of the transition from the System to the Meta-system in terms of the
transition between three and four-dimensional space, but we can also think of it as the way
that the System interacts with all regions of the Meta-system and not just other systems
within the Arena. The System is in all of the Meta-system at the same time. It is not merely
isolated to only one region of the Meta-system. Thus, the System can, by insight, realize its
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relationship to the whole of the Meta-system with all of its regions, and when this occurs,
that System is transformed (by stages) into a Special System and will realize the inherent
efficacy of that transformation in its own self-transformation as the advent of an Emergent
Event, and once we realize that this is where new systems ultimately come from,
Engineering can be practiced under the auspices of Emergent Design.

Figure 16.1. Vision of the Meta-system Tableau.
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Figure 16.2. Breather within the Arena of the Meta-system.
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Summary and Conclusion
Placing this Study in the Context of the Broader Research Program from which it
Resulted
In this chapter the argument of the dissertation is summarized and various conclusions are drawn
concerning the nature of Emergent Design within Systems Engineering.

Recapping the Argument
As part of a continuing research program, this dissertation endeavors to uncover a
disciplinary foundation for Systems Engineering within the broader Western Tradition,
particularly in terms of Philosophical thought, Systems thought, and Mathematical thought.
One of the problems that Systems Engineering confronts is its isolation from the academic
advancements of the Western Tradition in the Postmodern Era. Development in Systems
Engineering is determined by the advances of Engineering in general and Engineering is
one of the most conservative of the disciplines following Physics and other Hard Sciences.
Yet, it is imperative for Systems Engineering to strengthen its academic base as it attempts
to build artifacts that are based on Scientific Knowledge within a Technological Arena that
is advancing rapidly. However, other Engineering Disciplines have established core
knowledge that they transmit within the educational arena, and this has allowed them to
expand their research agendas as they continue to push the cutting edge of technology.
Systems Engineering has no established core knowledge curricula. Instead, it has traditions
of practice that it seeks to transmit within its academic curricula. In relation to other
disciplines, Systems Engineering is still working to establish its foundation and its
credibility as having something significant to teach and pursue in its research. Yet,
Systems Engineering raises broader issues than many Engineering disciplines and this calls
for a more expansive search than most Engineering disciplines have had to pursue. During
this research effort we have found that grounding Systems Engineering in Systems Theory
is not enough. Due to the complexity of the artifacts that are produced by Systems
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Engineering organizations, and the fact that some of the systems produced are truly global
in scope, it is necessary to move to at least one higher level of abstraction into what we
term to be General Schemas Theory, which is the next level of abstraction up from
Systems Science. General Schemas Theory is the science of all schemas, which includes
the System as well as other schemas such as Pattern, Form, and Domain. Schemas Science
is also comprised of realms that we are not as familiar with such as Facets, Monads, Metasystems, World, Kosmos, and Pluriverse. At this point in time, these are the schemas that
exist as part of General Schemas Theory under the first hypothesis of S-prime theory. As
yet, no discipline has defined General Schemas Theory as an object of investigation. Thus,
in our attempt to ground Systems Engineering, we have discovered that it is necessary to
expand our traditional view to new vistas while uncovering new territories of investigation
in order to find a firm ground and basis for this fledgling discipline. In other words, our
work has uncovered new research possibilities for other traditional disciplines. This is
because Schemas Theory has not existed up to this point in any coherent fashion, and when
we introduce Schemas Theory, it changes the relationship of other disciplines to their
subjects. Just as Systems Theory changed the relationship of disciplines to the System they
study, Schemas Theory affects the relationships of all the schemas that these disciplines
use to schematize phenomena for the purpose of isolating them to make them amenable for
study. Schemas Theory raises the reflective consciousness of all schemas just as Systems
Theory has raised our consciousness of the Systems that exist in various disciplines. Our
study makes way for a broader design space for possible schemas and possible schema
interactions that have not been explored previously. And we have designed a theory called
S-prime theory that specifies ten specific schemas and their relationships to each other as
well as their mathematical dimensionality within this new space of possible schemas
theories.
Once we move up from Systems Science to Schemas Science, which is actually something
emergent within the current panoply of academic disciplines, then many fundamental
questions are raised that must be addressed. It is at this point that we must call upon our
resources from Philosophy, because Schemas have a long history within the Western
Philosophical Tradition. It is also of utmost importance that we engage Mathematics
because dimensionality has long been a fundamental part of mathematical understanding
and the aspects of dimensionality form an integral part of the schematic scientific
approach. Our approach has been to appeal to Continental Philosophy rather than
Analytical Philosophy for help. We concentrate on Continental Philosophy because these
philosophies have more consistently addressed the question of the nature of the Schemas
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than Analytical Philosophy, which tends to limit itself to questions of Language or
Scientific Method, or other more narrow issues. However, when Analytical Philosophers
such as David Lewis have important things to say about Schemas, we have used their
work. For example, Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Grammar has many references to
schemas as part of his thought on meaning as use, and that has influenced this research.
We have also taken a similar tact to that of B. Fuller in his Synergetics as a way of using
Mathematics to guide thinking about Systems’ theoretical issues. However, among the
Continental Philosophers, Kant is a particularly fundamental philosopher who uses the
concept of the schema as a key (if less obvious) part of his philosophical architecture. The
work of Husserl, Heidegger, and other Continental Philosophers can be seen as
elaborations on Kant. Analytical Philosophy picks and chooses the philosophers from the
Continent that they revere mainly harkening back to G. Frege who critiqued Husserl’s
early work causing Husserl to change his approach significantly in response to that
critique. Other Continental Philosophers after Frege have not been of interest to Analytical
Philosophers until recently. But we believe that the Analytical emphasis on formalism to
the exclusion of a grounding in experience through Phenomenology is not conducive to
producing solid foundations, even though this goes against the grain of Science and
Engineering in general. Isolated formal models ungrounded in experience tend to ignore
fundamental problems that need to be considered in order to have a broadly grounded
appeal that is responsive to the problems of practice rather than merely focusing on the
problematics of theory. Our theory of Design is essentially pragmatic and therefore firmly
grounded in the Pragmaticism of Charles Peirce, which was further developed into Sign
Engineering by Pieter Wisse.
This dissertation explores how the idea of the System manifests as it moves through the
various meta-levels of Being as expressed by various philosophies such as those of
Husserl, Heidegger, and Merleau-Ponty. In a previous dissertation the author explained the
difference between the meta-levels of Being and their importance for understanding the
phenomena of Emergence in the Western Scientific and Philosophical tradition. This
present dissertation is meant to be a tutorial directed at a particular group of Systems
Engineers, i.e., those on the Systems Science Enabler Group (which has become the
Complex Systems Working Group) within INCOSE1405. The dissertation focuses on the
concept of the System and shows how it transforms as we push it up through the various
meta-levels of Being that are identified in the evolution of Continental Philosophy.
1405

International Council of Systems Engineers See INCOSE.org
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However, within this basis of understanding, two things occur that are significant within
the text of this dissertation. One is the discovery of the importance of considering the
duality between the System and Meta-system, and the other is the focus on Design as a
pragmatic and practical activity that takes place within the context of the elaboration of the
System and Meta-system schemas. The duality between the System and Meta-system
becomes a context for understanding the nature of the sub-schemas, that formulate the fine
structure of the interaction between the schemas and dimensionality. But, in addition to the
process of exploring the sub-schemas we have also worked to understand the nature of
Sign Engineering, which gives us a theoretical basis for Design. Wisse presents a
theoretical basis for Sign Engineering that is based on his understanding of the Semiotics
of Peirce. Peirce is a pivotal theorist who developed his own Phenomenology and
connected themes that were developed by the Continental Philosophers to pragmatic
themes that he developed himself as he attempted to make Logic a Science and ground it
pragmatically through the development of the threefold theory of the Sign. Wisse develops
his theory of the Ennead as a ground for his Metapattern meta-method. We combine that
meta-method with the Gurevich Abstract State Machine meta-method to produce a picture
of the concrete embodiment of the meta-methods of Sign Engineering. We see the Ennead
and the trifold sign in the broader context of what Plato called the WorldSoul. We then
developed a theory based on Pascal’s Triangle that focused on the higher reaches of this
structure of the first, second, third, and fourth order mediations and how they relate to the
information infrastructure. In this way the argument builds a higher order theory for Sign
Engineering and bases it in a different understanding of Euclidian Geometry. The word for
‘point’ in Greek also means ‘sign’. In the Modern Period it is possible to view the
undefined elements of Geometry not only as geometrical objects, but also as semiotic
objects. Peirce demonstrated this by articulating his Philosophical Categories in a way that
coincided with the unfolding of the geometrical elements (Categories: First, Second and
Third correspond to Geometrical Elements: point, line and surface). This turn toward
Euclid’s Geometry as a basis for Semiotics and Ontology is influenced by Badiou’s Grand
Style reading of Set Theory. In previous working papers in this research program, Badiou’s
approach to Set Theory was analyzed and a basic critique was offered that would expand
the number of categories (covered by that Grand Style reading) to eight. The basic thrust of
this critique is the recognition that Sets have a dual that is the Mass, although this is not
well recognized in our tradition. Set Theory and Mass Theory are inverse duals of each
other. But, whereas Set Theory is well worked out, Mass Theory has hardly been
developed within our tradition. We see Mass Theory as a way to understand the
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relationship between Design and Implementation. And the fact that both Sets and Masses
possess their own logics holds out for the promise that we may be able to gain greater
control over the design development process if we could move back and forth between Setbased Logic (Syllogism) and Mass-based Logic (Pervasion or Boundary Logics). Thus, we
are forced by our pragmatic concerns to begin to explore a broader foundation for
Mathematics in general. Just as we developed a theory of Schemas called S-prime, we also
developed a theory for the Foundational Mathematical Categories that elaborates on the
Badiou’s theory, which is based on Sets. In our theory we include many of the other
candidates for grounding Mathematics, such as Category Theory and Mereology. But here
we also discover a structure in which there are deficient and excessive categories as well as
the paired categories of Set and Mass, which brings together a full panoply of necessary
categories that are needed to ground Mathematics. Just as we treated the schemas as a
System, we will also treat the categories that are necessary to ground mathematics as a
System, rather than advocating one over all the others. As a result, our approach to
developing these foundational constructs is guided by the basic ideas of Systems Theory
except that, in each case, we not only consider the System, but the inverse of the System,
which is the Meta-system. We consider emergence as well as de-emergence. We consider
all the dualities that are operative within the universe of discourse that is being explored.
The concept of the Foundational Mathematical Categories was more extensively developed
earlier in this research program in three sets of working papers. These categories are not
developed in the same detail in this dissertation but the idea is used and played against the
series of the schemas in order to understand the relationships between the trans-Peircian
categories, the Schemas, the Foundational Mathematical Categories, the Standings
(including Being, as well as the meta-levels of Being), Existence, Manifestation, and the
Amanifest. One aspect of this dissertation involves playing these various series of
theoretical constructs off of each other to see if they yield a deeper understanding of the
nature of Design within the context of the Schemas and the Foundational Mathematical
Categories.
One discovery made in this research program is the fact that Euclid’s Elements and Data
can be read in the Grand Style as containing indications of all eight of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories. This leads to some very interesting results when we think of
Geometry not only as a representational axiomatic basis for Mass, which ultimately leads
to topology in Mathematics, but also as a basis for Semiotics and Sign Engineering. The
fundamental distinction that we find between the System and the Meta-system can also be
seen in the Axioms of Geometry and in the relationship of the fifth axiom (concerning
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parallels) to the other four axioms that constitute Absolute Geometry. We find that
Geometry, in its later elaboration into Euclidian and Non-Euclidian Geometries, is a
picture of the relationship between the System and the Meta-system. It establishes this
difference in a very precise way as the difference between Absolute and Euclidian/NonEuclidian geometries that are based on variations within the fifth axiom, which has a long
history of failed attempts at reducing it to the other four axioms of Geometry. In this
analysis we discover that Wisse’s Ennead is an archetypal approximation of the axiomatic
platform, which is recognized as essential to Sign Engineering’s second order mediation.
This drives us to recognize that there is a concomitant duality between Geometry and
Algebra because Algebra has a similar breakdown: the Standard Algebra and the
complementary twins of Jordan and Lie Algebras. Thus, both Geometry and Algebra offer
us images of the difference between the System and Meta-system, while at the same time
giving us an example of how Hyper Being is embodied as the point of indecision between
the System, Meta-system, and Hyper Being. These contrasting dualities are central to
opening up the possibility of Design. In order to give Systems Engineering a firm
academic foundation, we have been forced to push into new territory when confronting the
foundations for Mathematics in general, and, as a result, have developed an approach that
is neither Foundational nor anti-Foundational, but Afoundational. In other words, we agree
that there is no foundation in Being for Mathematics, but we do not agree with the antifoundationalists who claim that because there is no foundation in Being, there cannot be
any foundation at all or only an abyss that all our foundations collapse into. Rather, we
establish the concept that beyond Being there is Existence and that Existence has two
interpretations, as either Emptiness or Void. Emptiness is a Set-like form of Existence and
Void is a Mass-like form of Existence. And although there is no foundation in Being, there
is a partial foundation in Existence that is inscribed in Emptiness. Existence serves as the
meta-system for the system of Being. We see Nomos as this inscription in the Emptiness of
Existence and it serves as a basis for the Foundational Mathematical Categories, which we
consider to be an elaboration on the Trans-Peircian categories. In other words, it is not a
foundation that we can grasp because it has no substance, but instead, it is a foundation
that we can indicate as the basis for the ordering of our experience, particularly for the
various orderings that appear in the schemas. It is Afoundational because we cannot use it
for anything directly, we can only use it as a reference. It interesting that this metaaxiomatic inscription in the Emptiness of Existence (of the Foundational Mathematical
Categories), gives us a model of the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event in a form that is nonperishable. In other words, Mathematics is normally considered only present-at-hand and
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completely static, but when we consider the arc of the development of the Foundational
Mathematical Categories as a Systematic Set, then we can see that there is a definite
development through stages that remind us of the stages of the Emergent Event. This
dissertation studies the nature of Emergent Design and develops a theory that addresses the
unfolding of the Emergent Event, which is key to understanding the nature of Emergent
Design as a general phenomena where human design activities initiate a cascade of
Emergent Events. Of course, other human activities in Science and other fields of endeavor
also produce cascades of Emergent Events, but here we are focused on the way we can use
this unexpected resource to ground our Systems Design activities, which we now view
across all schemas under the auspices of Emergent Engineering. Schemas give us sets of
pre-understandings of orders that we can apply to Design, but the Foundational
Mathematical Categories give us the basis for producing order, particularly the new orders
of Emergent phenomena that can arise out of Design activities. Discovering the
Foundational Mathematical Categories as a set of axiomatic Systems, or as a System of
Systems, is the most fundamental finding to date in the research program undertaken in
preparation for the writing of this dissertation, and it is more fully explored in working
papers that subtend the ideas that are developed here.
Once it has been established that there is a basis (i.e., the Foundational Mathematical
Categories) for understanding the nature of Emergence, which is also a basis for ordering
all schemas within the context of the systematic set of the Schemas, and once it is also
understood that whatever we design is based on the Schemas in the context of our cultural
and natural encapsulation of entities in spacetime envelopes within our experience, it is
then possible to move toward understanding the nature of Design as a practice. We have
already mentioned that as the Schemas interface with the dimensions of Mathematics, they
produce the sub-schemas through the production of either representations or repetitions
within the context of a general dynamic of mimesis between the various schematic objects
that appear within any particular schema. As a result of analyzing Wisse’s Ennead in terms
of the Axiomatic Platform and the embodiment of second order mediation, we were able to
introduce another moment to the Ennead, which is perspective. It is well recognized that
complex systems demand multiple perspectives on their Design. Thus, the identification of
perspective as a moment in the design process is just as important as the recognition of
essences, concepts, and designs. One of the major ideas expressed here is that Design is an
interconnected combinatoric field object at the third meta-level of the Sign, which is also
the third meta-level of Being. In other words, design, like concept, perspective, and
essence is a basic mode that we can use to explore the realm of possibility and understand
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it. Introducing a fourth moment to the structure of the infrastructure of Sign Engineering
makes it possible to begin to see these moments as part of a super-synthetic combination of
Dialectics that we call the Quadralectic. This leads to the development of a series of Xlectics that include the Monolectic, Dialectic, Trialectic, Quadralectic, and Pentalectic.
Hegel developed the concepts of the Dialectic and Trialectic (work) in his Phenomenology
of Spirit. And so we build upon these concepts in order to introduce these higher forms of
dialectical structures that underlie the design process. At first we align these with the
various appearances of the minimal system as a tetrahedron, torus, mobius strip, and knot,
but eventually further analysis and comparison of the various series prompts us to postulate
that the Quadralectic (as it is posed at the Hyper Being level) is the operator that transitions
between the various representations and repetitions of the sub-systems that the minimal
system configurations correspond to. It is at this point that we discover the intersection
between our theory of Design and our theory of Schemas. The Quadralectic describes the
moments of the dynamic of Design and the Schemas break down into sub-schemas that
define the various semiotic representations, which are intermediary products that lead to
the implementation of the full design. Design is just one element of the Quadralectic that
interacts with other non-design moments in order to produce the actual process of design.
These moments do not only happen in this order, rather, they are moments that overlap in
the production of emergent artifacts. They can overlap because they are all trace structures
at the level of Hyper Being. They exhibit the properties that Plato identified in the Timaeus
as the Third Kind of Being where the Demiurge creates the world by using the elements to
produce embodiment in the chora or receptacle of spacetime. This way of perceiving the
necessary ingredients of Emergent Design has a long and venerable history within our
tradition even if it was temporarily lost until being recovered again through Continental
Philosophy.
Once we have discovered the intersection between the sub-schemas and the moments of
the Quadralectic our analysis does not end there. Rather, we realize that this is just a
preparation for its extension into the Pentalectic and into the meta-level of Wild Being.
And in that process we see that there is tremendous leverage that comes from that
extension, far greater than the leverage of combining Dialectics into Quadralectics. This
leverage appears in the accumulation of moments that are created and made possible by the
addition of a single moment to our Quadralectic to form the Pentalectic, which takes us to
the work of M. de Certeau, whose concepts help us to define the difference between
practice and theory, which is key to understanding design. M. de Certeau defines the single
moment of the Quadralectic’s structure where leverage is obtained with little effort, albeit a
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great intensity of concentration. We extended this theory of M. de Certeau to all the
moments of the Quadralectic. We see the Pentalectic as a moment of contraction that
counterbalances the moments of expansion in the Quadralectic. We see the Pentalectic as
extending design into embodiment at the level of Wild Being from its base in the
expansive possibilities of Hyper Being. This is an important step because we are tracing a
theoretical path outlined by M. de Certeau that illustrates the theoretical unfolding as it is
performed when moving from the Quadralectic to the Pentalectic. Our depiction of this
unfolding as a contraction after an expansion is an example of the type of narrative that
allows us to comprehend the design process through reference or by indication even
though we cannot directly understand this unfolding in theoretical terms. Now we
understand why it was important to explore the phenomenology of our states of
consciousness and their relationship to the moments of the Quadralectic, as well as how
they align with the various viewpoints of the Novel, that also appear in Blake’s Four Zoas,
or the viewpoints that Hegel illustrates in his Phenomenology of Spirit. Our theory must
have its own special design in order to bridge the gap between theory and practice. The
complexity of our argument is necessary in order to provide the conceptual space for this
indirect connection between theory and practice that, in turn, will ground it in our
experience. We have noted that schemas appear in all our states of consciousness in one
way or another. Yet, those various states have differences that relate significantly to the
differences between the moments of the Quadralectic as well as to the various viewpoints
expressed through the novel. Blake and Hegel’s first attempts to write meta-novels
embodied images of these viewpoints. These points illustrate that our theory of the
Quadralectic is deeper than if it were merely theoretical and not founded in our
phenomenological experience within consciousness.
The arc of our argument is clear despite its complexity. We have generalized Systems
Theory to the next higher level of abstraction to produce Schemas Theory and appealed to
the Philosophical Tradition to help us understand what schemas mean. This push to a
higher level of abstraction in order to find a ground (or basis) for our practice has initiated
an exploration into wider orbits of conceptual thought than normally enters the purview of
theorists who are specialized in a particular discipline. Systems Engineering is known to be
interdisciplinary, which leads us to expect that its scope should be broad enough to support
many different disciplines and perspectives coming together in concert to produce an
emergent artifact. But this broader panorama has led us to uncover things that have not
been previously recognized within the tradition, and this is partially because we treat the
elements that we discover in our Schemas Theory as a System. We stress the importance of
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understanding the inverse of the System Schema, which is the Meta-system, and we are
also interested in defining them in terms of each other. As a result, we run into areas of
exploration that have not been deeply studied and that gives our theory wide implications
that go far beyond providing foundations for the nascent discipline of Systems
Engineering. Our description of a basis for Emergent Design may have far reaching effects
on other disciplines because we cannot merely add Systems Engineering into the mix of
academic disciplines without affecting the boundaries and conceptualizations of other
disciplines. Our new approach is in line with N. Rescher's Cognitive Systematization1406. It
states that our individual formal systems have axiomatic bases such as those that were
established in the by Euclid Elements. For example, Mathematics has a series of axiomatic
platforms as its foundation. But, surprisingly, this foundation is not in Being, but is found
in Existence and is interpreted as Emptiness, which causes it to be somewhat out of reach
but also very stable. Our work is to traverse the various axiomatic platforms in the same
way that Rescher suggests our hermeneutics should traverse and revisit the various axioms
that make up any one axiomatic platform. We take the form of the axioms of Geometry as
the primary example of what an Axiomatic Platform should be like. Note that the
relationships between the four axioms of Absolute Geometry and the ‘fifth axiom of
parallels’ produces a formal model of the difference between the System and the Metasystem and very succinctly defines the third type of Being as discussed by Plato and
known to us as Hyper Being, i.e., the type of Being that grounds all possibility, which is
essential for the actualization and embodiment of Emergent Design to occur. But, we note
that there is a process that occurs in Hyper Being in which there is a Quadralectical cycle
of moments where each moment sees the relationship between the semiotic Design Object
and the constructed Object of Design differently, although it is crucial that these two
viewpoints mesh and work together in order to execute the process of Sign Engineering for
the production of the emergent artifact. Yet, doing Sign Engineering is not enough. We
must also strive for an embodiment of the designed artifact and that calls for a foray into
Wild Being that is made possible by adding another moment to the Quadralectic that
produces the Pentalectic. It is this move that allows us to transform our approach from one
that is purely theoretical to one that comprehends practice. This move opens up an
unexpected ‘resource for ordering’ that comes from the relationship between the third and
fourth dimensions as embodied in the relationship of the Icosa-Dodecahedron lattice and
the Pentahedral lattice This approach toward the nondual as it is embodied in four-
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dimensional space is key to making the embodiment and actualization of potentials
possible.
This brings up the point that we use higher dimensional spaces to comprehend the complex
systems that we design in tandem with our ability to decipher and use concepts, essences,
perspectives, and designs. But higher dimensional spaces are not flat plenums, rather, they
have structure that condition Design. One of those structures is the expansion and then
unexpected radical contraction of the openness of hyperspheres beyond the third
dimension. Active use of our knowledge of higher dimensional spaces to understand the
context for design activities is perhaps one of the more unique and probably controversial
aspects of this study. When we are producing complex systems, we are under the
assumption that we are designing higher dimensional objects that are then captured in
lower dimensional representations. Design has this fundamental barrier that is created by
our lack of direct access to higher dimensions. But we assert that we can think through
higher dimensional structures via the schemas and that we accomplish this through the
mediation of the schemas. We can use these higher dimensions as a resource to make it
possible to conceptualize and then design very complex Systems and Meta-systems and
other types of artifacts that correspond to other dimensions that we cannot directly
physically access. We design three-dimensional artifacts because all artifacts in our space
are three-dimensional. But, these three-dimensional artifacts can be based on concepts,
essences, perspectives, and designs that make use of higher dimensions in order to handle
the complexity of these objects that we produce within our own space. This admission
makes us dependent on spaces that we cannot directly relate to although these higher
dimensions open up a realm of possibility for complex artifact design. As soon as we move
beyond the static System, we suddenly need four dimensions to represent the emergent
artifacts that we want to produce. And, as the System becomes more complex, we continue
to need a higher schematic horizon so that we can relate to higher dimensions, which have
the space to handle the complexity that we intend to integrate into a ‘working whole’ based
on our Design. We propose that the design of complex emergent artifacts depends upon
envisioning and understanding higher dimensional spaces, and this may be controversial,
but we consider it a necessary step for dealing with the complexity of the Systems and
Meta-systems that we design. Once we admit that there are higher dimensional spaces,
then we need a way to access those spaces and that is where Quadralectics comes in as the
means of translating the movement between those higher dimensional spaces and lower
dimensional representations. And, it is important to understand that n-dimensional spaces
are not flat and featureless but have their own properties that affect the nature of design,
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because it is those spaces that hold the realm of possibilities that are opened up in Hyper
Being. Beyond that, it is necessary to understand that Wild Being provides a conceptually
creative space for design potentialities to become actualized. Once we have understood the
major thrust of the argument, which transforms the Quadralectic into the Pentalectic, then
another vexing question arises, which is how projected artifacts in Being are related to
Existence, i.e., How do they come into existence, not just as possibilities whose potentials
are actualized, but how do they manifest against the backdrop of universal entropy that
mitigates against negative entropic events such as Emergence? Here we begin to see the
necessity of describing the duality between Being and Existence and for that purpose we
have constructed a model that shows how the Kinds of Being are interleaved with Special
Systems that reflect the nature of Existence, which is fundamentally an expression of
Interpenetration. This is where we begin to talk about the Emergent Meta-system and how
a normal mundane system, together with the Special Systems, form a more complex
structure called the Emergent Meta-system that models the nature of existence. We posit
that the Quadralectic aligns with the Lifecycle of the Emergent Event and with the Cycle
of the Emergent Meta-system, and that it is this alignment that produces the counter
balance to the characteristic upsurge of negative entropy that is embodied in the Emergent
Event. The Emergent Meta-system is characterized by a relaxation to a lower material
optima that balances the higher energy state that produces the emergent order in things. A
model of how these three cycles synchronize is presented. This is not a causal model, but a
model of how spontaneous order can arise given the right conditions, which involves an
interplay between Being and Existence. These two ways of looking at Existence coordinate
(however briefly) with the Quadralectic to produce the emergent order of the new designed
artifact. Within this theory there is a compensation in existence for the upsurges of
Emergence in Being. The basis for the ordering comes from the Nomos, which is the
emptiness of Existence, while the energy for its negative entropy is counterbalanced by the
relaxation of the Emergent Meta-system Cycle. This model reflects what we have learned
about the relationship between the System and Meta-system from Mathematics both in
Algebra and in Geometry. The two cycles in Existence are complementarities in the Metasystem of Existence that counterbalances the upsurge of new order in the System of Being.
Here, the term System and Meta-system are used in a broader sense than merely referring
to their schemas because the distinction between Being and Existence is prior to the arising
of the Schemas themselves.
Our intention has been to propose a broad theory that not only concerns the foundations of
Systems Engineering but of Mathematics and Science as well. Our theory of Emergent
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Design is placed in that context. and within that context we suggest that Systems
Engineering be redesignated as Emergent Engineering based on Schemas Science. We
hope that our critical attention will give added significance to this new discipline so that it
may be more fully appreciated in academia.

Conclusion
The conclusion of this dissertation is fairly simple in spite of its complexity. When
Systems Engineering is defined from the point of view of Philosophy, Mathematics, and
Advanced Systems Science, it is imperative that we use and develop the plethora of unique
ideas that our tradition has to offer. We have used Ontology, Semiotics, Dialectics,
Phenomenology, and Hermeneutics to aid us in coming to terms with this new discipline
and the dynamics of Emergent Design. We offer a vision of a Nondual Science that is
founded on nondual higher dimensional space so that we may understand Existence and
the nature of the projections of Being that appear in the Western Tradition. The Western
Tradition of Science and Technology has a basis in Philosophical Thought that has not
been fully appreciated although we anticipate that this will change because Systems
Engineering highlights new problematics that introduce new perspectives when presented
in the context of Emergent Engineering. Emergent Engineering is based on Emergent
Science, which, in turn, is based on Schemas Science, as succeeded by Systems Science,
which paved the way for Systems Engineering.
Engineering has missed much of the intellectual scrutiny that Science has undergone over
the last half century. The Philosophy of Science is now an established discipline, but the
Philosophy of Engineering is yet to be fully developed and appreciated. This is a beginning
foray into the Philosophy of Engineering and it is as sophisticated as many of the
Philosophies of Science that exist in the literature. Systems Engineering1407 claims
dominance as a result of the position it has pragmatically achieved in industry through the
hubris of taking responsibility for developing whole emergent systems into working
technological complexes that support important endeavors. This has been the case in the
Aerospace Industry, if not in other technological industries as well. Yet, from humble
beginnings, innovative things often happen. Now that we have endeavored to understand
Science and its propensity for producing theories of great sophistication and depth for
Nature’s design, it is timely that we embark upon understanding Engineering more deeply,
1407

The Philosophy of Engineering takes as its departure the arising of this new Engineering discipline within
the family of Engineering disciplines because Systems Engineering claims to be the integrator of all other
Engineering disciplines.
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because it is Engineering that makes complex and sophisticated Science possible. Witness
the complexity and sophistication of the Large Hadron Collider, which was recently
powered up but experienced a failure that caused it to undergo repair before restarting.
That very large machine is a marvel of Engineering that may lead to the discovery of the
Higgs particle if we can get the machine to work properly. Its emergent properties give it
the ability to produce higher energy collisions that have not been realized as yet. So,
Science waits and depends upon Engineering to make its discoveries possible. You will
hear the names of the Scientists who discover the Higgs particle if it is found, but the
Engineers who designed and built the machine that allowed them to make the discovery –
their names are not likely to be acknowledged or remembered! Searching the forgotten
parts of culture is worthwhile because that is often where the great discoveries are made.
Engineering has yet to be exploited as an object of serious Philosophical inquiry. But it is
our belief that the Philosophy of Engineering is just as profound as the Philosophy of
Science. We also propose a Philosophy of Practice, such as ‘The practice of the Emergent
Design of Systems and Meta-systems’. This work is a beginning contribution to the
nascent field of the Philosophy of Systems Engineering, and Engineering in general, which
endeavors to specify its foundations and structure in terms of the inner dynamic of its
practice. We must remember Engineering is a human practice that connects us to Nature in
an essential way. Nature is in peril but if we endeavor to understand this interface between
Systems Engineering and Nature, it will help to avert future problems as Engineering
attempts to undo the damage that has been done by the creation of Systems that are
unaware of their contexts, i.e., the Meta-systems in which they are embedded. Hopefully,
we will eventually produce Systems and Meta-systems that are co-designed. It is our goal
to understand the impact of creative Emergent Design upon Nature.

As we explore

Emergent Design in the context of its foundations in Schemas Science, we can expand our
role as Engineers to include the role of stewards, who will not only create and build
artifacts that support our lives, but will also continue to maintain our planet as a viable
habitat for ourselves and other species well into the future.
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Glossary
Format:
Word [Chapter Number] – Definition and Link (if available)
Note – Wikipedia is used as a reference in the Dissertation and in this Glossary. In this
Glossary all the references are to items accessed between April and August of 2009.
See also Web Dictionary of Cybernetics and Systems for further definitions
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/ASC/INDEXASC.html
See also Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. http://plato.stanford.edu/
abduction, abduct, abductive 3 – The process of positing a hypothesis and then looking
for evidence of the hypothesis, the third logical method of argument according to
Peirce, which is the basis of science and practical reason. See also deduction and
induction as types of Reasoning. Cf. Peirce.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reasoning
abgrund (without-ground), also translated as ‘abyss’ 7, 12 – Groundless Ground. Ground
in Nothing. Reification of the ungroundable nature of Being. Lack of ground that
itself serves as a ground. Cf. Heidegger.
absence – Design Field Element (Process2, Neganary)
Absence – Negative Aspect (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment)
Absolute Geometry 6 – First four axioms of geometry that are the same in all possible
geometries both Euclidian and Non-Euclidian.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_geometry
abstracta – Moments of abstraction, simple ideas, noetic contents that are revisited in
representations or repetitions. This term is only defined in order to have an
opposite for the pragmata. Since we are concerned primarily with the pragmata
this term plays no real role in the dissertation.
Abyss – Negative Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic third moment)
accumulator register 9 – Within CPU where bit manipulations are done. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accumulator_(computing)
aconceptual – Without concept. See Pauli Pylkko Aconceputal Mind.
action – Habitus (special term: Quadralectic second moment)
actuality – meaning (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment)
Aczel's "non-well-foundedness" 6 – Description of sets that are allowed to be members
of themselves. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-well-founded_set_theory
adamantine modes 13 – (neologism) Modes of Interpenetration and Intra-inclusion
referred to by Fa Tsang as the Ten Mysteries. Referred to as Vajra states in
Tibetan Buddhism related to the Five Buddhas. This term was taken from the
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Greek Gods and the Adamantine Scythe that was used by Cronos to castrate
Uranus, it was the mythical hardest mineral that could be used only by the Gods.
Cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adamant
adjacent possible 8, 10 – Things that can be made actual that are just within the realm of
possibility and close to actuality; close to other things already actualized that are
related or facilitate its actualization. That which is just over the horizon of
actuality in the realm of the possible that has more potential for actualization. Cf.
S. Kauffman. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stuart_Kauffman
Adonai – Name of God, Lord http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adonai#Adonai
affinity – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Second) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affinity
afoundationalism, afoundational 8 – Neither with foundation nor against foundations in
Being. Associated Terms Foundationalism, Anti-Foundationalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foundationalism
agent – Real-time system view (special term: Quadralectic third moment)
Agent and Resource Diagrams 9 – Tasking and Semaphore diagrams. See Design and
Analysis of Real Time Systems (DARTS) Cf. Gomma. See Spiteri Staines,
Anthony “A Comparison of Software Analysis and Design Methods for Real Time
Systems”, Proceedings of World Academy of Science, Engineering And
Technology Volume 21 May 2007 ISSN 1307-6884
http://www.waset.org/pwaset/v21/v21-10.pdf
alayavijana (storehouse consciousness) 13 – Where the seeds of Karma are stored. This
theory allows Buddhism to theoretically overcome the contradiction between
emptiness and karmic causation. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Store_consciousness
Cf. Awakening of Faith.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awakening_of_Faith_in_the_Mahayana.
aletheia – Truth as the process of uncovering http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aletheia
alignment – Lining up of elements that are not physically connected in space. Design
Field Element (Pure1, Fifth) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alignment
alterity – Otherness http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alterity
alternating group A5 of order 60 16 – Connects Icosa-Dodeca-hedron to Pentahedron by
having the same group. http://for.mat.bham.ac.uk/atlas/html/A5.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartic_equation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quintic_equation
http://brauer.maths.qmul.ac.uk/Atlas/v3/alt/A5/
amanifest – Neither Manifest nor un-Manifest, deepest nondual beyond manifestation that
is beyond Emptiness and Void, which are differing interpretations of the
nonduality of existence.
Ambience – Meta-system for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Pentalectic fifth
moment)
amicable numbers 6 – Two numbers whose divisors add up to each other's total. An
example is (220,284). http://djm.cc/amicable.html
ana and kata 8 – Directions in the fourth dimension. Cf. Rucker, Hinton.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_dimension
anagogic swerve 1, 16 – A change in perspective to a radically different viewpoint. It is a
transformation away from a nihilistic situation through the recognition that two
nihilistic opposites are really the same thing, and the realization that one is
experiencing a radically different state of affairs than that which would have
previously been assumed. We use the term in the special sense of realizing a
nondual alternative to a contradiction, paradox, or absurdity produced by culture.
In other words, it is a change in perspective that takes you from the Nihilistic
conflict of duals to a non-dual understanding that is a new emergent perspective.
(neologism) See “An Anagogic Logic” by the author.
Analytical Philosophy 1 – The predominate form of philosophy in England and America
rooted in the works Frege, Wittgenstein, Moore, Russell, Quine, and Putnam. It
emphasizes linguistic analysis, argumentation, realism, and formalism in
philosophical presentation. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytic_philosophy See
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Soames, Scott. Philosophical Analysis in the Twentieth Century. (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 2003).
anamorphic object, anamorphism 1 – A culturally produced object that embodies a pivot
that can set off an anagogic swerve. The anamorphic object embodies a
contradiction, paradox, or absurdity in a way that can give a different perspective
that resolves a conundrum although the solution to that problematic reveals other
deeper problematics. In some ways the anamorphic object is the dual of the
synthesis in dialectics. It is not a whole that subsumes contradictory theses, but is
instead a pivotal object that shows how to resolve a contradiction, paradox, or
absurdity, but then reveals other deeper ones in the process. Key contribution here
is from Donald Kunze see http://www.arch.psu.edu/faculty/kunze.shtml See also
http://art3idea.psu.edu/boundaries/ and http://art3idea.psu.edu/art3/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anamorphosis Kunze maps out the anamorphic object
and anamorphism as it appears in various cultural formations. He develops
BoLaGrams, which specify the logic of Anamorphism based on reading Lacan
through the figure of the Mobius Strip. See Kunze, D. “Vicoism (after Vico)” at
http://art3idea.psu.edu/locus/vico.pdf “In ways reinforced through references to
mirror images, irony, and metaphor, Vico seems to hold that each cultural
institution, act, and object is “anamorphic” in that it embodies these two
exchanges of near and far. Anamorphy is a term typically reserved to describe
visual images that are concealed within ordinary images, visible only from a
specific viewpoint. For readers of Vico, the idea of anamorphy can be extended to
cover (1) Vico’s account of the composite nature of human creations and (2)
Vico’s methods — some of them strikingly optical — for discovering and
deciphering their complexity. Because inversion began with perception, where the
extended world of nature was seen in terms of bodies with demonic
intentionalities, Vichian comprehension can retrace this process in reverse by
paying attention to a topological rather than projective (Cartesian) use of
dimensions and distances. As Vico points out, for the first humans the heavens
were no further away than the tops of nearby mountains; Hades was as close as
the bottom of the furrow. Near was construed as far. Distances were constructed
as ritual relations. Vico’s theory of history itself was an anamorph — a “parallax
view” produced by the “twin eyes” of geography and chronology. Geography
stood for the immediate contingent conditions that gave rise to the great variety of
human cultures; chronology was the necessary sequence of cultural stages
through which all cultures (as well as all individuals, institutions, and even
events) had to pass. Each stage was defined in terms of a form of metaphor. In the
first, the mythic “age of gods”, humans unknowingly back-projected their robust
sensuality onto the screen of external nature, regarding physical appearances as
divine signs in need of translation. Mythic mentality was purely metaphorical but
unaware of metaphor as such. It saw nature filled with literal messages from gods
to humans. The practice of divination, the first form of knowledge, concealed the
human authorship of natural signs.” Kunze gives a definition: “"Anamorphosis"
is (conventionally) a visual phenomenon where one image can contain other
images hidden inside. To find the concealed image, typically, a special viewpoint
is required. We encounter examples frequently but rarely notice them — traffic
signs painted on the pavement to be visible from cars but "stretched out" when
viewed by a pedestrian. Some cases just involve special points of view (lookouts,
scenic look-outs, etc.) but no literal distortion, just a "privileged point of view."
One of the most famous examples of anamorphosis was employed by Hans
Hölbein in the portrait known as "The Ambassadors" (1533). The blur diagonally
stretching between the feet of the two figures can be seen clearly by looking along
the line of the blur, near the surface of the canvas. The blur is really a skull, all
the more significant because it completes a geometric design, an isosceles triangle
those vertex intersects the horizon at a 27º angle. The date of the painting (1533)
is 3 x 500 + 3 x 11, and the inscription on the back of the canvas gives the specific
date of Good Friday. This date was particularly significant because many people
of Hölbein's day thought that this would be the Apocalypse, the end of the world,
and the involvement of the number 3 was important, because three (French "tres"
= "very") is a "number of completion." The crucifix barely visible at the upper left
of the canvas confirms this hidden code, making Golgotha, "the Place of the
Skull," universally significant as the end of history. John North's book (The
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Ambassadors' Secret, 2004) details this covert design and its possible meanings.
For us, it is important to note that anamorphosis works at a "hinge-point" between
two kinds of meaning, one based on the transitive order of representationalprojective space, another based on topological transformations, such as folds,
twists, and ruptures.” http://art3idea.psu.edu/boundaries/idp/tutorial/index.html.
See “The Anamorphic Cycle” by the author.
Annihilation – Emergent Meta-system operation
Apollonian 1 – Rational, ordered, opposed to Dionysian according to Nietzsche.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollonian
arche – Neologism, used to describe the negative meta-dimension level below the Schemas
at meta-dimension zero within the worldview that contains sixteen "arche", which
is presumed to be the source of the Quadrate of Quadrates described by Jung in the
Aion through the myth of the Marriage of Moses. These sixteen arche are
represented by the white or black pieces on the chess board, which, in turn, are
related to the major Greek gods.
archetypal pattern 6 – A set of Jungian archetypes that form a pattern.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetype For example, the Ennead is an archetypal
pattern seen not only in formalisms, but in Epics and mythology.
archetype of self-organization (See knots) 9 – Knots as lines crossed over and under
themselves are the archetype of self-organization because they are organized
against themselves. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organization
Archimedean Solids 3 – These are the semi-regular solids that can exist in threedimensional space. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archimedean_solids
arena 2 – The space within the Meta-System within which systems find their niches,
operate, and interact with each other. It is also where their resources allow them to
remain viable when delivered by the Meta-system. The analogy is applications
within an operating system. Systems are like the applications and the Meta-system
is like the operating system. See also boundary, horizon, source, and origin, which
are the other elements of the Meta-System.
array – Design Field Element (being0, Third) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Array
Arrow – Relation1 = mapping1 between the elements. Also called a morphism. See
Category Theory http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphism
artifact – A general name for an object made by humans.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_artifact
artificially intelligent theorem provers 10 –
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_theorem_proving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
Aspect-oriented Programming 13 – Attempts to deal with issues in design that pure
Object Oriented Design would separate but should be considered together, such as
error handling and safety. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspectoriented_programming
Aspects, Negative Associated with multi-lectic – See difference, fiction, illusion, absence.
Aspects. Positive Associated with multi-lectic – See Identity, Truth, Reality, Presence.
Associative Property (Algebraic) 13 – Lost mathematical property when we go from
Quaternions, to Octonions, which makes the positioning of numbers in relation to
each other matter. It is because of the loss of the associative property that
Reflexive Special Systems become social, i.e. become such that associations
between elements matter, rather than being indifferent so that parentheses are not
necessary. This is because the ordering precedence between operations determines
the order in which operations are performed. Beyond that, the order in which the
numbers or variables are written does not matter in normal algebra, although that
order does matter in non-associative algebras. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonassociative_algebra
atemporal – Outside of time.
attention – Faculty associated with multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
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attenuation – Design Field Element (Wild4, Zeroth)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attenuation
attitude – Faculty associated with multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic second
moment).
Aufhebung – See 'sublation'. Hegelian term for the process of the Dialectic.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aufhebung
Author – Novel (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Autogenesis 13 – Production of the Autopoietic System by self-bootstrapping. See
Reflexive Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory by the author. See
Csányi V, Kampis G. Autogenesis: the evolution of replicative systems. J Theor
Biol. 1985 May 21;114(2):303-21.
automorphism – Isomorphism of something to itself.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automorphism
autopoietic – Self-producing Cf. Maturana http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autopoietic
Autopoietic Symbiotic Special System 6, 9, 14 – Related to the Quaternion Algebra. A
holonomic system where the whole is exactly equal to the sum of its parts with no
delay. A type of Special System that is both self-producing and symbiotic partially
described in the theory of Maturana and Varella who see them as structurally
closed systems that define viable life in formal terms. It is made up of two
Dissipative Ordering Special Systems in a Symbiotic Relation and because of this
pairing it is not unitary, but it does remain closed to inspection by an observer. Cf.
Maturana and Varella See Maturana, Humberto R., and Francisco J. Varela.
Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living. (Boston Studies in the
Philosophy of Science, v. 42. Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Pub. Co, 1980). See
also Mingers, John. Self-Producing Systems: Implications and Applications of
Autopoiesis. Contemporary Systems Thinking. (New York: Plenum Press, 1995).
See also Thompson, Evan. Mind in Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the
Sciences of Mind. (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
2007). See also Capra, Fritjof. The Web of Life: A New Scientific Understanding
of Living Systems. (New York, N.Y.: Anchor Books, 1997). See Reflexive
Autopoietic Dissipative Special Systems Theory by the author for a unique
formulation of this theory based on hyper-complex algebras.
aVoid – Neologism. Giving new meaning to avoidance, to be without the void. Since void
is a nondual, avoidance means being at the level of the deeper nondual of
manifestation.
axiom 3 – Axioms are fundamental statements upon which a formal system is based. They
cannot be shown to be inconsistent with each other but are also minimally
necessary to define the formal system such as in Logic or Mathematics.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axiom Cf. Rescher Cognitive Systematization.
Axiomatic Platform 6, 9 – The set of the axioms of Absolute Geometry that form a stable
self-consistent basis for all three types of geometry. The set of axioms as a whole
that form a platform for reasoning in a formal system. Because it is made up of
separate axioms such as those of Geometry or Set Theory, the platform is
fragmented and thus provides a consistent, but not unitary foundation for
reasoning, which is the basis of a formal system derived from the set of axioms.
(neologism).
background (of the system) 2 – In gestalts Forms have backgrounds where they remain in
tension. This tension occurs between what is perceived and the backdrop of what
is perceived. Similarly Systems have deeper background upon which they are
seen. We call these Meta-Systems.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestalt_psychology
Badiou, A. – Wrote Being and Event a critique that forms the basis of the concept of
Foundational Mathematical Categories developed in this research project. Being
and Event uses the Set as the basis for ontology. To this is added the Multiple and
the Event in order to produce a complete ontology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alain_Badiou
Bataille, G. – Wrote The Accursed Share, which gives us the basic theory of the structure
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of the Meta-system. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Bataille
Baudrillard, J. – Wrote Critique of the Economy of the Sign and The Mirror of
Production, which influenced this work among other works.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Baudrillard
Bayesian Probabilities 8 – Subjective probabilities that change diachronically across time.
The problem is to establish the initial probabilities.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
Becoming 6 – Dynamic Heraclitian Being. Also called Process Being. Related to
Heidegger’s Ready-to-hand in Being and Time. Cf. Plato Timaeus, which
differentiates Static Being from the flux of becoming.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraclitus http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/spacetimebebecome/
Behavior – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic second
moment).
Behavioral Target – (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
Being (crossed out) 7 – Cf. Heidegger’s letter to Junger. Hyper Being Cf. Merleau-Ponty.
Differance Cf. Derrida. Plato's Third kind of Being in the Timaeus. Cf. Sallis.
Being (Sein) 6 – Normal Projective Standings of Being of all Meta-levels made possible by
Ontological Difference, i.e. the difference between Being and beings. Being
withdraws in forgetfulness according to Heidegger in Being and Time. Standings
of Being are Pure, Process, Hyper, Wild, and Ultra. Being is the opposite of
Existence. It is the subject of Ontology. http://ontology.buffalo.edu/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-ontology/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology
Being as Intelligibility 8 – Meaning of Being is the issue for Heidegger. See Being and
Time. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Being_and_Time
being-in the-schema – A generalization of being-in-the-world that can apply to any
schema, not just the World schema.
Being-in-the-system – A focus on the System as Horizon, which is between Form and the
World Horizon.
being-in-the-world 2, 4 – Other name for Da-Sein. The pre-subject is completely
immersed in the Horizon of the World. Dasein as embedded in the furthest horizon
of experience, i.e., the World, which is a schema.
http://royby.com/philosophy/pages/dasein.html
Beyng (Seyn) 6 – Dual of Being that does not differentiate Being from beings. Beyng is
lost in oblivion. Cf. Heidegger Contributions to Philosophy and Mindfulness.
Bija (seed, traces) 13 – Seeds laid down in the Storehouse consciousness (alayavijana).
From Buddhism, especially Hua Yen Buddhism. Cf. Awakening of Faith.
blackhole 2 – Colloquialism for a Positive Feedback in a negative direction that destroys
any system that gets sucked into it. A mythic example is Charybdis.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charybdis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_feedback
blindspot – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blindspots
body-without-organs 11 – Body as a virtualized whole without parts. Cf. Deleuze.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_without_organs
Bohm, D. – Wrote Wholeness and the Implicate Order, which influenced this project
Bohm posited the difference between explicit and implicate order, which is taken
to be one of the differences between the System and the Meta-System.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Bohm
boundable – Able to be bounded.
boundary 2 – Definitive edge of a Form, System, Meta-system, Domain, etc.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_(topology)
Boundary Logic 11 – See also Laws of Form. http://www.boundarymath.org/ Cf. Bricken.
http://www.wbricken.com/
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Bourdieu, P. – Wrote Logic of Practice, which influenced this work because of its analysis
of the difference between theoretical and practical reason.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Bourdieu
bracketing 2 – A methodological move in Phenomenology to eliminate all interpretations
that do not bear directly on phenomenal experience by exclusion. But this
produces solipsism and isolation of the subject and thus become a major problem
for Phenomenology. Cf. Husserl.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bracketing_(phenomenology)
breather – Combination of two solitons that together form a stable dynamic structure in
which the two solitons fall into each other, each serving as the trough for the other.
Related to the Autopoietic Special System.
http://virtualmathmuseum.org/Surface/breather/breather.html
Breathers 14 – A positive and negative soliton of equal size creating a stationary
formation in which the solitons fall into each other.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breather
Bystander – Viewpoint on the Novel (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Calculus – Mathematical technique invented by Newton and Leibniz that uses infinity to
calculate areas and tangents to lines. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calculus
Candidates – Emergent Meta-system moment (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Cantor, G. – His analysis of infinity is a major contribution to our understanding of Set
Theory and Mathematics. He distinguishes between different levels of
Mathematics especially between the infinity of natural and real numbers. He
thought it would be possible to have cardinals of infinities but this does not seem
to be the case. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georg_Cantor
Cardinal numbers 3 – Differentiated from Ordinal Numbers. Cardinal Numbers are the
names of the separate numbers without specifying their order. Ordinal Numbers
specify the order of the numerals as the basis for distinguishing Number.
Cardinality breaks down in transfinite numbers.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardinal_numbers
Cartesian product – Orthogonal combination of elements.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_product
Catastrophe Theory 13 – Theory that explains discontinuities in behavior in threedimensional space by their relation to topologies in higher dimensional spaces.
Those topologies are related to the Lie Algebras. Topological surfaces are folded
and sometimes folded through each other. This produces discontinuities and
singularities when objects follow those surfaces in higher space producing
discontinuous behavior in lower dimensional space. Cf. Rene Thom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory
category – Design Field Element (Process2, Second) See Category Theory.
Category Theory – Way of describing mathematical objects based on mappings
represented by arrows where elements are abstracted away, and where any
operation is allowed that obeys the associative property.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category_(mathematics). Category theory is the
theory of the underlying structure of all possible mathematical categories.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category_theory
causation Associated with multi-lectic – See formal, efficient, final, material.
Certeau, M. de – Wrote The Practice of Everyday Life, which influenced this study by
giving an alternative to the view of Bourdieu.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_de_Certeau
Chaos – Negative Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Chaotic Systems 10 – Systems that have gone into a chaotic regime through a symmetry
breaking series. Cf. Gleick Chaos http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory
Character – Viewpoint on the Novel (special term: Quadralectic second moment) .
Chi (Qi) 16 – Subtle Energy in Ancient Chinese Medicine and Cosmology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%27i
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Chiasm, chiasmally 6 and 16 – The difference between touch-touching itself.
Complementary chiasmic pairs, anti non-anti a and anti non a
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiasmus
Chomsky, N. – Invented both Transformational Grammar and the ability to write computer
programs in the syntax of programming languages.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noam_Chomsky
chora 3 – Means place, or space in Plato's Timaeus. Often paired with the Receptacle
(hupodoche). It is the place where the Forms are embodied appearing as
geometrical elemental units, which are triangles of different kinds.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chora See also Bianchi, Emanuela "Receptacle/chora:
figuring the errant feminine in Plato's Timaeus." Hypatia Volume 21, Number 4,
Fall 2006 pp. 124-146.
Chreode 10 – Worn pathways that are most likely to be followed by phenomena unfolding.
Cf. Waddington. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chreode See Gilbert, Scott F.
"Diachronic Biology Meets Evo-Devo: C. H. Waddington's Approach to
Evolutionary Developmental Biology" The Society for Integrative and
Comparative Biology. American Zoologist 2000 40(5):729-737;
doi:10.1093/icb/40.5.729
chronos – Time. Related to Kairos, which is the time of the moment Also related to
Cronus, the Greek god and Titan, son of Uranus and father of Zeus..
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronos http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kairos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cronus
Circumstance – Meta-system for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic first moment).
circumstance (as related to background interpretation) 7 – The contextual background
interpretation for a sign’s foreground interpretation as it is represented in the mind.
circumstance 7 – context of work, part of the process: circumstance – >means – >purpose.
Cf. Hegel.
Clearing in Being 3 – The spacetime in which Dasein apprehends itself and other beings.
Cleavage 12 – Difference between Being and Beyng. The Abgrund/Abyss. Cf. Heidegger.
In Contributions p. 172 section 127 Heidegger talks about the Cleavage between
Being and Beyng.
Co-Algebra -- Dual of Universal Algebra. Related to the Object of Design, which Peirce
calls the Immediate Object. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Co-algebra
Cobordism – Mathematical relationship of shared borders at a higher level that
encompasses Domain. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobordism
Cognitive dissonance 2 – When different materials in cognition are incongruent.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_dissonance
Co-homology 13 – “…cohomology is defined as the abstract study of cochains, cocycles,
and coboundaries.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohomology Cf. Baez compares
Co-homology to N-Category theory. “Lectures on n-Categories and Cohomology”
by John C Baez, Michael Shulman (16 Aug 2006)
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0608420. See also
http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/users/dae/notes/cohomology
Collective Unconscious (Jung) 1 – Concept that the unconscious is not merely personal
and individual but also social and intersubjective. Historically popularized by Jung
contra Freud. cf. Jung http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_unconscious
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetype
common language 2 – Various social groups share language.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_relativity
Common Notions 6, 13 –Euclid’s Elements give a definition of Equality, such as the
definition of the Holoidal. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_geometry The
Elements also include the following five "common notions": Things that equal the
same thing also equal one another. If equals are added to equals, then the wholes
are equal. If equals are subtracted from equals, then the remainders are equal.
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Things that coincide with one another equal one another. The whole is greater
than the part.
commutative property 13 – Lost mathematical property when we go from Complex to
Quaternion Algebras that do not allow operations to be reversed simply.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commutativity
complementarity 2 – When opposites entail each other rather than exclude each other as
do dualities. Complementarity may also mean that only one of two representations
can be viewed at one time as in Quantum Physics.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementarity_(physics) See also Arkady
Plotnitsky Complementarities.
complementary, chiasmic pairs 6 – Complementarities are mutually implicative rather
than exclusive (like dualities). Chiasmic pairs involve inversion and interchange.
http://rhetoric.byu.edu/Figures/C/Chiasmus.htm
Complex Plane 8 – ax+bi number plane composed of complex numbers and their
conjugates. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_plane
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_conjugate
Complex Systems Theory 1 – The part of Systems Science that studies complex
phenomena in order to understand whether they have properties in aggregate that
we can understand even if we cannot analytically follow every element within the
complex system. It is a theory concerning how things that are very complex
operate in general even if we do not know how each element within that complex
system behaves at any given time. Example: All the Galaxies in the Universe are a
complex system connected by Gravity. All the Stars in the Milky way with its
blackhole at the center and its Dark Matter that allows it to continue to be a spiral
is a complex system. All the species interacting on Planet Earth is a complex
system. Global Economics is a complex system. Even things like the Human Body
made of billions of cells can be seen as a complex system. Complex Systems
Theory attempts to tell us what we can say in general about different types of
complex phenomena at different scales.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_systems See also
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Highly_optimized_tolerance and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organized_criticality
Complexnion (complex numbers) 13 – Numbers generated by square root of negative one
of the form x+i that produces the complex plane with separate complex conjugates
for each number unlike real numbers, which are their own conjugates.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_numbers
component – Design Field Element (part) (being0, Fourth)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component
Concept – Hyper Being (trace) (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Concept of Operations (ConOps). – A specification document. Says how a system should
generally work prior to architectural design.
Conglomerate – Special term. The nondual between extremes of Set (difference) and Mass
(identity).
conjuncted – Ordered pair http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordered_pair
constellation – Design Field Element (juxtaposition) (Process2, Sixth).
Constructionism – Sometimes called Social Constructivism. Approach that says that
significant aspects of the world we live in are constructed by humans, even aspects
that appear natural or physical. In extreme this view is nihilistic as opponents
point out. The view here is that much of our notion of world and reality are
constructed but not all. See Introjected Hyle.
http://carbon.ucdenver.edu/~mryder/itc_data/constructivism.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_constructionism
Content – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic fourth
moment).
content 7 – Elements within focus, normally qualia of the hyle contained by Form.
Context – Meta-system for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic
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fourth moment).
context 7 – Background to elements in focus, normally out of focus.
Continental Philosophy 1 – The study of philosophy that includes philosophers born on
the European Continent after Frege. It especially concentrates on the
interpretations made by twentieth century French Intellectuals of Earlier German,
French, and Greek Philosophy. It is concerned with broad themes such as
literature, the unconscious, radical politics, and other subjects that go beyond
philosophy proper. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_philosophy Opposite
of Analytical Philosophy.
continua 3 – Thirds are continuities that connect relationships to each other according to
Peirce.
continuity – Design Field Element (Pure1, Third).
Continuum hypothesis – Real numbers for a continuum. Cf. Cantor.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuum_hypothesis
Convex regular 4-polytope – Generalization of a platonic solid in four dimensions. See 8
cell, 16, cell, 24 cell, 120 cell, and 600 cell polytopes.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convex_regular_4-polytope
Copenhagen convention 4 – Official demarcation between the macro and micro worlds
that allows both interpretations to exist separately but independently. Physics is
Netwonian and in a refinement Relativistic on the Macro-scale and is Quantum
Mechanical on the microscale. This interpretation is a convention for the Standard
Model in Physics. The other alternative to which we subscribe is the many worlds
theory of Hugh Everett http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copenhagen_interpretation
See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Many_worlds_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Everett See also David Deutsch Fabric of
Reality. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Deutsch
correlate – Design Field Element (Pure1, Sixth).
Covering – Negative Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
Cratylus – Dialogue by Plato in which the extremes of naturalness and conventionality of
words is discussed. Partial commentary on this dialogue appears on Author's
research page.
Creation – Emergent Meta-system operation.
creativity 10 – The production of innovations by human beings. Design is a creative act.
Creative acts occasionally set off cascades of Emergent events. Sometimes
Emergent Events occur as the result of external circumstances rather than as
creative acts by humans. Emergence is an objective way to think about the results
of creativity without having to psychologize. Cf. Koestler The Act of Creation
(classic text).
Cronos – Greek god, also called Cronus. Father of Zeus and son of Uranus. See also kairos
and chronos.
crossing 8 – “Crossing means motion, and motion is a contradiction” Here the term
crossing means crossing space through motion.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeno_of_Elea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Priest Graham Priest studies Para-consistent
Logics that can accommodate contradictions induced by motion.
Cube – Regular three-dimensional box shape. A Platonic solid.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cube
cubo-octa-hedron – Lattice that combines the cube and octahedron, which are duals.
cycle of axiomatic interpretation 6 – Concept that axioms are only known by continually
revisiting them in relation to the other axioms. Like the Hermeneutic circle applied
to foundations of Mathematics. Cf. N. Rescher Cognitive Systemization.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rescher
Dasein 2 – Being-There, pre-subjectivity prior to the differentiation of subject/object, Cf.
Heidegger. Being and Time. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dasein
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data – Real-time system view (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Dataflows (objects) 9 – Shows movement of data through functions within Software. Dual
of Objects in Object Oriented Software. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_flow
Represented by Dataflow diagrams. Rendered Taboo and excluded from UML and
reintroduced as Functional Flow Diagrams in SysML.
decentered – Thrown off center, swerve.
Deconstruction 6 – Heidegger's avowed method adopted by Derrida and turned into a cult
at the beginnings of Postmodernism.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deconstructionism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postmodernism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_thinkers_influenced_by_deconstruction See
Norris, Christopher, and Terence Hawkes. Deconstruction: Theory and Practice.
(London: Routledge, 2002).
Deduction 3 – Reasoning from abstractions down to concrete cases.
defects – Design Field Element (Wild4, Neganary).
de-jection Associated with multi-lectic – See opacity, obscuration, unclearing, See also
sense, goal, vanishing point, pragmata, practice, performance.
Deleuze, Gilles – Wrote Difference and Repetition, Logic of Sense, and Anti-Oedipus,
which are fundamental texts for this study.
Delta Logic 16 – Logic of Paradox. Cf. N. Hellerstein Delta Logic A simplification of
Diamond Logic.
Demiurge 6 – Creator in Plato's Timaeus. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timaeus_(dialogue)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurge
Derivative – See Calculus. See also Ian Thompson who wrote Philosophy of Nature and
Quantum Reality, 1993 at http://www.ianthompson.org/ for use of term based on
Swedenborg See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derivative
Design – Hyper Being (trace) (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
DeSign Engineering 9 – Engineering Design that emphasizes sign use Signs at the Third
Meta-level of Hyper Being, which is an interconnected combinatoric field. Based
on Sign Engineering, which is a term coined by Pieter Wisse. Design Engineering
uses the Quadralectic as its means for producing Sign Representations of the
Design and turning them into workable implementations.
Design Field 11 – The relationship of Philosophical Categories to Meta-levels of Being
that defines the field of all possible elements of any Design. See Chapter 13.
Design Object (semiotic) 13 – The object produced by the Design Process, which is a
semiotic representation and repetition normally based on the sub-schemas, i.e.
pictures, plans, and models. As distinct from the Object of Design, which is the
implemented artifact with emergent properties. Related to the "Immediate Object"
defined by Peirce and Universal Algebra.
Design Self-knowledge of (its own design by a Designed Object) 13 – An object has
knowledge of its own Design as a Designed Object, which is an Immediately
Dynamical Object that combines both of the senses that Peirce distinguishes
resulting in both a Design Object and an Object of Design simultaneously.
design verification – Checks the Object of Design back against the Design Object
blueprint or requirements. Differences are designated to be “as built”.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verification_and_Validation See also Validation
which is its opposite. Validation is checking the Object of Design against the
environment or context of use.
Designed Object 13 – An Object of Design that has incorporated into it the semiotic
Design Object thus giving knowledge of its own structure to the artifact.
According to Peirce, both Immediate Object and Dynamic Object at the same
time. An object that knows its own design as one of its Self-* properties: It has
self-knowledge of its own ontology and viable implemented design. In Kantian
terms this is both semiotic representing appearances and implementing represented
dis-appearing (i.e. noumenal) simultaneously in the same object.
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desiring machines 8 – A way to describe the pre-subject/pre-object based on Object
Relations Theory seen in Anti-Oedipus by Deleuze and Guattari. Should add
avoiding, disseminating, and absorbing machines as well. Instead of machines we
should talk about Practices as Foucault does.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desiring_machine
diachronic 2 – Changing with time, overall structure changes through time. See also
synchronic. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical_linguistics
Dialectics 1 – Dialectics is the study of how opposing and conflicting elements can be seen
as a whole on a higher level of synthesis that encompasses the competing
elements. Taken from the concept of formal dialogic argument in Greek
Philosophy. Related to Pyrrhonism, which was a classical form of Skepticism
represented by Sextus Empiricus. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrrhonism.
Related to the Para-consistent logics described by Priest.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paraconsistent. Later, by Hegel and others as a way
that opposing elements become reconciled as part of higher synthetic wholes
through the process of their interaction. cf. Hegel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialectics http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegel See
Rescher, Nicholas. Dialectics: A Classical Approach to Inquiry. (Frankfurt: Ontos
Verlag, 2007).
Diamond Logic 16 – Logic of Paradox. Cf. N. Hellerstein Diamond Logic.
dianoia – Discursive reasoning faculty http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/dianoias
differance 6, 7 – Differing and deferring, Derrida's name for Being (crossed out) from
Heidegger. Hyper Being. Plato's Third kind of Being in the Timaeus. See Wood,
David, and Robert Bernasconi. Derrida and Différance. (Evanston, IL:
Northwestern University Press, 1988). Cf. Derrida, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differance
Difference – Negative Aspects (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
differing and deferring (of Differance) 9 – Expression of Differance in space and time.
Cf. Derrida, Jacques. Margins of Philosophy. (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1982) p. 17.
Dimension – Orthogonal Conceptual or Spatial Region from any given Point, Line,
Surface, Solid, Hunk (4 dimensional), etc. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension
Dionysian 1 – Related to the god Dionysus, which to Nietzsche meant immersion and
fusion in oneness rather than differentiated by rationality and order, as opposed to
Apollonian. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dionysian
di-remption – Tearing apart. Used in translating Hegel.
disconnects – Design Field Element (Pure1, Seventh).
discontinuities, discontinua 2 – Places in time or space where things change all of a
sudden, without warning, and perhaps without rhyme or reason until we
understand why that change exists.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classification_of_discontinuities
discoveredness –Author’s translation of Befindlichkeit from Heidegger's Being and Time.
disposition – Wild Being (flesh) (special term: Quadralectic second moment)
Dissipative Ordering Special System 4, 6, 14 – A nexus of negative entropy in a far from
equilibrium environment, which has an expanding boundary of ordering into a
new regime of the background that the dissipative ordering mechanism feeds off
of. Related to Complex Numbers and the loss of the conjugations of Real
numbers. Described by Prigogine as neg-entropic.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prigogine http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negentropy
Divided Line (Plato) 1 – Composed of Doxa which is either grounded and ungrounded
opinion (appearance) and ratio, which is either representable (such as
Mathematical objects) or non-representable such as the Forms.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divided_line
Dodecahedron http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dodecahedron.
dogma 5 – Dogmatic philosophies make claims about transcendentals that cannot be
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shown to be true, and thus diverge prior to the advent of critical, i.e. self-critical
philosophy that rejects dogma of any kind.
Domain 1 – A primary schema that is beyond the Meta-system, which is related to multiple
perspectives and movement around the landscape such that a person can take
another person's place and see things from their perspective, both literally and
figuratively. Above a Meta-system and below a World in General Schemas
Theory S-prime.
Domain Analysis 4 – Names for Software Reuse approaches. Also called Product Line
Engineering. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_analysis
Doxa 1 – Opinion, or appearance, one side of Plato's Divided Line.
dreambody – Body as perceived in dream.
dreamspace – Also called dreamtime, realm of dream, but also the realm of human origin,
mythic time.
duality 2 – When opposites are defined as reified incommensurables that form nonreducible but also radically dichotomous categories like mind and body, ego and
extension. See Descartes.
dukkha – Dissatisfaction, suffering. Buddhist critique of reality. See also Schopenhauer
who takes on this pessimism about human existence.
dunya – Illusion of the world. Called the floating world in Japan. Arabic term for the
illusory nature of the world.
dynamic object 13 – Defined by Peirce as the reference of semiotic representations in
external reality. In this dissertation it is called the Object of Design with the
implementation of the Design. Related to Co-Algebras. Implemented as
represented dis-appearing and thus quasi-noumenal in Kant's terms. See also
Introjected Hyle.
efficient cause – causation (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
eidetic intuition 1 – Husserl's idea that we immediately intuit essences of things and that
this is different from our construction of abstractions about them. Phenomenology
is based on the idea that we can, in our imaginations, transform and manipulate
essences to discover their limits, and thus learn about the nature of essences
beyond our abstractions that are projected on phenomena.
eikasia – For Plato it is way of dealing with appearances
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eikasia
ejects 4 – Pre-objects that Dasein tries to hang onto to slow its fall into oblivion.
(neologism, not part of Heidegger's philosophy).
ektan-stuff 13 – What is beyond structure and stuff in the First Category according to
Baez. See “Lectures on n-Categories and Cohomology” by John C Baez, Michael
Shulman (16 Aug 2006). http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0608420
element – Design Field Element (being0, Second).
Element – Relation0 = node, Lowest level categorical item, normally associated with a Set.
See Category Theory.
eleven cell polytope – Anomalous non-regular polytope in four-dimensional space. 11-cell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/11-cell
Elliptical Geometry 6 – Type of Non-Euclidian geometry, for example, convex mirrors.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptical_geometry
Elohim – Name of God http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elohim
embeddedness – Encompassed by something else and fit within what surrounds it.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inclusion_map
Emergent Engineering 1 – Emergent Engineering is the practice of creating Emergent
Systems. Normally we are thinking about Technological Systems with emergent
properties but this could be extended to other types of systems that are artificial or
social in nature that are "engineered" with the aim of bringing emergent properties
into Being in the engineered system. (neologism)
Emergent Event. 8 – The production of new worlds as a context for new things whose
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arising completely changes the entire context within which it arises. Cf. G.H.
Mead Philosophy of the Future.
Emergent Eventity 9 – A spacetime node or entity at the core of or produced from an
Emergent Event. See eventity.
Emergent Meta-system moments –Associated with the multi-lectic – See Seed, Monad,
View, Candidates.
Emergent Meta-system operations –Associated with the multi-lectic – See Annihilation,
Creation, Mutual Action, Schematization.
Emergent Science 1 – Emergent Science is the study of the phenomena of Emergence in
all its forms. It answers the question as to how Emergence is possible, and why
phenomena are not merely supervenient, i.e. merely built up with properties that
can be predicted by the combination of the parts considered in isolation.
Emergent. Cf. Holland, John H. Emergence: From Chaos to Order. (Reading,
Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1998).
Emergent Systems – Emergent Systems are Systems with unexpected or new properties
that are not predicted based on the knowledge of their parts. We consider that
Systems are normally inherently emergent and that their dual is de-emergent metasystems. De-emergent Meta-systems are systems that are taken apart and scattered
out in the environment. The essential qualities of Emergent Systems cannot be
predicted based on understanding their components. Emergence is summarized by
the saying that a whole is greater than the sum of its parts. There is some surplus
in a system that is emergent over what is merely supervenient supplied by the
parts that make up the system. Cf. Johnson, Steven. Emergence: The Connected
Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software. (New York: Scribner, 2001). See also
Holland, John H. Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity. (Reading,
Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1995).
Emptiness 3 – The nature of consciousness where there are no thoughts or feelings
although consciousness is the foundation of all thoughts and feelings. Emptiness is
a surrounded nondual substrate at the heart of physical things known by
consciousness and is considered nondual by the Buddhists.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emptiness
enantiomorphic – right left symmetry, handedness. See Chirality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enantiomorphic
Enframing, Ge-Stell 5 – Set of nihilistic opposites that are structurally irreconcilable and
that define experience. Used by Heidegger to define technology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestell
enigma 14 – A form of subjectivity related to Generalized Dasein in Wild Being.
Ennead 6 – Ninefold. Coined by Pieter Wisse to describe his foundation for Sign
Engineering. Related to the Axiomatic Platform.
enowning – See Ereignis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contributions_to_Philosophy_(From_Enowning) See
Ereignis in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
ensemble – Design Field Element (Wild4, Fourth).
ensign 7 – Process Sign. Sign-making. Second meta-level of the Sign in Process Being.
epigenetic landscape – Landscape of possible lines of genetic development with channels
of least resistance. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetic_landscape
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetics See Sheldrake, Rupert. A New Life of
Science. (Thriplow: Icon, 2009) p. 50. See
http://members.tripod.com/~Glove_r/Sheldrake.html
episteme – Used by Foucault in The Order of Things to talk about fundamental categories
at different eras in the development of the Western tradition.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Episteme
equiprimordial, equiprimordiality – In Being and Time Heidegger calls the various
modalities of being-in-the-world equiprimordial as are space and time. See
Arisaka, Yoko. "Spatiality, Temporality, and the Problem of Foundation in Being
and Time" Philosophy Today 40:1. Spring 1996. pp. 36-46.
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http://www.arisaka.org/heidegger.html
erasure – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Neganary) Cf. Derrida, Being, (crossed out).
Ereignis – Ownmost, happening, “opening the open for dis-closing”, and “clearing the
clearing for showing”. It means “appropriating what appears”, and “owning what
is there within the clearing of the clearing”, as well as an “occurrence within timespace”. Ereignis is not completely translatable, but in the first translation of
Heidegger’s difficult book it has been referred to as “enowning”. See enowning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contributions_to_Philosophy_(From_Enowning) See
Ereignis in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
Eros – Negative Fourfold (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Essence – Hyper Being (trace) (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
essence perception vs. ideation 1 – Essence perception is another term for eidetic
intuition. It means the ability to immediately grasp the essence of phenomena
regardless of our abstractions of it. The illusory continuities we project upon
experience produce ideas. Ideas are the result of ideation, which is an abstraction
cognition that is different from the apprehension of the differences between the
kinds of things. Essence perception distinguishes significant differences that
identify species (the what) while Abstraction is a form of ideation that looks at
typifications and sees similarities in phenomena that normally suppress
differences.
Ethnomethodology –Harold Garfinkle’s approach to Sociology, which emphasizes
looking at underlying, assumed, and hidden social structures in concrete situations.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnomethodology
Euclid’s Elements 8 – Text book on Geometry and Algebra based on magnitudes.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclid%27s_Elements
Euclidean Geometry 3, 6 – The Geometry defined by Euclid in his Elements and Data,
which was the first formal system and the basis of the structuring of all subsequent
formal systems. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_geometry
Euler characteristic 13 – The number 'two' in three dimensions for Platonic solids. Also,
the number 'zero' in four dimensions for Platonic solids. Formula that relates
points, lines, faces, and solids within a dimension. The same characteristic for all
regular solids in each of these two dimensions.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler_characteristic
event – Real-time system view (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
eventity, eventities 1 – entity + event as one thing. A spacetime locus of a phenomenon.
See Emergent Eventity.
exi-stance (existence) 4 – Existence means standing outside of itself, which means what is
beyond Being Also means ecstasy. Heidegger uses both of these meanings to
define his existential philosophy of Dasein. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existence
existential quantifier 3 – Backwards E ‘’that symbolizes the existence of a quantity.
Opposite the upside down A ‘’ that signifies All. The difference is between ‘at
least one exists’ and ‘all being encompassed’, which are the limits upon which
proof and refutation hinge in Logical and Mathematical proofs. Introduced to
Logic by Peirce. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existential_quantifier
existentiells – Human categories as opposed to the categories of the object in Kant. For
Heidegger these are Befindlichkeit (Discoveredness), Verstehen (Understanding),
and Rede (Talk) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existentiell
existenz – Existence in Jaspers. See Reason and Existenz. Jaspers, K.
explorability – The ability to explore all the implicit horizons of an object. The more
explorability there is, the more real the object is.
expression – Habitus (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Fa Tsang 13 – Famous Theorist of Interpenetration in Hua Yen Buddhism. See his
commentary on the Awakening of Faith.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awakening_of_Faith_in_the_Mahayana See also
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huayan_school See also
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http://www.angelfire.com/realm/bodhisattva/fa-tsang.html See Lai, Whalen “The
I-Ching and the Formation of the Hua-yen Philosophy” Journal of Chinese
Philosophy V. 7 (1980) pp. 245-258 http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JRJOCP/jc26754.htm
Face of the World 15 – All the kinds of Being appearing together in an Emergent Event.
In an emergent event transcendentals are withdrawn and become immanent in the
things that embody all the kinds of Being together at the same time. (neologism)
Facet Schema 9 – Primary Schema at the bottom of the hierarchy of schemas of Negative
One and Zeroth Dimensions (in the hierarchy of General Schemas Theory Sprime). The Facet Schema is beyond experience and below the Monad Schema in
the hierarchy of the Schemas. It is like a Quark, where the phenomena is faceted
and inseparable. A dual with the Pluriverse. The Facet and Pluriverse schemas are
an image of Interpenetration.
facticity – Unavoidable conditions of human existence.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facticity
faculties, associated with multi-lectic – See attention, attitude, memory, imagination.
fading apprehension 2 – Apprehensions of objects fade in our memory as they are
replaced by new sensations of changing or new apprehensions of phenomena. See
Husserl, Edmund. The Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness. (Midland
books; MB97. Indiana University Press, 1966).
fallingness – Fundamental condition of Dasein falling toward death and without ground for
his existence. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
family resemblance – Similarity between things. Cf. Wittgenstein.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_resemblance
Fate 16 – Old English Wyrd http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wyrd A nondual within the
Western Tradition between Existence and Non-Existence. Seen in Myth of ER in
Plato’s Republic, which balances out Right or Justice at the beginning and the
Good in the Middle. The book itself is about the laws or order of a city, thus the
book encompasses all the nonduals at the core of the Western tradition.
Fibonacci sequence 3 – 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, . . . is a sequence of squares
that define a spiral that conforms to the golden ratio.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci_sequence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
Fiction – Negative Aspects (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
Fifth Moment –Moment of the Pentalectic associated with the multi-lectic.
fifty-seven cell polytope - anomalous four-dimensional non-regular polytope. 57-cell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/57-cell
final cause – Causation (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
finitudes (see also transcendentals); Finite differentiation of the meta-dimensions.
First Beginning 16 – Beginning of things dominated by Being. See Other Beginning. Cf.
Heidegger Contributions The beginning of Metaphysics in the Western Tradition.
First Moment – The first moment of Quadralectic associated with the multi-lectic.
Firsts, firstness 13 – Isolata. Like points. Philosophical Category Cf. Peirce. Things in
isolation without relation to each other. Like Monads, only as a philosophical
principle. Never actually experienced except as surprise in the first advent.
Five Hsing 16 – Five Transformations from Chinese Medicine and Cosmology. Cf. H.
Holbrook. Stone Monkey. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Xing
Flatland 8 – Universe that is utterly two-dimensional.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_Land
flaws – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Neganary).
Flesh 8, 16 – Chiasmic and reversibility of touch-touching in embodiment in Wild Being,
Cf. Merleau-Ponty The Visible and the Invisible.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Merleau-Ponty
flow 1, 2 – Dual of the gestalt. Where the background is brought to the foreground as a
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dynamic flow and a reference point is projected to the background that stands in
for the figure. Flows can only be discerned in a distinguishable fashion if a
reference point, or what G. Klir calls a background variable, is provided.
Focus – Mediation (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Focus 7 – Second order mediation between content and context. Cf. Wisse. Second order
mediation within Quadralectic between representation (as content) and
circumstance (as context).
fold 2 – When things bend back on themselves to produce topological structure in relation
to themselves. See Deleuze The Fold.
forgetfulnesses – Temporary loss of memory of some experience. See oblivion Striated
member of a Pleroma pair.
Form Schema 1 – A primary Schema that is the central schema in the Western tradition,
established as such by Plato and Aristotle and carried on through the tradition
down to the Twentieth century. A form is the outline or envelope of an object
isolated from its context. Form is between the schemas of Pattern and System. It is
synonymous with shape. It is two or three-dimensional in General Schemas
Theory S-prime. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susanne_Langer
formal cause – Causation (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Foundational Mathematical Categories 6 – Set of Categories that are the foundation for
mathematics. Includes Singularity, Site/Event, Multiple, Set, Mass, Whole,
Holon/Integra, Holoidal categories. Set and Mass are inverse duals. Other
categories are either degenerate or excessive in relation to these to central
categories. Three of these Categories are identified by Badiou in Being and Event.
The others are added by the author based on rival claims for the basis of
mathematics, and on the Set/Mass duality.
Foundational Mathematical Categories associated with the multi-lectic – See
Singularity, Multiple, Mass, Holon, Integra, SiteEvent, Set, Holoid, Whole.
foundationalists, foundedness – Hilbert's Program.
four-dimensional space 3 – A hypothetical space we do not experience beyond the third
dimension that can be known through geometrical reasoning using algebra and
geometry together where there is a fourth axis passing through the origin of the
coordinate system that is orthogonal to the three dimensions we experience.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_dimension
Fourfold, Negative taken positively views associated with multi-lectic – See Order,
Uncovering, Grounding, Lighting.
fourfolds – Positive and Negative fourfolds. Positive Fourfold comes from Socrates as a
definition of the World and is revived by Heidegger. It is Heaven, Earth, Mortal,
and Immortal. Negative Fourfold comes from Aristophanes and Hesiod These are
Abyss, Covering, Night, and Chaos. If you take the positive view of the negative
fourfold, then you have Grounding, Uncovering (Aletheia), Light, and Order,
which are the fundamental characteristics of the worldview.
Fourth Moment –Moment of the Quadralectic associated with the multi-lectic.
Fourthness – It is Synergy, a trans-Peircian Philosophical Category demonstrated by B.
Fuller in Synergetics.
Frege, G. – Critic of Husserl's dissertation who caused him to fundamentally change his
philosophy prior to the development of Phenomenology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frege
Freudenthal-Titts Magic Square 9 – relates to the Jordan, Lie, and Hyper Complex
Algebras. There is speculation from the author that it underlies the Emergent
Meta-system structure. Rene Thom’s higher catastrophes are related to Lie
Algebras, which are the elements in the square that appear in the relationship
between the Jordan Algebras and the Hyper complex Algebras.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freudenthal_magic_square
F-theory – Twelve-dimensional higher order theory that encompasses M Theory which has
two orthogonal timelines. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-theory
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fulfillment – Meaning (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
function – Real-time system view (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Functor 6, 13 – Second order relations between categories in which there are arrows
between the arrows defined in Mathematical Category Theory. Relation2 =
mapping2 between mathematical categories http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functor
Fundamental Particles 9 – Emergent Ontic Level between Atoms and Quarks. See
Standard Model of Physics. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle
fusions – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Sixth).
future moment – Moments in time associated with the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic fourth moment).
Fuzzy Possibilities 6, 8 – Fuzzy numbers do not attempt to sum to one and thus are
equivalent to holding onto various possible worlds simultaneously until one is
actualized probabilistically. Probabilities are calculated after the actualizing event,
while Fuzzy numbers are assigned prior to the actualizing event.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuzzification
gelassenheit 4 – “releasement” Allowing something to be what it is on its own.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gelassenheit#Gelassenheit
General Economy 2, 6 – When one takes all the economic anomalies of all cultures on
earth that are not considered rational and thinks of them as genuine economic
phenomena, then you have the General Economy, which is the meta-system for all
restricted economies that we consider rational. Analogous to the Meta-System. In
summary, all possible economic relations no matter how bizarre. Cf. Bataille
Accursed Share.
General Schemas Theory 1 – General Schemas Theory is the study of Schemas. It
assumes that there are various schemas that are used to pre-understand or render as
experience intelligible on its most basic level, i.e. in terms of the way spacetime is
broken up. General Schemas theory is the next level up of abstraction from
General Systems Theory. It considers other schemas besides Systems, such as
Pattern, Form, Meta-system, Domain, World. (neologism)
Generalized Dasein 12 – Subjectivity (Pure Being) across all the other kinds of Being, Nb.
Dasein (Process Being), Query (Hyper Being), Enigma (Wild Being).
Generalized Thing / Manifold 13 – Appears in space and time and the Abstract Physical
Categories. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifold Cf. Kant Critique of Pure
Reason.
geometry/topology 3 – The mathematical disciplines that deal with continuities in
mathematics as opposed to other algebraic or finite (or trans-finite) mathematical
structures defined by numbers. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometry See also
Topology.
gestalt 1 – A perceptual whole comprised of figure and ground and the tension between
them within a perception of something.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestalt_psychology See also microgenetic
transformation.
Gestalt Theory 1 – Theory of perception that recognizes that perceptions are wholes and
not merely empirical fragments unified by the mind. cf. Kohler.
Goal – Projection associated with the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic second
moment).
Godel Proof 10 – Shows that some statements are undecidable as to whether they are
inside or outside a System. Proved by diagonalization in relation to Peano’s
axioms of Arithmetic. Can be applied to other formal systems. Destroyed the
dream of providing a complete derivation of Mathematics from Logic.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del%27s_incompleteness_theorems
Gödel, K. – Godel’s incompleteness theorem fundamentally challenged Hilbert's program
to provide foundations within the Western worldview.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godel
Godelian Statement 6 – A statement that is formally undecidable. Used to differentiate
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emergence from de-emergence of properties in a formal system.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del%27s_incompleteness_theorems
Golden Fabric 16 – Golden Threads of significance, relevance, sense and meaning woven
together. (neologism); Cf. Beyng.
golden section (in relation to the icosahedron) 3 – The icosahedron has many interesting
properties. The golden section is a particular ratio that is considered to embody
perfect proportion, which is 1.61803... which allows recursive embedding of a
figure such as a rectangle into itself, and preserving proportion.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_section
Golden Thread 12, 14 – Mythic image of Meaning, Significance, Relevance, Sense that
connects different things via Beyng. (neologism)
Good 16 – A nondual within the Western Tradition between Having and Not Having. See
Fate.
Greimas Square 6 – A and Not-A crossed with B and Not-B that mimics the square of
contraries and contradictions. Used as a way to indicate the nature of the nondual
and give access to the Meta-system.
Greimas, A. J. – Structuralist who used the square of contradiction and contraries from
logic as a basis for analyzing narrative structures.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greimas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greimas'_rectangle
Grothendieck, A. – Formulator of Topoi Category Theory.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grothendieck
Grounding – Positive view of Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
Group – Mathematical Category. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_(mathematics)
Group representations – Various ways that groups can appear.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_representations
Gurevich Abstract State Machine 6 – Meta-method based on a generalization of the
Turing Machine. http://www.eecs.umich.edu/gasm/gurarticle.html
Gurevich, Y. – Inventor of the Gurevich Abstract State Machine Method referred to earlier
as Evolving Algebras. In this study the Gurevich Abstract State Machine is
considered a meta-method. It uses Rules to represent the causal structure of an
Abstract State Machine, which Gurevich proved was Turing Equivalent.
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/gurevich/
http://www.eecs.umich.edu/gasm/community.html
Gurwitsch, A. – Phenomenologist who followed Husserl and introduced Gestalt concepts
into Phenomenology. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aron_Gurwitsch
Habitus 10 – Habit, Habitude, Habituated. Technical term for the basis of practice beyond
what theory can comprehend. An embodiment of Wild Being. Produces structural
objective results without limiting actors to cultural rules or other determinate
constraints of action that they are conscious of in the production of the variety of
their behavior. Cf. Bourdieu Logic of Practice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habitus_(sociology)
habitus –Associated with multi-lectic – See thought, action, perception, expression.
hadron A kind of physical particle, the other is the lepton, as in Large Hadron Collider
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_Hadron_Collider
handness = Chiral http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiral
happening thread (what's happening?) – Threads of meaning (special term: Quadralectic
second moment).
HAVE/GIVE relationships 13 – If you are at a certain level of the design field and you
have an extra property that is specified, then this gives the next higher level in the
design field. This is a way of constructing an image of the Design field as a rough
approximation. It is a way of talking about how emergence moves you to higher
levels for each Philosophical Category within the Design Field. (neologism)
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Hegelians 3 – Followers of Hegel who dominated the philosophy of the 1800s.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegelianism
Heidegger, M. See also for Heidegger's terminology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
Heraclitus 4 – Pre-Socratic Philosopher who believed that everything was in a state of
Becoming and flux and that nothing permanent existed except the state of change.
See Parmenides. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraclitus
Hermeneutics 1 –Hermeneutics is the study of the meaning and interpretation of texts, as
well as the analogy of the interpretation of things of any kind. Cf. Gadamer Truth
and Method. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermeneutics
heterarchies – Design Field Element (Process2, Seventh).
Heterarchy – Non-hierarchical network with multiple highest and lowest elements and
complex non-regular links between elements.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterarchy
Heterochronic 10 – Multiple orthogonal timelines. Suggested by Dunne as a possibility.
Breaks the strangle hold of Metaphysics. Suggested by F Theory and discovers
orthogonal timelines at the twelfth and fourteenth dimensions. It is speculated that
there are four orthogonal temporal dimensions in the sixteenth dimension. We
hypothesize that Emergent Events are advents of the recognition of fourdimensional time in our worldview. In other words, four-dimensional time is the
basic structure of time that we reify by reducing it to one-dimensional time
conjuncted with three-dimensional space. (neologism) See also
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/heterochronic for a different definition.
Heterochronicity 15 – Variety and variation within time, especially the intersection of
different orthogonal time lines in the Emergent Event. (neologism)
higher level horizons 2 – Horizons are nested. Different schemas beyond the System have
different indefinite horizons that are explorable in different ways.
holarchy – Design Field Element (Process2, Fifth).
holarchy 13 – Hierarchy or heterarchy of holons, Cf. Koestler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holarchy
holistic picture 9 – Holonomic refers to the order of the whole, which can be more than,
equal to, or less than the sum of the parts.
hologram 13 – Image imprint produced by a laser that has a trace of the whole in every
part. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hologram
Holoid – Foundational Mathematical Category.
holoid, holoidal 3, 13 – A Foundational Mathematical Category that embodies
interpenetration and intra-inclusion. George Leonards’s neologism for a state of
interpenetration In The Silent Pulse. XJXJXJ
Holoidal Mathematical Category 6 – Represents interpenetration and intra-inclusion
formally as a non-well-founded set mediated by the other. Cf. Aczel.
holon (moment) – Design Field Element (being0, Fifth).
Holon 13 – A part, which is also a whole at the same time. Cf. Koestler.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holon_(philosophy)
Holon/Integra 9 – Associated Foundational Mathematical Categories (special term:
Quadralectic fourth moment) A Foundational Mathematical Category based on
Mathematical Category Theory that uses relationships to describe fusions through
relationships that have structure where the elements themselves are forgotten.
Related to Koestler’ idea of the Holon which has Integrity.
Holonomic – The science of Wholes. Cf. Stamp.
homeomorphic, homeomorphism 3 – Similar shape, topological isomorphism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeomorphism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeomorphic
Homological algebra – Basis of topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homological_algebra
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horizon 2 – An indefinite boundary of a Meta-system that is different from the boundary of
a System, which is normally definite. Horizons suggest explorability rather than
definability.
horizonal – Related to horizon.
horizonal boundary 2 – Indefinite explorable edge of Meta-System, Domain or World.
Hsing – Transformation. See Five Hsing or Wu Xing.
Hua Yen Buddhism 13 – Form of Buddhism that had a sophisticated theory of
Interpenetration. Cf. Cook. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huayan_school
Hunk – Higher dimensional solid.
Husserl, E. – Founder of Phenomenology. Teacher and mentor of Heidegger.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Husserl
Hyle 1 – Matter of experience, i.e. qualia that is operated upon by intention to give
definition to experience within consciousness. cf. Husserl.
Hyper Being (trace) associated with multi-lectic – See Concept, Essence, Perspective,
Design, Insight.
Hyper Being 6 – Indecisive possibilistic In-hand mode of Being. The third meta-level of
Being.
Hyper Complex Algebra 13 – Algebras related to Hyper Complex Numbers.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypercomplex_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cayley%E2%80%93Dickson_construction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedenion http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octonion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quaternion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_number
Hyperbolic Geometry 6 – Type of Non-Euclidian geometry such as concave mirrors.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_Geometry
Hyperbolic knot 6 – Most knots are hyperbolic. Means that when the knot is extracted
from its space the remaining space has negative curvature like a saddle point.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_knot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knot_theory
hypercomplex – Beyond the complex numbers, related to weaker algebras called
Quaternions, Octonion, and Sedenions.
Hyper-complex Numbers 13 – Imaginaries beyond the complex numbers, i.e. Quaternions
and Octonion. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypercomplex_number
hypercycles – Cycles of control Cf. M. Eigen. The Five Hsing is an example of a
hypercycle system that can be expressed through the way Acupuncture works. See
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/HYPERC.html
hypersphere 3 – Equivalent of the sphere in higher dimensional spaces.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypersphere
hypertorus – Also 3-torus has four forms: super-torus of tori, cube with opposite sides
identified, three links intertwined, and topology of cells based on 1-3-3-1 lattice.
Acts as a bridge to the fourth dimension for the minimal system representations,
extremely unstable as a phase of the steps into chaos. http://www.dr-mikesmaths.com/4d-torus.html#pictures
hypnogogic dream 5 – Lucid clear dream on the verge of sleep or waking, unlike normal
REM dreams. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypnagogia
I Ching – Chinese oracular system based on 64 hexagrams.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_ching
i+j+k+r – Quaternion imaginaries in conjunction with symmetry breaking.
Ibn al-Arabi (Shaykh al-Akbar) – Sufic Mystic. Wrote the Fusis al Hikam and Mekkan
Revelations. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn-al-Arabi
icosa-dodeca-hedron – Lattice that contains the icosahedron and dodecahedron.
icosahedron 3 – A figure with twenty faces, thirty edges, and twelve vertices. Is a Platonic
solid. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icosahedron
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Icosaheptead ("27-ead") 6 – Next level up from in the WorldSoul structure from the
Ennead. Associated with the Holoidal.
icosododeca-hedron 3 – The lattice of 1-20-30-12-1 which, when read one way is an
icosahedron and when read the other way (assigning points, lines, and faces)
becomes a dodecahedron.
Identity – Positive Aspects (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Illusion – Negative Aspects (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
illusory continuities = ideas 1, 10 – Ideas are illusory continuities like those we see in
cinema where separate images are flashed at 25 frames per second or greater. The
continuity of the frames in a film as it is being shown is an illusion, but we see
those continuities as if they were real. Ideations are seen as illusory continuities
based on the production of repetitions, which make possible representations that
are idealized glosses on experience. Similarly, ideas are abstractions that are glued
together to form reified ideas that gloss over the abstrata.
Image – Mediation (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
Imaginal 5 – The visionary realm used by Corbin to describe the visions of Ibn al-Arabi.
imaginary 9 – Imaginary numbers open out from the square root of Negative One.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imaginary_numbers
imagination – Faculty associated with multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic fourth
moment).
immanences – Embodied within. The opposite of transcendences. Usually meant in terms
of God being pantheistic rather than transcendental.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanence We use the term in the way that Deleuze
does in Pure Immanence. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pure_immanence
immediate object 13 – Defined by Peirce as the semiotic representation of the external
object. Related to Universal Algebra and the semiotic Object of Design. Semiotic
representing appearances and thus phenomena in Kant's terms.
impenetrable – Design Field Element (Wild4, Seventh).
implicate order 2 – An intrinsic order of phenomena. cf. Bohm.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Implicate_order
import thread – Threads of meaning (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
impression – Leveraged effect (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
inclination – Wild Being (flesh) (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
incongruencies – Noticed anomalies that leads beyond schematizations.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersubjective_verifiability
Incorporation in Abraham and Torok 1 –Something that is other that is taken in by the
personality, which is essentially alien and remains alien to the personality in the
normal course of experience with external realities. This is the opposite of
Introjection. Introjection produces a phantom in the ego and in the unconscious, a
“thing” that cannot be incorporated. In the unconscious both incorporation and
introjections are alien loci and cannot be assimilated into the personality according
to the theory of Abraham and Torok. But, the difference is that there is acceptance
and accommodation in Incorporation and lack of acceptance and accommodation
in the Introjection of the foreign element into the personality by the external
reality. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_Abraham
indefinables – What cannot be well defined. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well-defined
independences – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Seventh).
indistinguishability – What cannot be distinguished.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indistinguishability
individual – Design Field Element (being0, First).
Indo-European Primal Scene 14 – The Well and Tree is the Primal Scene of the IndoEuropeans. See Fragmentation of Being and the Path Beyond the Void by the
author. See Ned Lukacher, Primal Scenes (Cornell University Press, 1986), p. 24.
See also Bauschatz, Paul C. The Well and the Tree: World and Time in Early
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Germanic Culture. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1982).
Induction 3 – Reasoning from cases toward abstract conclusions. See also Deduction and
Abduction. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductive_reasoning
Infinite Sets 1 – Matte Blanco proposed that the unconscious could be conceived as an
infinite set. Cantor studied infinite sets of numbers and discovered that they have
properties that are different from normal finite numbers. In fact there are three
classes of numbers: countable, uncountable, and infinite, and there are various
levels of infinity called transfinite numbers. The key point is that infinite numbers
do not have the equivalent of cardinals. Thus, we cannot distinguish higher
transfinite numbers from each other. The most basic transfinite number is Aleph
which is the infinitude of the Real numbers. The power set of the real numbers
cannot be distinguished from Aleph. cf. Cantor, Blanco.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinite_sets
inflection – Design Field Element (Wild4, Second).
in-hand 8, 16 – The modality of Hyper Being. Also related to bearing. A mode of beingin-the-world of Dasein in Wild Being (neologism).
Insight – Hyper Being (trace) (special term: Pentalectic, fifth moment).
instance – An element of a Mass.
integra – Something with the properties of integrity, i.e. integral.
Integra/Holon – Associated Foundational Mathematical Categories (special term:
Quadralectic fourth moment).
Integral – A Philosophical Category defined by B. Fuller that goes beyond Synergy, which
has the property of tensegrity, where pieces fit together in tension that is mutually
supporting, which is more than the reuse and overdetermination of parts in
synergy. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integral
integrity – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Fifth).
Intelligent Design 7, 15 – Means subtle and sophisticated meta-design. Design that is
beyond Emergent Design, it is meta-emergent design. It is the equivalent of
Autogenesis for Design, in relation to Autopoiesis of Emergent Design. It does not
mean the design by God explicitly as that is left to faith. It is meta-design beyond
normal emergent design. Can also be thought of as co-design.
Intentional Morphe 1 – Morphe means form. Intentional Morphe means the projection of
form on the matter (hyle) of experience. In early Phenomenology every experience
was considered "experience of something" and thus intentional. cf. Husserl.
Intentional Target (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
inter-dependence – Design Field Element (Pure1, Fourth).
Interpenetration 3, 6, 13 – The state of something that interfuses with itself in such a way
that it preserves the difference and sameness at the same time. Supra-rational state
in which many things are interlaced with each other without interfering with each
other. Best example is higher dimensional solids (hunks). Also seen in
superposition in probability waves prior to observation. The complementary
opposite of intra-inclusion. Modeled by Facets conjuncted with Pluriverse. Often
mentioned with intra-inclusion, which means contained within rather than merely
moving through the other.
interpretant 7 – Interpretation of a sign. Cf. Peirce’s theory of Sign.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpretant
interspace – Space between. In Arabic 'barzak'. The nondual can be thought of as an
interspace or a barrier.
intersubjective – Mitsein. Combination of subjects. Social group.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersubjective
intersubjective horizon 2 – Horizon projected by the social group, Heidegger calls
Mitsein, being-with.
intext (as related to Wisse's definition) 7 – Neologism of P. Wisse for the content within a
context.
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intra-inclusion 6, 13 – Intra-inclusion is a holographic inclusion of the whole in the part.
Supra-rational state seen in the Hologram where things are included in each other
in some way. The complementary opposite of Interpenetration.
introjected hyle – That part of the matter of experience of a particular phenomena that is
inconsistent, or incoherent with respect to the Morphe imposed upon it by the
organization of experience by consciousness. Term taken from Abraham and
Torok. Introjected Hyle gives us whatever intimations we may have of the true
nature of the noumena. (neologism, not used by Husserl).
introjection – To replicate within oneself something external to oneself.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Introjection
inviable – Not viable. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inviable
invisible control space or virtual ‘phase space’ of the singularity 13 – Singularities are seen
as existing in virtual spaces, which warp actual space and thus produce strange
behaviors in actual space that are otherwise inexplicable. See Rene Thom
Catastrophe Theory.
Iphone – (trade marked) Apple Computer, portable computing and phone device.
ipsity – An element of a Conglomerate, which is nondual between particular and instance.
irony – Master trope (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
irony 13 – Something seems to be the same but is really something else. Most of Plato’s
statements are ironic to the point that we do not know what he actually thinks
about most things. Cf. Vico, Burke.
isolata, isolatedness 3, 7 – Firsts are Isolatable elements according to Peirce.
Iteration – Repetition in sequence normally as part of an algorithm.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iteration
Joining /Juncture – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Pentalectic
fifth moment).
joinings – moment of conjunction or juxtaposition in which there is attunement. There are
six joinings in Heidegger's moments of Ereignis: 1. Echo 2. Playing-Forth 3. Leap
4. Grounding 5. The Ones to Come 6. The Last God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contributions_to_Philosophy (From Enowning)
Judo – Martial art that uses the opponents force against him.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judo
Juncture/Joining – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Pentalectic
fifth moment).
junctures – Moment of conjunction or juxtaposition in which there is no attunement. See
joinings.
kairos – Time of the moment http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kairos
kata; See 'ana' – Directions in four-dimensional space.
Kind (essence, species) – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Second).
Kleinian bottle 3 – The joining of two mobius strips, it is a three-dimensional form that is
non-orientable in which it is difficult to distinguish between the inside and outside.
In three-dimensional space it crosses through itself, but this is not necessary in
four-dimensional space. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klein%27s_bottle
Klir, G. – Wrote Architecture of Systems Problem Solving, which is a Structuralist view of
Systems Theory. This is one of the most advanced books on Systems Theory. It is
the basis of the view of the System given in this study.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Klir
knot 3 – A line that is joined to itself after crossing itself alternatively over and under itself
to form a self-interference. The knot is the archetype of self-organization, i.e.
organization of something against itself.
Knot Theory 6 – Theory of minimal knots with a given number of self-crossings. See
archetype of self-organization. See knot. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knot_theory
Kosmos – A primary schema beyond experience higher in scope than the World, which is
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the last experienceable schema. We feel we can know a whole world, even if we
only see part of it, but we do not feel we can know the whole kosmos, which is the
physical substrate of the world within which we live that stretches back to the Big
Bang and out to the end of the universe. It is not that we do not experience things
of the Kosmos but the idea that our concept of the Kosmos as ‘a whole that can be
known’ is an illusion. Cosmic theories are proposed but the Kosmos itself cannot
be known, least of all because of the limits of the speed of light on travel in the
universe.
Krisis – Keyword in Husserl’s book, on Crisis in the European Sciences.
Kuhn, T. – Developed the idea of a paradigm shift leading to a revolution in Science.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuhn,_Thomas http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradigm
Lacan, J. – Applied semiotics to Freud's Theory of Psychoanalysis. See System and
Structure by Wilden. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Lacan
lacunae (hole) 13 – Design Field Element (being0, Neganary). Places where things are
missing, points to phenomena of Emptiness or Void.
laminar flow 16 – Perfect non-interfering flow of liquid.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laminar_flow See also Construtal Law.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructal_law
lattice – Design Field Element (Process2, Fourth). Mathematical Category with greatest
common element and lowest common element and all other elements connected to
these through each other. Normally basis for understanding Partial Order.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lattice_(order)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_order
leisure and play vs. work 5 – Huizenga wrote Homo Ludens to emphasize the importance
of Play in human life, as opposed to productivity and work, towards which there is
a cultural bias as described by Baudrillard in The Mirror of Production.
leveraged effect – Associated with multi-lectic – See impression, movement, positioning,
sensation.
lifeworld 2 – For an individual there is a particular niche within the world that he/she
inhabits. That niche is his/her lifeworld. Cf. Husserl Krisis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lifeworld
Lighting – Positive view of Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
lines of flight 8, 9 – Directions of possible virtual movement if movement is allowed. See
Deleuze and Guattari Anti-Oedipus. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilles_Deleuze
Logic (reference to Charles Peirce) 3 – See standard reference books on Logic. Charles
Peirce made major contributions to logic including the Existential operator and the
move toward a symbolic logic. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic
Logocentrism 5 – Underlying prejudice against writing and in favor of speech, even
though writing carries cultural memory.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logocentrism
Logos / Physus (phusis) 11 – Basic Duality between the Physical and Language and
expressed as a basic duality in Greek Philosophy. Logos is the unfolding of
Language, but extends to Ratio as well, i.e. the ordering of language.
Luckmann, T. See Berger, P. Social Construction of Reality in Bibliography.
Luvah – One of four Zoas in Blake's epic signifying Love.
Magma 8 – One way to describe Wild Being. Cf. Cornelius Castoriadis.
malleable – Design Field Element (Wild4, Third) Ductility
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ductility
Mandelbrot Set 8 – Fractal intensities in the complex plane based on accelerations of lines
of flight toward infinity by recursive iterations. In other words, it comes from
taking points in a complex plane and recursively iterating their functions to
determine escape velocities toward infinity, and then coloring according to
acceleration. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbrot_Set
Manifestation 8 – Deeper Nondual beyond Emptiness and Void.
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manifold 12 – Design Field Element (Process2, Third) A thing that is differentiated into
many qualities and associated quantities of attributes and ultimately rooted in its
topology in space and time. Cf. Kant http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifold
map – Design Field Element (Pure1, Second).
marked point 6 – Point in space marked as distinct from the background of space, which
is also different from the negative dimensional point necessary for superimposition of points.
markets (as compared to Meta-systems) 10 – See http://bubblenomics.biz Markets are
good examples of Meta-systems although there does not seem to be any general
theory of markets. Cf. Bataille.
Mass 6 – A Foundational Mathematical Category based on identical instances within a
boundary of the Mass that forms a totality of instances of a given type. Inverse
dual of the Set that has instances that are all identical within a boundary, instead of
particulars that are all different. (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
master tropes associated with multi-lectic – See synecdoche, metonymy, metaphor, irony,
simile.
material cause – causation (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Material State 13 – Term used according to the way Hillary Lawson uses it in Closure as a
partial closure with some openness within it. These closures can be complex
material systems that combine energy, matter, entropy, and information in their
positive and negative states.
mathesis – Science that particularly focuses on the ability to produce mathematical
structures. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathesis_universalis
matrix – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Zeroth).
Matrix Logic 6 – Invented by August Stern as a combination of Logic and Matrix
mathematics.
Maturana, H. – Along with Varella, F. invented the Theory of Autopoiesis, which is a
theory of the viability of the existential individual organism as opposed to the
species.
Mead, G. H. 10 – Philosophy of the Present articulates the concept of Emergence. Social
Pragmatist Philosopher whose problematic, was the relationship of Evolution to
Relativity Theory. His most famous work is a collection of class notes called
“Mind, Self and Society” and is studied by Sociologists.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Mead
meaning associated with multi-lectic – See significance, relevance, recognition,
fulfillment, actuality.
Meaning target (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
means 7 – Mediation of work, part of the process: circumstance – >means – >purpose. Cf.
Hegel. Mediation in the Trialectic.
Mediations associated with multi-lectic – See Focus, Object, Image, Signature, Nexus.
Meet 2, 11 – Term that means ‘fitting’. The fittingness to the operating environment. Old
English term.
memory – Faculty associated with multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
Mendeleev's Table of the Elements 5 – Example of the structural method at work prior to
the discovery of atoms. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mendeleev
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table
Mereology 6 – The study of parts of individuals. A rival for the foundation of
Mathematics. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mereology
mereotopology – Combination of mereology and topology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mereotopology
Merleau-Ponty, M. – Wrote Phenomenology of Perception, which attempted to
understand Heidegger's modes of being-in-the-world psychologically. Also wrote
The Visible and Invisible, which defined two more levels of being-in-the-world,
which the author calls the In-hand (Hyper Being) and Out-of-hand (Wild Being).
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Hyper-Being is defined as the meta-dialectic between Being and Nothingness.
Wild Being is defined as the flesh of chiasmic reversibility.
meso – Middle ground between micro and macro.
Meta-methods 12 – Methods that apply to all the Schemas. Gurevich Abstract State
Machine and Wisse Metapattern method are considered meta-methods as distinct
from Schema specific methods.
Metapattern method 6 – A meta-method of relating objects to their contexts in order to
identify objects in systems analysis. Identity flows through context, not through
the entities that move between contexts. Cf. Wisse.
http://www.informationdynamics.nl/pwisse/
metaphor 13 – Master trope (special term: Quadralectic third moment). Something IS
actually something else, Odysseus is a Lion. Cf. Vico, Burke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphor
Metaphysical Era 14 – Era of the rise of Science and the study of the Kosmos starting
with Anaximander.
Metaphysics of Presence 5 – Underlying assumption that only what is fully present
matters, and that absence, difference, illusion, and fiction are to be suppressed.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysics_of_presence
Meta-system 1 – A primary Schema. A Meta-System is the environment of a System to the
horizon from a single location within the environment. A Meta-System is a
primary schema for organizing experience. It is also called an Open-scape. The
word "scape" means what is seen to the horizon from a single stationary point
within the landscape. (neologism, different from other definitions of the term used
by other authors) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta-system. Meta-system is
associated with multi-lectic – See circumstance, situation, surroundings, context,
ambience.
Methodological Distinctions 12 – Unordered, Partially Ordered, Linear Order without
Distance, Partial Order with Distance, and Fully Ordered. Used as a template to
understand the relationship between the Minimal Methods and the Viewpoints on
a Real-time System. Cf. Klir.
metis 6 – Cunning, basis of practical reason within the Western worldview since the
Greeks. Exemplified by Odysseus.
metonymy 13 – Master trope (special term: Quadralectic second moment) Putting
something for something else, Crown for the King. Cf. Vico, Burke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metonymy
microgenetic transformation, Microgenesis – Looking at gestalt formation carefully. It
was discovered that gestalts form discontinuously and that pre-gestalts can be very
different from the final form of the gestalt. Cf. Talis Bachmann.
mimesis 4 – Mimicry, used by representations that attempt to be like the thing represented,
but fail. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mimesis
miracles 2 – Colloquialism for a Positive Feedback in a positive direction, which has
beneficial results but may be too much of a good thing.
Mithra 5 – Mithra was paired with Varuna who became Ahura Mazda in Zoroastrianism,
who became the dual deity to Ahriman. Mithra became the leader of the forces of
light in the continual war with the forces of darkness. Mithraism appears to be one
of the sources of Christianity. It was the religion of the Roman Legions.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithra
Mitsein – Being with another. Source of inauthentic Dasein in Heidegger’s Being and
Time. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
mobius strip 3 – A two sided figure, that is non-orientable and composed of a strip that is
twisted 180 degrees in relation to itself and joined to itself. It has one side and one
face and is an embodiment of the concept of nonduality because it is both two
sided locally and one-sided globally at the same time.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobius_strip
Model Theory 3 – This is the combination of Logic and Mathematics into a mathematical
discipline that considers all possible statements about mathematical categories and
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their logical relationships. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_Theory
Modification – Relation4 = mapping4 between the Natural Transformations, See Category
Theory.
moment (in relation to the Quadralectic) 7 – An eventity in which a part of Quadralectic
appears.
moments in time associated with multi-lectic – See present moment, mythic moment, past
moment, future moment.
Monad – Emergent Meta-system moment (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
Monad 1, 2 – A Primary Schema. Monads are the smallest things that are discernable. This
may be atoms, particles, or strings depending on the time period in science we are
discussing. cf. Democritus. Leibniz.
monadic hyle 2 – Content is called Hyle. The smallest content that is distinguishable is
idealized as being monads as either atoms, particles, strings etc. Monadic hyle are
never seen in isolation, monadic hyle is an idealization, all we can really
experience are patterns that we structurally analyze in order to posit the monads.
Sometime later our technology may improve so that we may see those monadic
hyle, but by that time what could be conceived of as a monad is different and
equally inexperienceable. Monads are the illusory limits of the scale of experience
at a given time.
monochrony – One Time. Linear time. The time of the metaphysical era.
Monodology 13 – Concept that everything is broken up into least discrete elements.
Developed contra Spinoza for whom substance of nature was God. Stands in for
all Atomism, all ideas of Fundamental Particles, etc. Cf. Leibniz.
monolectic – Root of the series that included Dialectic, Trialectic, Quadralectic,
Pentalectic, etc.
monothesis – Single thesis or dogma not interacting with its antimony. See antimonies of
Kant. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antinomy
morphe 1 – Form. cf. Husserl.
Morse Theory 13 – “According to the basic insights of Marston Morse, a differentiable
function on a manifold will, in a typical case, reflect the topology quite directly.
Morse Theory allows one to find CW structures and handle decompositions on
manifolds and to obtain substantial information about their homology.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_theory
movement – Leveraged effect (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
M-theory – Five-fold symmetry between various ten-dimensional string theories in the
eleventh dimension. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M-theory
Multiple 15 – A Foundational Mathematical Category that establishes the uncountable.
Established by Badiou in Being and Event as a necessary addition to the Set. Prior
to the arising of the One, the heterogeneous and differentiated without the
possibility of being counted. Cf. Badiou. The Multiple is associated with the
Foundational Mathematical Categories (special term: Quadralectic second
moment).
mutable – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Third).
Mutual Action – Emergent Meta-system operation.
mystery 14 – (special term:) A form of subjectivity related to Generalized Dasein in Hyper
Being.
mythic moment – Moments in time associated with the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic second moment).
mythic time 14 – Temporal moment broken off in transition from Mythopoietic Era to the
Metaphysical Era that by its absence allows time to appear linear. Time is actually
four-fold, made up of moments of present/mythic-past-future, which has a
different asymmetry that that of Old English which distinguishes time in terms of
Incomplete and Complete.
Mythopoietic Era 14 – Era of gods described in poetry and in myth prior to Metaphysical
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Era.
mythos 2 – Myth, stories about the world, traditional tales, normally about the
relationships between mortals and immortals in the Greek tradition.
Narrator – Viewpoint on the Novel (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Natural Transformation – Relation3 = mapping3 between mappings between categories.
Naur, P. – Computer Scientist. He created a way to define the syntax of a programming
language such that it could be parsed. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Naur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backus-Naur_form
N-Category Theory 13 – Takes Mathematical Category Theory up to N-levels. Crossing
this with the Philosophical Principles and realizing that it represents the filling out
of the Second Category allows a first order construction of an image of the Design
Field, which specifies all possible elements that can be part of the Design Object.
Cf. Baez.
n-dimensional geometry 3 – Geometries where there are more than three orthogonal
dimensions up to some uncountable number n.
Neganary Category (-1) 3, 9 – This is a neologism that signifies the Negative First infraPeircian category, which is the doorway to the Imaginary numbers. The Neganary
has no operator or operand associated with it.
negative dimensional superimposed point – Opposite of the marked point necessary for
anti-marking that makes super-imposition of points possible.
negative entropy 13 – Increase in order that locally goes against global Entropy.
Negative Fourfold elements associated with multi-lectic – See chaos, covering, abyss,
night, eros.
nesting 2 – When objects fit inside each other like Russian Dolls.
Net of Indra – Image of interpenetration in which all things are like jewels that reflect
each other in their facets. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_of_Indra
Newtonian world 4 – The worldview of Newtonian Physics overthrown by Relativity
Theory and Quantum Mechanics. Cf. Kuhn. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newtonian_mechanics
Nexus1 – Design Field Element (being0, Sixth).
Nexus2 – Mediation (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Night – Negative (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment) Fourfold.
nihilism 4 – Defined by Stanley Rosen in his book called Nihilism as the realization that
two duals are really the same thing. In that work it was the nihilism of Heidegger
and Wittgenstein that was on display. But it is a central theme in the works of
Nietzsche and Heidegger, First defined in Fathers and Sons by Turgenev.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fathers_and_Sons
ninefold – Ennead.
noema 1 – That part of experience that is organized quantitatively and consists of qualia,
which is closer to the idealization of the pure hyle. Cannot be separated from the
Noesis. cf. Husserl.
noematic nucleus 1 – The collection of hyle into a coherent external nexus that can be
identified as an object. The concentration here is on the noema that makes up the
phenomena, which is given some sort of unity, totality, or coherence, not the
noesis, which is its interpretation or meaning to the individual who is experiencing
the phenomena. cf. Husserl.
noesis 1 – The part of experience that is laden with meaning, significance, relevance, sense,
and semantic content but inseparable from the qualia and quantity of experience.
Noesis is closer to the idealization of the Intentional Morphe. Cannot be separated
from the Noema. cf. Husserl.
non-degenerate Mathematical Categories 15 – Set and Mass categories are neither
degenerate nor excessive from the set of Foundational Mathematical Categories.
nondual 13 – Neither One nor Many. Sometimes used as Monisms as opposed to Dualism,
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but this use is not made here. Meaning here is strictly something other than one or
many (two). Cf. Loy.
non-Euclidian geometry 6 – Elliptical and Hyperbolic geometries that come from
changing the parallel rule in geometry from that assumed by Euclid, i.e. parallel
lines never cross.
Nonion – Discovered by Peirce. Basically, multiplication of Quaternion imaginaries with
themselves to form ninefold matrix. In modern mathematics became Dyadic
Tensors. Basis of Sign Categories. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dyadic_tensor
non-routine (work) 2 – Work that cannot be reduced to a formula, plan, program, rule of
action.
Nonstandard analysis – Assumes infinitesimals exist as well as infinities.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonstandard_analysis
normal Turing Machine 2 – Machine that does algorithmic work as defined by A. Turing.
Norns 12 (weaving the threads of Fate) – From Northern Indo-European Mythology, the
Fates.
no-target (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
noumena, noumenal, noumenon 1 – Noumena are things-in-themselves, i.e. things as they
are without the contribution of our experience of them. One might say: the Real
Things as they are without human interaction or interference of any kind. We
never experience noumena, because they (by definition) live outside of
experience. Hegel calls these things ‘in and for themselves’ rather than ‘for others’
or ‘in relation to others’. Kant calls these Transcendental Objects. However,
reality is something we confer, and so the noumena has some sort of status beyond
the aspects of Being which are Identity, Truth, Reality and Presence. The
noumenal is what is heard in the forest when a tree falls and no one is there. cf.
Kant.
Novel – viewpoints associated with multi-lectic – See author, character, reader, narrator,
bystander.
nuance – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Zeroth).
object (as related to essence) 7 – Object has behavior that reveals its essence when
manipulated.
Object Action – Mediation (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
Object of Design (physical construct) 13 – The Physical Object that will be constructed
based on the Design Object blueprint in the process of implementation.
Object-oriented Design 13 – Dual of functional oriented Design. Encoded into UML as
the dominate Paradigm. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_design
Oblivion – see Forgetfulness. Unstriated member of a Pleroma pair.
Obscuration, Opacity, Unclearing – de-jection (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Observer Mechanics 6, 9 – Imitation of the formality of Quantum Mechanics at the macro
level for all observers. A Formal Theory of Perception by Bruce M. Bennett,
Donald D. Hoffman, Chetan Prakash “Observer Mechanics is an inquiry into the
subject of perception. It suggests an approach to the study of perception that
attempts to be both rigorous and general. A central thesis of Observer
Mechanics is that every perceptual capacity (e.g., stereovision, auditory
localization, sentence parsing, haptic recognition, and so on) can be described as
an instance of a single formal structure: viz., an "observer." The first two chapters
of Observer Mechanics develop this structure, resulting in a formal definition of
an observer. The third chapter considers the relationship between observers and
Turing machines. The fourth chapter discusses the semantics of observers. The
next three chapters present a formal framework for describing an observer and its
objects of perception, and then goes on to develop a perceptual dynamics. Using
this dynamics, chapter eight defines conditions in which an observer may be said
to perceive truly. Chapter nine discusses how stabilities in perceptual dynamics
might permit the genesis of higher level observers. Chapter ten comments on the
relationship between the formalisms of quantum mechanics and observer
mechanics. Finally, the epilogue discusses the philosophical context and
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implications of observer mechanics.”
http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/personnel/hoffman/ompref.html
obsign 7 – Ultra Sign. Seal.
Octahedron http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octahedron
Octonion Algebra 14 – Algebra of the Octonion Numbers that lack both commutative and
associative properties and have the form x+I+j+k+I=J+K+E.
Octonion imaginaries 6 – Next level up from Quaternions discovered by Graves following
Hamilton. Composed of conjunction x+i+j+k+I+J+K+E.
Ogdonda-enead (81-ead) – Next emergent level up from the Icosaheptead (27-ead), which
is in the series of the WorldSoul beyond the Ennead. Equivalent to Matrix Logic
of August Stern.
Old English Roots of Being 13 – (sie/syn) Es/Er/Bheu/Wes/Wer, These are the roots of
Being in Old English that go back to Proto-Indo-European.
one hundred and twenty cell polytope 120-cell – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/120-cell
Onefold, onefoldness 12 – A complex topological manifold that is neither a unity nor a
totality. Description of Beyng.
Ontological Difference 12 – Difference between Being and beings, Cf. Heidegger.
Ontological Monism 8, 12 – M. Henry criticizes Heidegger for this assumption that Being
is One thing that can all be made manifest. He contrasts this with the Essence of
Manifestation, which can never be made manifest. Henry takes his idea from M.
Eckhart.
Ontology 1 – Ontology is the science of Being. Ontology along with epistemology make
up metaphysics, which is a branch of Philosophy. cf. Plato, Aristotle
ontos – Standing in Being. Ontology.
Ontotheology, ontotheological 5 – Concept that there is a single unitary and totalizing
organization of experience, one Being and One Supreme Deity that has Being.
Ontotheology http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontotheology
Opacity, Obscuration, Unclearing – de-jection (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
open of the openness 8 – the place of the manifestation of beings to the ecstatic being of
DaSein.
Open-scape 1 – Another name for the Meta-system. An X-scape is the panorama from a
particular place in a landscape if you do not move. We talk about mindscapes,
landscapes, seascapes. It is not natural to use the term Scape alone, so Open-scape
is a neologism that allows the prefix to be variable.
operationalized – Made operational.
Orc – Spectre of Luvah in the four Zoas by Blake http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orc_(Blake)
Order 16 – Nomos. A nondual within the Western Tradition between physus and logos.
Related to Positive view of Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
orientable – Able to be oriented. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orientability
origin 2 – The place of origin, as with the zero point in a coordinate system, or the place
where something originates in an arena within a Meta-system that is its ground
zero point of appearance.
originary – Of the origin See E. Gans.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_Anthropology#The_originary_event
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Gans
orlog 14 – The laying down of sediment in the Well, basis for experience of primal time
among Indo-Europeans.
orthogonal 3 – At right angles to something else. A fundamental property of space.
Orthogonal Dimension 10 – Dimensionality is produced by Orthogonality, which is a
fundamental mathematical property that produces the limits of three-dimensional
space by the orthogonality of three axes. We hypothesize that there are ndimensions via algebraic extrapolation of geometrical relations.
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orthogonality – Independent, at right angles to something. Generates a new dimension.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonality
Other Beginning 16 – Alternative to the First Beginning dominated by Beyng as opposed
to Being. See First Beginning. Cf. Heidegger.
out-of-hand 16 – The modality of Wild Being. Also overwhelming, encompassing.
overdetermination, overdetermined – Multiple causal interactions determine something.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overdetermination
own-most 4 – What is essential to authentic Dasein, i.e. what is essential in the face of the
fact of death.
Panarchy 11 – Concept of Natural Hierarchies very similar to Emergent Meta-system
theory. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panarchy
paradox, paradoxicality – In sequence: contrary, contradiction, paradox, absurdity. The
limit of doxa in the divided line of Plato. Opposite of the supra-rational, which is
the limit of the ratio. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradox
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absurdism
Pareto optima clustering 11 – Praeto Optima are the optima based on multiple criteria
applied simultaneously. These optima may be optimal in different ways forming a
cluster on the background of the sub-optimal possibilities.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_efficiency
Parmenides 4, 9 – Pre-Socratic Philosopher who believed that Being was static and self
contained and did not admit change. Two other non-existent routes are denied,
which are appearance and non-Being. See Heraclitus.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parmenides
Particular – An element of a Set.
Pascal's triangle 5 – 1, 1-1, 1-2-1, 1-3-3-1, 1-4-6-4-1, and 1-5-10-10-5-1 etc. A series of
lines of numbers generated from the previous line by the addition of the diagonal
numbers on the previous line, giving the corresponding number in the next line.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal_triangle
past moment – Moments in time associated with the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic third moment).
Pattern Schema 1, 5 – Pattern Schema is one of the primary schemas for organizing
experience below the level of the form. Patterns organize the content of forms, or
formless content in terms of internally coherent organizations. Content of forms
are said to be organized into various patterns. Cf. Grenander.
Peano's System of Arithmetic 3 – Peano invented an axiomatic description of arithmetic,
and Godel showed that it was undecidable. But other things like the real numbers
are decidable and so it must be shown on a case by case basis what is decidable
and what is not.
Peirce, C. S. – American Logician and Philosopher whom Pieter Wisse borrows from in
order to produce the concept of the Ennead. Inventor of Semiotics. Independently
developed Phenomenology. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Sanders_Peirce
Pentachoron 15 – Another name for the Pentahedron.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentachoron
Pentahedron (pentahedral simplex polytope) 3 – Minimal Solid in the fourth-dimension
composed of five points, ten lines, ten triangular faces, and five tetrahedrons with
a lattice 1-5-10-10-5-1.
pentalectic – Five fold multi-lectic. Adds fifth moment to the Quadralectic. That fifth
moment gains an unexpected degree of complexity and power, which essentially
allows the co-design of Systems and Meta-systems.
perception – Habitus (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
perdures – Lasts. Term used by Heidegger to describe Being.
perfect numbers 6 – Numbers whose divisors add up to themselves like 6 and 28.
Performance, Pragmata, Practice, – Projection (special term: Quadralectic fourth
moment).
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personal unconscious (of Freud) 1 – The unconscious related directly to the individual
person, and not considered historically beyond the life of the individual or beyond
their personality. Propounded as dogma by Freud. Cf. Freud.
Perspective – Hyper Being (trace) (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
perspective painting 14 – Trick that allows a two-dimensional drawing or painting to
appear three-dimensional. An illusion of three-dimensional form within a twodimensional surface. Cf. Brunelleschi.
perspective, perspectival, perspectivized.
Perturbation – Relation5 = mapping5 between the modifications. See Category Theory.
Pervasion Logic 6, 11 – A Non-Traditional Logic that is the same as Boundary Logic,
operates like a Venn Diagram, which is just as strong as traditional syllogistic
logic. It is the dual of Syllogistic Logic from the Greek tradition. Was developed
in the Indian logical tradition. It is the basic logic of Buddhism.
Petri-Nets 9 – Places, Transitions, and Makers. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petri_net
phenomenal field 12 – Field within which Phenomena arise in Consciousness with Being
Based on Intention, which is based on their prior arising in Awareness as
something found in Existence.
phenomenology – Slogan "To the Phenomena themselves." Sees all phenomena as
happening in consciousness. Brackets all noumenal aspects of the world that
cannot be directly experienced in consciousness. Invented in its modern form by
Husserl, and transformed by Heidegger who went back to the protophenomenology of Hegel and Aristotle for inspiration. Also invented
independently by C. S. Peirce.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenomenology_(philosophy)
phenomenology of practice 12 – Phenomenology of the nature of practice as opposed to
theory about it, in which it is converted into praxis, i.e. action based on theory,
rather than the primordial and originary action prior to theory. Phenomenology of
Practice attempts to get at the archaic, brute, or primordial nature of practical
action normally misunderstood by theory.
philosopher's stone 3 – Imaginary entity that embodies the quintessence.
Philosophical Categories 3 – The highest concepts of thought that are differentiated. For
Aristotle they have to do with possible propositions about states of affairs. For
Kant they are the fundamental characteristics of universal objects studied by
physics, such as causation. For Peirce they are the fundamental basis for logic and
mathematics that are differentiable, like the elements of geometry. See also the
categories of Ingvar Johansson for a more modern attempt to refine the concepts
of Phenomenology.
Physus (phusis) / Logos 8, 11 – Basic Duality between Physical and Language expressed
as a basic duality in Greek Philosophy. Physus (phusis) relates to Natural growth
rather than just matter. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phusis
place – Design Field Element (Pure1, Zeroth).
Platonic solids 3, 8 – tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, icosahedron, and dodecahedron.
These are the regular solids that can exist in three-dimensional space. Seen in
Timaeus and Euclid’s Elements, these are the five regular solids in threedimensional space, which is a unique organization constrained by the nature of
space itself. Models of these have been found in prehistoric sites so they were
known since the earliest times of the human race.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platonic_solids
play – See leisure.
plenum / blank background vs. organized background 5 – A plenum is a blank, tabula rasa
background of a form, or system, or other schema. It is the opposite of an
organized background that interacts with the form or system, as in the relationship
of a form to the background in a gestalt, or the system in relation to a metasystem. That backgrounds do not matter is one of the assumptions of Systems
Theory that does not recognize its dual in meta-systems.
pleroma – neologism. Series of striated and unstriated pairs by which the structure of the
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worldview is produced. Emptiness, Void. Being, Beyng. Forgetfulness, Oblivion;
Clearing, Open, Local, Global; Immanence, Transcendence.
Plotnitsky, A. – Wrote Complementarity in which he combines the work of Bohr, Bataille,
and Derrida to give a picture of the Meta-system as a General Economy.
Pluriverse 2, 8 – Primary Schema that represents multiple Kosmoi. Beyond Experience.
Many Worlds Theory in Quantum Mechanics says that there must be many
possible worlds that could all be real. Pluriverse is the limit beyond the Kosmos
like the Facet is the limit beyond the Monad. Pluriverse and Facet is where our
ability to conceptualize the order of our experience (at these scales) begins to
breakdown.
point design 11 – A design in which the possibilities of design are not considered or
measured against each other.
pointer register 9 – Within CPU where addresses of memory being manipulated are kept.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointer_register
poise – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Sixth).
polyhedra – Form with many sides or faces. Usually three-dimensional.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyhedra
polytope – Higher dimensional generalization of the polyhedra.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polytope
positioning – Leveraged effect (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
possible, possibilistic – Not actual but could be actual having Being. See "adjacent
possible" in S. Kauffman's Origins of Order.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Possible_worlds
Post-modernism 6 – Various attempts to break the grip of Modernism on Philosophy in
Continental Philosophy. Calls for the end of Metaphysics.
Post-Structural Schools 1, 6 – Structuralism after the effective criticism of Derrida who
posited that structuralism had a hidden unity like Formalism. Derrida mounted a
critique of Structuralism stating that it had the same fundamental features of
Formalism in a veiled way. He undertook a radical critique that splintered the
structural school over the issue as to whether structures need to be unified like
formalisms or not.
practice 14 – Means first person actual human actions with concrete results. Cf. Bourdieu
An irreversible series of actions. Opposite of Theory. Cf. Foucault for relation to
Power.
Practice, Pragmata, , Performance – Projection associated with the multi-lectic (special
term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Pragmata 4, 9 – pragmatic means, hacks, work-arounds, trial and error tactics, solutions to
constraints that are practical even if not supported by any theory or justification or
method. Also Pragmata are things seen from the vantage point of praxis. “Yet why
does Heidegger say that pragmata, referring to the “objects” of praxis, is an
“appropriate term” for “things”? Presumably, the reason is that such things
demand to be understood ontologically from out of praxis itself (and this means in
terms of their proper worldly character), and not as independent subsisting entities,
initially devoid of any worldly character. However, this, it seems is precisely what
the Greeks did not accomplish. They left the “pragmatic” or praxis-like character
of these things ontologically obscure. And this is, by implication, because they
failed to achieve a sufficiently originary, ontological understanding of praxis in all
its moments as is now well-known in light of the publication of the Marburg
lecture courses form the period of Being and Time. This is inadequate
interpretation of the ontological character of things, one that, deriving from the
experience of craftsmanship, came to understand “things” in terms of the theoria
deriving from techne, while (most rigorously in Aristotle) reserving praxis and its
specific kind of knowledge (phronesis) for the realm of human ethico-political
affairs. This derivation is corroborated by a marginal note Heidegger subsequently
added to the expression “mere things” “Why? Edios – morphe – hule! Coming
from techne, thus an “artisan” (kunstlerische) interpretation! If morphe not
[interpreted] as edios, [then as] idea!” If the objects of praxis or concernful
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activity were understood as “mere thing,” this occurred, on Heidegger’s account,
because they are viewed essentially as though they were material (hyle) to be
worked upon by a craftsman. Material, as a natural resource of techne, came to be
regarded as mere material, yet to be given shape and form (morphe) by the
craftsman who (in advance) visualizes the edios or visible look of the thing to be
produced. Thus, ‘things’ come to be seen as “mere” things: the thing is only fully
a thing when it has achieved its telos (the stamp of its eidos) as the completion of
its form. Taken in itself, the thing is deficient with regard to its proper form yet to
be bestowed by human invention” McNeill, Wm. The Glance of the Eye:
Heidegger, Aristotle, and the Ends of Theory (NY: SUNY, 1999) pp. 64-65. See
also Practice, Performance – Projection (special term: Quadralectic fourth
moment).
Pragmatic Target (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Pragmaticism – Philosophy of C.S. Peirce and William James (Pragmatism). Emphasizes
the practical, sees continuum between pure and practical reason, and between
mind and matter in the universe. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmaticism
prana (shakti) 16 – Subtle Energy in Ancient Indian Medicine and Cosmology.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prana See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shakti
praxis 14 – Means Action guided by Theory.
presence – An aspect of Being in which something is shown instead of hidden, the
opposite of absence.
Presence – Positive Aspects (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
present moment – Moments in time associated with the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic first moment).
present-at-hand / abstract ideation 4, 8 – Defined by Heidegger in Being and Time and
called by some the extant. It is a mode of Being projected by Dasein in which the
projects of Dasein are carried out oblivious to the infrastructure that allows that to
occur. It is associated with abstract ideation and Parmenides’ view of the Being as
static and frozen. The things we are trying to express when writing with a pencil.
See ready-to-hand. Sometimes translated as extant. Cf. Heidegger.
primordial time 14 – Time, with mythic time included. Deeper than either linear or
circular time.
privation – Design Field Element (Pure1, Neganary).
problematic 6 – The framing of a problem. Deleuze says that problems are more important
and fecund for thought than solutions.
Process Being 2, 6, 10 – Dynamic Ready-to-hand mode of Being. The second meta-level
of Being. Dynamic type of Being similar to that defined by Heraclitus where all is
flux. A standing in Being where everything is thought of as flowing flux that is
constantly changing as proposed by Heraclitus, and taken up by Hegel and others
who maintained that Becoming is dominant over Pure Static Being and that Static
Being is in fact an illusion. See also Bergson.
Proclivities 8 – Embodiment of Wild Being.
proclivity – Wild Being (flesh) (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
product – A finished artifact from the development process. Could be an interim or final
product.
Product Line Engineering 4 – Names for Software Reuse approaches. Also called
Domain Analysis.
Projected hyle – That part of the matter that is made up or filled in or fabricated by
consciousness to give coherence or consistency to experience that is missing in the
actual source of the phenomena. (neologism. Husserl did not consider the idea that
much of experience is illusion produced by the unconscious as the underpinning of
consciousness).
Projection associated with multi-lectic – See sense, goal, Vanishing Point, Pragmata,
Practice, Performance, Opacity, Obscuration, Unclearing, de-jection.
propensity 8 – Wild Being (flesh) (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment)
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Embodiment of Wild Being.
property – Design Field Element (Pure1, First).
proto-flows 2 – Streams that contain flows that are flowing differentially in relation to
each other, as in flows, within streams, within rivers, within oceans. In other
words, there is a differentiation of flowing phenomena at various scales. Protoflows organize the relationships between flows in the same way that protogestalts organize the transitions between gestalts.
proto-gestalt 2 – The context of a gestalt that connects a series of gestalts to each other in
a coherent fashion.
pseudo-sphere 6 – Same surface and volume as a sphere, but mostly hyperbolic instead of
spherical with vortices going to infinity in both directions and a circular
singularity between the vorticies .http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudosphere
Psychoanalysis 1 – The precursor to psychology and psychotherapy inaugurated by Freud
and developed by Jung, Adler, and others. Philosophy for some reason only
recognizes Psychoanalysis and does not normally talk about the later more
realistic theories of psychic phenomena. Presently, philosophy considers the
theories of Jung and Abraham and Torok as well as certain theories from Gestalt
Psychology.
Pure Being 2, 6 – Static Present-at-hand mode of Being. The first meta-level of Being. A
standing in Being where everything is frozen as proposed by Parmenides and
supported by the arguments of Zeno.
pure presence – The concept that something is only what appears and divorced from what
is absent or hidden. cf. Heidegger. See Philosophy of Presence.
purpose 7 – Goal of work, part of the process: circumstance – >means – >purpose. Cf.
Hegel.
quadragrams – In Tai Hsing Ching (Classic of the Great Dark), which has 81
quadragrams or tetragrams, there are four places with three possible values that
make the 81 quadragrams. In the I Ching there are six places and two possible
values (yin and yang) to give 64 hexagrams. The Tai Hsing Ching represents the
states of Matrix Logic. Each Tetragram has nine possible states that it describes so
that the entire system has 726 elements. Thus, in Matrix Logic there are 81
operators, sixteen for the positive logic and sixty-five for the negative logic. There
are nine truth values, which are the values of the tetralemma plus the showing and
hiding values (as in the game where you guess what is in someone's hands).
Quadralectic, Quadralectical – Extension of the Trialectic of Work in Hegel to the next
possible emergent level, which has four moments, or the interaction of two
dialectics. Series is extended to the pentalectic with one more moment.
qualia – Quality. Object of a Qualisign in Peirce's semiotics. Opposite of Quantity in
Kant's categories. Attribute of an object perceived. For instance, Red. – Design
Field Element (Hyper3, First).
quantum measurement 9 – Prior to Quantum Measurement there is a superposition within
a probability wave of different outcomes that are differentiated out by Quantum
Measurement. The probability wave describes the probable outcomes of the
measurement after the superposition is broken.
quantum mechanical observation 6 – Produces probability distributions from
superpositions.
Quantum Mechanics 4 – Branch of Physics that explores the oddities of micro-physical
phenomena and its many strange properties. These properties, such as
entanglement and super-position, have been shown to exist in many experiments
but are not understood fully although they have been formally defined by
physicists. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpretation_of_quantum_mechanics
quantum world 4 – Micro phenomena with strange inexplicable properties. When
Relativity Theory is applied to Quantum phenomena many absurdities result.
Thus, Physics has two irreconcilable theories of phenomena one of which is global
and macro and the other of which is local and micro in applicability. Both seem to
be supported by experiment as long as they are not applied to the quantum world
at the same time.
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Quarks 9 – Emergent Ontic Level beneath Fundamental Particles that cannot be seen
separately, which are the embodiment of the Facet Schema.
quasi-causal – Causation (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Quaternion Algebra 14 – Algebra of Quaternion Numbers that lack the commutative
property and have the form x+i+j+k.
Quaternion imaginaries, 6 – Next level up from complex numbers discovered by
Hamilton. Composed of conjunction x+i+j+k.
Query 14 – A form of subjectivity related to Generalized Dasein in Hyper Being.
quintessence 3 – Defined here as the opposite of existence. Existence has neither aspect
nor anti-aspect at the same time, while the quintessence has both aspect and antiaspect at the same time.
radical work 7 – Creative work that either destroys old things or creates new things.
Reader – Viewpoint on the Novel (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
ready-to-hand 4, 8 – Defined by Heidegger in Being and Time and called by some the
handy. It is a mode of Being projected by Dasein as the infrastructure that makes
the projects of Dasein possible, which are normally hidden while we are in the
midst of those projects. For example, the pencil in our hand that helps us express
our thoughts in writing that we only notice when the pencil lead breaks. See
present-at-hand. Cf. Heidegger.
Reality – Positive Aspects (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
realizability – The ability to be realized and actualized.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_realizability
realtime – Means that a software system reacts to input from the environment in time to
effect consequences in the world at the pace that things happen in the real world.
Normally realtime systems push the performance envelope of what can be done
computationally (and in terms of communication between sensors and actuators).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real-time_computing
recognition – Meaning (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
recognition, recognizability – To see something and know what it is. Normally based on
schema access from memory. But occasionally one is recognizing something one
has not seen before.. Recognizing what one has never experienced before is a very
hard problem. Recognition plays a key role in an Emergent Event where one is
recognizing a new order that no one has experienced, seen, or embodied
previously. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recognition_memory
recursion, recursed – Self-calling function. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion
redesignated – Designated again.
refinements – Design Field Element (Wild4, First).
reflections – Design Field Element (Wild4, Sixth).
Reflexive Social Special System 6, 13 – Related to the Octonion Algebra. A special
holonomic state where the part is exactly equal to the whole, only deferred. Social
properties determined by loss of the associative property. A type of Special
System, which is reflexive and social in nature and made up of two autopoietic
symbiotic special systems or four dissipative ordering special systems. This is a
type of partial organization that is a threshold along with the other special systems
part way between the System and Meta-system.
register – Design Field Element (Process2, Zeroth).
relata 3 – Seconds are the relationships between isolatable elements according to Peirce.
Relativity Theory 3 – Posited by Einstein but with precursors that state that there are no
absolute makers in time or space and that time and space is a continuum.
relevance – Meaning (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
REM sleep 5 – Rapid Eye Movement in sleep indicate dreaming, but dreams can also
occur without REM associated with them.
repetition 4 – Opposite of Representation in Deleuze Difference and Repetition. Work is
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how repetition can never repeat the original act of founding the obsessive
compulsive acts of repetition. Sacrifice will never regain the wholeness prior to all
sacrifice. Cf. Deleuze.
representamen (as related to sign) 7 – Representation of a sign.
Representation – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic
first moment).
representation 2 – To present again in a form that has less information than the original
presentation. Normally thought of as an abstraction but may be from the original.
requirement – View (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
Rescher, N. – Wrote Cognitive Systematization along with many other interesting works
of wide range within philosophy including subjects such as Risk. Cognitive
systematization explains that one needs to circle in a hermeneutic spiral through
one’s axioms in order to understand them and see them in the context of the
system one has deduced from them, and that it is this process that forms the
foundation of thought. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Rescher
http://www.pitt.edu/~rescher/
resign 7 – Wild Sign. Self-cancelling symbol.
response set 14 – The set of possible responses that is available.
Restricted Economy 2, 6 – Limited Economy based on the rationality of modern social
systems. Analogous to the System. Rational individualistic economic relations are
assumed by economists to be normal. Dual of the General Economy where these
assumptions do not hold.
reversibility 16 – The fact that there is some opacity in touch-touching.
rhizome 8 – Heterarchy in Wild Being. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhizomes
Ricci Flow 13 – ‘Topologically malleable topological structures’ Flows that have an
intensity that gives them the ability to mutate from one topological structure into
another. “In differential geometry, the Ricci flow is an intrinsic geometric flow—a
process which deforms the metric of a Riemannian manifold—in this case in a
manner formally analogous to the diffusion of heat, thereby smoothing out
irregularities in the metric.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricci_flow
riddle 14 – A form of subjectivity related to Generalized Dasein in Process Being.
Right 16 – A nondual within the Western Tradition. Finite and infinite.
Risk 6 – Rationally taking chances on future events and attempting to navigate those
waters, Cf. Rescher.
risk calculations – Normally, the Probability of Occurrence times Impact. Looks toward
the impact of future events that have not happened yet.
romanticism 4 – A movement of intellectual and artistic reaction against the
Enlightenment in Europe, which influenced Hegel and Nietzsche among others.
Cf. Friedrich Schlegel.
Roots 16 – A nondual within the Western Tradition beyond Sources. For Roots of Being
see Old English Roots.
routine, routinized (work) 2 – Work that can be reduced to a formula, plan, program, or
rule of action.
Russell's Rule 6 – Sets may not be members of themselves. A rule for avoiding paradox.
Sallis, J. – Wrote the one of the very best commentaries on Plato's dialogs called Being
and Logos. Of interest here is his work on the Timaeus, which is a design manual
for the world in which the third kind of Being is mentioned by Plato, showing that
‘differance’ or ‘Being crossed out’ was known by the ancients, thus validating its
reoccurrence in post-modern Continental Philosophy.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Sallis
Sameness, i.e., belonging together, family resemblances 10 – Heidegger defines Sameness
as Belonging together in Identity and Difference. Wittgenstein has a similar idea
in his reference to family resemblances.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heideggerian_terminology
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_resemblance
satellite knots 6 – Knots within a torus.
scale 2 – Schemas differ by addressing phenomena of different scales (sizes or scopes).
Schemas 1 –In this work, schemas exclusively mean ‘the spacetime envelopes’ projected
on experience that serve to organize it. Schemas also serve as templates of preunderstanding and intelligibility for phenomena at their most basic level as
embodied in spacetime. Schemas have a wider meaning of pre-understanding from
prior experience of anything at any level of experience. For this work schemas is a
technical term that Umberto Eco calls "Mathematical and Geometrical Schemas"
in Kant and the Platypus. This occurs in his survey of the wider use of the term
(severe restriction of the term).
Schemas Science 1 – The study of all the various Schemas within any discipline that uses
schemas to organize the subject matter it studies and to identify packages of
phenomena that it picks out to study in isolation from other phenomena. Schemas
Science is the more abstract counterpart to Systems Science that generalizes
beyond the system to cover all schemas that appear in any discipline, and attempts
to understand the general nature of schemas as they are discovered by Systems
Science, Patterns Science, Forms Science, etc.
Schematization – Emergent Meta-system operation.
Schlick, M. – Founder of Logical Positivism in Vienna and supporter of Wittgenstein. One
of the analytical philosophers whose work is relied upon extensively in this paper
because of the way that he imagines the conceptual system as self-referential in
order to solve the problem of ‘reliance of percepts’. He followed Hilbert in this
approach by producing a purely conceptual foundation for thought.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moritz_Schlick
Schopenhauer, A. – Philosopher who based his philosophy on Buddhism. He a is major
source of P. Wisse’s philosophical perspective. Lived at the same time as Hegel.
Considered a pessimist.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_as_Will_and_Representation
S-double or S-triple-prime Hypotheses 13 – Further extended Hypothesis in General
Schemas Theory by the author that there may be up to five dimensions per schema
and five schemas per dimension. This hypothesis attempts to push the limit of
dimensional and schematic conjunction. This hypothesis is treated in working
papers but not in the dissertation.
S-double-prime Theory 13 – Extended Hypothesis of General Schemas Theory as
developed by the author: There may be three dimensions per schema and three
schemas per dimension. This extended hypothesis attempts to cover the possible
case of a three-dimensional pattern. In this case the third dimension is seen as
unstable and that causes a collapse into the next higher schema. This happens with
three-dimensional patterns when the elements of the pattern obscure each other.
This hypothesis is treated in working papers but not in the dissertation.
Second Moment of Quadralectic is associated with the multi-lectic.
secondness – Philosophical Principle of Peirce concerning relationship. Here, it is called
relata.
Sedenion Algebra 14 – Algebra of the Sedenion Numbers that lack the commutative,
associative, and division properties and have x plus fifteen imaginaries. This
algebra is not considered special because it has lost all interesting algebraic
properties, and is the first of an infinite number of larger uninteresting algebras.
Seed – Emergent Meta-system moment (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Sein, Being, Ontos – Being is the most general concept and the most empty. It is unique to
Indo-European languages.
Self-* properties 10 – Self-organization, Self-maintenance, Self-repair and other selfrelated reflexive properties.
Self-interfering organization 6 – Knots are archetypes of self-organization via selfinterfering relationships of ordering.
Self-knowledge of Design by a Designed Object 13 – An object has knowledge of its
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own Design as a Designed Object, which is an Immediately Dynamical Object
combining both senses that Peirce distinguishes, which is both a Design Object
and an Object of Design simultaneously.
Semiotics 1 – The study or science of Signs, cf. F. de Saussure', C. Peirce Also called
semiology.
sensation – Leveraged effect (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Sense – Projection associated with the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic first
moment).
Sequence Diagrams 9 – Shows worldliness and the relationships between them in terms of
events occurring on different parallel worldliness. Also called Worldline and
Scenario, where the scenario is the causal interaction across worldliness in terms
of linked evens. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequence_diagram
Set – A Foundational Mathematical Category that establishes the basis of mathematics in
terms of different particulars grouped together in an arbitrary fashion. All of Set
Theory can be produced using the empty set ‘’ and the empty brackets ‘{}’ as
markers without any actual elements contained within the set.
Set Theory 3 – The theory of sets, which are seen as the simplest type of mathematical
category. It is the zeroth category where functions are added in order to define all
other categories. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Set_Theory
sextalectic – If the Quadralectic and Pentalectic exist, then it could be that there are higher
forms like the Sextalectic. But these are not explored in this study, even though
they are mentioned as a possibility.
sextrahedron – Minimal solid in five dimensional-space.
Seyn, Beyng. Older style used by Hegel from High German. Used by Heidegger as an
alternative to striated Being in his Contributions to Philosophy. It is used in this
study to attempt to solve the mystery of meaning.
Short-term memory – Seven plus or minus two things can be kept in memory
simultaneously. This is called chunking. Gives an upper limit to the complexity of
thoughts at any one time. Distinguished from Long-term memory.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short-term_memory
showing and hiding – The process by which things appear and disappear in experience. cf.
Heidegger.
showing forth thread – Threads of meaning (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
Sieve of Eratosthenes 13 – Algorithm for finding primes.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes
Sign Engineering 15 – The creation of sign system representations of Designs in the
process of developing of engineering implementations. Sign systems that represent
the emergent properties of systems are engineered prior to actual implemented
physical constructs. Cf. Wisse.
Signature – Mediation (special term: Quadralectic fourth moment).
signature 7 – Specific qualities of attributes that differentiate an instance.
significance – Meaning (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
signifier/signified 3 – Distinguished by F. de Saussure as the sign and the thing indicated
by the sign. This view of semiotics is founded on a dualism rather than a three part
relationship.
Signs 3 – Peirce saw a sign as being a three part relationship between a subject's
interpretation, an objective circumstance and the objective marker of the
relationship. A sign has to be seen as a sign by someone, as well as tied to a
context or object. Signs are materially represented in many different forms. Peirce
defines nine categories of signs. Signs are the carriers of incomplete meanings,
senses, relevance, and significances that are the parts of emergent Symbols. Yet,
signs can exist external to their fusion into symbols. The perfect example of a sign
is a subscript on a variable. X1 is indicated to be different from X2 in some way
by the subscript. Peirce uses the Wind Vane as the example of the sign. They are
things in the external environment that indicate something about something by
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reference within a certain context. The sign has no meaning in itself without its
attachment to the variable. Thus, a sign out of context, without attachment to a
form or some other carrier has no intrinsic meaning unless defined to have such
meaning externally. A good example is a road sign indicating a curve ahead. Its
placement prior to the curve gives it meaning that is useful, even though the
symbol on the sign has a predefined meaning. That meaning is not realized unless
it is tied to a context.
simile 13 –Master trope (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment). Something is like
something else. Eg. "The nation is like a body of people". Cf. Vico, Burke.
simultaneity – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Fourth).
Sine Gordon Equation 14 – Solutions to the Sine Gordon Equations are sometimes
Solitons.
singular – Design Field Element (being0, Seventh).
Singularities 2 – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Seventh) Points where rules, plans,
programs, laws, and orders break down and unexpected discontinuous changes in
phenomena occur. Normally thought to be a locus in a control space that causes
the discontinuous change in the behavioral space. Cf. Thom.
Singularity – Associated Foundational Mathematical Categories (special term:
Quadralectic first moment). A Foundational Mathematical Category in which all
rules, laws, order fail.
sink point 2 – Dual of origin in the sense that it is the place where the system leaves the
arena, which may be different from the origin point of the system within the
boundary.
Site / Event (siteEvent) Category 6 – A Foundational Mathematical Category that
establishes local spacetime. Added to Set theory by Badiou to produce a viable
metaphysics. Site/Event is interpreted also as the production of Local Spacetime
by observation as in Quantum Measurement.
Situation – Meta-system for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic
second moment).
six hundred cell polytope (600-cell) – One of the largest of the polytopes in fourdimensional space, dual of the 120-cell polytope. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/600cell
sixteen cell polytope (16-cell) – One of the smaller polytopes in the fourth dimension that
is a dual of the 8-cell. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/16-cell
skepticism 1 – Skepticism is a philosophy we know best from the works of Sextus
Empiricus in late antiquity. It is a doubting of any dogma. A famous modern
example is Hume who doubted Causality and other fundamentals assumed by
Philosophy as givens, which gave Kant the impetus to formulate the Critique of
Pure Reason as a response. Hegel was influenced by Ancient Skepticism in his
development of modern dialectics. cf. Sextus Empricus, Hume, Hegel.
sociable numbers 6 – Numbers in series, which form a circle whose members add up to
each other in sequence.
Social Constructivism 1 – A type of Social Theory that advocates the idea that much of
what we experience is constructed by us as we interact in social groups rather than
given to us as immutable phenomena. It says we transform what we experience in
the process of experiencing it, but as a social, not as an individual act of
transformation. Therefore, it attempts to produce a theory that avoids solipsism but
also does not fall into the extreme of radical realism that describes all given
phenomena as immutable. cf. Berger and Luckmann.
socius – Used by Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-Oedipus as the other extreme from the
desiring machine one of which is below the level of the individual and the other of
which is beyond the level of the individual. The socius is conceived of as a
rhizome of desiring machines.
Solitons – Waves that act as particles and (to some extent) defy entropy locally.
source 2 – Singularity from which the arena and everything in it arises within a Metasystem.
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Sources 16 – A nondual within the Western Tradition beyond Fate.
spacetime – In the Special Relativity Theory of Einstein, the four-dimensional frozen
block of time and space are fused.
Special Systems 6 – Systems that have special ultra-efficacious properties such as the
Dissipative Ordering, Autopoietic Symbiotic, and Reflexive Social partial systems
and partial meta-systems.
specious present (definition from William James) 8 – Takes time for something to appear.
spectra – Design Field Element (structure) (Process2, First).
Spectrum – Range of values whose quality or quantities change as one moves through the
possible values. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectrum
spinor – In four-dimensional space one needs to spin to stand still, but the spin is 720
degrees before re-entry into itself, as opposed to the 360 degree self-returning path
of a circle. Cf. R. Penrose. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinor
spot – Design Field Element (being0, Zeroth).
S-Prime Hypothesis of General Schemas Theory 2, 13 – The first hypothetical theory
produced by the author when formulating a specific theory within General
Schemas Theory. This theory is open to refutation that there are only ten schemas
and that there are two dimensions per schema and two schemas per dimension.
Later, other theories were developed that added dimensions to each schema called
S-double-prime and S-triple-prime, which gave three and five dimensions per
schema and explored the result of the addition of dimensional scope to individual
schemas.
Stance – System for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic third
moment).
standing 1 – We approach things based on various standings. Consciousness produces
illusory continuities that obscure as well as reveal and spotlight specific
phenomena. Awareness is related to existence rather than Being. It is the
apprehension of phenomena with minimal projection. We take a stance toward
things when we ascribe Being to them, as opposed to their existence, which is
their nature as they are found without excessive projection. A “standing toward
things” is an approach to phenomena. Four approaches are considered canonical in
this work: Being, Existence, Manifestation, and the Amanifest. There are five
meta-levels of Being each of which is considered a standing, so, in all, there are
seven standings when we consider that Ultra Being is a form of Existence. The
standings are Pure, Process, Hyper, Wild and Ultra Being, Existence composed of
Emptiness and Void beyond Ultra Being, and Manifestation, which is prior to the
distinction between Emptiness and Void. Beyond the Manifest and Non-Manifest
there is the A-manifest, which is the deepest conceivable nondual beyond
Manifestation. It is a deeper nondual than either Emptiness or Void. This series of
nonduals is neither immanent nor transcendent but something else unspecified as a
definite alternative beyond the logical alternatives. A Standing is a metaphysical
term that connotes the status of a phenomena. Phenomena that are dualistic and
constructed from illusory continuities are seen as having Being. Phenomena that
are nondual are seen as either being empty or void and thus have existence
because they are outside the illusory continuities manufactured or fabricated by
the unconscious that gives coherence to consciousness. The depths of possible
nondualities is unknown. The Amanifest is posited as an ideal limit. There must be
some nondual deeper than the complementarily of the nonduals emptiness and
void.
State Machines 9 – States, Events, Actions and Transition diagrams. See “Real Time
UML”, Werner Van Belle. Tom Toutenel, Viviane Jonckers,
http://werner.yellowcouch.org/Papers/seescoa-d2.1/index.html
Static Being 6 – Parmenidian Being. Pure Being, present-at-hand, pointing.
Striated – One of the pairs within the Pleroma, which is the opposite of the unstriated
element. Striated means internally differentiated while unstriated means
undifferentiated. Examples are Being and Beyng, Emptiness and Void, Clearing
and Open, Forgetfulness and Oblivion. The first in each pair is striated and the
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second is unstriated. These pairs are the basic structures out of which the
worldview is socially constructed.
String theory – Physical Theory that sees physical phenomena being unitized in higher
dimensional space in at least ten dimensions in most cases.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory
Structuralism 1, 5 – Theories concerning the structures of content, regardless of form. A
school that studied phenomena based on discovering sets of oppositions that had
specific relationships to each other beneath the formal level of organization. Cf.
Piaget, Levi-Strauss.
subjective probability 6 – Probabilities assigned by the subject with no objective criteria.
Cf. Bayesian.
sublate, sublation, subsumption 6 – Aufhebung in German, raising to a higher whole
competing theses by producing a synthesis that embraces the conflict at the lower
level of abstraction or embodiment. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublation
subtleties – Design Field Element (Ultra5, First).
Sun of the Good 16 – Source of Variety of the Forms. Cf. Plato. Republic.
superposition / entanglement 4 – The two extreme phenomena that together make
quantum phenomena incomprehensible. Also very similar to the limits of Plato's
divided line. Paradox is like entanglement and Supra-rationality is like
superposition.
supervenience – Assumes that higher order phenomena needs an isomorphic base in lower
level phenomena. Opposite of Emergence, which assumes that the relationships
between higher and lower order phenomena are homeomorphic not isomorphic.
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/supervenience/
Supra-rational 4, 16 – Holding two opposite things together at the same time without their
being in conflict. Opposite of Paradoxical. Other limit of the Divided line. Taking
two opposite things together at the same time without mixture. Like the qubit in
Quantum computation that is both one and zero at the same time, but still will be
separable if one or the other is observed. The one and zero are both descriptive of
the state of the qubit at the same time without mixture. Observation will
probabilistically choose one or the other as the outcome of the observation at the
end of the computation.
Surgery 13 – Way of producing new topologies by cutting and gluing manifolds within
space. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surgery_theory
Surroundings – Meta-system for the moment of the multi-lectic (special term:
Quadralectic third moment).
Syllogistic Logic 6, 11 – Traditional Logic based on the Syllogism. Associated with Set
Theory.
symbiosis – Design Field Element (Wild4, Fifth).
Symbiotic Autopoietic Special System 6 – Related to Quaternions and the loss of the
commutative property.
Symmetry Breaking 9 – Symmetry breaking is the production of an asymmetrical
discontinuity that is a catastrophe. Cf. R. Thom, Catastrophe Theory.
synchronic 2, 3 – A slice of time at a moment, or within a narrow period that has its own
structure within that time period. See diachronic.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchronic_analysis
synchronic gestalt 2 – Most Gestalts are single apprehensions in a moment in time and
thus are naturally synchronic.
Synecdoche 13 – Master trope (special term: Quadralectic first moment). Substitution of a
part for the whole. All hands on deck. Cf. Vico, Burke.
Synergy, synergetics 3 – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Fourth). Synergy is a principle
beyond continuity adduced by B. Fuller that we can add to the Philosophical
Categories of Peirce. This is the first clearly trans-Peircian category. It is based on
Geometry and not Logic. Peirce's categories are all that are necessary for Logic to
exist, but for Geometry to Exist a further Category is necessary. This is seen most
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clearly in Higher dimensional objects but also apparent in three-dimensional solids
as studied by B. Fuller in Synergetics.
SysML – New standard for Systems Engineering representations. It extends UML.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sysml
System 1 – A system is a set of objects or forms as well as their relationships within a
definitive boundary. A system is a primary schema for organizing experience. cf.
Bertalanffy, Klir. Associated with the moment of the multi-lectic – See
Representation, Behavior, Stance, Content, Juncture/Joining.
Systems Engineering 1 – Systems Engineering is the practice of building whole systems
that work in actual environments. Traditionally the role of Systems Engineering is
to take responsibility for the viability of the entire system end to end both in space
and time, i.e. across the lifecycle from one boundary of the system to the opposite
boundary in every respect. cf. INCOSE.
Systems Science 1 Systems Science is the study of the nature of systems within various
disciplines across a range of possible systemic phenomena in nature, within
society, and even within individuals. But, outside the discipline, Systems Science
refers to the interdisciplinary comparison between different types of systems (from
different disciplines) in order to understand Systems in general, and this includes
the ranges from Simple to Complex, and from Non-emergent to Emergent.
Systems Theory 1 – Systems Theory is a theoretical vision of the nature of Systems as
generalized across all phenomena. cf. Bertalanffy, Klir (also related are
systemhood, systemism, systemicist).
Syzygy 13 – Alignment, conjunction http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syzygy
tacit knowledge 2 – Our understanding of phenomena that overflows what is possible to
say. Cf. M. Polanyi.
Target associated with multi-lectic – See Meaning target, Behavioral Target, Intentional
Target, Pragmatic Target, no-target.
techne – Art of producing cultural items that have properties that things in nature do not
necessarily possess. A more general term than technology.
telos – Purpose, goal. The teleology of Aristotle is contrasted to the ‘teleonomic’ in which
the goal is produced in the process of evolution. Cf. J. Monod.
temporal gestalt 1 – A gestalt that does not appear all at once but appears over time as a
whole temporal phenomena. Like a Baseball Game that is different from the final
score, or the picture of the team. Linked to G.H. Mead’s idea that things take time
to be what they are and also linked to the "specious present" of William James. Cf.
James, Mead.
temporal, temporalized, temporality – Related to time. See Phenomenology of Internal
Time Consciousness by Husserl, and edited by Heidegger. Fundamental idea of
Being and Time is to understand Being in terms of Time.
Ten Mysteries of interpenetration/intra-inclusion 13 – Different modes of Interpenetration
and Intra-inclusion.
Tendency 8, 16 – Embodiment of Wild Being (flesh) (special term: Quadralectic first
moment). See also Disposition, Inclination, Propensity, Proclivity 16 – Various
names for the quality of Wild Being in its embodiment.
tensegrity – Proposed by. B. Fuller as a way to create rigid structures with some non-rigid
parts through the distribution of tension within the structure. Model for Integrity.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensegrity
Tesseract – Four-dimensional analog of a cube that is also called the eight-cell polytope.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesseract
Testing Environment 15 – Adding Reality gives three more properties over and above
those of the Formal System, which are verification, validation, and coherence.
Tetrahedron 3 – The minimal solid in the third dimension composed of four points, six
lines, four triangular faces with a lattice 1-4-6-4-1.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahedron
Tetralemma 6, 13 – Four statements: A exists, A does not exist. A both exists and does not
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exist. A neither exists nor does not exist. Last statement contains a double negative
in which each negation means something different and thus does not cancel.
Tharmas. Zoa in Blake's epic “The Four Zoas”, Related to Instinct and Nature. We have
talked about Wille and Trieb in this study, which is related to this Zoa.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tharmas
Theater of the Mind 14 – A way of relating the third dimensional character of the Psyche
to the fourth dimension. Cf. David Grove Cf. Yates.
thematize – In Phenomenology when we take something as something else. It is what lies
behind the master tropes, such as simile, or metaphor, or metonymy, or irony. We
must thematize before we apply the master trope to some topic.
Theorizing 9 – Theorizing is the production of a vision of the “edios” that explains a
phenomena. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_Forms Cf. Blum.
Theory 14 – An observer’s view of things, and actions and results. Cf. Bourdieu Theory
contemplates the reversibility of those actions. Opposite of Practice.
Theory of Higher Logical Types 11 – The production of meta-levels by taking a
phenomena to the next power. Higher logical types are the opposite of metalevels. Theory was introduced in Principia Mathematica. Cf. Russell, Cf. Copi.
Theory of Relativity – Theory of Einstein, which assumes that space and time form a
single interval of four-dimensional spactime in which different reference frames
see various phase representations between space and time dimensions.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_relativity
There-Being 8 – DaSein Cf. Heidegger, being-in-the-world.
Thing 8 – Old English meaning Social Group. See Heidegger’s What is a Thing.
Third Moment of the Quadralectic, associated with the multi-lectic.
Thirds, thirdness 13 – Continua. Philosophical Category of Peirce.
thought – habitus (special term: Quadralectic first moment).
Threads of Difference 12 (absence, illusion, fiction) – Beyng is the difference between the
aspect and anti-aspect. Therefore the anti-aspects are important to understand the
aspects and should not be suppressed.
Threads of meaning associated with multi-lectic – See import thread, happening thread,
tracking thread, showing fourth thread.
thrown-ness 4 – Being already in and engaged in the world when one realizes oneself is
alive and has a world but that one is heading toward death.
Timaeus – Dialogue of Plato in which the Demiurge creates the World. First Design book
about the nature of design, which mentions Pure, Process and Hyper Being
explicitly. Cf. J. Sallis commentary.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timaeus_(dialogue)
Timespace – Minkowski version of 'spacetime' http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minkowski
Time-Space, see Heidegger Contributions. Means matrix of spacetime/timespace.
TINSIT 7 – tendency in a situation Cf. Coutu. Coutu was one of the first to produce a
dispositional theory of human action in social situations.
Topoi Category 3 – The Mathematical Category that defines Logical Systems. It has a
subtype classifier such as true and false and gives mathematical definition to
Logical systems.
Topology 13 – Design Field Element (Hyper3, Third). Mathematics of the ways in which
geometrical objects can be deformed in space such that the structure of space is
made understandable. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topology
Topos theory – Category for Logics. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topos_theory
torus knots 6 – Knots wrapped around a torus.
torus, tori 3 – A donut shape. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torus
touch-touching 8, 16 – Nature of Wild Being and its opacity to itself. Chiasmic
reversibility in perception. Cannot touch and be touched by oneself at the same
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time, cannot tickle oneself.
tracking thread – Threads of meaning (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
Transcendental Idealism 6 – Kant and Hegel's basic approach to philosophy that assumes
that there are transcendental ideals or absolutes that govern experience that are
beyond experience.
Transcendental Phenomenological Philosophy 1 – Transcendental refers to what is
beyond Experience. But in Husserl all Transcendentals that are not
phenomenologically presentable are bracketed, and thus it comes to mean in
Phenomenology those things that are beyond immediate experience, and are thus a
priori in the Kantian sense but within experience, like reason, number etc.
transcendentals (See also finitudes) – The worldview is composed of layers of
transcendentals according to idealists in the tradition. The number of
transcendentals are themselves finite and called finitudes because they bind human
existence as existentially finite.
Trialectic (the relationship between three things rather than two) 9 – Only known prior use
is Oscar Ichazo. This use is different from the trialectics that Hegel develops in
Phenomenology of Spirit in the context of work in his transition from Reason to
Spirit. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscar_Ichazo. Trialectics is where there are
three theses that are related in a triality relationship, and where there is proactive
mediation of foreground and background elements.
Triality 6, 9 – Property that appears in Octonions where there is three-way symmetry, very
rare in mathematics and even in nature. Three-way complementarity. Also seen in
the relationship between the three imaginaries of the Quaternion. Very rare
phenomena. Predicted to exist by Arkady Plotnitsky in Complementarities.
trianary – Three-way.
Trichomous Sign 6 – Three part structure of the sign recognized by Peirce. Also Threefold
nature of the Sign assumed to have the property of Triality.
Trieb 1 – German word Freud used that was translated as instinct, but also has a deeper
meaning including desire, passion, and other higher motives beyond base instincts.
Self-realization was reintroduced by Maslow because it was realized that human
beings cannot be reduced to basic instincts such as the drives of hunger, thirst, and
sex that Freudian translations into English suggested. This translation of ‘Trieb’
by instinct set the stage for behaviorism. For a critique of Behaviorism see The
Structure of Behavior by Merleau-Ponty. Using Trieb is an attempt to about basic
human motivations in a none-reductive way.
trope cross 14 – Crossing Metaphor and Metonymy, or any two of the master tropes. Cf.
Jacobson.
Truth – Positive Aspects (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
twenty four cell polytope (24-cell) – Unique Platonic Solid in four-dimensional space. No
analog in any other space. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/24-cell
two-way route 13 – Ascent and descent of the Hierarchy of the Schemas that produces
representation going down and repetition going up. Separation of these two routes
allows the sub-schemas to be differentiated.
Type theory – See Higher Logical Types. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_theory
typification – Making into a type. See A. Schutz social phenomenology.
ultra-one 6 –Badiou’s term for the arising of the one that covers up the possibility and
actuality of the multiple.
unbeckoned – Term that tries to describe aspects of reality that present themselves
although we have not imagined previously. In other words, they are not projected
beforehand.
unbreachable – Impenetrable boundary.
Unclearing, Opacity, Obscuration – de-jection (special term: Pentalectic fifth moment).
unconnectable – Impossible to relate.
Uncountable 15 – Multiple. Not countable nor infinite.
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Uncovering – Positive view of Fourfold (special term: Quadralectic second moment).
uncrossable – Distances that cannot be crossed.
Undecidability Proof, undecidable 3 – Proof by Godel that some statements cannot be
decided to be inside or outside a given formal system, like Peano's arithmetic.
Proved by diagonalization, mould X?X?X?, which is similar to the way that
irrational numbers are discovered in Geometry. Both irrational numbers and
undecidability of statements in formal systems shows that systems cannot be used
directly to measure themselves. Cf. Godel.
unfoldings – See The Fold by Deleuze. Catastrophe theory is about folded control surfaces
in the control space. In micro-genesis gestalts unfold in a discontinuous manner.
unhewn – In the series unhewn, rough hewn, hewn, cut, filled like a brick mould. Unhewn
is when the distinctions are at their most porous and that means that the introjected
hyle can have the most effect on our projections.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) – Representational Language for Software Methods
and techniques, which have become a standard through the work of the Object
Management Group (OMG).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_Management_Group
union – Design Field Element (Ultra5, Fifth).
Universal Algebra 16 – Most general type of Algebra of things and relationships. Related
to the Design Object and the Immediate Object of Peirce. See also Co-Algebra.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_algebra
Universal Turing Machine 2 – Turing Machine that reads other Turing Machines from
tape and executes them. Could be thought of as a Meta-Turing machine.
unKnot – circular line (or string) with no crossings that cannot be undone without cutting
the line.
unrepresentable, unrepresentability – Higher dimensional figures are impossible to
represent in lower dimensional space without a loss of information about
relationships between elements and distortions or warpages.
unschematizable, unschematized – what cannot be schematized.
unstriated – opposite of striated. See striated and pleroma.
unsynchronizable – impossible to synchronize.
untethered – unlinked, disconnected.
unthinkability – impossible to think conceptually. Supra-rational.
Urizen – Zoa who represents Reason in Blake's epic featuring the Four Zoas. The Zoa
whose shadow, spectre, and emanation are the divided line of Plato. This suggests
that there are three other divided lines represented by the other Zoas that are
submerged in our tradition.
Urthona – Zoa who represents the Earth in Blake's epic concerning the Four Zoas.
Use Case, mappings 9 – Shows mapping of Agent actions to Functions in a System. Part of
UML. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case
Vanishing Point – Projection associated with the multi-lectic (special term: Quadralectic
third moment).
vaporware 10 – Non-existent software that is advertised to have all the features that the
consumer desires.
Varella, F. – Co-founder with Maturana of Autopoietic Theory. Cf. The Embodied Mind.
Variety Producers (Humans as …) 9 – Humans are variety producers such that no
structural, formal, or systemic theory can completely capture the variety that
humans produce. Cf. Stafford Beer.
Vico, G. – Wrote a history of humanity in which he posited that human culture was
organized by the Master Tropes. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giambattista_Vico
These were picked up by Kenneth Burke. This is part of the history of the
Quadralectic.
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View – Emergent Meta-system moment (special term: Quadralectic third moment).
views of realtime systems associated with multi-lectic – See function, event, agent, data.
Virtual Layered Machine 9 – A simulation of a machine structure in Software that is
hierarchically organized. Cf. Shumate, Ken
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=339991
virtuality – Not real but almost. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual Fundamental concept
for Deleuze. Cf. M. Delanda
http://www.protevi.com/john/Postmodernity/IntensiveScienceOutline.html
V-Model – Model of the Development Lifecycle. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V-Model
Void 3 – The nature of space in Nature where there is no matter. The universe is mostly
made up of empty space within which matter exists in a vacuum. Empty space
surrounds everything. It is considered the ultimate nature of Nature and in Taoism
is considered to have a nondual nature. It exists but it has no matter in it. Plato
calls it the receptacle or the chora in the Timaeus.
void point 6 – Empty space of points that is the background for the drawing of figures in
geometry.
Voloshinov, V. – Marxist Semiotician that appears often in the dissertation of P. Wisse
.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voloshinov
Vortices (Gyres) – Produced by Positive Feedback in a negative or positive direction that
appear as ‘tornado like’ funnels within the Meta-system that can destroy the
viability of a System. Related to the hyperbolic nature of the pseudo-sphere.
warpage – the act of warping, the result of warping.
Well and Tree (Yddrasil) 14 – Primal Scene of Indo-Europeans. Cf. Bauschatz.
wellfounded – A set is well founded if it cannot be a member of itself and is not well
founded if it can. Interpenetration is modeled by the special case where a set can
be a member of itself by indirection if it is included in one of the members of the
set but not the set itself.
wesung – German word for Essence used by Heidegger especially in Contributions where
it is translated as sway.
whatness – essence, kind.
Whole – Foundational Mathematical Category. A Foundational Mathematical Category
based on mereology where the relationships between part and whole are
considered in terms of hierarchies of individuals that are either parts or wholes.
Wicked Problems 10 – Sorts of problems whose cure is worse than the disease. Problems
that are intrinsically almost impossible to solve.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicked_problems
Wild Being 6 – Propensities that are Out of hand as a mode of Being. The fourth metalevel of Being. Associated with the idea of Flesh in Merleau-Ponty. It is associated
with multi-lectic – See tendency, disposition, inclination, propensity, proclivity.
Wild Systems 10 – Systems Seen in the light of Wild Being.
Will to Power 10 – Key term usually contrasted to Eternal Return, which is a basic idea of
Nietzsche. It is interpreted various ways by different interpreters of Nietzsche. But
it means something like the Will to impose your own values rather than accept
traditional values since the free spirit transvalues all values and establishes its own
values. It also means the will to become ascendant by the exercise of power in
order to conquer.
Will to Will 10 – Heidegger’s interpretation of “Will to Power” in Nietzsche. Cf.
Heidegger on Nietzsche.
Wille 4 – Wille in German, has broader meaning than the English term Will. Has
connotations of desire not just self control. It is what Schopenhauer sees as the
thing-in-itself (noumena) within us.
Wisse, Pieter, Wissian – Pieter Wisse wrote his dissertation on Sign Engineering and this
has become the basis for my own work through critique and refinement. He
defined the Ennead to which I add a moment of perspective to achieve the
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Quadralectic. I call his use of Peirce's categories Wissian because, in my opinion
he is not true to the meaning Peirce had in mind. But his own categories allow for
the precise definition of the structure of the moments of the Quadralectic.
work 6 – According to Hegel determined by the trialectic of circumstance, means purpose.
world 2, 5 – A primary schema that contains all possible perspectives of a human group
that form a society and a culture in a given historical epoch however brief or
extended. One of the primary schema. At the limit of what is experienceable by an
individual within a society with a given culture at a given time.
world horizon 2 – The explorable boundary of a world. The backdrop within which
everything within a world takes place but is not part of the Kosmos.
World Tree (Yddrasil) 12 – Image of the Pluriverse made up of all the species, both seen
and unseen.
world view 2 – A view or vision of the wholeness of the world and its structure, different
from the phenomenal world itself. It is an idea about the world and its structure
rather than its phenomenal reality.
worldline – A path through SpaceTime.
Worldline and Scenario Minimal Method 12 – Separate Worldlines of Tasks with their
events and the scenario of causation or information flow between worldlines.
WorldSoul 6 – Plato's moving image of eternity, the combination of Being and Becoming
that appears as having the nature of Hyper Being.
Writing under Erasure 13 – A way to express Differance, i.e. Being (crossed out) Cf.
Derrida, Heidegger.
Wu Xing – See also Hsing. Means Five Hsing or five control and production nodes in the
circulation of Chi. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Xing
Wyrd – Fate in Old English.
x-lectics – Mono, Dia, Tria, Quadra, Penta, etc.
x-scape – OpenScape as a generalization of SeaScape, LandScape, MindScape, etc.
Yddrasil – World Tree's name in Norse Myth. See World Tree.
Zeno 9 – Produced paradoxes related to movement supporting Parmenides’ view of the
Static nature of Being. Movement inherently produces contradiction from this
point of view of Logic. See Lynds, Peter (2003) Zeno's Paradoxes: A Timely
Solution. http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001197/
Zeroth, operator (operand) 9 – The Zeroth Operator has no Operand.
Zeroth, Zeroness – trans-Peircian Philosophical Principle of Background.
Zoas, Cf. Blake Four Zoas. Principles of Life.
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